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POWEI LLUTZ OPTIMUM PROVISIONING I

P a kovzsxo xic is iii process of determining " (c) it does not have optimization capability to
provide justification and defense of budget

range and depth (quantity) of items of repair parts, requirements, nor therefore allow a definite --

Le: resistors, transformers. capacitors, mocules. evaluation of the impact of arbitrary budget
assemblies, etc., required to support and maintain reductions.
an end item, equipment or material for an initial Spare Parts Provisioning for the U. S. Navy
period of service. The period of service generally de- must proceed from a model capable of satisfying two
scribed as the mission time during which the equip- separate requirements for maintenance parts.
merit must survive with spare parts furnished, with-metustsurvie w(a) A maintenance part kit satisfactory to pro-
To facilitate understanding the iy.ensity and vide support at each equipment site for a

complexity of the World's largest hardware acquisi- specified time period (an Allowance Parts

tion, consider an Aircraft Carrier of the U.SS. List (APL) and/or Coordinated Shipboard

Enterprise Class with a range of 883 different Allowance List (COSAL) and;

electronic equipments. Adding redundancy (Back- (b) A back-up set of maintenance spare parts

up) in equipments to establish depth, over 17,000 all equipment installations with said parts f

total electronic equipments carried aboard, with not stocked in the on-site kit, and to refurbish
equipment repair part range in discrete parts ex- the on-site kits when parts are used from
ceeding 17,000 items and a total depth of more said kits. The back-up set of maintenance
than 93,000 repair parts, representing a dollar value
for initial support of approximately $1,134,000 dol- parts must "normally" satisfy the require-

ments of the system for a much longer timelars for one ship. The dollar figure represents the period than the individual on-site kits.

On-Board Repair Parts Support (OBRP) for a *90p
day period, and does not consider parts procured for In a dollar oriented world, the ideal system must

systems stock ashore, Fleet issue ships,. Repair provide a budget oriented and justifying cost effec-

Depots, Civilian Contractors and parts replaced tive system capable of providing a definite confi-

every 90 days thereafter. Allowance Parts Lists dence that a "stock out" would not occur during a

(APL's) are supply, technical aids which have in- specified mission duration. Such a system would
dicated the range and depth of repair parts (OBRP) provide:

k"jto be carried on-board the ship, and additional in- (a) Optimum system support vs cost. ..

formation concerning the part. Determinate on (b) The best mix of parts Le: maximum support
complexity, equipment may have from 1 to over when funding for optimum support was not
150 APL's describing part/'allowances for the available.
equipment system configuration. During the pro- (c) Tie of the budget to effectiveness of support,

visioning process, equipment, maintenance and pro- and allow for command "trade offs" in re-
visioning engineers, together with fleet equipment sponse to budget reductions.
oriented technicians make up to 24 decisions per Models in use today allow multiple or single
part, preparatory to processing the APL through the constraint optimization processes. A single constraint
current NAVSUP model that considers the APL's process might maximize the probability of system
for all equipments on the ship and eventually spares adequacy with respect to either a cost,
"Prints out" Consolidated On-Board Ships Allow- weight or volume constraint. A multiple constraint
ante List (COSAL). optimization process considering two or more con-

This paper addresses a scientific method ap- straints requires the use of the Nations largest com-
plicable across DOD and Industry for deployed puters with maximum memory, maximum storage
electronic equipments, systems, subsystems and capacity and long running time. Multiple constraint
functional elements thereof, specifically for the capability is valuable in optimizing for small boats.
purpose of this paper for the U.S. NAVY. The submarines and aircraft-however, for the purpose
methodology maximizes effectiveness for a given of projecting the most cost-effective system, for
budget, or establishes the budget for a stated ef- general Navy use, we will confine our presentation
fectiveness, i.e: allows for the 1st time. defense to a specific type of single constraint process with

of the budget to provide a predetermined stated cost, as one might expect, as the single constraint.
effectiveness and the negative affect on effectiveness Specifically, for an on-site allowance list, we will
caused by arbitrary budget cuts. show that either some high probability of system

The current Navy Provisioning Methodology has spares adequacy may be assured while minimizing
the following weaknesses: the cost of that assurance, or that the probability

(a) It does not definitely evaluate the effective- of system spares adequately may be nraximi:ed sub.
ness of support provided. ject to a fixed system spares cost. Stating our case

(b) It is not cost effective in comparison with in either fashion assures the customer's obtaining
the model presented, and naximum protecLion value received for dollars

*Per are carried In such der.th to provide replacements for part spent on spare items, which is our goal.
expeeted to fail once, or more than once in a 9O day period. The paper will specifically illustrate, by use of

Naval &9l1*, Journal, Februay 190 109



OPTiIMUM PROVISIONING POWELL/LUTZ

a modified Black and Prochan Method, how an * Rome Air Force Development Center, New
optimum cost on-site allowance list for maintenance York
parts [I) may be generated for a typical equipment. * Naval Post Graduate School, Monterey, Cali-
Allowance lists generated by current methods will fornia
be compared with this optimum cost allowance * Naval Ship Systems Command, Washington,
list to determine the effectiveness of each method, D.C.
through the use of the Navy's Maintenance and a Naval Material Command, Washington, D.C.
Material Management Data System [2] as a com-
mon data base. Based on the reported parts usage 0 Defense Documentation Center, Alexandria,
data for the selected equipment(s) it will also be Virginia
shown that the modified Black and Prochan Method The Navy 3-M Data Reporting System requires
would have afforded maximum protection for the technician annotation of data cards regarding part/
system at substantial savings in the kit cost. assembly/module/tube failures, and related main-

The use of the model for scientifically forecast- tenance information. The equipment oriented data
ing on-board repair parts during the hardware is subsequently sent to the Navy Maintenance Data
design phase of Integrated Logistics Support (ItS) Collection Center for print-out in customer oriented
Life-Cycle Costing will also be discussed, formats, and are used for problem identification,

The results to date, of our continuing look at evaluation, etc. The 3-M Data Base is sufficient to
the state of the art electronics provisioning and include all major ships of the Navy and its equip-
computer technology, utilizing the Univac 494's at ments. The failure/replacement of parts as repre-
the Electronic Supply Office, Great Lakes, Illinois- sented by special 3-M reports developed by NAV-
has been so promising, with such apparent reduc- SEC was used as the base-line for evaluation of
tions in support costs, that we unequivocally rec- the models considered meeting the basic require-
ommend the allocation of DOD resources allocations ments for Navy Provisioning.
to significantly speed up the evaluation and imple-
mentation of this methodology for provisioning of Introductiou
electronic equipments, systems, subsystems andfunctional parts thereof. "Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) and Life-

Cycle Cost Procurement i,e: (cost of ownership

methodologies) are becoming a "way of life" for
Background the military as well as commercial contracts. A very

To facilitate development of a scientific approach substantial, if not most significant portion of any
for the determination of on-board repair parts and life-cycle cost for a weapons system, or group of
in-country support for International Logistics re- weapons systems deployed-is the cost of maintain-
quirements, the Naval Ship Engineering Center, ing Weapons System equipment in working order
then in Washington, D.C., tasked the Naval Ship over a given projected life cycle usage time. Pre-
Engineering Center, Great Lakes, Illinois Division vious and present military and commercial spares
to recommend and/or develop methodology and provisioning programs have not been optimized in
specification to satisfy said requirements. An exten- a meaningful manner, and have not/do not consider.
sive search and evaluation process was conducted the essential ingredients that must be considered to
over a two year period to determine "what" method- provide optimum support for minimum dollars/
ologies were representative of the state of the art, investment i.e: (1) Maintenance work force staffinL
and particularly to evaluate their sensitivity to (2) Design for Maintenance part of module stor-
the Navy Spare Parts Provisioning Process. age, (3) Cost and quantities of test and material

Amongst those organizations visited/contacted by handling equipments provided, as well as (4) Mis-
the authors were: sion success which depends upon the quantities of

0 Naval Applied Science Lab, Brooklyn, New maintenance parts being spared, (5) A quantified
York Military Essentiality Coding (MEC) to provide the

* Naval Ship Engineering Center, Norfolk Vir- hierarchial relationship of ships mission(s) to Sys-
ginia, Washington, Pt. Hueneue tern, to equipment, to parts, to other resource

* Naval Supply Systems Command, Washing- allocations in support thereof including personnel.
ton, D.C. This paper is not an attempt to cure all of these

* U. S. Army, Huntsville, Alabama problems in one-shot. but for the moment address
0 Raytheon Corporation, Waltham, Massachusetts the provisioning methodologies generally in use:
* Computer Applications, Inc., New York, New 1 The Percentage Method-Taking a certain arbi-

York trary percentage of total equipment cost or quanti-
* Boeing Corporation, Seattle, Washington ties of parts used within the equipment, and sparing
0 'NASA. Huntsville, Alabama according to such cost or part quantity percentage;
* IEEE. Headquarters, New York, New York 2 The Expected Value Method - (sometimes
* McMillan and Company, New York, New York called the TABLE METHOD) or (NON CONVEN-
* Goddard Space Flight Center, Maryland TIONAL ALLOWANCE TABLE). Utilizes the av-

110 Navaf lft qime Joee,.I Febmuaiy IM



POWELL/LUTZ OPTIMUM PROVISIONING

erage failure frequency of each part to determine the probability distribution of demand for spare
quantity of replacements, items during the mission.
3 The Committee Method---Organizing a spares The approximate demand distribution of a part or
provisioning conference and using method 1, but module may be determined through part or module
spreading out the responsibility and assigning the replacement data, from which the approximate
percentages on an individual part basis; or: mean and variance of that distribution may be de-
4 The Part Probability Method- (Fleet Logistics termined. For purpose of exposition in this paper,
Supply Improvement Program-FLSIP) - Using and upon observing part or replacement demand
tables of the cumulative Poisson and Normalized dis- distributions in general from the field, it has been
tributions to determine spares quantities for each assumed that spare item demand time distributions
part type spared based upon part failure rate data, approach exponentiallity (demand for replacement
and the individual probabilities of having adequate parts occurs at a constant rate, giving rise to the
spares for each part type. Poisson distribution) .. .

Although the Part Probability Method (FLSIP) As mentioned briefly in the summary, there are
described is far superior to the previous three spares provisioning methods which are superior to
methods in common usage, it is still insuficient as the four methods just described. These superior
a technique for sparing in that it is neither respon- methods have not seen common use in spares pro-
sive to the roblem of assuring overall high prob- visioning practice because in many cases it has
ability of mission success nor is it responsive to become difficult for the non-mathematician to ap-
the problem of assuring overall minimum cost, in preciate advantages which could have accrued by
line with life-cycle cost constraints. The four their use.
methods described heretofore have the following This paper specifically addresses one method, A
weaknesses: modified Black and Prochan Optimum Spares Pro-

1 They do not evaluate the effectiveness of sup- visioning Methodology; which after exhaustive
port provided. (i.e: quantify the affect of budget evaluation of the state of the art, is most capablei cuts upon effectiveness nor provide the effective- Of providing the support and trade-off orientation

ness in terms of probability of mission success for required in the dynamic dollar oriented world of
dollars invested), provisioning. For selected Naval Shipboard Equip-

A -@ 2 They are not cost effective when compared ment/Systems, we will "bump" the 3-M reported .-

with the Model presented in this paer, failure/replacement of parts data base against the"prognostication" capabilities of the following mod-
3 They do not provide adequate justification and els to determine which would have provided the

defense of budget requirements, nor do they allow maximum effectiveness for the dollar investment.
for a definitive scientific evaluation of the affect

of arbitrary budget reductions.
* A recent paper [3] on systems effectiveness in- The Black and Proschn Method [6]

" dicates that up to 805o of the average system down- This method of determining an optimal spares
time for Navy Weapons Systems recently studied kit subject to a cost constraint is based upon the
is attributable to inadequate or improper spares fact that for each addition of a part to the spares
provisioning. Not having the proper maintenance kit there is a marginal increase in assurance of
part needed by the system, of course, also intro- not exhausting the spares. Correspondingly, for
duces "penalty" costs not normally incurred, to each addition of a part to the spares kit there is
insure the subsequent timely acquisition of such a marginal increase in cost of the spares kit. Black
an underspared part. and Proshcan [6] have shown that for the spare

In broadest terms, all of the possible types of kit to be one of the optimal set of spare kits that
spares provisioning methods may be described in A AP- AR,_
inventory control theory [4,5]. Two types of models r, = r.. = r3  r. - -R M -= . I
are possible: 1. Static (a single spares order for " C1  C "a

a defined period of time, as on shipboard) and 2. where:
Dynamic (subject to any number of spares record- logP, (n .41) -logP (n,) AR,
ers). Within the two models types, it is possible r = Cl -........ (1)

to have any one of three conditions: 1. Certainty and:
(knowing precisely when each spare item will be log P, (n + 1) -LogP, (n,)- AR, (n1 )
needed), 2 Risk (knowing the probability distribu-
tion of demand for spare items), and 3. Uncertainty is the incremental increase in assurance for adding
(not knowing the probability distribution of de- 1 part of type "i" in addition to "n," spares, and

mand for spare items). cl is the cost of one part of type i.
The situation at the equipment site, of course, For the constant failure rate case assumed in [G]

calls for a static model, under risk, since we are and in our introduction
interested in sparing, before mission start, for some ea ait" 1 . . (2)
specific period of time subject to knowledge of r,( + 1)!c, ..

Naval foginerv Journal, February 197 0 I



OPTIMUM PROVISIONING POWELL/LUTZ

were a, is the usage rate of the Ist part. This given 1.0
a particularly convenient value to compute, since

J.1

when a part i may be used as many at k times in
a system, as the convolution of a Poisson frequency
function is a Poisson frequency function.

One example of determining a particular spares
kit meeting a probability

P (A) =lnIP, (S,) ............. (3)

where P (A) - the probability or assurance of not
incurring system disability due to
spares shortage for a given essen-
tiality level.

P, (s1) = the probability of assurance of not
incurring system disability due to COST 1

a shortage of spare part type i Dlfure L
within given essentiality level.

and where: time. This situation is adequately described in the
P (si) = P [NI(t)<nJ classical literature on inventory control theory (4),

of not having a spares shortage is shown in Figure 1. (5) and will not be discussed in further detail in

The curve in Figure 1 was arrived at by starting this paper.
with zero spares o each part type. Then r,, r,. M
r. were calculated for each part type. Then the Maintenance & Material Maswgevet
part type with the largest r, was added to the spares (3-M) System [2]
kit and the overall probability of spares adequacy Implementation of the Maintenance Data Collec-
was recalculated. The kit was calculated one step at tion Sub-System (MDCS) of the Navy's Main-
a time until either of the following inequalities were tenance and Material Management System provides
met: the logistician with a useful tool for measuring

P.:6 1n" P, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4) the effectiveness of an on-site spares list in an actual
1-1 operation environment. Over ninety per cent of the

or active fleet is now reporting maintenance and part
* usage data in the 3-M system. 3-M parts usage data

SCo--6 CIn, collected over a period of eighteen months to two
5. • years for the systems supported by spares lists de-

scribed previously in this paper was reviewed to
The following is quoted from reference (7), Some establish the effectiveness of the spares lists. For

advantages of the Black and Proschan Model are: the equipments hereafter identified as "A" and "B",
1. Given the basic parameters-the quantity, fail- 3-M data from fifty-twp ships was used for "A" and

ure rate, price and number of operating hours re- sixty-five for "B". Ship type and numbers of ships
quired of each part in the system - the relationship reporting are as follows:
between cost and asurance is readily represented
by a plotted curve (see Figure 1) from which the EQUIPMENT "A"
point of Uniinishing returns may be approximated AGC-3 CGN-1 DF.5
Viually. AOE-1 CLG-4 DEG-1

2. For a given fixed cost, a spares kit which maxi- CA-1 CVA-2 DLG-11
mizes logistic readiness can be generated. CC-1 DD-8 DLGN-1 -

3. Conversely, for a given fixed assurance of CC--
spares adequacy (Logistic Readiness) as a function CG-4 DDG-8 LPH-1

* of time a spares kit which minimizes cost can be EQUIPMENT "B"
generated. AGC-1 ARC-i DLG-5

The situation for the back-up spares at a central ALA-4 ASR-1. DE-3
location calls for a dynamic model subject to any AOG-1 CAG-2 DER-3
number of spares reorders under risk, since we APA-5 CA-1 LSD-4
are interested in sparing for many equipments, be- APD-1 DD-16 LST-5
fore mission time, subject to the knowledge of a AR-i DDG-2 MSC-3
probability distribution of demand for this specified DL.2 MSO-4

112 N wl Igin Jeoml. Fb,,, im M



POWELL/LUTZ OPTIMUM PROVISIONING

TABLE 1 YE v' L 4ARNECONSTRAIN CONSTRAINIq COM.PARE OPR ACLT

EQUIPMENT "A" LIST WE YE

Type Cost 3-M Effectiveness . .

Conventional 3,553 .786 YES

FLSIP (90)% 2,130 .495 C S INTCOMARE
B-P (90) % 1,860 .748 9 YE ,,
B-P (95) % 2,432 .855 END

B-P (99) % 4.100 .445

NOTE: In both case, Modified Black & Prochan Methodology pro- ND
vide increased effectiveness and lower cost.

TABLE 2
Figure 2. Modified Black and Prochan computer logic chart.

EQUIPMENT "B"

Tye Cost 3-M Effectiveness Illinois, the model was programmed to run on the
Conventional ;597 .577 UNIVAC U-494 and presently has the capability
B-P (90) % 1,552 .606 to handle 7,000 line items, with a running time of

B-P (95) % 2,890 .675 1.5 hours. Note that 85% of our equipments to be
B-P (99) % 4.739 .758 provisioned will be covered by this capability, and

Observe that in this case "Historv", i.e.: 3-M reported failure/ to accomodate the largest equipments, the Navalreplacement clearip evidences that FLSIP cost 3.8 times more Applied Science Laboratories at Brooklyn, New

than the modiled Black & Prochan Methodology and with little
more than half the effectiveness of the B&P Methodology. York estimate that it is possible to handle 30,000
For these weapon systems the cost optimized method for determin- line items on the CDC-6600 with a running time
Ing the spares lit would have yielded greater protection for theweapon system lit a substantial. savings in investment cost. of 3 hours.

We have shown that 3-M data establishes the

The reported part usage requirements were matched upper limit of effectiveness when comparing various

with the various spares lists to determine the ef- APL generating methodologies to the same data

fectiveness of the various lists. The effectiveness of base. We are working toward computerized 3-M

spares were calculated by the following equation: analysis to facilitate development of a quick re-
action capability to update APL's and quickly

e " (MA)I identify and initiate action to solve support prob-
Effectiveness - ( e lems. We have shown how the modified Black and

Proehan Model can be used to:

Where M = Average number of part requirements/
ship/90 day mission * Evaluate Effectiveness

S= Average number of part shortages/ship/ * Assure Cost Effectiveness
90 day mission 0 Justify and Defend Budget Requirements

S
A = (1- ) * This modified Black & Porchan Math Model/

M Methodology is far superior to all previous and pres-
ently used/known methodologies.

The effectiveness and cost of the various spares
lists are measured by the reported usage data are
depicted, Tables 1 and 2. SYSTEMS PROVISIONED

Original Computer Programs were written in
Fortran IV to run on the Honeywell 2200 at the Previously with Modified Black and Prochan

Naval Ordnance Station at Forest Park, Illinois, Methodologies

limiting the maximum number of line items under AN/SPG-51
consideration to 900. The Logic Chart is shown in AN/BQQ-9
in Figure 2. The running time to provide a spares AN/SQS-35
list at .99 Effectiveness was 15 minutes. Subsequent-
ly, in coordination with the Naval Supply Systems AF 441-L Radar

Command, Electronic Supply Office, Great Lakes Nike "X" Radar

Novel nglrtas Journal, February 1970 113
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OPrTIMUM PROVISIONING POWELL/LUTZ

Furthermore, for the equipments/systems re-
TABLE 3 ported in this paper, we have illustrated that corn-

DATA REQUI.RED piling a spares list via the Modified Black and Pro-
chan Model, is an accomplished fact on present

For Black and Prochan Computer Run day hardware. Moreover, that a spares list calcu
Equipment Configuration lated in this manner, does in fact provide adequate
Maintenance Plan protection for a weapon system at a substantial
Part Replacement Rates savings and higher effectiveness when compared
Part Unit Prices with other methods presently in wide use by De-

NOTE: The data elements required to run the modified Black & partment of Defense.
Prochan Math Model as indicated above. would be required
and known during the design phase at which time it would Additionally; this methodology:
be possible to consider the ILS life cycle estimated costs of
ownership and make trade-offs before entering the budget 1. Evaluates the effectiveness of support pro-
cycle. Subsequently the updated data elements would
provide the base for intermediate sparing and Interim APL's vided,
during the period between equipment installation and Na-
val Supply Systems Command support 2 to 3 years later. 2. Is cost effective and,
Additionally. with subsequent update based on reported 3-1
data, NAVSUP in conjunction with NAVSEC. would be able 3. Provides adequate justification and defense of
to update the ALLOWANCE PARTS LISTS (APL's), and
more scientifically provide follow-on support to the Fleet. budget requirements allowing a definite evaluation

of arbitrary budget reductions.
In the World of ILS, with tightening budgetThe methodologies utilized to provision the constraints, it becomes abundantly clear that we

above equipments differ according to constraints, must accelerate the development and impler enta-

machine techniques, and other factors, e,g: some

provisioning lists were started with one each of tion of cost effective methodologies which show

each item used in the equipment with the math promise of providing higher effectiveness for fewer

model used to optimize kits in support thereafter. dollars, and in this connection the authors recom-
Such a technique starts with the assumption that mend that the Navy and other DOD organizations
dollar resources are available, space for storage plagued with electronic support problems of the
is available and that the mission of the equipment kind addressed in this paper, provide such ad-
requires such protection. In real life provisionings, ditional resources as necessary to bring about the
however, we are generally constrained to generate progress that can be made possible by the methodol-
the optimum mix of parts to achieve the greatest ogy presented.
degree of protection for a given "remaining" num-
ber of dollars available. What we do gain in using
the model is the negative affect on probability of 1ZPEEc]Cs
mission success and the dollar amount to get the [1] D. J. Harrahy. R I. Powell and R. A. Lutz, "Optimum
probability to a level satisfactory to CNO, i.e: de- Cost Shipboard Allowance Lists for Maintenance Repair
fense of the budget and the deleterious affect on Parts." Naval Engineers Journal, Volume 80, Number 4,
combat readiness of the fleet, when budgets are pp 578-582 of August 196&
cut. [2] Navy Maintenance and Material Management (3-L)

Manual, OPNAV 43P2 of March 1965.

Conclusion: [3) CDR. C. D. Potts, "System Effectiveness Analysis of Op-

During the period 1947 to the present, numerous erational Readiness." Proceedings NMC Third System
authors (see references) considered the potential Performance Effectiveness Conference (SPECON 3) 1967,

benefits of the Black and Prochan Math Model for pp. 29-38.

optimizing spares kits; unfortunately however, the [4) M. K. Starr and D. W. Miller, "Inventory Control, Theory
hardware did not exist in those early days to imple- and Practice." Prentice-Hall, 1962.

ment the concept in a meaningful cost effective [5] C. W. Churchman, R. L. Ackoff. and E. L. Arnoff, "Intro-
manner. duction to Operations Research." John Wiley & Sons,

This paper illustrates how spares lists calculated Inc., New York, 1957.

by various methods can be compared with one [6) G. Black and F. Prochan, "On Optimal Redundancy",
another, and measurements of the overall effective- Journal of Operations Research, Vol. 7, 1959, pp. 581-588.
ness and cost of such lists can be calculated through r7] R. F. Hynes and L. R. Doyon, "Techniques in Optimizing

the use of a reporting system such as the Main- Spare-Parts Provisioning." Proceedings 1969 Annual
tenance and Management Data System of the Navy. Symposium on Reliability, pp. 511-526.
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Prograrnin'U."
e~i, IBM, RoAk- Initial provisioning is analyzed for the case where parts in use and spares

have exporential failure distributions with different failure rates. Expres-

.5: Stochastj/ sions are given for systemnrlablt and its asymptotic expansions for
mn-Weslev, -Neu smail time, lurge time, large mnbers of spares, anid small sparc failure

lrate. The incremental reliability associated with each additional spare
i part is anrlyzed. Graphs are presented that yield, for arbitrary failure

rained Prograw- rates of spares and parts in use, the minimum number of spare parts needed

ions f Chiie-to achieve system reliabilities of 90, 95, and 99 per cent.

Carnp-,,; THE stockpiling of spare parts is a widely used method of achieving
Thigh system reliability, and the determination of op~timal policies for

roqramnming for initial provisioning and reordering is of considerable economic importance.
of Technolua±v Spare provisioning is usually carried out either under the assumption

that spare parts do not fail or-the assumntion that spare parts have the
artacme: S;. amefailure rae sparts in us.These assumptions -are c onvenientbe-

wN, "tochsti ause the resultant cxpressois for systemn reliability, cumulative Poisson
or cumulative binomial probabilities, respectively, are easy to work with.

10anunn Prch-U Recently WEiss has shown!'1) that even a small amount of spare deterio-
ioio~(Auzut raion rpsults in serious degradation of system reliability. On the other

i under Fro'ba- hand, the second assumption may lead to an estimate of system reliability
~9.3.that is cotnsiderably too ILU. -4A

c. ndzis~l on Since the two assum-ptionas may lead, respectively, to gross overestima-
tion of system reliability or to gross overprovisioning of spares, their use-Ifttliess is open to (ItestiOn. It is apparent that the case of arbitrary spare
iailure rate niceds, more detailed inves tication. Such a programn was begun

Iby Weiss and is continued here for exponientially-distributed lifetimes.
Two results of particular intere-t are a Mlaclaurin series expansion of

system reliability in powers of the spare failure rate and graphs that yield,
for arbitrary failure rates of spares and parts in use, the mninimum number
(dm~ spares necessary for achieving system reliabilities of 90, 9.5, and 90 per
cenit. The former hf..ffk to Commplitioris fo'r .flich reliability citlculat ions-
under the assumptioi, that spares do not fall -are approximately vaiid.
Sensitivity aiialyse-. performned v.in the latter can hlcp tcteinine whether
ohtaiiiimg better infformnation about spare filure rates is cotonmically
justified.
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THlE MODEL (a)A,= r(a-

WE CONSXDEfn a system composed of N identical parts with an initial supply
of m spares. The N parts in use are assumed to fail independently, each
with a constant failure rate X, while the spare parts are assumed to fail These transition prob
independently, each with a constant failure rate p. sis by renewal theory ol

Failed parts in use are immediately replaced by unfailed spares as long evolution between -suem
as these are available. Spares that fail or that are put into use are not re-
placed; hence the spares are gradually depleted. When a part in use faikT 2. System Reliability

and no unfailed spares are left, he system is said to fail. The system reliabilit-
System behavior is indicated schematically in Fig. 1. The state k

(k=0, 1, i.., n) contains ex.,tly k unfailed spares and is one in which the R,(t) =Pr(system ops
system is operational. Note that state 0 and the state F of system failure time 0)

are distinct. The transition rate Xk out of state k is given by X, N)-+k;. E.oP

~ ~k !](-)"
STATE F 0 SA STATE I

SA" SWe note in passing the t

ta) u 0 (spares do no-

Fig. 1. Schemzatic diagram of system behavior. r,(t) R,

* "°ANALYTIC FOWUMLATION AND RESULTS (b) NX/I integral,

1. Transition Probabilities R,()

The transition probabilities arc defined by k-0

Case (a) yields cumrulatP..(t) =Pr(svstem is in state k at time 1isystem whiae (a ) yields cu

is in state li at time 0), tion of case (b) to .

k=O, 1, . ., it, li =0, 1, 2, -, tions discussed in the ir
Differentiation of (3.

and describe behavior before tho system fails. The equations of motion equation of motion
for this pure death process are

dP,..,!dt= -NP,..+ (I- 6.. , 1 .A P,.,k+,. (k =0, 1,.-,)(1
The probability densit%

They may be solved recursively with the initial conditions P..,&(fi -!,ares at tirme 0, is give
-6..k with the result: tl f

,. .( ) - dR .(t)it= f
Pm,.(t) =((NX/)+k+l).a(1-e!)""/ (2)

k,- ) ] - ' , (k = 0, 1, .. ",-
where .%n alternative derivati

t Thesr are a specializ.tiou Of the Baienmn equations of radioactive dec.A,
whose general solution was fir-, given in reference 2.

I

.. . . , lia -. . . . . . , l . .
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I independently, eac IU=1,2, 3,"--"
s are assumed to fai These transition probabilities also play an important role in the analy-

sis by renewal theory of reorder policies since they describe the system
nfailed spares as long evolution between successive deliveries of spare parts.
it into use are not re-
ien a part in use fails i2. Systemt Reliability

ail.

afl. 1.TeItt The system reliability R,,(t) is defined by
id is one in which the R. (1) = Pr(system operational at time 1rm unfailed spares at
ze F of system failure :time 0)
riven by Xh=NX +kA. = Ek- , (3a)

tWe note in passing the two special cases

Cse(a)ryewl c ltiv Posone polities fo te srb the system ltaiedres whilocaseoltn b)ee yieldsimuliverbinsoia sparbailtis. B pcaia

tio of0 cas to not h or n e a
tionsard s (us R 0).(NSsed hel i tr n e

atio o in Difesymreniaii t) ihrsc tofind inetoboy1 east h
ld sone n whch t e quation ofr moto eainla ietmmfie prsa

j R~)d1 -XP., 0M = , ~ N/).+ _(ee,)m IeJ ) (6)

Tee probability dni th system f iri itym
while= case()ydsmult(e ) +ni 1oat Be)p/ciaz

tion -i- enote incassintog -thee twoia casescorsndtthtwasup

faleratiederiation of ) probaieed s fom the ation ea ty
on isaioac if the introduction. (8), lutios ofmoton? equation of motion

dR.(M/dtffi-NXP,.,(t0=i-(N /).+i (--''m]- '  (6)$
=0 , 1, ---, 0 (I) 1

The probability density f.(t) of system failure time t, starting with m
)nditions P..,:(t=ffi) spares at time 0,. is given by

(7)
=0 , -, ...,,M ) (2) (t __o;,M = 0, 1 2, - -)

An alternative derivation of (7) proceeds from the relation{

of radioactive deelly, ti,*- "' (8) |
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which expresses the time t1 for system failure, starting with m spares, as .1. Marginal Anlysis
the sum of m+1 independent random variables. Here tk is the time for Marginal analysis inv(
the number of unfailed spares to drop from k to k-1 and is exponentially gained by the addition of
distributed with mean 1/. It follows from (8) that f. is the in-fold with the equation of moti -
convolution of the probability densities of the tk.

The system reliability may alternately be expressed ast I l  dR.

R,4t) f dyf.,(y) (9) leads to the conclusion
R_ (1)+=-Ry f(.(y)/(9) ).

= 4n ,(p =e") (10) [(1--

An alternate derivation of
where the change of variables x--C- ' was made and This equation describes t

, r(c+d) fP () M+lst spare.
r(c)r(d J a 1 ....- )d- (c, d>0) (11) The ratio g. of successi

is the incomplete beta function in PEARSON's no ttrion. n1) g=" (R,+ 2-R=+2 )(R -

The system reliability is strictly monotone decreasing in 1, dropping
from R.(0)=I to R-,(-)=0. According to (10) and (11), R.(() is
strictly monotone decreasing in the spare failure rate A for in? 1. The right-side of (17) a.

niately each spare adds 1
3. Time of System Failure Ih** of in for which g.,ff I

If the system is started with m unfailed spares at time 0, then the time n -
t/ of system failure has the probability density f,.(t,) given by (7). The
distribution of system failure times is unimodal, the most probable time of The marginal analysis
system failure being given by integer contained in m*,

(a) If lin**<0, then
tL...*= (1/)ln[l+ (m?/NX)]. (in -0, 1, 2, - ) (12) itiental reliability than. its

The mean and variance of the time of system failure are most readily (b) If [m**] , thea
obtained from (8). They are given by' ndds more incremental re

EE)(he [,n**]+3rd on adds le:

E (if) = Fk':,- E(4k)= - 'k (I/4), (13) The ratio of successive i
and V2(tf) = " 2(th) - " t1/(X&)'. (14) from .: 1 to 1 -e-'<l.

If spares do not fail.
We note with Weiss that the mean and mode of the time to failure grow

much slower with m, asymptotically to (Iin)11), if spares fail than if
spares do not fail. It is also noteworthy t~aihe mean mnd mode do not mnd the last spare that ad

coincide, even when ,A approaches zero. This comes as no surprise since or is the [Nxt]th. This i
a the same property holds for the rnth order Erlang density to which f failures in a time interval

reduces as u approaches zero. The quality R.+,/R.,,
According to (13) and (14), the coefficient of variation a(1,)/E(4) -ufficiently large. Thi.

is less than unity for n _ 1, and approaches zero as m grows very large. -.lce the inequ:dity
This is another property which!f., shares with the uth order Erlang density.

I
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-ig with in spares, a i. Marginal .41mlysis
are t is the time for Marginal analysis investigates how much incremental reliability is
and is exponentiall gained by the addition of each successive spare part. Comparison of (6)

hat f. is the m-fold with the equation of motion

ed asMI dR./dt- -X.(R.-R...) (ml) (15)

leads to the conclusion(9) 
( 6R+-R. = (Nx/X.+I1 )P.+1 ,o = (2VX/u)h, I

(p-e") (10) .[(1-e' t )'/(m+l) !je - '. (in -0, 1, 2, .. ()

An alternate derivation of (16) is based upon integration by parts of (9).
This equation describes the increase in reliability upon addition of the
(c, + 1st spare.

(c, d>0) (11) The ratio g. of successive increments in reliability is given by

n. 11 g.- (R..+-R+ 1 )/ (R.+ 1 - R.) j(NX/,) +,n+1]
asing in t, dropping (1-e-")/(tn+2).
and (11), R.,(t) i6

for m 1. The right-side of (17) approaches 1-e -"'<1 for large in, so that ulti-
nmately each spare adds less reliability than its predecessor. The value
I" of m for which g. I1 is given by

time 0, then the time In" -[(NX/) -1(e"-1)-2.
given by (7). The

aost probable time uf The marginal analysis can be characterized in terms of [mn*j, the largest
integer contained in n**, as follows:

(a) If [m**]<0, then each spare from the second on adds less inere-
0, 1,2, .- ) (12) mental reliability than its predecessor.

rre are most readily (b) If [r**]iO, then each spare from the second to the rm**]+2nd I
adds more incremental reliability than its predecessor. Each spare from
the m)**j+3rd on adds less incremental reliability than did its predecessor.

(13) The ratio of successive increments in reliability decreases monotonically

]. (14) from g2k_1 to 1-e-"'<.
. If spares do not fail, then j

e time to failure gro" n" * NXt-2, (A- 0)
f spares fail than :i

n and mode do~ .111d the last spare that adds more incremental reliability than its predeces-

3 as no surprise si, -,,r is the [NXt]th. This number is essentially the expected number of part

density to which f iiurcs in a time interval i when the supply of spares is infinite.
The quality R.+1 /.R, is monotonically decreasing in ti provided m is I

:rariation v1,)/E(!: ",lliiently large. This property holds, in particular, for all inm**

it, grows very lar; - "e the inequality

order Erlang densiy R.+I/R. k (R.+2 - R. 4 1 )/(R.t -R.,) -g.,
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is then satisfied. It follows that In R.+i/R.. is monotonically decreasing first, describe system behavi(

in the region of decreasing marginal reliablihtv. Since this nionotonicity tractable assumption is that
is sufficient (reference 4, p. 57) for the validit.v of the BLACK-PROsCHAN part failures can occur. The
algorithm for optimal allocation of funds aniong various subsystems, the A(t) - - (m-k)P
algorithm may be applied when spares deteriorate provided each subsys- B.(t) - ,n-k)J
tern has received enough spares to be in the region of decreasing marginal

reliability. Evaluation of these sums i

5. Alternate Expression: ;or System Reliability (,n- k)P..&(t)-

Two additional relations are presented which express R. as the sum
of ni+1 terms. One is obtained by performing a binomial expansion on We obtain
(7) and inserting the result into (9): * A (I) -. [(Nx/)+m](l-e7

,,C)- (N'X/j).+(./m !) l% (S) ( - 1)J'Ce&°/ ,). B,()-(+ )i R,()
! B.(f)-(,n+1)111 -R,(tl

The second is obtained by insertion of (16) into

R,.(t) -Ro(t)+ I IR-1 (0-&.-1), using the convention R-i-(m , (19) The mean number o pat
namel,, i. +1 for large 1. The behav

namely, - (NX/j)h(1 ei)hkiWN". ,B.1), with the result* *
(m-0, 1, 2, ( 20) A .(t)-. (N,

We note that as 1 approaches zero, (20) reduces correctly to the cumula-
tive Poisson probability r. given by (4). The variance B.(t) of th

In general, the most convenient analytical expressions for f. are in approaches zero for large t.

terms of the hypergeometric function F(a, b; c; z) -F(b, a; c; z) whose l hvior of B.(t) for small t is

properties are well known."* " This function is related to the incomplete B.(t) - GN,
beta function by 11 I

J,(a, b) =[r(a+b)/r(a+ 1)r(b)1p6F(l -b, a; a+1; p). (
(a >)(21) For small t, A. and B. are

(a, b>0) pr,.ess with rate Nx+nwj.

The usefulness of (21) for manipulative purposes is shown in Appendix A,

while its usefulness for asymptotic expansions is demonstrated in Appen-
dix B. .A ssr of N-2 identical

Appendix C tabulates several methods of calculation of system reli- %ithout part replenishineut.
ability. art., respectively, X,- 10' h,

!,oald be initiaUy supplied,

6. Mean Nuinber of Part Failures in t We find from (20) tham

In order to compute the mean A .(t) and variance B.(1) of the number 'I,ares are given by (Rs.

of part failures in a tinae interval i, starting with )n unfailed spares, we must '.' JS. Ileice 4 spares are

-- - - il L . - -
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otonically decreing i first describe system behavior after the system has failed. The most
ce this monotonici% f tractable assumption is that once system failure has occurred, no further
he BLWcK-Poscii.N part failures can occur. The mean and variance are then given by
• ious subsyrstems, thle. At-_, mk).,t+mll-,t]

rovided each subsys.
decreasing narginal . B(I) D (it -k) 2P..h(t)+ (in+ [

Evaluatiou of these sums ;s simplified by use of the relation

press R. as the sun, (mt-kia 1; m - 1, 2, .- )
inomial expansion ot1 11e obtain

A.(t) -[(Nx/,)+m](1-e-")R..._.(t)+(m+1)[l-R.()], (22)

(18) B.(t) -(m+ )'1-R.(t) -[A.(t)1+[(NX/)+ _C(1--e)
-0,1,2, .- ) • {R-(t)+(N /#)+m- I(1-e')R._(t)I (23)

(m-0, 1, 2, .-. "
(11) using the convention R 1 -R_..-O.

1 ,2, -- ) (19) The mean number of part failures A,.(t) is zero at t-0 and approaches
w+1 for large 1. The behavior of A.(t) for small t is obtained by use of

]-, V (B.1), with the result

-0,1,2,...) (20) A.(t)- (N+m)t1-(jd/2)+O(e)]. (24)

rectly to the cumula- (m-l,2,3,...;N)«1;ct<l)
The variance B.(t) of the nunmher of part failures is zero at t-0 and

esions for R. are in approaches zero for large t. We conjecture that it is unimodal. The be-
-F(b, a; c; z) whos I havior of B.(t) for small t is obtained by use of (B.1) with the result
ited to the incomplete B(L)-(NX+m)t[1-(3M/2)+O(e)].

;a(inp- 
1, 2, 3, .. 2 3 ; N <<1;pt<<l) (

(a, ; ). (21) For small 1, A. and B. ae the mean and variance for a pure Poisson
(a, b>0) process with rate .\+tnt.

shown in Appendix A.
moustrated in Appe. A? EXAMLE .

A sysrmg of N -2 identical parts must operate for a period t -1000 hours
ilation of system reli- without part replenishment. The failure rates ,f parts in use and spares

are, respectively, X-10-' hour - and st-0.2X. How mny spare parts
should be initially supplied?

We find from v20' that the system reliabilities associated with 3-8
•e B.) of the nunh'r tpares are given by ,R 3, .,R@) - (0.803, 0.907, 0.90, 0.984, 0.994,
Jailed spares, we niW'. O..4S). Heiwe 4 sares are needed for 90 per celkt reliability, 5 spares for

t-
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95 per cent, and 7 spares for 99 per cent. Since n* = -0.0074<0, each I I il I r' ii

spare adds less reliability than its predccesor.
If inf-5 spares are supplied, then the mode, mean, and standard devia.

tion of the time until system failure are given by [4,od., E(t,), 0(0)A f
(2027, 2446, 1008) hours. The mean and standard deviation of the nuin.
ber of part failures in I=1000 hours are given by [A,(1000), -v.Bd-(IO-)j
-(2.71, 1.46). Since u/NX=0.1<¢1, the system reliability may be

calculated from (B.3) as a cumulative Poisson probability with corrections.

One obtains -
Rs(1000)-4.983436-0.018045-0.005413+0(,ua ) -0.959978 t

in good agreement with the exact value of 0.960079. We note, in agree-

ment with Weiss, that even this small spare failure rate resulted in notice.
able degradation of system reliability and expected system lifetime from

their values (r(1000), E(t,)) (0.9S3, 3000 hours) if spares did not fail.

INITIAL PROVISIONING WITH CONFIDENCE -

IN oRDER to achieve a reliability A of system performance during a time
interval t, at least m* spares must be supplied, where n* is the smallest

value of m for which I

R.(t)A (26) j F
is satisfied. -

Equation (10) shows that R, depends on m and the two dimensionless
parameters gd and NX/s,. Consequently, for fixed A, i* is an integer-
valued function of the two-dimensionless variables p/Nx and NM. It

is possible to construct; for each fixed .4, a graph whose axes measure these 
last two variables, and upon which regions corresponding to diferent values
of m* are marked off.

Such graphs have been constructed for the three cases A -0.90, 0.95,
0.99 (Figs. 2, 3, and 4). The boundaries between regions of different t* "
were obtained by digital computer solution of the transcendeutal equation

R,(t) - A for t, using Newton's method as indicated at the end of Appendix
C.

Only the range of values jA/Nx ;2 has been plotted. This is by far the

most important region, since tw AX usually occurs. The boundary for the

region *n - 0 does not fall within the regions described by Figs. 3 and 4.

It is given by C-7N izA, namely by the horizontal line Yt-0.105, 0.051, ,

0.010 for the three cases A -0.90, 0.95, 0.09, respectively.
For values of ri and A not plotted, ,* may be obtained from (20): k

successive terms arc added to (20) until (26) is satisfied. The special .

case N= 1, ,s=0 N hich corresponds to the left edge of our -raphs, has been

studied and plotted by BARYEer. 3
17 

t)
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Alternately, the curves R.(1) =A for m - 0(1)39, NXuI 1(1)40, a,,t rn Nt-
A = (0.50, 0.00, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 0.975, 0.99, 0.995, 0.999, 0.999.. The exponential growth of m w
0.9999) can be constructed from HARTER'S tables of percentage points 1.;, cded to compensate for spare i.
the incomplete beta function."' These tables give X(C, D, A) for whi..
Ix(C, D)=A for C=1(1)40, D=1(1)40 and the above values of ..I. Aowh when p 0.

Entering the tables with C=NX/u, D=m+1, and A yields X(C, D, A)= A heuristic chek on (27a) is

C' from which NM4= -C In X may be obtained.
The system considered in the above example is used for illustrative pur. a am/a= ( -aR,,/at)/(aR,/O

poses. Entering the graphs with ((M/NX), NM) -(0.1, 2), we see, i, I riertion of (15) leads to the difie
agreement with the example, that initial provisioning of 4, 5, and 7 or 1
spares is necessary for system reliabilities of 90, 95, and 99 per cent, re. 8*/
spectively. spectiely.hose solution is, asymptotically,

One defect of the graphs is that they do not yield exact probabilities.
In the above example, they show that the reliability with 5 spares is greater A
than 95 per cent, but do not reveal how much greater. The example I
showed that Rf= 96 per cent, somewhat higher than the 95 per cent goal. STSmM 1EUA " Ex!Ea'

On the other hand, the graphs have the merit that the consequence of IssilsTioN of (21) into (10) leads to
uncertainty in the values of the failure rates may be easily ascertained. A 4R,)- (€-Nu/m!)(A/U)-1l I
sensitivity analysis performed via the graphs can be used to help determine i• etweens:-stemn reliabilityand thehyl. .
where more detailed knowledge is worth the expense necessary to acquire *-lween a) labltoan tete
it. For the above example, if nothing were known about js except that i
0_<u_<X, then use of Fig. 2 with NXt=2 and u/NX ranging from 0 to 0..i) 1-R,()=I(1-e-*9'*/(m+)1](NM
reveals that from 4 to 7 or 8 spares are needed to achieve 90 per cent
reliability. The hypergeoinetric transformation

Inspection of the graphs reveals that the growth of m* with u and t i. T
extremely rapid, and that higher values of g lead to faster growth of in' F(a, b; c; )- (1-

with : A*/(/NX)a(NXt) >0 F(a, b; c; z)-(1-
-

'm*8(u/X)O(~t) 0.| pplied to (A.1) and (A.2), respective

It can be shown that for fixed A, N2 and 1A>0, vz* grows exponentially with (Al)_and,(1  2),rti/_
t for large t. Equation (B.9) leads to the asymptotic formula

m* e"F"A; (Nx/ j)) (27a) and

if t is taken sufficiently large that -R(L) e-S~t(l---t)+I/(m+l

m>Ml, NX/u ;e--tF-(A ; (NX/))<<1 (27b) The first transformation formula a)

are satisfied. Here F,'-(A ; a) is the A-quantile of the standardized gamina -R.(L) e-(M-'t(1-e- 4)"'/(. n'

distribution with parameter a.
When u =0, 7n* grows a,;yniptotically linearly with 1. The normal ap-... Ihlc usef ulness of these expressions i,

proximation to the Poisson distribution with large mcan leads to I1 e us efulne fe asmptot'
I' bile their usefulness for asyniptot,

A --r.,(!)-([-t1V NM), (NX>>I) The hypergeoinetric function 1,-.

where 4,(.) is the cumulative function for the standard normal. Hence' F(a, b; c; t)= L
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X/.,=1(1)40, alit rn* N ~t/N~,-(A). (NXt>>I; i4=0) (28)
95, 0.999, 0.0995. ' The exponential growth of in* with t for ; >0 (where extra spares are
rcentage points o, needed to compiensate for spare failures) is in sharp contrast to its linear
',D, A) for whiel,

growth when =0.
ide values D A A heuristic check on (27a) is obtained by differentiation of R.(t) -AIds X(C, D, A)= Mith respect to t (suppressing the asterisk):

)r illustrative pur. 8m/0i (r-,R.!/t)/(8R,!8m( (-aR./o)/(R,-R.-). (29)
1, 2), we see, it,
f4, 5,and7or Insertion of (15) leads to the differential equation

1 99 per cent, r(.

':act probabilities, whose solution is, asymptotically, m*:-'Bef where B is independent of t.

5 spares is greater APPENDIX A
.r. The exampi.P
95 per cent goal. Sy S t RELIABILITY EXPRESSED VIA HYPERGEOMETRIC FUIcTiONS

]e consequence of xsEnTiOx of (21) into (10) leads to the desired relation
y ascertained. k R..(t)-(e-Nrt/m)((N)/)+l).F(-m, (N)(/.1; (N),/))+I; (-) (A.l)
to help determine
.essary to acquire etweensystem reliabilityand the hypergeometric function. The identity 1,(a, b) f
)u&--except that I,,(b, a) leads to an alternate expression of R. in terms of F:
il om 0 to 0..', 1-R.(t)-(l-e-)/(m+)Il(N/). F)-(Nm/M), 1+1;

ueve 90 per cent in+2; 1-e-1. (A.2)

',a*with and ti, The hypergeometric transformation fornulasll.-l

;ter growth of m" F(a, b; c; z)- (1-z)-,F(a, c-b; c; (z/z-1)),

F(a, b; c; s)- (1-z)'-F(c-a, c-b; c; z),

applied to (A.1) and (A.2), respectively, lead to two more relations,
xponentiallv with Irmula R.()= N='(l- '}/rn ]((N/u)+)=.F(-m, 1;
rmula ((A.3)

(27a) and
* I1- R. ) (0 C-N'[ (1- e'}'/( + 1)] !(A'.~*,)+,F(,m+1 + (NVxju), ;

(27b) The first transformation formula applied to (A.4) leads to t+2; -e-)

ndardized gamin:, 1- R.(t)-=-(Nx-'dt[ (1- ")'*'/(m+l]!(NX/v). +,F) - (N4/z), 1;
idrie 11113(A.5)

The normal al +; r9

[ends t,) I H. us,'fulnessof these expressions for manipulative purposes is demonstrated next.,'%hil their usefulness for asymptotic expansions is shown in Appendix B.(Nt>lI The hlvprgeonetric function posses.es the Maclaurin series expansion

normal. Hel,'re F(a, b; c; z)= '_ [(a).(b ./(c).l(z"/n!) (A.6)

I
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generally convergent for Iz < 1 but which breaks off if the parameter a is a negativ,. System reliability for largi

integer. Maclaurin series expansions of (A.1) and (A.3) are precisely (18) and (3b). otic expansion (reference 5, e

If the identity I
F(a, 1; c; z)=+(az/c)F(a-.-I, 1; c+1; x) (A.7) F(a, b, c, z)=I+(abl

[which follows from (A.6)] is inserted into (A.4), the result is (16). This completes

the proof of the equivalence of (3b), (18), (20), and (10). It is noteworthy that if (13.5) is applied to (A.5), thi

(3b), (IS), and (20) are three distinct sums, the proof of whose equivalence i

otherwise nontrivial.t Finally, the identity t I -R.(t)- [e'(1-c '

(a).z1:F(a+n, b; c; z)= (d'/dz")[z°+-l'F(a, b; c; z)],

when evaluated at (a, b, c, z, n) - (-m, ('X/A), (NX/A) +1, e"- ', 1) and combined If p approaches zero ii t

with (A.1), leads to an alternate derivation of (15). Uicntar cumulative Poisson 1

APPENDIX B
B ", on the other hand, NX/u i

ASYMPTOTIc EXpANSIONS roR SYsTEM RELIABILITY . ansion of the complement

SYSTE M reliability for small t may be obtained by Maclaurin series expansion of fton u is bounded away frur

(A.2) with the result leads to

1 -R,. (t) = [ l(N)/M),,u/m !] : (1- (NX/p))&(I -e-*)k ~+1AV (m+k-'Fl)k !]
[The expansion in (B.6) becom

(i<<l/Nkr, 11A; ,n-0, 1, 2, ... ) (B.1) [i ()= e x,

- System reliability for large t may be obtained by Maclaurin series expansion of

(A.1), with the result, i .- p>0, Vilhen NX =, (13.8) reduces

System reliability for larc-
)O::Is approximation leads t,

System reliability for small spare failure rate A may be expanded in a Mac- ,

laurin series in y =p/NX. Insertion of

(A'Al, h =(Nxl,) l 1 +[(k- I)k[2]y-b (3k - 1 )(L-2) (k- I )k/24y*-b 0(1')I T
andCutkj- (/2A1+J.3k+)/2](~i)+- -1.,ieh approximation (-)'

and (1 -e- i)kfi (Ad)" 1- (k/2),Ek(3k-bl)/241 '.. l .hiange of variables x - y/n?, t'
into (20) leads, after much simplification, to the expansion i , t_ xc

R,,,(t) = r,,,() - Ic- x1NXt) +(2 (m - !)- lyI 1-+ (y/12)1(mn- 1)(3m+2)

-(3n+1l)NXdl+O(y2)l (m -=1, 2, 3, ... ) (B.3)

,h,,re F(.; a) denotes the cu

where r., is given by (4). -ter a.

Ro=ro while, for in l, a necessary condition on the magnitude of p for the

approximation R,,(t)r,(t) to be valid is that I

t A direct proof of the equivalence of no), (IS), and (20) is given in reference S. Mvc%ral methods of ealet

pp. vii-viii. •w. Of these, equation C
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parameter a is a n.egati., System reliability for large numbers of spares may be obtained via the asymp-re precisely (IS) and (3b ,jc cxpans ion (reference 5, equatio 1,5.7.1)

-1; z) (A.7) F(a, b, c, z)-l+(ab/c)z+...+L(a).(b)./(c).(z'ln!)+O(l/Ic['+'. (B.5)

t is (16). This complet,. (fixed a, b, z;jc -- ;n-1, 2, 3, ..)
It is noteworthy that 13.5) is applied to (A.5), the result is

of whose equivalence i, 1l-R=.(t) = It- . :D-a(1 -~ e-* +/(rn+ 1) l]J(NXI,),.,

b; ; z) , { {1+ 1( A /, )- 1 (,+ 1) (e'- -1)+O (1/m ')}. 0B.6)

-1, gw, 1) and combinedj If p approachcs zero in the above, the asymptotic expansion for the comple-
,aentary cumulative Poisson probability is obtained:

l -r,() i= [('Xt)"+ /(n'+1) .le- '({l+INM/(n-z-2)]+O(1/rn') i. (B.7)

f, on the other hand, NX/p is integral, (B.6) reduces correctly to the asymptotic
.LIABIITY ,xpansion of the complementary cumulative binomial probability.

turin series expansion of If p is bounded away from zero, Stirling's approximation for the gamnma func-
tion leads to

r((NX/p)+m+l)/(m+l)!=m . "-'l+Q(1/m)]. (m l,N/p)
-1A(m+k+l)k']
V)X+(mMju)/2)]t+O )1. 1The expansion in (B.6) becomes

-0,2,---)(.)1- R,,(t) - [e-'I-Ot/r (NX/#)]m~nx -( - -)"1+0(1/M)].

(B.8)
aurin series expansion of r (m>> N/M)

! When AY =,u, (B.8) reduces correctly to 1 -R (!)--,(1--l "

). (B.2) System reliability for large in and f may be obtained from (10) and (11). Stir-
,iLg's approximation leads to

be expanded in a Mac- R N(I R,(t) -~..f dx zCNx" -(l -z)=. (m>>l, Nk/b,)

-1)k/241y+O(y1)l
01/2v+ O() I The approximation (1 -z)=me -  is valid for Oix< 1 if ?n 2 << 1-x. With the
t)t+... 1change of variables x = y/m, the above becomes

(R.3(t), dt y-''"c-/r(AA,) = F(me-1'; N/),1 )(3-+2) (B9

(in-1, 2, 3, -. )(B.3) ,(>1,\r/; " <l

%here F(.;a) denotes the cumulative standardized gamma function with param-
4 eter a.

magnitude of p for the
APPENDIX C 4

[r.+i I)-r(t)l}. (B-) ''EcHNot'Fs FOr CALCULATION OF SYSTEM RELIABILITY

) is given in reference S. Several niethods of calculation of the system rel;ability R,,,(!) are tabulated
;.,6r. Of these, equation (20) appears best suited for computer evaluation.

I 9_ _-



1.If28 Ai an inee,:,,ma heotained via (5), through lookup in a table (. 19RD61). T, Im

cmltvbioilprobabilities. 129(16)
2. If u~/NX is small, R,, may be obtained via (B.3), through lookup in a table Or 11 I. LEON HARTERt, New
cumulative Poisson probabilities, with correction terms if necessary. of Percntage Points (,
3. If ?it is not too large, R, can be obtained via (10), through lookup in a tablet, search Laboratories (I;
of the incomp)lete beta function. ment, Printing Office.
.1. Weiss give, III a normal approximation to the incomplete beta function if Mn and
NX,u are both large. (B3.9) gives a gamma approximation for large m and t. Addi.
tional approximations are given in reference 5.
5. Three closed expressions, (3b), (is), and (20), represent R., as the sum of rn+I
terms. As Ilarters) points out, (1S) is useless for numecrical computation if mn is large
clue to near-cancellation of the oscillating terms. Of the two remaining surm, botil
of which have positive summands, (20) is much preferred for the following reasonis:
(a) the summand has a simpler appearance and can be obtained recursively via
(17); (b) even more important, the Summands are independent of mn so that a whole
sequence of R.,'s can be quickly generated by merely adding more and more sum-
mands. This procedure is numerically stable since the summands eventually de-
crease in mag-nitude. This feature is extremely useful if one wants the minimum
number of spares it for which R,. ZA is satisfied; (c) if R., is obtained via (20), then

* the quantities R. -R.,-1 and, by (15), dR.Id! are available as by-products. The
last quantity is needed, for example, if 'Newton's method is used to find the value ofI
t, for fixed mn and .4, for which R.(t) -.A.
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INTRODUCTI ON

The Navy haa the mission of strategic deterrence, sea

control, projection of power, and overseas presence. In

order to perform this mission, adequate material support is

required. This materia support takes place at three levels:

the Organic Level of Supply; the First Echelon of Resupply;

and the Second Echelon of Resupply.

The Organic Level of Supply is the materia carried on

board teindividual ship. It is defined by the various leteeo

allowance lists that designate the items and their quantities mtra

that the ship should carry in order to be self-sustaining for

a specified period of time.

The First Echelon of Resupply is the material on board

the ships of the Mobile Logistic Support Force (MLSF) and at

selected shore activities (e.g., Submarine Bases Pear Harbor

and New London). The ships of the MLSF consist of Combat

Store Ships, Destroyer Tenders, Submarine Tenders, and Repair

Ships. The MLSF has the responsibility of providing the Oper-

ating Forces with resupply and repair support at sea. It is

1k this level of support that is the concern of this manual.

The Second Echelon of Resupply Is the Navy's wholesale

0 system. It is that material managed by the two Inventory

Control Points, the Aviation Supply Of iice and the Ships



Parts Control Center, and stored at supply centers, supply

depots, air stations, weapon stations, and shipyards.

PURPOSE OF THE UICP LOAD LIST OPERATIONS

The UICP Load List operations are designed to deter-

mine the variety of items (the range) and the quantity of

UICP and each item (the depth) that should be included on MLSP loads.
Load Li.st In making the necessary computations, the operations con-

sider the desired degree of support, the expected demand

for the items, and the special circumstances related to ney

or critical equipments.

The Load List operations begin with a specification

by the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) of the desired de-

gree of support. This specification is in terms of the

percentage of units or requisitions that is to be satis-

fied by the load and is called the "effectiveness."

The UICP Load List operations then estimate the pat-

tern of demand for each item expected over the period of

interest. This estimate of demand Is either based on his-

torical demand which may be adjusted for a pro.ected tempo

of operations or related to an item's population and expected

failure rate.

Once the pattern of demand is estimated, the load

quantity needed to meet that demand with the required

degree of effectivenees is computed.

1-2.



After all items have been examined and special con-

siderations have been incorporated into the operations,

the effectiveness of the load is computed. If the computed

effectiveness does not meet the required effectiveness,

various parnmeters are adjusted and the computations are

repeated until the requirement is met.

THE DATA USED IN THE LOAD LIST COMPUTATIONS

The data required to determine the quantity of an item

to be inlu.4ed on a Load List can come from three different

sources: historical demand data, population and failure data Load List
Data

from the ICP files, and technical overrides. The ICP files

and the FKSO Navy Management Data File (NMF) provide the

Load List operations with the necessary management data for

the Items. A chapter of the manual has been devoted to each

of the three sources of data so they merely will be introduced

in this section.

Historical Demand Data

The Mobile Logistic Support Force Demand Collection Pro-

gram provides for the monthly collection of fleet demand docu- deand

ments from reporting activitiet and maintains a file of the

most recent 24 month's demand data. These demand data are in

terms of peacetime operations and, in the Load List computations,

may have to be increased to expeLted wartime levels and adlusted

for the desired support period.
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Inventory Control Point Files

The Ships Parts Control Center maintains three files

that interact with the Load List operations. The Load List

operations use these three files in deriving demand esti-

mates for Tender and Repair Ship Load Lists only. (We will

discuss the types of load lists in the next section.)

The first of the files is the Weapon Systems File (WSF).

The WSF is constructed in three levels: A, B, and C. Level

Weapon Systems A data concerns end use weapons; such as ships or aircraft.

Level B contains data regarding particular systems contained

in these end use weapons. Equipments, components, and spe-

cific parts are included in Level C of the WSF. Linkages

are maintained between the three levels so that a weapon

can be broken down into its system, equipments, components,

and parts. Through this breakdown, population data for the

individual ite= can be derived.

The second SPCC file is the Master Data File (MDF). The

MDF contains a record for each item managed by SPCC. The

aster Data ite record includes a number of data elements used in the

Tile
Load List operations, both as Management data and as inputs

to the computations. Of particular interest to the range

and depth coputations is the best Replacement Factor, the

expected annual replacement rate for an item.



The final SPCC file is the Program Support Interest
Program Support

File (PSI). This file contains those items for which SPCC Interest File

has program support but not supply management responsibility.

It is similar to the MDF and is, again, a source of Load List

data including the Beat Replacement Factor.

If the population data from the WSF, MDF, and PSI are

factored by the BRF, an estimate of annual demand can be

obtained.

Technical Overrides

The Load List range and depth computations can be im-

4pacted by a third source of data, the Technical Override.Ovrie

Overrides can be used to add or exclude items from the range

of a Load List and to increase or decrease the computed depth

for an item. The use of overrides is carefully controlled

and, in the case of those that establish a mandatory or mini-

mmload quantity, are confined (generally) to new or critical

equipments.

TYPES OF LOAD LISTS

There are two distinct Load List operations conducted by

FIRL
FHSO. The first of these is the preparation of a Fleet Issue

Requirements List which represents the projected material re-

quirements for the surface ship resupply mission of the Al'S



Combat Store Ships. The second operation is the building

of Tender and Repair Ship Load Lists. These lists repre-

TARSLL sent the projected material requirements for the indus-

trial (repair) missions of Destroyer Tenders (AD), Repair

Ships (AR), and Submarine Tenders (AS) as well as the

resupply mission of Submarine Tenders.

Fleet Issue Requirements List (FIRL)

There are two FIRLs, one for the Atlantic Fleet

(LANTFIRL) and one for the Pacific Fleet (PACFIRL). Each

FIRL is updated annually and represents the computed range

and depth of material needed to support the Fleet under a

projected wartime environment for a designated period of

time. The computations are based on 24 months of histori-

cal demand suitably factored for wartime tempo and the

length of the required support period. The computations

can be overridden in certain approved situations and items

can be added to or deleted from the range and increases or

decreases can be made to an item's depth.

That part of the FIRL that is on a particular AFS or

at a designated shore base is called the Fleet Issue Load

FILL List (FILL). In a given Fleet, the FILLs for all resupply

elements will be the same. The FILL range and depth are

based on the deployed requirements of the fleet while those

of the FIRL are based on the expanded requirements. The
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expanded requirements include the demands from deployed surface

ships plus all stock point fleet issue demands from non-deployed

ships.

There are currently four FILLs in the Atlantic Fleet:

APS 2 USS Sylvania

AFS 5 USS Concord

AFS 6 USS San Diego

Ashore NSC Norfolk

and five in the Pacific

AFS 1 USS Mars

AFS 3 USS Niagara Falls

AFS 4 USS White Plains

AFS 7 USS San Jose

Ashore NSD Subic Bay

The frequency of demand or expensiveness of an item may

make it undesirable to include it on each FILL but yet it is

felt essential to the FIRL. These items are classified as

FIRL Only ard are positioned at NSC Norfolk for the LANTFIRL

and NSD Subic Bay for the PACFIRL.

Tender and Repair Ship Load List (TARSLL)

A TARSLL is developed for a tender based on the equip-

ment carried on board the ships for which it is responsible.
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The range and depth of a TARSLL is computed from experi-

enced demand reported by tenders and repair ships and,

in the absence of demand data, the installed population,

and estimates of failure rates.

A TARSLL may be ship-tailored or ocean-tailored. A
Type ofTARSLL ship-tailored (sometimes called hull-tailored) TARSLL is

prepared for a specific tender or repair ship and con-

tains the material required for it to support its assigned

ships (hulls). Presently, ship-tailored TARSLLs are con-

structed for those ships/activities supporting submarines.

An ocean-tailored TARSLL is a load placed on all ten-

ders or repair ships of a particular class in a particular

fleet to support specific hull types. For example, a Des-

troyer Tender (AD) TARSLL might be prepared for the Atlantic

Fleet.

The items carried on a TARSLL for the tenders industrial

mission consist of equipment-related and non-equipment-re-

T ted items. Equipment-related items are the repair partsType of

item required to repair the equipment carried by the ships being

tended. Non-equipment-related items are that material required

by the tender to carry out its maintenance functions.

The current list of afloat MLSF ships that carry FMSO

prepared TARSLLs are:
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Destroyer Tenders (Ocean Tailored, Industrial Mission)

Atlantic Fleet

AD 17 Piedmont

AD 18 Sierra

AD 19 Yosemite

AD 26 Shenandoah

AD 38 Puget Sound

Pacific Fleet

AD 14 Dixie

AD 15 Prairie

AD 36 Bryce Canyon

AD 37 Samuel Gompers

Submarine Tenders (Ship Tailored, Industrial and Resupply Mission)

Atlantic Fleet

AS 11 Fulton

AS 16 Gilmore

AS 18 Orion

AS 31 Hunley (FBM)

AS 32 Holland (FBM)

AS 33 Simon Lake (FBM)

AS 34 Canopus (FBM)

AS 36 L.Y. Spear
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Pacific Fleet

AS 12 Sperry

AS 19 Proteus (FBM)

AS 37 Dixon

Repair Ships (Ocean Tailored, Industrial Mission)

Atlantic Fleet

AR 5 Vulcan

AR 28 Grand Canyon

Pacific Fleet

AR 6 Ajax

AR 7 Hector

AR 8 Jason

The Load List quantities for tenders and repair

ships other than FEM tenders are based on anticipated

wartime requirements and are designated part of the

Propositioned War Reserve Stock. (Note: This des-

ignation results from authorization from OPNAV and

should not be confused with MRS in the ICP PPR File.)

For FBM tenders, the Load List quantities are based on

peacetime demand and are designated Peacetime Operating

Stock.
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Supplements to the Load Lists

F! Load Lists will also include items related to Strategic Weapon
SystemSystems Project Office equipments. In almost every instance, Supment

these items will be included as a result of an override. A spe-

cial Weapon System Supplement contains SSPO equipment support.

FILES USED IN PREPARING LOAD LISTS

There are a number of files used in preparing Load Lists in

addition to the ICP files discussed earlier. In this section,

we are going to briefly describe the major files.

* Mobile Lo&istic Support Force (ILSF) Master Demand File

This most important file contains a history of the most re- Master
Demand

cent 24 months of M.SF demands as raported to FRO as well as Dile

surface ship requisitions from selected shore activities and sub-

marine demand from Submarine Bases New London and Pearl Harbor.

These demands will include:

1. Fleet issues for first echelon resupply.

2. Demands from tender# and repair ships for

material used in repairing ships.
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The construction of a FIEL/FILL will use only the

surface ship fleet issue demands. The construction of

a TARSLL will use the demands generated by tenders and

repair ships in their industrial mission and by subma-

rine tenders in their resupply mission.

The demand is identified by National Item Identi-

fication Number (NIN), Reporter Unit Identification

Code (UIC), Reporting Date, Requestor UIC, and Project

Code.

Navy Management Data File (NMDF)

The other This file contains descriptive information regarding

files
each NUIN considered for Load Lists. This information in-

cludes the item's price, unit of issue, Cognizance Symbol,

special handling instructions, and storage requirements.

NMDF Addendum File

This file ensures that the Load List operation will be

using the most current NuIN at all times. The file cross

references superseded NUNs to current NUTNs. At the time

of Load List construction, the NIINs of the candidates are

compared to the superseded NIINs on this file. If a match

is made, the candidate's record is updated to the current

NIIN.
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FIRL Master Atlantic (Pacific) File

This file contains a record of the most recently constructed

Atlantic or Pacific FIRL/FILL. The record for each item contains

* not only the Load List quantities and the necessary management

data but also the demand and demand frequency data that were used

in computing the load quantities.

Load List Master File

There will be a Load List Master File for each TARSLL. It

is similar to the FIRL Master File in that it contains manage-

ment data and the Load List quantities. Each item record may

include population data, and demand quantities, frequencies, and

4.~. forecasts.

LOAD LIST E FFE CTIVENESS

The objective of a Load List is to meet the demands of the

units of the Fleet it supports in terms of both the range of

items requested and the quantity of each item requested. Prior

to the construction of a Load List, this objective is specified

by CNO and expressed in terms of effectiveness. After the con-

struction of the Load List, a determination can be made of how

well the load satisfies expected demand. This determination

is also in terms of effectiveness.
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We, thus, have two values of effectiveness: the

objective or goal and the result of the Load List comn-

putations. The entire purpose of the UICP Load List

operations is to construct the load so that the com-

puted effectiveness meets the objective. If the com-

puted effectiveness is too low, the range and depth

of the load is deficient in meeting the requirements

of the Fleet. If the computed effectiveness is too

high, it means that the range is too broad or the

depth too deep and more funds are being expended on

the load than are required.

Throughout the manual, we will be talking about

several different measures of effectiveness. One

Net and Gross distinction is between Net and Gross Effectiveness.
Effectiveness

Net Effectiveness measures how well the load meets

the demand for items on the load itself. Gross Ef-

fectiveness is how well the load meets the demand

for all items, whether they are included in the

range of the load or not.

Effectiveness can also be measured in terms of

units satisfied or requisitions satisfied. When we

Unit and talk of Unit Effectiveness, we are talking of the

Efeustins fraction of the total quantity of units demanded

that were satisfied. With Requisition Effectiveness,

we mean the fraction of the total number of requi-

sitions submitted that were satisfied.
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OUTPUTS OF THE LOAD LIST OPERATIONS

The Load List operations produce two basic outputs;

the Supply Management Aid Records and the publication ap-

plicable to a particular Load List, and numerous statistics.

Supply/Management Aid Records

A Supply/Management Aid Record (SMAR) contains manage-

ment data and the load list quantities for each item on the

load. A SMAR may be produced by either the FIRL/FILL opera-

tion or the TARSLL operation. The SMARs for the two opera-

tions are very similar, differing in only several data elements.

Supply/Management Aid Records are distributed to the MLSF

ships or activities associated with a particular load. SMARs

may be revised at times other than those of normal load list

construction or revision.

Load List Publications

The FMSO Load List production effort results in two

distinct publication types. There is one set for the FIRL/

FILL outputs and another set for the TARSLL outputs.
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The loads developed by the FIRL/FILL operation are

published as Chapter IV of the Consolidated Afloat Requisi-

tioning Guide, Overseas (CARGO). Chapter IV of the CARGO

is the major portion of the publication and the only one

CARGO produced by FMSO. However, FMSO in responsible for the

publication and distribution of the entire CARGO nd the

other contributors forward their chapters to FMSO in re-

producible form.

Two CARGOs will be published, one for the Atlantic

Fleet and one for the Pacific Fleet. Each will be published

annually, corresponding to the annual construction of the

FIRL/FILL. Quarterly supplements of each CARGO will be

produced, containing changes to all chapters with FmSO

responsible for preparing the changes to Chapter IV.

An example page from a CARGO (Chapter IV) is shown

on the next page.

Formal publications are produced for each of the

TARSLLs. These may be entitled Destroyer Tender (AD)

Load List, Repair Ship (AR) Load List (as the result

of a recent change, these two publications are being

combined), FBM Submarine Tender Load List, or Non-FBM

Submarine Tender Load List.

An example page from one of these publications is

shown on page 1-19.
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ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

These are a number of organizations that contribute

to the development of a Load List. Their contribution

may take the form of introducing data, reviewing the out-

put, and developing and implementing the Load List opera-

tions. A discussion of the major areas follows.

FMSC Responsibilities

The Fleet Material Support Office has a number of

interactions with the Load List process. First, FMSO's

Systems Design and Proceoures Department is responsible

for the development of the computer programs used in

the Load List process. These programs are based on

mathematical models generated by FMSO's Operations

Analysis Department.

The organization with the primary responsibility

for the production of Load Lists is the Load List Branch

of the Comptroller Department of FMSO. Here is where

the demand data is collected and verified, the Program

Management Plan is prepared, the Load List process is

managed, and the outputs are published.
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SPCC Responsibilities

The organization within the Ships Parts Control

Center that has the greatest impact on the Load List

process is the Allowance Division. It is this divi-

sion that has responsibility for preparing new and

critical equipments technical overrides for Fleet

Issue Load Lists. It also plays a major role in the

Tender and Repair Ship Load List process; producing

the candidate list, assigning "pre-model" overrides,

* analyzing the review and SKIM listing produced by

the Load List operation, and making "post-model"

changes.

The Allowance Division interacts with the Stock

Control Division in the preparation of critical equip-

ments overrides. The override candidates are f or-

warded to Stock Control for review. However, the

Allowance Division must approve all changes made by

the Stock Control Division.

The Strategic System Support Division of SPCC

prepares the technical overrides for the Weapon

System Supplement for FEM tender loads.
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NAVSUP Responsibilities

The Naval Supply System Command has responsibilities in both

the FIRL/FILL and TARSLL areas. NAVSUP must approve the financial

statistics associated with both lists prior to publication and

distribution of the final outputs. NAVSUP must also approve any

technical overrides prepared for augmented support of new and

critical equipments.

Other Organization Responsibilities

.0

Numerous other organizations have inputs to the Load List

operation. An example of some of these can be obtained by ex-

• amining the Program Management Plans presented in Chapters V

and VI.
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II

MOBILE LOGISTIC SUPPORT FORCE DEMAND COLLECTION

In order to prepare an effective Load List that

will accurately reflect the required range and depth,

it is desireable to introduce actual demand experience

into the calculations. (Some loads, however, are pro-

duced without using demand.) Demand is introduced by

accumulating demand transactions reported by Mobile

Logistic Support Force (MLSF) resupply ships, repair

ships, tenders, and selected shore activities and then

extracting those transactions necessary to produce a

Tender and Repair Ship Load List (TARSLL) or a Fleet

Issue Requirements List (FIRL).

DEMAND CATEGORIES

Demand transactions are forwarded to the Fleet Mate-

rial Support Office (FMSO) on a monthly basis. The demand

transactions may be classified in one of two categories:

Industrial (Category 1) or Fleet Issue (Category 2).

INDUSTRIAL DEMAND

Industrial demand transactions originate from the in-
Types of

dustrial shops of tenders, repair ships and support detach- Demand
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ments. To be included in this category the demand must

be the result of work performed for supported fleet units

(e.g., ships, submarines, etc.). The work can be perform-

ed either in the industrial shop or on board the supported

fleet unit. This type of demand transaction is Category 1

demand and has the Unit Identification Code (UIC) of the

serviced ship on the transaction submitted to FMSO.

FLEET ISSUE DEMAND

Fleet Issue demand transactions are resupply requi-

sitions for material placed by customer ships on the MLSF

units. This type of demand transaction is Category 2 de-

mand and has the Unit Identification Code (UIC) of the

requesting ship in the transaction submitted to FMSO.

TRANSACTION FORMAT

The standard demand transaction reporting format is

given below:

Position .Description

1 Record Type (Always 1)

• 2 Demand Category Code (1 or 2)

3-5 Project Code

6-7 Blank

8-20 National Stock Number, "I" Cog
Ordering Number, or Navy Item
Control Number
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Position Description

21-22 Blank

23-24 Unit of Issue

25-29 Demand Quantity

30-43 Document Number

30-35 Requesting Ship's UIC

36-39 Julian Date

40-43 Serial Number

44-54 Blank

55-56 Cognizance Symbol

57 Blank

58-62 Demand Reporting Activity UIC

6 3-65 Blank

66-69 Reporting Date (year and month)

70 Transaction Code (R: issue, G: not in stock,
B: not carried)

71-75 Serviced Ship UIC (Required for Category 1
demand) Blank

DEMAND VALIDATION

ALI demand transactions received by FMSO are subjected

to validation criteria. The following data elements are the

primary data fields validated.

* Activity Account Number

* Record Type

* Cognizance Symbol (Cog)
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* Project Code

* Quantity

* National Item Identification Number (NIIN)

* Federal Supply Group (PSG)

* Demand Category Code

* Reporting Date

* Serviced Ship UIC

The validation rules for the above data elements are

as follows:

Activity Account Number - The reporting activity's

Validation Unit Identification Code is matched to a table of

valid Activity Account Numbers. The table contains

the account numbers of all approved Mobile Logistic

Support Force demand reporting activities. If a

match is not found, the transaction is rejected and

displayed on a review output.

Record Type - Only Record Type 1 transactions are

valid. A number other than 1 in the Record Type

field will cause a validation error.

Cg-Cognizance Symbol "IQ" items are not in-

cluded in the MLSF Demand File.

Project Code - If the Project Code field is blank,

a code of YY9 is inserted and processing continues.
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If the Project Code is not blank, then it must either

be ZX9, or all numerics other than 000, or the second

position must be either E, K, L, M, N, 0, P, V, or Y.

A Project Code other than those mentioned will cause

the transaction to be rejected.

Quantity - The demand quantity should be numeric and

greater than zero. If it is equal to zero or is non-

numeric, a quantity of 1 is inserted in the quantity

field, a review output is generated, and processing

of the transaction continues. Any non-numeric chara-

cter, other than an X overpunch (reversal), will cause

the record to be rejected.

NTIN - Items with an "LF" in the first two positions

of the NII are rejected from further processing. How-

ever, these items are retained on a separate file to

be forwarded to NPFC Philadelphia on a monthly basis.

FSG - Items with a Federal Supply Group of "11, 87, 88,

or 89" are rejected.

Demand Category Code - Record is by-passed if the de-

mand category is other than "1" or "2".

Reporting Date - If a new demand transaction has a

reporting date more than 24 months old, it is rejected
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and a review output is generated. If a new demand

transaction is post-dated, the program enters the

current date and provides a review output.

Serviced Ship UIC - A category "1" demand must re-

flect the UIC of the serviced ship. If the trans-

action does not contain a valid UIC, the UIC of the

reporter is entered.

Demand transactions that are rejected or require further

review are printed on an Error/Review listing for correc-

tive action to be taken, if required. An example of the

Error/Review List is shown on the next page.

CANCELLATION RECORDS

Each month new demand transactions are checked to

Cancelling determine if they contain a cancellation record. This
demand

is determined by an "11" overpunch in column 25 of the

quantity field.

When this condition occurs, the file containing the

current month's input is searched for a duplicate record

(less the "11" overpunch). When a match is found, both

transactions are deleted. If a match is not found, the

cancellation demand transaction is rejected.
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NI UPDATE

Once demand transactions pass the validation criteria,

they must be checked to determine if they contain the most

preferred NIIN. In addition to the current month's trans-

actions, the MLSF Master Demand File (containing the past

two years' historical demand data) and the History Change

Getting the
preferred File (containing manual changes to historical demand re-
Nn

cords) are also checked for the preferred NIIN. This check

is accomplished by matching the NIINs on the records con-

tained in the files just mentioned to the Preferred KIIN

File and the Navy Mpnagement Data File (NMDF) Addendum File.

This latter file cross references old (superceded) NIINs to

current NIINs.

Records from the History Change File are matched

to the MLSF Master Demand File. If a match is made on

NIIN, then either the record on the Master Demand File

is deleted or the quantity changed, depending on the

type of change. After the update is performed, the NMDF

Addendum File is accessed to determine if a NIIN has been

changed. If a record from the current month's transac-

tion or a Master Demand File record matches an old NIIN,

the NIIN is changed to the new NIIN.

Then, the current month's transactions and the Master

Demand File records are matched to the Preferred NIN File.
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If a match is made, the Preferred NIIN is inserted. The

Preferred NIIN File also contains a quantity conversion

factor if there is a change in the Unit of Issue. There-

fore, when a match is made, and the Preferred NTIN is in-

serted in the demand transaction, the quantity of the

demand transaction is adjusted by the conversion factor if

applicable.

)LSF MASTER DEMAND FILE UPDATE

After completion of the Preferred NIIN update of the

three input files, the next step is to update the MLSF Master

Demand File. All input demand transactions (i.e., those con- Master Demand
File update

tained on the Current Month's Demand File, Change History File,

and the MLSF Master Demand File) are matched to the Load List

Stock Number File, sometimes referred to as the NMDF Load List

File. This file contains all NuINs that have Navy interest reg-

istered at the Defense Logistic Support Center (DLSC). For each

NuIN in the file, there is also management data necessary for

Load List development and demand maintenance.

One such data element is the Unit of Issue. If the demand

transaction matches the Load List Stock Number File on NIIN, then

the Unit of Issue (U/I) on the Stock Number File is compared to

the U/I on the demand transaction. Actually, the Load List Stock

Number File contains both the new U/I and the old U/I. If the U/I

of the demand transaction matches either one, a valid match is made.

However, if the match is on the old U/I, the U/I of the transaction

is changed to the new U/I and the quantity is adjusted.
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If the U/I does not match either Stock Number File

U/I, then a U/I conversion is attempted by matching it

to a U/I conversion factor in a System Constant Area (SCA)

table. If this also fails, the demand transaction is not

used to update the MLSF Master Demand File and is, instead,

outp.t on a review list for correction.

If a NII on a demand transaction is not matched to

a NIIN in the Stock Number File, then the transaction is

placed in an Unmatched Demand History File. Each item in

this file is reviewed and any item that has received more

than a specified number of demands during a 24 month period

is printed for review by FMSO personnel. The number of

demands requir.d is determined by FMSO and is input to the

program via a parameter card.

In addition, for those items meeting the above cri-

terion, a card is prepared and submitted to DLSC for N-IN

interrogations. In this situation, the demand transaction

is uniquely identified to prevent subsequent interrogations

from being submitted.

Each month, the Unmatched Demand History File transac-
Unmatched
demand tions are checked against the NIINs in the Stock Number

File. If a match is made, the transaction is migrated to

the MLSF Master Demand File.
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DEMAND QUANTITY VALIDATION

The demand transactions remaining in the current

mouth's demand file are validated with regard to a poten-

tial excessive demand quantity. This is accomplished

using the procedures described in this section.

If a reporting activity has two or more demands in Cking the

the MLSF Master Demand Tile for a specific NIN contained qtantity

on a new demand transaction, an Average Requisition Quan-

tity (ARQ) is computed. The ARQ is

ARQ w Sum of all Demand Quantities on Demand History
Sum of Frequencies (e.g., number of Demands
on Demand History)

If the ARQ is greater than 20, then the ARQ is multiplied

by a factor set via a parameter card. The factor can be

from 1 to 99. Therefore, the acceptable demand quantity

becomes:

Upper Limit - ARQ x Parameter Factor

The new demand quantity is compared to the Upper

Limit. If the quantity is equal to or less than the Upper

Limit, the new demand quantity is unchanged and the MLSF

Master Demand File is updated with the new demand quan-

tity. If the quantity is greater than the upper limit,
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the demand quantity is changed to the upper limit and

the M..SF Master Demand File is updated with the changed

demand quantity.

If there are less than two demands in the MILSF Mas-

ter Demand File for the particular reporter and NIIN,

then the new demand quantity is compared to 500. If it

Furtherisgetrta50anthItmRpaeetPces
a demand checksis retrta50anthItmepaentPces

greater than $1.00 and the extended price is greater than

$1000 (i.e., Quantity x Replacement Price > $1000), the

new demand transaction is not added to the MLSF Master

Demand File. Instead, the transaction is output on a

review list for resolution.

If a new demand quantity fails the $1000 extended

price test but the quantity is greater than 5000, the

demand transaction will not update the MLSF Master Demand

File. It will also be output on a review list for reso-

lution.

Any demand quantities not meeting the above stated

conditions will be updated to the MLSF Master Demand File.

In addition, the oldest demand segment (25th month) is

dropped from the file when a new monthly segment is entered.
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DEMAND EXTRACTION FROM TEE MLSF MASTER DEMAND FILE

After the MLSF Master Demand File has been updated

with the current month's demand transactions, the final

step in the operation is to extract the demand from the

file for those activities contained on the Load List Ex-

tract Requests File. In addition to these two files, the

Load List Navy Management Data File is also accessed in

order to obtain management data concerning the NIINs

extracted. At this time, there is also an override file

that is used to include or exclude particular NIINs' de-

mands from the Load List computation. Also, items re-

flecting specific Cognizance Symbols (up to a maximm of

18) may be excluded from the demand extraction via a para-

meter card input.

Demand is extracted from the MLSF Master Demand File

for NIINs associated with a particular requestor/reporter
Extracting

contained in the Load List Extract Request File. Demand the demand

can be extracted by reporter, requestor, or requestor with-

in reporter. The demand is extracted by quarters and sum-

marized by Load Activity Code. More specifically, the de-

mand is su-marized into eight quarterly increments of demand

quantity and frequency. Concurrent with the extraction of

demand from the MLSF Master Demand File, management data

for the particular NIIN is extracted from the Load List NMDF

(e.g., Unit Price, Material Control Code, SMIC, Item Name, etc.).
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The output of this operation is the Load List

MI.SF Demand Extraction File. This file is used as

an input for projecting load list material requirements.
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LOAD LIST OVERRIDES

Under some conditions, the range and depth decisions

made by the UICP Load List operations based on experienced/

predicted demand can be overridden. Items can be added or

deleted from the Load List range and modifications can be

made to the depth of particular items. Of special interest

are the two conditions requiring Inventory Control Point

Technical Override actions. These two conditions are the

support of newly deployed equipments aud the support of

critical equipments.

Overrides may be made to both the FIRL/FILL and the

TARSLL.

TYPES OF OVERRIDES

There are four types of Technical Overrides. They are:

Mandatory Quantity Override
Maximm Quantity Override
Minimum Quantity Override
Exclusion (Deletion) Override

If an item has been coded with a Mandatory Quantity Over- M~A?
Manatory

ride, it must be included in the Load L.ist range and its depth 4ntt

will be the override quantity. A Mandatory Quantity Override

item may or may not have a history of demand and, in fact, may
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have been included on the Load List without the override.

However, the use of the override ensures that the item

will be on the load and at the desired quantity.

A Maximum Quantity Override is used to limit the
Maximum
quantity depth of an item. The item must first have a demand-
override

based depth computed by the Load List operation. If

the computed depth is less than the override quantity,

the computed depth is used as the Load List quantity.

If the computed depth is greater than the override

quantity, the override quantity is used as the Load

List quantity.

An item that has been assigned a Minimum Quantity

Override must be included in the Load List range and
minimum
quantity must have a depth at least as great as the override
override

quantity. If the Load List operation does not include

the item in the Load List range or computes a demand-

based depth that is less than the override quantity,

these computations will be overridden and the item's

depth will be the override quantity. If the demand-

based depth is greater than the override quantity, the

demand-based depth will be the Load List quantity.

An Exclusion Override will prevent an item from
Exclus ion
override being included on the Load List regardless of its demand.
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SOURCES OF FIRL/FILL OVERRIDES

FIRL/FILL Technical Overrides may enter UICP process-

ing at several different points in t,! operation. The

principal source of the overrides will be the ICP although

the primary impetus for an override may come from Type Com-

manders, Hardware System Commands, or the Chief of Naval

Operations. Overrides are authorized by CNO.

P
NEW EQUIPHENTS OVERRIDES

A newly deployed equipment must be provided resupply New

support even though it has no experienced demand. A Manda- equipmnts
overrides

tory or Minimum Quantity Override can be used in this case

to ensure some degree of support until sufficient demand is

experienced to compute a demand-based depth.

For the FIRL, new equipment override nominations are

made by a Fleet Commander in Chief. The nominations must

be approved by CNO (OP-04) and are then forwarded to the

Ships Parts Control Center (SPCC) with guidance regarding

the degree of support to be provided.

At SPCC, the new equipment candidates are investigated

by the Allowance Division so that demand for the item can be

estimated. UICP files data may be utilized in this analysis
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The Master Data File records for similar items that have

a demand history may be examined and used to estimate

the candidate's expected demand and override quantity.

The candidate item's population and Best Replacement Fac-

tor (BRF) may be examined and used to estimate the item's

demand and necessary override quantity.

In general, a Minimum Quantity (FIRL quantity) over-

ride will be used to place one unit on each FILL of the

FIRL being developed. Of course, if there is a Minimum

Replacement Unit for the item, the override quantity will

be in multiples of the number of FILLs times the Mini-m

Replacement Unit.

FIEL/FILL CRITICAL EQUIPMENTS OVERRIDES

This category of override is used to provide adequate

support for equipments that have been classified critical

in terms of operational readiness. Equipments designated

critical are to be given special attention. Critical

items are not items included on individual COSALs.

A critical equipment override will be a Minimum

Critical Quantity Override. In our analysis of the problem, we
equipments
overrides are concerned with determining the depth necessary to

solve the problem. If the experienced demand causes a

larger quancity to be computed, this larger value will

be the Load List quantity.
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FMSO provides the data for the analysis of critical equip-

ments via the CASREPT and fleet usage (3M) reports.

Prior to the preparation of the two editions of the FIRL/
"Top 40"

FILL (Pacific and Atlantic), SPCC is given the responsibility list

of providing FMSO with override inputs related to a list of

CNO approved critical equipments. This list of critical equip-

ments is more commonly called the "Top 40" List. FMSO selects
I

these critical equipments based on an analysis of CASREPTs and

performs a preliminary screening to remove non-Load List type

items; such as furniture.

SPCC's Allowance Division identifies the Allowance Parts

Lists associated with these critical equipments. The APL AllowanceDivision

numbers are forwarded to FMSO where they are used to extract

those NIINs that have experienced three or more CASREPTs or a

usage of three or more (from 3M data base) over the previous

year. The extracted NIINs become override candidates subject

to review by the Allowance Division.

The override candidates are forwarded to the Stock Control

Stock
Division where they are reviewed and the decision is made re- Control

Divis ion
garding further pruning of the candidate list. Any deletion or

replacement recommendations made by Stock Control must be anno-

tated with an explanation for the decision. Stock Control may

also assign some items the designation FIRL Only which serves

to reduce the total quantity required.
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The Allowance Division reviews Stock Control's sug-

gested changes to the override candidate list. A Stock

Control deletion recommendation may be overruled should

a technical investigation show the item to be critical

to the operational readiness of a specific equipment.

The Allowance Division supplies FMSO with a listing

of the FIRL/FILL critical equipments override items. The

data are provided on cards in the format required of the

FIRL/FILL operation. The cards are converted to magnetic

tape and than merged with the regular override file. The

regular override file is a record of overrrides as estab-

lished by Type Commanders, Hardware System Commands, or

the Chief of Naval Operations.

FMSO is also given a breakdown by SPCC as to the over-

ride candidates that were selected for FIRL Only and their

total dollar value, the candidates that were selected for

FIRL/FILL and their total dollar value, and the candidates

that were not selected and the reasons for their non-selection.

TARSLL OVERRIDES

There are two stages in the TARSLL process where over-

rides may be entered. The first stage is at the time of the

screening of the initial candidate listing. The overrides

resulting from this screening are sometimes called "pre-

model" overrides. The second stage occurs after the depth
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computations have been made and the overrides are based on an

examination of the various review and SKIM listings. These

overrides are actually quantity adjustments (adds, deletes,

changes). The various listings wi be discussed in more de-

tail in the chapter on TARSLL preparation.

Once the designated hull mix has been given SPCC's Allow-
Getting the

ance Division and the Weapon Systems File has been accessed to candidatas

obtain the candidate listing, the screening process takes place.

Allowance Division personnel compare SPCC-managed candidates to

their override files and matching items are assigned overrides.

The override files are based on messages or letters from NAVSUP

or TYCOMs or on OPNAV designated criteria.

As will tie discussed in detail in a later chapter, FMSO ex-

tracts the demand data associated with the candidate items, per-

forms some degree of quality control on the data, and the required

data are input to the TARSLL computation procedures.

Once a Load List has been computed that meets the specified

goals, a series of listings are prepared. Upon receipt, FMSO

forwards these listings to SPCC for review.
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These listings are explained in Chapter IV, but we can

asumarize them as follows:

Listing Identifier Purpose

RC1L A listing of the Load list

if it were to be unchanged.

MAlL A listing of all candidates

with the new and old quanti-

ties, Override Code, override

quantity, population data,

and a Review Code. The Review

Code compares the two Load

List quantities, identifies

missing data, and flags exces-

sive extended price, quantity,

or demand forecast.

LD1L Quantity SKIM. Lists item

quantities in ascending order

LEL Demand Frequency SKIM. Lists

item demand frequencies in

ascending order.

LF1L Price SKIM. Lists item extended

prices in ascending order.
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Listing Identifier Purpose

LGlL National Stock Number List.

Listing of items in NSN

sequence.

These listings are reviewed by Allowance Division per-

sonnel. The Price SKIM is examined, beginning with the
SKIM

highest priced items, in order to minimize the cost of the listings

Load List by reducing the quantities of these items if they

are not justified by the demand. The Quantity SKIM is com-

pared to the Demand Frequency SKIM to ensure that the quan-

tity is justified by the demand.

The preliminary Load List is also compared against ad-

ditional override files to determine if further exclusions or

additions are required.

FKSO also reviews all of these listings for possible de-

letions and erroneous or missing data in the same manner as

SPCC's Allowance Division. FMSO's review is primarily con-

cerned with the retail Cogs although, should questions arise

relative to SPCC Cogs, the responsible Allowance Division

technician is con'tacted for resolution.

The preliminary Load List is updated through a files

maintenance procedure which incorporates the "post-model"

changes and data corrections.
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IV

ICP EQUIPMENT/COMPONENT POPULATION AND INDEX DATA

There are two instances when the ICP files must be ac-

cessed to obtain information necessary to the Load List opera-

tions. The first, and major, situation is in the development

of the candidate list for a tender or repair ship Load List.

The second instance occurs when, in the absence of demand

data, it is necessary to extract data regarding an item's in-

stalled population and its failure rates.

The ICP files that contain the necessary information are

the Weapon Systems File (WSF), the Master Data File (MDF), and

the Program Support Interest File (PSI).

We will discuss each of these files and describe the

data obtained from them.

WEAPON SYSTEMS FILE

The WSF, as its name implies, is a file of information

about the weapon systems being managed by a particular ICP.

It contains data releated to end use weapons (ships/aircraft),

systems, subsystems, equipments, components, sub-components,

and parts. Its records also include the interrelationships

between these various elements. The interrelations are iden-

tified by means of the Repairable Identification Code (RIC)

and the Application Code (AC).
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The RIC is a unique identifier describing a repair-
RIC

able item that has lover level items related to it.

Application The Application Code identifies a higher level as-
Code

sembly to which an item is related. It will be the RIC

of that higher level assembly. Since an item can be

used in a number of higher assemblies, its record may

contain more than one AC.

The WSF is structured in three levels, designated

WSP A, B, and C. The items contained in Level A are specific
structure

end user weapons; for example, a ship or an aircraft.

Each of these end use weapons has an associated RIC which

is the Unit Identification Code of the ship or aircraft

and the file can be accessed using it. If only the Ship

Type and Hull Number is known, a file interrogation can

be made using this information and the UIC can be obtained.

The Level A record for each end use weapon contains

the RICs of lower level systems and components, as well

as identifiers for Allowance Parts Lists.

Level B of the WSF has the records for systems and

equipments and are related to the end use weapon in Level

A and other entries in Levels B and C.

Level C records are those of components, equipments,

Allowance Parts Lists, and Allowance Equipage Lists. Each
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of these records contains a breakdown of the individual

parts that make up the component, equipment, APL, or AEL.

EXTRACTING LOAD LIST POPULATION DATA FROM THE WSF

As we will discuss in a later chapter, one of the

first requirements before a tender or repair ship Load

List (TARSLL) can be constructed is the specification, Bull mix

by the Type Commander, of the hull mix to be supported

by the load. By hull mix, we mean the specific ships,

designated by Ship Type and Hull Number and the Unit

Identification Code (UIC), that the TARSLL will support.

U From the previous discussion of the WSF structure

and access keys, we see that, once the hull mix has been

defined, we can enter Level A with each UIC and extract

a listing of all the APLs associated with the ships to

be supported.

Once the APLs are known, the individual item records

can be obtained from Level C. The records extracted will

be in NIN sequence for each APL and contain the following

information:

the designator of the agency with technical

cognizance for the item.

an average Military Essentiality Classification
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the maximum Military Essentiality Classification

for FBM: the total quantity of the item on the

APL

Ifor non-FBM: the total quantity designated vital

and the total quantity designated non-vital on

this APL.

The reason for including the Military Essentiality

information is because it may be used in the depth cal-

cultations for the TARSLL.

EXTRACTING LOAD LIST DATA FROM OTHER FILES

Once this basic information has been extracted, the

Program Support Interest File and the Master Data File are

Accesstng the
MDF and PSI accessed for additional information. The 1DF contains a

wealth of data about each item managed by SPCC. For a

discussion of the contents of this file the reader is

referred to the Basic Inventory Manager's Manual. The PSI

contains similar information but for items managed by other

Inventory Managers.

The information extracted from the MDF or PSI includes:
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DEN Data Element Description

C042 Federal Supply Classification

C004 Item Name

C003 Supply Management Cog

1C003A Material Control Code

coos Unit of Issue

C003B Special Material Identification Code

C012 Source Code

C017 Security Classification Code

C027 Type of Storage Space Code

I iD015 Special Material Content Code

B053 Unit Price

C024A Volume of Item (Net Cube)

F027 Best Replacement Factor

C023A Net Weight

D013A Replacement Maintenance Code

ID013B Repair Maintenance Code

C007 Minimum Replacement Quantity

E007 Allowance Equipage List Quantity

After the data is extracted from the MDF and PSI for

all NIuNs for all AP~s, the records for the same NIINs are

combined and the quantities are accumulated. The accumulated

quantities (i.e., the total number of times the NIIN is in-

stalled in an application for all applications) give us the

I required population information.
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LOAD LIST INDEX DATA

When Level C of the Weapon Systems File is being ac-

cessed, some additional information is extracted for pre-

paring load list indexes. Among the information is:

*the APL nomenclature; a group of words or

symbols that describe the APL

*for FBM Load Lists: the APL quantity for

each hull being supported.

This additional data permits the printing of a Load

LoadListList Index. The index comes in two sections, A and B.

Index Section B will be printed for FEM Load Lists only. An

example of Section A is shown on the next page. As can

be seen, it is a listing in APL nomenclature sequence,-

relating the nomenclature to the APL ID (its RIC).

Section B of the index contains a bit more informa-

tion as can be seen on page 4-8. Here the listing is in

RIC sequence and for each RIC gives its nomenclature,

Logistics Support Status Code (showing type, degree, and

0 method of support), and the APL application to each hull.
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FLEET ISSUE REQUIREMENTS LIST

As we discussed in the Introduction, the Fleet Issue

Requirements List (FIRL) for a particular fleet is comprised

of the Fleet Issue Load Lists (FILLs) associated with that

fleet plus any FIRL Only material. In this chapter, we will

examine the Load List operations concerned with constructing

a FIRL/PFILL. A FILL is that material that is placed on board

a Combat Store Ship (AFS) or at a designated shore base.

The production of a FILL follows a Program Management
Program

Plan. This plan outlines the major actions that must take 
Program
Management
Plan

place, their scheduled completion dates, and the 
agency re-

sponsible for each. The scheduled dates are based on the ef-

fective date of the FILL which is determined by COMSURFLANT

or COMNAVLOGPAC. An illustrative FILL Program Management

Plan follows on the next several pages.

The Fleet CINC is responsible for nominating new and

critical equipments to CNO for augmented supported. The criti-

cal equipments nominations are the result of CASREPT data sup-

plied by FMSO. These nominations must be approved by CNO and

are then passed to SPCC, via NAVSUP, for preparation of the

override inputs. We detailed this process in Chapter III.
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FMSO will also be notified by the Fleet CINC of items

that are to be assigned Exclusion or Maximum Quantity over-

rides because of storage or transfer problems.

CNO must also approve the fleet's recommended numbers

and positioning of FILLs and the Fleet Support Factor (the

adjustment factor used to convert peacetime demand to ex-

pected wartime demand). After approval, FMSO is informed

of these data for use in the Load List operations.

FIRL/FILL CANDIDATES

The first step in the UICP FIRL/FILL operation is to

develop a consolidated list of FIRL/FILL candidates, the

Master FIRL Candidate Record. This is done by merging the

FIRL Demand Extraction File with the FIRL History File.
Mergipg
the files As was discussed in Chapter II, the FIEL Demand Extraction

should have been entered through the MLSF Demand operations

so that they could be updated with management data from the

NMDF ind merged with the extracted demand.

At the time of the merging of the Demand Extraction

File with the History File, the History File is updated

by means of the NMDF Addendum File. This ensures that the

History File will contain the most current and' preferred

stock numbers. Unit of issue changes are made where neces-

sary and the procedure is the same as that discussed in
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Chapter II. Any Fill Stock Number changes on the History

File are retained so that they may be listed in the CARGO.

Additional overrides or changes may be entered at the

time of the building of the Master FIRL Candidate Record.

After the merger process, if duplicate entries for the

same item exist, they will be combined and their quantities

added.

The file of Master FIRL Candidate Records becomes the

input to the FIRL/FILL range and depth computations.

FIRLI/FILL DEMAND AVERAGING

The FIRL/FILL demand forecasting procedure works with

the FIRL Candidate data and an optional parameter card. This

parameter card allows FMSO to select, at each running of the

averaging procedure, how many quarters of historical demand

data are to be used in the averaging process and the FIRL

range cut. The parameter card also reflects a Load Activity

Code (LAC) that identifies the specific Load List in process.

For example, if the Load List being prepared is the Atlantic

FIRL/FILL, the LAC would be FIRLA.

As each item is read from the FIRL Candidate Tape. a

check is made of whether the item is an Exclusion Override

and a count is kept of the number of such overrides.
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The Total FIRL Demand for an item is the sum of the

quarterly demands for the most recent N quarters. N is

taken from the parameter card or, if no parameter card

is used, is set at eight quarters.

The Total FIRL Frequency is found in the same way;
Calculating
the demand the frequencies in each of the quarters of interest are
variables

added.

The average quarterly demand is just the simple

average

Average Quarterly FIRL Demand -Total FIRL Demand
N

The FIRL Standard Deviation of Quarterly Demand, a

measure of the variability of demand, is computed using

the standard formulation

[IRL Demand (Average Quarterly 2

i.! in quarter i- FIRL Demand
F IRL )N-1

The FIRL Average Requisition Size is found by divid-

ing the Total FIRL Demand by the Total FIRL Frequency.

FIRL - Total FIRL Demand
Total FIRL Frequency

The same values are found for the FILL demand data.
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N
Total FILL Demand - Z FILL Demand in quarter i

i-i

N
Total FILL Frequency - E FILL Frequency in quarter i

i-1

Total FILL Demand
Average Quarterly FILL Demand -

N

FILDemand) Average Quarterly][(FIL

IFILL in quarter i N FILL Demand j

AFILL . Total FILL Demand
Total FILL Frequency

If the Total FIRL or FILL Demand for an item is zero,

0 •the respective quarterly Demand Average, Standard Deviation,

and Average Requisition Size are all set to zero.

If the Total FILL Frequency is greater than the Total

FIRL Frequency, the following corrections are made

Total FIRL Demand - Total FILL Demand

Total FIRL Frequency - Total FILL Frequency

Average Quarterly FIRL Demand - Average Quarterly FILL
Demand

Standard Deviation of FIRL Demand - Standard Deviation
of FILL Demand

Average FIRL Requisition Size - Average FILL Requisi-
tion Size
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FIRL Candidates With Forecasts Tape

When the demand averaging procedure is completed,
L a tape is prepared for use in computing the ranges and

depths of the FIRL and the FILL. This tape file is es-

sentially the Master Candidate Record file updated with

the Average Quarterly Demand, both FIRL and FILL; the

Standard deviation of demand, both FIRL and FILL; Total
Frequency, both FIRL and FILL; and Average Requisition

Size, both FIRL and FILL.

Frequency Distributions

Several frequency distributions are prepared for

analysis purposes, primarily as an aid in determining the

range cut values.

The first frequency distribution enumerates the num-

ber of candidate items experiencing a particular FIRL

frequency. It also shows the cumulative values for each
Types of

O freqeuncy frequency. For example, the cumulative number of items
dis tributions

experiencing a frequency of 3 or more would be the sum

of the number of items with a demand frequency of three,

four, and so on up to the final value of 32 or greater.

There are four cther distributions, all relating the

total FIRL (expanded) frequency to the FILL (deployed) fre-

quency. The distinction between the four is made on the
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basis of whether the item is equipment-related or non-

equipment-related and current FILL and previous FILL.

For FIRL/FILL purposes, the distinction between equip-

ment-related and non-equipment-related material is

based on the store account (discussed below) and the

Federal Supply Group (FSG). Each call in one of these

frequency distributions shows the cumulative number

of items experiencing at total FIEL frequency of at

least a certain value and a FILL frequency of at

least another value. This concept is perhaps more

easily understood if the sample equipment-related

frequency distribution shown on page 5-13 is exa-

mined. The circled number indicates that 4899 items

had a Total FIRL (expanded) Frequency of 9 or more

and a Total FILL (deployed) Frequency of 4 or more. ---

FIRL/FILL LEVELS

Once the demand-related information for each can-

didate has been found, the Load List levels can be com-

puted. A set of UICP decision rules have been developed

to determine the range and depth of both the Fleet Issue

Requirements List and the Fleet Issue Load List.
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The FIRL/FILL Range

The first step in the procedure is to determine the

range of items to be included on the list. An item will

be selected for a particular list if its demand frequency

is greater than a specified level. This specified level

is called a "range cut." There is actually a set of three

Range cut range cuts used. There is a range cut for the FIRL and

two range cuts for the FILL. To be included on the FIRL,

the item's FIRL (expanded) demand frequency must be equal

to or exceed the first range cut. To be included on the

FILL, the item's FIRL demand frequency must be equal to

or exceed the second range cut and its FILL (deployed)

demand frequency must be equal to or exceed the third .

range cut. If the first range cut is satisfied but

either the second or third is not, the item will be

coded FIRL Only. The range cut check will be ignored

if the item is a Mandatory or Minimum Quantity override.

The FIRL/FILL Levels operation permits the intro-

duction of either a combined set of range cuts or a

separate set for APA, NSA-ER, and NSA-NER items. Sep-

arate range cuts have been used in the Load List opera-

tion over the past several years and this policy is

expected to continue.
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In those cases where the item's demand frequency is

insufficient to be included on the FIRL, the item will be

considered to be a non-Load List item and both the FIRL

and FILL quantities will be set to zero.

Should the item be included on the FIRL but not the

FILL (in other words, the item is FIRL Only), the FILL

quantity will be set to zero.

If either of the situations discussed in the previous

two paragraphs occur and the item was included on the pre- L

vious FILL, the item is considered a FILL delete. The dol-

lar value of each FILL Delete is computed.

Dollar Value - Unit Price x Previous FILL Quantity .•

and various statistics are accumulated. These include:

Number of APA FILL Deletes

Total Dollar Value of APA FILL Deletes

Number of NSA-ER FILL Deletes

Total Dollar Value of NSA-ER FILL Deletes

Number of NSA-NER FILL Deletes
L -

Total Dollar Value of NSA-NER FILL Deletes

Overall Number of FILL Deletes

Overall Total Dollar Value of FILL Deletes
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The operation has the option of considering an NSA-

NER FIRL Only item as a non-Load List item. If this

option has been selected, an NSA-NER that fails the FILL

range cuts will not be included in the Load List even

though its demand frequency exceeds or equals the FIRL

range cut.

The FIlL/FILL Depth

After the decision has been made to include an item

in the FIRL/FILL or FIL Only range, the problem become.

one of determining the item's depth. The quantity of

the item to be included in the Load List must be found.

The quantity of interest is the quantity required

under wartime conditions over a designated period of

time. Since the demand forecast and its standard devia-

tion were based on a history of peacetime demands, they

cannot be used in the depth calculations. Some adjust-

ment must be made.

The adjustment is made through the introduction of

Fleet Support a concept known as the Fleet Support Factor (FSF). This
Factor

factor is a multiplier based on an estimite of how much

higher than peacetime demand wartime demand will be. It

represents the increased tempo of operations expected

5-16
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during vartime. This estimate can be input at the time of

Load List preparation. If it is not, the operation will

automatically use an FSF of 1.5, indicating that wartime
I."

demand is expected to be 50 percent greater than peacetime

demand.

The Support Period (SP) is that period of time that the

Load List is required to support the Fleet requirements. Support Period

The Support Period is measured in quarters and can be in-

troduced into the operation prior to Load List preparation.

I no Support Period is input, the operation assimes the

Support Period to be one quarter.

The adjusted vartime average demand over the Support

Period becomes

Wartime Average (Peacetime Av .
Support Period Demand " (Quarterly ar

st Support) I support\
Factor / Period /

WAD. QAD x FSF x SP

The adjusted wartime Support Period demand standard deviation
L

is then:
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(Standard Deviatioa of -(Standard Deviation of
Wartime Support Period Demand) Peacetime Quarterly Demand/_

Fleet Support (Support)

Factor ) (Period

-wl 
0 D 4(FSF) x (SP)

The depth of an item is made up of two components.

First, there is the expected demand over the Support Period,

WAD p. The other component can be considered a safety stock

an4 depends on the item's expected demand, standard devis-

tion of demand, and acceptable risk of using up the Load

List quantity during the Support Period.

The acceptable risk can be derived In several ways.
Acceptable
Risk One vay is to determine the acceptable risk prior to the

Load List computatLons for each type of item (APA, NSA-ER,

and NSA-NER) and input these at the beginning of the opera-

tion. The depth will then be computed using these values.

A second way of determining the acceptable risk is to

allow the operation to calculate an acceptable risk for

each individual item based on the item type and the char-

acteristics of the item. If this option is selected, there

are twvo risk equations that can be used. One equation con-

siders requisition effectiveness and gives the risk or prob-

ability of being unable to satisfy one or more requisitions

during the Support Period. The other equation considers
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unit effectiveness and computes the risk or probability of

being one or more units short during the Support Period.

The requisition-related risk equation is

Risk a X CxA
WAD

sp

X w Risk Factor. A value for this factor must be

input to the operations for each type of item.

(We will talk more about this later.)

c = Unit Price

A - Average Requisition Size. Average number of

units requested an a requisition.

WAD - Wartime Average Demand during the Support Period.
sp

The unit-related risk equation is:

Risk - CWAD
sp

Whichever equation is used, the risk is constrained to be Constraining

the riskbetween a minimum and a maxim value. The operation has an

option whereby minimum and maximum values may be input. If

this option is not taken, the risk will be constrained to be

no smaller than 0.02275 and no larger than 0.97725.

Now that a value of risk is available to the operation

(whether input or computed), the operation is in a position to

determine the Load List quantity for the item. In making this t
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Normal determination, the operation assumes that the Support Period

probability demand for all items is normally distributed. For items
distribution

with low demand forecasts, this assumption may not be valid

but the operation ignores this possibility.

The FIRL depth of an item is

Load List Quantity - WADsp + tOWD

t - Safety Stock Factor. This factor depends on

the normal probability distribution and the

value of Risk. Appendix A shows how this com-

putation is made. This appendix also-gives a

table relating t to the Risk.

The computed Load List Quantity is set to one (1) if the

value calculated is less than one and is rounded to the

nearest whole number if the value is greater than one.

If you look at the table, you can see that a Risk of

.5 gives a t of zero. In this case, the Load List q',antity

is equal to the Average Wartime Demand duiring the Support

Period. No safety stock will be carried. Since the normal

probability curve is symmetrical about its middle, the prob-

ability of being below the middle is 50 percent and the

probability of being above the middle is 50 percent. This

means that half the time we won't have enough stock to
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satisfy the demands during the Support Period and half the

time we will. We are taking a 50-50 chance of being unable

to satisfy the Fleet. This is what a Risk of 0.5 means.

As the Risk gets smaller, the t factor increases. In

other words, the smaller we want to make the chance of not

being unable to meet the Fleets' demands, the more safety

stock has to be included in the item's depth. We will have

a larger and larger positive safety stock.

On the other hand, if the Risk is greater than 0.5, the

t factor is negative and becomes more negative as Risk in-

creases. In this case, we are willing to take more than a

50-50 chance of depleting our load list and the Load List

Quantity is less than the Wartime Average Demand during the

Support Period.

Once the Load List Quantity has been calculated, a com-

parison is made with the previous depth value. If the item is Comparing
with previous

a FIEL Only item, the comparison is made between the new FIRI value

Depth (the Load List Quantity) and the previous FIRL Depth.

If the item is a FILL item, the comparison is made between

the new FILL Depth and the previous FILL Depth.

L

For a FILL item, the new FILL Depth is:

New FILL Depth -Load List Quantity (Rounded to
N nearest whole

number)
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N -Number of FILLs. An input value dependent

on the Fleet for which the Load List is being

prepared.

The comparisons are made as follows:

1. If the old depth value was less than or equal to

five units, the old value will be used on the new

Load List unless the new value differs from it by

more than three units.

2. If the old depth value was more than five units

but less than or equal to ten units, the old value

will be used on the new Load List unless the new

value differs from it by more than four units.

3. If the old depth value was more than ten units but

less than or equal to 20 units, the old value will

be used on the new Load List unless the new value

differs from it by more than five units.

4. If the old Depth value was more than 20 units, the

old value will be used on the new Load List unless

the new value differs from the old value by more

than a certain percentage. This percentage must

be input to the operation.
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This comparison is the final determination of the Load

List quantity unless the item is an override item. An item Introducing
overrides

that is to be considered for the FIRL/FILL and that has a

Mandatory Quantity override will be given the following FILL

Depth:

New VILL Depth - Override Quantity (Rounded to
N nearest

whole number)

An item not coded FIRL Only with a minimum quantity

override will also be assigned a FILL Depth of:

New FILL Depth - Override Quantity (Rounded to
N nearest

whole number)

unless the FILL Depth computed using the Risk is greater.

In this latter case, the Risk-related FILL Depth will be

used.

An item with a Maximum Quantity Override quantity will

have its depth determined using the override quantity unless

the Risk related depth is less than the override depth. In

this case, the Risk-related FILL Depth will be used.

Once the new FILL Depth has been found, the new FIRL

Depth is computed

New FIRL Depth - (New FILL Depth ) x N
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FIRL Only items with overrides will have their depths

adjusted for the override quantity in a similar fashion.

This means that for a Mandatory Quantity Override, the FIlL

Only quantity will be the override quantity; for a Maimum

Quantity Override, the FIJL Only quantity can be no greater

than the override quantity; and, for a Minimum Quantity

Override, the FIRL Only quantity must be at least as large

as the override quantity.

Now that the depth of the item has been found, the

operation turns to the accumulation of statistics. Do-

pending on an item's characteristics, it will be added tocollecting

statistics either the FIJL Only Range or the FILL Range and then ad-

ded to the Total FIJL Range.

The item's Wartime Average Support Period Demand will

be added to that of items of the same type; either APA,

NSA-ER, or NSA-NER.

The item's FIJL Frequency will be adjusted for wartime

conditions (Fleet Support Factor, FSF) and for the Support

Period (SP).

Wartime Support Period FIJL Frequency -

(Total Peacetime FIRL Frequency) ( (FSF) x (SP)
8

This adjusted frequency will be accumulated for items of

the same type.
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The Wartime Average Support Period Demand and Frequency

are also computed for non-Load List items and accumulated by

type.

The extended dollar value of the FILL quantity of the

item is computed if it is to be included on the FILL.

$ Value of FILL Quantity - (New FILL Depth) x (Unit Price)

The FILL dollar values are accumulated for items of the same

If the item is a FILL ADD item, its FILL dollar value is

IL -0 added to the accumulated dollar value of FILL ADDs. An item

is a FILL ADD item if it is included on the new FILL but weas

not on the previous FILL.

FM~ Only items also have their extended dollar values

computed and accumulated.

The extended dollar value of FIRL Only items will also

be accumulated in the Total FIRL Dollar Value. FILL items

will have their FILL dollar value multiplied by N and then

accumulated in the Total FIRL Dollar Value.

The expected number of units short must be found before

the number of units satisfied or requisitions satisfied can

be determined. The computations requires the use of normal

probability distribution that we talked about earlier. The
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three things we need to know are the new FIRL quantity, the

Wartime Average Support Period Demand (WAD sp), and the stan-

dard deviation of Wartime Support Period Demand (a. ). The

computations are outlined in Appendix B.

If the option to compute effectiveness in terms of

Computing units has been chosen, the expected units satisfied must
shorts and be computed.
satis fieds

Expected Units (Wartime Average
Satisfied ~ Support Period Demand

Exected Units\( Short /

The value computed for Expected Units Satisfied cannot be

negative. If it is, it is set to zero. The Expected Units

Satisfied are accumulated for items of the same type.

On the other hand, if effectiveness is to be measured

in terms of requisitions, the expected number of requisi-

tions short must be found.

Expected Requisitions . Expected Units Short
Short Average Requisition Size

The Expected Requisitions Short can be used to find the

Expected Requisitions Satisfied by
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Expected Requisitions - (Wartime Support Period\
Satisfied TIRL Frequency

Expected Requisitions
Short t

The value for Expected Requisitions Satisfied will be set

to zero if the calculation produces a negative value.

There can be up to three different risk values used

for each type of item in determining the Load List quan-

tities and accumulating statistics. Either three differ-

eant value of X may be Input for each type of item (APA,

NSA-ER, and NSA-NER) or three different values of fixed

Risk may be Input for any or all of the three item types.

These values are input prior to processing.

By making the computations with three different values

for Risk, the impact of the Risk constraint can be examiwd

in terms of cost and effectiveness. As the Risk is lowered,

the effectiveness should increase but so should the cost.

When we attempt to increase the unit or requisition effec-

tiveness by accepting a lover chance of stock-out, it will

cost us money since the Load List depths will have to be

larger.

After all the candidate items have been examined for all

three risk values, some overall statistics are c

These include:
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1. Total FILL Range - APA FILL ange - NSA-ER FILL +

NSA- ER ILL Range

2. Total PFUL Only Range - APA FM.L Only Range +

NSA-ER FIlL Only Range + NSA-HR FMlL Only Range

3. Total FIRL Range - Total FI Range + Total FIML

Only Range

4. Total FILL ADDs * APA FILL ADDs + NSA-ER I

ADDs + NSA-IER FM ADDs

The dollar value of the items associated vith the above

four categories must also be computed. However, the dollar

value will depend on the Risk settings; the dollar value

depends on the Depth as wel as the Range and the Depth,

in turn, depends on the Risk. So there are four sets of

cost-related statistics. Each set has three different values

resulting from three different Risk settings.

5. $ Value of FILL ADDs - $ Value of APA FILL ADDs +

$ Value of NSA-ER FI ADDs + $ Value of NSA-NER

FILL ADDs

6. $ Value of FILL - $ Value of APA FILL + $ Value of

NSA-ER FILL + $ Value of NSA-NEf FILL
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7. $ Value of FIlL Only - $ Value of APA FIRL Only +

$ Value of NSA-ER FIRL Only + $ Value of NSA-NER

F3lL Only

8. $Value of FIRL - $ Value of FIL Only +Nx ($

Value of FILL)

The Support Period demand is accumulated for both Load

List and non-Load List items. Similarly, the Support Period

frequencies for both Load List and non-Load List items are

accumulated. With these values, the effectiveness of the

Load List can be measured.

If Unit Effectiveness is the option selected, the Net ComputinS
effectiveness

Unit Effectiveness will be

Net Unit Total Units Satisfied
Effectiveness Total Support Period Load List Demand

Total Units Satisfied - APA Expected Units Satisfied +

NSA-ER Expected Units Satisfied +

NSA- R Expected Units Satisfied

The Net Unit Effectiveness seasures what fraction of demand

over the Support Period for the items included on the FIRL

will be satisfied. The Net Unit Effectiveness will depend on

the Risk value selected since its major component, Total Units

Satisfied, depends on Risk.
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Also computed is the Gross Unit Effectiveness:

Gross Unit Total Units Satisfied
Effectiveness /Total Support Period 4 Total Support Period

kLoad List Demand J1uon-Load List Demand)

Here we are measuring the fraction of demand for all candi-

dates, whether they have been included on the Load List or

not, that will be satisfied by the Depth of the FIRL.

If the effectiveness option selected has been for

Requisition Effectiveness, the Net Requisition Effective-

sess can be found from

Net Requisition = Total Requisitions Satisfied
Effectiveness Total Support Period Load List Freq.

Total Requisitions Satisfied - APA Expected Requisi-

tions Satisfied + NSA-ER

Expected Requisitions

Satisfied + NSA-KER Ex-

pected Requisitions

Satisfied.

This measures the percentage of requisitions for the Load

List items that are expected to be satisfied.

The Gross Requisition Effectiveness is:

Gross Requisition Total Requisitions Satisfied
Effectiveness /Total Support Period /otal Support

kLoad List Frequency Period non-
'\Load List Preq.J
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Evaluation of Effectiveness Calculation

Regardless of the effectiveness measure being used,

once the computations are complete and printed, the cal-
Adjusting

culated effectiveness is compared to the desired objective, the RUsk
parameters

If the calculated effectiveness does not meet the objective

(it is either too low or too high), the risk parmters are

adjusted as a result of analysis by FMSO personnel and the

calculations are repeated. This adjustment and recomputa-

tion will continue until the objective is met.

PRELIMINARY LOAD LIST OUTPUTS

After the range and depth cnmput*,ions are completed,

SPCC is provided with information regarding additions to

the PILL. SPCC reviews this information and makes changes

as necessary. FMO also reviews the preliminary outputs

relative to the Cogs for which they are responsible.

If you recall our discussion of dmand collection in

Chapter I1, you will rmember that I Cog demand data was

forwarded to NFC. NPIC is responsible for making range

and depth calculations regarding this material. Its FILL

inputs are provided to TW5O.

The changes resulting from the SPCC and F7SO reviews

and the Inputs from WPC are entered on the Load List files

through a files maintenance procedure.
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After these files maintenance changes have been made,

the FILL statistics are forwarded to KAVSUP for approval.

Once approval is received, production and distribution of

the final Load List products begins.

FINAL LOAD LIST OUTPUTS

There are two final outputs of the FIPL/FILL process.

They are the Supply/Management Aid Records and Chapter IV

of the Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning Guide, Overseas.

S
Supply/Management Aid Records

SMAPs are distributed to the Combat Stores Ships and

SNAR P
ashore locations associated with the fleet for which the

FILL is being prepared. They are also sent to those ships

that are equipped with U1500 computers. As their name .m-

plies, these records are intended to assist the HLSF ships

and activities in performing their mission. The records

can be distributed in either card or tape form depending

on the recipient's data processing capability. 5

Consolidated Afloat Requisitioninz Guide. Overseas

The UICP FILL process, combined with SPCC review and
CARGO

I Cog inputs from NPFC, provide the necessary information

to publish Chapter IV of the CARGO. This guide provides

the Fleet with a shopping list of the items available from

the MLSF Combat Store Ships. This chapter of the CARGO
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also contains a listing of Stock Number changes, relating the

old Stock Number, with which the requisitioner might be famil-

iar, to the new Stock Number.

Chapter IV, of course, is not the only chapter of the

CARGO. FMSO is responsible for publishing the entire CARGO.

It is not responsible, however, for preparing the other chap-

tars. These chapters are prepared by CONSUEFLANT (or COMeAVLOGPAC),

KRSO, and NYSSO.

CARGO Quarterly Supplements

Since the FIRL/FILL operation and the publication of the
Quarterly

CARGO are done annually, changes in the patterns of demand Suppleent

for particular item or the emergence of problem equipments

may cause the FILL to no longer adequately meet the Fleet's

requirements. For this reason, analyses of the demand and

CASREPT data are performed, changes to the FILL are made

and a quarterly supplement to the CARGO is published.

The quarterly revision of the FILL is predominately a

manual, rather than a mechanized, process. It begins with

an examination of the demand data for the prior three months

as well as CASREPT data. These data are provided by FMSO to

SPCC's Allowance Division which performs the necessary analy-

ses and recommends changes to the FILL.
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Financial statistics regarding the changes in the FILL

Financial
statistics are supplied NAVSUP for approval. Once this financial ap-

proval is obtained, a listing of the items to be added or

deleted are forwarded to the Fleet Commander for his approval.

When the Fleet Conmander's approval is given, the

changes are put in the proper format and become Chapter IV

of the supplement. This is combined with the contributions

from the other sources to make up the entire CARGO supple-

ment. The supplement is published and distributed.

Supply/Management Aid Records related to the Load List

changes are also supplied the affected HLSF ships and ac-

tivities.
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VI

TENDER AND REPAIR SHIP LOAD LISTS

Tender and Repair Ship Load Lists (TARSLLs) are produced

by FMSO to enable the tenders and repair ships to meet their

industrial mission. By industrial mission, we mean the repair

of equipments on board the ships for which the tenders are re-

sponsible. The resupply mission of a submarine tender is also

considered in the development of its TARSLL.

There are two different types of TARSLLs. A hull (or ship)-

tailored TARSLL is constructed for a specific tender or repair Types of TARSLL

ship that has been assigned support responsibility for specific

ships. At the current time, hull-tailored TARSLLs are constructed

only for tenders and activities supporting submarines.

The second type of TARSLL is designated ocean-tailored.

This TARSLL is prepared to support a specific set of ship types

of either the Atlantic or Pacific Fleet. The load is placed on

all the tenders or repair ships that support that set of ship

types.

The construction of a TARSLL follows a Program Manage- Program
Management

ment Plan (PMP) similar to the one used in developing a Plan

FILL. A generalized TARSLL PMP is shown on the next two

pages.
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The first requirement is for the Type Commander (TY-

COM) to supply all parties concerned in the development

of the Load List with the hull mix to be supported by the

load, the supply aid requirements, and the Load List distri-

bution list NAVSUP provides the desired range cuts.

The hull mix, after concurrence by NAVSUP, will be

ICP File used by SPCC to extract the necessary candidate data from
data

the Weapons System File. Level A of the WSF provides the

Allowance Parts Lists (APLs) associated with the ships

making up the hull mix. Level C of the WSF is then used

to obtain the items contained in the APLs. These items

make up the candidate list.

Once the indivicaal candidates have been obtained

from the Weapon Systems File, the Master Data File or

Program Support Interest File is accessed for additional

information about each item that will be necessary for

the Load List construction.

A candidate record is shown on the next page with the

source of each data item noted.

FMSO has the responsibility for extracting the demand

history for the candidates. The MLSF Master Demand File

is accessed using the U1Cs of the tenders or repair ships
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that will be carrying the load or by the UICs of the hulls

to be supported. For a hull-tailored Load List demand is

extracted using the UICs of the hulls to be supported.

If the load being constructed is an ocean-tailored TARSLL,

the demand data may come from a number of tenders or repair

ships. The necessary UICs are provided FMSO by NAVSUP.

There are three "cuts" involved in determining whether

an item should be considered for inclusion in a TARSLL. Data Three
11cuts"

regarding these "cuts" are required before the Load List can

be built. FMSO is provided with values for these cuts from

NAVSUP.

The first cut is the "component cut." This value de-

signates, the minimum number of ships, of those supported

by the TARSLL, that must reflect a specific component ap-

plication.

The second cut is the "maintenance cut." An equipment-

related item must be installable by the load activity per-

sonnel before it can be included on a TARSLL. This mainten-

ance cut decision is based on DEN DO13A (Use Maintenance Code)

found in the MDF and PSI. This code indicates lowest mainten-

ance level authorized to remove and replace an item. If an

item cannot be installed by the load activity personnel, it is

dropped from Load List consideration. In addition, the main-

tenance cut determines if the item must be installed at the

load activity level or if it can be installed by the supported

ship level.
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The "range cut" is the final cut and is some minimum

demand or demand frequency level that must be exceeded be-

fore an item can be considered for the load.

Before any computations are made, SPCC's Allowance Revew of
caniwat

Division and FMSO's Load List Branch review the candidate canliate
lsting

listing, comparing the listing with the override files.

These override files contain records of items that are

not to be included on particular loads. They represent

a compilation of information from NAVSUP and TYCOHs.

The demand extract is also reviewed by FMSO. Here,

the purpose is to correct any gross errors in the demand

data.

TARSLL RANGE AND DEPTH COMPUTATIONS

There is a great deal of similarity between the pro-

cedures used to compute the TARSLL Range and Depth and

those used to compute the FIRL/FILL Range and Depth. Again,

the objective is to determine the quantity of stock re-

quired by the tender or repair ship to support the Fleet

for some desired period of time at some desired level of

effectiveness. However, in this case, the support being

provided is repair support (in most instances) rather than

resupply support.
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S

There are two distinct sets of TARSLL procedures;

one for conventional tenders and repair ships and one

for FBM tenders and repair ships. Conventional tender

PWRS Load Lists are part of the Prepositioned War Reserve
and
POS Stock (PWRS) while those of FBM tenders are part of the

Peacetime Operating Stock (POS). In either procedure,

experienced demand can be increased by a factor that

represents the tempo of wartime requirements. However,
S

historically, this value has been set to one and, as

a consequence, unfactored experienced demand is used.

Whereas, the FIRL/FILL procedures divided items

into three types (APA, NSA-Equipment Related, and NSA-

Non-Equipment Related), the TARSLL procedures only dis-

tinguish between Equipment Related (ER) and Non-Equip- P

ment Related (NER) items. The APA/NSA distinction can

be extracted later for statistical purposes using the

Cog Symbol. p

As with the FIRL/FILL procedures, Load Lists devel-

oped by the TARSLL procedures can be evaluated in terms

of unit or requisition effectiveness measured in either

the gross or net sense.

' DEMAND FORECAST

We are going to discuss, in turn, the three methods for

determining the demand forecast and its standard deviation

for Load List Candidates.
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The Simple Average

The simple average method of computing a demand fore-

cast consists of first adding up the quarterly demands f or

an item for the past M quarters. M is an input value that

can be an large as 8, the maximium number of quarters of his-

tory on the NMLF Demand History File. The simple average

is found by taking the total obtained by adding the quarterly

demands and dividing it by M4. So,

Quarterly Demand Forecast -1l

Di a Demand f or the item f or the ith quarter in
the past.

If the simple average is not greater than zero, the

Best Replacement Factor forecast will be used.

The Smoothed Forecast

This method, used only in the conventional tender proce-

dures, requires the use of a smoothing weight, a. The value

of this weight determines how much of an impact the demand

for each of the previous quarters will have on the forecast.

The value of the smoothing weight is an input value. If a is

large, the most recent demand observations will have the great-

est impact on the forecast. The opposite is also true. The

value of x must be between zero and one.
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The smoothed demand forecast is:

1-1 - M-1

Quarterly Demand Forecast a (1-a) D + (1-a) DMi-I-

If the smoothed demand forecast is not greater than

zero, the Best Replacement Factor forecast will be used. L

The Best Replacement Factor Forecast

This forecasting procedure requires the knowledge of r

the value of the BRF for the item. It also uses the item's

population that is fleet inastallable (POP s) and its popula-

tion that is tender installable (POPt). POPt is that pop-

Population ulation of the item or supported ships that is used in
and BRF

applications in which the Maintenance Code indicates that

the lowest level at which the item can be "removed and re-

placed" is the intermediate (tender) level. POP is the
sa-

same except that the item can be removed and replaced at

the organizations (ship) level. We also need to know the

fraction (K2) of the item's fleet installable population
L

and the fraction (K3) of the item's tender installable

population that are supported by the tender.

In equation form:

r

Quarterly Demand Forecast a -E- [(POPs) x K + (POPt) x K

t
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If the forecast is zero or less, it is set to 0.001 unit/

quarter for conventional tenders and to 0.0 for FBM tenders.

Should this occur, the forecast is designated a "forced" f ore-

cast.

Standard Deviation of QuarterlZ Demand

If the simpl.e or smoothed average has been used to cal-

culate the forecast, the standard deviation is computed

using the demand observations. An exception to this would

be the case where only one or two observations were used to

compute the average. We will cover this case later.

In the case where there were three or more observations

used in computing the demand forecast, the standard deviation

is:

a f(Di Quarterly Demand Forecast)2

If the BRE Forecast procedure was used or if one of the

other procedures was used with less than three observations,

the standard deviation is directly related to the forecast.

If the forecast is one unit per quarter or more, the

standard deviation it:

a - 1.6 x (Quarterly Demand Forecast).
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If the forecast is less than one unit, the computation of

the standard deviation will be:

a - 2.1 x (Quarterly Demand Forecast).

If the BRF Forecast was forced to be 0.001, the stan-
IL

dard deviation will be set to 0.0001.

Total Demand Frequency (

The Total Demand Frequency, when a forecasting pro-
L

cedure other than BRF is used, will be the sum of the

quarterly frequencies over the M quarters.

M

R

F, f Demand frequency in quarter i.

If the BEF Forecast is used, the Total Demand Fre- t

quency will be set to zero.

L
Average Requisition Size

L

The Average Requisition Size is of importance only

if we are measuring effectiveness in terms of requisitions

satisfied. If the effectiveness is in terms of units

satisfied, the procedures use an Average Requisition Size

of one. This will also be the case if the forecast had

been produced by the BRF process.



The Average Requisition Size in the case of requisition

effectiveness is:

Average Requisition Size - Total Demand
Total Demand Frequency

LEVELS COMPUTATION

The procedures for computing depth differ between conven-

tional tenders and FBM tenders. Therefore, we will talk about

the depth calculations separately.

Range Selection for Conventional Tenders

There are three permissible options for deciding whether Range cut

an item falls within the Range of the Load List. First, we may options

opt to have no range cu: criteria at all. Every candidate item

will be considered in the Depth calculations. However, a par-

ticular item may not be included in the Range if the computed

load quantity is zero or negative.

The second option is to include in the preliminary Range

every item whose demand forecast exceeds a certain input value.

Depending on the Depin calculations, an item may or may not be

included in the final Range.

The final option is to make the prelinary Range decision

based on the item's Total frequency. if the item's Total Frequency
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does not meet a threshold, again an input value, it will

not be included in the Range.

Of course, if the item has been entered through, a

Mandatory or Minimum Value Override, the item will be

included in the range and the depth calculations will ber

L

The depth on conventional tender Load Lists is de-

fined as the Prepositioned War Reserve Stock. Since we

are interested in resupply capability under wartime con-

Tempoditions, we must translate the requirements (the demand)
Factor into wartime terms. This translation uses a Tempo Factor

and a Support Period similar in concept to but not the

same as the Fleet Support Factor and the Support Period

used in the FIRL/FILL process. As we stated earlier, the

Tempo Factor has historically set to one.

The translation depends on whether the Load List is

being prepared for an Attack Submarine Tender or for either

a Destroyer Tender or a Repair Ship. For an Attack Sub-

marine Tender, the wartime demand forecast for the Support

Period becomes:

WA Quarterly Demand x emo Support
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and its standard deviation is:

Tempo Support
amD a x4Factor xPeriod

If the Load List is being prepared for a Destroyer Ten-

der or Repair Ship, the translated demand forecast is the

Same.

WA Quarterly Dema~nd Tempo xSupport
SPForecast Factor Period

but the standard deviation is slightly different:

a Factor "VPeriod

In both cases, the Total Demand Frequency is adjusted.

E H x Tempo x Support
SP Factor X Period

As we will see below, a Relative Item Essentiality

is required in the computation of the acceptable level of Essentiality

risk. A value of 1.0 is used if the item's demand forecast

is based on historical data. If the forecast was computed

using the BRF, an attempt will be made to compute a Relative

Item Essentiality using a weighted average of the Item Essen-

tiality of the portion of the population that can be installed

at the organization level and the Item Essentiality of the

portion of the population that can be installed at the tender
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level. These two population-related Item Essentialities

are functions of the average Military Essentiality Codes

for the two populations. T-he Relative Item Essentiality

will be set to one if any of the population or MEC data

needed to compute it is missing.

Acceptable The acceptable level of risk if effectiveness is

risk being measured in terms of requisitions satisfied is:

At  4 C

E x (WAD SP)

where X - risk parameter which may be different
for ER and NER items.

C - unit price (B053)

A - Average Requisition Size (-1 for BR?
forecasts)

E - Relative Item Essentiality

WAD -p Wartime Demand Forecast (Note: in
SPcomputing risk, a value of 1.0 is usedr

for WAD S in the case of a BRF forecast.)

The acceptable risk, if effectiveness is being mea-

sured in terms of units satisfied is:C

E x (WADlp SP

The calculate risk will be constrained to be between

some minimum and maximum values which can be input. If

the constraints are not input, the maximum and minimum

limits will be 0.97725 and 0.02275.
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A fixed level of risk may be input and the calculation by

passed. When the risk is fixed in this manner, it will be the

same f or all item and will no longer depend on the character-

istics of each individual item.

In the risk calculations, separate values of A can be used

for equipment-related and non-equipment-related items. Separate

ER and NER fixed levels of risk may be input if that option is

selected.

Once the acceptable risk is computed, the depth can be found

using the normal probability distribution, WAD~ and arw. You can Normal
probability

refer again to Appendix A for a description of the mechanics used distribution

in computing this quantity. If a fractional value is computed, the -

depth will be rounded. The rounding procedures in as follows:

1. If a range cut in used, set all values less than one

equal to one and round all members greater than one to

the nearest whole number.7

2. If no range cut is used, round all quantities between

zero and one to one; round all quantities greater than

one to the nearest whole number, and set all quantities

less than or equal to zero to a value of zero.
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Impact of Overrides on TARSLL Depth

Checking Once the preliminary depth value has been computed,

over-rides a check of the Override Code is made. If the override

is Mandatory, the depth is set equal to the mandatory

quantity. i
464

If the item has been coded with an Exclusion Tech- L

nical Override and a depth greater than zero has been

computed, the Load List quantity is set to zero.

The computed depth is compared to the depth used on

Comparing the old Load List. This comparison is the same used for
with old
depth the FIEL/FILL computations. Essentially what is happen-

ing is that, in order to keep the changes to a minimum,

the old Load List quantity will be used unless the new

* Load List quantity differs significantly from it.c

Once the comparison is completed, a check is made

for a Minimum Quantity Override. If this override is

present and the computed quantity is less than the over-

ride value, the Load List quantity will be set to ther

Override quantity.

C
The extended dollar value of the Load List quantity

must be at least $1.00. If it is not, the quantity will

be increased until the value is $1.00.
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The Load List quantity will be rounded to the next highest

multiple of the Minimum Replacement Unit Quantity. If a repair

or overhaul requires a certain number of units - for example,

a tune-up of an engine involves the replacement of twelve spark-

plugs, the Load List should reflect this.

After these adjustments, if the item has a Maximum

Override Coda, the quantity will be adjusted downward should

it exceed the maximum value.

There are also special constraints on the computed quan-

tity that apply only to items with no historical demand (Total

Demand and/or Total Frequency equal zero) and no override.

4. These constraints limit the computed quantity to 50 units and

the extended dollar value to $100.00 unless a higher MRJ is

applicable.

Load List Statistics for Conventional Tenders

Once the Load List quantity has been determined, the ex-

pected number of units short can be found using the mean and

standard deviation of the support period demand and the Load

List quantity. The quantity can not be less than zero. This

procedure also uses the normal distribution and an example of

the computation is given in Appendix B.
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If the effectiveness is to. be measured in terms of

units satisfied, the expected number of units satisfied

is:

Expected Number - WAD Expected Number\
of Units Satisfied SP (of Units Short /

The value of the expected number of units satisfied is

constrained to be zero or greater. The value found is

accumulated separately for equipment-related and non-

equipment-related items. The Wartime Demand Forecasts r
are also accumulated for ER and NER items.

C
If the effectiveness is to be measured in terms of

requisitions satisfied, the expected number of requisi-

tions satisfied must be found. This first requires the

calculation of the expected number of requisitions short:

Computing
shorts and I
satisfieds (Expected Number)

Expected Number of (of Units Short / r
Requisitions Short (Average Requisition A

k Size 'C
The expected number of requisitions satisfied is;

I

Expected Number of /Expected Number of. /Expected Number of'\
Requisitions Satisfied kSupport Period Req./ Requisitions Short1 ,.

6

F-
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Expected Number of (Total Demand Frequency \ Tempo r
Support Period Req. M /XFactor/

x Support\
( P e r i od

The expected number of requisitions satisfied is constrained to

being equal to or greater than zero.

The expected number of requisitions satisfied is accumulated

for equipment-related and non-equipment-related items as is the

expected number of Support Period requisitions.

In addition to the above mentioned factors, the following

statistics are also accumulated for ER and NER separately:

1. Number of items on the Load List.

2. Extended Dollar Value of the Load List.

3. Number of items added to the Load List.

4. Extended Dollar Value of the Load List additions.

5. Number of Load List items that had the maximum
Risk constraint applied.

6. Number of Load List that had the minimum Risk
constraint applied.

7. Number of Load List items with forced forecasts.

8. Number of Load List items with BRF forecast.

9. Number of Load List items with avearge demand
forecasts.

10. Number of Load List items with smoothed demand
forecasts.

11. Number of Load List items whose Load List quantities
are related to overrides. Accumulated separately for
mandatory, maximum, and minimum overrides.
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12. Number of non-Load List items.

13. Number of items deleted from the Load List.

14. Extended Dollar Value of deleted items.

15. Number of non-Load List items with BR!
forecasts. -

S16. Number of non-Load List items with average
demand forecasts.L

17. Number of non-Load List items with smoothed
demand forecast.[

18. Number of non-Load List items with exclusion
override.r

19. Wartime Average Demand for non-Load List items.

20. Total Frequency for non-Load List items.

21. Number of non-Load List items that had
the maximum Risk constraint applied.

22. Number of non-Load List items that had
the minimum Risk constraint applied.r

Effectiveness of Conventional Tender Load Listsr

After all candidate items have been examined and the[

statistics collected, the Load List effectiveness can be

evaluated. Once again, the computations differ for unit

and requisition effectiveness. The computations also de-

pend on whether we are looking at all items together or

equipment-related and non-equipment -related items sepa-

rately. Both gross and net effectiveness are computedL

even though the evaluation may be based on one or the

ocher.
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The Net Unit Effectiveness is:

A Units Satisfied) effectiveness
Effectiveness (Accumulated A Support

(Period Load List Demand/

where A will be ER and NER if item types are being considered

separately and ER + NER if item types are being considered

together.

The Gross Unit Effectiveness is:

Gross Unit (A Units Satisfied)
Effectiveness (Accumulated A Support + (Accumulated A Support

(Period Load List Demand) Period Non-Lead List)
\Demand

For Net and Gross Requisition Effectiveness, requisitions

satisfied would be substituted for units satisfied and Support

Period demand frequency would be substituted for Support Period

demand.

The total dollar value of the Load List is also computed.

It is the accumulated dollar value of the depth of each item.

This dollar value is the Load List quantity for each item

times its unit price (B053). A separate value is not computed

for equipment-related and non-oquipment-related items. The

value computed is for both classes of items combined.
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Depth Calculation for FBM Tenders

As we mentioned earlier, the Load List quantities

POS for FBM tenders make up the Peacetime Operating Stock

(POS). The Quarterly Demand Forecast for FBM material

is based on either the simple average of historical de- I-

mand data or on the BRF-population information. There

is no Range cut used in the preparation of FBM tender

Load Lists.

The initial step in the computation of the depth r
is to modify the demand forecast and its standard de-

viation to reflect the tempo and the resupply period. .

The resupply period demand forecast is: L
/.

- Quarterly Demand) x (P OS Adutet/ ( Resupply)

RP Forecast / x Factor / Periodj

[
whare the POS Adjustment Factor, used to adjust the tempo

of demand, and the Resupply Period are input parameters. r

The standard deviation of the resupply period demand [
is: [

where a - standard deviation of quarterly demand computed

earlier. [
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If the computed Quarterly Demand Forecast is greater than Acceptable

zero, the Acceptable Risk is computed: rs

P - XCA

where X - Risk parameter

C - Unit price (B053)

A - Average Requisition Size (-l for BR? forecasts)

D" Resupply Period Demand Forecast

If the demand forecast is zero, the Risk is set to its maximum

* permissible value (an input parameter).

a The computed Acceptable Risk is compared to minimum and

maximm limits; 0.01 and 0.99, respectively. If it is outside

these limits, it is set to a minimum or maximum value (input

parameters).

The conventional tender depth calculations used only the Poisson.
and normal

normal distribution. The FEM tender depth computation use the probability
distributionsPoisson distribution if the Resupply Period Demand Forecast is

one or less and the normal distribution if it is greater than

p one. The procedures followed are given in Appendix A.

Since no range cut is used in the FBM tender procedures,

P the computed depth is rounded to the next highest integer if

it is greater than zero and to zero if it is less than zero.
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The depth is the subjected to the sam series of

checks and modifications described in the section deal-

ing with conventional tender depth. They are:

p1. Mandatory Quantity Override.

2. Exclusion Override.

3. Allowing only significant differences between
the old depth and the new depth. L

4. Minimum Quantity Override.

5. Extended Dollar Value must be $1.00 or greater. L

6. Rounding to next highest multiple of the Minimum
Replacement Unit (MRU).[

7. Maximum Quantity Override.

In addition, if the item ha. no demand history and no over-

ride, the computed quantity is limited to 50 units (unless

the MRU is greater than 50) and the Extended Dollar Value

to $100.00.[

Items whose Extended Dollar Value is greater than r
$100,000 will not be included on the Load List (unless over-

F
ridden on) but will be output on an error listing f or review.L

r
Load List Statistics for YEN Tenders L

After the Load List quantity has been found, the expect-

ed number of units short and requisitions short can be found[

using the mean and standard deviation of the Resupply Period
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I!

Demand, the Average Requisition Size, the Load List quantity,

and the Poisson or normal distribution. The procedures are

authorized in Appendix B.

The FBM tender effectiveness is measured only in terms

of requisitions satisfied. This mans that the expected num- shorts and

satis fieds

ber of requisitions satisfied must be found

Expected Number of I D~ - Expected Number of
Requisition Satisfied A Requisitions ShortJ

The quantity calculated can be no less than zero.

The expected number of requisitions satisfied is accumu-

lated for all Load List items. The expected number of Resupply

Period requisitions are accumulated for both Load List and non-

Load List itens.

Effectiveness of lBM Tender Load Lists

Just two effectiveness calculations are made for TBM tender

Load Lists: Net Requisition Effectiveness and Gross Requisition

Effectiveness. Unit effectiveness is not considered and no dis-

tinction is made between effectiveness for equipment-related and

non-equipment-related items.
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r

The Net Requisition Effectiveness is

(Total Number of

Computing Net Requisition ( Requisitions Satisfied)
effectiveness Effectiveness (Total Number of

(Load List Requisitions ) F
and the Gross Requisition Effectiveness is

L

(Total Number of

Gross Requisiton - Reouisitions Satisfied )
Effectiveness /Total Number of + Total Number of

tLoad List Inon-Load List )
(Raquist ions \Requisitions

ADJUSTINC THE RISK PARAXETER 6.

Regardless of whether we are considering Conven-

tional or FBM Tenders, unit or requisition effective-

ess or dollar value, must have some means of deter-

mining when we have met our objective or objectives.

We do this by comparing the value or values computed [
with our goal or goals and, if the computed value

differs from the goal by too great a margin, we ad-

just the risk parameter and initiate another computa- [
tion. This process continues until the deviation of

the computed value from the goal meets some specified [
requirement.

If total dollar valie or combined ER and NER ef-

fectveness (either net cr gross' .s our easured value,

we will have a single goal in terms .f either total r
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dollar value or combined effectiveness. If the effectiveness

of ER and NER items is being computed separately, we will have

two goals - one f or ER effectiveness and the other for NER

effectiveness.

If ve are considering effectiveness and the computed value

is much lower than our goal, this means that we have allowed Effectiveness
goal

j too high a level of acceptable risk. To increase the effac-

tiveness, we must reduce the acceptable level of risk. We do

this by reducing the value of X, the risk parameter. if you

look back at the equations for acceptable risk, you will see

that the larger X. is, the larger will be the acceptable risk,

and, the smaller X is, the smaller will be the acceptable

risk.

The opposite is true. If the effectiveness is too high,

we have set the acceptable level of risk too low. You might

ask: How can effectiveness be too high? If we surpass our

goal, aren't we that much better of f? Well, the achievement

of that increased effectiveness is at the expense of addi-

tional depth in our Load List. This additional depth costs

money. So if we surpass our goal, we are expending funds

that might be better utilized elsewhere.

So if effectiveness is too high, we can reduce it by

increasing our acceptable level of risk. This is done by

increasing the risk parameter.
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A dollar value goal is met in the same way. If the

Dollar value dollar value is too high, we reduce it by decreasing the

ri ob cc l~veLoad List depth. This in done by increasing the risk

parameter which in turn increases the acceptable level of

risk.

Three values of the risk parameter are input to the

~Iloperation prior to the depth computations. (If ER andL

NER effectiveness are being considered separately, a total

of six values, three for each type of item, will be input.)

After the computations, the effectiveness or total dollar

value are manually compared to the goal. if the goal has

been met (within the specified tolerance band), no further

computations are required. If the goal has not been met,

three additional risk parameters are selected and the

operation is rerun. This process continues until the goal I

has been achieved.[

REVIEW AND SKIM LISTINGS

After the computed Load List is deemed satisfactory[

in terms of meeting the desired goal or goals, a seriesF

of listings are prepared for examination by SPCC andL

FMO.[
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Review Listings

Two of these listings are designated review listings and

consist of the Edited Candidate Review Record (sometimes re-

faxred to as EI7MAlL) and the Stock, Number Sequence List

(El7RClL).

An example of the Edited Candidate Review Record is

Edited Candidate shown on the next page. Along with general item descriptive
Review Record data, the new and old Load List quantities are printed as are

the Override Code and the Override Quantity. The population

is divided into ship installble and tender installable. The

demand frequency, demand, Best Replacement Factor, and the

Minimum Replacement Unit Quantity are printed next. This is

followed by the Review Code.

The Review Code has five positions. The first position

can be blank or any of four alphabetic characters:

Code Meaning

D The item has been deleted from the Load
List. It did appear on the previous
Load List.

A The item has been added to the Load List.
It did not appear on the previous Load
List.

I The new Load List quantity is greater than
the previous Load List quantity.

M The new Load List quantity is less than the
previous Load List quantity.

Blank The new Load List quantity equals the old

Load List quantity.
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The second position of the Review Code indicates a data

void. If the Item Name (C004), Cog Symbol (C003), Unit of

Issue (C005), or Unit Price (B053) are zero or blank, a "V"

will be entered in the second position. Otherwise, it will

be blank.

A "P" in the third position of the Review Code indic-

ates that the extended price of the Load List quantity ex-

ceeds a input specified value. The extended price is the

new Load List depth (E009) times the Unit Price (B053).

A "Q" in the fourth position of the Review Code means

that the new Load List quantity (E009) exceeds an input

specified value.

Finally, the fifth position of the Review Code will

contain a "D" if the item's Quarterly Demand Forecast

(EO16C) exceeds an input specified value.

The Candidate Review Record also contains the Appli-

cation Code (DO09) that identifies a higher level item

to which the subject item is related. Up to four Applica-

tion Codes may be listed. This data area is labeled RIC

since the Application Code is related to the Repairable

Identification Code (D008).
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The second review listing shows the reviewer what the

Load List would lock like if no changes are made. An example

from this listing is shown on page 6-34.

SKIM Listings

The SKIM listings essentially present the Load List

Tadata in several different formats to enable the analyst

to more easily make decisions relative to the further

elimination of items from the Load List.

There are four SKIM Lists and the basic format for

the four is the same. Examples of the four lists are

shown on pages 6-35 through 6-38. The first, the Quan-

tity SKIM, lists the items of the Load List in ascending

quantity. The lowest quantity item is listed first and

the highest quantity item last.

The second SKIM is a printing of Demand Frequency,

again in low to high sequence. The Price SKIM lists

the items by extended price from low to high. The fourth

SKIM is the NSN Sequence listing the NIINs in quantity

sequence, from low to high.
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Master Candidate Load List

This tape is produced at the same time as the review

and SKIM listings and become the Master file for the Load

List.

After SPCC's Allowance Division and FMSO's Load List

Branch have analyzed the review and SKIM listings, FMO

incorporates any changes into the Master Candidate Load

List File via files maintenance procedures. These changes

are referred to as "post model" changes.

Financial statistics concerning the Load List are for-

warded to NAVSUP for approval. When approval is received,

the final Load List outputs can be prepared.

L

FINAL LOAD LIST OUTPUTS F
As with the FIRL/FILL operation, the TARSLL operation

SMAR produces two distinct final outputs. The first of this,

is the file, either on tape or cards, of the Supply/Manage-

ment Aid Records. As we have mentioned several times, these

S 1ARs are used by the Mobile Logistics Support Force in [
managing its items. A nomenclature (item name) tape is also

prepared. E
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The second final output is the Load List publication

itself. Unlike the single publication (CARGO) resulting

from the FTRL/FILL operation, there will be a number of

different published Load Lists produced by the TARSLL opera-

tion. There wiL e one for Destroyer Tenders, Repair

Ships, (these first two have been combined recently), non-

FBM Submarine Tenders, and Submarine Tenders.

The contents of these publications result solely from

the FMSO Load List operations. There are no chapters sub-

mitted by other agencies.

THE WEAPON SYSTEM SUPPLEMENT

The Strategic Systems Support Division of SPCC has the

responsibility for determining the Load List quantities for

the Weapon Systems Supplement. This addition to the FBM

Tender Load List is prepared to support Strategic Systems

Project Office equipments. The UICP mechanized procedures

are not followed for these equipments since, for much of

the material of interest, the contractor serves as inven-

tory manager. (These are the "P" Cog items.)

The procedures follow the PMP discussed earlier in this

chapter. Once the hull mix for the load is designated by

the TYCOM, the contractor receive a copy of it and prepare

range and depth information for the items associated with
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their equipments. For contractor-managed items, the

quantities are firm. Contractirs may also recommend

quantities for items other than those they manage.

These recomended quantities are not firm. The

range and depth information is supplied by the con-

tractors on punched cards which are transferred to [
magnetic tape. r

L

The Strategic Systems Support Division uses the

hull mix to interrogate their Master Configuration

File (equipments - APL designators) and Com4ponent [
Data File (parts) to produce the candidate file

(CZI). The contractor range and depth file is

matched to the candidate file. A mismatch listing

may be produced in which case a manual review is

required.

Contractor-managed ("P" Cog) items are assigned

mandatory overrides and items from other cogs are

assigned either maximum quantity or minimum quan-

tity overrides (the determination of which to use

is determined by the Project Office). r

0 These candidates with overrides enter the UICP

processing and produce SKIM and Review listings.

These listings are examined by SSSD personnel and

post-model changes, if necessary, are prepared.
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VII

SUPPLY/MAAGEMENT AIDS REVISION

The Supply/Management Aid Records (SMARs) for both FIRL/

FILL and TARSLL Load Lists may be updated at times other than

the scheduled revision times. This allows FMSO to meet re-

quests for management and financial information with the most

current data.

The SMARs from any number of Ioad Activity Codes may be

revised at one time. However, Load Activity Codes will be

grouped in tans and the revision done for each group separately.

The SMARs to be revised may be entered into the process either

on the magnetic tapes as generated by the FIRL/FILL and/or

TARSLL process or on cards.

The SMARs from the various sources are merged and sorted

by NIIN and by LAC within each NIIN.

Any SMAR which represents a Range Delete will be ignored

and will not be revised. Referring to the example SMAR given

on page 7-2, you can see that a range delete is indicated by a

"3' in Position 3. Any records not identified as Load List,

Load List Supplement, or SSPO Weapon System Supplement are

dropped from the process.
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Col. Data

1-3 Document Identifier

Ii Type Requirent List
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UPDATING TO THE CURRENT NIN

The first step in the revision process is to ensure that

each SMAR contains the most recent National Item Identifica-

tion Number. This is done by comparing the NIN on each SMAR

to the old NIN list of the Navy Management Data Addendum File.

If a match is found, the current NUIN will replace the NIIN on

the SMAR and a "CH" will be placed in Positions 52 and 53 of

the SMAR to flag the NIIN change. A NIIN Cross Reference Card

will also be generated.

UPDATING MANAGEMENT DATA

Each SMAR is also processed against the Navy Management

Data File and various data elements are updated. These are:

DEN DATA ELEMENTS

B053 Unit Price

B054 Unit Price Code (whether or not
Unit Price is standard)

C003 Cognizance Symbol

C003A Material Control Code

CO03B Special Material Control Code (SMIC)

C005 Unit of Issue

C017 Security Classification Code
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DEN DATA ELEMENTS

C024A Net Cube (volume in cubic feet)

C027 Type of Storage Space Code

C028 Shelf Life Code

C029 Shelf Life Action Code

C042 Federal Supply Classification

D015 Special Material Content Code

If the Units of Issue on the SMAR and the NMDF do

Converting not agree, the old (SMAR) Unit of Issue and new (NMDF)
unit of issue

Unit of Issue are used as entries into the U/I Conver-

sion Table in order to adjust the quantity as well as

correct the Unit of Issue. The Load List quantity from

the SMAR will be factored by the Conversion Table value.

For example, if the SMAR Unit of Issue is DZ (dozen) and

the NMDF Unit of Issue is EA (each), the conversion factor

would be 12. The SMAR quai-ity would be multiplied by 12.

The Load List quantity cannot be revised to a value

less than one.

If the two Units of Issue cannot be related in the

U/I Conversion Table, the SMAR will be printed on an Error/

Review List. SMARs that cannot be matched to the NMDF will

also be printed on the Error/Review LiJst.

The SMARs that have been rejected on the Error/Review

List are reviewed by FMSO, Code 911, where the necessary
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corrections are made. The corrections are prepared in

the SMAR format and contain one of three possible Action

Codes: A - Add a SMAR to a Load List; C - Change a SMAR

for a Load List; or D - Delete a SMAR from a Load List.

If the Action Code is "D," any SMAR matching the NuIN

and LAC on the correction card will be deleted from the

process. If the Action Code is "C," one or more data fields

on the SMAR will be replaced by the corresponding data

fields on the correction card. Any data fields that are

not to be changed must be blank on the correction card.

If the Action Code is "A," a new SMAR will be created

for the NIIN/LAC if one does not currently exist. The quan-

tity will be the quantity on the correction card. If a SMAR

for the NIIN/LAC already exists, the quantity on an "A" cor-

rection card will be added to the existing quantity.

CONSOLIDATION OF SMAPs

All SMARs that have the same NIIN/LAC will be consolidated Combining

into a single SMAR. The quantity on this single SMAR will be

the sum of the quantities from the SMARs that have been con-

solidated. A consolidated SMAR will be coded "CN" in Positions

52 and 53.
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More than one SMAR with the same NIIN/LAC will result

in those instances where a NIIN has been updated to a

current NIIN and a SMAR already exists for the current NIIN.

REVISED SMARs

A tape of each Load List will be generated after the

updating, revision, and correction processes are completed.

These revised SMARs will be sequenced by NIIN and a sepa-

rate tape is prepared for each LAC.

Statistics Statistics will be generated for each LAC once the

revisions are made. Range and total extended dollar

values are printed for each Cog, for all Cogs, for all

Retail Cogs, for Navy Stock Account, and for Appropriation

Purchase Account.

The same statistics may be produced for Item Managers:

FMSO, SPCC, SPO, ASO, or other.

An optional output, which is usually provided, is the

NuIN Commonality List. This is a listing by NIIN spread

over all loads. This listing shows which loads carry each

NIIN.
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VIII

LOAD LIST EVALUATION

The UICP Load List procedures include an operation that

permits the evaluation of the Load Lists that have been con-

structed. This evaluation can take place at any time after a

Load List has been built and permits an evaluation using de-

mands that have occurred subsequent to the time of construction.

The evaluation is performed in terms of frequency and quatity
* quantity effectiveness. Frequency effectiveness compares the

number of numbers of requisitions satisfied to the total num-

ber of requisitions submitted. Quantity effectiveness compares

the quantity satisfied to the quantity demanded.

The evaluation procedure uses actual demand over a selec-

ted time period. This actual demand is then multiplied by a

PWRS Factor that reflects the tempo of operations that are of

interest in the evaluation.

Although this operation will be used primarily to evalu-

ate a Fleet Issue Requirements List (FIRL) or a Fleet Issue

Loads List (FILL), the capability exists to evaluate any Load

List, given its LAC and the Unit Identification Codes CUICs)

of the activities associated with the load.
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THE DEMAND DATA

The demand data required for the evaluation can be

drawn from two sources: the Mobile Logistics Support

Force Master Demand File and the Unmatched NIN Demand

File. The use of the second source is optional. The

MLSF Master Demand File contains the most recent 24

months of MLSF demand. The Unmatched NIIN Demand File

contains the previous 24 months MLSF demand that was

unmatched to the Load List Stock Number File.

Extracting The demand data can be extracted from these files
demand data

in three different ways. First, FIRL/FILL demand can

be requested and all demand coded as FIRL/FILL appli-

cable to both Atlantic and Pacific loads will be extracted

from the MLSF Master Demand File and, if desired, the Un-

matched NIN Demand File.

The second way of extracting demand data is by

Reporter UIC.

The final method of extracting demand data is by

Requestor UIC.

The extracted demand data will cover the full 24

months of available history and will not be tied to a
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specific load. Since we are interested only in a specific

time frame and a specific Load List, al~l demand falling

outside the desired time period and not coded with the

proper Load Activity Code will be eliminated from further

consideration.

After the demand has been confined to the time period ~ pyn h

and LAC of interest, it is factored by the PMR Factor to PWRS Factor

reflect the tempo desired in the evaluation period. The

PWRS Factor is an input value and need not be the Fleet

Support Factor that had been used in computing the load.

Only the Demand Quantity is multiplied by the PWRS Factor.

THE LOAD LIST AND CANDIDATE DATA

There are three demand classifications that are of
Three demand

interest to the evaluation process. The first is the de- categories

mand for items that are on the Load List. The second is

the demand for items that are not on the Load List but

were considered candidates at the time the Load List was

constructed. Finally, we would like to have some report-

ing, for manual review, of those items that were not in-

cluded as candidates at the time the load was built but

did experience significant demand during the time period

selected for the evaluation.

In order to divide the extracted demand into the three
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required categories, it is necessary to compare the de-

mand records to the items on the Load List file and to

the items on the candidate file.

Before the candidate file can be used in the evalua-

tion, it must be updated as some period of time may have

passed since the load was constructed and some of the

candidate NIINs may be outdated. This updating is done

by comparing the candidate file to the NMDF Addendum File.

This latter file is a cross-reference of Old NIIN to Cur-

rent NIIN. The candidate file will reflect the most cur-

rent NIIN after the updating and will be compatible to

the demand file whose NIINs are updated monthly.

The Load List data will be contained on a file con-

sisting of the updated Supply Management Aid Records (SMARs)

for the load being evaluated. If we are evaluating a FIEL,

two files will be necessary, one for the FIEL (FIRLA, for

example) and one for the associated FILL (FTLLA).

CLASSIFYING THE DEMAND

The dividing of the demand into the three categories

now becomes the process of comparing the sets of files.

The demand file is compared to the Load List file and,

if a match is found, the item's identification, demand
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quantity, and demand frequency as well as other management

data are recorded on the Matched Load List/Demand File.

If the item from the demand file is not on the Load
Matched

List file but is on the candidate file, the item inform- demad

tion is saved on the Matched Candidate/Demand File.

The relevant item information will be recorded on the Tjmatched

Unmatched Demand File if no match can be found on either demand

the Load List or Candidate files.

At the same time the demand classification process is

taking place, an accumulation of the quantities and fre-

quencies for all items, whether matched or unmatched, is

being made. These values will be later used in determining

Gross Effectiveness.

Special note is also being taken of the Override Codes

(particularly Mandatory and Minimum Quantity) associated

with the items. One of the optional reports we can obtain

from the evaluation operation is the effectiveness of the

override actions.

LOAD LIST EFFECTIVENESS

The computation of the Load List effectiveness uses the

demand classifications we have just discussed, in particular,
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the demand for Load List items. We are going to measure

:1 effectiveness in both the net Chow well we meet the de-

mand for Load List items) and the gross (how well we meet

the demad for all items) sense. We are also going to

measure frequency (how many requisitions we satisfy) and

quantity (how many units we satisfy) effectiveness.

'We have already talked several times in this manual

about how effectiveness is calculated. Net Effectiveness

is very simply

Computing Net NtEfciess-Demand Satisfied
EfEffective ness ffciees-Demand Received (matched to Load List)

Demand Satisfied will be the number of requisitions filled,

if we are talking of Frequency Effectiveness, and the num-

ber of units issued if we are talking of Quantity Effective-

ness. Demand Received will either be the total number of

requisitions for Load List items or the total quantity of

Load List material requested.

The effectiveness is measured in terms of the totals

for all items. As these values are being accumulated,

there may have to be some adjustments to the values com-

puted for individual items. For an item, three possible

situations might arise.
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DEMAND QUANTITY GREATER THAN LOAD LIST QUANTITY

In this case, the number of satisfied requisitions

must be computed.

Satisfied Requisitions - Load List Quantity xDemand Frequency

Demand Quantity

The other necessary evaluation factors are:

* Unsatisfied (NIS) Requisitions - Demand Frequency-

0 Satisfied Requisitions

* Satisfied Quantity - Load List Quantity

* Unsatisfied (NIS) Quantity -Demand Quantity -Load

List Quantity

* Excess Quantity -0

0 Excess Value - 0

DEMAND QUANTITY LESS THAN LOAD LIST QUANTITY

Here the evaluation factors are found as follows:

0 Satisfied Requisitions -Demand Frequency
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* Unsatisfied Requisitions -0

* Satisfied Quantity - Demand Quantity

* Unsatisfied Quantity - 0

* Excess Quantity - Load List Quantity -Demand

Quantity

* Excess Value -Excess Quantity x Unit Price

DMAND QUANTITY EQUALS LOAD LIST QUANTITY

In this final case,

* Satisfied Requisitions - Demand Frequency

* Satisfied Quantity - Demand Quantit7

The other effectiveness measure is Gross Effectiveness

where:

Computing Gross Gross Effectiveness Demand Satisfied
Effectiveness Dead Received (matched and unmatched)

Gross Effectiveness uses the Satisfied Requisitions or

Satisfied Quantity computed above in its num~erator. In

the denominator, all demand received is considered whether

matched to the Load List or not.
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An example page for a Load List Demand Effectiveness

Report is shown on the next page. If a FIEL is being eval-

uated, there will be two reports, one for FILL and one for

FIRL Only.

As can be seen, the items are ranked in terms of de-

mand frequency. This permits the reviewer to concentrate

on those items with high demand frequencies, those items

that have the greatest impact on effectiveness.

OPTIONAL REPORTS

A member of optional reports may be produced in addi-

tion to the effectiveness reports we have just discussed.

As with the effectiveness reports, if we are evaluating a

FIRL, there will be two versions of each optional report;

one for FILL and one for FIRL Only.

Override Effectiveness

This report is similar in format to the standard effec-
Override

tiveness except now the Override Code is included. The only Effectiveness

two Override Codes of interest are the "add" overrides:

Mandatory Quantity and Minimum Quantity. A review of this

report permits an evaluation of our override policy regarding

specific items.
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An example of an Override Effectiveness Report is

shown on the next page.

Demand Value Stratification

In this optional report, the demand is categorized

by range of unit price. As you can see in the example

on page 8-13, the sequence of the report is by demand

frequency. For each demand frequency, the number of

items falling in each price category is shown along

with the total quantity of these items' demand, and

the extended price of the demand. Totals for the load

are also shown.

Load List Value Stratification

This report is concerned with the total number of

Load List item that occur in each price category and

the total quantity and extended price in each quantity.

An example is shown on page 8-14.

Projlected Frequency Stratification

The Projected Frequency -:-ratification report tabu-

lates Load List items, demand items, and demand frequency

fc: each projected frequency range. The demand frequency

0 and frequency effectiveness are also printed on a cumula-

t!ve basis. See page 8-15 for a sample of this report.
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Cog Stratification

In this report, the Load List items, demand items,

total demand frequency, total demand quantity, and

total demand value are printed for each Cog. Page 8-17

contains an example.

ProJect Code Stratification

This final optimal report lists for each Project Code

and for each Cog within the Project Code the number of

items demanded and the total demand frequency, quantity,

and value. Project totals are also produced. An example

is given on page 8-18.
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READY REFERENCE GUIDE

This Ready Reference Guide consists of an expanded treatment of the

formats and contents of the communications between the UICP Load List pro-

cedures and the user. The guide has been divided into three principal areas:

the demand, the FIRL/FILL procedures, and the TABSLL procedures.

PREPARATION OF DEMAND INPUT

The preparation of both FIEL/FILL and TARSLL Load Lists requires

accurate and timely demand data. For this reason, all MLSF demand re-

porting activities are required to forward to FMSO at the end of each

0 month, demand documents for that month's transactions as well as any

documents required to cancel previously reported transactions.

Demand documents from mechanized Load List demand reporting activ-

ities are to reach FMSO by the 15th day after the close of the business

day for the reporting month. Demand documents from non-mechanized activ-

ities are to reach FMSO by the 10th day after the close of the business

day for the reporting month.

Demand transactions may be submitted on magnetic tape, punched card,

or offset type demand documents. Transactions submitted on the first two

media require no preliminary action. However, transactions submitted on

offset type documents must be key punched into the approved demand trans-

action format.
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Demand is assigned to two categories: Category 1 demand is made up of

industrial demand transactions-the demand must be the result of work per-

formed for supported fleet units. Category 2 demand is Fleet Issue demand-

the resupply requisitions for material placed by customer ships on the MLSF

units.

Approved Demand Transaction Format

The standard punched card format (magnetic tape format is identical)

is:

Card
Colu Description

1 Record Type (always 1)

2 Demand Category (1 or 2)

3-5 Project Code

6-7 Blank

8-20 National Stock Number, Navy
Item Control Number, or "I"
Cog Ordering Number

21-22 Blank

23-24 Unit of Issue

25-29 Demand Quantity

30-43 Document Number

30-35 Requesting Ships UIC

36-39 Julian Data

40-43 Serial Number

44-54 Blank

9-2
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Card
Column Description

55-56 Cognizance Symbol

57 Blank

58-62 Demand Reporting Activity UIC

63-65 Blank

66-69 Reporting Date (year and month)

70 Transaction Code: R - issue

G - not in stock

B - not carried

71-75 Serviced Ship UIC (required for
category 1 demand)

76-80 Blank

Errur/Review List

Demand transactions that are rejected during the validation process

are printed in NII1 sequence on an Error/Review List. The format used on

the listing is almost identical to the original transaction format. An

example is shown on page 9-4. All items shown have quantity errors. Units

of issue preceded by an asterisk are in error.

There are two primary reasons why a demand transaction may appear on

an error/review listing. The first results from a demand quantity that is

zero, non-numeric, or excessive. The second reason is an improper unit of

issue.
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Correcting Demand Transactions

Corrections of demand quantity or unit of issue are submitted to the

Load List operation on E22AElC cards.

Selected demand history entries in the MLSF Demand History File may

be changed, if necessary, by using an E22FAIC card.

FIRL/FILL LOAD LISTS

The Fleet Issue Requirements List (FIRL) is an element of the Navy's

Prepositioned War Reserve Requirement (PWRR). A FIEL includes most categories

of secondary items required to support approved fleet forces. Excluded item

categories include ammunition, bulk petroleum, subsistence, and ship's store

stock.

There are two FIRLs produced each year; one for the Atlantic Fleet

(LANTFIRL) and one for the Pacific Fleet (PACFIRL).

The UICP Load List procedures compute the range and depth of material

required to provide a specified level of resupply support for a specified

period of time.

The Fleet Issue Load List (FILL) is that portion of the FIRL that is

positioned on a given Combat Store Ship (AFS) or selected ashore activities.
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The FIRL/FILL is published by FMSO as Chapter IV of the Consolidated

Loat Requisitioning Guide, Overseas (CARGO).

The FIRL/FILL development follows a Program Management Plan (PMP) that

prepared and distributed by FMSO's Load List Branch (Code 9111). An ex-

)le of the milestones that appear on the plan were presented in Chapter V.

The major elements of the plan where there is human interaction with the

.P procedures are described in the following sections.

? Prevaration of Technical Overrides

FMSO's Load List Branch has the responsibility of preparing the "Top 40"

iting; those systems and equipments that have had three or more CASREPTs

r the past year. (An example page from a CASREPT listing is shown on the

it page.) This listing is reviewed by the Load List Branch to remove obvious

i-Load List items and is forwarded to SPCC's Allowance Division where the

,s related to the Top 40 equipments are identified.

These APL numbers are forwarded to FMSO where they are used to extract

se NIINs that experience three or more CASREPTs (from the CASREPT data

e) or a usage of three cr more (from the 3-M data base) over the year.

Thos.: NIINs are then reviewed by SPCC's Allowance Branch and Stock

trol. Stock Control obtains a Consolidated Stock Status Report (CSSR)

each NIN and annotates the CSSR with their recommendation. A recom-

dation may or may not be accepted by the Allowance Branch depending on

curns tances.
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Those items that pass a final review by the Allowance Branch will make up

the preliminary FI and card deck. Quantities, generally one per FILL, will

be punched on the cards.

New equipments may also be nominated for inclusion on the FILL. The nom-

inations are initiated by the Fleet CINC and reach SPCC by way of CNO/NAVSUP.

The nominations must be matched to the applicable APL using either a hard copy

of the APLs or the Weapon System File.

These APLs will be reviewed and all that are repairable at the organiza-

tional level will be extracted.

The extracted NIINs will be reviewed by both the Allowance Division and

Stock Control in a manner similar to that used in the Top 40 review.

The NuINs remaining after the review are combined with those from the

Top 40 review and the override candidates are forwarded to FSO.

Frequency Distributions

Frequency distributions for both equipment-related and non-equipment-

related items are prepared as part of the FIMl/F=IL process. An example of

the ER frequency distribution is shown on the next page. The axes of the

frequency distribution are deployed (FILL) demand frequency and expanded

(FMlL) demand frequency. Each cell shows the number of items experiencing

at least the demand frequencies shown on the axes. For example, the cir-

cled number indicates that 4,899 items had a deployed demand frequency of

4 or more and an expanded demand frequency of 9 or more.
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If ye knov the maximum number of items that the TYCOM wants to include on

the list, we can determine which range cut values will produce a range that is

close to the desired number. These range cuts, after approval, can then be

introduced into the operation as a means of limiting the Load List range.

FILL Statistics Supplied to NAVSUP

At the conclusion of the FIRL/FILL process, statistics are provided to

NAVSUP for approval. These statistics are concerned with the number of items

added to the list and their extended value, the number of items whose quantity

was increased and their extended value, the number of items whose quantity

was decreased and their extended value, and the number of items detected from

the Load List and their extended value.

The statistics are broken down by Budget Project which is made up of

designated Cogs.

Budaet Prolect Cogs

14 1A, lH

15 11

18 9D

19 lN

23 1W

25 13

28 9A, 93, 9C, 9E, 9F, 9G, 9R,
91, 9J, 9L, 9N, 9Q, 9S, 9V,
9W, 9y, 9Z

34 1R

35 5R

38 9X
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The items and extended values are also related to Appropriation Purchases

Account and Navy Stock Account. An example of a Naval Message showing

these statistics is shown on the next several pages.

Quarterly FTRL/FILL Supplements

Supplements to each of the two FIRLs are prepared quarterly based on

CASREPT and 3-M data over the previous three months. The necessary data

for the supplement are extracted by FMSO and reviewed by FMSO's Load List

Branch and SPCC's Allowance Division. Stock Control also reviews and makes

recommendations which will, in turn, be accepted or rejected by the Allow-

ance Division.

A punched card deck of verified adds with written recommendations il Vil

be forwarded to FNSO by SPCC for SPCC Cog items. FSO's Load List Branch

then prepares the supplement.

TENDER AND REPAIR SHIP LOAD LISTS

TARSLLs are produced by FtSO to enable the tenders and repair ships

to meet their industrial missions-the repair of equipments on board the

ships for which the tenders are responsible. TARSLLs are also designed

to enable submarine tenders to meet their resupply mission.

There are two distinct range and depth procedures in the TARSLL-

one for conventional tenders and the other for FBM tenders.
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The TARSLL development follows a Program Management Plan (lMP)

similar to that used in the FIRL/FILL process. The TARSLL PMP is pre-

pared and distributed by FMSO's Load List Branch. An example of the

PMP was given in Chapter VI.

The major elements of the plan where there is human interaction

with UICP operation are described in the sections that follow.

Obtaining the Candidate Listing and Preparing Pre-Model Overrides

SPCC' Allowance Division is supplied the required hull mix for

the TARSLL by the TYCOM via letter or message. SPCC validates the hull

mix UIC9. (Special procedures are followed if nuclear UICs are to be

included.) The required item data Is then extracted from the Weapon

System File, Master Data File, and the Program Support Interest File.

The preliminary candidate listing resulting from the extract as

wall as any error listings produced are reviewed by SPCC.

Overrides to the candidate listing are prepared on punch cards

and forwarded to FMSO with the listing and candidate tape. PMSO

also reviews the listing and prepares overrides as appropriate.

Review and SKIM Listings for Post-Model Changes

In this section we shall discuss the formats of the various

review and SKIM listings. These post-model outputs are reviewed

by SPCC (Allowance Division) and FMSO (Load List Branch).
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Edited Candidate Review Record (El7MAlL) !"

An example of this review listing is shown on page 9-17. The

format is:

N~I.
Col mn Description

1 NIIN or NICN

2 Special Material Identification Code

3 Federal Supply Class

4 Cognizance Symbol

5 Item Name

6 Unit Price

7 Unit of Issue

8 New Load List Quantity

9 Old Load List Quantity

10 Override Code

11 Override Quantity

12 Ship Installable Population

13 Tender Installable Population

14 Demand Frequency

15 Demand Quantity

16 Best Replacement Factor

17 Minimum Replacement Unit Quantity

18 Review Code

let pos. D - Item deleted from Load List

A - Item added to Load List

I - Load List quantity has increased

M - Load List quantity has decreased

blank - New and old quantities are the same
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Column Description

2nd pos: V - data void

blank - no data void

3rd pos: P - Extended price exceeds specified
value

blank - Extended price within bounds

4th pos: Q - Quantity exceeds specified value

blank - Quantity within bounds

5th poe: D - Quarterly demand forecast exceeds
specified value

blank - Quarterly demand forecast
within bounds

19 Application Code : up to 4 identifiers
of higher level items to which NIIN of
record is related.

Preliminary Load List (El7RClL)

An example of this second review listing is shown on page 9-19. The

format for this listing is:

Column Description

1 Cognizance Symbol

2 NuIN or NICN

3 Special Material Identification Code

4 Item Name

5 Unit of Issue

6 Unit Price Code: E - Non-Standard
Blank - Standard

7 Unit Price

8 Net Cube of Item

9-18
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columnDescription

9 Military Essentiality Code (FBN only)

10 Repairable Identification Code (FBN only)

11. Load List Quantity

12 Management Data

Quantity SKCIM

. rwoThis SKIM output lists the Load List items in order of increasing

quantity. An examle of this SKIM is shown on page 9-21. The format is:

Column Decrpton

1 KNN

2 Special Material Identification Code

3 Federal Supply Class

4 Cognizance Symbol

5 Item Nam

6 Control (Load List Quantity)

7 Unit Price

8 Unit of Issue

9 New Load List Quantity

10 Old Load List Quantity

11 Override Code

12 Override Quantity

13 Ship installable Population

14 Tender Installabl~e Population
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Column Description

15 Demand Frequency

16 Demand Quantity

17 Repairable Identification Code

Demand Frequency SKIM

This SKIM output lists the Load List items in order of increasing

demand frequency. An example is shown in page 9-23. The format is the

same as that used with the quantity SKIM except that Column 6, Control,

now contains the demand frequency.

Price SKIM

This SKIM output lists the Load List items in order of increasing

extended price (unit price times New Load List quantity). An example

is shown on page 9-24. The format is the same as that used with the

Quantity SKTM except that Column 6, Control, now contains the extended

price.

NSN Sequence SKIM

This SKIM output lists the Load List items in NSN sequence. An

example is given on page 9-25. The format is the same as that used

with the Quantity SKIM except that Column 6, Control, is now blank.
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TARSLL Statistics Supplied to NAVSUP

I
In the same fashion as FILL Statistics, TARSLL financial statistics

are forwarded to NAVSUP for approval. An example of this is shown on the

next several pages.

The format and Budget Projects used in this message are the same as

for the FIP./FILL statistics.
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t. FINANCIAL STATISTICS FUDED REF A APPROVED.
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BIT

31351

MI#NN

ROUTINE SUN C LA SS I FI ED
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FROM: FLEMATSUPPO MECHANICSBURG PA

TO: NAVSUPSYSCOMHQ WASHIrGTON DC .

INFO: COMSUBPAC PEARL HARBOR HI

UNCLAS //NO4441//

1972 SUBASE PEARL HARBOR LOAD LIST .

A. FM1SO LTR 9111C 4441 SER 425 OF 4 JAN 77

1- STATISTICS FOR SUBJ LOAD SUBMITTED IAW MILESTONE 11 OF

REF {Al.

TOTAL ADDS BUDGET PROJECT- TOTAL VALUE

140 1b $ 41263

3 .38 14

I 6s364 28 . 252-2O4

1-151;=  14-. 2'38,.516.d "* - . . . - ........... lisle-1'L ....- = .... 238 ....

17 34 31505

NSA 8,036 ... $ 498,502

APA 319 493,759

TOTAl " &,355 8991261

UNCLASSIFIED ATN8
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18 18 $ 19606
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573 14 66-%63L
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APA 2 ..... *. 31069

TOTAL 4,429 "t 275320
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TOTAL S,203 " 341",156
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TOTAL ITEM COUNT TOTAL VALUE
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3. REQUEST AUTHORITY TO RELEASE SUPPLY AIDS PER REF {A).
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APPENDIX A

L DEPTH COMPUTATIONS USING PROBABILITY

DISTRIBUTION

The depth computations for both FIRL/FILL and TARSLL Load Lists use

probability distributions in determining the quantities. The need for

the use of probability arises from the concept of Risk - the chance of

running out of stock during the Support or Resupply Period. Two prob-

ability distributions are used - the Poisson and the normal. Since

the normal distribution in used in most cases, we will discuss it first.

DEPTH COMPUTATION USING THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

Two parameters are necessary to describe a particular normal dis-

tribution. These are the mean, a measure of the average value, and

the standard deviation, a measure of the spread of the distribution.

An example of a general normal distribution where uz is equal to the

mean and a equal to the standard deviation.
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In the normal distribution, 68 percent of all values will lie within

one standard deviation of the mean ( ± a), 95.5 percent within two stand-

ard deviations (u t 2a), and 99.75 percent within three standard deviations

( - 3a). Looking at it another way, 16 percent of the values will be

greater than u + a and 2.25 percent will be greater than P + 2 a.

Thus, if we wish to keep the risk of stock out to 16 percent, we

should make our Load List quantity equal to u + a. This means that,

during the Support or Resupply Period, the probability of running out

of stock is 16 percent and the probability of satisfying all the demands

is 84 percent. It does not mean that 84 percent of all demand will be

met and 16 percent will not.

The mean and standard deviation are WAD S and aWD, respectively, for

the FIRL/FILL and Convential Tender Load Lists and D and a for the FBM

Tender Load List.

The acceptable level of risk is another essential input to the depth

computations. Knowing the Risk allows us to find the t - value. We could

I either use an expanded version of the table shown on the next page or,

as the UICP Load List operation does, use the following computations:

I. Risk less than or equal to 0.5

1. Calculate n

n - - in (sk2)
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in represents the natural logarithm. A short table

of these over a few values of risk is shown on the

same page as the t - value. (Note: the reader is

urged to use more detailed tables if exact calcula-

tions are desired.)

2. Calculate t

2.515517 + 0.802853n + 0.010328n
2

t n 1 + 1.432788n + 0.189269n2 + 0.001308n3

11. Risk greater than 0.5

1. Calculate n

n - - in [(1 - Risk) 2

2. Calculate t
2.515517 + 0.802853n + 0.010328n2

t - a 1 + 1.432788n +,1892692 + 0.001308n3

Once the t - value has been found, the preliminary Load ..ist depth

can be computed.

Preliminary Depth - u + t a

The normal distribution is used in all instances for the FIRL/FILL

and Conventional Tender Load Lists and for the FBM Tender Load List when

DR? is greater than one unit.
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t - VALUE TABLE

Risk t

0.1 1.28

0.2 0.84

0.3 0.76

0.4 0.25

0.5 0.00

0.6 -0.25

0.7 -0.76

0.8 -0.84

0.9 -1.28

SHORT TABLE OF NATURAL LOGARITHMS_

Risk ln (Risk 2)

0.1 -4.605

0.2 -3.219

0.3 -2.408

0.4 -1.833

0.5 -1.386

0.6 -1.022

0.7 -0.713

0.8 -0.446

0.9 -0.211
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DEPTH COMPUTATION USING THE POISSON DISTRIBUTION

The Poisson probability is used to compute the depth for FBM tenders

when the expected Resupply Period Demand (BRP) is less than or equal to one.

The depth computation is a trial and error procedure, as follows:

1. Compute the probability that the actual demand during the

Resupply Period will be for zero units

Prob (Dud - 0) - e

e is a constant and is the base of the natural logarithm. A

short table of these is shown below.

D P e

0.0 1.000

0.2 0.819

0.4 0.670

0.6 0.549

0.8 0.449

1.0 0.368

Thus, the probability that the actual demand will be for zero

units, if DRP is equal to 0.6, is 0.549.
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2. Compare probability to Risk

If Prob (Dad ) is greater than or equal to 1 - Risk, set

Depth to zero.

If Prob (Dmd - 0) is less than 1 -Risk, continue to step 3.

3. Compute the probability that the actual demand is one

Prob (Dmd l)- D1) x [Prob (Dmd - 0)]

In ouT example, the probability would be 0.6 x 0.549 - 0.329.

4. Compare probabilities to Risk

If Prob (Dmd - 0) + Prob (Dmd - 1) is greater than or equal to

1 - Risk, set Depth to one. Otherwise, continue to next step.

5. Compute the probability that the actual demand is two

Prob (Dmd -2) x [Prob (Dmd Q]RP 2

In our example, the probability would be

0.6 x 3.29 - 0.099
2
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6. Compare probabilities to Risk

At
If Prob (Dud - 0) + Prob (Dmd -1) + Prob (Dmd -2) is greater

than or equal to 1 - Risk, set Depth to two. *Otherwise, continue

to next step.

7. Process continues until Depth is found.
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTING UNITS SHORT

After the Risk-based Depth computed in Appendix A has been subjected

to various constraints and possibly an override, the probability distri-

butions are called on once more to compute the expected number of units

short. The same probability distribution used to compute the depth is

used to compute the units short.

UNITS SHORT USING THE NORMIAL DISTRIBUTION

This procedure requres as input the mean demand (u), the standard

deviation of demand (a), and the Depth which we are going to abbreviate

as Z. The procedure is:

1. Calculate new t - value
z -U

t 0--

2. Compute intermediate value, X

X ft 2 (1 + .1968541ti+ .115194 t2 + .0003441It 3 1+.019527 t4)4

3. If t is negative set X - 1 - X

4. Compute intermediate value, Y
_t 

2

Y n 0.3989e 2
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5. Compute intermediate value, V

V [ Y - t x X1 a

6. Compare V to U~

If V is greater than-or equal to u±, met Units Short to u

If V is loe than the u, set Units Short to V

7. If computed units short in negative, set equal to zero.

UNITS SHORT USING THE POISSON DISTRIBUTION

Again, this distribution is used only with FBM tenders when the

Resupply Period demand is less than or equal to one.

1. Calculate intermediate value, S

S - Depth x (Prob (Dmd -0)]

2. Set intermediate value, X, to one.

3. Compare depth to X

If Depth less than or equal to X,

Units Short - u - Depth + S

If Depth greater than X, go to Step 4.

4. Compute probability the actual demand equals X
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5. Calculate intermediate value, S

S old S + (Depth -X) Prob (Dmd - X)

6. Increase intermediate value, X, by one

X - old X + 1

7. Go to Step 3.

The procedure will continue until a Units Short computation is made.
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APPENDIX C

LOAD LIST ACRONYMS

AC Application Code

AEL Allowance Equipage List

APS Combat Store Ship

APA Appropriation Purchases Account

APL Allowance Parts List

ARQ Average Requisition Quantity

ASO Aviation Supply Office

BRP Best Replacement Factor

CARGO Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning
Guide, Overseas

CASREPT Casualty Report

COMAVLOGPAC Comander, Naval Logistics, Pacific

4 COMSURYLANT Commander, Surface Fleet, Atlantic

CNO Chief of Naval Operations

DLSC Defense Logistic Support Center

ER Equipment Related

FBM Fleet Ballistic Missile

FILL Fleet Issue Load List

FIRL Fleet Issue Requirements List

FMSO Fleet Material Support Office

FSC Federal Supply Classification

FSG Federal Supply Group

LAC Load Activity Code

3M Maintenance and Material Management
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MDF Master Data File

MLSF Mobile Logistic Support Force

MRU Minimum Replacement Unit

NAVSUP Naval Supply Systems Comand

NER Non-equipment Related

NIN National Item Identification Number

NMDF Navy Management Data File

NPFC Navy Publications and Forms Center

NSA Navy Stock Account

PMP Program Management Plan

POS Peacetime Operating Stock

PWRS Prepositioned War Reserve Stock

PSI Program Support Interest File

RIC Repairable Identification Code

SCA System Constants Area

SMAR Supply/Management Aid Record

SPCC Ships Parts Control Center

SSPO Strategic Systems Project Office

SSSD Strategic Systems Support Division

TARSLL Tender and Repair Ship Load List

TYCOM Type Comander

U/I Unit of Issue

UIC Unit Identification Code

UICP Uniform Inventory Control Point Program

WSF Weapon Systems File
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APPENDIX D

GLOSSARY

This section contains definitions of the most important vords and phrases
that you will encounter in the manual.

ACCEPTABLE LEVEL OF RISK

H The Risk we are willing to accept of running out of stock during the
Support Period. Computed by the Load List operation based on the
characteristics of the item or input to the operation.

AVIATION SUPPLY OFFICE (ASO)

A One of the Navy's two Inventory Control Points (IC?.). Primarily
responsible for the Management of the Navy's inventory of aeronauti-
cal items.

BEST REPLACEMENT FACTOR

A fraction that describes the percent of the population of an item
that can be expected to fail within a year.

CANDIDATE

j An item given consideration for inclusion on a Load List.

COGNIZANCE SYMBOL (COG)

A two-position code used to identify and designate the ICP, office,

or agency that exercises supply management.

COMBAT STORE SHIP (APS)

The ship that is responsible for the surface ship resupply mission.

CONSOLIDATED AFLOAT REQUISTIONING GUIDE, OVERSEAS (CARGO)

p The published Load List document for the FIRL/FILL process.

CSSR PAGE

Computer printed form that provides information reflecting the
inventory position of an item.

DEMAND

The number of units of an item requested by customers in a given
time period. In the Load List operation, we are only concerned
with the Mlobile Logistics Support Force (q.v.) demand.
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GLOSSARY

Page 2

DEMAND AVERAGE

A value of recurring demand that is obtained by averaging past
recurring demand observations.

DEMAND FORECAST

A forecast of the demand that can be expected in some future time
period. In the Load List operation, based on either the demand
average (q.v.) or on a function of the Best Replacement Factor

A (q.v.) and the population (q.v.).

DEMAND OBSERVATION

The compilation, for a given time period, of the Mobile Logistic
Support Force (q.v.) demand for an item from all customers.

DEPTH

The quantity of an item included on a load.

EAM CARD

0The 80 column card used by computers.

EFFECTIVENESS

A measure of how well the load will satisfy expected demand or how
well it satisfied experience demand.

ESSENTIALITY

A measure of the importance of an item to the Navy's mission.

FIRL MASTER ATLANTIC (PACIFIC) FILE

The file containing the records of the most recently constructed
Atlantic (Pacific) FIRL/FILL.

FLEET ISSUE DEMAND

* Demands for material from MLSF units that is placed by customer

ships. Resupply demand.

FLEET ISSUE LOAD LIST (FILL)

That part of the FIEL that is deployed onk a particular Combat Store
* Ship (q.v.) or at a designated shore base.
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GLOSSARY

Page 3

FLEET ISSUE REQUIREMENTS LIST (FIRL)

The range (q.v.) and depth (q.v.) of material required to support
the Fleet (Atlantic or Pacific) under a projected wartime environ-
ment for a designated pe-iod of time.

FLEET MATERIAL SUPPORT OFFICE (FMSO)

NAVSUP's computer support and systems analysis organization. Respon-
sible for the design and development of the computer programs of the
UICP system and managing the Load List operation.

FLEET SUPPORT FACTOR

Demand multiplier representing the increased tempo of operations
expected during wartime. Used in FIRL/FILL process.

INDUSTRIAL DEMAND

Demand originating from the industrial shops of tenders, repair ships,
and support detachments. Results from work performed for supported
fleet units.

INVENTORY CONTROL POINT (ICP)

An organizational unit or activity that is assigned primary respon-
sibility for the supply management of a group of items.

LOAD LIST MASTER FILE

A separate file is made for each TARSLL and contains the records of
the most recently constructed load.

MASTER DATA FILE (MDF)

The file that contains information about the characteristics--
management data, asset position, requirements, levels, and forecasts--
of those items managed by an ICP.

MLSF Master Demand File

The file containing the record of MLSF demands for the most recent
24 months.

MOBILE LOGISTIC SUPPORT FORCE (MLSF)

The ships and selected shore activities that have responsibility
for providing the Operating Forces with resupply and repair support.
Consists of Combat Store Ships, Destroyer Tenders, Submarine Tenders,
Repair Ships, and selected shore activities.
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GLOSSARY

Page 4

NATIONAL ITM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN)

An identifying number for inventory items.

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)

An identifying number for inventory items. Includes the NIIN.

NAVY MANAGMENT DATA FILE (NMDF)

The file containing management data for items reflecting Navy
interest as registered in the Federal Cataloging Program.

NMDF ADDENDUM FILL

Cross references superceded NIINs to current NIINs.

PROBABILITY

The measure of the likelihood that an event will occur.

PROGRAM SUPPORT INTEREST (PSI) FILE

The file containing information relative to items for which the ICP
has Program Support responsibilities but another ICP or DSC has Supply
Support responsibilities.

RANGE

..he variety of items on a load.

SHIPS PARTS CONTROL CENTER (SPCC)

One of the Navy's two Inventory Control Points (ICPs). Primarily
responsible for the management of the Navy's inventory of non-
aeronautical items.

'SKIM LISTING

Preliminary output of TARSLL process. Used for review.

STANDARD DEVIATION

A measure of the variability of observations. The square root of
the variance (q.v.).

SUPPLY/MANAGEMENT AID RECORD (SMAR)

A record prepared for each item on a load contains management data
and quantities.
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GLOSSARY

Page 5

SUPPORT PERIOD

Length of time load is expected to support Fleet requirements.

TECHNICAL OVERRIDES

Manual inputs that can be used to add or exclude items from the range
of a Load List and to increase or decrease the computed depth for an
item.

TEMPO FACTOR

Demand multiplier representing the increased tempo of operations
expected during wartime. Used in the TARSLL process.

TENDER AND REPAIR SHIP LOAD LIST (TARSLL)

The load representing the projected material requirements for the
repair missions of Destroyer Tenders and Repair Ships and the repair
and resupply missions of Submarine Tenders.

TOTAL PARTS POPULATION

The total number of a particular item in the system.

UNIT COST

The cost of one unit of an item.

UNIT IDENTIFICATION CODE (UIC)

A six-position code that identifies a specific ship or shore activity.
It is composed of a five-digit numeric UIC/Accounting Number preceded
by an alpha "R" for a ship or an alpha "N" for a shore station, retro-
fit activity, etc.

UNIT OF ISSUE (U/I)

The quantity in which an item is distributed: pound, foot piece,
barrel, etc.

UNIFORM INVENTORY CONTROL PROGRAM (UICP)

The Navy's automated inventory control system for ICPs.
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GLOSSARY

Page 6

VARIANCE

A measure of the variability of observations. Calculated by taking
pthe average of the squared deviations of the observations from the

excpected value.

* WEAPON SYSTEM FILE (WSF)

The file containing information about an end use weapon broken down
into systems, subsystems, equipments, components, sub-components, and
parts.
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APPENDIX E
INDEX

Acceptable Risk; Component Cut;
5-18, 6-16 6-5

APS; Component Data File;
see Combat Store Ship 6-40

Allowance Division; Consolidated Afloat
3-3, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, 5-33, Requisitioning Guide, Overseas;
6-7, 6-39, 9-6, 9-8, 9-16 1-16, 5-12

Allowance Equipage List; Consolidated Stock Status
4-2 Report (CSSR);

9-8
Allowance Parts List;

4-2, 4-3, 4-5, 6-2, 9-6, 9-8 Critical Equipments Override;
3-4

APL;
see Allowance Parts List Defense Logistics Support Center;

2-9
Application Code;

4-1, 4-2 Demand, Fleet Issue;
2-2

Average Quarterly FILL Demand;
5-9 Demand, Industrial;

2-1
Average Quarterly FIRL Demand;

5-8 Demand Validation
2-3

Best Replacement Factor;
6-10, 6-15 Edited Candidate Review Record

6-30
BRP;

see Best Replacement Factor Effectiveness, Frequency;
8-1, 8-6

BRF Forecast;
6-11 Effectiveness, Gross;

1-14, 8-8
CARGO:

see Consolidated Afloat Effectiveness, Net;
Requisitioning Guide, Overseas 1-14, 8-6

CARGO Quarterly Supplement; Effectiveness, Quantity;
5-33 8-1, 8-6

CASE.EPT; Effectiveness, Requisition;
3-5, 5-33, 9-6 1-15, 5-18, 5-30, 6-23, 6-27

Combat Store Ship; Effectiveness, Unit;
5-1, 5-12 1-15, 5-19, 5-29, 6-22
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Equipment-related; FIRL Only;
1-8 5-15, 5-21, 5-24

Error/Review List; First Echelon of Resupply;
9-3 1-1

Expected Requisition Satisfied; Fleet Issue Load List;
5-26, 5-27, 6-20 1-6, Chapter 5, 8-1

Expected Requisition Short; Fleet Issue Requirements List;
5-26, 6-20, 6-26 1-5, 1-6, Chapter 5, 8-1, 9-5

Expected Units Satisfied; Frequency distribution;
5-26, 6-19, 6-26 5-10, 5-11, 9-9

Expected Units Short; History Change File;
5-26, 6-19 2-8

Federal Supply Group; Hull-tailored;
5-11 6-1, 6-5

FILL; LAC
see Fleet Issue Load List see Load Activity Code

FILL Average Requisition Size; Load Activity Code;
5-9 5-7, 7-1, 8-3

FILL Depth; Load List Branch;
5-23 6-7, 9-16

FILL Statistics Load List Extract Request File;
9-9 2-13

FIRL; Load List Index;
see Fleet Issue Requirements List 4-6

FIRL Average Requisition Size; Load List Master File;
5-8 1-13

FIRL Demand Extraction File; Load List Stock Number File;
5-6 8-2

FIRL Depth; 3M Reports;
5-20, 5-21 3-5

FIRL History File; Maintenance cut;
5-6 6-5

FIRL Master Atlantic (Pacific) File; Master Candidate Load List File
1-13 6-39
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Master Configuration File Override, Minimum Quantity;
6-40 3-2, 5-14, 5-23, 5-24, 6-14,

6-18, 6-25

Master Data 
File

1-4, 4-1, 4-4, 4-5, 6-2, 9-16 Override Effectiveness;
8-9

Master FIRL Candidate Record;
5-6, 5-7 Peacetime Operating Stock;

6-8, 6-23
Matched Candidate/Demand File;

8-5 POS Adjustment Factor;
6-24

Minimum Replacement Unit;
6-18, 6-26 Post-Model Changes;

3-9, 6-39
MLSF Demand Collection Program;

1-3, Chapter 2 Preferred NIN File;
2-8

MLSF Master Demand File;
1-11, 2-8, 2-9, 2-10, 2-11, 2-12, Pre-model override;
2-13, 6-2, 8-2 3-6

Navy Management Data File; Prepositioned War Reserve Stock;
1-3, 1-12, 2-13, 5-6 6-8, 6-14, 9-5

New Equipments Override; Probability distribution, normal;
3-3 5-25, 6-17, 6-25, A-1, A-2,

A-3, A-4, B-1, B-2
NMDF Addendum File;

1-12, 2-8, 5-6, 7-3, 8-4 Probability distribution, Poisson;
6-25, A-5, A-6, A-7, B-2, B-3

Non-equipment-related;
1-18 Program Management Plan;

5-1, 6-1, 9-6, 9-15
Ocean-tailored;

1-8, 6-1, 6-5 Program Support Interest File;
1-5, 4-1, 4-4, 4-5, 9-16

Organic Level of Supply;
1-1 PWRS Adjustment Factor;

8-3

Override, Exclusion;

3-2, 6-18, 6-25 Quarterly Demand Forecast;
6-9, 6-10

Override, Mandatory Quantity;
3-1, 5-14, 5-23, 5-24, 6-14, Range Cut;
6-17, 6-25 5-14, 6-7

Override, Maximum Quantity; Relative Item Essentiality;
3-2, 5-23, 5-24, 6-19, 6-26 6-15
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Repairable Identification Code Strategic Systems Support Division;
4-1, 4-2 6-40

Resupply Period; Stratification, Cog;
6-24, 6-26 8-16

RIC; Stratification, Demand Value;
see Repairable Identification Code 8-l1

Risk; Stratification, Load List Value;
5-19, 5-21, 5-27, 6-27 8-11

Safety stock; Stratification, Project Code;
5-21 8-16

Second Echelon of Resupply; Stratification, Projected Frequency;
1-1 8-11

Ship-tailored; Supply/Management Aid Record;
1-8, 6-1, 6-5 1-15, 5-32, 5-34, 6-39, Chapter 7,

8-4
SKIM, Demand Frequency;

3-8, 3-9, 6-33 Support Period;
5-17, 5-18, 6-14

SKIM, Price;
3-8, 3-9, 6-33 TARSLL;

see Tender and Repair Ship Load List
SKIM, Quantity;

3-8, 3-9, 6-33 TARSLL Statistics
9-27

SMAR
see Supply/Management Aid Record Technical Override;

1-5, 3-1, see also Override
Standard Deviation of
Quarterly FILL Demand; Tempo Factor;

5-9 6-14

Standard Deviation of Tender and Repair Ship Load List;
Quarterly FIRL Demand; 1-4, Chapter 6

5-8
"Top 40" list;

Stock Control Division; 3-5, 9-16
3-5, 9-8

Total Demand Frequency;
Stock Number Sequence List; 6-12

6-30
Total FILL Demand;

Strategic Systems Project Office; 5-9
6-40
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Total FILL Frequency; Wartime Average Support Period Demand;
5-9 5-17, 5-24, 5-25, 5-26

Total FIRL Demand; Weapon Systems File;
5-8 1-4, 3-5, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-6,

6-2, 9-8, 9-16
Total FIRL Frequency;

5-8 Weapon System Supplement;
1-11, 6-40

Type Commander (TYCOM);
6-2 WSF;

see Weapon Systems File
Unmatched Demand History File;

2-10, 8-2, 8-5
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FEM TLL MODEL AXIALYSIS

VITRO (MSB) 10 January 1977



During October, 1976 Vitro personnel in conjunction with SP 206

attended at .ISO a presentation on the math model to be developed for

FBM TLL production. The data used for determining the math model was

AS-31 demands during a period when only two (2) SSBNs were supported

and was judged inadequate by SSPO. A more-in depth study was requested

by SSPO and YMSO is scheduled to deliver this study in the near future

(fMIO TELECON) for SSPO (SP-206) evaluation.

The following is MSB's comments on the "Normal-Poisson" math model

! proposed by FMSO during the October 1976 presentation and Vitro (MSB)'s

recommendations for TLL model improvement.

Si



I. TLL GOAL

The goal of an effective TLL model is to provide a maximum predicted protection
level at a minimum stocking level/cost. The FMSO is currently planning on developing
a 25,000 item TLL with a 98% (2 siginificant digit) predicted protection level at a cost
of 3 million dollars. Previous studies of the FMSO TLL on-site operational performance
indicate the model performs considerably less efficient than predicted. The purpose of
this paper is to analyze TLL production procedures and recommend parameters for an im-
proved TLL model.

II. DEMAND/FREQUENCY DATA ANALYSIS

VITRO (MSB) under the direction of SP20603 (LCDR. P. Berger) has reviewed site
I, k1, and IV demand/frequency data (see attachment 1 ). The study highlights that
1 ,000 items, of which 95% are consumables, supported 39/o of the demand frequencies
for the combined sites. An additional 1,000 items provided an additional 13% support.
By assuring these items are stocked, a 52% "baseline" TLL support effectiveness is
readily obtained. The need for on additional 23,000 items to obtain a 98% predicted
protection level is questionable.

Ill. DEMAND/FREQUENCY DATA DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS

In analyzing site I, II, and IV demand/frequency data, the following pattern is
noted. Consumable items, with high frequencies and demand quantities, will compute
to a high mean quantity (A) and therefore are normally distributed. Equipment related
items, in comparison to consumable items, experience low frequencies and demand
quantities. The demand pattern for equipment related items tends to shift away from
the mean (lots of qty-2 in comparison with qty ?2) and the computed X is small.

The probability distribution pattern for equipment related items is not normal,
but follows the Poisson pattern (see below). The Poisson distribution pattern approaches
the normal pattern where X =5. A "quick look" at VITRO (MSB) demand data indicates
that a Poisson Distribution with X=1-2 most closely simulates FBM equipment related
item demands.

POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS
Poisron dkt rihutinn

Predicted Mea i l-I Demnd Qty Variance !==

.. Standard de'jtjon, =

20 L 6 LI2 2 4
X-2 XaS &Z10

Poilsson distribution for sclected values of X



IV. CURRENT FMSO TLL PRODUCTION PROCEDURES

The current TLL production procedures, in general, are as follows (MSB belief):

A. TLL candidates are selected and a predicted demand quantity is computed
based upon (BRF x POP) data

B. Demand data (most current 2 years) for FBM Tender and assigned SSBN hull
mix is matched versus the "selected" TLL candidates

1. Where no match occurs, the item with demand is added to the TLL

2. Where a match occurs the demand quantity replaces the predicted
BRF x POP demand quantity.

V. PROBLEM AREAS

A. Unstable Load Quantities

The action of replacing predicted demand with actual demand based upon a
2 year statistical sample results in an unstable loading factor for individual items

jas shown below:

TLL DOC ITEM LOAD QTY FLEET DEMAND

1 A 5 (BRF x POP) 0 (1st 2 yr sample)
2 A 1 (DEMAND DATA) 1 (2nd 2 yr sample)
3 A 5 (BRF x POP) 0 (3rd 2 yr sample)

Item A is continuously onloaded/offloaded. Because of this condition, de-
ployed Tenders are dependent upon the previous on-site Tender's demand data to
adjust their MRF to "true" operational stocking levels.

When applying the demand data to their MRF, many items must also be added
due to exclusion from the new TLL. Since all demanded items are added in the
FMSO TLL production procedure, problems exist in the current demand recording/
implementation loop. -

B. Demand Recording Interval

Where a statistical sample is used to predict, the predictions will vary because
the statistical sample will vary. For example, FBM usage data wil! ,=-,
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failure rates, SSBNs supported during the selected interval, etc. If the observance
interval were extended from the current 2 year (8 quarter) period to the previous
Tender's deployment span, a more accurate sample, particularly for equipment re-
lated items, would result. SP206/VITRO recorded SSBN SRB and ACCESS data
could be made available to the FMSO for this purpose.

C. BRF Updates

The validity of the predicted demand quantity is dependent upon frequent up-
dating of the BRF values with FBM oriented usage data (last accomplished 2 years
ago). Historically, only 15-20% of a Tender's stocked items experience demands,
therefore the mean value (A) computation is significantly based upon prediction
data (BRF x POP). Actual fleet demand data plays an almost insignificant role in
the FMSO mean value computation. Significant numbers to be obtained from
FMSO prior to selecting a TLL production model are:

1. Number of predicted demand quantities replaced by actual demand
quantities (greater and less)

2. Number of items, that were not candidates, added due to actual demand

If the percentage of of "demand effected" items in the TLL is significantly small,
the value of using fleet demand data in the model, except for BRF updating, is
questionable. The probability distribution curve will be based, 90% or greater,
on prediction data not fleet demand data.

D. Determination of Probability Distribution Curve

The following are some different methods which maybe used to compute X for
probability distribution curve selection.

1. Combine prediction data and fleet demand data for both equipment related
and consumable items to compute A. Where X < 1 use Poisson Distribution and
where X > 1 use a Normal Distribution (MSB belief to be current FMSO pro-
cedure). This procedure has the following disadvantages.

a. apples (prediction data) and oranges (statistical sampling of actual
FBM demand) are being mixed to determine X. This is somewhat accetable
if BRF is frequently updated (not current procedure).

b. consumable items demand result in large ,

-3-



c. large A results in Normal Distribution and more equipment related
items (high cost and limited quantities in FBM Program) being stocked
than required

2. Extract consumable items and compute /\ based upon statistical sampling
of FBM demand data for equipment related items only. A Poisson distribution
will result (A small). Smaller quantities of equipment related items will be
stocked for maximum protection level.

3. Extract consumable items, and use prediction data (BRF x POP) to com-
pute A\. FBM demands (less than 20% of range of prediction data) would be
used to update BRF values and prediction quantities where required. This
value of Awill be dependent upon BRF x POP prediction quantities. A
Normal to Poisson switchover maybe required due to varying A and stocking
quantities will vary.

Other combinations exist, and it is recommended that SSPO (SP206) study
the impact of the different procedures prior to selecting parameters for a
probability distribution curve.

VI. RECOMMENDED PARAMETERS FOR AN IMPROVED TLL MODEL

The following are VITRO (MSB)'s recommendations for an improved TLL model:

A. Extract consumable items from TLL computations and develop a "Consumable
Item Section" that:

1. Makes use of consumable item commonality

2. Will result in a lower mean value (A) computation for equipment relateu items

B. Frequently update BRF with FBM oriented usage data.

C. Expand statistical sample of frequency demand data period from 2 years to on-site
deployment span of relieved Tender.

D. Replace predicted values with FBM demand quantities only ',hee fleet demand
predicted value.

E. Use Poisson Probability Distribution curve for equipment related items; eliminate
switchover to Normal Distribution in the TLL model.

Recommendation E is based upon the belief that X for equipment related items is small
(less than 5 where Normal and Poisson distributions equate). To verify or disprove this assump-
tion it is recommended that VITRO (MSB) plot statistical sample of equipment related item
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frequency demand data for varied operational periods of 2, 3, and 4 years for site I, !1,
and IV Tenders. The data available in the usagp segment of the FUDAS record (see
attachment 2 for AS-33 data available) would be displayed in attachment 3 format. The
graphical displays would provide a firm basis for an SSPO (SP206) decision to use or not
use the Poisson Distribution without switchover to a Normal Curve in the TLL model.
The Normal Distribution results in stocking greater on board quantities for A than the
Poisson Distribution in the TLL Model (see attachment 4) to obtain an equal protection
level.

VIII. ADVANTAGES OF RECOMMENDED CHANGES

The proposed revisions to the TLL model should provide the following improvements:

A. A TLL more oriented to actual on-site requirements at reduced stocking
levels/cost.

1. Poisson Distribution used for equipment related items

2. Consumable items will be stocked using "Consumable Stocking List" that:

a. is based upon "proven periodic needs" versus prediction data and
statistical sampling of demand data

b. makes use of commonality of consumable demand for all Tender sites.

B. Frequent FBM oriented update of BRF will result in more accurate prediction data.

C. Expanded period of FBM frequency demand data observance should rsult in a
more accurate picture of equipment related item demands and reduce instability of
stocking quantities currently existing.

D. Simplification of the TLL model should result in improved production schedules,
stock numbers become "OLD" during current production interval.

-5--
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II

BREAIDO W: OF AS-33 hULL IMIX

SSBN' HULL COUNT *RECO.DL'D DIYA2.',DS (IT-'!/A:L)

640 25,289 7,413

641 25,587 7,020
642 23,421 6,409

643 25,486 7,023

644 25,060 7,447

645 24,917 5,775

654 25,050 5,922

655 22,364 5,756

656 25,223 6,531 j
657 24 ,634 4,480

Vitro maintains a unique ADP record for each SSDN/Stock nu-bcr/APL

number demand reported via the ACCESS data.

Aa .t 2
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Attachment 3
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVY FLEET MATERIAL SUPPORT OFFICE

00194 CooC 717 MECHANICSBURG. PA. 17055 IN IMPLY rFtrl TO:

e'es-e," 'X,' 971237/V-K/I00
AUTOVO.. 77 a ITy. 3641 5250

* MAY 2 6 1977

From: Commanding Officer, Navy Fleet Material Support Office
To: Director, Strategic Systems Project Office
Subj: FBM Tender Load List Quantities

ef: (a) SSPO ltr_2_6/REC/953 of 21 Jul 1975 ') 4

(b) F:-'.SO itr 971237/;,WWK/18 5250 of 3 Feb 1977

Encl: (1) ALRAID'Working Memorandum 304 - FBM Load List Prediction Model

1. Reference (a) requested development of a method for accurately
estim ating FE-' (Fleet Ballistic Missile) load list quantities at time
of provisioning. A study descripticn of a proposed method was
forwarded by reference (b). The study has been completed and results
are forwarded as enclosure (1).

2. Tables have been developed for guidance of the technician during
' *rovi-iening cf hull..._ccial, c~cctrical, clzctrzrnic . ,rdnance

items. The tables are based on policies currently incorporated in
the approved tender load list model. It is expected that provisioning
decisions should closely approximate later load list determinations.

-j -

copy to: R. 1. ST. 1ARTIN1 0
OPNAV (412) By direction
NAVSLTP (034/04A)SPCC (500/880/890) "
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i I 9712371wK
20 May 1977 *

ALRAND Wo;king Memorandum 304

Subj: FBM Load List Prediction Model

Ref: (a) Operations Analysis Study Report 127 -. FBM
Load List Study of 31 Dec 1976

S .(b) ALRAND Working Memorandum 195 - Load List

Standard Deviation Approximation of 3 Mar 1970

1. Purpose. Develop a formula'for use during the pro-
"visioning of SSBN hull, mechanical, electrical, electronic,
-or ordnance equipments to provide tender load list quan-
tities.

2. Background. Technicians determine the range and depth
* 6f new investment and repairable items to be added to the

Ftender load lists supporting hulls/equipments being pro-
-visioned. Guidance on these determinations has not been
coordinated with polie-ies employed in TLL (tender load
list) computatio-n models. As a result, subsecuent
execution of the model compu.es quantities which vary with
original provisioning quantities and exccsses/shortages
are made manifest. Provisivning technicians need an
equation or tables to determine range and depth of items
that will be in agreement with later load list determina-
tions.

3. Approach. Reference (a) describes the model incorporat-
ing approved policy for detern~ination of load list quan-
tities for FBM. Salient features of the model are summarized
as follows:

a. Demand Distribution. Item demand is described
by either the Poisson or Normal distribution. The Poisson
distribution is assumed to be descriptive where the fore-
casted QAD (Quarterly Average Demand) is one or less. The
Normal distribution is assumed where the QAD is greater than
one.

b. Demand History. For items with demand history,
the QAD is based on the latest two years of recorded demand.
Where no demand history ecists for the item, the QAD is
the product of the BRF (Best Replacement Factor) and the
population to be supported divided by four.

- ----
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971237/WWK
20 May 1977

Subj: FBM Load List Prediction Model - .

C. Model Characteristics. The optimization model
minimizes demand-weighted requisitions short. It is a
variable protection model considering unit price, the aver-
age requisition size and QAD for the item. The protection

-level by item is const-rai-nd--to--be- minimum of I1'"and
,a maxiu._ f__ , Further constraints are applied to
items with n' deman history. The maximum allowed depth

50 units or $100 unless exceeded by the minimum replace-
ment unit. 'Model 'oals are a minimum of 95% net effectiveness
and an 85% gross effectiveness is desired.

d. Model Application. The production load for the

AS33 and test loads for the AS31 were developed with the
a~pproved model. TABLE I shows item distribution based on

unit price and QAD for the AS31. The same data is presented
in TABLE II for the AS33. By observation, approximately
90% of the load items have unit prices below $100, also
approximately 85% of the -items have a QAD of 1.00 or less.
TABLES III and IV show distribution of number of items by
price categories, and TABLES V and VI show distribution of
items by QAD.

4.. Results. Using the techniques and principles inherent
to the approved model, tables were developed for use in
the provisioning process. The risk control parameter for
loads developed to date has been set equal to 0.00035 and
was used to develop these tables. Where historical data
was lacking, the average requisition size was assumed equal
to one.

TABLE VII shows predicted tender load list quantities
without constraints. If the depth constraint of 50 units
and/or $100 is applied, then the predicted quartities are
shown in TABLE VIII. The line acros.; TABLE VIII indicates
the threshold where the constraints become active. TABLES
VII and VIII are identical for entries above the line. It
is estimated that approximately 90% ef the items provisioned

will have unit prices and QADs that zre found above the
line in TABLE VIII.

To use the table, the provisioner would need to know
the unit price of the item and the forecasted QAD. The

7Z.
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971237/WWK
20 May 1977

Subj: FBM Load List Prediction Model

predicted tender load List quantity would be selected from
the appropriate table. Examples: (1) Given: Item unit
price = $40 and forecasted QAD = 1.25 (based on historical
demand). Solution: Go to TABLE VII, at intersection of
$40 column and QAD row of 1.25, read predicted load quantity
= 6 units; (2) Given: Item unit price = $40 and forecasted

* QAD = 1.25 (based on BRF and installed population). Solu-
tion: Go to TABLE VIII, at inter-section of $40 column and
.1.25 QAD row, read predicted load quantity - 2 units.

5. Discussion. TABLES VII and VIII will give accurate
results in predicting load quantities so long as the model
policies remain constant and the candidate file remains
representative. This assumes proper application of the

* tables (TABLE VII for items with a demand history and
TABLE VIII for other items) and accurate data is used for
selecting load quantity. Should the provisioner select the
wrong tahle, the result will still be accurate in 92% of
the cases. If the unit price of the item was estimated at
time of provisioning and later changed, then the predicted
quantity will be in error. The same applies to the value
of QAD. A significant change in the characteristics of the
candidate file would require a new risk control parameter
to attain the desired goals.

To illustrate the latter point, assume conditions require

the risk control parameter to be reduced to 0.00001. TABLE
IX shows the unconstrained predicted values for the load
and TABLE X shows the predicted quantities where the con-
straints apply. Using the same entry parameters as in our
previous examples, now the predicted quantity for a demand-
based item is still six units, and the constrained quantity
is still two units. The numbers in parenthesis indicate
the impact of the change due to the risk control parameter
and were obtained by comparing quantities to TAULES VII
and VIII. The impact of raising the risk control parameter
from 0.00035 to 0.005 is shown in TATLES XI and XII for
the unconstrained and constrained situations, respectively.
Again, the numbers in parenthesis show changes from the pre -

dicted load quantities baspd on the current risk ccntrol
parameter.

3
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971237/WWK
20 May 1977

Subj: FBM Load List Prediction Model

6. Conclusions and Recommendations. It is expected
that predicted load list quantities calculated at time of
provisioning will closely approximate quantities later
computed by the model. Changes of unit prices and of
QADs from time of provisioning to actual load comrputation,
will produce variances in load quantities. Changes in

"characteristics of the candidate file, if radical, will
necessitate a new risk control parameter and rccomputation
of the tables for use in provisioning prediction.

To simplify the predicting process, TABLES XIII and
XIV have been prepared. The-lower range of QAD has been
expanded and unit price ranges have been introduced to
reduce the columns of the table.

it is recommended that TABLES XIII and XIV be used for
load list quantity prediction at time of provisioning.

4
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20 May 1977

Subj: FBM Load List Prediction Model

TABLE I

AS31 CANDIDATE FILE ITEM DISTRIBUTIONS

(BY PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CANDIDATES)

QUARTERLY UNIT PRICE

DEMAND 0-1. 1-5 5-25 25-100 100-1000 SUB-TOTALS

0- .05 18.95 13.94 11.88 4.64 3.64 53.05
.05- .10 2.89 2.79 2.16 1.31 1.25 10.40
.10- .50 5.49 4.95 4.27 2.85 2.65 20.21
o50-1.00 . 1.82 1.30 1.05 0.63 0.54 5.34

1.00-5.00 2.79 1.58 1.12 0.64 0.44 6.57

5.00-100 1.54 0.49 0.27 0.08 0.05 2.43
* 100-1000 0.11 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14

SUB-TOTALS 33.591 25.08 20.751 10.151 8.57 98.141

TABLE II

AS33 CANDIDATE FILE ITEM DISTRIBUTIONS
(BY PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CANDIDATES)

QUARTERLY UNIT PRICE

DEMAND 0-1 1-5 5-25 25-100 100-1000 SUB-TOTALS

0- .05 15.29 13.91 11.78 4.65 4.01 49.64
.05- .10 2.53 2.82 2.56 !'.39 1.40 10.70
.10- .50 4.92 5.34 4.57 3.14 3.01 20.98
.50-1.00 1.69 1.49 1.24 0.73 0.67 5.82

1.00-5.00 2.58 1.82 1.34 0.84 0.57 7.15
5.00-100 1.66 0.67 0.38 0.17 0.07 2.95
100-1000 0.15 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.21

SUB-TOTALS 28.82 26.09 21.89 10.92 9.73 97.452

Does not include 954 items that had either a predicted QAD > 1000
or unit price > 1000

*Does not include 1439 items that had either a predicted QAD >

1000 or unit price > 1000

.1 ; 0/ ' . , i >,,, -" " ".. i ' " -' ' : . ,'.. ;... .
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Subj: FBM Load List Prediction Model

TABLE III

AS31: NUMBER OF ITEMS BY CATEGORY OF UNIT PRICE

UNIT PRICE NR. % OF CUMULATIVE
CATEGORY OF ITEMS TOTAL NR. OF ITEMS CUM %

0.00- 1.00 17,323 .33.59 17,323 33.59
A 1.00- 5.00 12,926 25.08 30,249 58.67

5.00- 25.00 10,696 20.75 40,945 79.42
25.00- 100.00 5,233 10.15 46,178 89.57

100.00-1000.00 4,420 8.57 50,598 98.14

SUB-TOTAL 50,598

Items w/demand
> 1000 3

Items w/unit
price > 1000 951 51,552 100.00

TOTAL 51,552

TABLE IV

AS33: NUMBER OF ITEMS BY CATEGORY OF UNIT PRICE

UNIT PRICE NR. % OF CUMULATIVE
CATEGORY OF ITEMS TOTAL NR. OF ITEMS CU1 %

0.00- 1.00 16,295 28.82 16,295 28.82
1.00- 5.00 14,743 26.09 31,038 54.91
5.00- 25.00 12,371 21.89 43,409 76.80

25.00- 100.00 6,171 10.92 49,850 87.72
100.00-1000.00 5,498 9.73 55,078 97.45

SUB-TOTAL 55,078

Items w/demand
> 1000 1,439 56,517 10C.00

Items w/unit
price > 1000

TOTAL 56,517

"1 6
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Subj: FBM Load List Prediction Model

TABLE V

AS31: ?WU3ER OF TTE!.S BY CATEGORY OF PREDICTED QUARTEPLY AVG DE-AiD

AVERAGE DEMAND NR. % OF CUMULATIVE c
CATEGORY or ITEIMS TO T A 1,il. OF"7E: CUM %

0.00- 0.05 27,345 53.05 27,345 53.05

0.05- 0. 10 5,358 10.40 32,703 63.45
0.10- 0.50 10,420 20.21 AL,123 83.66
0.50- i.00 2,751 5.34 45,674 89.00
1.00- 5.00 3,388 6.57 49,262 95.57
5.00- 100.00 1,261 2.43 50,523 98.00

100.00-1000.00 75 0.14 50,598 98.14

SUB-TOTAL 50,598

Items w/demand
I. > 1000 3 50,601

Itens w/unit
price > 1000 951 51,552 100.00

TOTAL 51,552

TABLE VI

AS33: IU:!nER OF ITF=S BY CATEGORY OF PREDICrED QUARTEPJY AVG DE::AND

AVERAGE DE___AD NR. _OF I"CUULATIVE

CATEGORY OF ITEMIS TOTAL NR. OF ITEMS CUl %

0.00- 0.05 28,0.53 49.64 28,053 49.64
0.05- 0.10 6,048 10.70 34,101 60.34
0.10- . 5 J , 8 5 a 20.98 45,959 81.32
_0..50- A.00- A 3,290 5.82 - 49,249 87.14

..00- r".oo' 4,042 7.15 53,291 94.29

5.00- 100.00 . i,669 2.95 54,960 97. 24
100.00-100v.00 118 0.'21 55,078 97.45

SUB-TOTAL 55,070

Items w/demand
> 1000

Items W/unit 1,439 56,517 100.00

price > 10C0

TOTAL 56,517
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ABSTRACT

During the performance of equipment evaluation by the Electronics

Maintenance Engineering Center, it was found that a major source of

difficulties resulted from inadequate logistic support. This logistic

problem was found to be acute on the AN/SPS-40 Radar System. Because

of this situation Vitro undertook a logistics study for the Navy under

the direction of the Electronics Maintenance Engineering Center.

This report presents the results of the logistics study to determine

the procedures required to establish a spare parts provisioning list and

to develop a computer program for performing the necessary associated

calc'ulations. The methods applied are probabilistic in nature involving

the determination of the support necessar, to meet a provisioning level.

The provisioning level is defined as the likelihood that an equipment or

system will be able to operate for a given period of time without experi-

encing a stock out or shortage of spare parts. The criterion followed in

determining the sequence in which parts are considered for sparing is to

progressively select the part which indicates the highest likelihood of

requiring replacement. When sufficient parts have been added to accumulate

the desired level, the calculation is complete.

This procedure has been developed for a three echelon supply system

composed of equipment site, intermediate stocking point, and major supply

depot. In crder tc properly generate a stock List for each of the above

three locations the following five items of information are used:

p .. VIoL;S PAGE
IS BLANK



I. Complete equipment composition - identification of every partU
in the system by part type.

2. Maintenance policy - lowest location at which replacement or

repair can be effected.

3. Item consumption rate - the rate applied is dependent upon the

e~ r v4e ,-
maintenance policy stipulated and therefore may be a r- eF-GR;.

rate, failure rate, or mortality rate.

4. Usage factor - measure of expected usage of the equipment or

system during tne stock period.

5. Stock policy - additional constraints applied which may require

special consideration, e.g., critical part applications. A code

format was developed whereby the computer considers the above

information during compilation of the stock List.

In order to test the ability of the generated procedures, stock lists

were produced for the AN/SPS-40 Radar which is composed of 11,729 part

applications. The provisioning parameters used were:

Equipment - 90% provisioning level for a 3 month stock period.

Support Ship - 95% provisioning level for a 6 month stock period

and 6 equipments per support ship.

Depot - 99% provisioning level for a 6 month stock period

and 42 equipments per depot.

The above provisioning parameters were used to generate three sets of stcck

lists ;orresponding 'o three maintenance policies which were: (1) all main-

tenance performed by the technician aboard ship except for the antenna

assemoLv; (2) 34 assemblies maintained by the contractor, 3 units maintained

the Yard, and the remainder of the equipment maintained by the technician
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aboard ship; and (3) 107 units and assemblies maintained by a Navy module

Repair Facility and the remaining 62 units and assemblies maintained by

the technician aboard ship. A summary of the results of the stock lists

produced for each of the three maintenance policies is shown below.

Prov.
Level, Range Depth Cost

Technician Repair 90.0% 1,809 2,103 $ 78,000.00

Partial Contractor Repair 94.1% 1,442 1,698 $131,000.00

Partial Facility Repair 94.9% 1,480 2,095 $ 90,000.00

Tne provisioning level in two cases above was greater than 90% because at

least one of every critical shipboard installable item was added to the

stock list. For comparison purposes the June 1965 Allowance Parts Lists

and an Electronic Maintenance Engineering Center ,stock list produced the

Sfollowing results:

Prov.
Level Range Depth Cost

June 1965 APL 1.0% 1,224 2,032 $70,000.00

EMEC Stock List 8.4% 987 1,548 $67,000.00

The results also indicated that if $67,000.00, the cost of the EMEC stock

list, were used as a constraint, Lhe maximum provisioning level obtainable

for that cost by the computerized program for the Partial Facility Repair

case would be 38%.

Cost analysis of the three maintenance policies are compared below.

xi



Stock Cost Per Equipment

Technician Partial Partial

Repair * Contractor Repair Facility Repair

Ship $78,000.00 $131,000.00 $ 90,000.00

Support Ship 12,000.00 20,000.00 20,000.00

Depot 8,000.00 14,000.00 12,000.00

Total $99,000.00 $165,000.00 $122,000.00

The obvious conclusion is that logistics costs are held to a minimum when

the technician aboard ship performs all the repairs. This is not to say

that technician repair is the most economical for the Navy, since training,

test equipment and facility costs have not been considered.

The above cost results illustrate the effect of maintenance policy on

the stock lists produced and the sensitivity of the procedure to maintenance

policy. The procedure has also been found to be sensitive to the control

factors of part consumption rates and part population. There is flexibility

of handling combinations of parts, assemblies, and units as well as incor-

porating special stock4.ng policies such as limiting equipment site or ship

inventory by assigning low usage-high cost items to the support ship.

vile this procedure has application to generating stock lists which

will account for the maintenance capability of each ship, the type of duty

being performed, or based on budget constraints; the recommended application

is in the area of initial provisioning where stock lists would be produced

prior to the provisioning conference. Appraisal of the generated stock list

by the contractor, supply personnel, and project manager would establish the

basis for the provisioning conference decisions.

xii



FOREWORD

This report contains a description of the work accomplished under

two separate contracts for logistics analysis of the AN/SPS-40 Radar for

the Electronics Maintenance Engineering Center. The effort on the first

contract is referred to as PhaseI and specifically covers Contract N189

(181)58090A for the period beginning 15 May 1964 and ending 29 March 1965.

The effort on the second contract is referred to as Phase II and specif-

ically covers Contract N189(62678)60125A for the period beginning

29 December 1965 and ending 30 April 1966. The efforts performed on

Phase I and Phase II vary in detail but are closely related in approach

and procedure.

Phase 1 concentra-tes on the development of the provisioning proce-

dures. Also included in Phase I is the application of the provisioning

procedure based on four different maintenance policies which produced

stock quantities for the equipment, support ship, and depot. The four

types of stock lists were produced to evaluate the ability, utility, and

sensitivity of the provisioning procedure. Phase II presents the effort

involved in generating parts lists and stock lists for a specific and

detailed maintenance policy which was formulated by the Electronics

Maintenance Engineering Center after a thorough investigation of the

AN/SPS-40 Radar's configuration and requirements.

xi I



Section :
INTRODUCTI ON

This is the final report of work on Contract N!89(181)58090A covering

he period beginning 15 .May 1964 and ending 29 March 1965, and Contract

113C(6267')60125A covering the period beginning 29 December 1965 and ending

April 1966. Under these contracts Vitro Laboratories has performed a

logistic analysis of the AY/SPS-40 Radar System incorporating al! field

c:.anges up to and including Field Change No. 12, determined tl±e procedures

recuired to establisn hne spare parts provisio ing list, developed a computer

pogram for performing the necessary calculations, and produced spare part.

provisiorning lists for ship (one Pi/SPS-4O), support s-ip, and depot. In

ad'-tion, the provisioning lists for shipboard developed in this program

were compared with lists developed by the Navy during 1963, 1964 and 1965

or protection level ac well as cost, weight and volume.

The methods applied are probabilistic in nature involving the determin-

ation of the support necessary to meet a provisioning level. The provision-

ing level is defined as the probability that an equipment or system will

not. reuire more tnan a stated number of spare parts during a specified

period of time. This definition may oe restated as the likelihood that an

ezuipment or system will oe a zle to operate for a given period of time witn-

out ex-periencing a stoz'. out or snortage of spare parts. In order to

calculate t.ie proviZioning level, it ifirst necessary to deterine a--].



parts which are contained Within the system and the associated replacement

rate for each part. Using the Poisson probability distribution function

for replacement times and the desired provisioning level, the number of

spares is computed using the part type populations and replacement rates.

The criterion followed in determining the sequence in which parts are

considered for sparing is to progressively select the part which indicates

the highest likelihood of requiring replacement. When sufficient parts

have been added to accumulate the desired provisioning level, the calcula-

tion is complete.

A standby concept is inherent in the procedures applied in this study.

'athemaic-aly the standby concept means that a spare part is considered to

,e tne same as a redundant nonperating part in te equipment which is

alw as ready to be instantly "switched" into ser-rice upon requireent. A

compuzer p-ogr-a Z.s been developed to perform the necessary calcuiations

wnich for this prcg-.am is estimated to "ze in the neighborhood of 20,000,000

mat;hematical operations requiring approximately one hour run time on the

V0 cc=puer.

Sections il through VIi discuss the effort performed under Phase 1,

Contract Nl£9(1.81)5090A. Sections VIII through XI present zhe work

accomlLished under Phase I, Contract NlS9(62678)60125A.



Section 11
SU-f4A.Y OF WORK

The program outputs developed during Phase I are shown diagaatica:l>,

_figure Iwhich also roughl:.y shows the method for producing the output;s.

The references to other figure ni-bers are a handy cross reference to

detailed results.

-UMENT STOCK LISTS

Results include the generation of~ four separate equipment stock listzS

fo-r t he A/SPS-40 radar which include only shipboard installabcle items. The

four st.ock, lists are based on (1) critical and noncritical Parts, (2)

044 crit.ical partcs or.ly, (3) provisioning all critical parts in unity depth or

greater, and (4) critical/noncritical parts and assem:blies. A critical it-em

s defined aS one whic I's essential to the ooeration of the unit inwhc

i- s located. Conversely, noncritical items are those which are no-,

cSsential to t he overation of the radar. The two stock lists based or.

(1) critical and noncritical parts, and (2) critical and noncritical parts_

and assemblies are accompanied by a description of t6he influence of the

st.ock1 period variations and associated constraints of weight., cost, and ~e

in most cases, for ships and shore stations, a chosen fixed quantity of

snares located in a stock, room must provide for all replacementzs withir an

e. q.ipment dur-ing norm! operating periods. At certair. intervalS the spare

part quant.ities depleted from the stock room are replenished thirough. trne
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I'avy logistics system. The caLendar time 4:terval between repleMishmen~-.

of' t._e ecmianmer.t st-ock room Is k nown as the stock periodl. Drring tae st oc.:

proz tziie eqg'timenz. may c.raw replacement s fro= its stoc.- room zut fo rom

any out.side source. Thne provisioning results obtai ned Thfor t he four ec'--p-

mer.t sto s .. s described above are compared with, the pro,'tsioni

recomendat ions in two generations of' the N~avy's Allowance Parts Li4st:s .'or

-he A:SPS-LO R~adar and an. EC adjustment of the partsc and assemblies:

to:~st

:7he spare prsprovisiorning !is-, for critical an noncritzicalort

otnsonly .those oatsinstallle by shic's force. This litreco=iends7

_-:psrt types andi q'antit.I-es to- be stocked on . oard a shpfor one

Ar/sps-4o Radar. T .e con-rlet provisioning list is set fort :. in taLble A---

(Fa11 "A" tables are in se:par7ate append x) wh_-icn &onains a range of'l~

part t-."es and a depth of 2,103- partLs. This List assumes t-at al repair:

Made on t.-e radar will-. b~e perfcrmed by -.Le assigned I'*.a;-,- tech,-nician. T~i

toz.. list, was calculated on. t;ne cafso a 90 provisioining leve I ort:a

n ine ti:me s outo ten the radar wo n ave suf ficient spares toL make

e.:"ired replacement.s dur-ing 90 days off, operationa witn.out rerlenishmn-..

hea.;ove provisioring 11ist supplies not onl',y nc--=: uzage for the 93 a

period, but, also includes sufficient back-up spares to ins;ure that: only one

ire out of ter. on t.;e average will the sytmeprineasobotdrn

a 90Z-da-y, neri-od due t.o t ! act: of part.s whI-ich, are istaceby -_,e

7_iP'z force.

!orMal usage consistsS 01, the expected numier of' nart: wh-i ch w-,

onsumedcsy t,::e equipmen-! during a gi ven time period. MIormal usage



;ometimes referred to as demand based items. ALI spare parts s3oc-±teA 4

xacess of normal usage by the equipmert during the stated time period are

.nown as back-up spares or insurance items.

.e provisioning list discussed above was determined for -he 90' level

for zne equipment which included both the critical and noncritical parts.

The provisionir.g list of table A-2 considers only the critical pa.-s wnic..

have been provisioned to ze 90' level. This list contains a range of

1,502 part types and a depth of L,741 parts.

T.he provisioning list of table A-3 contains at least one spare par-

for every critical shipboard installable part type. This list was deveped

i.rftially .y computing a 90;o provisioning level for all shIpboard inszalla'"e

part s, critical and noncritical. Then, all critical part types wrnich id

not ,,ave a spare trovided by the above calculation were arbitrarily assigned

one spare par.. Thlis means that all critical stibcard installaable items

are stocked in the provisioning list of table A-3 in unity depth or greater.

T*c provisioning level for th-is spare complement, which has a range of

2,,)43 different part types and a depth of 2,337 parts, was calculated and

t to be 93.9-5

Table A-4 sets fortn those critical parts arbitrarily assigned one

stare in the development of thie provisioning list of table A-3.

The provisioring list of table A-5 was deterined for a maintenance

policy stipulating that Na'ry technicians would not makte all of the repairs

on the AN/SPS-40 but nat 4 assembly types would be returned to t*he

manufacturer for repair and t-hree units would be remaired by the

T.e manufacturer repairable assembly list was furnis;hed for this program

I



: he IZZC. As in -he case of the preceding stock list, a 90-/ prcvson.--

evel was ir--ialy dee.ined for the critical and noncritical items

(parts and assemblies) and -hen all critical shipboard insteallazle items

were stoc:ed in unity depth or greater. The provisioning level for t-is

spare coroiemen waich has a range of 1,442 different items (part; types

plus assembly tye~s) and a total depth of 1,698 items was calculated and

fotud to be 94.1%.

The stock list of table A-5 was adjusted by EZC in accordance with

neir experience on the AI;/SPS-40 Radar.The resuL.tant stock list had a
range of 1,458 item types, a depth of 1,706items, and a coputed provision-

.ng level of 92.0%. This list is not provided wit. the repot.

Provisioning levels were deter-mined for the AI,/SPS-4 Radar Allowance

Par*s List dated February 1963 and the Al/SPS-40 'Radar Allowance Parts ist

I * dated Lovember 196. Replacement rates were assigned to the pa:t quan-ies

showt in the stock nuber sequence list, Section C, of the APL's and the

proisioning levels were calculated tc be 0.5e for the AFL dated Februar

1963 and !.0% for the APL dated November 1964. The older APL includes

Field Changes 1 through 9 and the later APL includes Field Changes I throug..

12. The APL's provide spares fcr bo-h critical and noncritical items.

A coparison of the provisioning lists co-piled during Phase I of tne

program and the stock: *sts as presented _n the two APL's is show in

%abie I.

Throughout the Phase i effort, the A!i/SPs-40 parts list was reviewed

and updated tc most accurately reflect the current ecuipmer-t parts

comjement. in tr-4 process changes were made to -he APL involng- aOUt
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o~ ota c~c~ts~~s.There were 2 cof the AFL circui-t z-=o--S

w:i-4= were found not to be in the equLimernt. The remaining changes con-

si s-ed' of J'ae=t:;fyinE parts by a manuf acturer' s number or cnangi nr Federeal

Stocir N'umbers. The net resul being~ that over -',60-l cnanges were made to

-.:.e APL.

SUPPORT SIHI STOCK LIST

The second gro*-- of reS'-Lt.S Is concerned wit:. support ship ;o~~n

for the AN/SPS-40 ann- incl.udes two support slop st.ock .t a

descr-tion of t-ie irfuence of Ztoch period variations, and constraintZ

* The first mrcvi-sioaing is considers cri4tica.- annn crtia oar:

fo t -Duport sitleA-7, coinouted for 'e r--zi-~- ve- for a

surp-:ort Z.z servicinEg six e colm rlnents_ or ovystemc, for a six-month.pro of

-tine. For th-e mrozedure used in tsanalysis, thne support sir-Lo is not

tco load norma- usage iteims but carries or . te necessar% uac :-ut

ite: o is're th at if t-he six ecuipmentsit th!Eir respectivevc provision-

-- x_ n--st of ta",sle A-1 are in - "e c ompany of a supnortz Shi-p vit- a -provision-

oe of t Ile A-?, then, only five times out of a lnundred w--' any; of tnie

::raniar systems supplied bcy the support shiip experience a stoce.-out- of a

":.-oan :ntai.LaoL.e part. Since toLe support sip is carrying oac.-up

:emz only, it is re-uired to stock, 2 -- part tye nn a total1 of

T-c- rro-visiocninr List of-1 t.a"ble A-7 assumc-. t'-a&t a-* reoairS will ..e

mac cyI~'.: teoncias.The zuppnorz ship- prcv~iJon-'ig c~ f t.a-leA-

wa:- =,drt~ uer tne ccElo ott.o~~ ZC iio seiz



and 3 nitwere not repai--rable by the ship' s force. Table A-8 shows tnat

the suport snip is required to stock a range of ;l di.fferent type items

and a total depth of 02 items. With .he excepzion of the distri utc'-

2;etween -as anC. assemblies all other conditions were the same for generat-

ing tables A-7 aud A-8.

DEPOT STOCK LIST

The third set of results is the two depot stock lists for the

A.N/SPS--0 Padar and the associated constraints of weight, cost, and cube.

Table A-9 shows the recorended stock to be carried 'y a denct which

supplies 42 equipments with pams when all repairs are rTiae by Na yr

technicians. Table A-10 shows depont stock quantities for support of 42

ecuipments when the MEC specified assemblies are marnufacturer repaired

and three units are shipyard repaired. Th-e expected or no.-al usage cased

on three months 'as seen indic:ated which are tne izens expected to have a

.i e2 velocity or rapid movement. 'he back-up items required to reac= -:e

9,n provi-sionirg level are based on a six-month tceriod. The depot carries

not only -he ship inszallable items, but also the yar- installable ites.

In Section V the figures 4 and 6 for ecuisment a-nd figue 0 for tne

support ship show the variation in provisioning level a a f'nction of :f e

Ztoc. period. Using these graphs it is possible to -e.ine -:e prcua .C ty

of having sufficient quantity of spare par!os for any an-cipated stoc.c

period. if ";eigzt, cost, or cube become constrainirn3 fac-ors, the raphs

sncwn in figures 5, 7, 9, 1, 11, and 12 in Section V may ze used t.

-eerz'ne tne provisioning level dictated by such ccnstraJ.n-t.
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Section MI
INPUT DATA

The acquisition of suitable input data for the AN/SPS-40 logistic

program involved collecting, validating, and assembling into a concise

usable format, information from a variety of sources and in many different

formats. Figure 2 depicts the path of each different item of information,

through various check and conversion procedures, to the final format

selected for use as program input.

The remaining paragraphs of this section provide a description of

each data source and of the various steps employed in transforming the data

from its original state to the final program input format....

DATA SOURCES

The various data sources employed to derive the input information for

zne program are listed below, together with a brief description of the type

and quality of the information obtained from each source.

1. ESO DATA. The ESO Section B, COSAL (Coordinated Ships Allowance

List) file was used as the primary data source for determining the parts

complement of the AN/SPS-4O and the weight, cube, and cost of these par ts.

TLis data file was on hand at Vitro in the form of magnetic tape as a

result of logistic studies done for the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts. --

This file did not reflect the changes to tne parts complement brought about

y Field Changes 10, 11, and 12 and it failed to provide Federal Stock

_i1



Numbers for approximately ten percent of the total part, types. The

Allowance Parts List of February 1963 and November 1964 were also used

-or determining the parts complement. The CCSAL tape and the APL's

together identified 9,787 circuit symbols.

2. The equipment technical manual, NAVSHIPS 93821(A), together vizh

changes 1, 2 and 3 identified the configuration of the AK/SPS-40 ith all

Field Changes through 12 completed, and was therefore assumed to be the

most accurate source of part information available. The parts list section

of 93821(A) was used to update and correct the parts complement derived

from the ESO DATA (Item 1). The schematics, pictorial part location

diagrams, repair instructions, and general description section of 93821(A)

provided -he background required for assigning an essentiality code (EC)

to each part. HAVSHIPS 93821(A) was not very useful as a source of FSN

identification, most parts being identified by Lockheed Drawing Number or

other manufacturer' s designation.

The manual was used as the source for identifying 339 manufaczuxer's

numbers. An additional 364 cie:uit symbols were found to be contained

-within the equipments tkAt were not listed in the ESO data. There were

128 circuit symbols specified by the ESO data which according to the

manuals are not in the equipment. The manual contributed a total of 908

changes to the ESO data file. The manuals are considered to be the most

reliable source of part data and problem areas were resolved so that the

stock list part complement agreed with the manuals.

3. Vi-tro Technical Note 17".00-2 - This report was used as the

prima.xy source of replacement rate information. This repor"t contains;

12
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(a) repiacement rates for electron tubes .y individual tube type, (b)

replacemen rates for electronic parts by generic part type, and (c) ratio

of replacements to primary failures for electronic parts by generic part

type. The replacement rates found in this report were based upon replace-

ments reported by the DD737 Electronic Failure Report collected over a

sixteen month period from April 1959 through July 1960. There were

37,619 equipments representing 112 different equipment types with a total

cf 273,275 replacements during a total combined operating time of

179,773,900 hours that were analyzed to determine the replacement rates.

4. NAVSEIPS 93820 (Vitro TR-133) 1andbook for the Prediction of

Shipooard and Snore Electronic Equipment Reliability. This report was used

as the primary source of part failure rates for electronic parts. Rates

are given for generic part type and by various sub-classifications wi.hin

f JP many of the part types. The rates published in NAVSE=S 93820 were based

on repcrting from 47,812 equipments representing 183 equipment types with

an acc-mulation of 320,4al,383 hours of operating time, NAVSqIUS 93820 was

originally published in April 1961 and has been revised twice, November 1962

and April 1964.

5. FARADA. The Failure Rate Data Collection Program (FARAnA)

sponsored by the Bureau of Laval Weapons has collected and published a book

of part failure rates derived from a multitude of sources and covering many

classes of parts. This failure rate book was used as a secondary source of

electronic part failure rates and as the primary source of failure rates

for all non-electronic items. FARADA is considered to be a less desirable

source of failure rates than NAVSEIPS 93820 since most of the rates

published in FARADA are based upon fewer failures and operating hours than

14
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those of NAVSHIaS 93820. Additiona!ly, the FARADA rates are based upon aa wide range of applications with only a few items coming from the 1;aval ship-

board environment.

6. Minneapolis-Honeywell Aero Florida Failure Rate Handbook. This

document is a compilation of parts failure rates from 44 industry and

government sources. The quality or applicability of these rates cannot be

determined since no background information is presented. This source of
rates was used only for those items which were not found in any of the

previously listed sources.

7. List of Critical Parts and Assemblies. This list, supplied by

MSC, provides an indication of those parts which fleet experience has

indicated as trouble spots, and was: used to identify parts requiring special

consideration during replacement rate assignments:

a 8. BUSHIPS 10550-1 and ILVSH]IS 4855. These forms are, respectively,

records of parts replacements and equipment operating times. Tabulation of

these reports covering the AN/SPS-40 were obtained and the data used to

compute some replacement rates. Only a limited nmber of reports were

available on the AR/SPS-40 radar however, resulting in a low confidence

In t.,e computed rates.

9. AkRNC Report No. 301-01-1-48, Reliability Improvement Program

for the AN/SPS-40 Radar Set. This report contains a record of part replace-

mcnts and equipment operating times determined during a study of tne

I ;/SPS-40. These data were used in the calculation of part replacement

aze s.

15



As with source (8), only a low degree of confidence can be placed in

the rates derived from the AINC data because replacements and operating

times were derived from the 10550/855 forms which ve indicated a poor

completeness of reporting, and the majority of parts considered have only

one or zero reported replacements which cannot yield a significant estimate

of replacement rate at the parts level.

10. ESO Demand Data Cards. These cards list both the recurrent and

non-recurrent demands for items peculiar to the AN/SPS-40 during the

current quarter and the preceding six quarters. The recurrent demand

figures were used in the calculation of demand rates for comparison wit.

the replacement rates previously derived from other sources. Out of 767

parts peculiar, ESO was unable to provide reporing on 16 items, 10 of these

were not ESO cog items and the remaining six were not found in ESO files.

It was noted from these demand data, that entire assemblies are being

ordered in cuantities as recurrent demands where the assemblies are them-

selves repairable items. The use of demand data for determining a quantita-

tive part consumption rate has the disadvantage of not indicating tne eud

use of the items, the item population, or the item cperazing time. This

means that except in special cases where the additional pertinent information

±3 available the demand data can be used only as qualitative estimates of

consumption.

PROCESSMIG PROCEDURES

The following paragraphs describe in detail the sequence of oerations

performed to convert the data obtained from the ten sources listed above

into the desired input to the AN/SPS-.0 lcgistic program.

-m m lm m i i " ". . . . m h . .. . . . .. . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .



1. Program Input Determination. The initial step consisted of

.isting all of the input information required for the operation of the

computer program and arranging tnese items into an acceptable format. Tase

items To be included for each part type were determined to be: FSN or

other idenzifLcation code (FSN preferred), noun name, cube, weight, cost,

population (i.e., total ntmber of a particular part type in an AN/SPS-40),

replacement rate, essentiality code, and current SNSL allowed quantity.

2. Part Complement Verification. The steps zaken to establish an

accurate part complement list for the AN/SPS-40 were (a) convert ESO/COSAL

tape .o punched cards, (o) sort cards into circuit symbol order, (c) compare

COSAL cards to the parts list in NAVSIaPS 93321(A) on circuit symbol oasis

using 9332.(A) as tne master list, and (d) prepare new cards to provide t-e

ccrrections and additions necessary. The correctitns and additions made

co=mrise approximately l0 of the final parts complement list. A total of

10,151 circuit symbols were recorded for use in this analysis.

. EC Assignment. An essentiality code (EC) was assigned to each

pax- on a circuit symbol Oasis. T.ie coding used was as follows:

a. Critical and installable by ships force.

Critical and not installable by ships force.

c. Noncritical and installable by saips force.

. Noncritical and not installanle by ships force.

The procedure for EC assignment consisted of determining the

functiona_ and physical location of each part using the schematic, part

location diagrams, repair instructions, etc., of NAVSHIPS 93821(A) and

assigning trhe EC consistent with the determined locations.

4. Determination of Part Type Population. In tlis step the corrected

COSAL card dec: was resorted into FSN (or other identity nuzber) order and



a count made for each FSN. A total of 2,178 different types of parts

was processed on the AN/SPS-40.

5. Replacement Rate A..signment. A replacement rate was assigned

to eachi part type (FSN) from one of the sources previously listed. A --

priority list for rate sources was established and the rate for each FSN

was taken from the highest ranking source in which an approprate rate

was available. Priority assignments for rate sources were based upon

quantity, quality, and appropriateness of material used to prepare the

rates. Material quantity involves the collection and use of sufficient

replacements and operating hours to insure confidence in the resultant

rates. Materia quality involves the completeness and accuracy of repor.-

ing of the data that were used in rate calculation. Approprateness

involves the environment from which the replacement and operating tines

were collected; i.e., rates based upon data collected from naval snip-

zoard equipment are more appropriate for use in the program than rates

based upon data collected from airborne equipment. The replacement rate

source priority list employed is as follows:

a. Vitro Tecnical Note 1744.00-2 specific part type

replacement raze s.

b. Failure rate modified by appropria-e faczor from

Technical Note 174.OO-2.

c. Vitro Technical Note 1744.00-2 generic part type

replacement .ate.

d. Failure rate modified by engineering judgeent.

13l



A second priority list for failure rate sources was also established

as:

a. NAVSHFPS 93820

b. FARADA

c. Minneapolis-Honeyvel2 Handbook

Following the initial assignment of replacement rates, a second rate

determination was made for all of the items in the EMEC stock-out parts
lis-; this second rate was calculated fram the 10550-1/4855 report data.

Te calculated rates were then compared to the previously assigned rates

and t-e larger of the two rates was selected for use in the program. i'o

calculation was made for items naving less tnan three replacements reported.

The ils of items considered is given in table 2 with t.e rates from both

sources. Items for which. no calculation was made are shown with zero rate

in -he 10550 column.

A replacement rate was also calculated from :ne data in the ARINC

reoor for all items listed therein as having more than three replacements.

T.= s rate was also compared to the initially assigned rate with the

."g.er rate being selected for final use. The results of these comparisons

are given in tazle 5.

Finally, a demand rate was calculated for the parts peculiar using

the demand data supplied by ESO. The resulting demand rates were compared

to zne established replacement rates and the follow ng action taken:

a. Replacement rate changed to equal 75: of calculated demand

rate if the calculated demand rate exceeded the replacement by one order

of magnitude, and if tnhe original source of the replacement rate was

neither Technical Note 1744.03-2 nor NAVS.HPS 93820.



TABIZ 2. CI/SPS-40 STOCK-our PAMT(2055/48.55 REP) CEE-2 RAEs)

I Replacement R.ate Renlacement Rate
FSN or Pa.-. No. Circuit Symbol. From Publications From 1O05,-0/48"- Da

.1 Do3z 10.00* 09

53;40-73_2-3505 2A2 28.56* 3.22
5840-976-3268 6A4zi 0.10 0.32*
5915-713-536o" 3Z3 3.00 I3.50*

5935-731-1,37' 6A3XV2 0.062 -0.9*
5935-731-1,385 6A3XV). 0.062 97
5935-360-0324 6A2xvj. 0.062* 0.00

6A2XV2
6A2x~?r

5950-833-3074 3-j 0.40 0 .97*
5960-533-4396 4VI 144.00* I9.66

5960-813-1525 5A6v1 35.00* 1.06"
5A6V2

59q60-319o-22 75 6A3V1 1.44.00o* 1.
6A3V2

6.1:.0 -733 -5277 I12A3A3L1 7.00* 0.32

*Ind-1catces rate used as program input.



TABLE 3. AIN/SPS-40 STOCK-OUT PARTS(ARM,~ REIACEIT RATES)

Replacement Rate
Symbol From Publications Replacement Rate

FSI; or Part No. Circuit Sybl or Table 2 Fro= AIfliC Data

5935-731-1876 6A3xv2 1.29w* 131.48*
5 953-732-8525 4T2 1.38 I 75.14*
5950-838-3074 3L3 0.97** 56.35*
5960-262-0195 5ABV5 35.00* J 1.83

5A8V7
5960-2905-7477 5A.1V2 35.00 42.26*

5AI2V3
5A12 V4

5960-577-6'L4 6CR 5 3.30 3.61*
6CR6

5960-5'3k9 iV 44.00* 131.4
596o-644-2092 6Avi 144.00* 137.76

6A2V2
I 6A2v3

5960--731-1744 23ABV.1 144.00* 101.44
23ABV2

3V2.
3V2

5960-810-2763 22A2Q1 1.50 j2.8
22A3 .J.
22A3Q2 15 359 63- B13-152 5 5ABVJ. 35.00 653

5ABV4
5A12V5

5A6V1
5A6V2
5A6v3

5963-a!5-0813 6A2V4 58.74 .2.6*
6A3V51-4oo 4~5960-819-2275 "AV.14.0 4.5
6A3V2

5960-540-356-1 5A30Q3 1.50* 0.65
5A30 .19
5A30 21

5960-392-3796 3V5 .144.00* 95.1
5970-648-34=5 6A2C24 i0.2 I 37.57*

6A2C30

*Ind .cates rate used as progr-am input.

**Indicat-es rate from table 2.
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". Item listed as suspected misapplication if calculated

demand exceeded renlacement rate by one order of magnitud- and original

rate source was either Technical Note 1744.00-2 or NAVS=IS 93820.

c. No action taken if demand rate did not exceed replacement

;y one order of magnitude. There were no demand rates which exceeded the

replacement rates by one order of magnitude. The demand data was, therefore,

reduced to the role of supporting the decision made to select the replacement

rates determined from the 10550/4855 data snown in table 2. There were no

demand rates used in this analysis directly.

6. The final step in the development of the program input consisted

of -n - preparation of punch cards containing all of the items established

in tz e preceding steps. The cards were tabulated and a final check made

:f all entries to insure tnat accurate input data were available for t.:e

cczuter operation.

A total of 2,178 data cards were made for the computer run. This

.ctal was broken down by essentiality code as follows:

Code 1 - 1,772 cards

Code 2 - 24 cards

Code 3 - 361 cards

Code 4 - 21 cards

A.1 of the 2,178 cards representing the 10,151 circuit symbols

in the A.N/SPS-LO Radar are identified by either a Federal Stock Number

of waich there were 1,839 or a manufacturtr's number of wvtch there were

339. Only 91 cf the 1,339 Federal Stock Numbers .ack a weight, cost, or

cube, waile 333 of 339 manufacturer's numbers lack a weight, cost, or cuce.

All cards have part name, population, replacement rate and code.

22



Section IV
C MPOU PROGRAM

The underlying mathematical approach utilizes the Poisson probability

function which is

P(X) (N x  e '1xt

where: P(x) - Provisioning probability

I. - Part type population

Replacement rate per 106 operating hours per part ype

t -z Average operating hours per calendar stock period

x =Stock quantity

In order to illustrate the steps necessary to determine the stock

cuantities, assume a simple ecuipment consisting of three part types called

A, B, and C. In diagram form this eyample would be represented as shown

below.

Using the Poisson probability function, the probability for each part

type surviving time t without replacement, or in other words for X = 0, is

calculated. If -his operation yielded, for examp3e:

A .904

B :.818

C .906

then, according to the model, the equipments' probability of surviving witn

no spares would be A x B x C a .904 x .318, x .906 * .670.
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The .670 is called the provisicning level of the equipment. The procedure

th.en calls for selecting the part with the lowest chance of surviving wih-

out back up which in the example above is B a .818. One part of type 3 is

stocked and the probabilities of the part type recomputed which now produces

A e .904

B z .982

C : .906

The model would be as follows:

B

The probability of the equipment surviving wit"h one spare for B would

be A x B x C a .904 x .982-x .906 a .804. If the provisionLng goal for te

equipment were 80% the problem would be solved with one back up item for par-

type B. In the case of the AN/SPS-40 there were 2,178 part types being con-

sidered during generation of the first stock list and each of the part type

probabilities were calculated to eight places. Due to tle magnitude of t-e

mathematical operations the process was computerized.

The computer program developed during Phase I of this study requires

approximately one hour run time to perform the needed 20,000,000 mathematical

operations. The program has been written in Fortran II for an :W 7090

computer.

1:2WrT CARDS

In order to run the computer program three types of input cards are

necessary; data cards, control card (lead card), and normalized time cards.
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Tue pr.oceures for ottaining the req.ired input, Q-aa were d:-scussed in

Section I=. Data obtained were listed on punched data cards ir the following

format:

Location Decimal Point

Type of InforLation on Card Location

FSN or Part Type I - 12

Pa. Name 13 - 33

Cue (cubic feet) 34 - 41 36

Weigh (pounds) 42 - 51 46

Price 52 - 57 Azsued Betweer
55 & 56

1.oer of Applica:icns
(popu'zmion) 55 - 61

Replacement Rate per

l,003,03 hours 62 - 71 65

Essentiality Code (EC) 72

Assemtly Part Count 74 - 76

SNSL Alovwed Par- Coumnt 77 - 50

I*ze that Ll fields on all -he cards are right justified.

T.:e control car lists the f'llowing type of ircrmazion according to

.ne co=uter program symools:

L
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Location Decimal Point
Symbol on Card Location Type of Information

KB 1 - 3 Number of normalized
time values.

xx 4 - 10 4 Assigned provision-
ing probability goal
for an equipment.

R3R 11 - 16 11 Initial (or Interim)
provision;.ag level
(equipment, support
ship, or depot) the
print out of which
is used as peripheral
information.

34 17 - 22 17 Incremental increase
in provisioning
level of EiR.

R5 23 - 28 23 Assigned provision-
ing probability goal -

for a support ship.

R6 29 - 34 29 Assigned provision-
ing level for depot.

TX() 35 - 43 36 Equipment stock period
divided by 1,000,000
where the equipment

stock period corre-
sponds to the operat-
ing time per calendar
time interval (in
hours) for which the
equipment is belg
provilsioned.

4XI(4) - 52 47 Support ship stock
period divided by
the equipment stock
period where the
support ship stock
period corresponds to
the calendar time
interval (In hours)
for which the support
ship is being pro-
visioned.
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Location Decimal Point
Symbol on Card Location Type of Information

TXI( 53 - 61 56 Depot stock period
divided by tne equip-
ment stock period
where the depot stock
period corresponds to
the calendar %Ime
interval (in hours)
for which the depot
is being provisioned.

AS 62 - 65 65 Number of equipments
per support snip.

RT 66 - 73 71 The inverse of TXI(3)
or

-LRT = 11

- normalized time
base for replacement
of parts.

PITT 74 -77 77 Total number of
equipments divided by
the number of equip-
ments per support
ship (must -e an
integer).

The nomalized time cards contain the following information:

ol Location on Card(s) Decimal Point Location

TT Blocks 10 to 70 Positions 4, 12, 24, ... , 64

where i w 1, 2, 3 ..... KB (number of normalized time values)

TTi must have cumulative values (i.e. 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.10, 0.20,

0.5, 1.0, 2.75, 3.0 ...... ).
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For the computer run the above cards are placed in the following order:

the control card first, the normalized time cards second, and the data cards

last.

Computer run outputs are of three types as follows:

1. Output result of one equipment.

2. Output results of support ship.

3. Output results for the depot.

In detail, the output for the equipment, saprT ship, and depot can

be classified by sections.
e

Section 1. Equipment Part Type and leutifiarion Provisioning

Probabilities.

This output c.ntains (.) the provisioning probability for

equ. ment, (2) the part or part type (FzN) provisioning probability, (3)

the spare requirements associated with the part or part type and, (4) the

total number of spares.

Section 2. Provisional Probability Function (Provisioning Probability

vs Stock Periods).

The output for this section is a point cumulative provisional

probability function versus stock periods. The output of this section

supplies a sufficient number of points to draw a provisioning probability

curve with the stock period as a variable.

Section 3. FSN Identification, FSN, EC, Cube, Weight, Cost and Spares

per 17li.

The output of this section is as follows:

1. Part type (FSN) identification number. These values range
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sequential ly from 1, 2, 3 . r (the number of different parz zypes).

The purpose of this output. is to associate the provisional probability

of Section I above with the associated FST numbers of Section 3.

2. Part type (FSN).

3. Essentiality Code number (EC) assigned each FSN. These

razing codes are classified as follows:

Code #1 - Critical and shipboard inst-al1.able spare
part type.

Code #2 - Critical and not shipboard insta.lable spare
part type.

Code #3 - Noncritical and shipboard installable spare
part type.

Code 4 - Eoncritical and not shipboard insta-.iable spare
part type.

4. Nomenclature of FSN.

d "@ 5. Total cube per FSN for -.e specified spares for equipment,

support ship, or depot.

6. Total weight per FSI for the specified spares for ecuipment,

supporL ship, or depot.

7. Total price per FSN for the specified spares for equipment,

support ship, or depot.

. eplacement rate per part type for equipment, support snip,

and depot. The replacement rate for the support ship is based upon the

numoer of equipments serviced and the replacement rate for the depot is

dependent upon the total number of equipments serviced.

9. Part type applications (population) per single equipment.

10. Spare requirements (per equipment, support ship, or depot).

l. Replenishment spares per part type (FSN). This value is
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obtained by multiplying item (8) by item (9) and dividing by quantity 2. If ..

the result is greater than 0. 5 the integer portion of replenishment spare

requirements is raised by one, otherwise it is truncated. This type of

spare requirement is printed as an output for the depot only.

12. Sum of standby spares [item (10) above] and replenishment

spares [item (11) above] per FSN. This is printed out for the depot only.

Section 4. Provisioning Probabilities versus Cube, Weight, and Cost.

The output for this section is an approximate 0.01 cumulative

probability increment versus cumulative price, cube, and weight. The out-

put of this section supplies sufficient points to draw provisioning curves I

for price, cube, and weight up to the probability goals set for the equip-

ment, support ship, and depot. These provisioning probability goals are

dependent upon their respective provisioning calendar times.

VARIABLE PA AAMETERS

Changes in the variable parameters are made by adjustment of a control

card.

The computer program for generating spare part requirements for

equipments, support ship, and depots is based upon Poisson functions.

Efforts have been made to make the computer program general in nature.

This has been accomplished by allowing the parameters of stock. period (e)

and provisioning probabilities to vary. A general description of how these

parameters are allowed to vary is as follows:

1. An overall protection goal (provisioning probability) may be

assigned to equipments, support ship, and depots by properly punching the

control card.
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2. Another variable introduced into the computer program allows for

the print out of spare pat.s requirements for equipments, support ship, and

depot at a prescribed provisioning probability level. In addition, print outs

of spare parts for ecuiment, support ship, and depot can be printed out at

prescrioed cumulative increments (.01, 0.05, 0.10, etc.). For example,

z.ne overall provisioring goal for an equipment may be 0.90. However, it may

be desired to print out the spare requirements at a proNisioning level of

0.65 vitn increments of 0.10. By punching the input card properly for a

comuter run, a print out may be obtained which lists part types and tneir

associated spare parts at provisioning levels of 0.65, 0.75, 0.85 and 0.90.

3. The stock period has been allowed to be a variable in the computer

program. As a result, points for a provisioning probability function (for

equipmen-s and support ships versus normalized time) can be generated. For

4. ezample, having set the proviiioning probability goal for an equipment

(i.e.,0.99) for a specified stock period (i.e.,2193 hours), a range cf pro-

visioning probac-1-iies can be calculated oy varying zime. The provision.g

projailizy function for a period of 2190 hours may print out as fcZIowz:

Provisioning Probaoility Normalized Time

.99982 .10

.99965 .20

.99757 .4o

.99532 .60

.99320 .60

.99001 1.0.D

.9602 1.20

.88217 1.40

.60000 1.6O

.69321 1.80

.58214 2.00

.31191 2.50
-13210 3.50
.01307 4.o
.03092 4.-52

• ooo9 .15



The calculation for the print out is truncated when a provisioning

probability falls below 0.01. Note that in the example above the provision-

irg time of the equipment was set at 2190 hours (3 months). The print out

was normalized such that 1 a 2190 hours, 0.5 - 1095 hours, and 2 - 4360 hours.

4. Another dimension of the time (t) variable is concerned with the

replenishment of parts. The replenishment of parts as such is considered

to be a :function associated with the depot. Dependent upon the calendar

hours considered, the replenishment of spare parts per part type (FSN) are

calculated and listed.

Replenishment rates are based upon the assumption of a constant failure

rate per part type. It is stipulated that the depot replenishes spare parts

for all equipments and, as a result, the spares for replenishment are cal-

culated for that location only.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

The information reoresented on the lead card and the data cards are

processed by the computer. The block diagram of f'igure 3 represents f*unction-

al operations by which the output described is derived.

Symbols not defined that are included in tze block diagram are:

X - replacement rate per part type

t - stock period (hours)

N - number of applications or population of part type in an
equipment

X - number of spares per part type

1R - an interim provisioning probability used to reach assigned
probability goals such as XX
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MATHEATICAL MOIEL

The mathematical methodology for determining spare parts requirements

delineates the computational processes involved. Associated with each par.

type is a probability for a specified time (t) that not more than K spares

will be required. This probability is calculated according to the ±unc-Cicn:

k

PMX (N~t) x !

X-0

W:ere :

P(X) = provisioning probability per part type

X= replacement rate per 1,000,000 hours per part typie

t z calendar time (in hours)

N = number of applications or population per pa-t type per equipment

X z numbet r of spares (index of sum.ation)

e - natural logarithm base

k = total number of spares per part type representing items
installable at the equipment site

There are as many P(X) calculations as there are different part types.

For analytical purposes part types in an equipment are considered to

be in series. As a result the following equation applies:

P(X (P(X) P(X) p(X3)..... P(Xr)) (2)

or
r

P(x-) T -- P(x,) (3)
i:l

or /< X -( T) 4 t \
r / , iP(x ) . . e - N )

--- Xi !

il X.O /
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Wnre:

r*number of different part types

-1 2, 3, r (part types)

P( provisioning probatility for ant equipment or systen

i.n order to meet a provirsioning goal for an ecuipment the follovinG

procedure wh-ich incorporates -,he standby concept for spare part provisi-on-4i

was followed.

The prooabnili'ty ?(,)associated witn each part. type with no spares

was ca..cula:t-ed and stored in the computer. The provisiorning level f cr tae

ec-uz4-.onn was then calculated following the crit erion:

?(x 0;) < P(xs)()

'Where: P(X,.) =tne pro-visior-ing goal for an equipment.

Duri.-g tone compu;er run:, if the cal c-uate dpro bacb-i it P'X=) is less

~7-tan th:,at asZoigned as a goal, 'or an equipment, eacr part t.ype is scanned~ to
ieterr..ne w --;c:- as the lowes-. probatility. The part typ ht a h

.. owest survi val mrooacility is selected and a c-, .re is added to thnat Dartw

te;thamt is, X, (sparez) is increased Dy one (a.). Suosecuently P(X,) iLZ

recalculated. If P(XG)Z. P(Xs, the part type probabDilities are agal. n

Zcar.ned toc select thle lowest. probability. The aLove procedu:-e is fc-lowed

Pnti. P )<! P(Xs). The spares ass;oci.ated with each' part type pro' iazilit-y

PX are retained in storage in t~ie conoua-cr to oe printca ou-. at a --at.cr

t.nThaze spares X represent t~ie requi.-cments :c-- azn e cuionen-

.;azed upon t.,.e trovisioring probab-j1ity goal. P(XG,) and zstecified otoc:.

In crder to calculate toec spare requirementL. for t.ie support -~

ie following matliematical model was considered:



p(X) , [] Xi-(: NA)4t(6)
' XN I

i~l X i O (

'here:

N number of equipments per support ship

rl total number of part :ypes (items that are sr±pboard
installable)

ki  number of spares of a part type

The above model can oe grouped in t.ne foiowir.3 markner

: 1 l0 Xi!

I eI

where k' < k

t. z calendar time at provision location (quipment, support s.ip,
Sdepot)

The provisioning probability level for a part type in an equipmen:

..can *e represented by

k x -Nxt

7~x (Nt (eX0O X.
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Tae prcvicio=ing level for the zame part -.y.pe in a n~ber of ecuipments

(i'epresented by a support6 sz,-ip) it-

k X -N\T At

______ ______ ___ (9

X C)

:n t..e above ecuation f'or a part type, index X suc1- that th~e totalJ

~pae~ generates a F~b.i.t P(X) :S F(X) (provisioning probaLi2.i-;

of -t*:-c support sip w±; vit 0 qpares). Since ta±e Poiszon diztribution is

diiscrete, the cuuative probabzility P(x') is incremented to kt' untij. it i-;

equa.. to or Just belov -6,e poaityPOxV

TIae 'orov.isi on.-ng pro jabilizy afforded to the suppotspbyayn

z1.zre3 at tne ecuipment zite can be represented by

~(N.' X)j , e
V__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (es

-X -7 - 7 - 1

Tzae p-mceding term is tie sane as t.-e first t ern of' tue expreesion

P(*X,) of ecuat ion y) Since -tent rezresentz~ t:ie provisioning

pr ~biiyalorded to -..-e supporz s.-.i boy Iaving pare pam= at equipmen-:

.Zte , t associlated spDa.-ea (: should not :.- counto,.d. Ths 3 pare on

:;i.ould tatat ;j4 - nd: go to0 1k . A:; a resut, tne -tozal zpare.,

---±ed asoard t;Dupr~pwu~oe

7-parz:; arc; adcicd to tie ur ;asic d or. ecuat ion (T)unmi'-

P 41T ~ ..C)



Whe re:

P(.X) the provisioning goal of t.e suppors ship or the protection

goal of all of the equipmentz serviced by the support ship.

The procedure for adding support ship spares was the same as that

described for tne equipment. After a spare was added a test was made based

upon equation (11) until enough spares were added such tnat tne provisioning

goal P( ') for the support ship was met.

The procedures described for the support saip were applied to tne

depot as follows:

M SX ("N>)jtj

PD) = ,

, ( Xi (NNX)it

s/ _(_____) _____e . (12)
~X1'

Xe= S,*-I

We re:

P(XD) = provisioning probability level for all equipments supplied

by the depot

N I= number of equipments supplied by the depot

m = total numtber of part types (includes items that are ship-

board installable and items not installable by ship force)

S" = number of spares per pax- type at the depot

for provisioning goal

P(X-) P(X) (13)
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r

wnere

P(XG') = provisioning prooacility goal for the depot.

The niber of spares at the depot is represented by (Ss i - S/).

Spares were added and effects computed ay formula (12) until

P(XD) exceeded P(Xk) at which time the results were printed out by the

computer.

It should be noted that the num'ber of part types (m) for the depot is

equal to or greater than the number of part types for the support ship or

equipment. This is due to t'ne fact that spares at the depot include not

only shipboard instLilable spares but also spares for items which are not

shipooard ins-llable.

MODIFICATIO, METHODS

The computer program was written to develop spare requirements for

4-9 equipments, support ships, and depot so tnat the overall provisioning

zupport requirements are established simultaneously. Provisions for

devel.oping equipment requirements only, suppoD ship requirements only,

or depot requirements orly, have not been incorporated in the computer

program. However, minor modifications can oe readily made to tne program

to accommodate any such changes in outputs desired. Other modifications

may oe necessary when changes occur in the equipment configuration, the

required provisioning level, or tne support philosophy. Specific steps

.o oe followed in such instances are cited in tne following paragrapnS.

POPUATION CHANGE. If a population craiuge (number of part applica-

.ions) occurs due to field changes for the AN/SPS-40 Radar the following

procedure should oe followed for an equipment.



In the computer program output locate the part type population that

is to be changed. In the same area locate the replacement rate

(NRR - the normalized replacement rate).

Locate the probability P(X) assigned to the part type in question

erek X -N
P(X) (for tnte part type)= Z, (N t

X2O X.!

or P(X) e • + N ,t e + 2' + + t+ ke

Where:

N population or number of applications of a part type

= replacement rate

k number of spares required

Use the above equation, substituting N', the revised population, for N,

the replaced populations, and solve for several values of k/ (the revised

number of spares that may be different from k) such that P(o)'s span P(X).

2ePNXt .X- N~ Nxt )e4t _

+ lteN + N _

2!

(NI At)k', -Nxt Px
k

Wqhe re:

P(X) =revised probability based on N' for the part type in ques:ion

N'= the new population or total number of applications

k= the sought for spare requirements for a paz-. type

The following example is based upon the output of tne computer

run for the SPS-40.
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Consider part type (PSF) number 54 in the print out for an equipment

k
wnere k

*7 (,-,N) e
N.R.R Pop. (N) Spare b (k) U = i x:

.001150 i 20 .001150 k=l
: 99999934

Consider that te population has enanged to 2 (then N '-2)
k'

77 x -A
7e

F.R .(A) Pop. (N Spar s Wk) X=Co X!

.001150 2 Unknown .002300 k'" 2
.99999736

k'c 2
•99999999

Since .99999999 is closer to .99999934 (actual print out value

for FSN #54) than .99999736, k = 2 for the new numoer of spares to

replace kal (the old number of spares) and V'=2 for the new population

to replace N-I (the old population).

The procedures applicable to population changes can also be applied

to replacement rate (X) changes. The calculations to determine the

required spare parts are similar to the example above.

Adjustments required by a field change will usually consist of

adding new part types and their associated replacement rates or caanging

tne part population. Determination of the required spares can be made by

applying procedures similar to those described in the example above.



PROVISIONING LEVEL CANGE

In order to vary the provistoning probability e',,;e for spare

requirements for (1) equipment, (2) support sip and, (3) depot, it is

necessary to rerun the computer program "it.1 the proper chages in te

lead card. Fcr example, suppose the provisioning probaoility goal for

equipment, support ship, and depot nad oeea 0.90, 0.95, and 0.99

respectively and it was desired to change the provisioning probabil±:y

goals to 0.95, 0.90, and 0.999 respectively. The only rtquiremenat woul.d

be to punch the lead card properly as follows:

Location Decimal Point

Symbol on Card Location Punched Numbers

)a (for equipments) 4 -. 10 4 .95 (in columns 4 - 6)

R5 (for support siP) 23- 28 23 .90 (in columns 23 - 25)

R6 (for depot) 29- 34 29 .999 (in columns 29 -32)

E-,UIP TS PEn SUPPOR 5H- CHAAM

In order to varf the number of equipments per support ship and -e

numoer of equipments per depot, the computer prcgram would have to be rerin.

For example, consider a case waere four (4) ships on t-e average are to ce

serviced by a support ship and there are a total of fifty-six (56) ships.

Then, it would be necessary to punch the .ead card properly. The folic ng

fields would have to be repunched on the lead card:

Location Decimal Point
Symbol of Field on Card Location Requi:rd Change

AS (equipments per 62 - 65 65 4. (in colu.ns 64-65)
support ship)

RTT (total equipments 4

equipments per
support ship) 74 - 77 77 9. (in :ol",=ns 76 - 77)
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STOCK PERIOD C4ANGE

In order to vary the stock period for equipment, support ship, and

depct the computer program would have to be rerun. For example, consider

tne case where tne stock periods for the equipment are 2,000 hours, for the

support zhip 4,000 hours, aznd for the depct 3,000 nours. On the lead card

of -.1e computer program tne folloving fields would have to be changed:

Location Decimal Point
$ym3ol of F.eld on Cara Location Recuired Change

Ma (1) 35 - 43 36 .002 (locationz 5&- 30 )

17.1(2) 4 - 52 47 2.0 (locations 46 - 4c)

Mlr(3) 3 - 63. 56 1.5 (locations 55 - 57)

NO.U-1 USAGE PERIOD CHAIE (=PC')

Tneoretica-11y, the purczase of parts for normal usage is considered

to e done on.y at one source, namely, the depct. Va.ring the average

usage of partz would recuire puvnching tne lead card properly, since the

usage time fr parts a- the depot is dependent upon item T7-1(3) (tne depot

stock period divided y the equipment stock period). Tne assumption has

oeer. made taat eac= part type nas a consta-nt failure rate and as a result

partz are assumed to oe recrdered or tnoat oasis. If, for example, parts

are recrdered on tne average of every 70: nours, punch tne listed fiell

of tne lead card In t.e fololaing minner:

Location De^cima' Point
Sr=c. of Fie.d on Card Location Recuired Change

T- 71 , .- (locationzs -1 - -)

Notec from tne preceding example tnat "'Z(3) 1.5 (3,03C ahours - 2,331

:.-"u.). The usage time for parts at tne depot (RT) io dependent upcn te=

1kXI3 anid RT (wit; a %value of C.43~) is ota.ine. cy.d~ ,0 701'.



The results obtained during this program have been generated through

the use of the mathematics presented in this section. The ac.ual calcu-

lations were performed on a 7090 computer. The computer program as been

developed with the reaization that each new evaluation will liLely have

a unique set of conditions and parameters. The computer program therefore

has been made versatile in order to properly handle future requirements.



Section V
PHASE I RESULTS

Results of the Phase I effort establish provisioning criteria for

an equipmen.t, a support ship, and a depot. For each of these provisioning

locations there are four results which are (1) calculations, (2) spare

parts stock list, (3) provisioning level versus stock period, and (4)

weight, cost, and cube constraints.

.ne calculations -ith accompanying print outs nave not been included

in t:-s report due to the volume of the material and the fact that it is

useful primarily as a reference. Tne ecuipment °calculation section show-

4- i: :ne provisioning levels o 5o%, 55, 6o, 655, 7o, 75%, 8o, 8%)

and 90/c for the equipment has been forwarded along with the calculations

for the ruppc.t ship and depot under separate cover. The results of tne

remairing sections are presented below. Because of the size of some

:aLles, trhey have been included in a separate volume entitled Appendix A.

Th following :ahlez are included in Appendix A:

A-1 Lquipment Crizical/lioncriticl Parts Stock List

A-2 E..uipment Critical Parts Only Stock List

A-3 Ecuipment Critical Pa.s (vin.-mum Depth) Stock List

A-L List of Critical Part Types Asoigned (to A-3) One Part

A-5 Equipment Critical/iNoncri:ioLal Par.s and Assemblies
StocK List

A-c List of Critical Iter Types Assignea (to A-5) One Item

A-' Su;por Shi; Stoci List - Pa.rt Only



A-8 Support Ship Stock List - Parts and Assemblies

A-9 Depot Stock List - Parts Only

A-lO Depot Stock List - Parts and Assemblies

EU 2T STOCK LIST (CRITICAL/NO1NCRITICAL PARTS)

Te stock number sequence list derived in this program is for the

AN/SPS-40 Radar only and, therefore, corresponds approximately to the

stock number sequence list as presented in the N/SPS-40 Allowance Parts

List. The criterion followed in determining the sequence in which tarts

are considered for sparing is to select the part w ch indicates the
highest likelihood of requiring replacement. The crinical/oncritical

parts stock list yields a provisioning level of 90% for -he equipment'.

code 1 and 3 parts for a 90-day stock period.

WMrile the 90% protection level means that only one time out of ten

will the equipment experience a stock-out during a 90-day period without

replenishment, it must be recognized that the -0, protection level is for

only those parts considered, namely, code 1 and 3 pars which are critical

and noncritical parts that are installao.Le by a ship's force. The equip-

ment also contains code 2 and 4 parts which are critical and noncritical

parts that are not installable by a ship's force and, therefore, not

stocked at the equipment site.

It was necessary to omit code 2 and 4 parts from the i4.trial probaci].-

ity calculations for zero spares because it has been dete-mined that about

eight times out of a hu~nd-red an A/SPS-40 will require a code 2 or L part

during a 90-day period. This means that if all codes were consilered in

the analysis of the equipment, it would initially have a 92% provisioning

level ceiling due to the code 2 and 4 parts for wtich no amc'unt of
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ztocklng of code I and 3 parts could change. Tnen, if the equipmen-,

to be mrotected to a 90 level, the code I and 3 parts must be stocked

in such quaniy tlhamt only one time out cF a ,undred will the eouipment

exoerience a stock out o- code I or 3 pams. Under such conditions the

code I and 3 parts aust be heavily stocked because of the penalty

involved in naving 2 and 4 parts in the equipment initial provisioning

calculation. While this type of stocking can be performed by the program

desired, it it considered to be unrealistic and requires far too

great a stocking of code I and 3 parts wth- negligible advantage. Thc

program, therefcre, stociks to a 90" level for the equipment under tae

criterion that the parts must be code I or 3 to be considered.

If a!l Darts witnin the equipmenz are considered, namely codes I , 2,

3, and 4, it can be determined from the above figures that an equipment

would experience an unfilled spare part requirement about seventeen times

out cf every 100 -hree-month stock periods where about seven of these

would be due to the code 1 and 3 parts.
The critical/noncritical parts provsioning list is shown in

ta.Th A-!. Tis list was generated under the criterion that all code I

anId - repairs would be performed by Navy tecnicians. All part types

considered in the analysis are listed in tne print out wnether spare parts

are recommended or not. The format is as follows:

Column #l - The code numbers shown are aroitrarily assigned to

allow tracing the part type in tne calculation tabulations.

Column j2r - The parTF identification number is shaown in column 2.

In most cases this number is the Federal Stoc.: Numoer. Those without

FSTI' are listed cy manufacturer's numoer. The listing is in numerical



order in this column with FSN's first, followed by manufacturer's numbers.

Column ,3 - This column shows the essentiality code number of the

parts where

1 = installable by ship's force and critical,

2 = not installable by ship's force and critical,

3 = installable by ship's force and noncri.ical, and,

4= not installable by ship's force and noncritical.

Column 3 contains only code 1 and 3 parts since thizs listing is for pro-

visionLng tnhe equipment and, therefore, ccntains orly those parts instal-

lable by the ship's force. The critical and noncritical pa.ts have both

been shown in the listing with the critical parts first follcwed by the

noncritical parts. If it is desired to provision only the c-ritical parts

then code 3 spares shculd be deleted from the list.

Column # - A brief name for the part type is presented in zhis

cclumn.
Colunm 5 - Te cube shown in this column reoresents the packzged

cube for the number of spares shown in Column 10. For example, if a

resistor with an FSN 5905-000-1112 had a package cube of 0.00025 cubic

feet each and if four spares were recommended in column 10 for st-c:ing

aboard ship, then column 5 woud show 4 x 0.00025=0.001 cubic feet since

this is the volme :- all the spares of the listed type. Column 5 is

totaled on the final line of the listing to show the combined total cube

of all the snares recommended by the stocking procedure.

Column 46 - This column contains the package weight in pounds for

the number of snares shown. in cclumn 10 for the part t-ype. The weig-ts

are also totaled to represent the gross weight of the reccmended spares.



Colmn 7#7 - The combined price of the number of spares shown in

column 70 is printed in column 7. The prices are also totaled to give

the price of the recommended total spares.

Cc 1=n v6 - The title IR of this column means "normalized replace-

mer. rate " which i: the part type replacement rate per 90 day. where t-.-e

90 dayZ corresponds to the z:tock period selected for th.is provisioning _i=t.

Column * - Column 9 zhows the number of applicationz of the part

t-pe per equipment withiin the code cazs of column 3. There may be a

total eq'uipment population of the part type greater than zhown in column 9

if the pa:t type naz more than one code class a&zigned to it. In order to

detercLine tctal e;uipment population of a part _'pe it iz necessary to Zu

all :..e app-lications of tne part type for the four code clazte;. Code 2

and 4 part.; Ni be found only in the depot list:ing.

Colun 7-0'D - The quantity of r-ecomended zpares per part type iZ

vn. in column 10. The zur hown for this colun iz the total numoer of

part recomended for provisioning at the 90% level for the AN/SPS-4- Radar

for a 90-ay stock period. The critical/noncritical parts Lizt recommended

a range cf 1,609 part typeZ and a total deptir of 2,10- parts w._ich nave a

Zotal value of 174 cu.ic feet, a total weight of ,472 pound ., and a total

Co= of $1;,055.00.

E,. D-iVEN STOCK PERIOD VARIATION

Trie critical/noncritical parts proviionin _i:. presented ajovc wa.

the numoc:- of :pare: rcuired to suppot an e .uipment at t'.e 901 .eve,

fc:r a 90-day ztoci: period. Since a-1 proi--ionin- pcriod. may not confzrnm

to 90 day: duration, t.e question arise.. az to w- at .- t..e .eve: if the

toc4 period i: altered wit.- the recommended provizioning lizot unc..a.-Zcd.



Tabcle 4 f-urnishes ;e Info.-mation .- cuired to determine zhe provisioning

leve'.. as a :'unation of stock period. The first column gives -e provision-

ing level. Tze second column presents tbe stock period W1.c has been

zo.-ma2ized on :be oasis off 90 days or 1.00 is equa.. 7:o 90 days. Li-evi.se

2.00 is equal zo 180 days, 3.00 is equa, to 270 days, etc. Eacz ten-.-

(0.1) is equivalen: to approximately 9 days. These two colulmns of data

points .ave been plotted in figtuae 4. A possible application of :his

grap'z would be t:e situation where :he 90% prov isioaing level _as oeen

stocked for -:ze equipment for an anmicipated 90-day cruise; cnvever, due

to an energency, it is found that t-e cruise time --i be extended -o

"oO days. The graph snows :he provisioning level under suc, a cr-ise

cond!iion would oe 62% instead of 90-%.



TABLE 4. EQUIPMENT STOCK PERIOD VARIATIONS - CRITICAL/NONCRITICAL PARTS

Provisioning NormAlized Time
Le ve (90 days = 1.00)

0.99481 0.08
0.99413 0.09
0.99344 0.10
0.98624 0.20
0.97839 0.30
o.96982 0.40
o.96o52 0.50
0.95042 o.6o
0.93944 0.70
0.92749 0.80
0.91443 0.90
0.90008 1.00
0.89704 1.02
o.89394 i.o4
0.89077 1.o6
0.88754 1.08
o.88424 1.1Q
0.88087 1.12
0.87743 1.14
0.87391 1.16
o.87031 1.18
o.86664 1.20
0.85707 1.25
0.84694 1.30
0.83620 1.35
0.82480 1.40
0.81270 1.45
0.79984 1.50
0.77167 i.60
0.7o453 1.80
o.62229 2.00
0.42354 2.4o
0.22694 2.80
0.09065 3.20
0.02632 3.60
0.00544 4.oo
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E:UMI VT STOCK C0NSTRA3ITS

Tne range and quantity of spare parts only was deterzined previously

for the 90' provisioning level since this value was decided upon as tae

desired goal for the equipment. Once having determined the stock list

however, it may be found to be impossible or impractical to use because

the recommended spares are too heavy, too expensive, or require too much

storage space. The following table presents the next best solution to

the problem if one of the above constraints makes the provisioning lists

• feasible. Rather than use a cut and try procedure with the calculations

in order to find an acceptable stock load, the governing constraint is

located in tacle 5 and the associated provisioning level is read directly

in column 1. It is then necessary to recompute the stock list to find

.me exact range and depth of spare parts associated with the provisioning

.eve! obtained from the table. Column I is the provisioning level.

Column 2 is the price of the load, and columns 3 and 4 are the cube (in

cucic feet) and weight (in pounds) of the load respectively. An exponent

format nas been used in columns 2, 3, and 4 since it is anticipated that

large numers may be presented in this type of table. The exponent format

-s a shorthand method of changing the magnitude of the values, for example:

0.400000 E + 02 is the same as 0.400000 x l02 or 40.0000

By simple rule of thumb the decimal point is moved as many places to the

right as shown cy the number following the "B". If the "r" is followed

by a minus sign, then the decimal point is moved as many places to the left

as the number shown following the "B". The constraints are also shown

gr a .ically in figure 5.

nmm nm mm m



TABLE 5. EQUIPMENT STOCK CONSTRAINTS - CRITICAL/NCNCRITICAL PARTS

Provisioning
Level Price Cube Weight

0.010071 0.L12905E 05 0.697545E 02 0.574649E 03
0.020085 0.465425E 05 0.757770E 02 0.693869E 03
0.030174 0.L70470E 05 0.761794E 02 0.710609E 03
0.040391 0.486092E 05 0.110429E 03 0.750925E 03
0.050430 0.494900E 05 0.110952E 03 0.765695E 03
0.060436 0.50416E 05 0.111707E 03 0.78260o4E 03
0.070799 0.509L4O1E 05 0.112006E 03 0.795794E 03
0.080828 0.510684E 05 0.112L71E 03 0.8044L64E 03
0.090842 0.510927E 05 0.112505E 03 0.80674E 03
0.1010 7 0.511210E 05 0.112540E 03 0.808004E 03
0.1113L2 0.513013E 05 0.113198E 03 0.820854E 03
0.121687 0.587824E 05 0.11641CE 03 0.82531LE 03
C.131836 0.591764E 05 0.116813E 03 0.837924E 03
0.142164 0.591906E 05 0.116827E 03 0.840754E 03
0.1522L6 0.596365E 05 0.117048E 03 0.8506122 03
0.162769 0.595681E 05 0.117221: 03 0.858994E 03
0.172942 0.599972E 05 0.117323E 03 0.861662E 03
0.183130 O.600255E 05 0.117419E 03 0.864194E 03
0.193265 0.609368E 05 0.117377E 03 0.866154E 03
0.203811 0.610268E 05 0.117911E 03 0.867354E 03
0.213853 0.6162842 05 0.118151E 03 0.872794E 03
0.224L83 0.617309E 05 0.118238E 03 0.881183E 03
0.235091 0.666414E 05 0.1J8347E 03 0.887183E 03
0.245253 0.666115! 05 0.I1835OE 03 0.889013E 03
0.255622 0.667780E 05 0.118391E 03 0.890993E 03
0.26612L 0.669701E 05 0.118490E 03 0.899763E 03
0.276810 0.670557E 05 0.118572E 03 0.903123E 03
0.286915 0.6734h7P 05 0.153780E 03 0.905223T 03
0.297152 0.673812E 05 0.153884E 03 0.9105037 03
0.307844 0.674129E 05 0.153902E 03 0.911233E 03
0.318001 0.671233E 05 0.153921 03 0.912073: 03
0.328493 0.674468E 05 0.153939E 03 0.912913E 03
0.338546 0.674818E 05 0.153988E 03 0.914133E 03
U.38860 0.675546E 05 0.154039E 03 0.915413E 03
0.359139 0.676634E 05 0.154098E 03 0.917493E 03
0.369709 0.676954E 05 0.154143E 03 0.920123E 03
0.380407 0.677156E 05 0.154254E 03 0.923439E 03
0.390525 0.679141E 05 0.154325E 03 0.927229E 03
C.0aC913 0.679141E 05 0.151325E 03 0.927229E 03
0.11509 0.684637 05 0.15431!E 03 0.927579E 03
3.L21551 0.688979E 05 0.154919E 03 0.932739E 03
0.L31619 0.691903E 05 0.15L970E 03 0.931069E 03
0.411666 0.692051T 05 0.15504L! 03 0.935179E 03
0.151753 0.692061i 05 0.155009E 03 0.936919E 03
0.162069 0.692103E 05 C.155013E 03 0.938269E 03
0.72621 0.692112E 05 :.155016E 03 0.939769E 03
3.483158 0.727197r 05 0.163605E 03 0.121056! 01
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TABL 5. EQjiPN STOCK CONST~kANTS - CRiTICA:/NONCRITICAI PARTS
(Continued)

Provis ioning
Level ?rice Cube Weight

C.L93LL7 O.727L7E 05 C.163656E 03 0.121167E OL
O.50L070 0.729054E 05 0.163737E 03 0.I2LSOLE DL

0.51LO96 C.729863E 05 0.163835E 03 0.125396E DL
0.52L137 0.730836E 05 0.16L504E 03 0.125978E 04
0.53L631 0.73111LE 05 O.16L55OE 03 0.126158E OL
0.5LL826 C.731803E 05 0.16L586E 03 0.126L96E OL
0.55550-^ 0.733657E 05 0.16L783E 03 0.127023E OL
0.565531 0.733939E 05 0.16L828E 03 0.127128E OL
0.575757 0.73L51BE 05 0.16L889E 03 0.127385E OL
0,585810 0.735287B 05 0.16L900E 03 0.127L5LE OL
0.595556 0.73OIL2E 05 0.165001"LE 03 0.127877B OL
0.605983 0.73698"E 05 0.166255E 03 C.13-85LE CL
0.616060 0.737286E 05 0.166313E 03 0.1322827 OL
0.626675 0.737926E 05 0.166579E 03 0.13279H5 OL
0.637305 C.738785E 05 0.166659E 03 0.133019E 0L
C.6L73L3 0.739236E 05 0.166978E 03 0.1331L7E OL
C.657539 0.739330E 05 0.166990E ,03 0.133195E 0L
0.667682 0.7LI217E 05 0.1671LO 03 0.133607E OL
0.677916 0.7L19L2E 05 0.1672105 03 0.133826E oL
0.68t396 0.743120E 05 0.167535E 03 0.13L6UlZ DL
0.6988C2 0.73132E 05 0.1675L2E 03 O.13L833E DL
0.709LL6 0.7;315LE 05 C.1675L5E 03 0. 13501-E OL
0. 71953 0.7327)E 05 0.167563r 03 0.1352005 DL
0.729765 0.7435LLE 05 0.167571i 03 0.135335F OL
0.7LO~l2 0.7L3555E 05 0.16757LE 03 0.1355095 0L
0.750295 0.7LL060E 05 0.167593E 03 0.135637: OL
0.760805 0. 7L702Z 05 0.1677L3E 03 0.137022E OL
0.771099 0.7L526LE 05 0.168810E 03 0.137278E OL
0.781501 0.7L5543E 05 0.168838E 03 0.137397E DL
0.791602 0.76719B 05 0.1688912 03 0.13763DE OL
0.802022 0.752792E 05 0.170693E 03 0.138759: OL
0.812150 0.753303E 05 0.170817E 03 O.l39L10E OL
U.822528 0.75L507E 05 0.17103LE 03 0.1399395 OL
0. 32605 0.755162E 05 .171118E 03 O.1L0122E OL

0. 8i299LL 0.767012E 05 0.172212E 03 c.116LOE 0L
0.853373 0.767588r 05 0.172272E 03 0.1L2021E OL
0.863667 0.771173E 05 0.172608E 03 0.1-3139E 0L
3.873880 0.776228E 05 0.173693E 03 0.1L5993E OL
0.88389A 0.777778E 05 0.173823E 03 0.1L6507E Oi
0.893908 C.7783395 05 0.173876E 03 3.1L6766E DL
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The curves for weight, cost,, and cube, figure 5, show a step type

function where the constraint raises to consecutive plateau levels. This

plateau effect is due in part to the grouped values associated with the

spares and in part to the fact that for some of the items there were no

cost, weights, or cubes available. The value of this figure, besides

presenting a great maar data points in a concise format, is its assistance

in selecting the optimi- choices for a given constraint. For example, if

it were desired to get the best protection possible for the least cost,

tne graph shows that the 50% level which cost $73,000.00 is not the logical

position to select. One would get more for his money by choosing the 80%

level which costs a little over $75,000.00. By choosing the latter point

over t he former, the user has obtained an additional 30% protection ar

an additional cost of only $2,000.00.

CRITICAL PART STOCK LIST

Table A-2 shows the provisioning list determined for critical and

ship insta.11able parts, code 1 items, only. This list is in the same

format as the equipment stock list previously presented as well as the

criterion of selecting the parts for sparing on the basis of highest

likelihood of requiring replacement. The list represents a provisioning

Ievel of 90% for the equipent's code 1 parts for & 90-day stock period.

This list represents a range of 1,502 part types and a depth of 1,74l

parts which have a total volume of 172 cubic feet, a total weight of

1,400 lbs., and a total cost of $75,087.00.

The provisioning level was initially defined a the probability that

an equipment or system will not require more than the stated number of

spare parts during a specified stock per-od. Th-is general definition may
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-e appli~ed to a!-'. zaies; mcwever, f.-r t.-. zrtia S .a m

tas,-e A-2 an addltiona.. :&tretn :)e in~clu.ded. S ezn~r~t.

a-e inciuded in tne prsvzin.ng s:and zritiza.1 4ttems are def'ined az

..nose items essential to tn-e operation I± n nti zinte r

.ocated, tne provisionirag list of' ta-le A-2 is iir:tly. related .: c :ne

ability t- 'ke ep the equipment im operation. The otaer prov~ nising 2. :c.s

are- indirectl.y related to 'keeping t.-e ec ;:ment i.n -permzion s:ezause ce

A -. d in thei.r =o=Putations both- z-ricc& an cc-:a..es

definition of t.cne 9 provisioni--ng leve. of -:a.e A-2 zan :e 'es:tate:- a.3

,.-e prcaz:: :at the equpmenz wi.: not '-. dJ-cn a: ;.Ze end. cf a -a

a p sCc." .percod due to a lack of' s~aipboard instal'zle Spare parts.

MRIT:CAL PARTj (Mrl.IUJM LEF.S) STCK LIST

The provisioning '4 st of' table A-- -.otains at eaaz: zrne sp;ar-e :

j ~evezr7 zrtcal sn.ipo-card ipa-:-.aze prtpe. 7The Ln-4tia..se-

generating :is pr sioni.- li-st was tc select a ;-. ;rsineve-

j c:ritical and noncritical, the spare parn provisiztnin,3 Z-st. At :ni"s cn

zerovisioning lI-st was exactly the same as tcne prow-s4cr.r:'3 ""S

n rev-iously presented in t.abl-'e A-1. The next step was -.:, se~ect f:cm t e

0 provrisioning i-st all ch'-cse critiza1 pa-t -:(pes '.-.n ad not s:een,

alloIwed a spare. -Tach of' these critical pa:rt t:ynes wt-tcu': spares was te

arbitrarily assign~ed one spare -art to f'orm an ad.'usted mrocnszr4c list.

Th-e total, spare part provisioni-ng list was -t.-en re-td . 7:.-.e

and to-e p,--ovisionin.3 level was cal'cula:ed. T*he rzsiongwas zund -.

',e 93.9%. This list renresernts a range o. 2,2 ~ part tes az a 4ent:.

* of 2,337 parts whi-ch' -a-;e a total1 -.olum.e :;f 117C zruti: feet, a oa.we;.

-f' 1,9 L4 pounds, and a toctal: cost of' $79, 10. OC. 7te addiio t c :e :a-
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2A2 5A9 5A36 Unit 11

3A2 5A1O 5A37 22A2
3A3 5All 'A38 22A3
3A4 5Ai2 5A39 22A4
3A5 5A13 5A±L0 22A5
3A6 'AlL 5AL2 22A6
3A7 5A15 5AL3 22A7
3A9 5A24 5AL5 22A8
3Z3 5A25 5AL6 22A9
LA2 5A26 5AL8 23A2
LA3 5A27 5AL9 23A3
LA, 5A28 5A50 23AL
4T2 5A29 5A55 23A6
5A3 5A30 5A56 23A7
5A4 5A31 5A57 21.Al
5A5 5A32 5A58 2L A2
5A6 5A33 6A3X71 2LA3
5A7 5A34 6A3IV2 2LAL
5A8 5A35 6AL 2LA5

Also included in the DEC data were three units (units 10, 12, and 18)

which were to be repaired by the shipyard and three additional assemblies

(12A3A3, 12A3A3BI1' and 12A3ALL) which ZMEC did not consider to be repair-

able by the technician.

In order to ccnsider these conditions properly the input data cards

were revised such that the parts within the yard repairable units were

coded 2 and 4, the parts in the manufacturer's repairable assemblies were

deleted except tubes, and data cards for each of the assemblies were added.

A tctal parts count cannot be obtained by summing the items shown in

:cl un 9 of table A-5 because the deleted assembly pars are no longer in

the stock system but are to be provided by the contractor's repair facility.

There were 8L assemblies listed as being non-repairable by Navy

technicians. These assemblies would be returned to the manufactuxer for

repair with the exception that the Navy technician would be allcwed to

repair or replace malfunctioned plug-in parts in the assemblies. The

great majortty of the plug-in type parts are comprised of electron tubes.

ot'1



This technician repair allowance was made because it was considered to be

standard operating procedure as we!l as a realistic approach to the

problem. Since the plug-in parts are to be replaced, these are the only

par-s within the non-repairable assemblies which were no- deleted from

tne data card deck. It was necessaz- to delete the non-replaceable parts,

othervise, the computer would spare parts which are not required.

The procedure used in determning the parts and assemblies stocX

list -was to calculate the spares required to reach the 90% provisioning

level for a three-month stock period considering both critical and

noncritical items, where items refers to both parts and assemblies. To

this stocik list was added one spare for each critical item that had not

>-een provided a spare. The 223 critical items which were added to the

9.0
?3: provisioning list are shown in table A-6. T e provisioning level was

rcalculated and found to be 94.1. The parts and assemolies stock list,

table A-5, lad a range of 1,442 items and a deptn of 1,698 items allowed

as spares of w:.ic 1,557 are parts and 141 are assemolies. The stock has

a cost of $131,326.00, a volume of 155 cubic feet, and weighs 1,331 pounds.

The stock list shown in table A-5 is reco~mended for use for

Ar%/SP5-4c) Radar since present logistic plb.ilosophy and pertinent field

conditions have been taken into consideration. In those cases waere all

repairs will be performed by tne N avy technician, one of the three

pre-ous proceduL'es would be suggested.

zQuipment stock period variations for the parts and assemblies stock

ist .- ve oeen tamulated 'n ta;Ze 6. Figure 6 presents these data in

graphical form.

ul



TABLE 6. EQUI.PMVNT STOCK PERIOD VARIATIONS - PARTS AND ASSEMBLMS

Normalized Tim
Provisioning Level (90 days a 1.00)

0.99799 0.08
0.99772 0.09
0.997"4 0.10
0.99435 0.20
0.99068 0.30
0.98637 0.40
0.98133 0.50
0.97549 0.60
0.96872 0.70
0.96085 0.80
0.95168 0.90
0.94089 1.00
0.93851 1.02
0.93605 1.04
0.93350 1.06
0.93086 1.08
0.92812 1.10
0.92529 1.12
0.92235 1.114
0.91931 1.16
0.91615 1.18
0.91288 1.20
0.90417 1.25
0.89463- 1.30
0.88418 1.35
0.87275 1.1O0.86027 

1.LS
0,84666 1.50
0.81583 1.60
0.73861 1.80
0.64099 2.00
0.140871 2.40
0.19780 2,80
0.06957 3,20
0.01739 3.60
0.00307 b.O0
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This information is used to determine provisioning levels associated with

a range of stock periods. The constraints of cost, cube, and weight are

si.own in table 7 and figure 7 for the parts and assemblies stock list.

It should be noted at this point that the Aii/SPS-40 has, according

to the stock list for parts and assemblies, lost its repair capability for

the 34 modules since no spare parts would be available. When considering

a ship as a whole, however, it is still likely that some repairs could

be mTade due to the large range of parts allowed oy a COSAL.

LZ C ADJUSTED LIST

The above stock list for parts and assemblies shown on table A-5 was

adJusted by EMEC in accordance with their experience on the AN/SPS-40 Radar.

In some cases it was determined that the items were being replaced at a

lower rate than originally assigned to the item. In these cases the stock

cuantities were reduced. It was also MC's desire to reduce the
,-3',326.00 cost of table A-5 stock list. Certain parts were selected for

stocking rather than expensive assemblies. The resultant -EC adjusted

stock quantities were calculated to have a 92.9 provisioning level, a

range of !,458 part types, a depth of 1,706 parts, a cost of $100,212.00,

a volume of 121 cubic feet, and a weight of 711 pounds.

SUPPORT SHIP STOCK LIST

The load list for the support ship for the AZ/SPS-40 for parts only

is shown in table 7. The support ship's list is calculated at the 95%

provisioning level for a six-month stock period for six equipments per

support shim. If the support ship stocks the reco=.ended load, then all

equipments when in the company of the support ship will be protected wio::

an overall 95# provisioning level. This means that the suppon ship zarries

enough additional parts over that carried for the equipment to raise the
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TABLE 7. EQUIMENT STOCK CONSTRAINTS - PARTS AND AS=LTES

Provisioning
Level Price Cube Weight

0.000000 0.460000E 01 0.21q000E-02 O.600OO0E-OI
0.010020 U.5649e6F 05 0.512922E 02 O.442510[ 03
0.020163 0.630694E 05 0.553097F 02 0.496180F 03
0.030260 0.655961E 05 0.56970-P 02 0.510790- 03
L.D40276 0.734214F 05 0.625319E O? 0.53519L 03
0.050582 0.767441[ 05 0.664619E 02 0.55O049 03
0.060601 0.786909r 05 0.687786t 02 0.634b29F. 03
0.070666 0.790lq46 05 0.6911511 02 0.648359L 03
0.U8115' 0.797319E 05 0.694002E 02 0.656119E 03
0.091374 0.805878F 05 0.70045D0 2 0.666565C 03
o.101768 0.815539E 05 0.IU3910E 03 0.696165k 03
0.112371 0.84476ZE 05 0.105138F 03 0.7026151 03
0.122517 0.854417E 05 0.1056S7F 03 0.713365t 03
0.132609 0,857507E 05 0.105865 03 C.722125F 03
.1.143064 0.S6488BE 05 0.10o742V 03 0.728675E 03
.153677 0.86015SE 05 0.106824F 03 u.731985£ 03

0.164015 0.87117Z= 05 0.107476L 03 0.733175F 03
C.174195 0.871343= 05 0.107496L 03 0.733955' 03

C.184847 0.876317E 05 0.1079?2F 03 0.743115F 03
U.195430 0.877406E 05 0.1014566E '03 0.74E165( 03
u.206,259 0.952495F 05 0.111938F 03 0.749075F 03
5 .216630 0.95S943E 0 0.1Z?22OE O3 o.75R.25L 03
.226787 0.956654F 05 0.112338E 03 0.762075F 03

U.236b4l 0.957498F 05 0.112418[ 03 0.767845i C3
U.247255 0.960673F 05 0.112666F 03 0.778244F 03
0.257719 0.961858F 05 0.1127L4[ 03 0.780454E 03
J.268345 0.961951E 05 0.112741F 03 0.781384F 03
u.278470 0.962186F 05 0.112820 (13 0.7B34649 03
1).26S977 0.962261c 05 0.1126651 03 0.784334k 03
-.299752 0.980972F 05 0.113326L 03 C.785 34F 03
u.31051)3 0.98q7b4E 05 0.113566L 03 0.76779t 03
fi.321240 0.995741E 05 0.117740F 03 0.788654E 03
u.331w75 0.104606F 06 0.117973f 03 0.79P704'- 03
-. 342366 0.104658E 06 0.117992E 03 6.800074f 03
-. 354158 0.104658L 06 0.117995% 03 0.801424L 03
.363997 0.104742F 06 0.11PO27.- 03 o.B254F0

11.374765 0.105137F 06 0.11S233F 03 C.808004L 03
.3e5742 0.105261L 06 0.I1W333L 03 Z.81317 f 03

(,. 95972 0.105491L 06 0*lli4Ot 03 f0.815374L 03
U.4,... ? 0107b18F 06 0.120029F 03 0.818554E 03
.411403 O.10R423E 06 0.120489L 03 0.820674 03
e 4w IA6 0.108436f' 06 0.1205OCi03o 0.821364[ 03
.43 230 .109445E 06 0.1205141 03 0.821994(- 03
.4;511 0.10848>R 06 0.120527F 03 0.A22564E 03

,.45'032 0.10500F 06 0.120577: 03 0.823'14t 03
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TABLE 7. EQUIPMENT STOCK CONSTRAI:J'rS - PARTS AND ASSE'4BLIES
(Continued)

Provisioning
Level Price Cube ei7h

o.469771 O.I08710E 06 0.120787E 03 O.52LIOLE 030.480428 0.108828E 06 0.120869E 03 0.82662hE 03
0.h91268 0.108857E 06 0.120918E 03 0.82967LE 03
0.502134 0.108865E 06 0.120972E 03 0.832790E 03
0.513239 O.10904I E 06 0.121009E 03 0.836020E 03
0.523hhh O.109Oh4E 06 0.121009E 03 0.836020E 03
0.533852 0.1O9045E 06 0.121013E 03 0.3361LOE 03
0.54hL686 0.110685E 06 0.121699E 03 0.337320E 03
0.5554h3 0.110969E 06 0.121729E 03 0.838500E 03
0.565993 0.110970E 06 0.121732E 03 0.83970UE 03
0.5767hL 0.110971E 06 0.121736E 03 o.840900E 03
0.587699 0.110972E 06 0.1217h2E 03 0.8L1770E 03
0.597711 O.11hiL72E 06 0.13031LE 03 O.II279E 040.608284 0.115286E 06 0.130858E 03 0.114371E Oh
0.618858 0.115316E 06 0.13087hE 03 0.114L16E Oh
0.629647 0.115476E 06 0.131212Z 03 O.llL861z 04
0.639730 0.115860E 06 0.13160LE 03 0.1Jl945E OL
0.649785 0.16401 06 0.131858E 03 0.115096E Oh
0.660683 0.116570E 06 0.132056E 03 0.115588E 04
0.671167 0.116759E 06 0.1321L5E 03 0.116082S 04
0.681444 0.117271: 06 0.132555E 03 0.116229E 0h
0.692237 0.117299D 06 3.132713E 03 0.117099E 04
0.702279 O.117442E 06 0.133899E 03 0.120739E 04
0.712861 0.117467E 06 0.134098E 03 0.121310E 04
0.723384 0.117567E 06 O.13L236E 03 0.121656E Oh
0.733983 0.117647E 06 0.131576E 03 0.121527E Oh
0.74L711 0.117780E 06 0.131705E 03 0.122150E 04
0.758 1L 0.117888E 06 O.1 OL28E 03 0.122351Z Oh
0.765005 0.117964Z 06 O.L,0927! 03 0.123116E Oh
0.775152 O.117966E 06 0.110935! 03 0.12328LE 04
0.735L34 0.117967E 06 0.IL0938E 03 0.123158E Oh
0.795853 0.117992E 06 0.IL0956E 03 0.123542E Oh
0.80641o 0.117993E 06 0.1h0959E 03 0.123710E Oh
0.816903 O.113407E 06 O.141119E 03 0.123850E Oh
0.827352 0.120387E 06 O.143630E 03 0.125231E Oh
0.837767 0.120L26E 06 O.IL3764E 03 0.125469E 04
O.848006 0.120542E 06 0.1137642 03 0.125688E 04
0.858067 0.121121 06 0.15559E 03 0.126805Z 04
0.868372 0.121L80E 06 O.2'5973E 03 0.127375E Oh
0.373764 0.122859E 06 0.117291Z 03 O.127911Z Oh
3.888986 0.121063E 06 0.11,823E 03 0.129363E Oh
0.399091 0.130545E 06 0.153911 03 0.131050E Oh
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provisionng level to a combined level of 95P. Tlhe individual ship level

would therefore be much higher than 95%. It is important to note tzat

this modeling procadure uses the support ship for emergency back-up ozal,

and is not, caerefore, expected to furnish normal usage to the equipmen-.

fupply of normal usage were expected of tae support ship, its load

would have to be increased above that stated in table A-7. The equipments

are to draw their normal usage from the depot.

Cclumns I through 7 of table A-7 carry the same description as

previously given for t he equipment's stock list. Column 3 shows the

nor-malized replacement rate which is the part type replacement rate per

130 days times six, where six represents the number of equipments per

support shp. Column 9 contains the number of applications of the part

type per equipment within the code class of colmn 3 thereby giving the

same values as presented for the equipment's provisisningE list. Colmn 1

lists the number of each part type to be carried aboard t e support ship.

The staunAtion of column 10 is the total number of items carried by the

suppo.r ship to support the A.N/SPS-40 under toe above described conditicns.

The support ship stock list for parts recomends a range of 2,133

different par t-y;es and a depth of 2,264 parts w ich have a total price

of S72,29.30, a total volume of 173 cubic feet, and a total weight of

1,141 pounds.

Table A-8 shows the reco~ended support ship stock list for parts

and assemblies which has a range of 581 different type items, a total

depth of 902 items, a total price of $120,7680.0, a total volume of

124 cubic feet, and a total weight of 917 pounds. he format of table A-3

is the same as that described above for table A-7.



SUPPORT SHIP STOCK PERIOD VARIATION

Support snip stoci, period variation for provisioning parts only is

shown in tatle B. The -wo colins shown in table 8 wich are the provision-

ing level and the normalized time are the same type of information as

presented in tae equipment stock period variation section except that the

time has been normalized on the basis o six months. The 0.1 increment

of Time therefcre indicates a period of approximately 18 days in the case

of the suppor- ship listing. The results of these data are shown graphically

in figure 6.

SUPPORT SHIP STOCK CONSTRAITS

The support snip constraints for parts only, table 9, is in the some

format as snip constraints wnere the necessity of adjustment of the support

snip load may be determined on the basis of price, bube, or weight.

Figure 9 snows the constrainz of price, cube, and weight plotted as a

function of provisioning level. Table 10 and figure 10 show the constraints

of price, cube, and weig-T as tney ap;ly to a support ship w ich is stocking

a combination of parts and assemblies.

DEPOT STOCK LISTS

The two depot stor, lists have been computed at the 99 level for a

six-month period for 42 AN/SPS-40 Radars. The first depot stock list for

parts only is snowr in table A-9 and tne second depot stock list for parts

and assemblies is shown in table A-l0 where again columns 1 through 7 and

column 9 are the same as in previously described stock lists. The ncrmalized

replacement rate, column 8, is tae part type replacement rate per 180 days

times 42 where 42 represents the number of equ.ipments per depot. Columr 12

lists The spares reco=ended for the depot. This total is represented cy



TA3I S. SUPPCRT SHZ? STOCX- PERIOD VARLTICl - PA.ETS OLY

Provisioning Normal ized 'Ti
Level (180 days = ".X0)

0.99997 0.08
0. -99996 0.09
0.99994 0. ic
O. 999o 0.20
0.99891 0.30
0.99745 0.40
0.99501 0.50
0.99125 0.60
0 .98577 0.70
3 .9'78o0 o. o

o. 96691 0.90
0.95017 1.00

. 94569 1.02
O.94067 1.04
0.93497 i.36
0. 9287 1.08
3. 92096 1.2.0

.91231 1.12
0.90223 1.2.-
0.89045 1._6
C. o68 , .1

o.86o6i 1.20
3.30613 1.25
0.73462 :1.30
0.63C5 1.35
0 52334 1.40
0.39820 1.45
).27724 1.50
0.09753 1.60
0.00247 -. 30
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TABLE 9. SUFORT SH STOCK CCNSTPAINTS - ?ARTS CNL"

?rovisioning
Level Price Cube Weight

0.010102 0.460978E 05 0.110971E 03 0.967768E 03
0.020351 0.461034Z 05 0.111654E 03 0.976838E 03
0.030380 0. '431E 05 0.111862E 03 0.983078E 03
0.0L0767 O.465436E 05 0.111874E 03 0.986328E 03
0.051104 0.465542E 05 0.111893E 03 0.988648E 03
0.061232 0.46584OE 05 0.111901E 03 0.9901L8E 03
0.071728 0.465850E 05 0.111904E 03 0.991828E 03
0.08200L 0.466088E 05 0.11191SE 03 0.9929687 03
0.092056 0.466712E 05 0.1.2O40E 03 0.10061.E OL
0.102556 0.466844E 05 0.112076E 03 0.100720E OL
0.11256o 0.L67113E 05 0.112093E 03 0.100772E CL
0.122861 O.L67230E 05 0.12101Z 03 0.100828 CL
0.1330LL 0.468677E 05 0.112160E 03 0.101008E 04
0.143958 0.468717E 05 0.112185E 03 0.101084E CL
0.15L519 0.468779E 05 0.112191E 03 0.12J1 8E CL
0.165472 0.469135E 05 0.112293E 03 0.101617E C
0.175505 0.469202r 05 0.112309E 03 0.101738E Ch
0.1861L7 0.469207E 05 0.1123112 03 0.101750E OL
0.157226 0.L70282E 05 0.112502E 03 0.102220E CL
0.207270 0.L70463E 05 0.1125LOE 03 0.102321E CL
0.217L47 0.470521, 05 0.112553E 03 0.1023515 CL
C.228796 *,0.470761v 05 0.1125627 03 0.102L215 04
0.238860 0.L70859E 05 0.112576E 03 0.102522E CL
0.2L9367 0.470962E 05 0.112582E 03 0.10256LE 34
0.260336 0.471094E CS 0.112594E 03 0.102647E CL
0.271787 0.471301- 05 0.1126185 03 0.102822E CL
0.282002 0.71479E 05 0.112638E 03 0.102921E O4
0.292601 0.471658E 05 0.112658E 03 0.103023E CL
0.303336 O.L71966E 05 0.112709E 03 0.103219E OL
C.31L7CL 0.L72638E 05 0.1127u8E 03 0.i03316E CL
3.324787 0.472832E 05 0.112752E 03 0.10339CE CL
0.335193 O.L72876E 05 0.1127915 03 0.I03LILE 01
0.3L5932 0.474017E C5 0.112952E 03 0."C097r 0
0.356715 0.475479E 05 0.113L32E 03 O.iOhLOLS CL
0.366984 0.L75662E 05 0.113L675 03 3.105475E OL
0.377549 0.475692E 05 0.113L73E 03 0.105L99E CL
0.386296 0.475808E 05 0.113500E 03 0..0556LE OL
0.398887 0.475861 05 0.1135047 03 0.i055851 CL
OCLO9670 C.475925E C5 3.1135LL5 02 0 C56L ...
C.420L68 0.75925E 05 0.1351"E 03 0 06 ... L
0.430695 O.L75969E 05 C.113590E 03 3.':5882E CL
0.4L0990 0.76187Z 05 0.11363LE 03 3.1'605'5 C7
0.L51523 0.476362E 05 0.113653 03 0.106_i CL
0.a61945 C.L76392E 05 0.1136567 03 0.106179 OL
0.472237 G.L76502- 5 3.128667- 03 C." .......
C.,82758 .776 1LE 05 0.1287107 33 .10666L C0L
3. " 535! 4 7 7 61h -10- d5 3.128713T- 33 3.IO6664ET 3L

3.CL509 0.47761S 05 2.I287105 02 0.10666LE L
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:,eve-'p. ~c e C ubee, "

I 3 5 5-- z9B E

57b 3 D105 1,223.;E 03 C'772L 0-1
51.205 .7 5r, 05 2202-E 03 0.2YD-772E OL
C7 3J 2.7937%F 05 2 1292" " 23 ". 10581: rOL.

:C :53'.-.7?907E 05 C.'2522'E C3 O.L93 ~
1.9:4 2 .1 63 0 5 F.)'.'-25232F 23 "II 0_- DL

0. 60211L?7 C.,52,6953 05 :2. 12 92-: : - 18:)91:1 OL
I. L2 92"E D5 Z .2 ?255 03 :.:D97 OL

-122i=7 .E3050- 03 .925 01 3 .. 1 ll .32E :)-

0.34502 3, 56 - -2931DE 02 3.039.
6.L- 75 0.L83L56E 05 2F31E 23 1 1 C -'s..C

0 6 .L83700-- 0 5 C 2 ~ ~ 0
0.666"381 .L5L213 035233 0 .2D~2E0.
C.6?A93Z .LSL E 0:: 0.1293a3:- i 0 &710 7- ..
0. 657702 0.Lj2.E 05 C.2293837 .. ~0EO

0.696i7 .L SL 9L3 E03 0.129L.13 C-3 0.2.D*7 "7 E D.
0.70933L .. S08EH 05 012 9 ODE 0 3 C'.IJ 8 P7,E OD,
0.719L60 5b61L5E 05 0.129=353E C3 22D9JED
0.72573C CdLBC'339E- 05 10. 2 9;)8LE 03 z.19D-E "L
S.Lj. lC-5- .337 9E 053 0.12995OE 03 0;.1D90z3E- OL
0.75072.3 0 .L8560 05 C. 22961 E 0 3 3.109D98E DL
r,. 7611 -,I0 .L86767E 05 C1296LUZ 03- 0.!D9136E OL

.7723L O.L86875E 0$ 3 129671: 03 .1096ED
C.763062 G.L66968E- 03 5 .129655E 023 C.10 93E D

.793 530 0.LB6976E 05 0.12970LLE 03I) O03 3 0 OL
.L8738 0C c129607E00.1?L D

0.^161200.0.78239 1"'.179676 03 C.I109 8 8,: E OL
0'.827LL7 ..L.07893E 05 3.2.29b76- 03 3.1095857- OL

C 33 .03 : 03 O.z32968E 03 C1099,3 0'

.8L8335 L0.360878: 0 0.133033E 03 .173 D
C.85,]15D 3.56120LE 05 C.133057E 03 .110208: DL
0.569803 O).5632$BE 05 0.1.13092E 03 0.110316E OL
0.87959L 0.5656b6E 03': 0.-1332.LE 03 3.1103L2 -- OL

2.5D3 5 0.568..L6E 03O130t0 .13'3L '- OL

D9 ,5 0.5686L6E 05 3.13313LE 03 0.10L2 D
C.511659 C.5656L6E 05 0.1331DLE 013 3.1',3-2E 0L

. 219K0 '069OL2LE 05 C.13302 03 C.110926E D
0.932161 . 9F26L 1 -- 05 0.136L117E 03 C,. 1118 05 DL
O9L 237 7 0.7j.3375E 05 :.7166BE 3- 3.1,2257E DL
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-.k- -2. SU?PORT suIp ETO ' COI~5TRA2,_ - PARTS A! AS 2LIES

? rcvi s oing
eve. Prl.~ce Cuoe Weigh

0.491605 0.49400DE 0l 0.179000E-01 0.420000=-00
0.5S2328 0.494660E 03 C.357790E-00 0.3660002_01
0.513914 0.633630E 03 0.492390E-00 0.3900o0 01
C.525922 C.655740=_ 03 0.499710-00 0.445300EU_01
C.530894 0.199864E 04 0.954930E 00 0.4990001 01
0.548284 0.200544E 04 0.9741605 00 0.575000P 01
0.558470 0.233829' 04 0.137782E 01 0.662000E 01
0.569565 0._0.236429E 04 0.140996E 0l 0.837000c 01
0.580880 0.237179E 04 0.141552E 01 0.8620001 01
0.591548 0.995586E 04 0.451133E 01 0.996000 P01
0.602511 0.100349C 05 0.496411E 01 0.202500E 02
0.613676 0.100461E 05 0.499240E 01 0.204900 02
0h.625S4§9 0.I00461E 05 0.499240E 01 0.204900E 02
0.635637 0.100905E 05 0.501004E 01 0.2147002 02
0646593 0.109061E 05 0.537158E Oi -- 0.215000-0z
0.657717 0.114563E 05 0.566668E 01 0.2334002 02
0.668850 0.1230492 05 0.596808E l 0.5002002 02
0.679692 0.149074E 05 0.698605E 01 0.508700= 02
0.690538 0.152486E O 0.7169642 01 0.530400t 02
0.701495 0.1590072 05 0.775249E 01' 0.7951001 02
0.711639 0.166155S 05 0.810729E-01 0.812000E-02
0.722938 0.1667425 05 0.821393E 01 0.852500E 02
0.732972 0.166742205 0.P21393E1 f -- 0.852500E702
0.743956 0.186075E 05 0.117478E 02 0.946600= 02
0.754506 0.270035P 05 0.161397E 02 0.998200E 02
0.764718 0.234058E 05 0.167031= 02 0.110910E-03
0.775010 0.2874092 05 0.193178202 0.126160E03

0.785315 0.316970c 05 0.209793E 02 0.137290E 03
0.795462 0.3746562 0--O5 0.219272E 02 0.166690E--03
0.805333 0.434714= 05 0.265664E 02 0.176020E 03
0.815947 0.450479E 05 0.276116E 02 0.194620E 03
0.626128 0.463310E 05 0.284075E 02 0.213130E 03
0.636424 0.48f3955 05 0.2 969E 02 0.222430E 03
0.846625 0.493468E 05 0.305927E 02 0.226460E 03
0.857034 0.55523-- 05 0.313656E 02 0.252600E 03
0.867061 0.666656E 05 0.357610E 02 0.261120E 03
0.877097 0.728977E 05 0.455250E 02 0.587719= 03
0.887100 0.816603E 05 0.527813E 02 0.614669E 03
;.697236 0.850733E 05 0.583854E 02 0.6819092 03
0.307276 0.877951; 05 0.618097E 02 0.738259E 03
0.917485 0.917609E 05 0.649510E 02 0.757369= 03
0.927656 0.970415E 05 0.102173E 03 0.801835E 03
0.937748 0.107181E 06 0.116860E 03 0.867075E 03
0.947786 0.119030E 06 0.123297E 03 0.914184E 03
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two sub-totals shown in columns 10 and 1'. The number shown in column 11

represents tae expected cr normal usai.-_ for a three-month period. These

normaJl usage items are expected to be issued by the depot each three-month

period. The quantities listed in column L0 are back-up items required to

raise the provisioning level of all equipments to 99% or only one time out

of a hundred will the depot be unable to supply the requested part for all

equioments. The depot stock list for parts only recomends a range of

2,-72 part types ani a depth of 5,259 parts which have a total volume of

677 cubic feet, a total weight of 4,304 pounds, and a total cost of

$250,095.00. The depot stock lists for parts and assemblies recommends a

range of 1,305 diffferent type items and a total depth of 4,551 items which

have a total volume of 642 cubic feet, a total weight of 4,451 pounds, and

a total cost of $569,024.00. As stated in Secticr III, the program has the

ability to consider lead time for depot stock quantity, but since these

data were not availabie for the program, all lead.times have been set at

zerc. The equipment and support ship were provisioned only with code 1 and

3 type pa.s since these were the only parts installable by the ship's force.

The depot, nowever, stocks code 1, 2, 3, and 4 items since it must supply

all the needs of the equipments.

MPOT STOCK CONSTRAINTS

Tables l1 anL 12, Stock Constraints, are in the same format as

presented previously for equipment and support ship constraints where

column 1 is the provisioning level, column 2 is the price, column 3 is

the cube, and column 4 is the weight. Table 11 shows the depot constraints

for prorisioning parts only, and table 12 shows the depot constraints for

prov-.sion.ing parts and assemblies. Figure 11 shows price, cube, and weight

'7



TABLE 11. DEPOT STOCK CCNSTRAINTS - FARTS ONLY

Provisioning
Level Price Cube Weight

0,010182 O.60691LE 05 0.160034E 03 0,11O422E Oh
0.020330 0.607h35Z 05 O.16Oh7hE 03 0.111703E 04
0.031073 0.609205E 05 0.160520E 03 C.112399E 04
c.Oo!54O 0.6!!9347 05 0.i60550E 03 0.112h99E Oh
0.052010 0.612h07E 05 0.160598E 03 0.112756E Oh
0.063062 0.612437E 05 0.160627E 03 0.112806E Oh
O.C74397 0.613740E C5 0.160686E 03 0.113071E 04
0.084621 0.613782E 05 O.160695E 03 0.11310!E Oh
0.096250 0.613862E 05 01E0706E 03 0.113129E O4
0.107482 0.613965E 05 0.1607&OE 03 0.i13203E Oh
0.119363 0.6!5C89E 05 0.160833E 03 0.113313E Oh
C.12966h 0.615123E C5 0.!60863E 03 0.113352E Oh
C.Ih0855 0.615332E 05 0.16o893E 03 0,113h28E Oh
0.111i 0.615373E 05 0.160918E 03 0.113L82E Oh
0.163486 0.615387- 05 0.160923E 03 0.113496E 04
0.17L679 0.615503E 05 0.160931E 03 0.113526E C4
C,186511 O.615626E 05 o.160955E 03 0.113561E 04
0.1988L'- 0.615761E 05 0.160962E 03 0.13585E O4
0.211548 0.615761Z 05 0.160962E 03 0.113585E Oh
C.223845 0.615822E C5 0.160982E 03 01136hLE Ch
0.236545 0.615986E 05 0.161008E 03 0.11373LE Oh
0.249966 0.616012E 05 o.1610OgE 03 O.113746E o4
0.260529 0.616c12E 05 O.161009E 03 O.137h6E Oh
0.271539 0.616012E 05 0.161009E 03 0.13746E C4
C.28301h 0.6160liE' 05 0.161036E 03 0.113815E 04
0.29h973 0.61635OE 05 0.161091E 03 0.113915E Oh
0.307438 0.616h02E 05 0.161129E 03 0.113977- Oh
O.320430 0.616537- 05 0.1611L8E C3 0.11402CE O4
0.333971 0.616937E 05 0,161197r 03 O.11L32CE Oh
0.3L808L 0.616937 05 0.161197E 03 O.llL32OF CL
C.362793 0.616937W 05 0.161197 03 0.11L32CE 04
0.3729h3 0.616937E 05 0.161197E 03 0.11h320E Oh
C.383305 0.6169L6E 05 0.167213E 03 O.1 1h339EK 04
0.395760 0.6h1o53E 05 o.167220E 03 0.114L16E 0
0.L09536 0.6Uhll8E 05 0.167250E 03 0,ll-h53E Oh
0,L23791 0.6L1177 05 0.167268E 03 O.114521E Oh
0.L38219 0.641280E 05 0.167299E 03 O.11L579E C
O.L52973 0.6hlh3E 05 0.167303E 03 0.11h593E Oh
0.463c83 0.6Llhh3E 05 0.167303E 03 0.11593E Oh
0.L77C91 0.641499E 05 O.167306E 03 0.11617E Oh
O.L9OLO 0.6U.749E 05 0.167316E C3 0.11h666E CL
.0L161 0.64318hE 05 0.167338E 03 0,1IL709E CL

0.517816 0.6439ChE 05 Ce3l-,0._97,13E OS O CL 9Eg CL
0.528569 0.64hhlhE 05 0.167162E 03 0,115327 C4
0.SO441 0.6L5938E 05 0.16750LE 03 0.15538E 04
0.552504 0.6L5952E C5 0.167508E 03 0.115570E o
O.564836 0.6L5952E Cc 0.167508E 03 0,115570E Oh
0.577444 0.645952E 05 O.167508E 03 O.11557CE Oh
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TLELE 1. DEPCT STOCK CONSTRAINTS - PARTS ONLY (Continued)

?lrovisioning
Level Price Cube

0.590333 0.645952E o5 0.167508E U0 O.115570E 04
0.603509 0.6L5952E 05 0.167508E 03 0.115570E OL
0.613584 C.645952E 05 0.167508E 03 O.115570E 04
0.623828 0.6L5952E 05 o.167508E 03 0.215570E 04
0.634242 0.645952E 05 0.167508E 03 0.115570E o4
o.644830 0.645952E 05 0.167508E 03 0,11557OE 04
0.655595 o.6L5952E 05 o.167508E 03 0.1]5570 O
0.666539 0.645952E 05 0.167508E 03 0.11557CE 04
0.677667 0.645952EC 05 o.167508E 03 0.1J5570E 04
0.688980 o.645952E 05 0.167508E 03 0.1557CE 04
0.700482 0.645952E 05 0.167508E 03 0.115570E 04
0.712175 0.645952E 05 0.167508E 03 0.11557OE 04
0.72L065 0.645952E 05 0.167508E 03 0.115570E 04
0.736152 0.645952E 05 0.167508E 03 0,115570E 0
0.748LL2 0.645952E 05 0.167508E 03 0.-15570 04
0.760936 0.645952E 05 O.167508E 03 0.115570E 04
0.763331 0.6L5998E 05 0.167512E 03 o.15588E O4
0.786107 0.6L6087E 05 0.167526E 03 o.115615E O
0.796214 0.67C140E o5 0.173533E 03 0.115729E Oh
.0.806533 0.6701L2E 05 0.173537E 03 0.115755E 04

0.816602 0.676064E 05 0.173994E 03 0,116924E 04
0.826763 0.679627E 05 0.174212E 03 0.118267E 04
0.836886 0.688897WE 05 0.174375E 03 O.118677E 04
o.8b6920 0.693640E 05 0.174877E 03 0.119455E O
0.857135 0.799787E 05 0.184328BE 03 0.120718E OI
0.867416 0.808355E 05 O;.184595E 03 0.124329E O

0.877623 0.830540E 05 0.189464E 03 0.130750E 04
0.887779 0.841622E 05 0.190263E 03 0.131176E 04
0.898005 0.847022E 05 0.191012E 03 0.135117E Oh
0.908148 0.965356E 05 0.204252E 03 0.166757E 04
0.918253 0.969613E 05 0.204833E 03 0.168918E 04
0.928277 0.990407E 05 0.210157E 03 0.17227LE O4
0.938117 0.112568E 06 0.280308E 03 0.17585CE 04
0.948183 0.120050E 06 0.288372E 03 0.182857E 04
0.958531 0.129246E 06 0,304654E 03 0.218273E Oh
0.968559 0.140616E 06 0.311794E 03 0.227103E 04
0.978570 0.158393E 06 0.358859B 03 0.21081! O4
0.988571 0,176898E 06 0.377945E 03 0.284285E 04
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TABE 12. DEPOT STOZK CONSTR_2NTS - PARTS AND ASSE=BLES

F-rovisioning
Level Price Cube Weight

0.010848 0.1503L9E 05 0.392251E 02 0.10190E 03
0.020895 0.155660E 05 0.412822E 02 0.105709E 03
0.031672 0.161663E 05 0.452842E 02 0.130850E 03
0.043282 0.163348BE 05 0.452983E 02 0.134640E 03
0.055402 0.167365E 05 0.456729E 02 0.141770E 03
0.066727 0.168973E 05 0.457135E 02 0.143440E 03
0.077579 0.168999E 05 0.457597E 02 0.14hI010E 03
0.088324 O.170709E 05 O.i58061E 02 0.146L90E 03
C.098606 0.175919E 05 0,465351E 02 0.149810E 03
o.108684 0.200919E 05 0.527166B 02 0.155760E 03
0.121127 0.202719E 05 0.532276E 02 0.171920E 03
0.132902 0.202837E 05 0.532825E 02 0.173440E 03
0.145463 0.203377E 05 0.534757E 02 0.177360E 03
0.158588 0.203496E 05 0.535158BE 02 0.178".E 03
0.170339 0.20375L7 05 0.535312E 02 0.178630E 03
0.181327 0 21L75LE 05 0.595312E 02 0.204830E 03
0.195701 0.21525oE 05 0.595L17E 02 0.205200E 03
0.205911 0.215250E 05 0.595L17E 02 0.20520OE 03
0.21 66 54 0.215259E 05 0.595571E 02 0.205390E 03
0.227957 0.215276E 05 0.595879E 02 0.205770E 03
0.239850 0.215293E 05 0.596187E 02 0.206150E 03
0.252364 0.215351r- 05 0.596367E 02 0.209740E 03
0.265530 o.2156oE o5 0.59976E 02 0.218060E 03
0.279133 0.215601E 05 0.599476E 02 0.218060E 03
0,293169 0.217616E 05 0.599531E 02 0.218460E 03
0.306856 0.217703E 05 0.599591E 02 0.219200E 03
0.31976L 0.218053E 05 0.59965LE 02 0.21975DE 03
0.330481 0.218053E 05 0.599654E 02 0.219750E 03
0.343186 0.218098E 05 0.600002E 02 0,220550E 03
0.353728 ";.21838BE 05 0.600007L 02 0.2205807 03
0,366199 0,218362E 05 0.600052E 02 0.220720E 03
0.378425 c.218425E 05 0.600206E 02 0.2212OE 03
0.390388 0.218890E 05 0.600357E 02 0.221650E 03
0.402569 0.219640E 05 0.600362E 02 0.221680E 03
0.41158 0.219669E 05 0.60050LE 02 0.222050E 03
0.426080 " 0.219687E 05 0.600714'E 02 0.222300 03
0.438346 0.219867E 05 0.600746E 02 0.222480E 03
0450965 0.219867E 05 0.6007L6E 02 0.222480E 03
0.L62927 0.219942E 05 0.600753E 02 0.222590E 03
0.475789 0.219950E 05 0.600907E 02 0.222780E 03
0.L87480 0.221200L 05 0.60109OD 02 0.223780E 03
0.500128 0.2L6560E 05 0.661199E 02 0.22710E 03
0.512712 0.251835E 05 0.668836E 02 0.232700E 03
0.525685 0.251985E 05 0.668972E 02 0.2339307 03
0.538986 0.252101E 05 0.669126E 02 0.23505OE 03
0.552623 0.253721E 05 C.671876E 02 0.243450B 03
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TABLE 12. DEPOT STCCK CONSTRAINTS - PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES (Continued)

Provisioning
Level Price Cube Weight

0.56375L 0.253729E 05 0.672030E 02 0.253640E 03
0.5770L2 0.254503E 05 0.673302E 02 0.248460E 03
0.587109 0.256012E 05 0.673794E 02 0.250LOOE 03
0.598938 0.261050E 05 0.69L1o1E 02 0.252160E 03
0.611681 0.267050E 05 0.734101E 02 0.277160E 03
0.624024 0.269150E 05 0.734612E 02 0.280060E 03
0.635678 0.269453E 05 0.734638E 02 0.2802140E 03
o.645820 0.294873E 05 0.795447E 02 0.283970E 03
0.656157 0.30052LE 05 0.804336E 02 0.29370E 03
0.666740 0.304031E 05 0.808511E 02 0.301220E 03
0.676910 0.318292E 05 0.870104E 02 0.331690E 03
0.687002 0.369266E 05 0.960930E 02 0.67010E 03
0.697133 0.390680E 05 0.101363E 03 0.708130E 03
0.707203 0.415988E 05 0.103589E 03 0.755529E 03
0.7172L6 0.h31014E 05 0.I04806E 03 0.778579E 03
0.727288 0.491276E 05 0.112838E 03 0.795629E 03
0.737573 0.559574E 05 0.118096E 03 0.807589E 03
0.747734 0.578809E 05 0.118738E 03 0.832419E 03
0.757898 0.591820E 05 0.152265E 03 0.854625E 03
0.767959 0.630952E 05 0.161336E 03 0.897345E 03 -
0.778258 0.649266E 05 0.162677E 03 0.925045E 03
0.788330 0.666258E 05 0.168263E 03 0.993925E 03
0.79586 0.726408E 05 0.169672E 03 0.102013E Oh
0.808643 0.759098E 05 0.17183LE 03 0.105320E 04
0.818665 0.777114E 05 0.173305E 03 0.107723E 04
0.328780 0.791720E 05 0.173999E 03 0.109920E OI
0.838843 0.805065E 05 0.175399E 03 0.112023E 04
0.848971 0.957093E 05 0.190561E 03 0.1LLL52E 04
0.858983 0.!00901E 06 0.195449E 03 0.147494E 04
0.8690L3 0.1L48E 06 0.230215E 03 0.152085E 04
0.879162 0.110057E 06 0.235255E 03 0.151992E Ch
0.889261 0.1128L0E 06 0.237764E 03 0.158410E O4
0.899379 0.JI4322E 06 0.238738E 03 0.159597E 04
0.909451 0.116508E 06 0.240OL5E 03 0.160605E 04
3.919515 0.137500E 06 O.2554L6E 03 0.164748E Oh
0.929591 0.143827E 06 0.266845E 03 0.171933E 04
0.939631 0.162668E 06 0.28L993E 03 0.179976E 04
0.9496L8 0.182272E 06 0.302122E 03 0.214607E 04
0.95965L 0.192066E 06 0.307320E 03 0.222155E O4
0.969686 0.209912E 06 0.326532E 03 0.2L2598E C4
0.979705 0.225436E 06 C.30LLO4E 03 0.25007LE 04
0.989718 0.268917E 06 C.LL21318E 03 0.301894E 04
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plotted as a function of provisioning level for parts provisioning. Figure

12 illustrates the same information for a depot provisioning both parts

and assemblies.

APL CALCULATIONS

Two Allowance Parts Lists for the AN/SPS-40 Radar were analyzed during

this program. These were the Allowance Parts Lists dated February 1963

and November 1964. The latter APL did not contain a complete Section B, but

only a partial listing of the circuit symbols. This procedure, while

indicating the equipment population of the part type, precludes the possi-

oility of identifying the circuit locations of the part type. The exact

circuit locations are necessary when considering revisions to the maintenance

policy or stocking policy.

The procedures used in analyzing the two above APL's were the same.

The initial step was to assign replacement rates to the part quantities

saown in tze stock number sequence list, Section C of the APL. The part

types of FSN, allowed quantities, and replacement rates were transferred to

punced cards. The punched cards were inserted, in FSN order, into a deck

of cards containing the remaining part types, replacement rates, and popu-

lazion witdin the equipment. It is necessary to have all parts represented

wtetzer the parts are to be spared or not. The card deck containing only

zhiipboard installable parts was used in conjunction with the computer

program to determine the associated provisioning level. The older APL

dazed F1br~ry 1963 which had a range of 1,161 part types and a depth of

2,132 parts listed in its stock number sequence list was determined to have

a proe.sionig level of -/2%. The newer Navy AP dated November 1964,

wdich had a range of 1,297 par types and a depth of 2,455 parts listed in



its stociv nuroer sequence ltwas deternined tQhave a provisiorng level.

It was found that the cuant.i-ies in Section C cof th e ;-PL included

-_ep&air-zle assemb--.es as well as stDare -oarts. There are several metnods

of' hndling the modeling, -nowever, tne meth.od caosen was tne onewic

would credit the APL with the greatest possible protection level. The

procedure assumes t.hat. vwen an assembl-,y f&'aIls it"z is rer.Laced bythe spare

assembtly after w:nI :ch_ t~ue spare parts are used and finally the malfunctioned

assembly may be comcletely cann.ibalizea.

Tac APL (Fetbrua-ry lc ;) contains 2,132 spares listed in Section C as

allowed quantitie s, nowever, 458 of' these spares are for assemblies contain-

i.ng replacea:cle parts. Ther-e are 47 di';fe rentz assem ,ies and one of' the

assem-Clies is allowed t wo stares. Th.e 4& assemblies contain 3,509 parts

wh-ic*.h when comcbined wit.h the other s*tares listed in the APL make a totalI

C+' 5,941 spares. T-ke 5,941L stares were used in the APL calculations and

yielde;d -/2% prtcto cr a tnree-inonth period.

The stDare tDarts were calculat:ed to cost $42,275-00 and the cost of

the parts withn te 4b Stare asser.'-lies cost $10,315.0"j. aring previous

studies it -;as oeen found that assemblies cost anpro"Ximatcely five times

their parts coat hic indicates that the assemb.lies have an estimate d

value of 5,9.~ The spare parts and the spare assemblies combined

are then valued at $903,b67.0,D which represents the cost of' the allowed

quan:±tie s spec-ift-ed_ zy tne AFL. Since there are some parts witi. un nown

cost, trie spare part.s cost would be i-ncreased when trie cost of~ these

parts is obtained.



Section VI

DISCUSSION OF PHASE I RESULTS

A result of major interest generated during Phase I of this program

is the comparison of recommended spares of the Vitro stock list aud the APL.

Table 13 contains comparisons of the three stock lists generated for the

equipment by Vitro and Navy ARE's which are dated Febraury 1963 and November

1964. Since the APL provides for both critical and noncritical parts, the

AYL should most properly be compared with the Vitro critical/noncritical

stock lists. Two of Vitro stock lists are for provisioning parts only,

the other is for both p-arts and assemblies.

The Vitro critical/noncritical stock list fdr parts only was determined

to provide 90% provisioning level for a three-month period and was found to

cost $78,058.00. The AFL dated February 1963 was found to provide 0.5%

provisioning level for a three-month period and cost $93,867.00. Both

costs are actually greater than the stated amounts since the cost of approx-

imately 300 - 400 parts are unknown. The APL dated February 1963 did not

consider Field Changes 10, 11, and 12 which has the effect of degrading

the provisioning level.

The Vitro stock list for parts only in general has greater range and

less depth than does the AM except for the items in stock class 5960 where

the depth in many cases is greater than the 1963 APL. Of the 1,809 items

considered by the Vitro stock list, 324 were not given any spares, 1,310 were

given one spare each, and 175 items had a depth greater than one. About

50% of those items with a depth greater than one are found in stock class

IS OUANK 8
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5960 which consists primarily of tubes and diodes. There were 1,112 part

types with the same depth in the two stock lists. The two stock lists

had 60 to 80 percent agreement in the categories of resistors and capacitors

found in stock classes 5905 and 5910, respectively. Of the 991 part types

waich had a changed depth in the Vitro stock list, it was found that 268

part types had lesser depth than the APL and 738 had an increased depth

over the AFL. Much of the increased depth is due to mechanical items in

stock classes 3010 through 3110 and Lockheed part numbers which were not

provisioned by the AFL. There were 29 part types which were given spares

by the AL but were not given spares in the Vitro stock list. There were

297 part types which were not given spares by either the APL or the Vitro

stock list.

A comarison was also made between the four. Vitro stock lists and

the newer APL of November 1964 which has been up-dated to include Field

Changes 1 through 12. This APL had a provisioning level of 1% and a range

of 1,297 and a depth of 2,455 items. The most useful comparison is between

the AFL and the Vitro critical/noncritical stock list for parts and

assemblies. This Vitro stock list contained 518 items not in the APL

and conversely The APL contained 418 items not spared in the Vitro stock

list. Four hundred and four of the 418 items were not spared by the

Vitro stock list because they are assembly parts. The Vitro stock list

had 825 items which had the same allowed quantity as the AFL and 790 items

with a changed depth.

Table 14 shows the 518 items which were provisioned in the Vitro

stock list for parts and assemblies which were not allowed spares by the

November 1964 APL. Table 15 shows the 14 items which were provisioned in

the November 1964 AFL but were not allowed spares by the Vitro stock list for
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TABLE i4. PARTS PROVISIOND BY VITRO STOCK LIST - DOTr L APL (1964)

3010-725-8019 4140-837-9898 5340-677-L0o2 5905-256-33613010-733-5276 l1h0-893-045 5310-685-7023 5905-549-56023010-983-6007 4310-073-3573 5340-725-969 5905-552-2jL23020-060-7926 4320-620-7199 53J.30-754-1899 5905-731-8358
3020-060-7927 4720-873-2683 5340-81z-047L 5905-731-8361
0020-060-7928 1720-873-2684 5340-820-6748 5905-801-56333020-580-2204 4720-873-2688 5340-825-8229 5905-801-56122020-620-7195 4720-873-2689 5355-049-8572 5905-801-58523020-731-4117 4730-684-3579 5355-556-0115 5905-801-62123020-731-4418 1730-720-046! 5680-020-2790 5905-812-31703020-731-4U19 4730-815-6976 5840-020-2772 5905-828-4098-14020-731-1420 4730-872-9213 5840-020-2785 5905-837-77763020-731-4425 4820-L44-9775 5840-023-1955 5905-839-L6373020-731-4126 L820-81"1-8448 5810-055-1731 591C-087-09223020-731-1127 4820-860-4282 5840-056-7033 5910-101-40632020-731-L428 4920-792-9219 5840-064-8308 5910-101-46793020-731-4L29 5305-543-2777 5840-065-9716 5910-126-91703020-731-W431 5305-513-2789 5840-073-2235 5910-644-62213020-732-4902 5310-582-6300 5840-073-2236 5910-666-55853020-732-4903 5310-613-4287 584c-073-2237 5910-666-6173020-732-4906 5310-655-75U1 5310-073-2238 5910-725-26163020-732-8530 5310-680-9492 58LO-439-634O 5910-899-!3983020-769-1087 5310-687-2626 580-713-5382 5915-076-01293020-791-5484 5315-298-0950 5340-732-8505 5915-076-211452020-801-4229 5315-687,5126 5840-758-0898 5915-715-23503020-801-4230 5315-731-9233 5340-769-1078 5915-798-L9633020-801-4231 5315-812-3035 5840-787-2755 5915-8"8-33913020-801-4232 5315-840-9853 5840-787-2756 5915-818-33921020-820-9262 5330-171-9361 5840-787-3709 5915-813-55963020-820-9263 5330-290-9L81 5840-787-3723 5915-860-08263020-839-8972 5330-530-1991 5840-789-5240 5920-281-02103020-839-8973 5330-530-2008 5 40-798-4961 5920-281-02243020-839-3974 5330-585-3217 5300-838-335 5920-296-58693020-839-8975 5330-713-5370 5810-838-3386 5920-739-79793020-839-3976 5330-801-0775 5340-860-0842 5920-799-573020-841-7098 5330-879-6842 5310-860-0855 5920-799-857?3020-879-4036 5330-950-1162 5840-872-9209 5930-019-81723020-985-0201 5340-073-2232 5840-872-9214 5930-019-'1733040-44-9779 5340-073-2233 5810-966-7707 5930-019-81753040-580-9749 5340-073-2234 5840-966-7708 5930-615-75823010-769-1079 5340-286-9469 580-976-3268 5.930-635-15223010-769-1080 5310-513-2262 5840-976-839 5930-655-15223040-769-1082 5310-585-1660 580-991-1196 5930-713-52523110-410-3885 5310-585-9835 5840-991-3373 5930-713-53-73'10-702-1599 5340-598-1228 580-715-9122 5930-713-5313120-713-1651 5340-630-6486 5905-170-2001 5930-837-80583120-715-9542 5340-631-6033 5905-195-6800 5930-860-08L6
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TAL . PARTS PRO1SIOIED BY VITRO STOCK LIST - NOT 11; APL (1964,) (Con.inued)

9?3&-573-2690 5945-056-6771 2329F0045-L 440OB0643

5945-629-36L7 2329FOOi5-5 Ut003071h
9935-222-64h57 5950-552-803 2329F00h5-6 LOOB0715
935-237-6)5 5950-552-8705 2329F0O45-7 LLOOB0716
9523-6"0 5950-553-569L 2329F0025-8 U10OB0716501.35-255-6045 4oB0717

9;5-259-0337 5950-731-1886 2329FOO45-9 4OOB0722
5935-259-0367 5950-789-5238 2329FOO45-i LcOOBO744
5935-239-6892 5950-837-5822 2329FO045-12 40OB0745

935-&91-6525 5950-838-1935 2329F0095-12 4LOOB1354
5935-539-2651 5950-836-1960 2329O09 O00B1367
5935-583-8689 5959-819-6860 233300012 L40OB1369
5 935-556-7217 5960-266-300o 2333C0031 440OB1370
5935-615-1108 5960-548-6530 2344B0066 hL00B1371
5935-617-229 5960-556-2621 2344B0067 4OB1371

5935-636-5905 5960-581-5603 234400042 4OBI1735935-665-7227 5960-586-7056 23"C00166 44OOB1374
5935-677-8052 5960-682-0885 234400166-2 L4OB1375
5935-671-8200L 5960-810-4928 23440018L hOOB11.h
5935-713L5200 5970-151-8012 234DO4lU 44OOB14h
5935-725-:150 5975-966-7706 23L4D0179 44OOB1463
5935-729-8034 5999-060-8643 2344D0183 440OB!463-2
935-729-0376 5999-086-8567 234/4FOO90 24OOBI477

-935-73i-1885 5999-713-5384 2341.0163 4LOOB1479
935-752-236 5999-731-1878 23LLF016h 4OOB1509
5935-755-536 5Q,9-735-2350 2344F0165 LbOOBl703

935-60-O82L 5999-755-2918 26303039 ILOOB1705

9c35-560-0825 5999-789-2197 2730B0354 LOB1709
935-579-52.13 5999-837-949L 2630B0360 LL00B21265935-879-516 5999-837-995 26301669 LOOB2129;935-985-2005 6105-L46-9772 2630D0007 400C0017

5935-991-3377 6125 .2L5-7136 2630DO092 234LLC0159
Z91 6145-080-6515 2630D142 2344C0159-2
59&-255-1931 61L5-O80-8733 2630DO169 L1O0033
9aO-50-533 6115-754-8159 2630D0433 L -OOCO6055940-500-5373 6625-728-6029 2630FO005 JLLooco6h1

591-500-5381 6625-728-6030 2900 i4000C0626
59L0-500-5388 6680-801-2211 3239FOO94 L400,0647
5940-502-522 6680-801-2212 39905 COO O65 0

59143-502-8L69 6685-735-4689 L1388 "a0O'0712
5940-518-9611 7901-L06-2037 400BO152 WOOC1265
59"0-52-8546 194OB1509 L400B0198 hiOO01265-2

-542-85 2329B0019-2 h400B0262 44OOC1266
594 0-577-7 L62 2329B0049 440OB0314 0O3T1267
59C--2l~627 2329D0083 400B0340 h40C1267-2
5940- 613-2627 4W 6-
59.O723-3501 2329F0024 40OB0h36 44OOC1268

2329F0045-2 4LOOB0493 4"OOC127959,.3-787-3726 2329F0045-3 44OBOS49 L00C1367



TABLE 4. PARTS PROVSIONED BY VITRO STOCK LIST - :oT Z: APL (1964) (Continued)

L400C184 5999-022-9963LLLOC1384-2 CTC20-i 5999-713-L349
41-0C1384-3 33573 5999-837-5826
"hOC1334-4 JVLOA2H6A1 5999- 837-9L9 64LOC1645 K6738-8-2 5999-950-28854COOC164 S21922-L.R 6210-;0L-1617L-hOC1864-2 21923-3c 6210-553-1711:4OOC1864-3 HS21923-12C 6210-553-3219LLOOC1864-3 XS91528-. 6210-836-256444OCC1866 i!S91528-II-2 6625-088-5L11.4 h00c1866-2 MS3102SEl4S9 6625-649-327L

- 4 , O O0 0 0 8 6 6 - R B 6 C Z ,R 3 h O O A 6 5 - 1 - 3 i
~0C16-3 PCO80FIOIX 625-733529431LUi0001860-4 RC20GF12K 6625-733-2745aLLC001866-5 RC20GF12.xK 6625-733-27464, GOCl866-6 RCOF5<6625-733-2743hC02176-6 RC20GF223K 6625-820-8'58LOOC2O17 RC2OGF331K 6625-824-860JZOoDo9o-4 RCL2GF1O2K 6625-820-8L61i-0OD09OL-5 W33G620 6625-838-0Th74OOD1214 SSG350-126 6625-838-O14b8WuhOOD.153 TCI-h33 6625-372-9212W00D1553 0000-000-0000 6625-873-2680

IG0D1716 88T 6583218zlOOF052L 8-SFTX 66LS-S8o-5693"OCFO525 10-133 1940203644iLOOF0526 12-8FTX 2630B0378"OOFO916 204-StZC 263030L.2LuOGF!213 602D4 26331687

UL0CF1289 20h5-1 426CB01063990h-4 L!LCOBOL83.00OF1293 39904-5 idOOB09694 0OF1293 39916 39913L4LCOF1295 5133-25W 399140COF1299 5330-531-5375 39915L.0OF1S00 534-798-4968 39916L"01BOh6o 5355-881-h2LO 399174OiBOG61 5840-715-9531 39919iOIS0L62 5840-891-8028 1888013O0463 5845-787-2757 2.i89
Ll C067 5905-190-887h LI890
A23S36-5- 5905-279-2530 C1939h-iA23L36-5-3 5910-807-2585 

-Th2C
.9Jf924-D J0-823-12Ch 1--89A.924-LD 5910-825-1637 211'"Cih7-3 5910-826-466 h592
017-4 5930-715-9426 19399-6Ci 7 - 5930-715-01580 l - l! l l
CQOSA17-2,15 5935-552-7613 222-22-22

CQ22C1SSIO3K 5960-273-24!5

I_2



TA3~~.L PARTS PR0'_ISZ7: BY APL (-96L) NOT IF VITRO STOCK LIST

5333-255-98Ll

5,l^-33-9280
5 935-240-8166

5935-552-68142
5935-552-7720
5935-813-4722
5935-991-3375
5950-860-0818
5950-860-0819
5950-860-0820
-5960-549-7670
5999-731-1881
6210-26h-7010

TA3LE 16. PARTS PROVISI0ED BY APL (96q4) - ZTED FRC , VITRO STOCK LIST

303v-360-0829 5905-254-7100 5905-279-3519 5905-577-17613110-097-9611 5905257-0926 5905-279-3521 5905-577-6442
* 3110-19-2930 5905-264-8753 5905-279-3837 5905-577-7L273110-806-9L6 5905-279-1718 5905-279-5476 5905-581-78735330-O5L-690L 5905-279-1751 5905-283-7402 5905-681-58i7

5330-171-9916 5905-279-1753 5905-299-1971 5905-661-501c5330-265-1095 5905-279-175L 5905-299-2000 5905-681-9969
5330-255-936 5905-279-1877 5905-299-2011 5905-683-21975L"0-59 -3033 5905-279-1881 5905-299-2030 5905-683-2206
50,- S- 96 5905-279-1883 5905-518-9223 5905-683-6792
5?05-06&-7570 5905-279-1897 5905-542-7804 5905-686-3129
5905-102-27LO 5905-279-2019 5905-552-6018 5905-686-33795905-171-2001 5905-279-2518 5905-553-2202 5905-686-999L
05-190-357 5905-279-2626 2905-556-.4086 5905-726-"135~~ 59o5-72011- '95 95-5340* 905-192-050 5905-279-2650 5905-556-h101 5905-752-3377

5905-192-069 5905-279-2651 5905-556-5231 5905-732-59L
5905-195-552 5905-279-2673 5905-556-6420 5905-732-895
5905-195-5546 5905-279-3L94 5905-556-7015 5905-732-8522
5905-195-653 5905-279-3502 5905-577-0437 5905-752-35675905-195-6791 5905-279-3511 59o5-577-0448  5905-752-3597
5905-2Ag-36&2 5905-279-3514 5905-577-1615 5905-752-3973



TABiL 16. PARTS PROVISIONED BY APL (1964) - LETED IFRCM VITRO STOCK LIST
(Continued)

5905-752-6575 5905-846-9676 5910-681-7347 5910-883-57155905-752-6583 5905-879-6899 5910-686-6005 5910-892-77005905-800-3469 5905-879-7127 5910-686-7100 5910-898-90195905-800-3470 5905-893-5198 5910-688-3007 5910-899-18975905-800-3472 5910-051-3825 5910-702-9928 5910-899-6553
5905- 01-5687 5910-051-8104 5910-713-5243 5910-965-5L6k'105-02-6730 5910-081-6985 5910-725-5L23 5910-990-6a55"05-905-0998 5910-088-3113 5910-726-8695 59!5-95 5-ii. 9> ,05-307-6297 5910-161-L490 5910-752-4499 5930-635-1522
5905-808-9774 5910-174-5105 5910-806-2716 5930-787-371L59o5-810-9349 5910-280-7406 5910-806-4328 5930-845-584o5905-811-9878 5910-284-4o5o 5910-807-1543 5935-020-8931590 5-812-273 5910-519-6698 5910-807-9409 5935-064-852;5905-821-2737 5910-542-7439 5 910- 8 12-27L7 5935-IL9-3L835905-812-27L2 5910-542-7491 5910-812-2748 5935-201-704359o5-812-27L3 5910-553-71)L7 5910-812-3918 5935-201-79225905-812-274)i 5910-583-0735 5910-812-3919 5935-259-03soS9c5-.12-3171 5910-583-0878 591o-814-3850 5935-552-459I O;-,112-3177 5910-583-1776 5910-815-4118 5935-721-26753)05-612-3178 5910-615-9812 5910-818-9758 5935-786-12175905-812-3179 5910-636-3824 5910-820-6115 5935-787-8325905-818-1990 5910-636-4271 5910-821-"79 5935-804.7L475905-823-3379 5910-642-6787 5910-823-1512 5935-812-63425905-833-5818 5910-643-8713 5910-823-1538 5935-812-63165905-837-7951 5910-646-4973 5910-823-1657 5935-&-92'05-037-7952 5910-64-jo30 5910-825-7342 5945-eO -3432SC5-437-7954 5910-648-9534 5910-829-3305 5945-615-84131CS-S37-7955 5910-648-9537 5910-833-9542 5945-820-5650305-37-9899 5910-648-9539 5910-834-5003 5950-416-65045905-337-;900 5910-649-2946 5910-835-3912 5950-473-5,4651?C5-337-:p0 5910-649-3154 5910- 35-66h5 5950-5L2-Z7975905-837- "'32 5910-6h9-5176 5910-838-239L 5950-617- *O5905-838-12'S2 5910-655-0i 7  

5910-839-5734 5950-oj4-t2'85905-838-1263 5910-668-0729 5910-840-03J48 5950-713-29359C5-"38-33J6 5910-668-3129 910-842-2302 5950-713-&296-05-840--7L 5910-668-45a2 5910-848-9092 5950-713-4297-5-80-07,13 5910-668-8167 5910-8L9-5264 5950-732-8507;05-341-0282 5910-668-8168 5910-849-6155 5905-732-8508)05-841,-iIJ 5910-676-8292 5910-860-0828 5950-788-i215905-84.1-3122 5910-681-7124 5910-860-0831 5950-798-4955



mA=7_B . PARTS PROVISIONED BY APL (1961) DE-PTED FR%, ITR0 STOCK LIST
(Continued)

5950-798-5656 5950-818-0217 5950-860-0810 5960-80h-6777
5950-798-5657 5950-818-0218 5950-860-0811 5960-806-1091
5950-798-5658 5950-818-0219 5)50-86o-0821 5960-809-9318
5950-798-5659 5950-818-0221 5950-860-3445 5960-810-2763
5950-798-5663 5950-818-0222 5950-872-9217 5960-811-3372
5 950- 7 985-6 5950-818-0225 5950-873-2691 5960-812-9996
5950-798-5665 5950-818-3680 5955-796-2757 596O-81i-7566

50-798-5667 5950-818-3681 5955-797-7627 5960-824-995n590-9-56 59 50-818-3682
5950-798-5669 5950-818-3683 5955-799-1462 5960-837-7262
5950-798-5670 5950-818-3683 5955-811-7886 5960-838-2033
5950-798-5671 >950-818-3684 5955-811-7887 5960-838-5916
5950-798-5673 590-818-3685 5955-812-0970 5960-840-3561
5950-798-567L 5950-818-3686 5955-812-0971 5960-850- 8L50
5950-798-5675 5950-818-3687 5955-812-0972 5960-878-L2Sh
5950-798-5676 5950-818-3688 5955-812-0973 5960-878-6590

5P50-798-5677 5950-818-3659 5955-812-0973 5960-878-6591

0 3- 79-5 5950-8!8-3690 5955-812-0975 5960-878-6592
530- ... '9 5955-818-3695 5960-983-5990

9- :950-818-3996 5960-87-6710 5960-983-75
.- _- 9 5950-818-3997 5960-52-7308 5960-990-L581

S.. . -- 5 950-818-3998 5960-5-9-o99L. 5985-6L9-852
3 5950-818-3000 5960-552-9852 5999-752-3269

595o ... 5950-818-.oo 5960-556-931L 5905-192-7619o- -' 950-818-3902

551-801-i2 5960-661-0062 5905-51-7506
5950-01-1525 5950-818-h003 5960-682-9250 5905-556-3735
5950-501-7672 5950-18-400L 5969-685-8865 5905-556-3732
5950-802-1505 5950-819-392i 5960-712-3939 5905-683-3276
1050-802-L21i 5950-819-6860 5960-712-3952 5910-080-2938
950-801-9363 5950-838-0102 5960-712-7696 5910-556-920

"P50-305-5185 5950-538-191 5960-727-5622 5910-581-7506
3950-8!0- 6 1 5950-838-1915 5960-729-1712 5910-583-1587
5950-12-2759 5950-838-1916 5960-729-8150 5910-822-565
-950-812-2760 5950-838-1917 5960-751-72L6 5910-827-075
5950-815-0537 5950-838-1918 5960-752-0182 5910-833-7797
5950-818-0208 5950-838-1927 5960-752-3952 5910-865-25!0
59"0-818-0210 5950-838-1929 5960-752-02 5935-020-2755
5950-818-0211 5950-838-1937 5960-773-7925 595-733-5275
5950-818-0213 5950-838-1918 5960-783-727 5950-860-3382
5950-818-0275 5950-860-0807 5960-788-864 5950- 860-36i 6

5950-818-0216 5950-860-0809 5960-791-0159 5950-860-318

_8800 590" 312 96 90837F



part.s and assemblies. Table 16 shows the 4C4 items which were provisioned in

the November 1964 AFL but were deleted from the Vitro list because they were

contained within the 84 .z. ified manufturer renal .:azle assembil.es.

The A7L a.n the Vitro stock list (criticai/noncritical parts) pro,,ision-

ing levels versus time are shown graphically in figure 13. The Eranh illus-

trates the ranid decline in provisioning level with time for the AL. There

is so little difference between the Febr-,aart 19u3 APL shown in figure 13 and

the Fecruary luo4 AFL that the graphic scale prevents them from being distin-

guished.

The provisioning level determined for the APL is extremely low waicn

appears to contradict actual conditions since there would never be sufficient

snares available to keep the AN/SPS-40 in operation. it is believed that

there are two forces at work which lessen the effect of the calculated APL

provisioning level on the equipment's ability to obtain the required replace-

mernt naxrts. These forces are that ships are usually at sea for a two to

three week neriod rather than' for three months and that the shin is provi-

sioned by means of a COSAL rather than an AFL. The graph shows that L3% to

22'0 provisioning level is applicable for the two to three week pericd. Since

the ship is stocked by the COSAL, many parts are specified in order to supply

all the equipment on board. it is possible that the AN2/SPS-4C is consu.ing

tarts which were placed on board for equipments other tha.n the ANi/S-S-LC. The

AM was co=nared with the 30 June 1964 COSAL for the USS Furse (DD 882) and

it was found that the COSAL increased depth or suppliel parts not provisioned

by the AIL for approximately 20c; of the items in the 0/'SPS-LC. These stock

room spares would have the effect of decreasing stock-outs on the , SS- .

The above two conditions tend to lessen the effect of insufficient

spares for the ANU/SPS-4G except that the COSAL quantities would not help
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in cases where a part type is unique to the AN/SPS-40. In the case of

unique parts, stock-outs would occur more frequently, which appears to

be verified by field reports.

The question arises as to why the APL has a provisioning level of

less than 1% when it has greater range and depth than the 90% Vitro pro-

visioning level stock list. While both lists have taken the population

of a part type into consideration, the Vitro stock list also considers the

replacement rate to which, in many cases, the APL appears to be insensitive.

Table 17 illustrates a dozen part types which have not been provided with

any spares by the APL. These items have a large enough replacement rate

to limit the maximum provisioning level to 33% even if all other parts

were protected to 100%. The table shows how a few parts can have an aston-

ishingly large effect on the provisioning level calculation.

The importance of a complete equipment part inventory is shown by

this example as well as Justifying effort expended on the equipment manual

which produced 492 circuit symbol changes to the ESO data file. Three of

the items, the pump sub-assembly, the power supply, and the 5970 stock class

capacitor, have appeared on the demand data cards since these items are

unique to the AN/SPS-40. The fact that these items were demanded tends to

justify the rates used in the Vitro calculation and that these parts

should be provided spares by the APL.

As has been shown by table 17, the AFL does not supply a sufficient

number of certain parts if the equipment is to be completely repaired by

the technician. On the other hand, if the EMC specified assemblies and

units are not repaired by the technician, then the APL does not provide

enough spare assemblies. The APFL has a total of 53 spare assemblies while
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TABLE 17. HIGH RATE PARTS

Repl. Rate
Per 106 hrs. Protection
For For Zero (0) Cumulative

FSN Name Pou lation Spares Protection

N 3030-860-0829 Belt 50 .8963 .896

V 3030-86o-0830 Belt, Drive 1 50 .8963 1 .803

3110-702-1599 Bearing 26 .9273 .744

N 4320-620-7199 Pump 15 .9678 .720

N 4320-733-5279 Pump Sub-
Assembly 26 .9432 .680

R 4730-720-0461 Sleeve 18 .9613 .653

4820-814-848 Valve 15 .9678 .632
5840-732-8505 Power Supply 28 1 9394 594

5910-829-3305 Capacitor 24 . .9480 .563

SN 5930-873-2690 Switch
Assembly 34 .9287 .523

N 5935-731-1876 Socket
Assembly 131 -7497 .392

N 5970-848-8455 Capacitor 75 .8M83 .332

- -- - - - - -



the Vitro stock list recomends 141 spare assemblies in order to obtain

a 90% provisioning level for a three-month stock period.

After a detailed analysis by EMC Radar Section of the Vitro stock

results for the AN/SPS-40, two changes in the maintenance policy were

suggested for the Critical/Noncritical parts and assemblies stock list.

The first change suggested was that a pulse transformer with circuit

symbol 4T2, Federal Stock Number 5950-732-8525, be allowed only one spare

instead of three. The second change was that certain specified parts be

stocked instead of the following assemblies:

Circuit Symbol FSN Name

4A2 5840-023-1955 Grid Cavity

4A3 5840-065-9716 Plate Cavity

ll 5840-056-7033 Duplexer

In complying with the recommended changes the above assemblies would

not be stocked but instead the following twenty parts would be added to the

critical/noncritical parts and assemblies stock list:

FSN Nomenclature Spares

3030 860 0829 Belt 2

3030 86o 0830 Belt 2

4720 872 9215 Tube Assembly 1

5315 720 646o Roll pin 1

5330 054 6904 Packing 1

5330 171 9916 "0" Ring 1

5330 265 1095 "0" Ring 1

5330 285 9836 Gasket 1

5840 733 5283 Load Assembly 1
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FS Nomenclature Spares

5840 733 5291 Socket 1

5840 987 1496 Tee Section 1

5840 991 8691 Tee Section 2.

5905 577 6442 Resistor 1

5910 860 0828 Capacitor 1

5940 893 0951 Contact 1

5999 984 7047 Gasket 1

LEC 44o0 B 2086 Gasket 2

LEC 4401 B 0432 Gasket 1

The resulting stock list would have a protection level of 93%,

cost $100,200.00, weight 711 pounds, and have a volume of 121 cubic feet.

The changes to the Critical/Noncritical parts and assemblies stock list

reduced the provisioning level by 1%, the cost by $31,100.00, the weight

by 620 pounds, and the volume by 34 cubic feet. This stock list represents

the results of the most detailed analysis of the maintenance capability of

the ship.
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Section VII

PHASE i CoNicLUSIO s AND RECOt ATIois

The procedures discussed for determining the stock list for critical/

noncritical parts a-nd assemblies sparing are recommended for use by the

liavy for producing the allowance quantities specified on APL's. This

procedure is recommended since it considers the technician skill level,

the availability of on-site test equipment, and current Iavy maintenance

philosophy. The EIvZC adjusted parts end assemblies stock list represents

the most accurate information available on the Aii/SPS-40 Radar at this time.

The parts and assemblies stock list is however, more expensive. As shown

in table 18 there is about a 60 increase in cost when the specified

assemblies and units are stocked rather than performing the repairs aboard

ship. The cost of training and maintenance man-hours required have not

been determined so it is not known which is the more economical procedure

from the overall view.point of liavy. The only conclusion is that the

benefits derived from replacing instead of repairing assemblies aboard

ship is paid for by the logistics system. Even this cost is not the whole

story since an additional number of spare assemblies would have to be

bought to provide for those involved in the repair facility's turn-around

pipeline. 'he cost values shown in table 18 which were generated during

this study represent apprcximate values due to the fact that there were

items provisioned for which no cost figures were available. It is

estimated that this may increase the table values by 10 to 2C percent.

SPREVIOUS PAGE .
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The procedures used require replacement rates. Replacement rates

: cons.-dered -. bce Lae most appropriate type of information for the

of calcu..ating spare reouirements. It is felt that demand data

Do ,' ,ed -7'b when there are two years of data available,part

cnerazi g times ca:n be determined, and the part being considered is a part

iecuiar, i.e., the equipment in which it was used can be identified.

Ve : rates are not considered to be a major draw back, since the liavy is in

a-- e-:cellent position through its various data analysis systems to provide

-. T - t di on replacement rates.

T has become evident during this program that ii, order to produce a

- .- t c stoct list the Navy's maintenance policy must be settled before

-- APL can be properly generated. Of utmost importance are those decisions

""ich specify midules or assemblies which are to be thrown away and those

- are t, be repaired. Nex)t, the location or echelon of repairs must

ce decided since the location of replacement spare piece parts is dependent

-n-n this decision.

There has been znuch discussion recently in the area of logistics

conern~zn ~tae stcckIng of critical items. One recommendation resultiIg

these disciussions has been that critical and noncritical items be

prcvisioned at different levels. The problem area is generated here by the

fact tact a given Federal Stock lNumber will have both critical and non-

critical applications. The stock rooms aboard ships do not reserve parts

:or cri-a-l arpLicatio. only, but issue parts on a first requirement-first-

ser'e basis. in crder to make critical item stocking practical, a method

of reservin items bv the stock room must be initiated throughout the fleet.

J,-glnE fror the results obtained on the AN/SPS-40 and the minor savings
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which would ae involved, such a procedure does not appear to be justified.

Another procedure that has been suggested is the stocking of at least

one spare for every critical part type application. It appears that some

modification to such a procedure would be practical in order to avoid

stocking expensive items for which there is only a slight requirement. For

example, circuit symbol 4A6 which is a drive assembly in the AN/SPS- 140 costs

$1,400.00. The drive assembly is expected to have only 0.7 replacements per

year of radar service. The ships (NCT including support ship and depot

allowance) would have to stock $117,600.00 worth of drive assemblies if' one

were allowed aboard each ship. At the end of 10 years of service life there

would remain $107,800.00 worth of drive assemblies unused. It would take

120 years for the radars to consume the stock quantities of one per ship.

* To avoid such problem areas it is suggested that the criterion be to

stock at least one spare for each critical item unless the item cost was

greater than $50.00. In this case the item would not be stocked on board

unless at least one or more were expected to be replaced during the service

life of the equipment. For all those items which were excluded under the

above conditions, it would be mandatory to stock those critical items

aboard support ships and at depots.

One of the criteria to be applied in Judging the feasibility and

utility of the provisioning procedure is that it responds to the control

* factors of stock and maintenance policy, part rates, and part population.

The results presented in tables 1 and 13 demonstrate that the provisioning

* procedure is sensitive in range, depth, cost, weight, and cube in the five

types of stock and maintenance policies investigated during Phase I. The

comparison between the Vitro stock lists and the AFL' s illustrate the



program's sensitivity to the rates in establishing the provisioning level.

Investigation of the stock lists (tables A-l, A-2, A-3, and A-5) shows that.

the stock quantities are realistically influenced by the part populations.

The above discussion is not presented with the intention of proving the

generated stock lists to be accurate, but it does show that the provisioning

procedure is adequately responsive to desired control factors. To settle -"-

the question of accuracy would require a detailed analysis of equipment

stock requirements over an extended period of time.
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Section VIII
PHASE I

The preceding seven sections have discussed in detail the work

accomplished under Contract 189(181)58090A, Phase I. The effort described

in ,hose sections was directed primrily toward generating the provisioning

procedures, developing a computer program to perform the necessary mathe-

matical operations, and comparing the results of various stocking policies.

During the performance of the above effort, over 1,600 changes were

made to the provisioning parts list by Vitro which were determined bya
C. means of comp=ison with the AN/SPS-40 manual parts list. it was recognized

that further work in this area was needed but was prevented by contract

limitations. DEC and ESO undertook the effort to develop a complete and

accurate parts list for the AZN/SPS-40 Radar during the period of April to

June 1965 utilizing the Vitro inputs and Lockheed inputs.

At the beginning of Phase I the February 1963 APL identified 9,787

circuit symbols. Over 1600 changes were made by Vitro to this listing,

however, only 364 new circuit symbols were added brini in the total for

the Phase I effort to 10,151. ESO and Lockheed added 1,033 new circuit

symbols after the end of Phase I -k a total of 11,184 circuit symbols

which were used to produce the June 1965 AFL. Forty of the 11,184 were found

to have been deleted by Field Change No. 12 which then produced a parts

list of 11,144 part applications within the AN/SPS-40. D= made a final

adjustnt of 585 new circuit symbols which produced a total of 11,729.

Precedng page blank
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Both listings of 11,184 and 11,729 were applied to the Phase II effort.

The following sections of this report present a discussion of the

Phase II logistic effort performed on the AN/SPS-40 Radar under Contract

I.89(62678)60125A using the new provisioning parts list. EMC directed

that the combined effort under Contract NI.89(181)58090A and. Contract

189(62678)60125A be incorporated into one report so that a continuous and

complete disclosure of all work on the provisioning of the AN/SPS-4O Radar

be contained under one cover.

L.
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Section IX
SUMMARY OF WORK

The effort under Phase II involved three general areas which were (1).

to determine the provisioning level of the 4 June 1965 AFL, (2) to determine

the provisioning level of the DEC AP, and (3) using the DOC approved

parts list to determine stock lists for the equipment, support ship, and

depot. The latter effort was to be accompanied by parts lists in circuit

symbol order and Federal Stock Number order.

Since this additional work closely paralleled the initial effort,

the procedures described in Section 13I, Input Data, and Section IV,

fg Computer Program, also apply to the work performed uder Phase 11. Any and

all exceptions taken to these two sections on procedures are discussed in

detail in the remainder of this portion of the report as well as the results

generated.

DATA I1tTI FORMAT

A deck of IBM cards in circuit symbol order containing 11,184 cards

was furnished by EMEC. These cards represented the basic parts list to be

used during this phase of the work. The cards were in the following format":

Dat a Column

Circuit Symbol 10 - 37

Federal Stock Number
(including alpha cog) 38 - 49

Part Name 55 - 62

Federal Stock Number
Population 63- 66

i1~
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Data Colun

Numeric cog, Federal

Stock Number 67

Source Code 71 - 72

It was necessary to transfer the above data to another card format

called a data card since more information was required for provisioning

calculations. The data card format used was as follows:

Data Column

Code Number 1 -

Federal Stock Number 5 - 17
Circuit Symbol 18 - 30

Name 31 - 38

Source Code 39 - 40

Federal Stock Number
Population 41 - 43

Essentiality Code 44

Blank 45 -47

Cube 48 - 55
(decimal locatea in column 50)

Weight 56 - 64

(decimal assumed to be between

Irice 65- 70
(decimal assumed to be between
68- 69)

Replacement Rate 71 - 77
(decimal located in column 74)

AFL Stock Quantity 78 - 80
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The above data card format is different from that presented in

Section IV due to the fact that the circuit symbol was required in order

to generate the specified parts list print outs. The circuit symbol was

compacted from the 28 columns used on the EMC cards to the 13 columns as

presented above and decimals were assumed in the weight and price fields so

that all information could be placed on one data card, thereby simplifing

the handling procedures.

The information contained on the D=GC card deck was transferred to

the above data card format which completed the first 43 coluns of the da

card. The code number (colums 1-4) was assigned by Vitro and represents

the circuit symbol sequence. The code number consists of an alpha symbol

followed by three numerics. The code number was established to aid in

sorting more efficiently the data cards in circuit symbol order. The code

numbers run from A001 through L198, however, the code numbers A252, F158,

F159, F160, and J910 were not used.

PARTS LIST

During the processing of the data cards some special cases were found

to exist. There were four manufacturer's number on the EMEC cards which

exceeded the 49th colum and had the last character presented in colum 50.

These numbers were transposed to the data cards so that their last character

was located in colum 17. There was one each of the following manufacturer's

numbers in this category:

CHo5A3 N2o5K
CQ05AIVE105K
0Q22C155103K
M6=EO4oOF

2.13
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There were 13 different manufacturer's numbers which exceeded column 4

aon "::ie EMEC cards and which, when transposed, one or -wo dashes were

deleted from the number. This procedure was used to ensure that a the

um.)er3 could oe recorded in the 13 columns set aside for this purpose.

The list -elow shows the number as it appeared on tte EC cards and numcer

a punched in the data cards. Also shown under population is the total

number of circuit symoo.is specified by the given number.

EIC Cards Vitro Data Cards Population

10-4895/6DIA 104895/8DIA 7
2329F00M45-10 2329004510
2329FO04 5-1-. 2329F004 511 I
2329FOO45-12 2329F04 52.2 4

4o4-115-020 404115-0210 7
79-014-0620312 790140620312 2
C180-01d-0500 C1800180500 12
C240-022-o69o C2400220690 16
MS91528-10!B4 Ms91528iB4I
MS91528-102B2 MS9!526102Mi
MS91528-liD4B3 MS915281D4B3 7
IS9152--32B * MS915283K2B 9
NW6-6520-10B NW66520-10B 2

Cl

7=e above 13 manufacturer's numbers which appear cl times in the

-arts list nave only dashes deleted. All other Federal Stoc: Numoers and

=anufacturer's numbers are exact duplicates in :he two card dac.es.

The dashes were also eliminated from the circuit symbol iden.if..a~izn.

For example, toe EEC card deck bas circuit symol. 2A2AiC-21. waiza trans-

oz._ed to t e data cards became 2A2AIC211. Columns 26, 29, and 30 were

ei-zgnated to contain the number appearing after :..e eatter (part ype

-. fezcnce) symbol (eg., 211). It was noted that after t cuit symzol

. . ;een transposed to tne data cards that in 22 cases truncation of toe

.i:cuit symbols had occurred. These were as fol.lows:



EMEC Card Vitro Data Cards

12AA2TB-1203 I.A3A2TB203
i6.TB-iEoi i6A.1T6oi
16Alt.-1602 6.A.TB602
18T-i80i 18TB801
22TB-2201 22TB201
22TB-2202 22TB202
22TB-2203 22TB203
22TB-2204 22TB204
22TB-2205 22TB205
22TB-2206 22TB2o6
22TB-2207 22TB207
22TB-2208 22TB208
22TB-2209 22TB209
23TB-2301 23TB301
23TB-2302 23TB302
23TB-2303 23TB303
23TB-2304 23TB304
23TB-2305 23TB305
24TB-24Oi 24TB401
24TB-2402 24TB4.02
24TB-2403 24TB403
24'.TB-2+04 24TB404

An investigation of the circuit symbols w ithin the A1N/SPS-40 showed

t at no duplicates were generated due to the above truncation. Since these

members were unique within the data cards and ornly 22 cases existed, no

cnange was made to the card format but these circuit symbols were carried

in the truncated form. A special condition was found to exist for two

circuit symbols, 5A8T-3 and 5AbT-6, which each had four part numbers per

circuit symbol. In order to process the data properly by the ccmputer each

of the circuit symbols were given terminal letters of A, B, C or D which

produced the foZlowing data on the cards:

Circuit Manufacture r' s Circuit Manufacturer' s
Symbol Part Number Symbol Pa Numer

5A8T3A 44ooc18o 5A8T6A 44ooc.18i
5A8T3B 440031184 5A8T6B 440C!!&2
5A8T3C 440OB1179 5AdToC 44OOB1192
5AST5D L40OB1190 5A8T6D 4430B1191



7 7

It my be of interest to note that there are four circuit symbols which

legitimately terminate with a letter. These are 8AlA8P3A, BAlASNP3B,

8A1ASMP5A, and 8AlA8MF5B.

Two complete parts lists are shown in Tables A-i1 and A-12.

Table A-11 is in Federal Stock Number order with the stock number

repeated as many times as it is applied in the AN/SPS-40. The circuit

symbol is shown for reference purposes. Along with the part name, Vitro

assigned essentiality code, the IEC assigned maintenance code, and the

ESO assigned source code. Table A-12 shows the same information des-

cribed above, but the table is in circuit symbol order which for this

Phase II study represents the Section B of an allowance parts list. The

tables identify 11,729 part applications within the AN/SPS-40 Radar. Of

these part applications, 11,184 were identified by the deck of IBM cards

received from ESO. These parts were used to determine the provisioning

level of the 4 June 1965 Allowance Parts List. To the above parts EMEC

made 545 changes which resulted in an adjusted parts list containing

11,729 part applications. The EMEC adjustments are identified in the

parts lists of Table A-ll and Table A-12 by an asterisk in the first

column. While the provisioning level calculation of the 4 June 1965

Allowance Parts List mentioned above was determined by deleting the

entries with the asterisks, the calculation for determining the

provisioning level of the 4 June 1965 Allowance Parts Lists as ad-

justed by EMEC and the stocks lists for the ship, supporting ship,

and depot required using all the parts in the parts list; those with

asterisks and those without.

Essentiality Codas

The essentiality code presorted earlier is repeated below:
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Code #1 Critical and installable by ship's force

Code #2 Critical and not installable by ship's force

Code #3 Noncritical and installable by ship's force

Code #4 Noncritical and not installable by ship's force

Even though codes #2 and #4 indicate that the item is not installable

by the ship's force, it is considered installable at some point within the

Navy organization. Items coded #2 and #4 will, therefore, be stocked by

tbe depot but not by the ship or support ship. This approach was applied

to the second phase of the contract as well as the first. Since this

provisioning study started in May of 1964, the conditions specified for

generating the stock lists have made the above four codes inadequate to

fully describe the problem situation.

During this phase of the program two more sets of codes were generated

so that the stock list development could properly consider the restraints

placed upon it. The first set of codes, codes #5 and #6, are defined as

follows:

Code #5 Critical but not to be considered for stocking

Code #6 Noncritical but not to be considered for stocking

Codes #5 and #6 would be assigned to items for the following reasons:

1. Item is to be fabricated such as produced from bar stock,

gasket material, etc.

2. Item is to be replaced or repaired by using general stores

such as hoses and cable harnesses.

3. Units which are to be repaired or replaced at lower levels

such as antenna unit.

4. Item which are to be repaired or replaced outside of the Navy

organization such as the parts within manufacturer repairable



assemblies.

5. Items which are replaced at a higher level such as a printed

circuit board.

It was decided by EMEC that all items would be repaired within the

Navy organization. Items which during Phase I had been considered as manu-

facturer repairable would in the future be repaired by a Navy module repair

facility, therefore, category (4) above did not have application in the

Phase II effort.

Table 19 lists the items assigned Codes #5 and #6 during this anaiysis.

Table 19 is in Federal Stock Number-manufacturer's number order. The last

column shows one of the above five numbers under the "Reason for Code

Assignment" as explanation for the action taken. Some of the lines begin

with an asterisk which indicates those parts which were added because of

the ENEC's adjustment of the APL.

The final set of codes, codes #7 and #8, were added to allow for

stocking aboard the support'ship and carries the following definitions:

Code #7 Critical and stocked at support ship and depot but not ship,

Code #8 Non critical and stocked at support ship and depot but

not ship.

Codes #7 and #8 were generated to consider shipboard installable items

with low races such that the item is being stocked primarily for protection

or insurance, and at the same time has a high cost which would result in

greatly increasing the stock inventory cost for items with little expecta-

tion of being required. The procedure has been to investigate every item

which has a price of $50.00 or more to determine if codes #7 and #8 should

be assigned.

V.



TABLE 19. ITEM DM= FROM, STOCK COISIDEATION

Reason for E.C.
Mfg. No./FSP Circuit Symbol Name E.C. Code Assignment

a, + 2 r 4. V DM 11 CLA 2
'147-3 5t34 M 12 CLAMP 2
C I 7 1-4 %A34 VP 13 CLAMP 2
tvM'2 " -- . -, C"A _6 ROLL PI; C 1

- ' " 4A"' i I " :

%,-4 24 "  2A 3 Y RO LL CT - 1

V-ZI -2 1'* L r V.'  0 1 L D 1, "'

v D 2 " POLL 0 - 1

G A S K

- 2 L 1 L 2
C A2 CAL; 2 C

2~ ~~': T 14H tTE5

2 i /. .. .P A 7

232:5 -2 2h-A '. Lk 27 INDUCTD= 1

- 2 - L l1
-. L L ZI~C

2: -- - 2 L 2 1 NDc', 1
---' 4L L C !TN> C'-: 1

2-32;--'2"-: - ,-2 L li INCD CTO 1

2 -- " 2 47 IN.CT0 1
2- :--. : .'. 2:24 2 L " 

1 N 1
2-- 2 L INCCTCR ^ 1

8 IN ~TC

2: E7'-2 2 - :2 ICC: - 1

2-.2c - 2-: 2 N D T 'DC 1

L~~~~ 4 2 L I I !N U TDP
23c7 c F 2 L 24 1 UCT = 1

2 v4 35 ~

2229: 5,-. 4, 2 V :. c J

2A"::-£2 -" 1 , - Cj

? 2 -2'C C " 4 : '. '. C2 " X" . ' - 1

2 L li1
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TABLE 19. ITEMS DELET FROM STOCK CONSIDERATION (Continued)

Reason for E.C.

Mfg. No./FSN Circuit Symbol Name E.C. Code Assignment

232qRCCt9 24A 2 L 10 INDUCTCP 1

232nDC'83 1 CABLz A, 2

.2OP, 1C5 24 AMPL CLT ; 3
2320c-^ 4 5 N 2 'IRING 2
2333CO012 74 2 'AP i GASKET 5 1

2344CCZ42 W 5 CABLE AS 2
2344C;:66 4 w 3 CASLE AS 5 2

23446C166+2 4 w 4 CABLE AS 5 2
2144-:3C 22A 1 E I PRINTED 5
"344-"C044 4A P PNT C'<1 CZ

A. 9 1 PNT CK 5
;144~'A4 W 1 rAI 9 = 2

182 I 'AP i HANDLc 2

41M 07A A I P 18 HANDL A 2
41901 1A 1 MP 4 HANDLF 6 2
4i891; 2A 1 MP 13 -JANDLE 6 2
4 18 3A I MP 2 HANDLE 6 2
418qZ 3A 1 MP 3 HANDLE 6 2
418CC 1A I MP 4 HANDLE 6 2
4!8a0 MP 17 HANDLE 6 2

41800 6 MP is HANDLE 6 2
41cC A Mo 10 HA NL F 2
14 1C 27' 'AP 15 ANDLE 6 2

41 mo " 6 HA,4D LE 2
440 :Q!6 ! A 1 2 GAS KET A 1
44Ga0:O 6 2A.AI MP 3 GASKET 1

44 C080C6 164 1 MP 4 GASKET 6 1

44C0C2'06 164 1 MP - GASKET A 1

440CBC436 2A I MP 7 GASKET 6 1

44^080436 24 1 1AP 8 GASKET S
44'C5036 44 1 7 7 GASKET A 1
440CBC436 4A 1 MP 8 GASKET 6 1

44CC50436 4A 1 NIP 9 GASKET 6 1

44C0BC436 4A 1 4P 10 GASKET 1
44080436 23A I MP 2 GASKET 1

440090483 1 %qP 7 STRAD 6 1

44CCC 483 I MP 7 STRAP 6 1

440C8C 483 4 MP 45 ST R A D A

4400 8483 22 sP 5 STRAP -5
44008 7 4 NP 46 GASKET 6 1

44CICCC36 12A 3A1 'AP 2 GASKE" 1

4431C059 1;A 342 %4P 4 GASKET 1

456q SA 1 MP 22 CLIO A

4560 8A 1 MO 23 CLIO 6
45 6 ;A I M 24 CL4, 1 3

4586 RA I 'A 25 (.To A 1

1 Z2 3 0cC4I4 14 1 MO 1 S<K "  A
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TABLE 19. ITEMS D FROM STOCK CONSIDERAION (Continued)

Reason for E.C.
Mfg. Io./FSN Circuit Symbol ame E.C. Code Assignment

ON52C8 34475 BA I Mr, 16 CLIP 6

CN5P2083447C5 A '± MP 17 CLIP 6
9N59206344705 SA I MP 18 CLIP 6
9N59203447,5 BA 1 HP 19 CLIP 6 1
4N592063447 5 BA 1 MP 20 CLIP 6 1
9N5;208344705 SA I MP 21 CLIP 6 1
9N59997552918 4 MP 21 WEATHERS 6 1

2344FO162 W 2 CABLE AS 5 2
26-OCB35^C7 SA 'A8 MC 35 GEAR BEV 5 1
26325:>E BA4 lA 8 P 3 t GEAR BEV a1
23 6: Ca-16 ZA lAE MP 5E GEAR EEV 5 1
2633F351>57 5A !AS mP 54 GEAR 5Ev 5 1
2,6 31 84 A3 E 1 BD PRINT 5 5
268t2 11 2A6 E F -D PRINT r 5
2632DC!2 A 1A5 E 1 5D PRINT 5
2 7) C c 8A IA4 E 1 R! DPINT

? =C A 11 E 1 5! OPINT
IcC 'AI Mp 5 PIN

MD U a 'ASK£7
I rASK CT1

vD 1 (ASKCT
~oo~.MP 4 GASKET

-OC16 7A 1 wP 6 GASKET 5 1

317 5 MR 5 GASKET 5 1
39917 5 MP 6 GASKET 5 1

0 017- r FP 7 GASKET 5 1
200oI MP 8 GASKET r 1

'oloa -A 1 MD " GASKET C1

4 4242 6 kP I GASKET r 1
4. .D 10 rA T C w 2
41 w 20 Cwr 2

MD gt P k: 21 CATCw = 2

, MI 22 CATCH 5 2
4 1A M 2 CATCH r 2
4188P 6 Ho 3 CATCH 5 2
141 6 MP 4 CATCH 5 2
4s1888 23 MP 14 CATCH 5 2
41888 23 MP 15 CATCH 2
4188e 2? MP 16 CATCH 2

41 e0 5 Mp 0 HANDLE 2
41 aC 5 MP 1C HANDLE;- 2

P1a9 . 12 HANL 2

1100 'A I MP 4 HANDLE 2
44030pl6 9A 2 VD 1 GASKET 1
44? ^'6 oA 2 MD 2 GASKET 5 1
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TABE 19. IMIS DEE FROM STOCK CNSIDERACTION (Cont inued)

Reason for E.C.
Mf.N./SICircui~t Symbol Name E.C. Code Assignment

Y~±~p <o/F~ 7

'~ , .. ~ <

4.- 4,

2

2

4 ~ ~ 7~c'

IN-v

<2

411

121



TABLE 19. riE DEL=E FROM STOCK C0161AION (Continued)

Reason for E.C.
&'. Iio./FSN Circuit Symbol Name E.C. Code Assignment

I2 v C - r- t.

? 2 AC ) ~ S K ~ ' 1

4144 2 2 vo I GASKET 1

*4. EE A 'D 12 CAT Ci 2

1'- 2 CA-TCH A

IP 2
4 4' CAC T 2

,1- =  P 16 4" J.I 2

4 ~ ~ 44 T C

-, D 2 Al ~

4l
l /I / MP H -ND LE 6- 24" L MD A. 2 e

QJ6 , T A: CA-L.E 2

cZ- ]2 v= : - D: C= T' C L- 6 2

HA ND

- v2
p 2

41~A ay P 3 A \

3
4 yr :k 4,CM

- CAK - 2 N

:6:~16~:~9 2 C t AL~ 2
2N64~6:o~ 2 1 CA- L- 2

CZ4~LC2 2 15~ CABL2

1 2

4 r I5 T 2 F ;A rtmj 2
cZ1,lr22 CC CABE 2

r AAL IA C 2'

22



TAE 19. 1TEM DELrTE FROM STOCK CONSIDERATION (Continued)

Reason for E.C.
MfgNo. /FSN Circuit Symbol Nam E.C. Code Assnnt

, 2.g Ass± .me.

-:1
--- ~P~ 76 IV A:~ 4

... . .. 3.

* * ** . . 5 . , -

-- -o

* - -. *c . ~ <

* - 4,.., 5 ~ j4 -

* - -. A~ 4 ~ ' <

..Z '

"42



TALE 19. !TE IZ FROM STOCK COSIMMATION (Continued)

Reason for E.C.
mxg. No./FSN Circuit Synbol Name E.C. Code Assignment

z 6 7 k 4 V p

54i2 13 C COVE 2
41:::6, 5 .2 2 M7 '7 CCVEZ 2

TD:6 =!P v= CO'EP 5

44C :06: 5412 WP 20 COVER 1
44: 622 5412 MP I COVE 1
440:E:6:3 5A12 mr 2 INDUCTOR 5 1

'A 2 Z A G 1S z 1 T

'42 8 G 5TK4- 1

,.Z1.3: 2 E 2 M -7 GASKET

a C 24A D I SPA Cr &

M= 20 SPACER 2
44:C:c:c 24 2 t. : SPACs 2
- " 'cc: 244 - '. ?2 SolCr 2

L v 2 S~ACE 2
4 n DC' 2a: 2 4 2 ACE 2C ~C f. VS 4, 2I

0 Cc C 4,: VP 4 S0.C E P 2

24~ 2

"-^'- - -'' : 2'A 2 -' " -0 C €

22

44 24 2
7:cC /4, S D A2 ro 2

2 - . 2 mP 24. 5D ACE2
74 & t ~ 4 ~ 2

2441 2 VD i.6 SAr 2

C C2 4 4 2 v D -jA 1 2

L4 it \' 40 CD 2
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TABLE 19. ITMS6 DEMD FROM STOCK COUSIDERAION (Continued)

Reason for E.C.

Mfg. No./FSN Circuit Symbol Name E.C. Code Assignment

44CY ?1C06 :A1 ~ D PMT C 95
!44C'A A1 r 1 Al MT -5

44CC00CQ6C 5A20 1 3D PNT C 9 5
44 62 5-21 1 F0 ONT C 5
441^ 0 6 0 9APP A D ONT C 9
4C' O6 5A23 £ 1 D PNT C 5

4 4 1^ 5A24 1 80 PNT C 9 5
440 O7 22A 2. E 1 BD PPTNT 5 5
4.:0103C 22A 3 E i so D Nr 5 5
440 .1gc143 27A 4 001 r OO5NJ 5

A4fo~~ 93 0 D C 5
46 1 7 4 23A 6 5 SD 0~' 5PN1
, ,4 ̂A 47 -i" 1 C) P C 5

44:0,-1247 6A 4 Nj 1 CABLE 5 2
40 0CD' 1257 9. DE-YDRAT 5 3

4,C Ii715 6A 3A W I C4;,LE 2
44Zc : 

iC3 A58 ;7 SO NT C 5
440F 2" RANGE "1 5 3
44C0:-12 I C4SST 1
44, 5 RADAR BE A 3

7 3
4,4,!- 5 CASL£ 2

].22

2w' 2 C&9LF 2
w. 3 'CAOL - 2

44~ -- 3 RADAR '

5A 2 w I CABLE£ * 2
22 LV C)W S 53

N3 C16L= 2
2 :I 4 L - 2

6 amL - 2

44^^CI47 1 1!ND M(rN 3
4'. 3 .. T 1 P C3

413 AMCI - 3
C44: 560 212 u 3

4 2 N2 U£ 0 5
-4O9 14 4A1 3 2 ~J

4 e4 5 A 8L F 2
14: ItC1 4M 6 ~A.2L 2

1.26



TABLE 19. IS EIZETD FRM STOCK COSIERATIOV (Continued) -

Reason for E.C.

Mfg. Io./FSI Circuit Symbol Name E.C. Code Assignmenm

2: 4 2: 4 ?A 24l ND 3 B0AR 5
2A 2A MP 4 BOAOD 5
2A 2AI -P 5 BOARD 5 5

. :! ,-A 7A 2 I 6~ 0 OA P.: =
2 A2 '- - 5

2A~ RA -P"COMPRES 5 3

C =-., ? ,'r : CEO 2

44:";c .. . m., & 2 , 23: SDACE:: 2
-- 5z ;. S C 2

44 :=:::c' 2a'- 2 S, ! 'CE= . 2

4 :::~-2 24L 1 NooLE 2

IL '3 .6 2

,.4.C' ' .o 24-  2 ... '4 S: A : -- 2

i* .2 2 . 2

- :'Cc::". 24A'2 "v '. S=. h'AfCE, S 2

2 .2

-/."::l2e9:* 1 C L 2

2 2.

, . . ,2 .v -2 2
CLEL 2

^-,C 11 3 CtBLE 2

.,: ~ 9 L F 2

~4:::2~ ~ CALr 2

44~ ~ C C

2
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TABLE 19. ITEl4S DEIM'D FRM STOCK CONS=EATION (Continued)

Reason for E.C.
mfg. No.1/pSw Circuit Symbol Name E.C. Code Assignment

*44COC212C M4 CA'3L. AS 2
44C2' 71 9O CARLF 2
44C0C212C W 6 CA.9 L~ ~ 2

A 2. JUNC1VT
44 i~ 'A 4 1 

0  5 5

214 i PPoIN T 5

4 4,C 0 Od 195 75A 13 E~ 4 D P-'NT 5
5 5

440000284 5A39 3 3D PNT C 5
v4CC04 I 'A! 3 CA8LE AS 5

leiCC45 4 CAP8L= AS 5 2
A B D P N T 5

41 316 7 F N 5

128



Table 20 lists the 43 parts which were assigned code 7. In this

particular analysis there were no parts assigned code B. Table 20 in Federal

Stock Number-manufacturer 's number order with each entry accompanied by

circuit symbol, name, item cost, and the mean time between usage in years.

in other words, for the first entry, IN3040-444-9778 it is anticipated that

there will be one of this type of part required per equipment every 844

years. For this low expected usage it does not appear to be practical to

stock this $175.00 item aboard each ship.

Maintenance Policy

The maintenance policy stipulated by EMEC for the A1/SPS-40 Radar is

as follows: -

1. These assemblies are not supplied as complete assemblies aboard ship

as spares. Certain bits and pieces have been furnished that ships

*... force can repair. Assemblies may be turned in for repair if parts

are not supplied.

In general, these assemblies will be repaired by shore repair.

Unit 21 Unit 2Unt1 Ui A
Unit 11 Unit 4A3
Unit 12 Unit 8A
Unit 16 Unit 84
Unit 62 Unit 14
Unit 6A3 Unit 7
unit is3 Unit 74

Unit 1

2. These modules and assemblies are not supplied complete as assemblies

or modules. No bits and pieces have been supplied. They ust be
L

turned in for repair.

Unit 2A2 Unit 20
Unit 10 Unit 5A37
unit 19 Unit 5A47
unit 15

1.29
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3. These modules supplied as complete units. No bits and pieces, except

tubes, have been supplied for these modules. Modules will be turned

in for repair.

3A2 5A14  5A39 22A2
3A3 5A15 5A40 22A3
3A4 5A24 5A42 22A4
3A5 5A25 5A43 22A5
3A7 5A26 5A45 22A6
3A9 5A27 5A46 22A7
5A3 5A28 5A48 22A8
5A4 5A 5A49 23A2
5A5 5A30 5A50 23A3
5A6 5A31 5A52 23A6
5A7 5A32 5A53 23A?
5A9 5A33 5A54 24A1
5A10 5A3L 5A55 24A2
5AIl 5A35 5A56 24A3
5A12 5A36 5A57 2LA4
5A!3 5A38 5A58 2A5

4L These modules are not supplied as complete units. Certain bits and

pieces are furnished. These modules will be repaired aboard ship;

however, they may be turned in for Shore Repair.

5A8 LA8 22A9
5A4 6A5 23A5

5. These two assemblies supplied as complete assemblies. Not bits and

pieces supplied.

6A4
6A3A.

Table 21 presents a summary of the various item categories generated

through the maintenance policy stipulated by EIEC for the AN/SPS-LO Radar,

the associated essentiality codes assigned, and the corresponding locations

which would be a candidate for stocking items ithin the category. Two

numbers are shown in the essentiality code. The first is used if the item
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is critical the second is used if the item is noncritical. The number of

the item to be stocked is determined by the computer using the cumulative

Poisson probability function. The purpose of the essentiality codes is

to properly direct the computer concerning the appropriate stock locations

of the items within the radar.

inherent in Table 21 is the equipment top down break down of units,

assemblies, and parts. The term "item" is meant to include any of the

three breakdowns of units, assemblies, or parts as applicable.

Rates

The procedure derived during this study requires as one of the Inputs

the rate at which the item will be used. The manner in which the item is

to be maintained influences the choice of rate. There are three kinds

of rates being used for this provisioning procedure for the AN/SPS-40

Radar. These are failure rate, replacement rate, and mortality rate.

The definitionsof these terms as applied to this study are as follows:

1. Replacement rate, , is the rate at which items are consumed by

an equipment. Mathematically the replacement rate is determined as

XR .No. of Item Replacements
Item Population x Operating Time

which produces an item replacement rate on the basis of item op-

erating time. Replacement rates have been determined by Vitro from

Navy experience for most of the items In the AN/SPS-40 Radar.

2. Failure rateXF is the rate at which items cause an equipment to

malfunction. Mathematically the failure rate is determined as

XF No. of items Causiniz Equipment Malfunction
Item Population x Operating Time

which produces an item failure rate on the basis of item operating

time. For example, during a given period of equipment operation

there may be 10 equipment malfunctions which require 30 parts to

be replaced in order to keep the equipment in operation. This
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example indicates that 10 component failures, otherwise known as

primary failures, directly caused equipment malfunctions. The

items which were responsible for producing the malfunction con-

dition are charged with primary failures and from these primary

failures the failure rate is calculated. The remaining 20 parts,

secondary failures, which were required are failed parts but are

in a failed condition due to the primary failure. in other words,

if the primary failure had not occurred there would have been no

need for replacing the remaining 20 parts. Through analysis of

Navy equipment malfunctions, Vitro has produced failure rates for

most of the items in the Ak/SPS-40 Radar.

3. Mortality rate, X,, is the rate at which repairable assemblies are

retired from service. The assemblies are considered as retirable

when it is no longer feasible to make repairs but to replace it

with a new assembly. The decision to replace with a new assembly

rather than repair would probably be based on economic considera-

tions. Such a situation occurs when it is cheaper to replace than

to repair. No collection of mortality rates exist, therefore the

mortality rates used were determined through engineering judgement

and a knowledge of the item's replacement rate and failure rate.

The relationship of the three rates discussed above is as follows:

XM CX CR

where

M- mortality rate

a -failure rate

R- replacement

a subset of
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Table 21 shows the application of three types of rates for the various

categories of parts established for this program. As illustrated by the

table the selection of failure rate was made for assemblies which were

not to be repaired by the ship. While it is true that the malfunctioning

assembly is likely to have several failed parts within it, it is not Likely

that primary and secondary failures will occur between assemblies. There-

fore, assembly usage is described by primary failures which is accounted

for by applying the failure rate.

For those assemblies which would be repaired, the assembly would be

required from stock only when it was no longer feasible to make repairs.

For these repairable assemblies the mortality rate was used to calculate

stock quantities.

The repair parts, regardless of who is to acc~omplish the repair action,

are subject to the primary and secondary failure phenomenon and, therefore

must be calculated on the basis of replacement rates.

The assignment of rates as well as the essentiality codes has in-

volved an underlying assumption concerning the pipeline configuration.

Figure 14 presents the pipeline configuration used in this analysis. A

point of major importance concerning the diagram is that the ship does

not deal directly with the Navy Module Maintenance facility, but all such

actions are processed through the depot. Deviations from this procedure

would necessitate changes in the assembly stocking procedure for those

assemblies being repaired by the facility.

Computer Program Changes

Because a more detailed and refined output is required for the Phase II

effort, it was necessary to adjust the support ship stocking procedure such
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that it would accept item for stocking which were not considered for ship

stocking. The itm which fall into this category have been assigned

essentiality codes #7 and #8 which is the means by which the computer

recognizes this situation. Details of essentiality codes #7 and #8 and

the specific item which have been assigned these codes have been dis-

cussed previously under the subheading of Essentiality Codes. The

remining alterations made to the computer program all concern the out-

put format. These alterations are as follows:

1. The stock lists f or ship, support ship, and depot are in stock

number order. The Phase I stock lists were in primary order

by essentiality and secondary order by Federal Stock Number.

The Phase II print outs are in primary order by Federal Stock

Number and secondary order by essentialit'y code.

2. The Phase 11 stock lists have the Federal Stock Numbers separated

by two dashes which occur between the 6th and 7th digits and the

9th and 10th digits; e.g., 9N5960-476-3934. This procedure not

only complies with convention but makes the federal stock numbers

much easier to read than running all the digits together.

3. The order of the data columns and their titles have been changed

to produce a more usable and easier to understand stock list.

These changes are presented later in this report as each stock

list is discussed in detail.

1.39 -



Section X

Results

GENERATED STOCK LISTS (Facility Repair)

The Electronics Maintenance Engineering Center's parts list for the

AN/SPS-40 Radar was used to produce the three stock lists for the ship,

support ship, and depot. The adjusted parts list contain a total 11,729

parts which is the number of circuit symbols within the radar. Table A-li

presented earlier gives a complete listing of the items considered. Table

A-13 represents the equipment stock list for a ship for the AN/SPS-40 Radar.

Table A-13 corresponds to a Section C of an Allowance Parts List. The

equipment stock list was determined at the 90% provisioning level for a

90-day stock period and then one spare was assigned to each initial item

which had not been allowed a spare.

The format of Table A-13 has been altered from those stock lists

generated during Phase 1. The order and titles used in Table A-13 are

as follows:

Titles Remarks

FSN/MANUFACTURER's The first entry presents the Federal
NUMBER

Stock Number. If no Federal Stock Num-

ber was assigned, the manufacturer's

number was used.

ITEM NAME An abbreviated name for the entry is

used where only eight spaces are avail-

able.

ALLOWED QUANTITY The number of items which are to be

allowed as on-board stock.

PIMVOUSPAG F 141.
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Titles Rema rys

EC Essentia'zty Code assigned.

POPULATION/EQUIPMENT The number of times the part type is

contained within the radar under the

assigned essentiality code.

PRICE/QUANTITY The cost of the number of cn-ooard stock

items; e.g. if there are 3 items of a

particular type allowed as on-boarc

stock (entry w4) ano these items cost

$.10 each, then the Price/Quant,::y entry:

would show $.30 as the zcmbined price of

the 3 items.

WEIGHTiQULANTITY The combined weigh: of the number of

items allowed on-ooara in pouncs.

CUBE/QUANTITY The combined volume of the number or

items allowed on-toaro in cuoic feet.

RATE The rate shown is the rate assigned per

one item for a 90-day period.

NLMBER This entr-e contains :he code number

assigned to the entry so tr it mav be

traced through the calculati at vari-

ous orcvisioning levels if hand adjustment

of the stock is deemec necessar-:. .he

calculations are oresenteo .n Tacle A-'-
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Table A-13 is presented in Federal Stock Number and manufacturer's

number order. When a part number has been assigned more than one code

number there are multiple entries in the table. Table A-13 recommends for

9..9% provisioning level that a total of 2,095 items (depth)be allowed as

on-board stock which represents a range of 1480 part types. The equipment

stock list has a total cost of $89,957.27, a weight of 527 pounds, and a

volume of 35.5 cubic feet. Of the 2,095 items stocked 263 were critical

items assigned one spare. The 90% provisioning level, therefore, had a

depth of 1832 with a value of $89,413.98.

Table 22 shows the provisioning level versus stock period. Figure 15

is a graphical representation of Table 22. Table 23 is the equipment con-

straints of cost, weight, and cube versus provisioning level which is shown

in graphical form in figure 16. The intent and application of the above

tazles anc figures are the same as discussed in Phase 1.

The second stock list generated under Phase II is for the support

shic and is presented in Table A-14. The support ship stock list was de-

:ermineo fcr a support ship which supplies six equipments or ships at a 95'

provisioning !eve. for a six month stock period. Table A-i. is ir the same

fcrmat as Tazle A-13 with the one exception that the rate shown in enrrv O,

is the rate for six items for a six month stock period. Table A-14 recom-

menos that a tota: of T5T items (depth) De allowed as on-board stock which

represents a range of 522 part types. The support ship stock list has a

tota cost of $:19.693.62, a weight of 565 pounds, anc a volume of -*."

cu: c feet. :aDie 2" presents :he support ship constraints of cost.

weigr.t, ano cuoe wn.ic are presertec graphicailv ir. figure
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TABLE 22. E'L.!rMETZ STOCK PERIOD VAATION - FACIY REPAIR

Normalized Tim
Prcvsioning Level (90 Days z 1.00)

n, 99A 0.08000

0.99785 0.09000

0.99481 0.20000
09170,30000

0.98798 0.40000
n-98 0-soop
0.97912 0.60000

00.70000
0.96735 o.boooo

n-gssl-n-0-gn
0.94909 1.00000
0.94AS? 1.07000
0.94373 1.04000
0.9406q0 c
0.93739 1.08000
n917.-10000
0.92980 1.12000
Q-9S44 1.1400
0.92065 1.16000
D.floIooa1180
0.90956 1.;20000
o. f-. 4 1.7or
0.87054 1.;30000

0.80964 1.4000Q

0.72118 1.50000
0-!.6077-,0 r o n

0.32900 I.P80000

0.00210 24-no00
0.00210 . 2.40000
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TABLE 23. ECUIIFENf STOCK C0NSTRAZUS - FACILITY REPAR

Provisioning
Leve I Price Cue Weigh

0. 0.600000E-0I 0.70000CE-04 0.900000E-01
--an103A 0- 5602c 05 0-IOnO96p 07 Q-742hnnF 02
0.020242 0.428s87E 05 0.134239E 02 O.110770E 03
n-nnsi Q4SS9Qg 0 0157103F 07 n11743CrF 01
0.040677 C.476761E 05 0.158575E 02 0.148500E 03
0-050g9g Q.4aH9980 05 0-1I1474F 02 C1Algqn 01
0.061061 C.506061E 05 0.175560E 02 0.232990E 03
n-.07199,A n-9091F OC5 Q-1797AF Q2 Q-244410F 01
0.081941 0.513963-= 05 0.185254E 02 0.251260E 03
0Q092177 0,520136 05 O-197912F 02 0-26&17OF Q1
0.102854 0.536975E 05 0.201105E 02 C.287.190E 03
0-1112r.0 0-949508F 09 n-2n79t0QF n? 0-295170E 01
0.123485 0.549306 05 0.203761E 02 0.298010E 03
0-131796 0.S53772R 09 O20O464F 07 30.0n1oF (13
0.143961 0.556119E 05 0.204915E 02 0.3045oE 03
- 1541A n-SSA171F 155 Q-7CS18 F 02 0-358F0
0.164702 0.556508E 05 0.205348E 02 0.305940E 03
0-175079 0=557R11c 05 0-210557F 02 0.310OOF 01

0.185314 0.558170E 05 0.211019E 02 G.311170E 03
Q-199901 C6.7761E 05 0.471OF 02 C-3146goF ni

0.206315 0.643504E 05 0.246067E 02 0.326350E 03
0.216339 0.643779F 05 072467a2F 02 Q-12978nF 01
0.226652 0.646510E 05 0.249032E 02 0.339110E 03
n-217241 0-64853mF 09 OPQ-7S3lF 02 Q-344970F 03
0.247858 0.648685E 05 0.250789E 02 0.346570E 03
0-258~077 Q-64834F Q5 0,257241F 02 0-14A0flCF ni
0.268700 0.648942E 05 0.251636E 02 C.349040E 03
0..7RAUn r-649 592F 0 0-57130F n? n-1721nF n'i
0.288971 0.654058' 05 0.252905E 02 0.359780E 03
0,299512 Q-654419 0 5 0-257951F 02 n.-i1iong ni
0.309925 0.654454E 05 0.252986E 02 0.362190E 03

0.330264 0.6668758 05 0.253495 02 0.363970E 03
Q.14080? 0-669744F Q9 C-254976F 02 Q.171020F 01
0.350840 0.669653E 05 0.255963E 02 C.378300E 03
Q-161592 0-6&9944F 05 0.75AR7F Q? 0§37AR40F 03

0.371794 0.66Q971E 05 0.256190E 02 0.379300E 03
0.l072A4 O-67004AF 05 0.72SA114F 02 C"379870F 03

0.393071 0.670192E 05 0.256479E 02 0.380560E 03
0-4037 0-67Q414 : 05 n-296969F 02 0-~11670F 01
0.413533 0.671548E 05 0.257336E 02 0.383310E 03
Q-.471845 n-A739F Q5 n-79R0,F n2 n3lAh&20F ni
0.434220 0.677230E 05 0.258190E 02 0.386930E 03
0.444796 n-&774799 09 .725829SF 02 I.-R724P0 01

0.455629 0.677780E 05 0.258290E 02 0.387450E 03
0,465706 0-6777UPF 09 CL.29R2qnF 0? 0..3R745F 01
0.476006 O.h77897E 05 0.258290E 02 0.387450E 03
_-0.486534 0.671980F 05 O,259290F 0 cr3A7495c 03



TABIZE 23. E UDNT STO"K CONSTRA.S - FACILITY. rYAR (Continued)

Provisioning
Level Price Cube Weight

0.497295 C.67ItC5P 05 C.258328E 02 0.387570E 03
0.507611 ,.6tle3l~ DI 0.75PI19F 02 0.R7A6QF QA

0.517817 O.694340E 05 0.258481E 02 0.386460E 03
0-5779R1 -.694;377F': C.?5g4 5F 0n n> cR939flF 03
0.538010 0.694382E 0', 0.258518F 02 0.390470E 03
O.,54R77q .6449 0 U O.-25R5&F 0 nL31067nr ni

0.558592 0.676C03F 0 0.258566E 02 0.392630E 03
0-569304 *7V33;, 09 0.25B977F D7 0.39qr20F ("3
0.579751 0.77754) 05 0.259099F 02 0.396290E 03
0.590312 0.70230F0 05 0.259380F 02 0.9882tIE Q1
0.600870 0.70245C, 05 0.259753E 02 C.399520F 03
0.61104q C.7CAg17; ' 0.260125F 02 0.40058OF 63
0.621155 C.7v715O 05 0.2b0404F 02 0.403190£ 31
0.631?59 C.7,t -, 0.2? 2394+ 0 2 C.4097R0r  01
0.64204S 0.717?(,Er 0; 0.2628749 02 O.411050E 03

()- S N 6 C-7134~i2c n c n pll isQ 9 01 Z41441OF 0

0.662q80 0.713Cl7F 09 0.265386E ,02 0.424780E 03
0.67307 f.7222SF 0 0.265677c 0 C, c455r
0.683069 0.f?350'4 05 0.268287E 02 U.430'30E 03
0.693152 ,- 7 2 497ic 35 0.2696R8 - Q2 0.4190F 03
0.703307 C.125596 = 09 C.272979F 02 0.435311E U3
0.71353H 0.72fk1' r 5 0.273}0HF fl7 V43597gC 03
0.723754 C.72(fLl',E -5 C.273104E 02 C.43597qF 03
0,731958 -. 7277?3r Or 0.273164F 02 4-3H2RQ9 03
0.744455 0.736752F 05 0.276124E 02 C.443699E 01
0.75504C r.14576A _05 C.27615 .' C.44537QF 03

0.765055 0.73677)F 05 0.276194E 02 0.447059E 03
0.775204 0o73,6f41: 0S r).276375F 02 .44P499 D-3_
0.785413 0.74C12?r 05 0.276491E 02 0.450199E 03
0,795456 r.74S57)- I 5 C.2P7904E t 7 r .4&7 9 0 F'Q

0.805,490 (,.74m')6z 05 0.288490E 02 0.463969E 03
0.816504 ,.781 25n:- .) r, 0I O.47536 9F 03
0.826998 0.7PIfa45" 05 0.307648E 02 0.460469F 03
Q0. 17191. (1 r7 L7 47r -j 1 -I0,94n'r 02
0.647657 C. 741( ?7F u5 C.310499E 02 ').486R19C 03
0.857723 f .7')S1) = 01.313324F 02 r.497669F n3
0.868020 (".815153,- 05 0.314875F 02 0.507c29E U3
0.87R0€ e ;2", O.=  '0.15920o n" ?_.510269F DS
0.889190 r,.92]71,) ,5 0 .316618E 32 5.515489 03
0.86223 .',3i13i< r 5 )33493$65r 2 3.520659F_.3
0.949092 C.6)'4572, 0' 0.355478E 02 C.,2713qE C3



TABIZ 24. SUPPORT SI' STOCK CONSTmA,.mTS - FAClZ.TY =Am

Provisioning
Laeve1 Price Cube Weight

0.013599 0.62900E 04 0.1.07870E 01 0.13.7500E 02
OC))A4AC) 0-1gA~ci)F (IS fl-1794nF C1 n-1sC)AAF n2

0.040424 0.155750E 05 0.623940E 01 0.472000E 02
nOnsln7l Q-I n A I faQF n5 A 0AQ*Q4) ) I 010AnnOF 0?
0.061194 0.170960E 05 0.647270E 01 0.546000E 02
()-711 A -174AQA n S n-AF9A4 n F OC n C 91QAF n2

0.087324 0.188330F- 05 0.954980E 01 0.6L1900F 02
n_1O2.77 n)1Q1RAO ln-I C n2 Cn -( C) CA79qnnF n7

0.123567 0.196960F 05 0.103623E 02 0.713500E 02
0-114770 OlqqOfF 09 C).1C51 F 07 n7194nnF Q2

0.146989 0.202110E 35 0.106103E 02 0.805400E 02
Q-IS ST7R Q) 7n47I 7F 05 0-1 CiA74F 02 nCAT7C)F n2

0.179626 0.249780E 05 0.108020E 02 0.851400E 02
C)?51go n2g )iF n9 fl1CnglC)F n2 n-A714nnc n?

0.205012 0.252880E 05 0.110130E 02 0.872400E 02
n-7iqn~C)o 0-2S441)F 0c; C) 104lAF 07? C) Q74nnF C)?

0.232252 0.261430E 05 0.110433E 02 0.907400E 02
n,472nS n-?AiQiqn ns '5 . o)? )n n CQ4QnnnC 02
0.263122 0.266430E 05 0.116433E 02 0.990600E 02
O.?7QRSA 0-767S4F t)5 0-11AS42a n? Q-ql%70QF Q2

0.295452 0.278940E 05 0.126542E 02 0.109370E 03
n-iq.n ?-9S4C)F ns C)-?AS42F Q2 C)1Cngl7CF C)1

0.322947 0.288440E 05 0.126990E 02 0.111870E 03
07AgaA 0 0qAAOF 05 .piggpqc o2 011IR70F 1

0.347754 0.291070E 05 0.126990E 02 0.111870E 03
n-ISR721 Q7R7AF QS 0-12AQQ)F n2? n-11147F Q3

0.369619 0.301878E 05 0.126990E 02 O.IL1P70E 03
n A n49R 0nAS78F Q5 0 1271ngF n2 ) n11?10F rl
0.400760 0.334578E 05 0.127109E 02 0.112100E 03
Q-.411297 0 4857SF 05 C) 171L1F Q2 n)AIpln0F ni
0.421776 0.353178E 05 0.127228E 02 0.112330E 03

Q-4AAQ7 -ASS4F 09 0- 127147P Q2? C)112S4()rF 0';

0.448928 0.400873E 05 0.138798E 02 0.146390E 03
0.45g0gp 0-41699RF 05 1.1400S7F Q? o-1151 4F f)I
0.473923 0.442698E 05 0.190057E 02 0.177340E 03
O.4A44RR n-47Q948F 05 .?00 57F 02 n.)1714nF 0

0.496256 0.484548E 05 0.202620E 02 0.195830E 03
n-)n7glo O)..SnRIIF ns 0.2R7A F n2 n-?21 ijCnF n
0.519282 0.515161E 05 0.246778E 02 0.227540E 03
n-sC)gs1 n-5.19757F 15~ C) 4A77RF n)? C7?17S4nF cl

0.542678 0.515269F 05 0.246778E 02 0.227540E 03
fl..*57714 flSI77F n9 C)-?4AA4'F Q? Q-227&AC)F C)
0.563085 0.530054E 05 0.246880E 02 0.227q50E 03
fl-7414A2 0-9S1?518F 05 C.7S7167F Q) C).??R4AnF C)1

0.585417 0.532570E 05 0.252167E 02 0.228460E 03
500.512&1LE 09 0.252L67 02 QR46C)F 03-
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TAB3 24. SUPPORT SEHL STOCK CONISTRkiTS FACIUY .- AB- (Con -nued)

Provisioring
Le ve ! Pri ce Cube Weih

0.607959 C.,i32615F ,0: 0.252167F 02 U.229460E 03
0. & 1 P , ).-5 42 6~i 05 ( .2S4625r o2 f.2 764 i2F C i

0.629817 0.5992C5E 05 0.255606F 02 0.234R7OF 03

0.651107 fl.ri'3L- C 1 , 0.256687E 02 0.236540E O0
n - 6% & 72 97 - 'O7 r"1) " ^)! n -2 5 A7 h, r 02 l).- 2 7 0s () i

0.673340 C.AS0416r 0 0.257112E 02 0.238270E 03

0.695094 b, 'X3576F 05 0.259836= 02 0.24157OE 03
0.70541 q .n27A1 t,- 05 . 6 N2 O .- 5 U -F Q

0.7171239 %#12i X Iz O5 O.26753Fr U2 0.256856; 03
0.728508 0 ,, _5 .7681i(r 02 _.2 P , 2 OF D
0.73R619 C.6,'9?4 P 05 C.268615 02 C.26102rE
0.749395 0.,63(,4I . ,- 0. 2 91 3C 02 C. 2: 72OF 03
0.760290 r). 63 5 7 " q '.269577F 02 0.264570r D-  3
0.771011 ,.t,612-,16 h C.209547'_ 0*2 .3 4016 r tu
0.781759 .LP, 05 0.277490Ob 'C2 2 70 6 6;,!(11,7921 5 'a.i C 7 4'))j - C 5' 0., 11247 o? O.2P492rr 01

44 0.802574 C.6 7357- ' 0.2b E2bF 02 0.287945E 03
0.81279)4 f-, 7 7 (p'- 4 ,S 0.-2 S1 98 G. 02 '_28 rT 7 2 A_
0.822969 q.,2 1 - 5 0. 2,13949E 02 0.2935401[ 03

0.5 AA33 .. 4'A 05 Q j 0.' 7 00 () 9 0.J3 077L7LOF Q
0.843854 0.7124161-3 0% 0.329 0421" 0-2 C.3201-8eF U4
0.85IS79 f .735 1 -- i 05 0- lonqa%?c o: 0 2 7 1 f3P.E__D

0.864095 C.7492(I" uS 0.306444E. 02 0.3g555F 03
a.874334 C .R!14,,0 2 C ', 0.3581 12P 02 0.- 3674 I0F_-2a
0.884668 0 . 4 93 6,7- 0', 0.39841CE U02 0.369020P 01
0,894776 7: ) t" 1 c  r), n-, % S 2P (_ @ 'g G

0.905C34 .15 75F c 5 n.373499F 02 e.3985iOF C3
52-~ ~91. - . 4i~ 7~~7 1W Chl~fQ

0.925406 .'45rrF 0' 0.409594.E C2 G.49bIr 03
Ci 0935480 1 4 t __Q.4201 43E. 2_ , 55L .3

0.945650 ... I92 24F )h C.462767F 02 0.553.760'r 0
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The recommended depot stock list is shown in Table A-15. The depot

stock list was determined for a depot supplying 42 equipments at the 99%

provisioning level for a six month stock period. Table A-IS has the same

format as described previously for Table A-13 with three exceptions. Two

of the exceptions involve the additional fourth and fifth entries as

follows:

En trv Remarks

Usage/3 Months This entry shows the number of the part

type expected (on the average) to be

issued every three months from the depot

for the 42 equipments.

Spares This entry shows the number of the part

type over and above the usage per 3 months

which was required in order to reach the

99% provisioning level specified for the

depot.

The total of usage per 3 months and spares is the number of the part type

allowed as stock by the depot. This total is shown in entry #3 under allowed

quantity. The third exception is the rate entry which for the depot is the

0 rate for 42 items for a six month stock period.

The depot stock list recommends stocking a total of 14,563 items

(depth) which represents a range of 2,070 part types. The total cost of

this stocking including 3 month usage plus insurance back up is computed to

be $491,260.84 which has a weight of 2,995 pounds and a volume of 225 cubic

feet.
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Table 25 shows the constraints of cost, weight, and cube versus

provisioning level. Table 25 is based on the insurance back up items

only. Figure 18 presents the constraints in graphical format.

LNIEC AND ESO APL STOCK ITLMS

Calculations were performed using the computer program to determine

the provisioning level of the 4 June 1965 Allowance Parts List compiled by

the Electronics Supply Office. The allowed quantities were taken from the

Allowance Parts List. The AN/SPS-40 equipment parts list was received from

the Electronics Supply Office in the form of a deck of IBM cards.

The Allowance Parts List's allowed quantities contained 1,224 dif-

ferent parts types (range) and a total of 2,032 parts being allowed (depth).

Of the 1,224 different parts types, 1,013 were represented by Federal Stock

Numbers and 211 were represented by manufacturer's numbers.

Calculations were also performed using the computer program to

determine the provisioning level of the Electronics Maintenance Engineering

Center Allowance Parts List. The EXEC Allowance Parts List contained 987

different part types (range) and a total 1,548 parts being allowed (depth).

Of the 987 different part types, 951 were represented by Federal Stock Num-

bers and 36 were represented by manufacturer's numbers.

Investigations cf the provisioning levels calculated for the D4EC and

SO APL's were conducted. It was determined that Vitro and DIEC had estab-

lished cifferent lists of parts which were to be considered for stocking

aboard ship. An example of the type of problem which occurred can be illus-

trated by three items shown below:
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TALB 25. EOT STOCK COSTBk27TS - FACL_. RAa

le ve Price Cube_e

0.010078 0.?51)71- C'5 0.2569U9c 02 O.321730F C0
C 7 3_ , 7,79 '* ."7gr (12 r, 12 t I (

0.030461 CC.26hug',F 0 O.259092E 02 C.337740'[ 03

0.050806 ., 9166c 0' 0.350567F 02 V.b57499P 03

0.071141 0.311181F 0- 0.352022F 02 0.663269E 03
n 0R 1s n A 4 ' t4(JA4,r n'j; r, 3,2 fl-f r . Af~fA IQF (I I

0.09132 C.3 1 iC3 05 0.354011E 02 0.bt71124E 03
f) - I r)1Q 0. f)~ 15 C1428 63P ~ 02 , i,7 r 21 q r- '

0.112448 0.371595F 05 0.428401E 02 0.675479F 03
() -1~75 C ' ddL 4r r - 4 2R R IF f)? n E A7 7 4M A 0:

0.132935 0.375246:7 5 0.429763E 02 0 .639 Q C3
Q -1431 '-C" C.429Q 74F n 2 n- (182199P JA
0.153621 0.3163bE 05 0.429912E 02 0.682IC9E 33
0-1A63 A 4 A ) 1 f,-, I .- 4 Bn 5F () ;> -) - 1 A qp F iI

0.174430 C,.37h625': 05 0.430058E 02 .686529F Ci
C -I4qo17 2, S 2 4;: U 2-43 1n2Q - .q0 -(L R7 779 *i

0.195300 (3.3 P?1;- ,' U .430396E 02 C.68671qE CI

0.216051 C.3 806w '0.5 0.431061FI02 C.692109E 03
L 2 A151 38().,71 :: ,- r 0.4 'A1 2 SSF 02 L 92 81 F2 r D'

0.236782 t. 3 U014 37, .43163,4F 02 0.694604E 03
2 ~ 4 ;P' *4L,~1 I ~ fIr)-4 I1' 4 F r;2 0 - 199 729C I3

0.257024 . ei1634 r'IS C.431845E 02 C. 6968.3 1 )3
2 6 7,A S I PIlt r, 71(.0 1 6 02 C ; H ~2 f: *-

0.277921 0.3l, e86- 05 0.431907E 02 0.699338F 03
f)- Pr R 4~ R r) ? - I 0 I-, )r 44 10 14 F 07 (.1-7 Of) 4 F 10'

0.29P928 C.38327- 01 0.582125F 02 0.704308E 03
0.3OA9? I:,_ .. SHAli9 r-  02 70 7.)i F b ; j
0.319241 0.3S'4657 r: 0.582477E 02 u.706758F 03
r) -' q4AQ C i , L745 n; nrR;,R= n2 C - 7C,7c,,4 CP 3

0.3396 ) C.3E54 1,F 05i 0.5R3u¢oF 02 3.70874tr 'J
Q 1 4 CL -I,74' 1- ' , C-5SA54;F 02 C-71 1 L,3 r CP
0.360363 C.3 fo ?U r.U C.5d3651E 02 0.71212tJE L3
Q - 'A7 024~ A 19 f) ? : 0- S4143E C,2 0 -7 14 7rR Q
0.38I054 0.391242P ."5 0.5841')0E 02 0.7157-; )3
0. 3'1 1 9 0. Al1 54. 5 C. S.84 80 F 0) Q. 717r7R D
0.401838 t.44?'51" 05 0.584755E 02 0.71q516P 03
n -4 1 2 17 C 2V- 1)> -1 C -54c)3 S 50-n2 A -771 77qr 13
0.422311 ).39515b- v'5 1.585537F 02 v.726443E 03
0-4426A V1 )8 2 ,r ,- P L () 81R4 F2.. C .7 qR SF Q I

0.442731 .3962, C:.5' 39)F 02 .734548E 0
n -4 iI r 73 3 1 ,9 9 ?Q) 4~ 7~ 7 1& 11 ki O

0.463194 (.4: 757 7V D ,.589546F U2 L.73859E 3B

0.433738 0.41I1T5' 0 1 .5Q2055F 02 U.720Cm r 0 i
0.49 _19 .... C-4I)' F 0 )i_ _ i 9 2425 02 ....L-'546 2 mE C
0.504160 ".4176",. )5 0.592bbP 02 0.7557Otr 03
0.514216 L . 4 - 7 1 7 C.4 7 4nF n 2 7(
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TABLZ 25. D=OT STOCK CONSt= - FACIL=,Y rWALR (Co:inued)

pr ovisioning
LvlPrice c"ube 'Weight

0.524314 0.432707E 05 0.605006F 02 0.765778E 03

0.544662 0.450895E 05 0.606634E 02 0.773028E 03
0994R1R O-451099F OS n_&QARR7F 02 n-7741AAF nl

0.565260 0.451460E 09 0.607237E 02 0.776678E 03
0.575387 0-452054F 05 _A079QpF 02 0.707iAF 03

0.585571 0.492645F 05 0.644263E 02 0.788978F 03
0,595748 0.S04486F 05 0.659323F 07 0.R04158F IA

0.605864 0.50811bE 09 0.660900E 02 0.814438E 03
0,615960 0-527650F 05 0.661245F 02 0,815798F 03
0.626051 0.531094E 05 0.672790E 02 0.85072RE 03
0,63§2q5 o.937916w o r r.673492E 02 0.05377SE 03
0.646459 0.547942 05 0.682964F 02 C.882798E C3
0-.656743 0 ICh1inF 05 0_6g9479F Q7 -7IAPF O3
0.666852 0.5b9924E 05 0.b95296E 02 3.894578E 03
0,677017 C5 o36 q&002F n2 QR. n7AF 0

0.687094 0.589850E 05 0.700301E 02 0.914858E 03
0.697347 O.S154AF 05 Q.7AI71F n2 n92n25 F 03

0.707499 0.624472E 05 0.709659E 02 0.924358E 03
0.7175qg 0-A200IF 0 5 71Q772P 02 Q.-9770RF 03

0.727877 0.757671E 05 0.764509E 02 0.960308E 03
0.738012 0777A,25 nS Q-765274F 02 ._9iS728F 03

0.748089 0.803852E 05 0.783613E 02 0.100208E 04
0.75831 C.857976: 05 0.793750F Q? 0A1024n2F 04
0.768265 O.d59833E 05 0.794576E 02 0.103102E 04
0,778474 0.g6139CP 05 0,795623F 02 .101104F 04
0.788601 0.861514E 05 0.796239E 02 0.103462E 04
0.79a731 C..77941E 05 0.80n1ilF 02 C-105164F 04

0.808893 0.899063E 05 0.818894E 02 0.106985E 04
0-.R18966 0.925146P 05 0,821137F 02 0-1)8705F Q4

0.829127 0.102498E 06 0.857004E 02 0.1101782 04
O. S49101 0.104093F 06 o.g57sgAF 0? Q1lln4l9F 04

0.849432 0.105094e 06 0.859236E 02 0.111064E 04
n-959556 n010n5'9F 0 Q_877845F 02 0 112947F 04

0.869714 0.108637E 06 0.878032F 02 0.112624E 04
0.g79816 0-114097F 06 M.87g784F 02 Q.111Q99F 04

0.889821 0.126010E 06 0.948457E 02 0.117691E 04
.-90-.113674F 06 0.99097Rt 02 0-119190F 04

0.909971 0.137319E 06 0.992741E 02 0.119980E 04
0.92n0006 0.141251F 06 0,.99203F 02 0A173454F 04

0.930020 0.155682E 06 0.107801E 03 0.131730E 04
0Q400&l3 n1A2A71c 0S 010Q907F Q3 n-134ASAF 04

0.950109 0.L73917E 06 0.130562E 03 0.145916E 04
0.960117 0.1R3120F 06 0AI3493F n3 .152171F 04

0.970128 0.205641E 06 0.149877E 03 0.191367E 04
O.98133 0.217064w 06 0-1534925 03 Q-2n.g39q n4

REPLENISHMENT TOTAL FOR PRICE---WEIGHT ---- CU9E
477104.19 77p2 Q 7A-)4
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.. 3CE--. LK 9 3 59 . a o e, . C : rce cz, ze '.s F .

*,..rteance coce is Z.

_. 5v- , Z6 -5- 35-2T2&. caole assem:., sorce cce s

maintenance coae Is 4Z-.

3. -1, 9C-T20-8,3-2662, nose assem:.,., sc--rct tode s F_

maintenance code is 4Z.

Vitro considered that items I and 3 should be considered for stocktong

aboard ship but aIEC considered that only item I should be consicered for

stocking aboarc ship. Analysis of the Vitro and D EC stock lists producec

approximately 200 to 300 part types which Vitro had consicered as stockabe

aboard ship and DIEC hac considered as NOT stockable aboard ship. It was

found that the basis for DIEC's difference of opinion was that the ship

could fabricate the 200 to 300 part types in question and therefore shouli

0 not carry these items per se.

71he above discrepancy was not discovered until late in the progra.

after the stock lists had been computed. The ESO AP-L had a provisioning

level of l, and the DIEC APL had a provisioning level cf 8%, but the above

discussion shows that the proper base had not been used in the evaluation.

This problem occurred because it is not possible tc oetermine from the

maintenance codes those items which are shipboard installable and are also

to be fabricated by the ship.

A studv was made to determine the best way to adjust the aIEC APL

provisioning level to reflect its true value. The method chosen was to

find those items which would have the greatest effect in degrading the

provisioning level rather than adjust for the 200 to 300 items with the

improper coding.
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The am s .iere m -erd

prO~~~aD:',;.'.7>',; ca , .& L n . -e u re irea:=-: _*ep:,"! --. at : .,r . : -L .i

PRQBS:LI7 ' .. 7 :L,'i'.-T £

FSN NAME 'MEC S::C ' ?KN:E 7 ,

590- 582--39o y95 Z

59tO-V0--053 -1P p .1

5960-892-09-5 GV5A-*..0

5960- 88-082O 2C53 -

5460-296-O517 5ADPI --

5960-272-49u9 K62L3 -

58-40-769- 1103 F AUL .ETECTION :Nl.-

5840- 439- 6340 FI.TER MODULATOR ,)o

5840-798-5600 FILTER OUT'P!'T SWITCH

5840-798-.4950 R.ECEIVER SA7NG
TRIGGER DIS RI....N

5840-764-5294 VIDEO GATING t .8-"
DISTRIBUTION GEIERATCR

5840-798-4952 15MC-241MC CONVERTER

5915-715-2350 R, 'ECTION FILTER 92-

5960-067-936. E.28 " --

5960-819-2275 ,5i

These 15 items show that the &MEC stock l.st zanno exceez a zr:v -

sioning level of 80%. Since :he :tner parts _ :re raar Ar -:

tected to lOG,., there wiJ De f'ar:her :egraca2r :- - .e -he -xac:

value of the EMEC stock list cannot be deter.me: :.anc zal:z . .::

it is estimated to be -,n the range of 65--5-. Sirce -.e -EC s ..

65-75% rather than 87%, the fclowing points ire :rx -. .
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TABLE 27. PARTS PROVISIONED BY VZ1RO ; IZZ; ESC

2N30107134603 9Z53407984968 9N59052792528 9N59108395734iN30200202775 2N53558014240 9N59052792530 9N59108501502
2N302058001:,7 2N58400142607 9N59052793497 9N591098922102N30208375811 2N58400202785 9N59052793500 IN591571523502N3C208995193 IN58407152351 9N59052793503 IN59157984963
1N30405809749 2N58407159451 9N59052992010 9N593002299649Z31100338453 2N58407159531 9N59052992013 9N59302302561
9Z31100338454 2N58407321925 9N59052992040 9N59306832814
1931101556190 2N58407693593 9N59052992059 9N59307159426
1931101568039 2N58407984945 9N59055185593 9N59307159580
19311C1588247 2N58407984961 9N59055189362 qN5907873711qZ31101o8q20 IN58408478005 qN59055392032 ON593078737129Z31107319145 IN58409188370 9N59055394565 9N593 078737139Z31107319146 IN58409238307 9N59055427648 9N593080137739Z311C7319147 1N58409564946 9N59055428 0 53 9N59352017043IN41308378196 IN58409763269 9N5905542979q 9N593520498029G41408930145 2N58409764889 9N59055429981 9N59355527613IN43207335279 IN5409764891 9N59055563041 9N59355527720
IN44407134444 IN58409873453 9N59055566420 9N5935577233E9C45400202788 1N5845715q422 9N59055811714 9N59355813958
9C4730274750C 9N59051124355 9N59056655468 9N59356153914
9C47302782 5 89 9N59051858490 9N59056884124 9N5935615783?OC4'302892 6 q7 9N59051858510 9N59057523420 9N59356172849C4730555820 3  9N59051858516 9N59057523970 TX59356177551
9C47306400830 9N59051908874 9N590575239 74 TX593571669479C47306405113 9N59051908883 9N59058233482 9N59357212675
9'47306405119 9N59051908885 9N59058233567 IN593576493382R47306407201 lN59051914936 9N59058263B05 TX59357906962
2R47307200461  9N59051920619 IN59058394061 TX59357906964
9C48100202784 9N59051920626 9N59058394064 9N593560323131N51200186021 9N59051923973 9N59058417461 9N59358126344
1N53150589733 9N59051923981 lN59058926951 9N59358230s879Z53157256310 9N59051924504 9N5910088D385 9N593584180929Z53300202791 9N59051955571 9N59101261619 TX5935846798C
1953300546894 9N59051956754 9N591012691 ,0 TX593585525861953301542456 9N59051956761 9N59102709001 IN59358795116
1953301719916 9N590522158I8 1N59104741901 1N5q359913379
1953301986195 9N59052524018 9N5910556q440 9G59402582462
9Z533C2518839 9N59052547096 9N59105773183 96594050053731953302651095 qN59052586918 9N59105830715 9G59405C28469
1953302859836 ON5052679524 9N59106817046 9G5940577C123KZ53302920580 9N59052791692 IN59107324900 9659406298127KZ53305796859 9N50052791718 9N59108123918 IN54087326q2KZ53305840263 9K'1052791721 9N591081816?5 QG5948937485
1953305840266 9N5;052791752 9N59108189758 1NSQ45080343?
KZ51306181 60'C 9N59052791890 9N59108231068 ON59457C248809Z53308732681 9N59052791921 IN5910823196; !N50457244749Z533097632'2 9N59052791930 9N59108265466 ON59457373 lOSIN534002C2774 9N59052792515 qN5910833q280 INS045?80800C
9Z53402056552 9N59052792527 9N59100354662 9N59 458127909
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TABLE 27. PARTS PROVISIONED BY VITRO AND NOT ESO (Continued)

9N59459729089 2N66258208 458 METALl/4.18 11140
IN59500202770 IN66258208459 MIL+N+994 11+146
9N59507087067 1N66258208460 M521900+12C 11+260
9N59508993420 2N66258208461 MS21902+04 11+261
9N59508993421 2N66258380147 M21902+08 11+277

N59509763273 IN66258380148 MS219084 1298+38NPT

9N59600824139 2N66258729212 MS2190904 1652+8
9N59602732415 2N66258732680 M521911+8c 172C
9N59605196954 IN66458405693 MS21913*010 1900C

9N59605562621 lN66858729216 MS21913+.10 194080364

9N59605815603 AN23858 MS21921+04 194081350

9N59605834071 AN6290+10 MS21921+08 194081351

9N59606655192 AN6290412 MS21921+12C 19776+1
9N59607250527 AN62901- MS21921+8C 1988HMS1728
9N59607295499 AN629044  MS21922.R8 2+113

lN59607955570 AN6290 6 MS28775+017 2+259
IN59607955570 AN6290+6 MS28775 212 2+2619N59608120480 AN6290+8 MS3106EI253P 2P5ON+SS

9N59608336041 AN837+8C MS3106E12P 2141
9N59609683858 AN924+12C MS3106E14.2P 2141

IN59609835990 AN924+3C MS35671+33 2329FOO45+2

1N59609841175 AN924+8C MS9021+008 2329F0045+3

9N59709193044 AN924+8D MS915283K25 2329FOO45+4
9N59858795601 AVHC412MS50 NA+1947 2329F0045+59N988950 AH(IMS0NEO1*3/41D 2329F0045+6

IN59959198519 AVHC+2+M NEO13/161D 2329F0O45+7

9N59990229963 AVHC+4+MS14 NSAW0208 2329F0045+8

9N59997134349 AVHC+8.6F P0312 2329FOO4S+8
9N59997134459 AVHN.12MS14 PD3127 2329F0045+9

P0347001308 233380005

9N599973152 AVHN+i4MSI5 RE025N380085 233380006

959998375825 AVHN+4M515 RFL172 2333C004

9N59998375826 AVHN+8+MS14 RFL173 2338C0114
9N59998375827 BIJURA+2835 RFLI74 233800146
9N59998375828 BIJURB+1061 RFLIT5 263080291

9N59998379496 BIJURB 1371 RL175 263080371
SSRS77R8 263080378+5

IN59998600832 BIJURB+3601 ST SR+434 263080412
IN59999502885 888 ST SR500L 263081687

9G62102647010 C+2478 TEF3/401A 263000007

1N62105041617 CHO5A3NC205K TYPE 304 263000433

9G62202840289 C3+3 X9803XA 2763M526

9G62401557857 D4125 X2045X3 29904

9G62401558707 ER81600808 Y01130 3.4Y

9G62402239100 ER816D44 .3125 IA 3/4 IPS

lN66250885411 ER82200808 908108608W 3/4XI/2FGSS

1N66254449771 
ER822D49

1N66254449774 ER822D4+4 1525 30K
2N66256493274 G17+70 1 IPS 150LB 3010+8
2N66257159431 JVl 1/2D0+SS 314086263

iN6625733275 JV420 1/8 IN 39902+4

2N66257332746 K82+0006 101807 39905.3

IN66257332748 LH62R2 106064+337 39913

109074+337 39914
1N66257947S:2 1..6 1.3 91

11+137 39919
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T'7- ??'?TS-::Oq zI Y \ITRO T:) l) ESO (Coninued)
CBIASS440 784 4400016C 4401B0279

4peISRASS 440051785 440OC1613 44C1BC227
44l0578C 440OB!786 400C1615 44C1B024C

404115+C2'- 0 4001787 440001616 44C1B5244
4400B0392 4400,1789 4400C1658 44015246
440OB3484 4401OB790 4400C167 44C150252
440OB0487 4,OB1701 440OC1672 4401B0270
440OB0488 440OB1793 4400C1710 4401BC2714400B0537 44001795 4400C1734 44018274
440080548 440081802 440OC1736 4401B0351440080548-2 4400BI03 4400C1772 4401BO415
4400B0835 B4008B804 4400C1779 44018425+2440050969 4400BI806 4400C!780 4401C0009
4400B1355 4400B1807 440001782 4401CO010
4400B359 4400B8O8 4400C7880 44:1C0'013
440051360 44OOB1812 4400C178811 /41 1COO174400B137C 4400B1825 4400C1796 &4:1C035440081371 440OB1938 4400C1797 44CIC042440OB1372 44008946 4400C1805 44010034
440OB1373 440OB1947 440OC1809 4401CO046440OB1374 /A40OB979 4400 1810 440,IC0047 2440OB1375 440OB2000 440OC181; 44ICC47+?
440OB1382 440OB2031 4400C1829-2 4401CO52440081394 4400B2051 4400C1829-3 4401C0053440001395 440082053 440001832 4401OCOc440OB1410 440OB2085 4400C2027 4401C0245
440OB1413 440OB2088 4400C2054 14CIC0251440OB1420 4400CO31C 4400DO448 143iDOC21
440051421 4400CO310+2 440OD1248 44oIDD05C
440OB1422 4400CO490 440OD1407 44 1FO005
4400B1423 4400C1329 44000109 4401F 0 26
440081426 4400C1329+2 440OD1415 4401!C2C7
440051444 440OC134C 440OD1416 4-SISTON2
440OB1445 4400C135 440OD1490 4FX46(8XB)
440OB1465 4400C1351 4400D1499 4F0045',
4400B1609 44C00C1352 4400D1757 48Q81/22/4
440OB1611 4400C1368 &400DI757-2 497+4Dl
440081619 440OC1408 440OD1781 5/16xi 3/4
440081648 440OC1424 4400P1406 500+9+5440OB1656 440OC1429 440OF141910C 5:00+81w440OB1675 440C1430 4400F1713 5133+1440OB1676 440OC1430+2 440OF1768129 5595 1245RD440OB1677 440C1481 4400F1822 6+32X2.375
440OB1724 4400'1493 4400F1823 6-32X3*75
4400B1732 440C1500 4400FI89720 79022034050C
4400B1733 440OC1501 4400F189721 8BFTX
4400B1735 4400C15C2 440180018 620-3
44O51774 4400C1503 4401BO0o 8438181+440051777 4400C15C6 4401BO033 850440OB1778 4400C1589 440180041 9 0A21-010
4400178 4400C160C 44 49C+A2768



TABLE 28. PARTS PROVISIONED BY VTRO AND NCT EMEC
2N30107258019 9N59352017043 53305840263 9G59402582462
IN30109836007 9N59352049802 9Z53305853217 9G59405005373
IN30200202775 9N59352590337 53306181603 9G59405005378
2N30205800107 9N59352592748 9Z53307135370 9G59405028469
2N30208226295 1N59352899748 9Z53402056552 9G59405428546
2N30208995193 9N59354396492 9Z53402869469 9G59405429333
IN30405809749 9N59355188836 9Z53405981138 9G59405770123
IN31100196387 9N59355392650 2N53406857023 9G59406132627
9Z31100338454 9N59355392651 9Z53407250969 9G59406298127
1931101568039 9N59355523036 9Z53407984968 9G59407554199
1931101588247 9N59355527613 2N53408206748 9G59408121668
9Z31101982930 9N59355527720 9Z53555560145 1N59408732692
9Z31105734244 9N59355551888 1N53556169604 IN59408930951
9Z31107311718 9N59155772136 9Z53555560145 9G59408937485
9Z31107319148 9N59355772338 2N53558014240 IN59409501175
IN31207159542 9N59355813958 58400142607 1N59457244743
lN41300551145 9N59355836325 IN58400198171 9N59457373195
lN41405902317 9N59356151108 IN58400202777 9N59505771224
lN44407134444 9N59356153914 2N58400202785 1N59507895238
9C45400202788 59356177551 IN58400732235 9N59602732415
9C47208729215 9N59356365983 1N58400732236 9N59605196954
lN47209508830 9N59356439608 1N58400732237 9N5960556262147302747500 9N59356815681 *IN58400732238 9N59605815603
47302782589 9N59356820501 2N58407134051 9N59606655192
47302892697 9N59357020127 2N58407159451 9N59606820885
47305558203 9N59357021207 2N58407321925 9N59606868085
47306400830 9N59357134200 2N58407580898 9N59606868087

9C47306405113 1N5Q357264150 2N58407693593 9N59607250527
9C47306405119 9N59357298036 2N58407984964 IN5960795557047306407201 IN59357649338 2N58408383385 9N59608104928
9C47306843579 9N59357715937 2N58408383386 59709193044

47307200461 9N59357759058 58409238307 lN59758991995
9C47308156976 9N59358032312 IN58409763269 IN59759667706
9C48208148448 .9N59358032313 iN58409764891 2N59857616693
IN49208742512 9N59358032315 IN58409918691 N59858933208
IN53150589733 59358054948 IN58457159422 9N59990608643
9Z53152819481 9N59358103767 9N59050613868 9N59990868567
lN53152864888 9N59358126344 9N59051908889 9N59997134349
9Z53157206460 9N59358126345 1N59051914936 9N59997134459
9Z53157256310 9N59358144127 9N59052547110 9N59997314416
9Z53157319230 9N59358381905 9N59052791718 2N59997892197
9Z53300202791 9N59358418092 9N59052791890 9N59998375825
1953300546894 59358467980 9N59058284101 9N59998375826
IN53300583952 9N59358472600 9N59101269170 9N59998375827
9Z53302518839 59358552586 9N59105830735 9N599983758281953302859839 9N59358567980 9N59107524676 9N5999837949553302920580 59358795116 9N59108395734 9N59998379496

153303509013 9N59358928804 IN59300198175 IN59998600832
lN53305802278 9G59402581931 9N59307873713 IN59999502885IN53050228 959 258931 9N5935201272! IN61207897977



TA-r2:. PARTS PROVISIONED 3Y Z*"70: AI:D NMI E IV~ 0~i

2N6625C)885411 G17+70 X1960+XA 263O80291
N6625444 9773 Jv+1 X2045X3 26310BO378+5
IN66254449774 JV+20 YOC-130 263080412
2N662564 0 1,274 K82+0006 0 3125DI A 2630B1669
lN56257159431 LI+6 908108608W 2630B1687
2N66257286029 METAL1/4+18 1525 2630DO007
2N66257286030 M I L*N+9914 1+1PS150LB 2630DO433
IN66257132748 mS21900+12C 1/2DD*SS 2763HMS26
lN662570 47812 w.S21902+D4 1/+N29904

I N66258206460 MS21902+D8 106064+337 3+4y
2N6280661 M210S4109074+337 3/4+1PS

2N66258729212 MS21909D4 11+137 3/4X1/2FGSE
2N664584 05693 YS21911*8C 11+140 30K
IN6685C202743 MS21913+DIO 11+146 3010+B
1N66E57354689 M521913+D6 11+260 314086263
: N6685e8720216 MS21921+D4 11+261 39902+4

0AN23858 MS521921+DS 11+277 39904+4
AN6290+1C MS21921+12C 12+8FTX 2P904-i5
4N6290+4 MS21921+8C .229B+3/BNDT 052
AN6290+5 MS21922+R8 1652+B 39905+3
4N6290+8 MS21922+4R 1724C 39913
AN837+SC MS21923+12C 194080364 30914

k AN924+12C MS21923+8C 104081350 39919
AN924+3C MS28775+017 1040B1351 4CB8BRASS
AN924*4D mS28775*212 1940B1500 4FB18RASS
AN92+C MS 3106 E12 53P 19776+1 4 01+117+1C
AN924+8D MS3106EI4570 1988HV.S1728 404115*0210
4VHC-4-2w,55C MS35671*3"A 2P50N+SS 4400B0314
AVHC+2+M mS9021+008 2329FOO24 440080392
4VHC*4+MS14 MS915283K2B 2329F0045+2 4400B0484
4vH-C+8+6 NA+1947 2329F0045+3 440080487
AVHN*12MS14 NE01+3/4*1D 2329F0045+4 44008048e
4VHN+44+MS!4 NEOI+3/16*1D 2320F0045+5 440030537
AVHN+4115 NS4AWO0208 232PF0045+6 4400B0548
AVHN+8+MS14 NW66520+10B 2329F0045+7 440080548+2

B1JURA*2835 PD31 27 2329FO045+8 4400B0835
31.JURB+1061 PD347001308 2329FO0045+9 4400B0969
E1JURB*1371 R9E025N380005 2329F004510" 440051355
EI-JURB+3602 PFL172 2329FOO4511 440OB1359
E'.0415+1 PFL173 2329FOO4512 440061369
88+8 PFL174 233380005 44003137C.
C-&2478 RFL175 2333B0006 4400E1371
C147+6 SSRS77RB 2333C0004 4400&13771
C3+3 ST+SR+434 2338D0146 440081373
D4-&12 5 ST*SR+500L 2344B0067 4400B1374
EPS16DO808 TEF3/4DIA 2344BO067 4'.0OB1375
ERS16D4+4 TYPE304 2344C0150 4400B1382
EP82200808 X 15 81 2344CC15q.l2 443031394
ER822D4 X1942+X 2344FV0*090 4 403B2395
rRS22D4+4 X1942X3 2344FC163 44 C14 10



TABLE 28. PARTS PROVISIONED BY VITRO AND NOT EMEC (Continued)

440081413 4400B2088 4400C1796 4401C0017
440081420 4400C0310 4400C1797 4401C0035
4400B1421 4400C0310 2 4400C1805 4401C0042
440081422 4400C0434 4400C1809 4401C0044
440081423 4400C0490 4400C1810 4401CO046

440081426 4400C0646 4400C1811 4401C0047+2

440081444 4400C0647 4400C1829+2 4401C0047+3
440081445 4400C0650 4400C1829+3 4401C0052

440081465 4400C0712 4400C1832 4401C0053
440081609 4400C1329 4400C2017 4401C0059
440081611 4400C1329+2 4400C2027 4401C0245
440061619 4400C1349 4400C2054 4401C0251
440061648 4400C1350 4400C0448 4401D0021
440081656 4400C1351 440001214 440100050
440081675 4400C1352 4400D1407 4401F0005
440081676 4400C1367 440001409 4401F0026
440081677 4400C1368 440001415 4401F0207
440081709 4400C1384 440001416 475PISTON2
440081724 440OC1384+2 440001490 48X48(SX8)
440081732 4400C1384+3 440001499 48004511
440081733 4400C1384+4 440001757+2 48981/221/4
440081735 4400C1408 4400D1781 497+40.1
440081774 4400C1429 4400F1213 5/16XI 3/4
440081777 4400C1430 440180246 500+9+5
440081778 4400C1430+2 4400F1406 5000+81W
440081783 4400C1481 4400F1419100 5133*18
440081784 4400C1493 4400F1768129 5595.1245R0

0081784400C1500 4400F1822 6+32X2.375
440081787 4400C1501 4400F1823 6+32X3@75

440081789 4400C1502 4400F189720 790220340500

440081790 4400C1503 4400F189721 8TFTX

4400B1791 4400C1506 440180018 820+3
440081793 4400C1600 440180019 8438181+1

440081795 4400C1601 440180033 850
440081802 4400C1613 440180041 9021T010
440081803 4400C1615 440180049 909+A+2768
44008184 440OC1616 440180179
440081804 4400C1645 440180217
.440081807 4400.1658 440180240
440081808 4400C1671 440180244

440081812 4400C1672 440180252
440OB1825 4400C171C 440180270
440081938 4400C1734 4401B0271
440081946 4400C1736 440180274
440081947 4400C1772 440180351

440081979 4400C1779 440180415

440082000 4400C1780 4401B0425+2

440082031 440OC1782 4401C0009
440082051 4400C178810 4401C0010

440082085 4400C178811 4401C0013
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TABLE 29. PARTS PR0VSIOMM BY ESO A$ iOT VITRO

2N30100202766 9Z53158123035 2N59157135366 IN50607783817
2N3'200607926 9Z53158409853 IN59158120126 9N5060824OQ48
2N30200607927 953302859839 2N59158381891 5960892C796
2N30200607928 9Z53405851660 1 N59158600861 9N59608920834
2N30205802204 9Z53405859835 9N59208344 7 05 1N59858630841
2N302071417 9Z53405981228 IN59308732690 9N59997135384
2N3020731-416 9Z53406770402 9N59308783159 9N59997311878
2N3C2C7314419 IN53407541899 IN59350205791 9N59998379494
2N30207314429 1953408120474 9N59352323758 2N61058993424
2N332C73142 9Z53550498572 9N59355816403 IN61450808'33
2N30207314425 1953558132078 9N59356859396 IN61457522415
2N3020714426 IN58400202760 2N59357311876 IN61455481 50
2N30207314427 2N58400732231 2N59357311885 2N66257984960
2N30207314428 2N58407135382 9N59357335274 2N66258600862
2N30207314429 lN58407695425 9N59358795113 IN66450202787

2N30207324902 IN5847701914 9N59358839302 AN3436+5+3

2N30207324903 IN58407701915 IN59359563036 AN3436 5+5
2N30207324906 IN58407726642 !N59359913374 BR9CXG7V3V52N302C7324906 !5 7263 95 5098 896
2N3C2C7328530 1N58407726643 9G59405005378 E19460+1
2N30207691087 lN58407726644 9G59405005381 D19391+1

2N30208014229 iN58407727907 O545016 ECLNX
2N30208014230 2N58407873709 9G5CY405428547 FX5E132N30208014230 IN58407873725 lN59407873726 M5171495
2N30208014231 2N58407984948 9N59457152353 1525
2N30208014232 2N58408119893 9N59458600805 10+052

2N30208209263 2N58408600855 9N59500202782 10+1822N30208209263 1N58408943033 IN59500581130 0C4895/8DIA
2N30208226295 9N59051711998 9N59505428549 16T84
2N30208398972 9N59052792616 9N59506207212 232980C19+2
2N30208398973 9N59052793506 9N5507314422 23290083
2N30208398974 9N59052793837 9N59507328524 2329F004
2N30208398975 9N59052992020 N59507985668 233C0012
2N30208398976 9N5Q052992046 9N59508180207 2333C003
2N3C208794036 590554953'8 9N59508180209 2338PO22C
2N3020985C201 9N5905577043 5  9N59508183999 23445066
2N304076 179 9N59055771827 9N59508381908 2344CO042
2N30407691080 59055777411 9N59508381909 2344CC166
2N30407691082 9N59055814990 ON59508381911 2344C01662
9Z31104403885 59058034582 9N59508381912 2344D144
931105405199 9N59058123178 9N59508381913 2344 3124
IN31109782858 9N59058422968 ON59508381930 2344FC164
2N44408378047 9N59058989305 9N5508381938 2344F165
9Cl4738729213 9N59100160591 9N5950838194 263083349
lN48204449775 9N59107895241 9N59508384369 2630BC354
2N58206149776 9N59108130906 1N59508600808 36675+14
2N53106134287 9N50108169909 9N59508729218 3016
9Z5310655751 9N59108225683 9N59509647450 44O0152
9Z53152980950 9N59108908933 9N59606178864 440OBC198
195315598728" 9N59108927654 9N59606868388 440050340
9Z53156875126 IN59157135365 IN596C7243466 440050436
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TABLE 29. PARTS PROVISIONED BY ESO AM NOT VITRO (Continued)

4400B0493
440080549
440080714
440080715
440080716
440080717

440080722
440081463
440081463+2
440081477
440082086

a 4400C0193
4400C1265
4400C1265+2
4400C1266
4400C1267
4400C1267+2
4400C1268
4400C1279
4400C1864
4400C1864+2
4400C1864+3
4400C1864+4
4400C1866
440OC1866+2
44C01 866+3
4400C1866+4
4400CI866+5
4400C1866+6
440000904+4
440000904+5
440001001
440001134
4400D1716
4400 C524
4400F0525
4400F0526
440OF0916
4400F1289
4400F1291
4400F1293
4400F1295
4400F1299
4400FISO0
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T____ 5. PRTP ?rvI7I0=D BY EI-2C A IOTT

QC473Z555259D 59158381891 440052086
9Z53301943713 50158600861 4400C1178
'0533019796C1 IN59159501149 4400C124C
I05301986176 9N59350202758 40FC1883
,05??02351A75 59350205791 4400FI884
1953302917310 9N59352229913 4400FI884+2
1953306418241 9N59352408166 4401C0336
9Z53308564004 9N59355390436
9Z53309763267 9N59355680849

58400202760 59357311876
2N58407159529 50357311885
2N58407159541 59357335274
2N584C7335283 9N59358600822

584C7873109 59359913374
58407984948 9G59409836099

2N584096677C7 59457152353
IN58409667708 9N59457335275
9N59051022740 59458600805
9N59051920660 59500202782
9N59052494225 59505428549
9N59052793505 59506207212
QN50 52793514 595C7314422
0 °N59052793 519 59507328524
QN5Q052991971 59508381908

59C52992020 59508381909
59052992044 59506381911

ON5 0 052992044 59508381930
ON59055525490 5950838436;
9N59057135296 9N59500785860
-N59058C34582 9N59508600818

59058989305 9N595086008199N59100612957 9N59508600820

9N59100883113 9N59508603382
ON591:5818114 N59508603446
9N59106688168 9N50508603447
9N59106693137 9N59508603448

59101895241 59509647450
59108169909 lN59758'94030
59108181635 IN59850202759

9N59108389421 IN59850202768
9N50138400148 19997135384
9N591:8496155 9G62102268748
9N59138654510 9G6210818023:

59108908933 9362205002448
5915:760129 66258600862

2N591 50762145 C1931& 1
59157135365 1TB18M
59157135366 2114
5q158120126 34004 07

ON5O158183301 36675-14



Figure 19, provisioning level versus stock period, shows the comparison of

the Vitro stock L - r.. P: _-M EC k2 L -e2( ,n :ha ma- e - cG; n z,, nC the

. , h - L.ne shows the estimated E-EC A?L after adjustment ,;as

made to account for those 200 to 300 items which -MEC considered to be fab-

ricated instead o ship stock candidates.

COST

Taoie 2' provides for comoarison of the cos-s of :hz various stock

Lists invesciated and generated during this program, both in Phase I and

Phase II. As shown - the cost of the ESO generated APL was $69,704.00,

with all parts being costed. The DIEC stock list was $b-,370.00, with

95 parts lacking cost description. The Vitro stock list cost $89,957.00,

with 82 Federal Stock Number designated parts and 343 manufacturer's number

designated parts lacking cost description. Table 31 shows the cost analysis

for the Vitro generated 9tock list. The first column indicates the stocking

location. The second column indicates the cost per equipment of the stock

aooard ship and support ship and at the depot. The last column indicates

the total cost of stocking the system assuming that there are 84 ships

carrying the AN/SPS-40 with 14 support ships with provisions as recommended

by the generated stock lists. These costs do not consider any sharing of

common parts in the system but rather that the ALN/SPS-40 is the only piece

of equipment in the Navy.
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TABLE 31

SPARES COST ANALYSIS

COST PER
LOCATION EQUIPMENT TOTAL COST

Ships (84) $89,957.00 $7,556,388.00

Support Ship (14) 19,949.00 1,675,716.00

Depots (2) 11,697.00 982,522.00

Totals $121,603.00 $10,214,626.00
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Because tne provisioning lists developed in tzis program are Dased on

sound matnematical procedures, and because tne rates used in tis program

are caref,.ly calcullated fro= equipment repair histories, i is ftLt -hat tne

results are the most accurate obtainable at present. Phase I res..tS demon-

strated that tne procedure was properly sensitive to the contrz: factors of

part rates. part Dpolations, s..ock pclicy and maintenance policy.

The provisioning procedure which nandles a three echelon stocning proc-

ler has beer. shown. through the various stock lists presented in thi-s report

to be capable of generating results. A macor advantage of this procedure

w.ic. is essential to logistics analysis is the prograr's flexibilit, Flexi-

zilim:v has been illus-.rated bo generating stock lists where all repairs were

performed y the ship's electronic tec.-nician. where selected repairs were

performed cy the manufacturer, and where selected repairs were performed by

a Navy maintenance repair facility. Each of these situations produced

different stock lists. The program also has the flexibility of handling

parts or assemblies as well as combtinations of parts and assemblies. The

program is capable of handling special cases such as maintaining mini==.

derth for al critical or essential items and limiting ship inventory costs

by assigning low usage - high cost items to the support ship rather than

stocking ther aboard the ship. A further capability is added by the cal-

culation print outs which furnish a means of making changes by hand to the
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stock list without the requirement of a rerun on the computer.

Problems were encountered with the DEC APLI calculations usirg the

three digit maintenance code as follows:

Installation echelon,

4 - for shipboard installation

D - for shore based repair facility

Maintenance echelon,

- for shipboard installation

D - for shore based repair facility

Z - for not repairable

riodule

1 - Electronic Assembly - shipboard repair

2 - Electronic Assembly - repairable at shore based facility

3 - Electronic Assembly - non-repairable (throwaway)

- Part of Assembly - replaceable

5 - Part of Assembly - non-replaceable

6 - Part of Assembly - plug-in

The problem indicates that the above code does not describe the situa-

tion where items are installable by the ship, but are not to be considered

because the items are to be fabricated on board. :n order to efficiently

use the maintenance code in conjunction with the provisioning program de-

scribed by this study, the maintenance code should be ex-panded to describe

this situation.

Although it was not demonstrated during this study, the procedure has

the ability to generate stock lists tailored to a specific ship. For exam-

ple an aircraft carrier with assembly maintenance capability would have a
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stock list different from a destroyer without assem m, m.intenance capaezili-

.y. Appropriate stock lists per hull col ld likewise be generated depending

or. tae type of assigned duty. For example, a ship in the Seventh Fleet

could be given a higher provisioning level than a ship assigned picket duty

off the continental United States with the capability of increasing allowed

cuantities if reassignment occurs. There is also the ability to stock the

ships of the Seventh Fleet on the basis of a higher budget allowance than

,he picket ships. The provisioning procedure described in this report will

handle the above constraints.

Di=r-nz this study the provisioning procedure has been applied to gen-

erating an API type stock list. This procedure may be expanded to cover

calculatio. of Coordinated Shipboard Allowance Lists (COSAL) which would

exploit the advantages achieved in the AI%/SS-40 Radar vrogran.

A. icediate practical recomnended application of the procedures gen-

erated d'rinz this study would be initial provisioning for new eouipment

To illustrate suoh an application, assume that a new type of equipment con-

sisting of 10,00C parts is being procured for the fleet. Figure 20 presents

tne major pertinent points in tne program schedule. Item 1 indicates tnat

this program nas required I months of design and development. At the end

of this period, preproduction testing and evaluation occurs as indicated by

t~ern 2. Tne contractor then begins the production run with the firs- equip-

ment scheduled for deliver-j ir 8 months Or at the end of the 21st month as

indicated by tne schedule. The requirement for the parts list would be

placed on the contractor to be availatle at the end of the 9th mcn-h. The

pa_--s list would consist of EAM cards where the entries would correspond tc

-he parts list manLal entries required as part of the documentation on the

'7
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equipment. The cards would cort,71in, in a prescribed format the following

information:

I. Federal Stock Nanber or manufacturer' s number

2. short name or title

3. part reference designator or circuit symbol

4. a code to indicate if part is essential or non-essential to
equipment operation which is the same as the essentiality
codes presented earlier in this report

5. failure rate of part (will be available if reliability progran
was required)

6. maintenance code - a three digit Navy code

7. consumption rate to be used for determining stock quantities

8. weight (in pounds)

9. cube (in cubic feet)

10. cost

The above information requiret -5 spaces on an EAM card which has a

total of 80 spaces available. Mlilitary Specification Electronic Repeair PvtF

Requirement, Procedures for Provisioning Documentation and Stock Nuzebering,

Yzi.-E-17362C (SHIPS), now requires that the part number, cost, and essen-

tiality of the -arts be specified.

A major revision of 1ZL-E-173620 is recommended to reauire the con-

tractor to include the remaining items listed above; to provide guidance for

the contractor to develop the essentiality codes, maintenance codes and con-

sumption rate (the remaining items are readily available to the contractor);

to set forth the procedure for the assignment of the above codes; require

the contractor to provide a complete list of parts with the above informa-

tion on 80 colun EAM Cards and submit a recommended stock list (range) end

the total number of spare parts (depth) necessary tc support the equipment
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a- a 9Cm nrovisioning le:el for a ninety-day period. This stock list should
be de-ermined in accordance with the Specification reconended in tn follow-

in; zaragraph. and should include -he total cost, weight and cube of the

srare pars reconnended for support.

A new specification should be developed detailing the procedures and

zethods to be used for determining an equipment Range and Depth Stock -'sz

z.at will supply the desired degree of confidence for a stated period of

:me. This soecification should be developed in accordance with the statis-

.-cal procedures used in this repof and should be placed on the contractor

as a mandatory requirement for all new equipment procurements. Print cuts

resulting from the use of this specification should include two parts lists,

one in FSON/anufacturer's number order and another in circuit sy-cl order;

Range and Depth stock list for an equipment; a stock list for a suprt. ship;

a stock list for a denot; and a listing by part type showing the -otal number

of items recuired by the tavy to provision according to the quantities sneci-

fied by the three stock lists. The contractor would retain a copy of the

generated results and distribute conies to the Cormander, Nlaval Ship Syst s

Co.rand and the U. S. Navy. Electronics Supply Office to use during the Fart s

ProvisioninG Conference.

Ce month or some pre-determined period of ti.e would be allowed for

each of the recipients to review and appraise the stock ;rint cuts. Coments

and changes would be noted on the print outs. Since preproduction tests

ha';e *ceen erformed during the pericd of stock list dev:elopment, the results

ti estinga would also be considered.

At e end of the review and appraisal 'period, _ provisioning zrfer-

ence 'culd be held where he co=ents and chares would be considered --nd

10-



decisions made concerning necessary adjustments. It is believed that the

above procedure which furnishes a prelimi" :-ry stock list and information on

e11 the parts will stimulate conmunication5 since areas where improvements

are needed should be easier to determine when the entire picture is avail-

able for study. Further, in those areas where detailed investigations are

required. the effort has been reduced to a problem of practical magnitude.

All of the provisioning information is now given to the Inventory Con-

trol Point. The Inventory Control point from this point on has the respon-

sitility of producing the equipment APL, the ship COSAL, and buy quantities

to support the new equipment in the system. The performance of these duties

should be easier and clearer with the detailed information available after

the provisioning conference. According to the schedule of figure 20 there

remains eight months before the first equipment will be delivered for fleet

use. More important, the decisions on procurement of spare parts can be

made in time to be incorporated into the production contract.

Haying used a procedure where all inputs and quantities used to derive

the initial provisioning stock lists as specified, an analysis of the re-

sults over perhaps the first year of fleet use would provide a means for

adjusting the equipment stock quantities as well as provide better data for

the next future generation of equipments to be considered.

The above discussion is a suggested approach to the initial provision-

ing problem which fits into the present procedures and practices. The tools

required are the provisioning procedure presented in this report and FIL-E-

17362D (Snips) which would require revision to serve adequately. Tne advan-

tage of this suggested approach to initial provisioning is the generation

of a timely stock list based on sound mathematical principles and completely

documental procedures including two government approval monitoring points.
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TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF SPARES
WITH A PRECHOSEN PROBABILITY LEVEL

HERCHEL E. LYNCH AND RONALD S. 'ORRIS
USALWC INTERN TRAINING CENTER

DR. ROGER J. MCNICHOLS AND DR. DARRELL R. S&REVE
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

The prediction of the number of spares or spare regardless of the type of density function each of the
parts for a product or system is a problem, the variables have. Using this fact, an asymptotic
importance of which has been recognized in almost every approximation proposed bv Cox (3) and Barlow (2) and
publication on Integrated logistics Support planning extensions by the authors, a technique is shown which
and Systems Effectiveness both by the Department of will provide an estimate of the number of spares need-
Defense and by Industry. Many approaches to this prob- ed for the prechosen probability level; for any type
lem have been presented and these are generally divided of basic process density function, for any of the pro-
into two categories: first, those which contain some cess sequences shown, and for single and multiple
very confining and, perhaps, unrealistic assumptions sparing policies. This is possible through utilization
such as sparing for the expected number of failures, of the simplified tables, graph, and the step-by-step
assuming a constant failure rate and poisson process technique shown in this paper, along with calculations
or sparing a system based on only the total operating which are not complicated nor difficult and which do
time, and second, those approaches which require a not require any knowledge of probability or statistical
computer simulation. The simulations range from the theory.
simple to the very complex and sophisticated models.
However, both the simple and the complex require a THE TECHNIQUE
computer program, a computer, and time on the computer,
along with available personnel. This technique was derived using results obtained

by Cox (3), and Barlow (2), which show that the time to
Some people realize the importance of selecting the nth event and the number of events which occur in a

the proper sparing level and comprehend the multifacet- time interval, t, are both asymptotically normally dis-
ed problem which such a selection involves. Many tributed as n and t become infinite. These results
others, however, do not realize the long lasting and
wide ranging ramifications of a sparing policy and its weresbase one centrllt t e s v
resultant effects on the key system parameters. The ous results obtained by Feller (5).
number of spares and the location of these spares for In this paper the results obtained by Cox and
the system affects system availability, maintainabil- In his beer applied by ox an

ity, and reliability provided replacement is permitted Barlow have been applied to a sparing problemCFigur)

during the mission, as well as repair facility utili- system class A and Bi) and extensions have been made

zation and total system cost. When one recognizes all to provide models for many other types of system

the implications of a particular sparing policy with classes and sparing configurations. To apply this

regard to system parameters, he can easily see that technique, the following restrictions are necessary:

consideration of the sparing policy is vital in the
conceptual and trade-off analysis stage in the sys- 1. The system must follow one of the

tern's life cle. In addition, it is difficult to process sequences and one of the

understand how the many trade-off analysis which are sparing configurations shown, with-

necessary in the conceptual and design stages can be out deviation. (See Figures I and 2)

validly developed without consideration of the sparing
policy. Thus, the selection of a sparing policy is not 2. Only spare set can be required in any

a problem which can be postponed until the system is process cycle, where a process cycle

produced and ready for use. This problem must be con- is defined as the repeating sequence

sidered in the early stages of the system's life cycle in a system, and must be required at

with the other major system parameters. The primary the point in time shown in the pro-

reason why this has not been common practice to date cess sequence.

is that a technique did not exist which could be utili-
zed during the early stages of the life cycle and 3. All processes are independent.

which did not require great amounts of time and money,
and, perhlaps, computer simulations. 4. The mean and variance of the density

function of cacti process must remain

Ibis paper provides a simplified technique for constant over time.

determining the number of spares necessary for a sys-
tem or groups of systems utilizing a prechosen proba- The accuracy of the approximations shown in this

bility level that sufficient spares will be available. paper depend upon the ratio of the sparing cycle time

This technique removes many if the restrictive, and, to the mean of the process cycle time and the shape
imetimes, unrealistic assumptions involved in previ- of the basic process density function. It has been

ous methods. The basis for this technique is the fact found that if this ratio is greater than 3 to 5 and if
that the density function of a sum of independent ran- the basic process density functions are not badly skew-
dom variables approaches the normal density function, ed, the accuracy of the approximation is sufficient

and, in most cases, better than the present methods.
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Also, limits are shown for this approximation which prozide an indication of the accuracy of the results.

STEPS TO APPLY TECHNIQUE

STEPS EXAMPLE

FROM FEASIBILITY AND TRADE-OFF STUDIES.

1. FROM INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM STUDIES:
A. Determine what processes the system undergoes Operation, Replacement, Test

during it's life cycle.
B. Draw system process sequence in terms of the Spare Required

actual operations performed on each system.
FEOperation Replacement j Test Operation

2. FROM SYSTEM SUPPORT' STUDIES: I
A. Determine number of systems, S, to be supported S - 6

by the spare pool.
B. Determine the time interval, TR, that system R T R-TI-T -T -T 5-T6- 600 hrs.

will be in the sparing cycle.
C. Determine the desired probability, P that P > .92

the S systems will have enough spares' or each -a

system to undergo the process sequence shown
for the time, TR, during the sparing cycle.

FROM THIS TECHNIQUE

3. FROM FIGURE 1, 9, OR 3, DETERMINE THE FOLLOWING:
A. Using IB relate the actual system process to From Figure 1,System Class - C.3

sequence shown in Figure 1 and determine the
system class.

B. With the system class from 3A, relate actual Operation I Replacement I Test
operations performed on the system to the process I process 2 1process 3
process numbers sho6 on Figure I and determine, WI; 40 P2li0 W3=12
1i' the mean and, oi , the variance of process 12 2 0316
.- 225 2 -25 3

C. Using S from 2A and T from 2B, determine the From Figure 2, System Configuration- Type II
sparing configuration type from Figure 2.

D. Using Pl- from 2C, determine Z. from Figure 3. From Figure 3 with Pi, .92, Z,- 1.40

4. WITH FIGURE 4 OR 6, DETERMINE THE FOLLOWING:
A. Using system class from 3A and sparing From column 3, Figure 5, for system class C.3

configuration from 3C, find the equation for T T - S(Tl+P2+03S
using columns land either column 2, 3, or 4 T-600 P2.0 i 3 12  5-6
in Figure 5.

B. With this equatJo and the process parameters T - 6(600 + 10 + 12) - 3732
from 3B, solve 'or T.

C. Using syitem clta, from 3A, find equations for From column 5, Figure 5, for system class C.3
Pi and o in coluvm 5 and 6 in Figure 5. With
tee process parameters from 3B, solve for 'C' 'C - Wl + 112 +W3 - 40 + 10 + 12 - 62
and o2.

D. From Pigure 4, find values for K and K2 .
E. Using the values calculated in 4A, C, D and Zn Oc2 -01 2 + a22 + G32 - 225 + 25 + 16 - 266

from 3D, solve for an approximate value for
N(T) where K 1  2 - - 622 - 266 - .465

T/To 2liC2  (2) (62)2

N(T) .- T SKI + Z C + SK2
1 a - 2 se 2M 1 5(266)2 O

1 K2 -- + C - ___ - L + 0-0* .0892
12 4p Cc 3wc 3  12 4(62)4

Round N(T) upward to integer value, N', *Assume process densities are symetrical, MC3 - 0

N(T) - 3732 - 6(.465) + 1.40 _3732(2bb) + 6(.0892)
5. FIND REVISED P1.- AS FOLLOWS: 62 V (62)

- 60.439 - 61 - N'
A. Using the system class from 3A, the process

parameters from 3B, N' from 4E, and equations pp - (N'+l)pC - Su2 - SW3 - 62(62) - 6(10) - 6(12)-3712

in Figure 5, column 7 and 8, solve for ip and Op
2 

- (N,+I)oc2 So2
2 _So 3

2.62(266)-6(25)-6(16)-16,246
o2. Solve for jp' as follows:

pp '-p + (S-1)(P C)(KI) -- 3712 + (6-1)(62)(.465) - 3856 L
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L. Usin& V' and o2 from SA and To as shown below, T' - (6)(600) - 3600
solve fbr the revised z'

Wt' - To S
z. " V T I TR Z.1 - (3856-3600).+J16,246 - 2.008

a-7 Rc

C. Using Z' from 5B and Figure 3, find revised
P' which is the revised probability that P'.-.978 - Too High

enough spares will be available if N' spares
are stocked. Fov N' - 60 Z' - 1.535 Pl- .94

D. If ?' is not the desired value, modify N' and a

repeisteps 5B and C. For N' - 59 Z' - 1.053 Po l- .86

6. FURTHER REVISIONS - RESULTS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED WITH LIMITS SHOWN BELOW FOR FURTHER REVISIONS IN P' AND N'.2-c

K. If the process density functions have a co- C. if 
2
-l and the densities are skewed right,

efficient of variation, L
- 
, greater than I and the actual probability of having enough

are skewed left, the results shown in this pa- spares is greater than obtained by this method.
per are optimistic, i.e., the actual probabili- D. If the process density functions are normally
ty, P' of having enough spares is less than distributed, the results are fairly accurate.

obtaia by this method. E. If some of the process densities are skewed

B. If - - 1, the density function is exponential left and some are skewed right, the results
and the actual probability of having enough obtained by this method will closely
spares, P' ,is less than obtained but the approximate the actual situation.
poisson cIbe used to refine the estimate.

7. FINAL RESULTS - N' = NUMBER OF SPARES NECESSARY TO N' 60 spares
PROVIDE A PROBABILITY OF P THAT ENOUGH SPARES
WILL BE AVAILABLE TO rAST k&i A TI&E PERIOD, =T
SUM OF T IF S SYSTLAE ARE OPERATING AT T = 0.

R,

PARALLEL ELEMENT EXAMPLE

It should be noted that the technique can be ELEMENT A
applied to many types of redundant elements systems
by properly defining the processes. An example of
this may be the following type of system: E A

Ass cmcp t ions : Assumptions wzz ONE SPARE SET =2 ELEMENT A'S

1. Element A's are in active parallel redundancy. S
2. Element A's are independent. 2 3 1 2
3. System is not repaired until both elements failed.
4. Both elements are replaced before system returns Process 1 - time to first failure

to operation. Process 2 - time from first to second element failure
Process 3 - time to replace both elements

PREVIOUS ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS

The previous methods for determining the number of is expected to occur during a calendar time and used
spares required have some confining and perhaps, un- this value to determine the number of spares necessary.
realistic, assumptions inherent in the methods. Some This assumption would give the same result as assump-
of these assumptions are as follows: tion number 1. It should be pointed out, however, that

1. Sparing policy based on the average number of some systems actually operate and are spared correctly
failures. If a system is spared for the average number based only on operating time.
of failures expected to occur, then roughly 50% of the 3. Sparing policy based on a constant failure
time a spare is needed, a spare will not be available rate (4) (6). The assumption on a constant failure
for the system. rate for the failure process implies that the times

2. Sparing policy based on operating time only to failure follow the negative exponential density
(4) (6). The total operating time which occurs during function. If the times to failure follow the neg-
a calendar time, if a system is undergoing failure and ative exponential density function, the mean of the
repair processes, is a stochastic variable following density function must be equal to the standard devia-
some statistical distribution. Some of the methods in tion of the density function, which is not normally
the past have estimated the mean operating time which the result obtained in a testing program. A part
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that is subject to wearout failure cannot have a con- that, using this technique and Step 6B, a constant
stant failure rate. It should, also, be noted that if rate for the process cycle can be assumed and the re-
the times to failure do not follow the exponential d i- sults will be identical to prior techniques using a
sity function, the failure rate is not the reciprocal constant rate, one process and the poisson distribu-
of the mean of the density function. tion for the number of failures.

4. Sparing policy based on the poisson process
(4). The assumption that the number of failures which There are many other possible usa& for this
occur during a time period follows the poisson process technique, such as:
implies that the times to failure follow the exponen-
tial density function. Thus, inherent in this utiliza- I. Given a certain number of spares, the proba-
tion of the poisson process is, the assumption of a bility of having enough spares can be found.
constant failure rate as discussed above. 2. It can be used to verify the accuracy of the

5. Sparing policy based upon the results of a early predictions if the sparing configuration has
computer simulation (7). The use of a Monte Carlo been operating for a period of time and some results
simulation on a computer may be costly both in time and of the actual usage of spares are available.
money. This coupled with the difficulty in verifying 3. It can be used to determine the effect of the
the accuracy of the simulation makes this approach un- sparing policy upon the system availability.
desirable, except in more complicated situations. Most 4. Given confidence intervals based on testing
of the simpler computer simulations will give no greater for the mean and variance of each process, pessimistic,
accuracy than the technique shown in this paper for the expected and optimistic prediction of the number of
types of systems shown, spares needed can be accomplished.
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APPENDIX A

FIGURE 1 - SYSTEM CLASS

A. ONE PROCESS 1 1 1 1

B. TWO PROCESSES

S S S
B.1 1 2 1 2 1 2

S S S
B.2 1 2

C. THREE PROCESSES

S S S
C.1 1 2 3 2 ) 3 1 2 3 I

S S S S
C.2 1 2 3 1 t 2 3 1 2

S S S
C.3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1. 3I I I 2 I I l I

0. J PROCESSES

S S
o.1 I 1 2J 1 2

S S
D.2 1 2  J 1  2 ' 1

D.3 1 2 G G+I G+2

J PROCESSES IN SEQUENCE - SPARE REQUIRED AT END (F GTH CYCLE IN SEQUENCE

LEGEND FOR FIGURE 1
Process Cycle

mbIndicates process Indicates spare required

su S S S1 2 3 1 S2 i 3  S 1 2 3

process process
,I time 2 time

process cycle(Spare to Spare)

I

- (Sparing cycle for system R) TR

THE SYSTEM PROCESS SEQUENCE AND WHERE THE SPARE SET IS REQUIRED DETERMINES THE
SYSTEM CLASS
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FIGURE 2 - SPARING CONFIGURATION TYPE* FIGURE 3 - VALUES OF Z, AND Pl-,

I Single System S = 1 -.9999 li

Sparing Cycle = Tl  _ . _. - 1 v**..-
II Multiple systems - each sequence is -. 9995 2_---_L ... 24 .{-Z '

identica l .. ... ."

Number of Systems = S 9990 i 2 . -

Sparing cycle of all systems are -.9980 ,
equal to TI

III Multiple systems-each system - ". 0-
sequence is identical -.9900 --- -.

Number of Systems =S 7
Sparing cycle of each system TR -.9800 -- . : -::5

and may be different 01 lit

The system configuration identifies V --. 1TT 1 "

how many systems, S, will receive .- ----.-- _-.}.-
spares from the spare pool and the -.9000 _" __ _ 7 -" "--
length of time, TR, each system ...i .

will be in the process sequence .: -= = = :
during the sparing cycle. .8000

-.7000 -i--
-.6000

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

FIGURE 4 - K1 AND K2 FACTORS C. If the process times are distributed according to
the gamma (a > 1), normal, Weibull (E > 1) or is at

K FACTOR least two processes, each following the exponential,
1 then A above is true, i.e., the convolution for the

Using Pc and Oc2 from column 5 and 6, Figure 5, solve process cycle time has an increasing rate and cc<u c -

for: tc2 - c2  D. If there is only one process and the times are dis-K I tributed according to the exponential, then B above is
2,c2 true, i.e., the exponential density has a constant rate.

NOTE: A. if cc < Pc max value of Kl = E. If there are two or more processes in the cycle and

min value of K = 0 each has certain forms of the Gamma or Weibull, then B
may be true, i.e., the convolution for the process

B. if oc = Pc Kc = 0 cycle time may have a constant rate, however, A, B, or
C may be the case.

K2 FACTOR If the density function is symetrical, then M~c3 0

otherwise
1 5ac _ 2Mc3 Mc3 = E (ti - Wi) 3 where ti = variableK2 = - 4 C 30C 3  

Pi = mean

where Mc3 = third moment of the process cycle time
density function about its mean = sum of third
mements of the process time density functions about
their mean.
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FIGURE 5 - 'VALUES OF T, pc oc 2, and a 2

SYSTEM T - See Step 4A USE FOR USE FOR STEP 5A
CLASS STEP 4C

See SPARING CONFIGURATION TYPE PC
Step (5)
3A I II III (5) Op20C

2

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (7) _ _ _

S (N
A T1  ST1  1 TR  (NI + l)oc (N' + I)ac2

R=I 012

S PI + u2
B.1 T1  STI  r TR  (N, + ])PC (N' + I)oC2

R=I 012 + 022

S ul + P2+ ) C2

B.2 TI + 02  S(T1 + P2 ) 1 TR 
+ SP2  (N' + 1)Pc - SP2  (N' + l)Sc 2 -c2 2

R=I 012 + '22

S Iji + P2 + P3
C.1 TI ST 1 2 TR  (N' + UP, (NI + l)cC 2

R=I o12 + 022 +032

++PS PI + P2 + P3 2-S

C.2 T1 + 3  S(T1  3)  T R + SP3  I 2+2J2 (N' + l)vc - S P3 (N' + 1),z - 3

R=1 + 022 +032

S 41 + 112 + P32 2
C.3 T1+12+.w3  S(T1 +u2+P3) X TR+S(Ii1 +1i2 ) 2 2 (N'+I)Pc-SW2-SP3  (N'+I )oc2 S,,2

2 -S03
2

R=1 012 + 022 +032

W3

D.1 T1  ST1  I TR  (N, + 1)PC  (N +

R=1 9

S w~i
0.2 TI+ i S(T+ Pi) TR+S Pi (N'+1)2 c-S i (N'+1)c2-s 1 'i

i=2 i=2 R=1 i=2 i=2 i=2

J=

sJ '3 I'3D.3 T I+ . Pi S(T I+ P i )  I TR+S Ili =1(N'+l)w c- Sj Pi (N'+I)-cz- S,, i-'

i=g+l i=g+l R=1 i=g+1 J i-g+1 i=g+1

LEGEND S = NUMBER OF SYSTEMS TR = SPARING CYCLE TIME INTERVAL
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ABSTRACr

In this p~aler a w-11,is .. jrrtctcl %hli. I, f "~.* n the iir-ullp t ! I r.

dicting diii mtt! f.t I,~.'tl -lt t -hs u --- rd!". 1ni- t ti- i ls t!k .,t ri-p

fo'r eonlin: d" - i ll ustl~ .sIl In",lemictilt-t r lthr purp-- 4t rlnatzl ,~ r 1s:. 'ir l

fur ilenis Is! trid l il t, a SN, !em fur %%Ill, It ill) prvs .15 u-uave histor) is '.JI I.

0. INTHIODI)V(14'0N
Tihe priH.: f ditjt tl2ttrn.1s for 'idivjdi1,aI i-cpair par- in niditary in cttrv ia

received mt:ll lit.-tilpmu to ir the i.t 1 hwa ti..a1eL Thlis it'tt a cz I 1~ ltine ofu" t the

sporadic natinrc ' dcniiam! f-r military rt p-iir pharts. For mo-t repair part- . tt, dtwattl arc

oLr !-Zt Pi7i -11'i ad XN :c- l itomts are. dewan.,ddi.%.e t ecri~.h~~dd.~.

£ twice. This fik that nit .% ten tijI:u teritd It-,- mtx u' g- sU'r arid i! onc a.iinl. ~i'~lt'
in thiS stud'\ T.: ill:i'trat h nature of hei, dcetm i.1 pr.Obli'l Under ci..n*ideration, I-L: dt a ,r 01

submarine ;-atwlw are shuwn in Tablo 1. As may bie secn fro m -.he first entry inl the tal, 11o- Usage

TABLE 1. Distribultion of 235.138 Diffterent !,epair Pairt - by the NubrOf Paitrlsl inl Wich They
Were Deniji,ded1

Numbe~tr of Fre't.n %C
patrinA, lIitTstV!! jlA.tt

0 21,S,7
1 .7
2 673
3 333
4 19')

S 134I
6 96
7 81
8 62
9 32

10 .18

11-6 127

1),mii mil! '
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w.a-. recittdei the,,:~ til- ,iii oit% Ad itwt-. 0%e. the '%a-t ijity ~Tims. u.a, fi WmnW 11ItAN,

Thu Or "D":~ i te it wi (i"Aihit u-wv it thi 4~ tinir of-' exieic iaiiatit olr repair part ow !i

Wee
pu.rpos.e (if c iliiin. -I oil.a a l' Th it A -.hiiii,ard all, % i'e li.-t is tctji d a- tit- rain_,e

and depith lf' ftepair pairts 1,, i; -.ticked Wo rd Ahip ti l'ire uncertain dinK I-.lie iae, of repair infdl i
pants refer5 t" the nuiitir 4f diacernt iem~, to be stocked. The depth rvts t, die nunaler AT unKt
stocked vf ,ni hiunt.

Chven tOat reoiair part usawv I ~raiic. sev~eral itaw nt rl (i strmueacs are avadilll. [lie(I

niost w~idely pr wt! . rdt .ii~o i tha-t 'i!t c'ilpt ii, ' At- i-li . - ! 114di byl tt L iinijans. i.C.,
supIply 11VrslIinei 1-t p'linild'. fill 01,i~iii I~t itpair pJa -. f ioh ' th!s tla\C h l n i d 11i

fierrcii to a june!, ti,:re extrtciic lipprinjchlii, i iiialit a'.-ri a zrrtt-a estinite to a reptair pir Mli!'

Unitil positWvu Usage As expl-icinceil. Tilt ihiRI, lciitih this- latter a ah that miani retair parts A Of* tin.,

arc only one-time inoers. Failure to ItAve ain ad-quat"e quaNity Alf Stic.k aba:_ri shipl -F inl the Unpplv s''
Systemn prir v, Mte tin~t dumniad oan tin; le-ad to a hagp range of shiortaL'os and an innji-5atr le'.el

of rcadines,. i te.,i
Anoticrr approiach hliat hasz b, rn utilize-d to est~rnate u~awc of sbw nwi'. ig Y lin *pirrta

smwng[11 As hi- dwa .~i .tl* i,a c- tna.e is gt-lrli , enitlveti- an iinitial u~ti- h l

liate. lience. ihu inliti pIrni~c rft 1i nr i r parwrt ,i lie baed so1e> ou th technician ctrnate t

and ANl tWi bie suhK, to the liitatn Ai lreatv n ti I
fA One pr)ceduAre ir Ohe p"Ksi mt !wn 1 ",n~ mlz ;,ramo il u*ii il prtaitria i t,re rep.!iro" it

part being; ('iiri~ ]'is is tiwhe p,_F- iiruoli s p,!;!r. the iifrr !-t1 i tr~ it i i flu t

of repar part, .1 %hich tMei ;!n ritar pan a ineiima.n. asumnis ttt-aip data are t, i. om
for tile rtpaur part lass and i t uh t ith niii . n t;I ehi Ii Iw%%n ilve in f tinlt-t- LieC
advantage uf tka' ;'ficetdire. is 'hat it pertnit J iao iua;n %alfre they l' I.~ Clirred and

tile U: c of tl!- i;inu f rnaking. 1i-ii U i-tiniate- Air momn; 6r 'uiihi ww"r ii- as lwa- dcen
recorded. Th jrcedulr aQA piies ani c'.-twi I ''-aw -.ti e fir nexu items being iritreeddit.
into the inien-, y.-er or Sw iih nit vsaue h t ry i ivoklal.

TFhecCriterion used in this stuudy t.r cpann' ir part -! i- i thiat of .'riI A ' .it cii

resistor wa-li'. nitor. an1l %ahx arn iyviihiqb'. It '.101 he nium teia %it!hir a Jien clas. e-ir!1i itet
usage rate, i;Wl %ar, ?h pt-nin. n the li-ct. n-irinlit. ita c.'. i tn tart -i. [I

cooi~eha it l:_ i a al ntIn Allr i'.taiiti. tit i i-icer Ilii:

*In the ne\t -rittion %%P- plfiri.t a th''-rtto WSrr-iin xp--rl o repair 1),rt-.

in parti- ular rt-;if ,.irt, isitI: w, u-a..:i1 .itr. lhi i, a''i ~!f t !il 11m Jli . ii. .t ttt

in [1.1
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tests are apl)iitd. In the inwi -:vtiol. The mtNA in. N\Aumvdtt dt "A& ?Nmnmy aIc1dt~ llon~i eNo

We nit-r- a class C e, *itvm dt-hhntit. br \aI~Iep. ill term:3 I)f ?iomenclatur,. Ixt part / be' any

*iteni classified a belong:ing to dl~s C. and lvt 0. . 2.. .r.crit t0w total (:uirdoxi of unjiis

deaanei to Iort I Wa npwljed timvi Iliti~ 7. say a total of 7 patrils \\* ( t~jilr a tIndjluQ

mo~del in wi11kh thv quantity ) Ar a gk-err pat itor preeich, q,) is a random wah: w ith a 0o

distrilbution gi cn by

W (10j) e -To( TO)

'Where 0 (again nuore precisely. Or) is te aar~vaet of the WK~ n disrilutto -t Wt~al hr item 1

in a unif lime -riod. in our es.aIae \arl ote, that 0i i- t hu tile cxpected IaeIwc,f lt nnjv de-

manded for pawi in a patrol. It i!- assumed funihor tnat dtIIiaj tor part I in no-averuLiig 1wri"&d

of time are ind te'.ldentl\ di-t riluted.

Our problem is to votnawe it Go any item i- Ia~fel as elan to Class C. \eTjia~tl two

cases. In the Era ca e. vwe ale cnmueetd ukh itl tkating 0 Ar in-Aied htem, A"c vitli a~a..eita.

i.e., J- vabces are aviadahie. Is inEtaed val er the prohli'n Wee is com04iawdu by the Si that Q~

the imlqjrrity of it"Ims nio nia :c is recordt .1 iLe. thte oberveit y valne un rm T ine peil are tvrn. Ini

-the !5ccund case. Noe iall like to v,unavt 0. th.at W, S yqwe ed wI-at"~ Ar Arms cWWa- a, kwu

ing to class C. but bejn inttalled for the first tim. In this eae*no y values zero or uth~rer,.Ni,. a~e

lIn hotlh cawes. it spenms intaitively rtasonablP vo assuiva Mha jwikv' e a data ftr monie members

of the 4la s;uld be u.'etu in dettrinion e-am1atdit~no ii 0 NaIncK to die rUMVIII "WMUrs \\ "

fomalie thris by p:ootulatin: Mat d9 is itsel a ruAnia %atitN' aih a rji'akly W lw -E:tn .erS

htems in the' ctha C W then um- wthlrd theory to ohtain the Ievired vntilaat for h case men-

*tioned at,% e.

lIn iva if p.,(d~) denotes the prhbilit WdIWtib ;in of 0 in the c~a s C, and pi( . Olt the joint

distribution of v and 0. then

(2) PO-, 0) p(:)1(0)

where j;ty) dtenotes the unc,rditioinat di-trilmli-a IS 'a, i fjw 6r 0te( ,Is- C. '1:1d .;,1 0)- Ow th onditi,:ial

distribult:'n' 1). alien *. -I;, f1 ir~r ca-vn'ni' abut Ii t. ol.::.hic ed I~t 1.2. Nt

estimate (i lI

B E(Q;)

front the conditional Ii-Iriharti-ri IlIII till' It Id ea~ . %ilihi v I :" d. ii! v\i-.t. ke c-tinlatte 0

................... ... :.. ................
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b y tI I C N'ala LU)). t i: U I I II l~ . \p c 1 1 C fo 0 . I n I hi, !ater i a-i. the ial~ ' - Ii

same fur allinv Win tli'.ll t t. -ias C, '.hjk in Whe flirmur Willt 0 %xiraeha tucr ein i n clay, LC dopuain; Y.

on Rts)y vaie.

Ini csisideriitg p.-.ihuc Mi.lr ht, Cor 0. a e sYnw thatu thet ClA-.S C U-In bhe extende-d ill SUCI k

way* tlimi' ) cian he tiaitd a i taaauliotl. v.ar-i'lilidl a ppJAIMir doawat% funaactaa The pr--on(r

ance of y values of zmor in mIost cla,,e, led us to covi shir dc nsitie "hcao.- maximnui value o'Ccurs Inp L

o 0. W\e examianed fir~t th'le expaanettia! dct,.li'y

but re.snutka. cJah ilatalf did notar i'e videnee of a ;-dc it. A natural -hllo.llicla becauze 4f

its nmprutci otpcirtie,; v~edaaa pcarticlajiaric- iap riate 'ir the distrihulitor of a !'ois: on jara: i.
eter, is a twoa-paranieti.Igiala ji -t na it 'i.A cod Ngle aisuiad that

/\ ' fo 3
(3) p(OICYt /) ( '' oO Oz

(a)a

wi-Lh a, p3 > 0. For any value of a < 1, this funce"iUn is il~f>nitc e C =0. atid is inonijtonieally decreasmn,

as 0 iaacreawc fron () to) x.

forn (I) and (3), Eq. 12. can be written specifically as

(4) poy, 01a, G3) =po10) -Piffa. P3) =~~i -

Ia+TpFaa 4-*'' j-)a IaW a7'3

=p(01)-, a, P3) 1, 0: a, i3e

Titus, the eonnulrial liUTrWmu~'r ft I' Ow'n y4 ais( hai the fArm o~f a gammia distrihutiA whith
-unCondiiri~il di-trihtin -4 f Iur Ole class C is a rmgitiveC tbivic )l

Fro:nt (1 anl .3). f~' ind am

a-T3 I'

* ~for the. firnt eu lthare vatlc arp availda! "llik2-

(6) E (0) p

* Caf r thdic 'o aa .ir a%%here c iou t-,nc. iwin.t !w ba Vn; "n: 1 A ma o %Alm-,

* lir ati 1,111 Ina C,-. 1..~ : AN I'd I I "It!. 1u* (' i i.~ '
2 

1l'i r lI' ta :
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* ~have value, for thc t'.Vo piram-.M'r- It and /3. Wt-vi1't tllW~c p.iadcter. un the oblscr~tcl -st

*y values fu:r Ilh- ck u! C. trcatiliy tlu.e %alus 't, a sct -f ii npcm!-- obhscrvauirn, humit a

binomial distrihtini withi nicaii % .uc T/3 and %%ith varianCeT/( -

Let 'yj . b.. e the ..hscr% ed v values for the n ittrn~ I 1. 2 . it in eta,- C. F~ront tile

*data we estimnate flw nial and *.riance by

yj~ N'vand

We estinmatk7 by 5T So ta

in estirnatin,- a. we use tile method of moments since this is relar i ely simple and sraightforward.

Since the variance of v is Tfi T we ,-iweitevlac as

'eTj (+ ± andi %%ith i3 - ~.om abov,,

obtain

flence. in the cas.e where an ohsmedi v value is a~ ailahie for a gi-,en item,. the desired estimate of

O for the item is

et4 T3 -T-

and in part*,u!-ar whlen v 0,we have

O~~-: 0.
6+ /

For y >. 0, a. T !wi otno, lar,w. the (llV- --ano Ap apr, ,Wll, (lit- vihi'. 1, nd ( alynurachl-T

-. t

part ch-, ~-~ll the livu%
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2. .XAL A ['ON OF (;OOI)\ISSAtIlFur;'

rejection. iThoPU pul)(,,( he bir n4-t all exact WAs id a 1IUNK ulair 10-4W, kae.~.LI ratl,-r to d-tertinitie the

reasonabl~eness. of tin tiod(! ittallv adopted. A\n additional ten.t tot' the naod( ii in iit~eiitor) colitemt V-

provided in thec next etm.

In exa-ininiig the p"o *ln"M.f-~ of the modcLI a large number dt reair part cla~ses were defined

oil thle ai tf notnenl~tnr and hir each ch"~ 6 and IS m ere comnputed fnm &P. avznak data.

Having obtained thwet uninnates. thtmoieti(;t negativ imnnal ditr iiir ifmcinandk f,'r itsInl

each clas "er~e ralculie. And uentpared With ike actual dkwtibuins- -t' % ahin. The Cotin iriso n of

thle actual and t!,i.retjea! Iit uncje Lot mvaoh Kos m~an made by citin the value ,f (inpi-.Ltdea

anl index 4f goodness-it&tu .X.ain at was not the pti 1""c to use eauh of the chii-milues as a rnorous

teSt of tOe eorreponditn± full hypiothiesr. The intent "as ti) utilize the iiii~qtuts and the assoejatcd

Significance ptukab-iim as the badis for ass-ng Mk alilii iit.2iwss of thei tii~d!

Ill Cvaluatinig thle results, [lie fi jgpoits should be kept in mind. F'irt. ecaune Mfite vua-arie-s

of reporting. nio iniole ntia provaide a satiofaetry Qi to dhe data. Wo examnti. exttetnlv large v values

may be expected as a result oft nuIS~lUtclidi- data ;or stockpuulia ofI niateriai. \+fili iahll demnands A

repair Iorts are Mtent fr teven titttibitr-l quiniaies. The t-ue~alence of deciandn for e%'.mn quantities

may be seen trom the distribution of vvalues for 61 iiatto shovwn in TALie.

TABLE 2. Distribtionii of 2S,13 Diffe rent Repair laris Byv the TotA Quantity of Unit, Demiandedn

quanhis r, rpr ta.r!. 1,j~nza rvair

-3 249 14 26

4 M4 15 28 3.
5 121 16 27
6 124 17 9 I
7 86 18 20
8 97 19 14
9 58 20 38 1

10 61 21 17
I1 36 22 1 3
12 57 23 t0
13 29 2t1

w~ere 21,59-_. .' a.iM tl'i. r-- Fiw1v 1! r,,fr I'I r r, ; jam- 'jr ii th a uiitit, -t2 .,1 m '

Secondftm . Off- tatur* M it ch i-,quhit -tititi it-, ;1 i -114iht 111.0 rliti~vl, w'i,,il :t trm ~ m

tiveen (il-i'r.(, andi P\Wiit d rwhahe thfriic ill~ I to (Airzci iiiC 1r it !hv. n

Irin nrtit--rn g tieh : kc t- 1,c n wi. i

lii- ur v junf.,:-ir W " 14i "'' ij id~ ;f i tiinttli. s 4~r im tm *lmmI- Ii tI , i..
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aiiked. no cirrivcii -was ill, io lic phltortlivizm, of ecll iln~triit, erik I -p. l1.h

ever, to. correct for Ht prv~cricc (it utii.lcn- ill a It-1air part (Ihi- fIri-teadi as oiutlcr- oi
ACeliminated if dte ,maltcst Y %,tile omilt,,i wa~ lar,_c rclati~ e to thn- lar -v -t V value. i"ticludid. lit klrmt

10)all cases thie out lii had a leym unit linicA-. or a li.i- total iltstall-i pijiulatioll. or. Iageiulp'l.a

iUts deniand tqianliti-. or a co bintlation (If tllv-c cllaiaclri~-ric-L. I-or exa nple. lin thle iepair part

"filters" contailnimn,370diffhn-nt filler. one filler had a total dcnard illiarntity o 320 units -ail tmiz.

iZ s 37 other repair patIs iscrec lirinateil as infliti.

The results of the _- iodness-of-fjt computations, after elimination of the 38 itemis considered to
.1)ed be outliers, are shown inl Table 3.

;uta.

in TABLE 3. Suminary of Gui-Square Cornputatiwis

fca __~ritcacs%

asDi ffi-r-n t ri piair r.- p ir ;'i rt . -r fit it

* -~~~~~ ~parts in cliss ctaves .0 je 7 I.i .

ed
100 or Les, 1011
lot to 41 ' 30 70
500 and Over 14 63

~es
T71al 54 14 4

Over all classcs. poor flts were obtaintid fi!r hut 4 :md I! ,ef !he 54 repair par, cI_--Zc at thic 9.01
arid 0.05 levels, respect ,oIy. As may be seen triom 'Fable 3. the incidence -A poor tai Lncrc.i~ed a tie

A : number of repair pars ;if a class increased. Inl initerpretijug the# rvsultz o:f Talle 3". the- ec-riier ikcr~ a-

* tion that whiere the number of items in a class is lart-e. di cri-Iarcies bctein olbserved and expe-:tctd

relative freqiuencies may stilll be s;rniill. should be recalled. Indeed, this was the case fo; almost ii

* of the repair part clas ses where the chi-square waS larger than eqpected on thle bazis of chance alone.

3. FURTHERI AS %EISSIEN[ OF THEL MODFIL

In addition to examniningl, the goodness-of-Fit of the no del. shipbojard allowNance lists were corn-

puted using as input thle df-rami predict!ion mo,,del previiiuslv d,4ribed. These Ili-t:, were then Corm-

pared with an allowance li~it uitilizing tecliniciatis' usa _e entirnatt-. both inl terms of dollar iINve'strt.-tit

in stock and ,horta;X Count'ls. ThV p)urp-f oc f this e~aluat iii '%%as !I) to sitnulati- the per-fornice it'

the modf-l inl the envir-nmmnt for % hit-h It was disaoi.and 12l to di2t.-rrnine wt-i-or ilifferenitiit! I,-,

repair part, Ly niimtno iIttrv vlass represenited ani impir.iernitr ii oer :1 impir appiriac-of inti:

all item, into a nle-l.,.

2. Thle data ha-.e for anl iitiial ti-.t coiitc ot'if61 patr..- if Lu-al-i- fiikiirv. The :t-mn irne~-ii inl thl,

initial te~t fill into the lir~t cat ia ,ry lit rt-pair ttsiiruWhi!1d-papter. I.i.. iOem 6irN~iiii

uqage. data are a%".tiabit inrlUdii' ilata f-r items , %Ni ii-a tir nt.lKl~ gp- -e

"'i t tturdl if 31 miii.r. it. i-no -?- mi 10 ro 1,ijr ;,te I N . aiit 11) .r t- ir di' i t i,-r l r !



data fur the 61 pcatrols and Ili, cmcacii iciedctiin inicc. 1t'age rates ,%vcre ecmpiuted for each repaji

part Milder tic ci j"Ir durIMC: 111 cif r t il cd /3 lvere comtitid for -M-11 ii,1ccilIeCIA c rtpaiir part
class (Mocl 11 Af. and (2) a sic.I~ ie if i1 wad /3 %%as Ln-ed fur ,ll repair (carl- rcailc it' nomlien-

clature la- ilde ii B). Alli~alwe liAt juai-Itics were then ciircputt-d for tlci' e 111"Cechirs and the

one ineorpioratiou, .echnicians' usage estina tes I Micli I) ii~gthe inlvenltiry 1model do-.rdied inl ill. In
all cases the( iieutiry nmi- 'ca. ulecl wlith thle samne parflicter-. Tlu.j. the onl) diffe-rcrice inl the cii-
putatioli of (lie allowance llsts was thle tee Inc cue used fc r deli nu u~age f-tiniates. The allcowance li~t

quantities ue rc ne'xt comnpared a gaiic t u~'data duhring~ a 5tl~clit21 lwjtriil,. The data for thiee
patrols were not used inl tihe Initial calculaticrii td' usau-e rutes. After each new patrcill( he dicil allow-

Iance li t quantities were upidated. No' up~datiuli; N.rocedure %% as availale for thle (luafltities Coiilljuted
usingt- thle techicmiis' estlimates.I

S umiary data dcl riiciiig ile, alloiwane list coiiputed fc r items with previous usage hlistory are

sliown in Table -1. As may be seen. Moidel I waLs about three timnes asz expensli e is thle ,ther two m1odels.

In termis of depth ic- number ofl units tc(-kcd. N14clel I stoced~c aflicct ffi - times as manyfi units as ti.,

other nindels. Ili tferms ocf ran;.e or numie r il different items ioceked. 1)c th ModlCS I and III A stocked as ne,
more itcmis thacn Modcl 11 13. -Thlus, one euffect of di~tiiluuisii anonia repair part cla ses 0!1 thle basis C~e

of nomenclature iias to increase the range: of' repair parts stocked by thle model. eter t",

item-

TABLE 4. Range. Depi h. and D. liar Value cof Imnestment: test %
Itemis With Pievious, I.sae istorv-uti:

Range of DtrPut ,f cc.lar

Nlodt.l items unlits value

I18.6 112.3 -2.703.1 he
It A 18.9 23.4 960. 4
It B 16.0 22.3 834.71

4Average, fcr :)I Xccr.l 1 fljrez in !h cu..jnds.
b Nuriter of difft.,ren? rcpcair part, ,tocked.
I Numcber of unk~s sf!( kuct.

The averagec ranicue or nunilcr of diffterent ct'*ms with a shiortage and thle avera--e de pthi or number

of units short por patrol are showni in thle first and secoind cluihi. respvctively. of Table .5. It should

be remarked that ile( latter nwca~ure is not wvithocut difficulty of interpcretation due' it) tile procileml of

mix of different urcit- of measure anicing itemis. e.;g., Somec itemns are measured inl feet %ii he cithirs are

in units of "each." For tile sake of completeness, however, this measure is included is an alterniative
measure df perform .ince..

In Tabl-e S, shictaue counts art, pri vided SepteJlFIk For itemlI no stocked and ficr Itemis stoceked.

two-i I%-)catgrstt stiock are. di-tjiiauislciiinv lleit-ifs ill th forrmer calti-ccrv It-fill to he "iclotc~

carried . over -it(, ivte pattrick. ircucT T[able 5. it is seen that tccr jtk-m11 stccoked. lci-e iicrt ccil the '
averagec J :ciici 2.' 1 cdiffrc litems %%:ti arn 'Ilccc.;co' r lcatrc fir \I,,cv1, I anid 11 A. rvslceutiieiv. eIt.1

Over all itec:cs c..ith a ltrtauv. tilt titid niuciicr if tmit- h,,rt Lcivra-,vil 172.3 anid '2... Ili tiins icf A

the number of uc:!!s -hrt per itemv shirt. .\!~dcl I a%,cra_!,d 8.8il172.3- i9.Ci as conipared toc 9.7 abocit

(225,0 "23-.1) f' r N1-~ 1- 1 A.

"For Mclc~ It B. (t cc ),;- an j0i 1ic~ ~ 1) 02 it l. N1011.
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TALE. 5. Slirtagex C-Utni,: Itenis NN ith Pcjs Vsa listor%

Not :" t'k"; i
1, 1'.1 2.5 12.2) 6.8 (13.3)

Moe I 3.0 t2.8) 41.8 (S. I)
Vo~ I 6.7 1(t.0) 12.1 18.8)l

Stocked:
Model 1 19.5 (12.?8) 172.3 132 2)
NMdcl 11 23.1 0 t :31 225.0 ['V.3 I
Model If B 21.2 (13.9) 219.6 15T

a Averages f-r 21 poi,. Sianiaid diatii in iarihs.
SNumber if Ii'-rent ir,!'aur ;.Irt, %, iUt

SNuniter of unkii -I .- ,r ail repair p.;r.

A second test similar to the one described ai-\ %%eas performed f, r -1.091 lt ms which %% rt treated

as new items being introducedi into the 5) stern. It shiouldl be noted that none of these itemns were in-

eluded in the previous test. Following tilie model, in developing usa,_e rates for thlis test. tiik il\te patrami-

eter ~ as used. For Model If k. /varied from cia's to claiSs: f-r Ml-del II B, /3 w\a, inv\ariant for all

itemis. In each east-, thle )3 value used wstile %e aile efl)oyed iii the lfirst Tct liti- t I secoind

test was a more stringent one in that not ontlN- were inlvetitor quanititie.s mnatched a~:.ntunknown

future usXaut itir :35 pimrol. but in (-stirnatimr item decmand distrluti,,ns the inpiit data % ere fromv a

* completely diftcrent set of repair parts.

Summary figures Aiseribina tile- aib-wanee lists and shoirtage coLulmt for iitemst whIich were treated

as new items 1lcing introduced irizo the s% sterz are show~n in Talers 6 and 7. rczq.peciirey. The forinat of

these tables is the samne as for Tables 4 and 5.

TABLE 6. Ranige. Depth. arid Dollar V alue iif Investnlent:

Items W\ith Ni) Previous UL.a-o fhi-torv

Model Rdancc, 4 D' Pph it' ,'.

I 3.9 18.9 I4510.2
11 A 3.7 44 231.8
11 B 3.2 38 145.2

0 Averapo, fr .35 pimr-k. V! _.ar-s ini thu-an&d.
bNumb, r 4 i rtiir pari, -tm rj

*Ntiier I f wijt . I l.

Front Tahie 6. one noitf-; that as ;n flte ca -e tir Itein, u ith ur' )1 aag.- history, Model I .%asz the

most expcmnr~iv oine. [he aillitina,1 1loL;,r 'vaLo-' 'If ft.ito Or M-iti I %, .1 111CP jd.O1il arciiiliitii

for by the largef numbeir ii, unit, stiwt(1. vnthait 0.m1 iten:1 %I' aSt'ksLce.l.ik e tile ramnge of dif-

ferent itvtm. tol-kcf %%a lva't ftr MlIl 11 R~.

An cxaminariir -, Tidle. .1 amnd 7 indicati. -that fir itnis uwit -tovkc1 J \llclk I and If A\ liirhr ti

about the -~ni lmv .h Io 11 1irpt-ms-d W- %vl thi: tilt i(t(her m!: i citLt rihicih rami-v it

iteirmts tm-cdi. Via iickil ittut V.. Niiiiir.,,tjt I 1 iioiwi,!lr tlitn !ioliv. ir mils:r per-

foirmrance if 11~c %I an,! 11 il \%t- %vr liiuil ir. "I lmi. .,I (h tI i- 4If I tin 1, -Itt jI~tiHn rf-a-rSIitI

Mwc ,! Iv.- 1m tl'' . fl . dN1i-
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T'ABL~E 7. iettis Wijth No Prwiio ae tr
Sihoriag,. : Ail Ownlit.

Items ne Deti

Not Sty,(krd: 09I .7 2.)bet

Model 1I 0. 11. 1) 1.5 (2.0) t

Model I Iit 6.0 it.. 10.1 (10.0)

Stocked:
MoJ.] 1 3.6 (3.5) 33.8 (53.61
Model 11 A 6.1 (4.3 1 48.4 -38.,8) den.
Model 1I B 5.3 (4.0) 44.6 (31.7)

Averages' for 33' pnir-. Sta olard d.-viatin tit parenr ',-t-es.
b Nurnfter 4-1 doiferentt rtpi ir plirt. ,tli-ij ii~-. for
t Numiber of usiitb Awn~ .-%-r aid rejair pairt.

One should note that flt- differevee in pert, rmanebtwn Modek I and 11 A was smnall. MoIdel
*I had 3 to 4 f:_-wer itemns with a s11ota,!e per patri give.n a shortaj-. the number (,f unitts Short per
* ~item short was at mis)t one icess for Mo dcl 1. On the kither htand. the di lie rettee in ;n ve-tment ci-_st be. eI

tween flt, 1 o nodcls v a utibntriil. Model I was daiproxi matelv 2 Io 3) timecs a,- cxpen~ze 1,s Model

11 A. The differenece inl p('rforuane between ModeLi 11 A and 11 B. was abut the samne as that betwveen o
to

Models I antl 1I A. In terms it investment cost, rtowe~er. Model NI B was s omewhat less expensive

than Model 11 .. I li

The findin _ of sniaji diferences tn performance bctwee-zinimlels is reiniforced by an ekaminati. in

S of shortage counts for tihose re pair llarts whlic k-were i-, ik ii Stteli al.' S ho.tr ke eon ul for tinl cla-li,--

*of itemns are foe rid in Table S. As inay be seen. fo r these itcrn . %%ith the exception ot the depth Aziorta_-e

Measure for ztMoekcd items with no previous us a e hi stoxv, all modelsk perfo~rmied a i t. te samie.

TAB3LE 8. Shortaaes for lhi;ghlv se~a Itemshi

Wihpre i.,u..it no pr'- wu Iu itz. I
Iterns usage hzttry i usauvt history

Range Depth Range IDepth i'

(1) (2) 13) A4) fu-

Not stocked:j I
Mtodel 1 0 0 0.1 0.2 At

(0) (0) (0.2) 07
Model 1 1 A 0 0 0

,0)01 AO (0)
ModelII I B 00 0 0

to 0)1G (0)

Stuc~k, di:
M.,d. 1 . 19.1 01.1

13.7 (.j 4 1  2 12

3I U33.9112

fr 2 i n . 1 r V,- 11 -: I;

(1 . , U -11.I!w -11! c , . - - 'r1'...... .- - - - - - - - - .. ;".
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Dsdoil Ihe IIiil!ii thi.s 1liim. H ii~t ima ~l', Iite w 1 u-talli cit v ill

itivestinieiit A.- ct i !cilIld\icc III( d~e ifftr' Wn ;cI ;M"c?lrt iiI li tltc t.Il

nmo-(V s i; -Ila I . i I cccI iI (i -- I ~a %ell1 a4Ii- ' -r I ,i Ii wi . N o t I 1 :11 ' \%I i- Lc If uI : I Ii wIIccclc'1! 1.

BecaLI5c of tilt f'-' c'r -lwcrtagn, fcl it,ir \1icil 11 1 .-. l t .civl HI 1 olld tili it- iii~ c c't

betw.'een thleml. 11~h! A ill 110.11 ileisl %%cre nomhalslc l v lilliw!,ttl,e -la,s %,il-. jill gel ut-ricir

to M.odel 11 1 \%' here all itenils were lomiped into a :sj git elt-.

4. SUMMARY

In tis paper a mt-de is presented w\hich fvu~:es directly ccil tlhe ifheilt ircilirn of lecRtitilv!,

demands for itvm %% ~it Ii t \nvre iv iot%% usage, rafte-. wich ilt' h I u!k i4 repail t~ si mlitary

systems. Inl the( nice1t~. repaiir patt deinand& are a sumevd to bce Pc-.' itrhrd" itc ir mlealis

* are assumed to) 1w _adnw distriicutcYd. A bi-~~' nIlii lildrirl.iri !he cd I iS tile pccIiillu i l,~ data

for itetis that ha.~t e h,mnv scirn meniimt for the purpose of' est imnatlig uz-.ag ratcz tor flig se items

which have 1i016%1 It 110%vc'.eilent.

At the ttet. repair parts \%vere partitionlein ft-i (tiffr'.i ciisse_. An 5ol felti li~SO-l

was pferformed tir 51 different cla !svs of item- to determiine %fi eltier die unetndtiizil itl ~ributiiinl of'

demiands was itideed beai..ilca111iai di!-tihUted as; 1po)tciiated Ic thlt moli:. Gi-1 !th, \agaries

or thle data. e.g.. dispropot tionttvl laree xnmi~et s of' even demand, and larae out~itu>! ;,.i probaldk

to ilotuneIhc tiata adl -ok ilu oif mlaelial. tOw lmliil fit tl.( dLita quite wl.AH: HuLh the parti-
tioning of repair ;carsw j not es~elntial tic the numcl. it was a-une-l that 501partiiollinL NN'iddc yield

improved e~tim~at 4 Usaa-e raie . icaiccle-.cei (ccl, I 1 ;'lL-j 44)l mld EotltiC tstz;ulit2~ ill anl

in'.eltorv vl lt'ext ,uethtat tilis ilii.-ed ('. 3 the, cuse.

A uiqu tiatue i tie 110c ~ at it ii~tcicl ii rc~idia j~ 5t~V n-~e 5~liaisf4,;- repair

4 -parts, with prirt vus u -atge iiorv. resaa rcltles oft whet her i r not a plartic ult Ilar. wa- clJisrvid Ito move,

tile niodel also) mtikv- jclo.Ile tilt v-tlichltiicl cit u-!a-_ rati., f iwr ie ltciil itr which ii ;rlca t: sa;_,e

history ii a% ilil!e. InI an illveancv ecotext under s.tringent tez-t Ci~jc~.tle lll elcre i-quall

well under both contexts. when cionparfed with t the current p!c ecure fotil sImtiiu. rat,-s. \Icxin

shortage count .- tor thle model were sli-Aitly liiahr w~er all itemsll aif Abc)ut (ec[lai fir lKi '~rta

itemts as mean ,hb-rta-4e ciii t , fcir the current procceduare. Oni the ot!her hand. dijjorencte ill cos t v' rc

marked with tile current procedure ecsting~ two to three times as much as thle :crc cli).cd modiel. A-s

indicated by tli .tudvs. tihlo o ticio ae dat a. and from s uocli dat a cxi rap tatw tin a L d rates

for installed itemis with zero usaae of for itemis being- newly inltrodluced jllti) a sv~teln. is a useful line.
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SUPPLY SUPPORT

-PART 1

The Allow.,ance,. Pa rtIs List
MaeidBy Mr. R. G. Hakemn doctrine and bus:rcsi dccis:,7-s. comb:ne3 in t C-7

Maei]Pj:;~, ji rJ,.:,:zg Divisin putation proceis evet~ .- eermin e mix ot r:.
Nasa Sc S~~em Conr'a'apair parts alloved on'b .arc inip.

(Editor's Note: The fo o'-.in 4 articles cn SupolyBeiin z nsat:. ewlr' ofrhr
Support crr7na!Iv aPC3r.-d in Vhe %AVSh;PS T ECH- you;r uncierstan:n of the -tchnical s!ct Gf zlowan _-t

NICAL NE.'.3' and are rcprintao wth ine kind per- and suppiv s,_ppcr:. We %% - corncentrz6: on the i:-*.-
missi-)n of t~e Ece.tor.) portance of the t-z*3nical I.On artea dtcsicr.;

fit the midti,! of a Fleet ocration. a sivo.dmain- ta a~l r- h ncr ~p~.~o:'r'~~~ii~board Subsequent arti:les will af1zressco:zrtc.-e
tenarsce technician has cu; : k-1, and acc-uratelv diagn~ose d COSAL itself. and a111owan:e- change rez.7-:-s.A!
a problemn. He knows positivel% which rart. ofn, n though niany of the nire:-..: ds are emc:-ved Navvw:.

OCtCtpCt CeUIr.7tn 1.5t clusrnc 'r.c probiem. the article %%-I s-peiCal:. iddress surr~r: mercds
He nas ever. tje01 to CC!l sitis'icd. R:?"Evcn and procedures for NA -A equ.;prnc:: andcon-
the e-eernet 5'zi Fbz technician wiil soon answer. "Nt nersts exclusive of nuclea. r opuasion ar.d FFM niz:--K I rece;.;_riZb,- Of a', the frustratians ire can erncounte: ia
on t iCb. -rc',a'clv no onie situation is as dernoratiz-

ing as kne.'-.7;wh~ rart to replacet no, being b The Allowance P=arn List (APL!
to det,. i t o e.ni -mteSi.Drrrnt.Your I:inienance Plan

There ate n nurn- er 0;'- rcaez'ns iot such an A~ aeu h e-rclor~~o h C

6 uharv n::e.Ln~rt~nae~. :er a~o ~.a.To date approximn31ely 31. 7.000 APLs .3* ia :l
n un.$ c .. r ;caon~ eras rn::znt nave causedi it lished: howve-er. only tlis;. ALs for :u rn t.
We fc-el it ;s irre-ortant -.,at F&:te: zecrnicians under- aeinaprk: si-scn:z.: ecr
stand how su- pi* suer-: for their It u;---ment is de- be incded in t a si::s' cof-aLz.: cc

velo-,ed. nttcr:ia aspects a-,: cor,-.dder.d and

w-hat fLinanciai and perso: nri :onsrainis arc imposed2 ofa acrtecrfiuair il eet ss .-
on the p-OLCeSS Most-iii).aty we want the tech-.teto rdwlb i-~sdi.ac- -~

niciar, to kn.3w how he. as :in indi~idual. can help TeALi rCr lnitrs

CIOC il inevtaienumbers; it :s uuhthe only dzcurntntro cc3:1

cases the N a v-y's a j t to c er.trr4. If %ou feel the r f e t n d t i h a n e a c ~
some ~ ~ oiftoiTe haPLis notchnst al cc77a of -*r s

same waN, reaIJ on. Even if you don't. we'd likeofceain thnclczianeo - c:r
or component. Th at po:v is i-rirlmnn e sr1yJa series of rnainterance a nz, cnIn June 1972. the N"-t'sTeclz'icat News (now a component rlan ;s di:a:e n the

the N.:S-r tera cr.an.d ar:r article devotd
cen~am.:o acal codes in the columns Ci usrat-ed :n

to the Coo-:"inazcd Shr71r.:rd Ar~cwance L.in COSAL' Ioe ila:: n'~~ ahm :~c :~:-

an t ri:z-,c. Fe-Lcisfic S-.t'crort Im--
ax~dits ~ - . -cantpartii-ed. Ina~ rnn ics: c..n aIprovcrment Froza rem .". ; ntcr-.at:ve articiecatprn p ~ aponer.-OA.pocs:o crvdte~summary of the czrmpunrr.:s technica. c rcr:.

Suriy Des::.ncn. o: -:ecw. The artnclt co.-cen- SA ~d~'t
trated or. h.w% CC-SAIs a:e ic~ ueA ti'e use of 3MV

(Mitnac r % ''4ia i4ata to eitab- OTY

bs e~a ae eJfria C: og -)Lution. .1 f i "
im--:P ETUIPYEXvS CtI";:%zN7S

well as pre; n,:irz t,.z c;;n,.-taion.a! I -.JC irscgf. It ,r A i; L

L.-,-C C a Str!tr 0: Vz'.- . .. ;.;1 i::.4

h~.! r rc :r~ . .:c r-.rt Fogurif 1
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The Technical Oecis:on Proces3 SEC Mlechansicsburc: Division. This method is ~&
- employed for eiec:,oP.r: eoui:r'enr 21c! cornl.x HL1'

Let's look for a moment at who makes the techni- Mechanical and Elc;ctrjral :-ML) cc.LiPMCn-:.
cal decisions and how the,, become -techicai cocies. v By the Lead APE- L APL) miethod. Under- this
Later on, we'll discuss tile codes method, a NAVSECVNrCHDlV encirneer mnak-es the re:..-

The Chief of Naval Mtetrial reriuires hardware svs nical and mairtenanct decisions tor a catrreorv or co.-
* ems comma~nds (for example. NA*VSEA rfor most s it,- pontents (e.g. pumnps. valves. drinki:;-%c fountains., on z

* board components; to ensure that technical and main- oetme basis. He then 6ocumcnts the technical co-
genance decisions. necessary for the d-.velonnier.: of on the LAPL. For example. all bcarins in a onc

* supply support, are made. He expeccts the APL to nent, let's say a mozor. would be assiz-ned one set of
accurately refiec: the rnaintensnce policy for the sys- codes, all brulShr!s anotner set. and the armature vIE

* ges cmmad oroffce avin rennial rsposibhryanother set. The LAPL then becomes a blueorint for
* for a component. He therefore holds the systems com- prainanctlALfoaspiic aead ol

mnands responsible for the technical inteirrirv or llw motor. The LAPL method is employed for most
alie lsts Exmpls o th tchncaldecsios rouledHM&E equipment. The LAPL is also used as a cuide

for a component and each maintenance significan-t part for shipbuildcrs to prepare provisioning. technical docu:-
are: mentation and determine repair part procurement re-

* Should the !ntire component be supported by quirements.
the Navy Supply System? The most effective technical-decision method is the

* Should an item be stocked by. the Navy Supply MEA. As noted. it is also the must expensive. The

System? next most effective way, and somewhat less expensivt.

o Should recair be limited to rezlacement of the is the provisioning confere-nce me-hod. 'out wnen on.,

whole component or replacement of defective items considers that there are compiex siiboard ermn

%%ithin the component or should it be re:oaired at all?itm thtcninoe7000 aicnn snrc:
* 0 hattyp shps illbe u~nrszd t reoveparts, it becomes ancrarent that a Point of dimninishin:

and replsa-e an item? Repair an item?, Disoose of it? returns is reached if the complete dccision t-rocess is

* Will repair be accom~plished by- a tender or depot applied to every rcsistor. filter, zasket. etc. As a res,.:.-

or, perhaps, a contracror? preliminary technical .4dCciSions are eectrrcd rnechan:.

* What is the mninimsum replacement unit~ (i.e., if and stand unless soecifizally changed b,:he enz rnee:

A one fails how many should 'be reojaced;?

* * What is the esscnrialiry of an item to :he function
of the comp.onent?

0 Is there an overriolnc mission. safety or planned E
maintenance requirement to carry a spare parr onboard? C

* If it is a new item and 3-MI usac data is not 0
available for similar items oeperatinz untier simi , ar cir- E

cumnstances, what is the expeced failure rate? R
Decisions are made and technicat cods ;are assigned, A

A8
for the most part, in one of three ways:

0 .
*As a result of a formal Maintenance Enzinetring, U A L

Analysis (MEA, which is no-mailv performed bv the I
I L C N' T I

equipment manutacturer and a:~rcwed by the Navy. 0 E T Y
it is appropriate to mention rh-a: a newer rcnhnique.
entitled the Locistic Support Analvsis LSA%, serves

the same end and will eventually ce!comc tsie dominant
engine erinc-anal,,vsis tooi used by the Navy to develop THE SOURCE CODE
logistic support. Figure 2

AnIEA is expensive and therefore generally re-

stricted'to complex shipboard s' tmacquisitions 'such The most efClciznt method, in terms of dtc .i.-ns
as, sonar systems. larct propu::ion units. etc.,. dercd per enrziriecrin. manhour, is .ne '-APL m:o~

* urinQ a provk ioning tchri. documentat~on re- The principal isiatc is tne sac. ut ar t-.cj~
view conference, by Nav, mainzenance cnzinrers. En~i- review durinc specific tech-.ical cuo:n: s;nier -

neering responsibility for NAVS[A enuipmnetit is isssicned the pos.Sibility '!13. a steOf the Art" vsi~

to Coreniande:. Njvsj Si-;p ~; ~:. Czn::r \ AV not be recc.2,niz&d Uvt a~~n e -.:: i:'

SEC). This fun,:i~cn is usua:~'. prrormcd b,. the INA,% LAPL v. hmn as.nn rh:d u :,.. .-

DECL %V.i:-T



Considered collccvelv, t'ese technical cides now
reflect the Navy's m .ntenancc plan for the eauiprncnt E
or component supported by the APL. When the tecch- C
nica] code assicnments are LCIMlE)Ite, and other d~ata0
elements reflecting cnaracter~stics and supply decisionsE

have been entered in the Sliips Parts Control Center p
(SPCC computer records'. an APL can be produced. 14

T OU A Lf
APL Display Lr I I

E C :~T
Assuming your interest hasn't been completely damp- C E T y S

ened by thc Head.1uarttrs-based "technical decision proc-
ess" discussion. well move on to the portion that direct-
ly impacts the Fleet, the technical codes. THE MIAINTENANCE CODES

The source code rnight reflect thc decision to stock Figure 3
an item in the Supply System. It mizht also indicate
another means of acquiring th tm ut ipy fcapability level by ship t%'ectgre. i'ie4cn

thefistpoitin f he2 osiio cde bgin with a tains breakdown of the comm-on maintenance capa-

..P," it will be stocked for Navy support and wvill be bility level coding.
identified with a INational Stock Number (NSN). If The second position of the maintenance code an-
any other code is assigned to the first position. the swers the question "who is authorized to repaLr an
item will not be stocked, initially at least. T: _-r item." It idenifies "who" by displaying, the cod.- of
decision may be made for various reasons; i.e., the the lowest maintenance capability level authiorizedi to

item is not expected to fail or it is .more economi-.al do complete repair of the item regardless of what
to manufacture in the s'nipboard machine shop. may go wrong with it.

The second position is niot of prime concern aboard Let's look at an example. An ET, EM. FT. etc..
ship. It primarily guides inventory mana ,ement dci- maintais equipment contairng prtce Circuit boa.:-S.
sions. if, for example, during the rechnica e~wO Looking at, the APL. we will find inforniation rnivt'.

jan item it is detcrnine that littuie dema.nd is expected to the circuit board and parts mounted on -,hat 'boar3.1 because only a catastrophic failure of an item would As an example. Figure 5 portrays how -.he circuit
require its replacement, a decision may be reached to board itself and 4 parts mounted on the 'board wou~d
procure and maintain one in the supply system due b ipae.I sipratt mhsz ~a o
to the high criticality of the item. exml oud beamtor and include the armnature,

Examples of common source codes are: brushes, bearing, etc., used in. the miotor.

PA -Item procured and stocked for anAITEAtECAABLIYLEELCOE
ted or known usage. M ITN NECPBLT EE O E

PB -Item procured and stocked for insurance * ORGANIZATIONAL

purposes, because essentiality dictates 2MNSEPRYR RP.PTO UBA

that a minimum quantity be available in 3.SBA14

the supply system. 4-AXLAY-APIIU HP AAAAA t)(A - Item is not procurtad or trocked because AU IIRY AOMB OUSN :DSHIPSE IFAPA T KA OCT

tereplacement of the next higher assem-

M -Itmtbemanulfacrured or fabricated F ENDR~ REPAIR SHIP 01c.

tthoraiainllevel H. SHOREBASED INTERMEDIATE

wha tye Sipsareauthnorized to rennove or replace DEO

a cmpoentor artand who :it anvone! is authiori- -SIYR
ze orpari.Specifically, the first position iden- * OTHER

tifis te loestmaititcrlance lcvel authorized to r-.7-NTRPAEBEA N EE fRTPS N
Mov an rP!;cc heitem. .If or .an izati ,onal, i.e., OR NOT REPAIPABI At ANY LEVEL :SfCOND POSITION,

fute niats ilclwd5t shipL'-dmantiaic Figure 4

14 N EWS L EFI-R



THE MAINTENANCE CODE 0 All trznsistors are type. z-rt~ an
477 integral part of the

0 The conne:tor rnas 'eo7-laced w.--*- 2 -.:-wtt
....R §: soldering iron '-u:ho: i to the

X HXX 0 The brackc- is -:rc:' :ommon LZ =and
is~ mounted wsi-n commn '. az z_-ware.

0 Solderin; techn.ti -eaugnt in --'e
.. "school" for the main-tnanrassr~ng.

0 All other parts c: te *-ard art 7:-::t:±:

a hard coating. Repi:rrte: would rz:_:

sItools, provi*ded -.) t-,r.--::s 'c not to c:*-ara :--a-
Inizatiunal-level :e-chnic.:n-s.

1" 0 Leel of RPai a'r indicates -h

7n:I board should be accon-.usne: heneye
.:. :: C' J' Before we leave t> -- :e notice -*at -- :racket

E Y .':is not available from- K ! S.:-- v S;'stez... T-! -sxcrce
code tells the technicc.:, to .zricate a a± tCircuit Card Assy 1 PA 2F F 1 bracket.

Capacitcr, Fxd 1 PA FZ Z The recoverability czd-,e i_:ntifits tth± ::w: =anTransistor 1 PA 2Z Z tenancecpblt vzau-:edo
Connector 1 PA 4Z Zecaaityev u:ietocze'aziem

F Brcket1 MO2Z ~The level, founa in sir-7 pc':ition :.e n usuaUv
match the second tosii-on :.he rnair:.a-nc! :

Figure 5 which would indicate ra :::n-repaira:_e t": : you
can remove and instai: it, %-:-. can disc: :st oot

Lookig atthe postion aintnanc cod andTherefore, don't assum:re *: u can tr,::-.; a f~tHz ic
Lokri ng b a tk theo F ii on maeintenaner coe ands item awa just because yo,. zze ;tuthor:f .L tC. --:e 'orM

refrrng ac toFiure4,we in unerthefistsome repair on an asseMbV
position that maintenance personnel on a minesweener
are authorized to remove a.-d replace the circuit board. R
Being a "level 2" ship, its ET can remove and replace E

the tyansistor and the bracket. but not the capacitor 0
and the connector. The same technician asstgned toV

move and replace the connector. He still is not authori-

zed to replace the capacitor, as the "F" code indicates S
that only a "tender level" ship can replace it. T ,U AL Oi

Under the second position we find that, with the R ± .I

exception of the circuit board itself, a2l of the items rC U E
are coded "not repaira'ble." i.e.. when tzhe transistor.
fail$, replace it and throw the bad one away. H-ow-A
ever, the circuit board carrier an "F." This means

or de~t)maite-THE RECCVERASILITY C3DE
that only aTender orhi her 'i.e.. adpt ane
nance level is authorized to perform comnple:te repair. Figure 6
This is consisttnt with the first position coding in One finxal point svi:- tci to the '2 ot:zi-
that only the tender or highecr coul d reVlace the tnnecd n h ite:io ee;~n oe
capacitor. but various ship ty .Pes could effect some Awy eebrta 'eii oiic

repir.lowest level a-.i:.orsze z) re::e ano .e :-.-m.
For drill, apply a little technical lo-ic to the examn- The second pe)siion an.: :'n! '.t posiri-.::1.~-

* pie and see for yourself ho-.% tlie tcchricai coding cdsiiat te lev&a:::.Ct a::nn:cm
tracked the decisions of tne nrnncnance :nzinecr. plete repair or condo:m.n-, an :en
The conclusions lie reached in making his cicsic ions A complete bakwnc: ali SM&P. =--.r te

er:nance and rec " :cab2:- c:L-s is cor.*'7za _-',V

*The circuit card is simple to remove and replace. SUPINST 41.!3.14. 7- -: - c =:rnance
" Troubleshootinz '-%use 0f c:.rcuit: card ,tcr spcc ri In :m.- uc.1 d-. G4 .I

Change is tati ht at the approprl:,tc 'sNstems sc -oo,. are contain J :nNA% -KS 4441 C
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Codes listed under thec captions "NOTES" and HFA&E APLS

"PART NIEC" also convey information to the techni-

cian. INOTES, or -.nore correctl,., the allowance note HM&E APLs have not ignored the technician ei:rner.

code identifies special supply su:;port consideration; In the first portion of each APL. SI'CC has dc~ere

for example. NOTE CODE "I" indicates in Fcure-r 5 certain characteristics data. The data is intended to

that an item is desienatda nOI(prtn pc provide the sh1iriboard technicians with pertinent t-cn-

item). it should be carried in the same relative icca- niral information. It is also intended CO assist cersors-

rion as the comoonent instead of i n the storeroom. nel in positive identification of support rcquiremcn~s

A complete breakdown) of allowance note coats is con- for 2 particular component.

tained in the COSAL introduction.

"PART MIEC," short for "military essentiality code, What's on the Drawing Board?

part to component."' indicates, as the name would

imply, the importance of an item to the component. As stated earlier, CHNAVMIAT holds NAVSEAre

On an APL. it specifically, idectifies whether a specific sponsible for the technical intcrritv, of allowance l:ssr

item is critical to the operation of the eouipment or for our e, ipmnr. It is our ob -jective that thosea:..

component supported by the APL. While seemin2ly ance lists be improved. As a minimum we fcl -ha-:

Lsignjficant. the code controls entry to titc C_. 1. allowance lists for ail complex equipment 'Should b

insurance item computation. If an item is coded "Y' or;ented to the training methods and technical aus

(i.e., non-essential , it will not be authorized as an or drawings ;vailable to the tt!chnician: for examp.e.

onboard spare unless prior usacge indlicates that thec ship if a technician re^sponsible for maintain~ng laUnorV

wl etLeat least oeacqurr.The emoracecuipment is tauQcht to miacnoseusn iaeml -x
wil reuir on acin uarter.d viewtan, lt wac uisn shdisases

of MEC will be covered fullk in later article. ploe iwte his allowac itsol esrc

Three other technical codes that arc not displaycd on tured accordinciv. Similarly'. if an internal comm-ur2-

an APE. play impvortant roles in comnputin; oncoard cations technic-ian inust perorin corrective maii~terran -

allowances. That role will be discUssed in Ceaum dut- using shlip's electrical circuit drawines, tllen his A~-

ing the third ar:ice of this scries. Briefly, they are: should be oriented to the plan. sheet, and iten c.-

* AOR (allowance override requirement,,. This code piece number.

answers tne ouest-ion. "is there an overridinc: reason to Another primary obJeective to improve the tech-n:1_-.

carry this item onboard"' The most common reasoninertofurA sisodvlpth aai:'

is that the part is a dirCt determinant of a primary all APLs to identify maintenance si--niticant iterms.

missio of th ship.Whether or not the itemn is available from the sv:

* MRU Iminimnum replacement uni.). This code system.

indicates the minimum quantity normally replaced dur-

ing a maintenance action. How Can the Flcet Help?

o TRF (technical replacemeint factor:). This code is

assigned for new items wher. 3M usage data is not Much earlier we described -the tech.nical olccin

available cor simridar items operating un(;er similar con- process" used to dtveloD ALs. You_ knt-w rihat rr

ditions. of the technical co~des art assiz-ncd by riacnirle c r
the basis of one-time decisions. These coat

Electronics APLs be correct in most situationis. In sorne. ho;~t.e
may not be Correct. In o-zher cases, die o:ra

The. Navy Ships Parts Control Center 'SPcC' ore- niesl1 decision that drives the tezIhnical codr:;-

Paes APLs wi-h 'an additional tchinical) feature. See- migzht be wroni ,we're human tcoo . -11e

dion B c~f the APLs is structuredl in circuit symbol is. that tlt Na%- y can't afrc an enpricer:r:

number seouence. The rationale behird thi! approach of every part i.n evelr% arnlicat:onl on ever; _

is that electrcnic tecnnicians are most tami!:ar with attempt to erliphasire -,'e area; wher win \11"

circuit symbol orient .tion. %lost tchnical traininr, and bic',gest return.

most technical manuals utilize the samne orientation. There fore, ifr~ behe C ive thet ttchnical con :-

If a technician kenows that "CR' 7'' -:ad. h, s %11L wil individual itemn, or tist ovtra1l niantenail~t

tell l-irn thiat ' C'. 7 he r n~ a I1*4' - set'. ttic,: .j ttcmscrm.Ai

SMRcrdi: for each aatc~ono an .Z:in. I t als &et around it,

lists all at' 1
2 sc..eicrns of nannae crsin trs.You can r.h.. ,:arrnr;

whether or not they are supported in the snppIN s'-stern. obtain prcipe < ;i sm S~'0 -rv t, C
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. ............. ... ,-, , i , as you can an o be
Tali,. ale to: sure to give him a point of reference; either the APL,

OFFICER IN CHARGE if addressing the technical codes, or the technical
manual if parts do not appear on the APL.Naval Ship En~ineerin' Cente'r Remember, you will do little to help yourself by

Mechanicsburg Division making a general statement that supply support for .
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 the AN/UYA.17 is bad. If the problem is a poor

Tell the NAVSECM.E.HDIV enncneer that you APL, then we can best solve the problem by having
re.4l1y can replace that bearing and do it routinely on the technical side of the Fleet communicate directly
otlef components. Tell him that the 0-rings in the with the technical side of supply support.
punip' you're supposed to rebuild are not even listed The moral of this story is: We look at you (the
on the APL. Tell him that the power supply assem- shipboard technician) as a member of the technical
bly inside your switchboard isn't on the APL. but the supply support team--"the vital feedback link."
ringer a'sembly is and so is the relay assembly. Tell In the next article we'll look at configura:ion, the
him that the 500 light bulbs inside the indicator lamps baseline for supply support. One of the objectives of
on your propulsion control system panel car, be re- that article will be to let you know why in some
placed individually, but the APL says to replace the instances an APL does not exist and may never exist.

SUPPLY SUPPORT

- PART 2

The Configuration Baseline
By Air. R. C. Hakenian The Configuration File

Material MA agement Division
Naval Sea Systems Commgrnwd The key to the COSAL door is the mechanized con-

figuration file at the Ships Parts Control Center %SPCC1
* Part I of this series of 4 articles pointed out the in Mechanicsburg. Each ship has its individual record

importance of the Allowance Parts List (APL) to the in that file. Now a computer. especially one located
shipboard technician. It stressed the point that the in the middle of Pennsylvania. isn't going to know what
APL is not just a supply document, but is actually an equipment is installed onboard a ship unless someone
"nboard mairtenance plan. It described the technical -on the waterfront tells it. Reduced to its simplest ele.
decision process used in developing APLs as well as meats, a configuration baseline answers the questions: -
the specific coding techniques used to display those
decisions on an APL. It also pointed out some of 0 What is aboard?
the fallacies inherent in the process. Finally. it told * How many of each are there?
you, the shipboard technician, how you can help your- 0 What is the field change status of each? .
self and your sister ships obtain proper supply support
if you spot a problem with an APL. The configuration must be established and reported

well before a ship receives its first COSAL during newSomething must happen before the APL for your construction and that baseline must be maintained as
equipment becomes part of your ship's Coordinated changes occur during overhauls and shipyard availabilifies.
Shipboard Allowance List ;COSALi. If the best main- Let's examine the methods used for NAVS A (less
tenance en-ineer in the world makes:he APL Technical nuclear propulsion) equipment.
decisions for an equipment item. it is not going to
result in your having any of the repair parts you need Nw Construction
unless that specific APL is in your COSAL. A well
documented configuration baseline is the brid:e from While the ship is being desi:ned. technical docu-
a quality APL to q'uality supply support in your COSAL. mencation flows from the shipbuilder to the Naval
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- Supervisor of the shipbildin g effort. The configura- "AU" is that the MK-7 t--,3r set is fully ... :-r Ln
tion is established from| that documentation in the the COSAL but, due to t*e variable con:'::.=-:t.
following manner: available, an APL is not r.-vided for the W-c.' :.a.

Within the allowance division of the Supervisor's However, an APL is provii=d for each c:.-.:" of
office, a technical speci.alist reviews the documentation the radar set. If you are ..v-n2 to idenri_', a -.n" " -
and identifies specific componencs and equipment. He twig tube, the transmitter -.:nit litming in :e iz.cz will

then prepares a meclhai:ed transmittal that contains identify the APL for that unit.

the data elements necemsary to load the configuration The message relative to :he "walkie tZ':e' ".& -" ite

file. The transmittal orins are then sent to SPCC and different. "FD" means :-a- the Naval z-- .:-
the file is loaded, mand has determined tha: onboa:d suppc., i .2 zz-

Once the file is loaded, a COSAL may be prepared. be provided, an APL does not exist, and .e:e a"-. no
The exact configuration that the COSAL is based upon plans to make one. If i.e unit fails, par:. ma _e
is reflected in its index. The COSAL index is printed ordered from the supply s:stem by man":a:-7r.
in two sequences: Section A lists all components in reference number or the.- may be procure-" o-C".
the configuration file in "nomenclature" sequence There can be many reasons for "PD" r..- :eier-
while Section B lists the same components in "service minations. The most common is that it i no: n.-omic-
application" sequence. Except as noted later in this ally feasible to provide £'.2 Navy Supply 5'.s:e. £.-zport
article, if it isn't listed in the index, then you will because of non-essentiali-., low .umber c- u;:- i_ theFleet, or availabiity. of Fa.-zs on the corri.e-c-"- =arket.
not find repair parts for it onboard. F

In the last example. 'EE" tcs you t-.a: the "w.ole
unit is viewed as expenda,'e. You will r.z- tF.." an

The Allowance Support Codes APL and onboard support is not provided

The COSAL index will tell you whether an APL Allowance Appendix Pages
exists for a component. and in some cases whether
one will ever exist. The key to the latter bit of infor- That a ship's COSAL "s never comple:: is a "act of
mation is the last 2 positions of the "Alowance Sup- life. Last minute chancts du--:, new ccre-

...Dort Codes." The most common codes, found in the placed components during repair and ove:-'aul a-sra: abilities.
*!ast 2 positions. are "AA." Simply stated. the codes and just plain old errors 01l con-ibute to - a: f-,z. To

respectively mean: maintain support between COSALs, the a-_"--= dvsion
A = Ful onboard su pport is to be provided. of the Naval Shipyard or Naval Supervisc:'s =R=e .re-
A - An APL. is included in Part 11 and suoport is pares allowance appendix paes "or com-c:ee ti-agedA -i eduring availabilities. Thee pages augme.n:e ::.SAL.included in the SNSL (Stock Number Sequence Either the pages are combined ito a paci-e : "in

List), Part 11 of the COSAL. .ludes a COSALype indx or te Ship's COSA. index
While the "A'" cobination i; the most common itself s annotated to reree the added ccnoc~zs. Con-

of those appearing in the last 2 positions. it is impor- currently, SPCC updates i s cor. uratior. e : c ready
tant always to check hse codes when using the for the next COSAL.
COSAL. Almost any combination, other then "AA"
carries a special mesage to the technician and store-
keeper. A complete brcakdown of the codes is con. Ship's Responsibility
tained in the H:I&E MIlull. Mechanical and Electrical') The ship is esponsibe for reortin an .:,- .--ancies
COSAL Introduction .and in ESO INST 4441.17E. an - t
Allowance Procram Guide provided with each COSAL. found in the COSAL index. WVhe-ther the "Lt.. :y
To illustrate, consider the followinzg examples that might is caused by an existing eror or because :: a :--..e in
appear in :he COSAL Index: components, the change must be reported i.

grity of the confluration case.e is to -e i'-""..-ed.

Allowance NM&E (hull, mechanical "nod e!z:ricall e:.----
Nomenclature Supt Code changes and corrections aze rep:.:-ed to S . -

tailed instructions are cot.zained in the C:.SAL "-_--o-
CCVJ-MK7 radar set JEP AU duction. Electronic equ',=iment :hanges . w:.ons
CGG-H23-F!.'.Il ON. are reported to the SEC.'.S Vaid"ation '::/ Cif:-.. via
handie talkie tras, eivcr EEP FD the Type tonuar.der. .:s:."a::is are c:= .::

LS-474/U, loudspeaker JEP JE. NAVSHIPS P, hi:a::on 7.!.64O. :-e -"
(Shipboard Equiment C: -:7:-inon Ace: :-: Sys-

In the first example. the message contained in codes tem) Progran Manual, Vo. 4.
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Validation What's On The Drawing Board?

The quality-assurance aspect of the configuration As mentioned above. prc.overhaul validations have
l.%,eAine system is validation. Validation is the process already been taken over by trained SECAS electronic
,t taking a physical inventory of equipment onboard equipment specialists. Soon, already busy crews will
,,.I verifying that the configuration record represents be relieved of much of this burdensome chore as
se accurate baseline of the equipment. SECAS expands into the machinery spaces.

Dtring new construction, the Naval Supervisor of On the new construction front, the FOMIS (Fitting
shipbuildi.g ih responsible for validating all ordnance Out Managemen: Information System) will provide the
avl electronic equipment, as well as all major machine- ship's crew with a wealth of information about their
ty components. new ship. Now in its pilot applicatio.n, FOMIS

After new construction, a ship normally receives a i a NAVSEA system for monitoring and displaying
tew COSAL incident to an overhaul. Prior to that the logistic support progress and status of all ship-
wnerhaul. SECAS sends trained specialists onboard to board equipment at the component level.

%alidate the shipboard baseline. Initially. SECAS The FOMIS concept is based on establishing an
alidated oflv the electronic equipment onboard. Cur- original mechanized record for each component which

tently, however, the SECAS validation is being ex- will ultimately constitute the ship's configuration. The
rinded to include HM&E. record is initiated from design. material requirement.

In the meantime, the validation of HM&E ret " and purchase documents. It is updated with more
the ship. Under present procedures. SPCC will provide specific information as it becomes available during the
KLM&E validation aids to the ship about 10 months construction process.
prior to the overhaul. The *alidation aids are based Specifically, FOMIS is designed to improve the accu-
upn the baseline informain in the SPCC configura- racy of the ship COSAL by providing early and accu-
don file. The quality of the new COSAL w1 be rate configuration definition, imprc-'ing allowance sup-
directly proportional to the quality of the validation port available at the end of construction, providing a
effort and the accuracy of the updated information centralized bank of data for reporting status informa-
fed back on the validation aids. tion to activities respcnfible for managing and support-

ing the construction and fitting-out effort, and pro-
viding an accurate and complete equipment configura-

During Overhaul tion baseline for each ship as delivered. The contigu.
ration data is used to load the Weapon System File at

During an overhaul, a technician may find himself SPCC which, in turn, controls the configuration input
assigned to the Supply Operations Assistance Program to the COSAL process. FOMIS output products oi
"T Division." On the surface you may feel that there interest to shipLoard personnel include: -

are more important things to be done than looking 0 Technical manual listings in equipment nomen-
at parts and shufring EAM cards. However, the clature and publication number sequences. i
supply support of your ship can be enhanced consider- * APL to EIC (Equipment Identification Code)
ably by your performance. Your technical expertise relationships.
is needed. 0 Summary listing of Allowance Appendix Pages

The conii.-ration reflected by your new COSAL crossed ;o APL numbers.
will be alte:ed whenever a component is replaced * Listing of non-APL worthy items, to supplement
with a different component resulting from overhaul the COSAL Index.
open-and-inspect repair work. When the T. Division 0 Listings of Technical Manual shortages in two
receives an allowance appendix packaze covering sequences.
these changes, you should examine closely those So far we've discussed the inputs in our shipboard
documer.:ed in your area of shipboard responsibility. supply support story. Hopeful.. you've been able to
If you suspect any errors or voids in the conrigura- understand the role of the technical command and the
tion changes. you can help yourself by getting on- shipboard technician in the process. In Part IlI. we'll
board and validating the component in question. If look at the COSAL computation itself and try to help
an error exists, call it to the attention of the allow, you understand why that bearing you need so desper-
ance preparation activity. You will not only receive ately today wasn't allowed in your storeroom when
cerrect s..F:ort fr rott overh2ul dep!oyments. but your allo-wance was cstabi shed. WXe'll also teil you
will cns-.re that the next COSAL reflects the correct what you can do about it if it was computed on
components. "bum dope."
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SUPLY SUPPORT

- PART 3
The Coordinated Shipboard Allowance

List Computation

By Mr. R. G. Hekemian doesn't have a crystal ball. Second. analysis of 3-M.%
I.fsteriai l1.rming and Programming Division data shows that the demand for repair parts aboard

N.nlj Sea Systems Comrmid ships is highly random and, therefore, the Na.v Vsi.;
never have enough r.oney to provide all o: the Darts

P. I of this series of 4 articles described a parts that are destined to iail someday. In fac:. :he \av
avaig~i:v situation faced all too frequently by ship. has been criticized :or spending too much .oney in

boawd maintenance technicians. In that situation, a this area.

pc.€.c. ha been quickly and accurately diagnosed,
but -he iailcJ pare was not available from the Supply I "

I Fa::.it. Chances are, it was not even allowed as PA T I
an ,-bjrd repi:r part by the ship's COSAL. THE APL CO F;%Z.

The artick explained that there could be a number
Tf ,a reasons why the parr was not allowed and men-

. .. i th~at there were also quite a few not-so-valid
ra.s that could have been responsible. In describing cl
L c a decision process, used in the development
of an AL 'Allowance Parts List), Part I also pointed
ow* of the fallacies in the process. how they might
Lac cas-sd the "not allowed" situation, and what the
* '.;-~ard technician could do if he suspected that an

j'..2tct technical decision was at fault. COSAL COMPUTER
Pa. It s::essed the importance of a well documented S MAIN MogEL

.. .- baseline to quality onboard support in
CU t~.SAL.
-. s'.-:Cd in Figure 7, both Part I and Part II

- i'..ts to the allowajce determination process.
h . we'll look a: the COSAL computation S

* UI.' ".. als,, look at some of the basic constraints H
; ' e computation so that you can understand -

6 "valid reasons why that part you need so P
': '" y7 not have been included in your repair - S

A
; ; " ,*ly Officer was allowed a crystal ball, L

' e would look ahead and make sure that - L

' -;?'. de every part that was going to be - W
y ' " your next deployment. We would be - Ao v ide each one, and we'd probably - N'" " the CNO would lke to jrve us enough C

S' .",de every part that you miglht need E

"" " *v e'uipment. The two probiems with
P*" bvious. First, the Supply Officer Fiute 7

Z 0 1 ffTEp
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To make the shipboard allowance money go around
or, more properly statcd. to best use the resources OBJECTIVES
available to the Navy for this purpose. CNO has spe-
cifed specific logistic sur.-.rt doctrines goerning on- CNO RULES FOR
board repair parts. Al:oL:h we might view this doc- SHIPBMARD ALLCNWAJCES
trine as a constrairt, the rules are actually a third
input to the COSAL process. In fact, they establish * OBJECTIVES
the criteria that governs the make-up of the Ships GROSS EFFECTIVENESS - 65%
Pasts Control Center COSAL math model. COSAL EFFECTIVENESS . 85 ',

An overriding rule is that the ship must have the DEMAND BASED ITEM PROTECTION - 90 %

capability to install a par: before it can be considered * REPAIR PART CATEGORIES
as a candidate for izs a.lowance. As you might re- DEMAND BASED • I IN 90 DAYS
member from Part I. in determining this capzbility, INSURANCE - I IN 4YRS.
the availability of trained personnel. tools, and main- ALLOWANCE OVERRIDES - MOINIMAL
tenance data onboard the ship was a prime onsidera- SIM -HEAVY DEMAND EXPERIENCE

ion. in addition, the capability to install a particu- * MUST BE WITHIN SHIPS MAINTENANCE CAPABILITYlax part may have been denied a ship because analy-

sis had shown that it was more economical to replace Figure U
the whole component when failure occurred.

Before we pursue the more specific rules, let's exam- parts which a given ship has the capability to install.
ine the objectives behind them. While the basic CNO only a limited number will be fairly regularly used.
objective may be to make the repair part dollars CNO has categorized those parts as "demand based"
strttch as far as posiible, the stated objectives are items if they are used aboard ship at least once during
those appearing in Figure 8. a 90-day period.

ITe rule for such items states that allowance lists
Gross Effectiveness -- 65% must provide a 901 probability of filling the total

demands for these items over an entirt operating peri-
The wessage here is that the technical decision pro- od or. conversely, that there should be only a 10%

cess. constrained by rules we'll look at in a minute. risk of the item being out of stock. CNO also requires
will result in a COSAL allowance that will meet at that these computations be based on combat consump-
least 654 of all repair part demands placed upon the tion rates, wherever such rates can be ascertained.
Supply Department

Insurance Items
COSAL Effectiveness -- 85%

All installable repair parts which are predicted to be
By the objective, the depth (i.e.. quantity of each used in maintenance less often than once in 90 days

item) allowed by the COSAL will result in issues by are categorized as insurance items. The rules state that
the Supply Department 85% of the time that those only those insurance items with a .25 or greater cxpec-
items are demanded. Obviously. the response of the tation of usage aboard a ship in a one-year period will
Supply System, when you requisition replacements for be stocked. To state this another way, only those
expended *,Nowance items, plays a big role in whether insurance items which have an expected usage of at
you can meet either of these objectives during a de- least one in 4 years will be stocked. Until about
ployment. a year ago, this criteria was .15 per annum or one in

6-2/3 years. As the Navy was allowed fewer repair
Special Rules parts d,.ars, the insurance criteria was tightened.

As a further restriction, these insurance items may
The objectives clearly establish that the CNO recog- be considered only as'ailowance candidates if they are

nires that he cannot provide every item that might essential to the support of equipment that is considred
G3. %hile l.eving the technical decision process up to vital to the operation and mission of the ship.
the Material Hardware Commands Ne.g.. NAVSEA', spe-
c iic rules arc stated for various categories of items. Allowance Overrides

Demand-Based Items The rules also allow a few items not falling in the
above categories to be forced onboard by aliowance

'We notvd edrlier that de-mand for repair parts is overrides when s:!ccii; cir:,n'stanccs exist. These arc
• 191v fand,,,,,. Therefore. of the thousands o repair restricted to items:
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o,.ir welfare
111g1ed maintenance COSAL CM?'PITTATICN LOG!-

.0 of~~ the primary mis EXTRACT S.. OZ As~
RECORD PP: -.-S-Et3

""Misofled by the chief EXTRACT C .7.TV C7- EACH4

%lhiesholds have been C

S..'n0olate share of re-

.:&I in support of a EXTRACT CC*.,- :%a-%, VISS10%

4 iw highly critical %0tTAIY cs .' * .

% werride method.

FCA fE&C,4 CC*z.E

4?'O to carry items in e A#A%?E~.:r CC:E

*:seitems are experi- CCUTTOC~~ESEI-

..sgram. known as the * M~u AE.% ~.
xn~: {SIM) program, has * ufi~ coVZ: .%T

ye~ars. in effect theI
jiiustment of COSALs PAS ~O4C

-. rn.This usage is con-
.cvcls when subsequent MULIGLY TOTA._PLA OF PzMC :%

BOARD BY SCS- V!-.AS1%C4T FAC7'Z.

= at the CsVO objectives, EQUAL TO ZA GzfzEe THAN

-ta attained in most in.-N 0IN I,: :-ATs

V' sown that it would be YE %4C

:-.=iwes within reasonable CUALIPIES AS C *_%1443 P._% &%Ct

*..-%rized exceptions to the OVEM ALLOW OUAJTITY MEWM VPC:V
TO PROVOE C

* zV for onboard support PROTETION FOR so DAYS

- :W:~ total FBM submarine
:.%c h FEM onboard support Figure 9

* o the investment under
* Ave just discussed, but

;above 9M% has been
-- wrines. record for the ship is ex-racted. In Par: 11 we is

cussed the inportance c-* this record, . : ...z :a- it
'*''or the your equipment has no- been recorded -- tz' e u

'40,0.O 0O) Question ration file, then you wcn~t fir-i suppcr: -. r ' our

COSAL. At this voinr -iie mission esse=-ia.2: :-,%e for
* payoff, the most "bang each component is zlso extrac-.ed.

wVay you may want to Next. the com pone n -to-p &:- record s& enze'mf and
~best mix of parts possi- ail parts recorded as bt:-r oL~t of eaci : ::: 1A

It is in this fertile area your configuration rcerd are identifiei.. S::L % umber
-oement lies. The area data and technical and rnain-r-tance cces ::~ nare

-continues into -he tech- extracted. At this poi: you mnight reie:: on the
'urt I and the coniura-ion technical decision proccss that vroduce-, eac: =i.

Part 11. and culminates That process was describ-ed irn Part I-
*1.To appreciate the Reference to the izures in &at article ~eryou

* look at how the Naval identify specific codes in the 'Ouowirnz z.:c-z=:z.
3-%s the technical decisions. Using tihe "maintenance ccsit.' the :Ls: o-: z:wance
*.nsiderations, and withiin candidates is selected. Onlv ='Ose ite-u a :.:ed to
-athema-ical loz: and be replaced oniboard ar selected as c&~:aea
* rmine fisnal onboardi These cadsts ie o -..-ounh ---e item
11 in your COSAL. qualifier pr.ocrarn. T.A'n-.-t total .e:.- popu-

t " he SPCC component lation on the ship (obta~nd iv niulnin>-zn=t e :rnpo-



of usage onbca-d meets or exceeds the CNO cri'eria for
insurance items. A part qualifies if its expected usae,

INSUrtAINCE ITEM LOGIC Lased on the BRF recorded against the FSN (Fcdcral
Stock Number) in SPCC's files, exceeds .25 per annum.

SRJECT If it does not meet this criteria it is rejected unless the
ISCO%'% . t NV' VATSL 0 MISSAIOc override exists.

" ES E Ut:.ESS
AN ALLO'VANCE.

PART to COkSPONENT' OE P BRF IBest Replacement Factor)
ASSIGNEDI~ I, As you can "readily see, usage rates play a critical role

DOES "OLL P;nT POPuLAT:ON in determining the repair part allowance for your ship.
MIES f .AE GREATER %0 What few technicians realize is that for all practical pur-
TA% : A%-4UAL CEMAND
PRCCOA a. poses they determine the replacement factor for mos:

items. To understand this, let's look closer at the BRF.
YES The BRF is a usage rate which represents the best

[ ouaLI,* A.s AN ALtOW'E estimate of expected annual usage of an item for each
NsuR-..:E ,*-,.* OuANTITV installation of that item. When an item first enters
ALLO VoE: EC.JAL TO ,RU OR the supply system, it is assigned a rate based on an
OVER;; :E CIJATITY
WIC -EvE 1 GREATER engineering estimate of usage. This rate becomes the

BRF until the item has been in the system long enough
to establish a demand pattern. The demand develop-

Figure 10 ment period for this purpose is considered to b: one
year. Once the item has become established, live
demand data are used in conjincton with the techni-

cal estimate to compute the BRF. The BRF is then
nent pop;!ation per hull times the part population per computed as a weighted average which takes into
compone.t, and multiplying this quantity by the best consideration recenft oemano data, older demand data.
zeplacemert factor (BRF), it is determined whether the and the initial technical e imate of item usage. Re-

fj-* sutant ouantity is equal to, less than, or greater than cent demand data are used to make the rate resnon-
one in 90 days. save to changes in the demand pattern of the item.

If equal to or greater than one in 90 days, the item The use of older demand data and the ini:ial techni-
is classi:'.ed as a demand-based item. An allowed quan- cal estimate stabiEzes the rate and makes it less sensi-
tity is conput-d for each demand-based item which pro- tive to short term variations in demand. Because -hey
vides a 917, protection level for a 90-day period as re- are used to compute COSAL land load list quantizies
quired by CNO. If the computed quantity is less than it is important that the demand data used in the com-
either te minimum replacement unit (MRU' or technical putation of BRFs reflect, as closely as possible. actual
override requirement (TOR), should these be applicable. ship usaze. Several demand data collection systems
the h4.-est quantity among these elements is selected as are utilized. Although the data which is finailv selected
the authc.:zed allowance. for use may not be precise, it is considered to be the

If less than one in 90 days, the candidate is passed best available; hence the name best replacement iactor.
to the ns.;rance item program. Three data sources are presently considered as a

Fig -e 10 depicts the logc utilized for insurance items, basis for computing BRFs. 3M%, (Navy Maintenance and
First t.- military essentiality of the components to which Material Management) usage data; SOAP (Supply Opera-
the ite- appies is screened to determine if any of the lions Assistance Prcram) usace data; and ICP Transac-
compor.ents are vital to the mission oi the ship. This tion Item Reporting System demand data. The 3M
code may be found in your COSAL index. If the com- usage data is preferred and is used unless the data base
ponents are coded non-vital, the items are rejected unless for an item is insulfi'cient.
an allowance override has been assigned. Remember the The BRFs of all shipboard installed repair parts are
serict r-+!es governing assignment of these overrides. usually reviewed annually. An item's current BRF %ill

If this test is passed. a second screening is performed not be updated if the item has been in the supply svs-
to deter.-nne whether the part itself is vital or non-vital tern less than one year. or the item has less than 5
t6 the om oncnt. Non-vital items are again rejected units insta'lcd in the active Fleet. or the item is ord.
unless an ovetr:ie exists. nance protected and t6e proposed LRF is lower than

The fr-al. and most critical. screening is performed on the existing BRF, or the item's BRF has experienced
each rem uinm, item to determine if the part's probability a large relative increase and a reviewing techniciin
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to accept or change it or there is insuffi- NAVSEA and hosted by NAVSECMECHDIV. began
go perform BRF computations. with a review of support for ACC-FV/C (automatic
%. item can obtain accurate data only through combusion control-fecdwater control) systems. Next

' .....itted from the ships themselves via the on the list were improvements for the 1200 psi boilers.
M .,. 1t.nders. Part usage is recorded as a result forced draft blowers-main feed pump. Efforts are now
... cands on the supply department and underway to improve shipboard air compressor support.
'~i,e only" reporting of maintenance reia- Under NAVSECMECHDIV's technical guidance and

- ,..... otained by the technicians from other-than- the dedicated efforts of participants from SPCC. ship-
. .'. yards, NAVSEC and Fleet commands, identification of

4. ., %,w that all technicians somehow acquire their parts and equipment has been made more simple and
--.... ate stock." For example. few ET shops are direct. This was accomplished by eliminating past over-

.... ,..4 complete without a selection of common sighis and discrepancies in APL part identification num.
... .ubes, semi-conductors, connectors, etc.. i a bets and by assuring that all parts listed on a particu-
, 'inet. We also know that it is not reasonable lar APL are referenced to a drawing and piece number
. you to live with a due-in document for a which is listed in the appropriate technical manual now
.. c. when the local Norfolk hardware stores held by that ship. Simultaneously, the range of APL
.. uate replacements. insurance items is being expanded. Concurrently, non-
".' his is the "eal world" is a fact of life. It is metallic items, such as replacement "0" rings. are being de,
a ,J fact unless you use the parts and don't increased to enhance system accounting and availability.

=.-. -rn. Every time this occurs, the BRFs for
.s are diluted. Unfortunately. these are items NAVSECMECHDIV has also been very active in the t.
*...5 ir various DART Improvement Programs. Included is the .

Z.. -bviously in demand. There are many areas 400 Hz generator program and the 1200 psi boiler ti;
. z-:*:pl)•-support process that are prone to error. L ,,-. .this is one place that you can helo. B r improvement program. Concerning the latter program,

Stsiso lcte. y it should be mentioned that NAVSECMECHDIV has
...-ing and following the relatively simple pro- conducted highly successful efforts in putting the ACC-
-. --- :" P A V INST 4790.4. rcgardinc the "Prep)-ZS .-_: :f Inrnal Suply Documen~ t"yo' he Prp.FV'C and boiler sprayer plates of the Fleet boiler APLs "'

. Itenal Supnowlng Dhoues." povig havein better array than they have been in some time. tt. -

u-ir "Your next COSAL and, for that matter, APL update studies and improvements on T-MKG tor--, SAL of your sister shi, pedo countermeasures, ALCO 251 engine support, rr.

stabilizers and PG 89/92 have been conducted. Man-
Supply Support Improvements uals covering temperature measurinv thermometers and

Thiough Re-Provisioning devices and valve cross-substitutions have been pre-
pared and provided to the Fleet. in

'.o-aionally, COSAL and Supply System support Under the scope and tasking of NAVSEA, these

:.,::E is so poor that the Fleet cannot wait efforts are continuing to the extent that existing man-
T .-pdates. selected item management. and sys- power permits, while present direct funded Fleet serv- cc.

"- and analysis to gadually improve support, ices are maintained.
' stayed with me the last 2 issues, and if Having recently combined talents with the former :'

eliever in "Murphy's Law" (i.e., if some- NAVSECGLAKES organization. MECHDIV responsi-
-., possibly go wrong.-it will!), then you can bilit is no lon;er limited to the provisioning engineer- -

.... pick as to what event might have caused ing aspects of machinery and electrical equipment.
"" ' upply support problem. Maybe the wrong The message is simple and direct. If you have a

was used, or maybe the compute- set all supply support problem. caused by technical inade-
;, to zero for a few seconds. Regardless of quacies in your allowance listsfor NAVSEA equip-

'. you have a friend that jumps in when a ment, teU your story to: Pc:

"". such magnitude is identified: that activity OFFICER IN CHARGE ac -

G.v l Ship Engineering Center, Mechanicsburg Naval Ship Enzinecring Center m

"Mehanicsburg Division C,
,'-,ove supply support to the Fleet, NAVSEC- Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 m
• '/ has undertaken efforts to improve allow. The next article will close out this series. It will
-'.. identification. minimire COSAL sho:tagcs deal with t! -subject of ;'lowance chance requests.

.- downtime awaiting parts. The vehicle The scope of that article w£il be expandcs to encore-

improvements has been a series of re-provi. pass the world of equipaze and its API. counterpart,
....ferences. These conferences, sponsored by" the AEL (Allowance Equipage List).
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SUPPLY SUPPORT
- PART 4

I

The Allowance Chanve q ues -

By Mr. D. R. Straub

Naval Ship Eng'ineering Center

Mechanicsburg Divisiona

The first article in this series on supply support It is important to remember several things about
discussed the Alloance Parts List (APL) and showed the kinds of items shown on AELs. Let's list them
how it is prepared and what it says to the shipboard and then look closer at each one. AEL material it:
technician. O:her articles explained the importance * Usually portable.of establishir. and maintaining an accurate configra- Not part of a ship's installed system
tion record of the equipment onboard a ship. and * Related to a function or purpose.
how the actual COSAL repair pa- allowances are 0 Usually not consumable.
computed. In this final article of the series we will 0 Very often not-stocked material (i.e., not readily
look at 'he remaining part of the COSAL, the allow- available from the Supply System).
ance equip-ge list (AEL). and in addition, see how
the shipboard, technician can bein the process of Most of the material listed on AELs is portable,

although exceptions can be found, and is usually keptchanging the allow ance for his sh"ip or getting that n a p r t n p c e on h o t o f t e s p
juch-needed tool or repair part added to the COSAL. in an operating space beyond the control of the sup-

ply department. For this reason, department heads

Allowance Equipage Lists usually take custody of the material and the AEL is
a record of the material for which the department

The APL and the COSAL computation described head is responsible.
i An L anr ate resl inom a ionesribed Again, exceptions can be found, but most materialin an earlier article result in onboard allowances being listed on AELs is not part of a ship's installed system,established for the most-oiten-needed parts to repair although many AEL items are closely related to one

equipment installed in the ship's systems. But how
* do such other items as lifesaving and damage-oto of the systems, such as firefiz-fting equipment. Thesedearofficer m andouseping aupent. spe-control items are listed on AELs instead of system APLs be-

gcause they arc ordered sevarateh" from the installedgeneral purpose tools and the many other items, not equipment, loaded at a differt time, and need to be
part of instaled systems but still needed for daily accounted for closely because they can be misplaced or
operation. find their way into the allowance list and disappear.
aboard ship? This is the job of the AEL. Most AEL material is placed aboard ship because "

An AEL is an allowance list for one item or one some special Iurpose requires it. Certainly all ships
family of items needed to perform a specific function. have sonic firefiihting or lifesaving AEL material, but
For example, an AEL may list all the office equip- only those ships with steam propulsion would require
ment allowed for a ship, may show just one item such a boiler-tube cleaning ottfit. We see then that fea-
as a portable'submersible pump and its acccssotis. or Ires o" the ship usually determine the AEL material
may show a group of related items such as a damage- to be part of the ship's allowance.
control locker outfit. The ina:erial on AELs is com- A large percentace of AEL material is not of a con-
monly referred to as equipage. sumablc nature and, therefore, is not frequently re-

An AEL has 8 columns for allowances of individ- placed nor art? spares usually carried. Much of this
ual items. Dif.er.nt columns oi one AEL may apply material is a! o not carried in the sup-ly svstem. For
to many ship types, or quantities for an individual these reasons, the AEL cowains in-otniaition ccscr.iz,
-,tem may vary to provide different allowanccs in the non-stocked couipacc. The information usu.;iv
response to some other condition. as we will see later. .identifies one or more commercial sources, or shuws
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,I.r ihysical and operating characteristics. needed. preservers are to be provided in a quantity equal to
Now that we have seen what an AEL looks like and 105 5' of the ship's complement. Knowing the numoer

know generally what sort of material is listed on an in the ship's force, the Supervisor could compute the
Al't., the next question seems to be "So how does an final required quantity. In our example, assume the
A1l. get into my COSAL?" We saw in Parts I and II ship's complement to be 245. The quantity of in-
that APLs get into the COSAL by provisioning, and by flatable life preservers required would then be 245
the Supervisor of Shipbuilding preparing a mechanized Y 1.05 = 257.
tssnsmittal to be sent to a computer at SPCC. This is Having determined that 257 inflatable life preservers
dorc for the equipment shown on the ship's plans and are required, the Supervisor would then select one or
derwings. For equipate. the Supervisor has an even more AELs which, using one column trom each AEL,
"1ore important part in determining what material would show a quantity of 257. For the example AELs
should be allowed. 2-330014001 column 5, 2-330014002 column 4, and

Soon after the szart of construction for a new ship, 2-330014004 column 2 would be used to show quanti.
the allowance division of the Supervisor' Office begins ties of 5, 42, and 210 for a total of 257. This com-
the process of deciding what equipage will be required. bination of AELs would then be included in the shin's
Certain kinds of equipage will almost automatically be COSAL, and material from the appropriate column of
needed, such as lifesaving gear. To determine other the AELs ordered for later loading aboard ship.
requirements, the Supervisor needs to know just what Requirements for other ships would be computed
the ship will look like when it is completed. He needs similarily, although it may be necessary to allow extra
to know what sort of shops will be installed. how many life preservers for embarked forces or other persorei
personnel there will be in ship's company. and many likely to be aboard ship. Similarily, requirements .or
other characteristics. These the Supervisor determines many other equipage items are computed through other
from the ship detail specification, manning documents, perhaps more complicated means, but usually the a2ow.
plans and drawings, and lists of equipment to be installed. ances for equipage are fixed by some characteristic of

From this information, the Supervisor determines the the ship.
sorts of equipage and the general types of AELs that The ACR
'ji! be required. For example, if the spccification indi-
C ates. an internal combustion engine shop is to be in- Now that we have seen the basic process that f'rst
s:alhd, the Supervisor knows an A.EL containing an out- establishes a ship's allowance, let's look at how a ship's
Sit of tools for such a shop must be part of the ship's force can change its allowance.
COSAL. As a final check, the COSAL for a ship simi- We saw in Part Ili that the shipboard technician, by
lar to the one under construction is used as a guide to reporting to the 3% system every time a repair part is
make sure no type of equipage is overlooked. used, plays the largest part in determining repair parts'

After the Supervisor has identified generally the types BRFs (best replacement factors). The BRF then is'
of equipage required. a decision is made for each item used to compute allowances for repair parts in later
to determine the quantity to be allowed. For this, the ships' COSAL's, increasing them if the BR.F indicates
Supervisor must determine the method by which individ- greater allowances are needed.
ual item requirements are computed. Often individual A different procedure is used to correct or uodate
AELs contain information concerning the computation the ship's configuration record, to request the aocr:ion
of allowances.thshpscniuainrcrtreuste d-no

or removal of an equipment item, or to request a
let's follow the development of the allowance for an change in equipage allowances. This procedure is the

item of equipage to better understand the method used. use of an ACR (allowance change request) as shown
Inflatable life preservers are required equipage items in Figure 12.

aboard nearly every ship type. The AELs for this equip. The ACR (NAVSUP Form 1220 available under
age would, therefore be part of the standird allowance Cog I stock number 0108-503-9200) is a 2-purpose
the Supervisor would consider for each ship constructed. form. The top half of the form, blocks 1 and 2. is
The Supervisor would know that AELs in the series used to request the replacement of an equipment item
numbered 2-33001 would be needed as part of a COSAL or to report the addition or removal of an equipment
being prepared for a ship of the DE-1078 class for exam- item if the COSAL is found to be in error.
pie. The lower half of the form. block 3. is used to

To determine t!he e.:cact number of intlatab'- life pre- request the increase o. decrease in allowance of ;.n
cerrors tequired. the izifcrn.ation on a t'pcal AEL. such item of equipage and can also be used to reques- :i

as 2-330014004 i2llstrated in Figure 11, wo'.L2 be used. addition of a rep:.ir part that the ship's force believes
Examination of Figure 11 reveals that inflatable life should be included in the alowance.
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Figure 11

Let's first look at use of the form to request addi- The most common use of the ACR is to request
tion of an equipment item or to -report an equipment some change in allowance for one or more items or
item actually onboard and not included in the COSAL. equipage. For this Purpose block 3 would be used.
In either case, information about the equipment is The information required by block 3 is pretty simple.
-needed. If the equipment is actually instailed. copy but the most important part is the justification. After
tha namelate data into the blocks on the form, and your ACR is completed. forward it through command
check the block that says "New C/C." The impor- channels to the office that has to finally review the

tant thing is to provide as much information about the request and approve or disapprove it. Generally, that
equipment as possible so it can be identified to an APL, office is the
and include the location and system application. Mail
the form to Naval Ship Engineering Center

Mechanicsburg Division
Commanding Officer Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 L

Ships Parts Control Center
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 Other offices may be involved for electronic test

and measuring gear, ordnance and nuclear propulsion
so your COSAL can be updated. The same procedure equipage, and other special categories of equipment.
should be followed usine block 2 to report equipment If you p-eparc an ACR and are uncertain to what
that has been removed or to correct the COSAL ii it office it should Le sznt, address it to NAVSEC:,!.CH
shows equipment that L, not actuaily in.t'I'ed. and it wi2l be forwarded to the approFriate comm and.
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ceived at AVEMC.Assuming the ACR is com- if the basic method of computing the requirement is
plete. has been properly endorsed by the Type Corn- changed, perhaps every ship carrying the item will be
mandcr, and contains enough information to be proc- granted an increase.

essed, the ship's present ailowance for the item is Certainly not every item a &hip carries is allowed as
determined. Many times it is found that an allow. a result of a computation such as was illustrated. It

a~nce h2s a~rcady been change:d without the ship being is recognized many iteris of equipage are desired be-
notified and the ship is noti.:'ied accordingly. If it is cause of a particular operaional or maintenance tech-
found that the ship is not presently allowed the item nique used by the ship's force, or because it represents
or it is not allowe-d in t~he quantity requested, the a convenience or saves time. If an increase in allow.
NAVSEC.%'ECH techmician determines whether the ante is desired for this reason. the justirication should
ship should be allowed to carry the item and if so indicate just that.
what the proper allowance should be. One final word about why an ACR might be dis-

approved. Remember that much oi a ship's equipage
It is berc'that the justification provided by the ship is used by ship's force for routine day-to-day opera-

making the reque-st is so important. If the itemi is one tion. As a result shipboard persornel are exposei to
Uie the life preservers used in the earlier example, and a certain hazard if thc requested ite.m is not electric-
the Present allowan.ce is considzred proper according to ally safe, mechanically able to stand the strain of Ship-
the ru,cs for cemp,.tin,- the number required, the ru- board use, or is jud~ceJ unsuitable f'or its intended use.
quest l':: b i. oo c unic'ss dic .iUs:;r;cati:n If at all ro.;.:b, " in th ee tar'-etfrat riua
proviles a good reason f'or authu-iz'ini an incrua.e. In item is diisapproveJ, a s-oitzbie, satfe substitute will be
this case, 6he allowance increase woald probably be identified an its use suggested.
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RELIABILITY APPROACH TO THE SPARE PARTS PROBLEM

George H. Ebel and Andrew J. Lang
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation

Defense Products Division
Clifton, New Jersey

Summary Introduction

A system has been developed whereby In the last eight years the method of
unskilled personnel, using simple charts predicting reliability using failure ratc-s of
and tables, can select the number of spare individual piece parts has grown from an
parts required to support a given program. experimental toy to a standard tool in

systems design and development. Since one
The detailed method of prc .amming a step in the prediction of reliability results

digital computer to generate the charts and in establishing the expected failures for a
tables is presented. Information is generated system in a given time period, it would seemr
for va-'ous confidence limits, operating times logical to tie the spare parts requirements
and failure rates. Typical cases are pre- to the same basic miethod. Therefore, a
sented for the use of these charts and tables, program was originated which would make
These include: use of component failure-rate data to

calculate both the equipment reliability and
1. Sel'ection of minimum spares spare parts list for any given project. The

requirements for a given program. goal of the program is to feed information
such as the parts list for the equipment,

C Z. Determination of critical spares environmental conditions, number of
l~er program has been running for some time, equipments. the duration of the program,

Basically this operation is a check on original etc. into a digital computer and have tin
failure rate assumptions in time to take computer print out the expected mnean time

corrective action before a system is out of between failures for the equipment, the ten

service due to the lack of a spare part. components contributing most to the failure
rate, and a recom mentded spares list to

3. Action to be taken if a spare part support the project. Such a program would
is determined to be critical, allow rapid comparison of various approaches

to the solution of the problem at hand.
Planned future efforts in the reliability

approach to the maintenance problem are In the process of developing the sub-
discussed. These efforts include more routines necessary for the overall programn,
parameters than have been considered in a series of charts were produced which
this paper. The goal of the next phase of appeared to be useful tools in the solution of
the program is to be able to feed parts lists, certain spare parts problems. These charts
operating times, use conditions, etc. into are useful, not because of any basically new
the computer and have the computer print material, but as a result of the form in which
the most economical solution to the spare the material is presented. They allow un-
parts problem. This solution would include skilled personnel to prepare a spare parts
such things as the original order for spare list, and, after the program has been runninQ
parts, the intervals at which various spares for a period of timev, to determnine which
should be checked, and the proper action to spares are critical.
be taken for the number of spares in stock
at the time of the inventory.
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i Generation of tlt Charts -umulative probability. The current working
value of n will then be the number of items

The charts were developed while generating which must appear as spares at the beginning
a subroutine to find the minimum number of of some time interval t to ensure the desired
spares required to meet some pre-determined part availability. The flow chart shown in
confidence level, given the operating time and Figure I and described below was used to
failure rate of the item in question. The generate the data for the charts.
failure times for component parts of relatively
complex systems are generally found to be Description of the Flow Chart
exponentially distributvd and, therefore, the
Poisson Formula would apply. Box 1: Input data to program is entered.

( n is the failure rate per million hoursttt is the operating time in months

Tn =P1 is"PI is the desired probability or con-
P1n. fidence level for the chart being gen-

erated.
Where Pn probability of having n failures t

in time t Box 2: The ratio T t is calculated.

T mean-time-between-failures The constant 730. x 0 -6 converts time

t = operating time in months to time in hours and adjusts
failure rate per million hours to

Sines faiure rate. as opposed to nean- failure rate per hour.
tim e -be tw e~e n -fa ilu re s , is gene ra lly en co un -N o e T h nu b r f h u s p r m ntNt:Tenumber of hours per month
tered, we can, by using the equation is taken as 730.

Failure rate Box 3: The exponential e " ( t) is calculated.

redefine the expression for Pn as follows: Box 4: N, the number of spares required, is

)n initialized to zero.

- Box 5: PZ, the probability of having N
where as before failures, and P3. the probability of

Pn = probability of having n failures in having N or less failures, are initi:lized

time t to the value of the exponential.

t = operating time Box 6: If the cumulative probability P.3 is
and greater than or equal to the desired

A= failure rate probability, the results are printed.

If not, the next iteration is executed.
Now define the cumulative probability

PC (r) as the probability of having r or less Box 7: Increment N by one
failure in time t.

r Box 8: Compute a new value for PZ. the
PC(r) = 7 P 0  probability of having N failures.

n=0

'Since Pc(r) is the probability of having the Box 9: Compute a new value for P 3 . the
number r or less failures of a particular item probability of having N or less failures.
with a giv-n failtre rate huring the tine in -
t'rval t, tihs .Aso, t o, s the irot,tb ility of B ox 10: The probh ility of havin1Z N or less
having adequate replacemient parts ava ilable if failures, P3 uid N are printed.

at the beginning of the period there were r re-
placement parts for this particular iteni in The only subroutine needed to execute the
stock. In other words, if a desired cumulative program is an exponential routine. Since the

probability is given for a particular item, the value of the exponential may fall into a large

number of pieces needed for spares can be range, a subroutine, which will maintain

determined by summing the values of the im- sufficient accuracy throuchout this range, is

dividual probabilities of failures until this sum required. A sugqestion for computing the

is equal to or greater than the desired anti-logarithm is to use a Hastings
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Approximation' for lox. The argument is Box 6 P 3 (2) is greater than P
initially multiplied by log e and then divided
into an integral and a fractional part. The Box 10 P 3 (2) .997513

integral part becomes the characteristic of
the result: the fractional portion is evaluated =

in the polynomial to produce the mantissa.N 2

When the argument of the function is positive, The charts for 50, 75, 90, 95 and 99%
the error in the result for an eight digitcofdnelvswreptedadper
mantissa does not exceed one in the last in Figures 2 through 6.
digit of the mantissa. When the argument
is negative, ex is evaluated as I Use of the Charts

the limit of error is one in the next to last The charts presented in the preceding
digit of the mantissa because of the additional section were developed to allow unskilled
truncation that may occur when taking the re- personnel to perform two basic operations
ciprocal. associated with spare parts control. The

first operation is used to determine the num-
The following example shows how one ber of spare parts required to support a

point for the 12 month curve of the 99% con- program for a specified period of time at a
fidence level was obtained, specified level of confidence. The confidence

level is the probability that there will be

Samle robemadequate spares for the specified period of
Sampe Prblemtime. The second operation is used to deter-

Box = 3. Falure/milion oursmine the critical spares after the program -

t IZ onthshas been running for some time. Both of
t . 99 confienehs e these operations make use of the failure

rates of the parts ma1!in- up the system.
Box Z R =. Z62800

I. fVTable I presents a set if failure rates
Box 3 E =.768896 that has given satisfactory results. However,

any set of failure rates (based on constant
Box 4 N z0 failure rate assumption) that has proven

satisfactory for predicting reliability could
Box 5 P 2 = .768896 be used in conjunction with the spare parts

charts.

* P3(0) =.768896
As noted at the bottom of Table 1, certain

items have predictable wearout life which may

be shorter than the expected operating time of ---

Box 6 P 3 (0) is not greater than P1  the equipment under consideration. The re-
placement parts required due to normal wear-

A out should be added to the spares complement
Box? N~ldetermined by using the spare parts charts.

Box . 22066Requirements determined by these charts

Box .97962need not be confined to piece parts. Spares
for any item (from piece part to complete
system) which has a random failure pattern

--------------------------- can be determined using the charts.

Box 6 P 3 0l) is not greater than PI The basic procedure for determiing the

spares required is as follows:
Box?7 N =2

Step I Determine the applicable failure
Box 8 . 026551 rate for the part. component, assembly, etc..,

Box .99513under consideration (See Table 1)

Step 11 Determine the number of times the
part (component, assembly, etc. ) is used in
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equipment to be serviced by the supply point, the hypothesis.
i. e., the number of times the item is used in-4
a system times the number of systems ser- If the number of failures occuring in the
viced by the supply point, time interval in question is such that there is

less than a 1041 chance that the true failure
Step III Enter the left-hand side of the rate could be as low as estimated, then it

*chart at the value determined in Step 1. would seem reasonable to recalculate a new
failure rate for that part and increase the

Step IV Move up the sloped line until it spares accordingly. This means that one
i.. '!rsects the vertical line determined in time out of every ten we would be ordering
Step Il. This determines the total failure more parts than necessary to support the
rate for the items for a particular supply program at the original confidence level.
point. Based on the foregoing discussion the following

procedure can be established for action to be
Step V Move horizontally to the curve taken if a spare is determined to be in a
of operating time for the item. Operating critical state:
time is determined by multiplying the length
of the program (calendar time) by the fraction 1. Enter the 90% confidence level
of the time the equipment is turned on. chart at the original failure rate and move up

____________________the sloped line to the intersection of the ver-
Step VI Move down to the abscissa to tical line representing the number of times the
determine the nuamber of spares required. item is used in equipment serviced by the

supply point. Move horizontally to the
*The basic procedure for determing the operating curve determined by the operating

critical spares after the program has been time of the equipment from the beginning of
running for some time is as follows: the program to the time of the stock check.

Step I Locate the point on the chart at 2. Move down to the abscissa to
which the original spare quota was determined determine maximum number of spares that
i. e. . the intersection of the operating time could be used in the time interval before the
curve and the spare parts initially. required. failure rate for that part should be recalculated.

Step IU Move horizontally to the left 3. If the number actually used is less
until the curve of expected operating time than the number determined in Step Z, then go

remaining in the program is reached, back to Step III of "the basic procedure for
determining the critical spares after the pro-

Step III Move down to the abscissa to gram has been running for some time" to
determine the minimum spares which should determine the number of spares required to
still be in stock for the applicable confidence support the program at the proper confidence
level. level.

Step IV Compare the number in stock 4. Order the difference between the
with that determined in Step III. If the number number actually left in stock and the number
in stock is less than that determined in Step determined in Step 3.
III, then the item is in a critical condition.

5. If the number actually used is more
After a spare has been established as than the number determined in Step Z then a

critical, the problem arises as to what action new failure rate should be calculated using
should be taken. For a spare to be in a the following formula:
critical condition either the original estimate 6
of failure rate was too low or the parts are A. N x 10
being used up faster than expected due to ni ntL
statistical variations associated with the0
random failure process. The original failuire Where A. new failure rate
rate assigned to the part is usually based on
a considerable amount of past history and N number of spares used in the
therefore the hypothesis that the original time interval from beginning of
failure rate is correct should not be rejected program to time stock is checked
unless there is substantial evidence to reject
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n numrber of times lhc part is confidence level and enter the chart on the
used in equipment serviced by left hand side at a failure rate of sixty.
the Supply point Move up the slanted line until it intersects the-

t,=tm itra in hours vertical line marked 20 (the number of scopes
tostime i30thorva tnamnho be serviced at the repair point). This will

(assme 30 oursin moth)determine the total failure rate for the twenty

6. Uingthe ew ailue rte ad cthode ray tubes. Now move horizontally to

the operating time left it- the program, de- tergtutlteoeaintm uv o
termlin th numer f saresreqire totwenty-four months is reached and then down

support the program at the proper confidence t h bcsat eemn h ubro
level. (Use "the basic procedure for deter-sprseqid. nthsceteabic

is intersected between twenty-seven and
mining the spares required") twenty-eight so twenty-eight tubes are re-

7.me~ Order the difference between qirtexapemsdko.fay pr at
the number actually left in stock and the Example II

nmerdetermined in Step 6.

The officer in charge of supplies in the

Tefollowing treexamples ar r-are in a critical situation in time to procure
showsevral ypial asesforthenew spares before the supply is exhausted.

In ohrwrshe should have a method for
sparepart ch'rts.reviewing his stock at any point in the pro-

1. Selection of minimum require- gram and quickly selecting those items which
ment fo a ivenproramin wichallare in a critical state. For this example let

are for ee at thee stog art of thihe pro- us assume that the program in Example I has
spares ar ree ttesato h r-been running for eighteen months and has

gram.eighteen months left to run. This would mean

2. Determination of critical spares that there is an average of twelve months of

after the program has been running for some operation time left for each oscilloscope.
The problem is to determine if enough cathode --

time. ray tubes are in stock to safely complete the

3. Atio tobe akenin he aseprogram without re-ordering. In this case
[ we enter the chart at the intersection of the

of citicl spres.initial operating time curve (twenty-four

Examle Imonths) and the spares in stock at the beginn-
Examle Iing of the program (twenty-eight). Now move

Assue a Aicrat Carie Suplyhorizontally to the left until the twelve month
Officer wanted to have enough spares on board operation time cure is intersected. Then

move down to t~e abscissa to determine the
to service Z0 airborne oscilloscopes for a minimum number of spares which should be
three year period. The requirement was es- in stock for a given confidence level to comn-
tablished that there be a 95%j assurance thatpltthprga wiourerd.Inhs

* at least one spare of each part would be ltthprga wiourerd.Inhs

available, at the end of the three year period, csok., there arul e moreath sixteen tubes i

The operational duty cycle for the oscillos-stc.Iteraemoehnsientus
~' copes was set at an average of sixteen hours in stock, then the spares situation is not

a da (o twety-ourmonts ot ofthity-critical. If there are less than sixteen tubes
a a ortet-fu oth uIf hry in stock, the action to be taken would hinge

six) or ech sope.on the number of spares used in the first 12

For this example the problem is to deter- months of operation.

* mine the number of spare cathode ray tubes Example III
required to satisfy the requirements stated

above.Assume that 16 cathode ray tubes had been

The irs stp isto ocae th prperused in the first half of the program described

failure rate for cathode ray tubes used in aineapsIadI.Thsm nsttoly1

manned aircraft envir-nment. Table I lists remained in stock, and the spares are in a

this as sixty. Next select the chart for 95% critical condition.
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To determine if the failure rate of 60 for 1. Expected failure rate of the equipment.
I ~the cathode ray tube should re recalculated.

the 90% confidence chart is entered at 60. 2. The components with the highest failure
Move up the sloped line until the vertical rates.
line for 20 units is intersected. Next move
horizontally to the operating time curve for 3. Spare parts list to support the program.
12 months, and then down to the abscissa to
determine the number which would not be ex- 4. Cost of aspects of a specific set of con-
creded more than 10% of the time if 60 were ditions.

the true failure rate. In this case, the number
is fifteen. Since 16 tubes were used, the fail- One of the major uses for the program
ure rate should be recalculated as follows: outlined above will be to determine the effect

A Nx 16 16 6 = 1of various approaches to a problem on the
N xn0  16 12i9 overall system adequacy. This can be acc-

0 0xI 730 omplished rapidly and early enough in the
* equipment development cycle to allow basic

With a new (ailur, -ate of 91 for 12 months design decisions to reflect both reliability
operating time left in the programr the and maintenance considerations.
spares required for a 95% confidence level is
22 (determined following basic procedure for References
determining the spares required as in ex-
ample 1). Since there are still 12 tubes in I. Hastings, Jr. . C.
stock. 10 tW.bes will have to be ordered. "Approximations for Digital Computers"

Princeton, New Jersey; Princeton
Future Program University Press. 1955, Page 144

The next step in the program is to pre-
pare a set of IBM cards containing basic
information on the component parts used in
fabricating electronic equipment. This would
include the failure rates for various comnbin-
ations of environments which the part may

* encounter. The normal lead time expected
for ordering, the cost (including quantity
discounts) and a list of qualified suppliers.

The program is being developed to handle
such input parameters as:

1. Environmental conditions the equipment
will encounter.

2. Duration of program.

3. Various confidence levels

4. Number of equipments (both total and
per supply point).

5. Various reordering periods.

6. Minimum acceptable probability of
La ing a part in stock when required.

7. Effects of not having a spare when needed.

S. Parts list for the equipment.

The output of the computer will include:
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rAbLE I

FAILURE RATES PER MILLION HOURS

Environmental Conditions Of Equipment
Ground Checkout of

Missilebnrne

Ground Trailer Manned Ample Liemted

Component Laboratory Station Shipborne Mounted Aircraft Space space

Capacitors
General .010 .011 .000 .170 .3 .20 ,l.0

Electrolytic . ISO . 16S 1. 200 2.5S0 4.50 3.00 is. 0

Ceramic .100 .110 .800 1.700 3.00 2.O0 10.0

Tantalum .100 .110 .800 1.700 3.00 1.00 10.0

Delay Linee

V Fined .IS0 .165 1.200 L..0 4.50 3.00 IS.0

Variable 3.000 3.300 Z4.000 1.000 90.00 60.00 300.0

Electron Tubes

Cathode Ray 2.000 2.ZOO 16.000 34. 000 60.00 40.00 200. 0

Gas Regulator 1.000 1.100 S.000 17.000 30.00 20.00 100.0

Klyetrons 3.000 3.300 24. 000 51.000 90.00 60.00 300.0

Magnetrono 100.000 110.000 300.000 1.700.000 3,000.00 2,000.00 10,000.0
Power 10.000 11.000 00.000 170.000 300.00 200.00 1.000. 0

Power Pulsera*
Hard Tube 30.000 33.000 240.000 S10.000 900.00 600.00 .000.0

Soft Tube 150.000 165.000 1.200.000 2.550.000 4,500.00 3,000.00 15,000.0

Receiving 2. 000 Z. 200 16. 000 34.000 60.00 40.00 200.0
Thyratrons

Power 15.000 16.S00 120.000 255.000 450.00 300.00 1,S00.0

Receiving 5.000 5.500 40. 000 85. 000 190.00 100.00 500.0

Traveling Wave 3.000 3.300 24. 000 1. 000 90.00 60.00 300.0

Inductors .020 0ZZ .160 .340 .60 .40 2.0
Jack* & Plugs .001 .001 .008 .017 .03 .0Z .1

(Per Connection)
Lampe

Incandescent 0.000 6.600 64. 000 136.000 240.00 160.00 800.0

Neon 1.000 I 100 6.000 17. 000 30.00 20.00 100.0

Motors L Synchroae . IS0 . 165 1.200 Z. 550 4.50 3.00 15.0

Quartz Crystals .100 .110 .600 1.700 3.00 2.00 10.0

tRelays (seaed)a
General Purpose .20 .ZTS .000 4.250 7.50 5.00 25.0

Miniature .060 .066 .480 1.020 1.80 1.20 6.0

Resistors
Flxed Film .026 .029 .208 .442 .78 .52 2.6

Fixed Comp. .015 .017 .120 ZZS .45 .30 1.5

* Wire Wound . ISO . 165 1.200 2.SS0 4.50 3.00 1.0

Variable
General .200 .20 1.600 3.400 6.00 4.00 20.0

computing S.000 S.500 40.060 6S.000 150.00 100. 00 500.0

Semiconductor*
Diodes

Germanium .300 . 330 2.400 5. 100 9.00 6.00 30.0

Selenium . 300 .330 Z.400 5. 100 9.00 6.00 30.0

Silicon .100 .110 .800 1.700 3.00 Z.00 10.0

Xener . IS • 165 1. ZO0 2.550 4.50 3.00 15.0

Translitors

Germanium .600 660 4.600 10.200 16.00 12.00 60.0

Silicon .200 .220 1. 600 3.400 6.00 4.00 Z0.0

S- Itchese

(Per Contact Set)
General .900 .SS0 4.000 8.500 15.00 10.00 50.0

Micro .100 .110 o00 1.700 3.00 2.00 10.0

Rotary .175 .191 1.400 2.975 L ZS 3.50 13.5

Transformers
General .020 .022 .160 .340 .60 .40 2.0

Pulse .100 .110 .100 I. 70f 1.00 2.00 10.1

#Thee Items have predictable wesrout life which may be shorter than the expected operating time of

the equipment under consideration. The replacement parts due to normal wearout ehould be added to the

t spares complement determined by using a random failure assumption.
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r that, for the kollltiGU Of ON OPTIAL REDUNI)ANCYt
-ce.&ary on Elie produCtion

Hence, the solution pro- Guy Black and Frank Proscixan
it costs of~ production may
restriction imposed on thc Electronic Defense LAboratoryi, Slvania E~caric Products, Inc.,

Iprtiductiou should be con- Mounk.in View, C'alifurnia

ranges of application. It I(Received March 2, 1959)

tion it is not necessary for
ing. A complex syqtem is to he placed in the field for a fixed period. During

qznentE of a reduced matrix, tle period onl.%.the spamre initialiy provided rnasy I-e used to replace c.i

tanother, it may e con- portents that have failed. Judependenre oi fniltjres it; assurned among lte
.n .hen one is not close number of like Comnzents of each type initiltaneotusiy opewrating, thle

vttrices have large poeitive length of operation scheduled lor each coniponewu, thle i;ilitr ui~tribiaions
fof component-,, a general mat hiua I ical sol tition is obtained or Ihle CA mpj.4i -

ing Lare nuber f vai- ion of the spare parts kit which nax'mizeq asstlrance of cont iniied ripra-
tr appears to be feaible. Lion during the period, subject to a fixed bidet for sparpes. Explicit

I formulas, are obtained in the c.ase o~f exponenial fa'lure disi riluti:, con-
structive praeluro-i in the case of monotoine likelihood ratio detistues.
Fortunately, the identical mathematicai model i., applicable in determnining

* ;amming." Man0age"M!n &i. Ithe optimal allocation of re'lundancy in detsigning system roliahility under
a weight or cost restraint.

luct from Several Sources to
0, 224-230 (1941.). C1 ONSIDER these two seemingly different problerms, one arising in in-

*ransportation System," Iflter- ' ventory control, the other in reliability design:
C.. Vol. 5 (l(47).
.I of Linear Programing to a 1. A complex srsen, is to be placed in the Field for a period of expierimenta-
1j # International Gonf. on tion. How many spares for each of the vs!tential componets should accontpany

the system? la'ximumi assurance of continued operation o, the system is citsirt-d
-wisportation Problem," Opfla. for a fixed expenditure for spares. Conmponent failure distributi 'ons ate known.

2. A complex system a missile. say) is to perform a mis4sion. Hotv -shoul
redundancy be desigued. into the system to give maximuni reliability within thi-
weight limitation? Component failure distributions aire known.

Actually, both problems have the same mathematical structure unde'r
certain assumptions. In this palper, we show how we may solve these
problerms.

Related models in the spare parts problem ha-ve been treated by GtFuts~rnu
AND KkAR 1' 1 and GouRitty.?" In these models, the expeeckd rot-d of
weighted shortages is minimized subject to a linear weight or cost re-traint,
with the demand probability density for spares as~unied a priori. In our
first (second) model, we maximize assurance of continued system operation
(reliability) by optimal allocation uf sporcs (redundant unitc') likewise ;ti-
ject to a linear restraint, but with the demand for spares (redundant units),

t Presented at the Fifteenth Nution.-A Meetingr of the OPR'nATmO.xs RFrAitrn
SOCIETY ov AtEaRCA, Washington, D. C., May 14, 1959.
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582 Black and Proschan

instead of being assumed a priori, gcncrated by failure of operating units Next d
SSfollowing known probability distributions. Thus, to obtain the composi- Pn,) -,II

tion of the optimal spare parts kit in the first model we use iDjosmation
about component failure rates rather than"Im info.coifuent I a .= (r e"
demand t In Me typic-517siiution under consideration-a P(1)
new system under experiment-ation for a single period in the field-we are ) -I thus given the opportunity to use information we may have, component By adequ:i
failure rates, rather than be called upon to provide information we may neede will
not have, component demand distributions. nde wi

Our choice of assurance of continued system operation as the figure of of underlyi
j merit to be maximized is especially relevant in military applications, where

f a penalty cost. is often difficult to determine. In the system reliability Because f

model (Model 2 above) especially, probability of successful system opera-
tion is a completely natural choice for the figure of merit.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL-EXPONENTIAL LIFE DISTRIBUTION We wis}h

I] ! A SYSTEM is to be placed in the field for a fixed period to of experimentation.
During the period only the spares initially provided may be used to replace
components that have failed. Independence of failures is assumed among Define I,' h,

i tthe components considered. Only essential components are considered. maximize 10
'Maxiniiz',

The system consists of di components of type i, scheduled for tI hours of i a
1~ I use, ji 1, 2, .-, m. A single unit of type i costing c, has an exponential i. a
.4 life density g exp( -A t), with failure rate per hour of ,ui, i- 1, 2, t-u k. t 'l vali --s What choice of n,, the number of spares provided of the ith type,
. ' t i- 1, . , k, will yield maximum assurance of adequacy of spares for each n1 , , L.

of various values of the cost c i'1 n, ci? nately deri',
Note that an analogous statement describes the reliability design

, problem: Substitute 'redundant standby units' for 'spares,' and in cases LmMA4 1:
I ' where weight is the key consideration, rather than cost (e.g., missile design), 1, .-. , k.
4substitute 'weighing' for 'costing' and 'weight' for 'cost,' and finally, 're- Proof. "
I liability' for 'assurance of adequacy of spares.' Assume that any standby

units present are not actually in use, and therefore have no probability . R,( - "I
of failure during standby; and that switching in of a redundant unit occurs I Will Ie

with perfect reliability and unimpaired performance. The problem is then
the same. For simplicity of presentation, we will discuss the problem in a decre-simz-uththe sanw i

terms of the spare parts model. simplifieatii

To solve the problem, we first define

Nq -number of failures during the tj hours of operation. with f(l,X

I AN,-total number of failures of type i during the to hours. mo- l. Th,:

Then Ni is a Poisson random variable with parameter m d, t."' Since <0 anid < ,
NN,,, then N, is a Poisson random variate with parameter

i - di ,. 131 of it for X >t

4 1
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Optimanl Redundancy 583 - -

fi Operating units Next define:

%iin the composi- Pi(nj) -probability that ni spares of type i will be adequate,
ule information

a .ii ut component n(n )
consideration-1a P(n) -probability that a spare parts kit consisting of n, spares of type i, ,
tec field-we are i-1, --. , k, will be adequate.
have, component By adequacy we mean, of course, that during time to, the number of spares
rilation we may 1needed will be at most the number provided. Thus, in the present case

of underlying exponential life distributions,nas the figure of

),plications, where Pi(n,) =Pr[X,.<nj= E':i:_' exp(-Xi)/(X,/x.). (1) A
-vst eno reliability Because of assumed independence of operating components,
fit system opera- .P(n) = 1 -t P,(n,). (2)

TItIIIUTION We wish to maximize P(n) subject to

experimentation. c(n) =_I n ci:_co and ni_;O. (i= 1, -, k) (3)
We used to replace Define R,(n,)=lnP,(nn) and R(n)=lnI'(n). Then, it is equivalent to

Sassumed among !are consied , amomaximize R(n) subject to (3).
s are considered. :Maximizing a nonlinear function R(n) subject to linear restraints (3)
ed for tj hours of is a special case of nonlinear programming, treated by Kux AN,. D
LF an exponentiali= 1, o ia, k. Tuci:n..."" In their article, the theorems are developed in detail for con-
(if 2, ty, tinuous variables. In our problem, we are dealing with discrete variables,
of 2~e ith type,

f P.Jes for each ni, -- , n . Thus we shall independently derive theorems which are alter-
nately derivable by the methods of Kuhn and Tucker.

reliability design First we need:

es,' and in cases Lr.tu. 1: ARi(m)iRi(rn+1)-RR(m) is a decreasing function of m for
missile design), i iI, -.. , k.
and finally, 're-

:hat any standby r
v no probability aR,(m) =IniP,(m+l )!P,(m)} = In I +Rh'+'/(m+1) !/ ' .''/i!] }.
idant unit occurs It will be sufficient to show that g(rnX) i[s+/(to+)!/::R'/j!J i

* 'problenm is then"the problem in a decreasing function of m for all X>0. Now g( ,)-g(m- ,) hasthe same sign as f(r,)JX / j!-(m+l) '.X'j!. But, after

simplification,
df ni,X)/dX =f(mn-1,X), (4)

with f(1,X)=-2-X<0 for X>0. Suppose f(nz,X)<0 for r=l, 2,...,
n -1. Then df(m,.X)/dX<O forX>0by (4). Sincef(mo,O)= -(mo+l)

,d,,t,. 1  Since <0 and df(rno,X)/dX<O, then f(too.X)<O for all X>0. By induction,

with parameter f(m,X)<0 for m=l1, 2, .. ;X>0. Thus g(m,X) is a decreasing function
of m for X >0.

MI



584 Black and Proschan

COROLLARY: R(n) is a concare function of n. ing with any

Proof. Ri(n,) is a concave function of ni by Lemma 1. Hence point to th,.

R(n) = F": R(n,) is concave, point. The.~is tihe largest.

Procedure for Obtaining the Optimal n. + I

For arbitrary r>0, for those i such that AR,(0)<rc, define nj*fi0; point. Thit

for the remaining i. define n* as I+[largest m such that AR(m) krci]. points as we I
Compute=cn*)= "Z c; n,*. The following theorem shows n* is optimal: One final

op cnobtained Iy,

THEORMI 1: 0* maximizes R(n) among all n such that c(n) 5c(n*) for more provi*l,.

nk0. be other pia

Proof. We will show for any O-nn* for which c(n);_c(n*) that if a particuhir

I R(n) 5R(n*). Suppose n,>n,* for i in li,fnl<n* for i in 12, where 11,12 is specified, il
I are subsets of 1,2,. .,k). For i in 11, ARj(nj*+j) <rc for j= 1, 2, ., satisfies the c,

j ~ n-ni since ARj(nj) is a decreasing function of ni by Lemma 1. Thus than that pr.
cost conlstrain,

AR(n*+j) <rci. (i in I,; j= 1, 2, ... , n-n*) (5) n*ontonteopti

Similarly, for i in Is, by n* and th
I the optimal v'

ARi(ni*-j)Jrci. (i in I; j--1, 2, -.. , n *- n) (6) having m',y c
Hence

A SYSTEM canl-i-- i. , % 7 "  Ri(ni*-j)<5r F-j. 1,, (ni-ni*) ci system is to 1,,.

-r 'i i. i, (n,*-n, (c,--r F-'-k (n,-n,*) cir fc(n)-c(n*)j. The exp-tn.i,,,,

During th, p{ But r>O and c(n)-c(n*);gO. Hence R(n)<R(n*). for 332 hmtnr ,,
To obtain a curve showing maximum assurance P(n*) vs. c(n*), simply Asuming :!,, ,.

follow the procedure above for an appropriate range of values of r>0, rate as slowin
computing P(n*) as well as c(n*), and plotting the results. See Fig. I an optinial aii,:
for an example of such an optimal curve, which maxiu.i z

The actual computation is rapid in the present case of an underlying ex- the field.
ponential life distribution. We note that

X~i /x(- X.'exp(-Xj\
(ni+l)! / 2-o J

"' - (7) i Tue tX. i, exp(-)

(n+ 1)!

Since the latter expression is tabulated,"" the computation is simple even I

with only a desk calculator. 2 Mcrnut,.

An alternate equivalent method of computing the points on the optimal 4 T

curve is available; it is more convenient for machine computation. Start-

I



Optimal Redundancy 585

ing with any point on the optimal curve we may obtain each successive
ima I. Hence point to the right as follows. Let (n,*, ?2*,.-.,nk*) be the initial optimal

point. Then compute ARj(n*)ic, *.., AR4(nk*)/c,.. If the ath ratio
is the largest, the next optimal point to the right of (nl*, .,n*) is (n,*, . .,

n ,-,nk). Repeat this procedure on the new optimal
define *O point. Thus, we may successively obtain as many additional optimal

.t AR,(m) 2 rc,]. points as we please.
,s* is optimal One final point should be noted. Each point n* on the optimal curve

obtained by our procedure has the property that any other kit costing no
e(n) ;r(n*) for more provides no greater assurance against shortage. However, there may

be other points not on the curve having this property. This implies that

that if a particular cost co, not corresponding to any point on the optimal curve,
n 12, where I.I is specified, then it may be possible to obtain a kit composition, n, which
for .-- 1, 2, -- -,satisfies the cost constraint and provides protection against shortage greater

nma 1. Thus than that provided by any point on the optimal curve also satisfying the
cost constraint. The loss in protection from using the appropriate point

*ni- ni*) (5) n*on the optimal curve will be at most the difference in protection provided
by n* and the protection provided by the next point to the right of n* on
the optimal curve. This loss will generally be small, especially for kits

n*-n,) (6) " having many component types.

ILLUSTRATION

A sYsTEM consisting of a UHF receiving subsystem and a VHF receiving sub-
1 d*) Ci system is to be placed in the field for a three-month period of experimentation.
(n)-c(n*)l. The expensive essential tubes in the two systems are described in Table I.

During the period of operation in the field, the UHF tubes are each scheduled
for 332 hours of use and the VHF tubes are each scheduled for 2160 hours of use.

vs. C("*), simply Assuming an exponential life distribution for each of the tube types with failt,.
f values of r>0, rate as shown above, and assuming independence of operation of the tube-. ,
oults. See Fig. 1 an optimal allocation of spare parts for various spaLres budgets, i.e., an allocaiton

which maximizes assurance of continued system operation during the period in
an underlying ex- the field.

TABLE I

Number in Number in Expected
( a lur Cost per UHF, scheduledVHF, scheduled number of

l (7) ,i Tube type I ratea/ho' °ur, tube, ci for 332 hours Oft for 216o hours failures, ),.

Pi ~~use each, do, of use each, ditfilrsX

ion is simple even I Radechon 1/2500 $240 4 4 4.0
2 Memotron 1/4000 1025 2 5 I 2.9
3 Carcinotron 1/8oo 1t8 4 0 1.7nts on the optimal 4 TT ' /oo 7o 2oot
4 TW~T x/6ooo I750 2 0 .11

nputation. Start- -

IMa
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First, we compute the expected number of spares of each type used during
the period: From n* 10. 1;

Xi- 1o500 14.332+4.21601-4.0, X3- 8001 14.3321 -1.7 Ilk

X:- 400o 12-332+5.21601 -2.9, X- / 0ooo 12.3321 -0.11 c(
S Thus to ohtasi:,

Next, to determine the first value of r to use, compute )z +3 V'_ and round buto S13,9:12

to the nearest integer, obtaining 10. Let hl*-10. Thus n1* corresponds to a 6 metofrn1, 4 f.

value three standard deviations above the mean, since in a Poisson distribution, 0.935.

WJ,9,?,i By taking ,' I
fashion, we wt!iu
is shown for siti;.:.,

A step function i,
of continued s vst ,
Lion, the eonl,-ii,
is shown next t ,.:,!I -on the optinial ,ur. -

THE RESULTS "Ihl:
nent failures ffdll,,
in the ca-e of tnt

* The answer i .
'we used the f,'t 11

*that this fact imp]
i _ _ _ _ __,_ _ tion needed to, Ir.
___.___________ ,.__ jing just before T'.

0 | o 2 1, 4 to nexponential lif4. di

g(ftCOST OP SPAN[ PARTs KIT 0S TNUSIIIIS OF 1OLLAlS) as ln[Pi(it+ I i '

Fig. 1. Optimal spares kits for various budgets. It turns out I I.

~lying densities .f.
the standard deviation equals the square root of the mean. Using the approxi- l, 2, i .
mation (7), we let r be determined from r-(llc l) exp(-,,) (X/10!) -0.000022 differences. 
(Molina's Table 11"]). This initial selection of r thus provides high protection
against shortage of component type 1; by the nature of the computation somewhat
comparable protection will be provided against shortage of each of the other wheitevcr I.<I. :,:
component types. -

We then find n2* as the largest value of in such that o.,*'
poit iil di-tV,:

(I/c2) exp( - X2) (X.-/m!) 0.000022. (8) tributi,.k, 'nd 1
Using Molina's Table I,""2 we find n2*-6. SdNu Lxt I ,

Replacing the subscript 2 in (8) by 3 and 4 respectively and prneeeding simi- applie:Ltious ill .I

larly, we find n3*-4 and n*-. Thus, if c:VI' :,
of (9), the oIl il.:

- % 
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h~ type used during From n-10, 6, 4, 1, we compute

.3321 = 1.7 P(01) H - z xp(-X)(X,/x!) =0.935,

.3321-0.11 c(n) - -sc. i,* 3,932.

Thus to obtain maximum assurance of continued system operation 'under a
+3 N/V t and round budget of $13,932 for spares of the four tube types, we would stock 10 radeehons,

corresponds to a 6 memotrons, 4 carcinotrons, and I TWT. The assurance obtained would be
'oisson distribution, 0.935.

By taking nl*=S, 9, 11, 12, and 13 respectively, and proceeding in a similar
fashion, we would obtain the other five points plotted in Fig. 1. (A smooth curve
is shown for siml)licity, although, because of the discrete nature of the variables,
a step function is actually correct.) Thus Fig. 1 shows the maximum assurance
of continued system operation obtainable for a given budget for spares. In addi-
tion, the composition of the spares kit yielding the plotted maximum assurance
is shown next to each point. Note that additional points lying between those shown
on the optimal curve of Fig. I may be computed if desired.

MORE GENERAL LIFE DISTRIBUTIONS

THE RESULTS obtained thus far are based on the assumption that compo-
nent failures follow exponential distributions. Can we obtain a solution
in the case of nonexponential life distributions?

The answer is yes. If we examine Theorem 1 carefully to see. wherein
we used the fact that our underlying life distribution is exponential, we see
that this fact implies that AR,(Jia) is a decreasing function of n, a condi-
tion needed to prove the theorem. Thus to apply our procedure (appear-

,_ _ ing just before Theorem 1) for obtaining the optimal n in the case of non-
atn exponential life distributions we need only ensure that ARi(ni) (defined

as ln1Pi(nj+l )/Pi(ni)], where Pi(ni) is the probability that at most ni
spares of the ith type are used) be a decreasing function of n. .

sts. It turns out that ARi(ni) is a decreasing function of ni when the under-
lying densities fi(t) for the time of failure of components of the ith type,

i/a0p) -0.000022 i=1, 2, ... , k, have the property (monotone likelihood ratio property in
des high protection differences):

iputation somewhat f,(i-wI)/f,(t1-w") _f,(t.- -w)/f,(t --wC) (9)
each of the other whenever 11<12 and W,<2-. (If either denominator is 0, use fi(tl- )

fdt1- ) fd(li-w )f,(t 2 -~i). This property characterizes (a) the ex-
ponential distribution, (b) tie Gamma distribution, (c) the normal dis-

(8) tribution, and many other distributions. (See KARLIN, [
'
.S. 9.10 and

SCHOENBERG; "l for a full discussion of this class of distributions and their
applications in statistical decision theory.)tod proceeding siml-

Thus, if each failure density fi(t) ha.s the monotone likelihood property -

of (9), the optimal spares kit may be obtained using the procedure de-

"W'M~ Rol
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scribed just before Theorem 1. In addition, the optimality results of
Theoreni I hold. The proof i5 not given in this paper, but, is contained A THEORY -

ill POSCHIAN"I and will appear in the near future in one of the statistical
journals.

The computation involved is considerably more tedious since, in
general, the distribution for the number of failures experienced (Poisson in
the case of the exponential life distribution) for any component type is nolonger obtainahle in closed form, but only by detailed computation. Br,,r
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SPARK FAJIT 41TS AT M:1UJCuST*

Guy MaI~ck and Frartk Pro schan
Sylva:1:a T.-Ztranic Dc.' nse I--baratorv

Mountair. Vie-A. Caiiforr."a

.1. GENZRJ. ST.ATEMEXT

*1. The Pro~lern 120

In the rn.itary esta&blishment it is n~ot

of 4upp.y cde--, :or the spi.?e parts re--ded to l

M naintain elct':i-iic L-quipircnit. For exampie, fe-ti
miitary agezic~cs are con--nal~ testing new Il!

equipricrat, o.- v'nich on!-, ont or a iev- arv built. 4 aC
The ccinponcrnts used m~ay n:A aiv-a'5 exist in 31

''p~ chn'-.S U4:Ach ;.- any case arc ao: -cared I '.I
tc rnect th~e rec,.:remrits oisIneupct i

For the st rca"-ns the suo),,icr of the vxz~cr- 0

nierntal ma:-:nn ~v be itsked to urovic' spare
parts in za.ificit'n,:- An~itv 'o carry the ewlp OPERATINIG HOURS TO FAILU~RE-
ment t ;r~'t.c evaluat~ion prL);rafl.

'Figuret I
hsThe ron~raetor -~ho, rt-rccves such~ a retwest

hsdifficL.:y, ;r 6ccing, how :rnany s;aL.sza D.-tri'outioni C: a1~e rce~

wve ' as ji-; V.* -. ores tw Buy.-:I., anc .! to w~ithCe~to
*bu"rct for C~ cs. Tic can rci-. on a ie~v r- Ies of Type V605 Vacuwn T"I~e U -nc

thumb tl-at -,e rown up , n s-uppny a,,encies.
but the*sp h; .,:P. n p.; Yxicularlly su~r.-sria1. 2

FtartncrC th t mc noc f...rcs by wa:per- U.

formaicc ... s. lecttng s.~.res car ocje.m. J. .-

routl of the prcublezr is that spzrc! parts coJnscI.p-
S icna .s a ranccLrn process. Statisticall records on -t

eieCtronmc con~tont fajJI in j~c;stc ttha-t often I-

* the rate Of fi~ s qu, t, cir:stan* cur:n; z:0~ I
* large part cif equipment Iil* !. -icanin; thut arn
* expunenntzL!!% dceciimng prclzi."y2 dens~ty fu:nr -

t ion must b.: urci. to ceser1, t~r proualiity 0~at .-

* a coanpoient -- ;!I survive id given ,:ur-cr oi houirs. .*.

The problern3 encour':ttrcl -with rr,'.i;h and oi ,; ~ c

.eady !i'~ s c-r iiiust!-;tta O r Fieurei ,nc 2. OPEUATINGOU S 7v FAILUR~E
Figure 1. INr ravis.' i3 a ailu~hr. curve, Figure 2

woa mean -:rne to 4a Aure c 179 ihours. It
wudbe ra~ve tc assu'Me th--* mco V6 45 tjbis HwO~Id~ >....z~t f~r .. ~;urs. t~n *~ of yp-fhctical Dirtriu

* ~~~d.st ributi'-: yct, t:: s Vini o s ".mtion has Tfuerc~eiv ~ oaf~T:'

been rnane-. if, on tlhe, -ha: the %I: ;:-ribu- The-- c-conmo:iess %vtth :h :.:s
t)On V.ere : ;.C tLC S. '.%It ;," 2. 2, of the type of Y.!ukrc e ~r r r.-t
as$j-n11t. 1cz0t '.,- .00 U"*4~ai- aa a narrr~ .1 treah Y.'r~ance, rn- -. .'

r jug!. apF ru' :~ imion. dcstra31i to use a -. :1oc S'..~

which 9ruts, bv bc;*vz o~ a
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certaintv that sn-ares provided will be adequate; (c) The spare is adequate if the sum of
what must be cune is to specify the order of lifetimes actually exticrinced by
prubability of adequacy that is requiresd. The the original anti the spare exc-zeds
probability ma, be as close tu unty as desired, the required time of operation.
but high probahiiity can be obtained only at con-
sicierable cost. Assuime one sp-are is on hand. The proh-

lem is to find the probabil:ty distribut.on that
The object of this papcr is to indicate an either the original or the spare will be operabc

approach to spare parts pldicy and the means of at 0. 1, 2, etc. hours.
* irnp!ementing it. To accomn.odate both the

general and t.ie mathematic-I reader, the paper Table I gives all possile outcomes. For* is d.i*ded into three parts. Part Icovers the e-arplc.there is a 0.2 probabi.-ty that the

* subject in a general way, with minirni m mathe- original will last exactly three hours, a.d a
matics. It may be read separately. and is an 0. 3 probability that the spare will last one hour.
introduction to Part II. Part 11 dcrives a mathe- Thus, there is a 0.06 probability awtached to "he
rnatical statement of spare parts re'uircrlrcnt three-one entry in the table. All other box
where failure rates are exponc-ntiai. 6&'l s the entries can be calculated in the sac way.
mathematical problem of optimizzaticn, and gives
a concrete exa-nple. Part ;II is a non-.nathe-" Table I
matica: evalat-on of the approach outlined,
incducing indicatnons of how it might be extended. Probability of Component and Spare
and the rolicy implications for military spare Failing at Certain Tirnes
parts pr.curument. This part is of general
interest. Hour of

Failure
2. Probabili.tic 2nter-rt-tation of Soare of Sp.re Hour of Failure of Original

Rcquiremcnt s
0 1 2 3

2.1 General.
£ 0 O.Ol 0.03 0.04 0.02

To dutertrii the number of spares
required for any assurance oi adequacy what is 1 0.03 0.09 0.22 0.C8

needed is a distribution that describes probabil-. 2 0.04 0.12 0.16 0.05
ity of failure of a component, the time period for 3 0.02 0.06 0.08 0.04
which spares are to be providec, and the accept-
able probability of adequacy. As shown in
Part 11 the probability of adera-cy a -- t ion
at numSber of spares is a Poisson distribution, Next, consider the ways in wvhich failure at
when the failure distributiois exRoner~tnal. Tihc a certain exact number of hours can ,ccur. :
w:-e use of the exponential failure distr.-bution four hours is taken as an example. thre hours
t,.L.~. ~ a.rv~a~:u, t C S is or. r N.MW for the origina. plus one hour far the spare v.."
sue-Trprn a i-tis-rti'€Uar .casv satisfy the requircment, as docs the l-originalto wjri! tV th -sCuti*n is not 3-spare case and the 2-original 2-spare case.

expaocMiai probability oi adrjqua: " can be The probability of iailing at ex-ctly four hours :s
deterno.ea, as is illustrated below. 0.06 . 0. 06 --0. 16 a0.28

2.2 Examp1. Similarly. the probability of operating a-
least four hours can be c.icaiatcd. In Table U.

Assume the following: the results for all pos-:ule times are presented.
The result is a probabilit- di-tribut-on %ikh;.

(a) There is an or:ginal part and one relates time to assurance of acecuacv.
spare to be used sequuntially.

The last column of Table lI givs the
(b) The s;.rme Froi~abeity distribution probability of not running out where there are n#

applies to the c.rt.iinal and the spare. spares. The difference between the la.t two
The probab:'Ity of ia.lure of the part columns gives the increme.nt of assurance ,'r-
is 0. i at hour C. C. 3 at h4.r ], G. 4 chased by addir.,, a spart.. Nate thi:,t ,:ti.
at lA.r 2 xrc' C. a: hour 3. -'r assu'rar, %e of availab:i.ty -g.ained by 2 s'a.-,
5i'a~, ,C~i -fi.lur at ther tizfl!e is regardless of the iiumber of hours -)i e:' r ::..
arsu,-. d not to occu.r. This comparison coulc bc exte1ded .". two C

t, -282-
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Table 11

Probability of Adequacy for a K~it Composed of a
Single Spare for Specified Periods of Time

* Pr. of Pr. of Pr. of not
running out running Pr. of running out

Possible ways of spares at out not not run- by H if no
, rs. of achieving exactly later than ning out by spare is
() adequacy H H H provided
0 0, 0 0.01 0.01 0.99 0.9

1 1. 0; 0. 1 0.06 0.07 0.93 0.6!
2 2, 0; 0. 2; 1. 1 0.17 0.24 0.76 0.2

3 3, O; 0. 3
2, 1; 1. 2 0.28 0.52 0.48 0.0

* 4 3, 1; 1, 3. 2. 2 0.28 0.80 0.20 0.0

* 5 3. 2; 2, 3 0.16 0.96 0.04 0.0

6 3, 3 0.04 1.00 0.00- 0.0

more spares, but the mathematics would be An example may be in order: If, for a
tedious without an electronic computer. With the system composed of two "black boxes", an

* exponential failure distribution, the result can be assurance of 0.5 is desired for a kt of sa.ares,
* obtained dircc'lU" from the number of spares, any combination of assurances for indivIdual

using tables oi the Poisson distribution, black boxes, the product of which exceeds 0. 5.
will meet the requtirement. One spare for A

* 3. Optimi.a:ion of Desin of a Spare Parts F;it may mean an assurance of 0.7 that there %%-%!I l.ej an operating "A" unit available. One spare r.
The probability of adequacy of spares B may mean 0.6, two spares 0.3, three sEn re scan be increased, with unity he unattainable limit. 0.9, four spares 0.95. etc. To meet the 0.5

by increasing the number of spares. However, criteria, at least two spares for B appear to be
high orders of assurance are expensive, because needed. Note, however, that conceivably the
with almost any component failure distribution or spare A could be dropped, and the criterion still
equipment design, the increased adequacy achiev- met by increasing the numbers of spare B's.
able with an additional spare becomes very small
as the number of spares becomes-large. Deter- Because of these relationships, some
mining the number of spares for a single compo- additional criterion must be used to choose
nent, given the failure rate. is merely a matter among possible kits. Minimization oi initial
of specifying an acceptable probability of adequacy purchase cost is generally quite im.'-portant, and
on the basis of operational considerations and will be used as the acditional criterion for illu-
cost. stration. Cost is eaiily determined from the

quantities and unit prices of snares. an wth
Where a spare parts kit provides for this iniormaion the cos. of a k.t ca: be ucter-

many different components, fai:re of any one of mined. Many other criteria are possible. for
which renders an ecuipment inoperat:ve. the example: least weight or volume; mn u:n
problem is more ceni:.ex. The objective of dela.- in availability; hkulihooc oi deterra" ton L
selecting spares s a certain asurance that the in storage; total cost, inciuding ac::'::on,
equipnent will net become inoperative due to storage and transportation costs; ar. i:;C-X eu.i2ct-

* shorttge of spares. In a sample series system ing a combination of desirable quo..ties.
this equ:ipm~nt aisurance is the product of the
assurances for eac;-. part. The essent;al d,,fer- 4. Theoretical Basis for SeiLct:,4n
enc. is th.at in ::- rnl". :o-zo . en" kit there
are man" p ,,. corainarions o: snares tnat Fortunately, it is not neccssary to pr:ce
will meet an-" sFeciiaed assurance of adequacy. cut every possible kit of spares to det-rnens
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.,Il have least cost for any assurance spares are providcd at all. Similar propo.'i-
.;ty. A simp!c r-Je is available to tions have been used in economics: the tv.ry of
,itna. der:vrd from the marL-,;1 production co1taisis inturesting ?arallcls. j

.,iliar in econornics.' This rule has
.,%;e of pointing a way to'a simple comp- An ir.tuitive proof may be st.ted briefly as
. 1.i!roach so that dctermination of the follows: Suppose we omit a spare of ty:, A,
.t of spares re-quires no mdre than a reducing assurance of the er.tirc ".it by ?.. . an*

.,&ter. reducing expeniiture b% -%Ca. r.cre Ca 's the
cost of a spare of t-.Ipe A. (The value of Pa

... trncntal in this rule is the idea that depends or, numbers of spare D's, C's, etc.)
iig spares, it is possible to buy assur- If it were possible to buy spares of 13, C, etc..
,.ilabilty. The assurance for an with the sun, of money, AC, in such cuartit-" tat

* ,,'spares both for n spare units of A, the assurance was increased by more tlar. %Pa.
,Lre units is calculated. A ratio of the the kit (before the change) was not optimum.

.. t of assurance (Pn+ 1) - Pn over the This is so because a better one could be found .-)r
. .pare A may be called themar. L. the same money. Ifno improvcment '.ere pos-

*%..' due to the n + lt spare of A. Under sible, the kit ias optimum. Thus a codr.ition of
. .Lunablu assumptions, marginal assur- optimality is that for all parts for which any
A t4'clining function of the number of spares are provideJ at all.

..,'s as shov.r, in Figure 3, approaching the
" ,.nptotic a ly. A P A P A P

a ECb = c
For any value of.r there is a correspoidirg

assurance for the entire kit; the level of assur-
ance and r are functioi;allv related. As wJ bc
shown in Part II, by working with lorarithnns
of probabilities the optimum can ec iouna quite
easily.

The comutational method is based on a
44 comparison of marginal assurances for spares.

In general, to select a value of kit probabilt.-,
and derive from it the correspording value of r
requires excessive computation since para..mters

Figure 3 associated with every type oi spare enter into :ie

Marginal Assurance as a relationship. 1t is more practicable to scect a
Function of Numnber of Spares value of r arbitrarily and work out an opt:mu:

kit for some assurance not kr.own in advance.
Given the basic parameters -- failure rates,

"; an optimum, these marginal assur- numbers of components, their prices and number
, be equal for all parts ior which any of operating hours required -- computation is
r,- provided at ail (within limits imposed very sinmle with available tabuiations of the

" that individual sn.ares are not divisi- Poisson distribution. If a certa:r, Kit assurazce
* ,r cc,mponents ior which it is impossible is desired, the proper value of r can be deter-

-. is value of marginal assurance, no mined by a number of successive calculations.
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11. MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT

S. %fatherntijal sol,,tion of Pro'.lem

5.1 l'athewatical staterent of lroL.erm. Proof

The problem is to detefloine the number of O
spare parts of each type required to Vive any speci- P Y > t dx a 0 "41

fied assurzce of continued operation of a com-plex

system during a given period, st ini,.,,i Crs .or
spares. hlence the denaity of T is die " d  .

Specifically, the equipment is to function to Lamms B.
hours. Duria! tha. period each of d. essential

components of type I will receive IJ hours of use, If X.. 1 z 1, .. a it, re indepeadeut randomI I

J = 1.2. -- R. n I 1.2. - ,k. A single unit variables wi*th density
of type I costing ci dollars has an exponential r "  J 0 e S hs density

life distribution vit), failure rate per hour of i*X >i h e

Pip I 2 1.2. k ,. Independence of component

failures is assumed. If n
2
, spares are initially a > 0.

provideJ for type 1. the total cost of spares is S -l" .

ProofSLet qK(tl be the ckaracteristic functionof X'.CLCE l It

L~a Then

Sho rep!nizL-ent of the spare parts sul-rly is *() a eitge *'dx C
possible after the placerent of the equte.1ent in

the field. %ist choice of (n) (nl.n', n kl)

will yield assurance > a of system survival at Hence 0 (tJ --- -- the charecteristic

minimum cost C (Cl t )'
function of (1). Q.E.D.i 5.2 Der ivation.

_ _ _ _ Designate those units of type t required to
survive ts hours as binC of subtpe 1. j. The

First we show that the nurber of spares of ij

component type i consumed during the t hours is a probability that the number X. . of subtype 1. J
r consumed durine the t hours of use <n is, b

Poisson random variable with parameter

L e A and Lemma B:
Vii

9j

Several lemmas are needed: (2i

t L .m A. -

If d components having the common life density (See Mood for the justification of the lat

A. -" x are opeatin ' s.n ultaneously, then Y. the tire equation.) Thus we have

of tic first faiiure has a density of d . " -
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Lerma C. Proof. Consider O(n.X) - t(n - 1,z} =

PI. is a Poisson variate with parameter [)"/ln 4 i)] R /ji)
d ii I

I i Ja

Next note that A ISc

:N Jr J.0j(3

I. Thus g(n.k) - in- 1. X) has the same sign as

where nj is the number of spares needed for type 1.

Then it follows that:

Theorem A 1.-o 4 J -O, (A )' -

SI is a Poisson variate with parameter Next note that

ft-S- n--
Xi m ai dull t J J'# ) -,

The probability pin) of system survival is A 4 '1 I

Pin) C [ I P 3 I .t .Ja Ja

n, ()j/!i fin 1 .)•
The nature of the function f is dictated by the Jao

manner in which equipr.ent operation is affected by

failute of any of the parts. If all parts must Now fMlAI - 2 1 4 k) - < < 0 for . > .
operate for the equipment to operate, and all parts Also if we assume

are independent. (I,.X) < 0 for n = 1.2. o - 1.
t h e n X

Pin) n I (

for X > 0.
%here fin .0) n- 1) < 0.

Ii Thus
Pi in ) V- (A:.ie "k (5) Cno,h) < 0 for all I 0.

p -O Thus. 1-y induction.

tfn,k) <0 for M r 1,2, . > 0.
Se twill need He:.-.

e tlenl - Off - 1,l < 0 so that L4. k

Lem.e D. is a strictly decreasing luLncLon of P for

n > 1. X > 0.U /, "-- )flll 4 7/
lj Nest we obtain the optirnal stt .

is a strictly decreasir: function of r for all

> 0. %a wish to mii, lnize c for ri 0,

I 1. 2. and Min) • a-
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Equi-sleal ly, we %art to minimize C for n > 0. Suppose n. > no for I in I n < npr for i
I z:i .2.:"'" .1. sulj..ct to P. l=i; P > , loga in 1 , here 1 1. are subsets of {3.2. 2

(since lo;P is a monut.nc function of '). Define For i in I,
R ogP Th.en

a no
& 'n ' < r for J 1.2. - S

R:, R i  C.'I .8
aw|

since

Also define 6R. ln.]
AI i In

SiIn.) R (n 4 1) in (6) C

is a decreasin& function of (n). Thus

Let- s V.

ar in I. j "1.2. - (6S)
is a strictly decreasing funcLion of n.

Similarly, for f in II.

ihis folio%& imm.ediately from Lemms D since
, .- ) 4 U ) is a striCtl) icreasar.g function of u. > (n - J) > r i

Proc.'ibre €c.-: fMaintn- 0'tar,a! 00). for I in 1 . J = 1.2, "". e* - ii. (9)

o To o9tain ttO. xarlru.m cost functio, of a Hence

foe-ill of system relia litties *]oilg with the

corresI.o:,di. optimal In), WC proceed as follows:

It pick & value r >0. For those I such that Zv~
ainl, ji

4R (0)

se set . .; for tie rea-ining .wes - J) ,': - r F n - %
iin J. sin]

Ge s uch thatta; a afe~

ta.P in )

t I

4 r(7)°. - -, (t7-n.,-

.t* co'putl pie') = air). say. The following a1i/
the o re m &!o w s }(r ) is o p tie nl .

Thus

0 < Rfn) -jr') .. z L +

07") rLni eztb l) among set. n) for which ).n)e/iI

>

ir,. f ' ~

- I - a

is- )-I &W 1,l2
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.1

Since During the period of ojuration in the fie'.

r > 0. C(n) > ctn*), Q.E.D. the VifF tubes are scheduled for t 2000 hours

of use and the \1IF tubes are achcdulvd fur
Now repeat the above rocedure for a range of t1 = 13000 hours. Assumin., an exp,,.- tial life

values of r. In each case. compute c(n*) and plot distribution for each of the tube tvpes with

it as a function of a(r) The resulting curv failure rate as shown above, and assu. ti- ir,'c-
represents iinimum spare parts cost as a function pendenee of operation of the tuies. find an

of assurance of adequacy of the spare part kit. optimum allocation of spare parts for vari,,us
levels of a.,-urance that the systen. -ill not rsn-

5.3 Conputation. out of spare parts of the four tube typta.

The comput.ation is rapid since the required First compute the experter nurmler of sl-ares

Poisson probalilities are tabulated. An apptosi- of eac type used during the period
mation which may be used to speed the calculation
is X, 1/2500(4-2000 4 4"13000} 24

bR[in) -[X"-/1n + 1) ej, In) A a 1/4000(2 -00 4 51300) - 1.5

X3 (1/800)4"2000 = 10

Xr X (1/6000)2:ooo 0.67

1 Next soeehat arbitrarily select n 34.

SS

: The letter eurression is tabulated by Molins
I  

Let

& . As k increases, the •nuu,,t of computation W2) e h/X

- increases in a strictly liueer fashion. Thus for

any actual sstem involving hundreds of essential This determines a value for

compotienta, a desk calculating machine computation

is feasile to generate ?'(a). and nI

ctn') for a range of c's. r I- log : 1.3Twl0 "s

S.4 Txample. •E ( )
• 5e0

Consider the followirg problem by way of

illustration. A L'IF receivin.- system and a VIIF With

receiving system are to be placed in the field.

The expensive essential tubes in the tao systems letx) = r

are described in TaLle Ill.

TABLE I I I

I Tulbe A,. Failure (ate C1 , Cost Per t,. Nu ber In . Nurer In.

Sype Per flour Tube () LI(F

I Badechon I/50C 240 4 4

2 euntrea 1/4000 1025 2 5
3 Carcinotrao? 1/1100 115 4 0

4 TIAT 1/6000 750 1 0
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Assurance versus Minirzrwn Cost

we then find nl5 . the largest value of n2 such that Thus to attain 0.78 assurance at minimum cost of
having sufficient spares we should stock 34

n2#1 radechons. 22 memotrons. 14 Carcinotrons. and two

TT's. The cost of spares is 561,4so.

" °ir 1.Th Dy taking n; = 32, 36. 38. 40, 44 and pro.

IX) ceeding in a similar fashion, the other point*

plotted in Figure 4 car. be obtained.

It' 22. Similarly n; = 14 and M: 2. This curve shows the 'relationship betaeen

assurance of adequacy of spares and Cost Of an

From ,w.,,' e compute optimum kit. Once a fe. points have been calcu-

lated, it is possible to interpolate. and estimate

-r to the value of r correspondin; to a specified level

= ' 0.7"of assurance. Thus, lyone additional calculatit"'.

-- ' e ;' :,the optimum hit for any specified level of

assurance can be determined.

and

4

E C,"') = 61,450
i.1
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III. APPLICATION OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS

6. Application

A straightforward approach is available, An appealing feature of the model and

by means of which an optimum spare parts kit method of optimization is that it is usablc wt.it

can be selected, given basic data and it sufiicient any particular training, wth wide), availib'e

statement of the problem. The approach, which tools. There are no insiirmountable di"CL*.tes

is related to the marginal analysis familiar in in extending the method to larger sybtems in.'. -

' economics, is mathematically valid, can be ing hundreds of types of parts. The a-ount of

handled computationaily: by desk calculators and calculation is not as formidable as a ppars. i.e

available tables of Poirson distribution, and same basic calculations can be ubed over and

yields results cf practical consequence. over again, in the same system and i.- differt-cnt

systems, if a marginal approach is used. TE:s

It will not escape attention of those fain- point may be further explained: while ,!,ere are

i iliar with operations research literature that many individual parts in electronic Systems,

the spare parts problem is an inventory problem.' they fall into a much smaller number of classes
This raises the cuestion of how this model fits Often all parts of one class (deposited carbon

into the general framework of inventory theory. resistors, for example) will have the same fai,-

ure rate, the same unit price and the incrernn:a.
In answeri-ig the question, it is well to values of log assurance divided by un t price w:

* .recognize two distinct parts oi the model. The be the same. Thus, one set of caic-.ations w.11

first part deals with the mechanism by which do for the entire class. For systems usin, up :0

demand for spares is created. Because failure approximately 200 classes of parts, MolaI's

rates for electronic parts are predictabic, n-,ans table is satisfactory.
do exist fr a. priori prediction of dernand; most
inventory models take demand functions as given. Crucial in application of the method

described is the availaliiixty Of adequ-et-L da c n.
Given a demand function based on a prob- component failure rates. RCA*3 and Vie '

i abilistic statement of spares rcquirements, the can be used. Fortunately, becausec cmpcncnen
remainder of the model is simole, involving a failure data are needed in estimates of syser.,
single supply period. No attention has been paid reliability, a great dInal o effort is cnir.to

to storage cost or reorder cost, and instead of their collection. The quantity and eyal:ty are

a penalty function for shortage, a permissible steadily improving. Their use in ezint:."

probability of shortage has been stated, spare parts requirements represents a fur-.re:
use, and an addtional justification ior ins'it:t.

The demand function* can be changed. a well-conceived field reliability I.rogram of
without changing the method of optimization. collecting failure rate data.
For example, an cxponential failure distribution
need not be used, although, as most available
failure data are based on it, usually it will be a 7. lmplications for Snare Parts Pol.cv
reasonable assum-tion. Also, exnonential
failure distributions permit use of the very con- Recommendations fur procurement rc2ic

venient Foisson distrib.ti'on. If comnputurs are for spare parts for experimental cqu pmn a:,
available, use of a mare ccipnlex failure curve, u, istcd by the analysis in this paper. 7-c

perhaps reflecting a high failure rate for the probabilistic nature of component ,aiiuree --- C :
break-in period, a long period of censtant iail- be recognized in specifications and som: orc'Z.-
ure, and a "normal" portion cer.tered around bilitv -- less than unity -- should bc :

the wearout period, would be oractcal. Nhile stated as the obiective for selection o s.,t'1r..
-such approachvs represent rnea:ix. :u refine- The buyer of spares should specify , . -.

ment. the scier.ti/ic validity of the exponential such as period of operation, anC sc-ne a.r,:.-

distributior should not be overlooked.' must be mde, based on manncr e fer::...

the component failure rates to ue.
The second part of the model relates to

the objective !unction opt:miz±d. In the present A change in the manner of procur:ng 5: ,:re
moc;el, abss :ar.cc U a :"a vCu.,y of th. kit ,.as been • should also !,; coi-.:dcred. No n!:g'. -

maxL-nii;-.i. In othicr trcatrnnets, diifertnt tractor can deterin ene th. !otal b-.
objcctive ,r;ctt Is -ve bee n o.ti ni.ed. For until ,roii-nd rulos are estab:btnecd, .- .

exaniple, .,rr and L. er ari Gour.'r1 ' m c p',.n.t con us:tion o 'e .c :..:." 
. -

opimizc (:nxnii rze) expected "weighted shorta,e". muiccd. V. ith dcveioi~mvi't- ',:.n:,
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inforrs-ztion is not znormally available until the population of a system, and a specified Drobab-stv
* programn is well under way. A contractor wiho of adequacy as one criterion, the other being

r"guesseE at snares requiremnts wit-hout thorough minimized cost or some other quality has mnurh to
preiimiary'inaLVS1s, is extending himself con- recommend it.

* siderablv. H- can either buadget a certain sum
* for spares -- - rhaps usinz the famiiar rule o.f The rmerit of a cost-assurance curve as a

10 per cent of -.-e cost of- material -- or if it is guide for policy should not bc overlooked. A
possible to nrI~Syone detc.-m-nation of -he coca of rationial decision as to the level of assurance
the kit, he c;an agree to supply an op::nitr kit for desired ini a kit cannot be msdo w'ithout some
a specified level of adcq-uacy. Dev-elopment con- reference to cost, and for a purchaser of spares

tracts recuir. rng spares might indicate onc of to pick arbitrarily some such figure as 0.95 is to
these alterna'ives. shoot in the dark urinecessarilv. It is feasible to

make cost and assurance estimates for a number
A better approach would be to require the of values of, assurance, and to determinec grap=,c-

contractor to calculate the -elat.,onsh:p be.tween ally a function relating assurance and cost as %%as
cost of cptimnum sparu parts kits and proaabiiity dnne in, Figure 4. Since the factors influencing
of adequacy. These calculations would follow the selection of a given assurance involve many
procedure outlined in this paper, and the results factors not readily amenable to analysis, iherc is
would be a cost-assurance curve. From the much to recommend postponing selection of the
results, decision as to that point on the curve value of assurance until such a curve can be con-
representing the best balance bctween cost and structed.

i adequacy could be made, and a contract for spares
negotiated. 8.Appendix -_ Calculation of a 5Siare Parts 1<4t

Although not fully discussed in the body of msapni ie eal fase-y
the paper it appears fromn inventory theory that step prcetdure for calcui,.t'on of an essential

* th retritio of nar pats uopl toonestoK- pare parts kit. -.his procedure can be !oliowed
* ing pteriod v.. -:. sZ:ietilics t: iniei ior to a multi- by a -statistical clerk %%.1houit reference to the

* pe sockng rogam.If nars ae iitillybody of the repuort. A desk calculator and a copyj
sup~liu fr apor~o: o tn petodof ~c atin, of Molinia's "Poisson s Exnoncntial Bionmial

# avid an inventory of rurra~n:rg spares is taketn Limit" arc thO only nece~ssary tools.
* toward the end of the nortia n of the Period -- this

being the basis for reorder,.na for the next As a practical matter certain oarts may be
period -- fewer spares mu-.st be bought to main- omnitted froni ontimnization because of' lirnitations

* tamn continuouisly a given pru.bability of adenjuacy ipoeby oinstal.ravlbedta
throughout thc life of the ea-utument. Under a because ar ex:)onentjal failure rate cannot Ile

* multiple plan, a contractor would supply spares assumed, or because, in cng~cer-n; judgtment,
for a limited p-ariod, records would be kept of use these parts are not vital for reliable operation.
of spares, which wcould be replenished at regular
intervals. An anialytical cloter-mina.;ion of an Comuutation Procedure.

* optimnum plan probably .eudbe the contractor's
* responibility, and he would be expected to Establis)- Recui4reiments . W4.th user of

determine the opt.n:u.-n reorder tuericid. make spares agree on:
correcctiOns in failure rates based on field experi-
ence. (a) Period of time for which hje desires

to be supplied with spa res,* and hjours
In summary, the whole matter of spare of operation intended for each piece

parts po~licy is worth an analytical treantent, of equipment.
and analysis can ri sult ;r. sionifican: iniprove-
ment. Frocure.,rient co-itracts ior siuares should (b) Whether he requires:
be based on iuch an analv,-is. As vart of a Mxmmasrne( 5  o
deveopment effort. ccn-actors sho-uld be stated cost; )ofa

requiestcC to submit. sp.are parts p:_ns for several Specified assurance at a m-.nimumn
alternative lCeel oi atsurance otf aciucuacy. cost;
Since the arna:vsi s is not possible unt.l the form A cost-assurance curve.
of the Ccti 1,rnent is fai r!-y well ctb~h~ it
wo-aid 1b,. a:c: to ur-uvtubu-.i: of Esfl KF. P-.7-P:..~ ~ Frena-re a
sparcs up;on conclusi..n o: thc cieveccmnent effort. cosl~c .. : tal' Comn-
The use o; the rcrnicriJ ;,roacr to -tDare' rorts portents in zil ccu '.-t to cc, n~;l,'n
probic-ns us'ng comn~ent iaiiurr rates, parts with a gi'.n e ir up of !-parvs. List all
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but circle in red parts that accord- failures in (9) multiplied by unit co;t (11)

in,'. to .n 2ineerin? j ment .a not as an indicatoion of irrportance, m&,'.t. a
c,.%,c rl for :el.,.b-]:V and omit them selection cmitting components for which
from all c 4 lculation. (They n..y be sup- the product as bclow some value. ly.cicare

plied on some c.ther basis.) Determine item omitted by circling in red pencil the

prices of each type of spare. entry in (9). Enter in (10) the value aL oar-
ing in available tables o the Poissoni which

}:s tahlish Faiure Rates . Determine me. i is closest.to the non-circled entries in y?).
tiljW b,-:w.en ipa'trte from agreed on

sourCeS. Bast on intensity of application Calculation of a Trial V.lue of r. Count
where pertincat. k. the nuinbcr of part :-.-pes for wbich

spares are to be optia.:Ied, wh:ch should
r,cord Information. Enter information equal the number of entries in (10). The

itrin the first three steps in coiurnas I to manner of deter'-ining a trial r is as
11 of a computation shect E:rn;iar to follows: Select a spare of inportnce tor
Figure 5, following the instruc-.tions belo-: which the expected numnbt.:r of failures t:nes

cost falls sor.ewhere in the mididle rz--ize o-

Cot'riin (I) Sequential numbering of the items, such products. Calculate the kth root of the
assurance (PS) desired for the kit, as

(2) establshed in the first step. Next, duter-

and mine the number of spares, n, necessary
(3) Short description, as necessary to for an assurance for the selected part c *.a:

identify. to P Ilk. Use a table of logarithms. U's'n.S

Cr.lumn (4) If IfTBF of parts depends on intens- Molina, Tabie fI, determine for this vaue
ity of use, record symbol identifying of n
intensity in (4). For a v:i-en zcrn-
poncnt make sep.irzte entries jor - x

each differin,. "P; e

1 5) MT ' in hours, which is the xzn l

failure rate appro, pria:c for intcTs'ty (Note: In I,%lina -- is used instcad of n,
of application noted in ('4). and a instead of X.) Ther. determine t;.u

corresponding value of r, which may be
(6) Hours cf anticipated use. closely approxinaLed by:

(7) Quantity in use -n all equipment, n+ I
grouped according to entries in r , • )

(5) and (6). (n + l) Z

(8) For all a component with the same using Molina, Table 1, for the Poisson

MTBF multip!y 5 by 6 and the term. (For values of P. near unity, this
result by 7. is an approximation to oee additionc.i

assurance from the nth spart.) Record r

(9) AL f the er.tries in (3) for a at the top of (12) and calculate Cr fr cac::

particular component should be type by multiply:..ag (i1) by r for every par:

added and entered in (9). The class to be optimized.

result is the expected nu:nber of

failures. Determin- Nunbiers of Snarcs for Tri"l r
From Mohna, . . ,eec: :-:., .ar,'L.t

(10) Lep vc blark (temporarily). value of n (called x in .olin.) fo: ttc prpr

value of X (called a in Mclnal taat .- :.3 a

(11) Cost per unit, in dollars. tabular e'ntry j:st cxce,:din&, the value o:
C. in Colit:mn (1Z). Erter t.is nunber in

Prelirnarv ZditnO. At this time column (13).

dtterminc what scee:cn of the essenial

,p;res kit is to 'e or ti:::i.cd. Avalxble Decrmir.e lot.. Probtbi;itv of S ,are. U ::

t i,:es w tl lint: co ,.u: :'cn : ;e ecrt" M.to~lii., a , , -.. n. r ' ,:.v sa :'. V .

;,iu dred it.ms, 'o O.t or ,-cry large of X tie term ;or

P'its it is r.rt -, :siblt. to :ncl'-.de al! item s. c 'A
11sisir the value of expected ;iurr.er of x
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in column (14). 2. F. Machlup. "On the Meaninu of the Mari.znal
Product", in "Reading. %n the Theory of

Calculate Assurance of Kit. Determine the Income Distribution", by Richard D. Irw:i,
probability oi adiequacy u a kit compos.d of American Economic Association, Evanston,
the number of spares noted for each item in mlinois; 1948.
column (13) as the antilog to base e of minus
the sum of (14). 3. Sune Carlson, "A Study of the Pure Theory

of Production", University of Chicago Press,
Calculate Cost of Kit. In column (15), Chicago, Illinois; 1938.
enter the product oi price (1I) times the
quantity of sparcs in column (13). The sum 4. A. ). Mood, "Introduction to the Theory of
of colmrin (15) is the cost of the spares kit. Statistics", McGraw-Hill Book Company.
Computation of one point or. the cost-assurance New York, N.Y., 1950; p 114.
curve is complete.

5. E. C. Molina, "Poisson's Exponential
Compute Other Points on the Cost-Assuratce Binomial Limit", D. Van Nortrand Company,
Curve. If necessary, 1ack another vaiue of New York, N.Y.; 1942.
r and repeat the steps from Determining the
Number of Spares for Trial r through the K. J. Arrow, S. Karlin. and H. 7Scarf,
Calculation o! Kit Costs, using a supple- "Studies in the Mathermatical Theory of
mentary worksheet. Where a range of assur- Inventory and Production", Stanford Univer-
ance is wantcd, time spent looking up values sity Press, Stanford, California; 1958.
in Molina's tables can be reduced by repeat-
ing steps for several values of r simul- 7. Benjamin Epstein, "The Exponential'te tenaoi o rte n " The p oionestia
taneously. After two or more points on a Distribution and its Role in .ife Te-ting",
cost-assurance curve have been calculated, Department of Mathematics, Wayne State
values of r for any particular assurance or University, Detroit, Michigan; May 1, 1958.
cost cau be interpolatcd by graphic exami-
nation o! the curve. In selecting a value of GM. A. eisler and H. W. Karr, "The

- r, note that assurance and cost vary Design of Military Supply Tables". Opera-
inversely with r. tions Research, v 4, no. 4; August 19-E6.

Account for Non-o.timized Essential Parts. 9. H.W. Karr and l. A. Geisler, "A Fru
Spare parts not included in the opt'.a;rizon Application of Static Marginal Analysis",
must also be supplied. All such parts Management Science, v 2, no. 4;
should be included so that the adequacy of July 1956.

each type is at least 0. 9999, (quantity
selected using Molina, Table II). Using the 10. H. W. Kate, "A Method of Ess~mating Spire

* value of expected failures appearing in Part Essentiality", Naval Research Louis-

column (9) , record numbers of spares tics Quarterly, v ,, no. 1, March 1958.

requircd in (16). Calculate the cost of non-

optimized essential spares, using the sum of p Z9 (RAND paper P1064).

colunnis (17). :1dd this to cost of optirm.ized .11. H. Gourary, ".An Optimu Allowance
spares to determine cost of total kit of List M4odel", Navzl Research Logistics

essential spares. Calculate the probability Quarterly, v 3, p 1.77; 1956e.
of adequacy of non-optimrized essential

spares as a group, which .s approximately ( M. H. Courary, "A Simple Rule for the

I - (nunmber of types supplied at the 0.9999 Consolidation of Allowance Lis:s", Nava!

level times 10"). The product of the proba- Research Lotstics Quarterly, v 5. no. 1,

bility times the probab~li y of adequacy of p 1, March H58.
the optimized -pares is total cssential kit
probability. 13. "Reliability Stress Analysis for Eicctro.'c

Equipment", CA., TR-11Cc; Ncvcniber Z2.
9. References 1956; Navships 900-123.

D. J. Davis, "An Analy:i. of Some Failure 14. "Techniques for Reliability 1.1csurement

Dat.", Jo::r of ,',neriL..rn Slat. Assn., *and Prediction Bascd on Fi:cd Fa:l.-

pp 113-5; June 1952. Data", Summary Report, V:: La.c a-

tories, Technical Report No. 0,

Silver Sprirng,.,i-. ryln ' l; Oct 'nr ]C .'.
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SPARES AND SYSTEMS AVAILABILITY

or. herchel E. Lynch William J. Vanen Bosch Ronald D. Oglesby
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Key Words: Availability, Analyses, Logistics, Maintainability, Predictions, Trade-Off Analyses

Abstract preventive maintenance and sparing policy, and total
system life cycle costs.

An approach is developed to analyze the effects
of different sparing levels on system availability. Im- This paper keys on two of these important system
portant sparing parameters derived are: theprobability figures of merit, theavailability and the sparing pol-
density function of the system's availability; the icy. It should be noted that characteristiics #1 and #2

time between restocking the spare supply; number of pertain to the predictionof the availabilityof a sys-
spares for a probability level that a spare will be tem and characteristics #3, 4 and 5 pertain to the
available; the expected system down time due to lack sparing policy.
of a spare; the number of spares for the lowest cost;
and the average and minimum system availability. An Each of the above operational characteristics haveexample of the analysis of a system is shown to illus- been investigated individually in recent articles, and

trate the method. The approach presented in based on a few publications have combined them. Each of the op-
approximations using the Central Limit Theorem and its erational characteristics can be difficult to predict.
asymptotic properties. The authors feel that these but when several are combined, the solutions have been
approximations are accurate enough when one considers obtained mostly by large scale costly computer simula-
that this method will be utilized in the early phases tions. Thp _rimary purpose of this article is to pro-
of the system's life and that only limited,data will Xidga simplilied'approach taotrmining the effects
be available. of 0 !

acT-rIsti _bove_. The approach preTe oes not
introduction r ateo calculations nor a knowledge of

oprobability and statistics.

At present, no simple methodology exists for the
early prediction of system operating characteristics Availability and Sparing Predictions

lk wich is accurate enough for major parameter trade-
@offs, can be applied without knowledge of the detailed Many authors (Refs. i, 10-11, 13, 15) have provid-
system parameters and is flexible enough to be applied ed techniques and solutions for the problem of predict-
to many different types of systems. During the early ing the availability of a system or groups of systems
stages of the systen.'s life cycle there is a great which undergo alternate operation and repair cycles.
need for a methodology to predict the following char- The operating and repair cycles in these references are
acteristics: identical to a system operating with an infinite num-

ber of replacements, where the repair time shown is
1. The probability a system is operating, actually a replacement time. The reader is referred

either in the transient or steady state. to reference 10 which is a review of a number of meth-2 Th aro y d stei s opetn ods used to calculate the system availability.

2. Teprobability distribution of the to-

tal operating time duringa calendar time One of the major tasks in developing a support
interval, concept is the determination of the number of spares

that an equipment will require. The importance of an
3. The probabilitydistribution for the num- adequate number of spares has long been recognized by

ber of failures and repairs which occur both the Department of Defense and by private industry
during the time interval, as a critical factor in determining whether or not op-

erational requirements are met. Inadequate determina-
4. The number of spares necessary to achieve tion of spare parts can result in higher system and

an effectiveness goal. storage costs if too many parts are stocked, or in ex-
cessive down-time if too few parts are on hand. The

5. The expected time the system is down due questions that need to be answered are:
to no spares being stocked.

1. How many spares will have to be stocked
6. The effect of a sparing policy on the in order to meet a desired probability

system's availability, level that enough spares are available;

This information is required to perform the trade- 2. How many spares need to be stocked to
offs necessary for a system and cost effectiveness assure that an economic minimum of sys-
Study. An approach to solving these problems is pre- tem down-time will occur?
Sented in this paper through the utilization of renew-
al process theory and its asymptotic behavioral prop- Many approaches (Refs. 2, 4-9) to this problem
erties. If the designer has this frethodoiogy available have been presented and these are generall, *vided in-
to prEdict the life characteristics of the system, he to two categories:
an then estimate the following operating characteris-

aicsof Zhe system toevalate conieCing designs: avail- 1. Those which make assumptions which limit
ability, mission reliability, operational readiness, the range and applicability of the tech-

nique such as sparing for the expected
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number of failures, assuming a constant In the system analysis we desire to predict the
failure rate/poisson process or sparing following:
a system based on only the total operat-
ing time. I. The expected system availability and the

probability density function of the sys-

2. Those approaches that require a computer tem availability.
simulation, which range from the simple
to the very complex and sophisticated 2. The number of hours between restocking
models, but require a computer program, the spare supply, T.
a computer, computer time and available
personnel. 3. The number of spares necessary for the

system to last T hours with a probability
Until 1971, there was not a convenient model for of PI-."

predicting adequate numbers of system spares which
could be applied to a wide range of systems and could 4. The expected time that the system will
be used by the designer or others who do not normally be down due to lack of spares.
have a statistical background. However, at the Reli-
ability and Maintainability Symposium in 1971. 5. The number of spares which provide the
McNichols (Ref. 9) presented a paper which provided a lowest costs.
simplified technique for determining the number of
spares necessary fora system or groups of systems uti- 6. The average expected availability and
lizing a prechosen probability level that sufficient the expected availability and the mini-
spares would be available. The basis for this tech- mum expected availability.
nique was the fact that the density function of a sum
of independeIL rnonM var,..o -r a: tL. -a mal Prediction of System Availability (Transient, Steady

S U , regardless or n type of -ensmiy State. Interval
function each of the variables had. Using this fact,
an asymptotic approximation proposed by Cox (Ref. 3) Sandier (Ref. 15) provides the solution for a sys-
and Barlow (Ref. I) and extensions by McNichols, a tem with characteristics I and 4. This solution could
technique was shown which would provide an estimate of also be used to describe a system withan infinite num-
the number of spares needed for the prechosen probabil- ber of spares (n - -) where I/h is the mean time to in-
ity level; for any type of basic process probability stall a spare in lieu of being repaired as in Sandier's
density function, for any of the process sequences solution. The probability that the system is operating
shown, and for single and multiple sparing policies, at t, which is equal to the time dependent transient
This was possible through utilization of the simplified system availability, A(t, n = i).

tables, graph, and the step-by-step technique shown in
this paper, along with calculations which are not com- A(t, n - -)

plicated nor difficult and which do not require any - l e-( +
knowledge of probability or statistical theory. U- + A---+-u for t>0 ()

Oglesby (Ref. 12) utilized a computer simulation assuming that the system is operating at t - 0. Eq. I

to verify the above procedure for certain sparing con- provided the prediction of the expected system avail-
figurations. His investigation covered three systems ability.
with different probability density functions of times
to failure. Vanden Bosch (Ref. 18) tested the tech- The probability density function of the system
nique both analytically and by simulation. Both found availability can be predicted using a result obtained

that the simplified technique provided accurate pre- by Takacs (Ref. 17). He proved that the total operat-
dictions for a number of differing probability distri- ing time, to, occurring in a system such as this dur-
butions and sparing configurations. ing a total-time period, t, was asymptotically normal j

with a
The Approach

The approach presented in this article can best
be illustrated by the development of an example system Mean of to 0  -
analysis using a combination of the techniques and re- + t (2
suIts previously discussed. The example system has the 1
following characteristics:

and
I. It undergoes an alternating failure and 2

repair process following the assumptions A2"-

from McNichols (Ref. 9) with mean time to Variance of t U 1 t -02 (3)
failure of I/X (X - .1) and mean time to 0 1 + l11 to
install spare of 1/v (I- .5). J

2. The spares are drawn as needed from a provided the variances of the probability density
stock which is replenished every T hours. functions were not zero. We should realize that this

is an approximation. However, considering the time
3. The cost of a spare is $510 each, the frame during which these predictions are being made,

system down-time costs are $100per hour, it is felt that this approximation will be as accurate

the order cost is $25 per order and the as the input data concerning the system parameters.
carrying costs are $1.157 per spare per From this result and the fact that an estimate of the I
day. system availability is

4. The probability density functions are total operating time tO

assumed to be exponential. 
A(t) - time0t

total time t
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Then at any point t. after several cycles have elapsed, Pr [ A - 1.650 < A(t) _ A l"65o1
the probability density function of A(t) can be esti- A < -A A]

mated by the normal probability density function with• - Pr [.683 < A(t) _ .583] - .90. (17)
I(1 Pr [ ,-l280At)1

Mean of A(t) 
(5) A _ 

A_

0 U - Pr [.717 < A(t)] - .90. (18)

and These calculations provide several probability
bounds for the total operating time (to) in 56 hours
and for the system availability IA(t, n - )I-

Variance of A(t) - a 2 (6)
A 2 It The average system availability (interval avail-

ability) over the time interval, 0 to t, can be found
using

The time dependent expression for A(t) (Eq. 1) T
from Sandler can also be used with the variance of A (T) -±At, n - )dt - A
A(t) (Eq. 6) from Takacs in some cases to provide a T

better prediction. Calculation of the quantities dis- - I -.6T
cussed thus far provides 6 - 3-- - .833

6 ).6T 3.6T
e  (19)

A(t, n + ) .5 .1 e-(.1 + .5)t In letter calculations, A(t, n - n) will also be used
.1 + .5 .1 + .5 in Eq. 19.

+.I e .6t (7) Restocking Interval

6 6

McNichols (Ref. 9) provides a method of finding
5 the number of spares necessary to operate a work time

" - hrs. (8) of T hours with the probability of P..Cn) that enough
spares will be in stock. The first quantity that must

be determined is the restocking time period T. With a
2 few simplifying assumptions, the economic order quan-

,, (.I) 2 (,5 2  
- .49 tity could be obtained for our example as follows:

t t . 5,,

"/;-CR (1S7 ( 833)
For example, at t = 56 hrs., these would provide

A(t, n ) + I e.6) (56) -833 (10) 7.2 days - 72 hours. (20)

T - Reorder time in workdays

- [t (56) - 46.67 hrs. (11) C - Order Costs - $25.00to0
C1, Costs to carry one spare for one day , $1.15702 - (.1.629) (56) - 25.92 hrs2  (12)1 .Rt fusg ndy

to It Rate of usage in days

1 .65 t < .65o number of work hour/day 10 .833
to to - 0 - to + to] Average cycle time * =83

Where average cycle time " I+ +. , ...

- Pr 38.3 hrs. < to < 55.07 hrs. 90 (13) - I0 + 2 - 12

and This would indicate that the spare stock should
be replenished every 72 hours with constant demand

Pr t 1.28c < with no lead time. Other inventory models based on a

0 to closer estimate of the actual situation could also be
used.

- Pr [40.15 hrs <t - .90. (14) Prediction of Number of Spares

Using McNichols method (Ref. 9) to calculate the

Also, number of spares necessary fore total time of 72 hours
with a probability level of P in) , .75, we find

that the example system is ideniied as a Class 8.2

6" .833 a2  .00827 (15-16) and system configuration Type I. His equations provide

u =(n + )[ + (.] + 2 - 1) (12) -(2) (21)
Rp
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o2 (n + [A+Jj a] Eq. 26 can be evaluated by using the tables for
Al -l 2 - the standard normal probability density giving the

- (n + 1) (104) - (4) (22) following results:

u- T 72 for n - 6. TsO(6) - 6.45 hours, and

Z.(n) - (23) for n - 7, TsO(7) a 3.67 hours.

The quantities are the expected stock-out times for
Evaluating these equations, we find the system given a certain number of spares are stock-

ed.
for n - 6 Z (6) - .372 P (6) - .64

-- .Combining System Availability and Sparing Predictions
for n 7 zl1 (7) - .765 pI (7) - .78

)-a It should be noted that If a system does not ex-
Thus, 7 spares per 72 hours sparing cycle would be re- perience a stock-out during this time period, 0 to t,
quired to provide a probability level of .78. the probability that the system is available is as

shown for the case of infinite spares. However, If a
Expected Stock-Out Time stock-out does occur, then at that point the system

availability goes to zero and is no longer available
Another quantity important in the system analysis during the period from which a stock-out occurs to the

is the expected time that the system will be down due time point T. If the system is spared with n spa
to no spares being in stock. McNichols (Ref. 9) states then the probability that the system will not be G
that the density function of the time of failure of due to lack of spares during this time period T
the last spare could be approximated by a normal den- Pl...(n) which is the probability that a stock-out does
sity function with a mean of up. and a variance of a not occur.
shown above. This provides the following figure: p

at ] First, let us confine our discussion to those sys-

f(t) I - - tems which do not experience a stock-out prior to T.
F_ e 0 a The time dependent availability of these particular

V systems is the probability that the system is operat-
for -mt<- ing at t. This probability is actually a conditional

-- probability, i.e., the probability that the system is
operating gven thatthe time of the n + I system fail-

P ure, t', Is greater than T. Thus,
CL (25.)
f-.(t-)( p) A(t, n - -) - Probability that the system is operatingf(t) PI-0 given the number of spares - - (27) -

and

Stso Pl-(n - Probability that t' > T given n spares (28)

_I .Therefore

O T pA(t n - n) - (t) )
Figure I - Normal Density Function A -

From this, the expected stock-out time given a stock- * Probability that system is operating and
out occurs can be found to be: t' Is greater than T with n spares. (29)

-" - T - - Ttf(t)dt For the example system:

I 1.0d P 1.0(7)

2~ f(T)
T , (25) t n8

p P= .83

The expected stock-out time for the system with n
spares in stock is given by

T [5 ..0,o (n) I [P•(n) I [+0 [-1PI ](.6 - -

~ r 02 f (T)1
P a (n) + P- .

S[P(n)] VT -%j f(Z) (2,) .2 4
T l 0 20 50 t- 6o 72 8O

Where Z "
Wr ZFigure 2 - Values for Example System
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1.0- Summary

It is felt that a person who has been struggling

with the problems associated with a sparing policy and

.8- with predicting the availability of a system, either
in the early or middle stages of its life cycle, can

.65 easily grasp the benefits from a simplified technique

(t, n-5such as this one. The approach is versatile and rela-
.6- A(tively uncomplicated.
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'39 A MONTE CAitLO

APIIOACH TO SIPAI S PRO'ISIONING

R. L. Stoeny

Collins Ridio Company
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Summary t "

Computer prog-ms employing a Monte Carlo The major functions required to simulate system oper-
approach to simulate system operation provide a versa- ation include a failure gcnertnr. a check routine to
tile mentis el solving a variety of reliahility' and main- measure the degree of agreement between the failures S.-

tainability problems. Presented in this paper are de- simulated and expected, and a test routine to determine
scriptiors of major program functions together with a if a particular comhinatioa of unit failures results in a
discussion of an application of this technique to a system failure.
spares provisioning problem,

Failure Generator

introduction It Is required that this function generate failures

In the design of a system and Its support facilities, within a system in the same manner anticipated for the
the ability to conduct quantitative trade-off analyses is system under actual operating conditions. Where in-
essential. This task becomes difficult when the para dividual unit failures are expected to follow an ex-
meter to be optimized is system availability and the poncntial probability distribution function, the generator
system exhibits the following features. must produce failures randomly and at a rate approxi-

mately equal to the constant failure rate of each unit.
1. The system configuration contains redundancy

such as parallel units or parallel subsystems con- Failure generation can be performed by comparing
sisting of a number of units. a random number. R, taken from a uniform distribution

Serbounded by 0 and 1. 0, to the probability, P(O), of
2. The system contains similar unit types that may having no unit failures during an increment of time,

be. under certain conditions, interchanged or canni- AT, expressed as
balized. The similar unit types may also be supported
from a common source of spares. Both of these p(O)=e-Xt AT " (2)
features make the subsystems, containing the similar
units, dependent, where Xt is the sum of the individu.1l operating units

in the system.
3, Failed assemblies are either repaired at the

system location or replaced from an off-site depot. If one or more failures did occur during the time
Thus, the system and its complement of spares is con- increment, then R>P(O). The same random number
tinually renewed. is then used to dotormine how inmany failures, r,

occurred (luring ATry satisfying the following in-

An approach to the task of selecting spares for a equality containing terms of the Poisson distribution.
system with the above features is described together
with a description of the major elements of the approach 4a 2
and a description of a typical application. r /' eXAT r A

Approac Z(AT r (X AT)e~~ (3)AX! < <X! (31

Approach X%1 X'1

With the use of a computer, actual system operation
can be rapidly and accurately simulated. Various para-
meters, such as those required to make systems re-
liability and availability predictions can then be goner- To determine which units of the system failed during AT
ated and ,,ed in the same manner as actual in-service a random number, R. for each of the r failures, is used
observatikns, For example. system availability is cal- in the solution for I in the following Inequality.
culated by dividing the operative or "up" time obtained
through simulation by the total simulated time or the
sum of "up" and "down" time. expressed as Yj.

), ),>R (4)
A p Time Xr

UAvailability Time • Down Time (1) Ii

--.-- --- 350
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where Xr is the sum of the halure rates of thost lable 1. Ex.inpli Succes- Taile
O 1 ratin units stil! ren a-1ni in tile \'steI an X I -iS
the failure rate o' Ile lt

t  
opvr: n, urn' I his plocess

is analogous to r:1(loirl; tn- mr(1,2 l , "art a iward SUCCESS LN l
hailing til e i Xr ;,ii l i 2 d i. .0 5 11le' L U c h COMII INATI' 'N

are proportioral in size to tile i.t\ui , t lailure NU 1 : 4

rates. For multiple failures. the subareas are
reapportioned i ttl each selection. t t [

Check Routine I

In order to ensure that the \arious units of a If a particular combinatin of unit up states
system have been failure-sampled an acceptable number fails to match at least one table ro UOwen the test %oUld
of times during simulation, a chi-square goodness-of- result in a svstem failure

fit test can be employed, expressed as.

The creation of a system success taile can be
OK computerized thereiore requirino onlk the unit inter-(,connections as iniu fr a viven svstcn. htequiref if. a

A., I (51 computer program capable of estahhishing all possible
,13 paths through the system network

where K is the number of operational units in the Problem Applicaton

system. 0 i is the number of failures accumulated for the The now diagram of Figure 2 summarizes the pro-
ith unit, and ei is the number expected during the period The lo din oiur suarizslve a
simulated. The calculated chi-square %alue. XZ . 

is srs loiin in prnblemu to sle a
compared to the chi-square distribution having K- spares provisioning problem. The steps are as
degrees of freedom to determine the probability of follows

obtaining the calculated Xt value by chance. Step I System operation is simulated b% usine a

failure generator to determine if there were one or
more unit failures in the system durini: an increment

n II of time, AT The system, for this step is con-
Test Routine sidered complete in that all normally operating units

are subject to failure

The method used to determine the effect of unit I a failure occurred the low would he to step 2
failures on a system involves comparing the current if not, AT would h added to an upi tme counter and

unit states (up or down) to a system "success" table. step would be repeated

The table is constructed to contain all possible com-
binations of unit states that will result in system suc-
cess. The configuration of Figure 1 would have the Step 2. With the occurrence of one or more unit

failures, the test routine of step 2 is used to determine
whether or not the unit failur.is) resulte. ir a s,.stet
failure. If system failure did occur the flow woiili he
to step 3: if not. AT would be added to the up' time

counter and the floN% would be to step 4.

7Step 3. This step simulates thoge maintenance
actions that would be expected to take place in actual
system operation Involved may be a checl, to see if
spares are availahle or other similar units %i ithin the

system can be cannibalized to replace tailed units
Also, on-site repair action may e initiatei or the unit
may be replaced or repaired at an off-site dern!
requiring an extended waitin: period In an\ e~en:
those repair actions that can h imnplemented i dhin !I).

AT time increment art effected hy chan,-inp tnt unil
states from "do\n" to "up.

Figure 1. Example Configuration The test routine of ster, 2 is acain used to determine
If the system failure has hen corrected P it has n,',
then T is added to a "down time counter an' tre

"success" table, shown in Table 1. mherein the letter responsihle unmtsl note) A -tl tiwv l i tn toroceLAlnz
U indicates that a unit must be "up" for a particular to step 4. If the sstem has been returned to sati -
combination of units. Blanks indicate that the partic- factory, operation, the repair t oe ist~hldd t. iha.
ular unit may either be "up" or "do%%n." "down" time counter and tht reiaindr o! the AT in-
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i! all , 1,1 thE! up or ow 'it- flhl Jht fltmw then The rniniov-un ;1d mra\jrnium numbIer of t rials
pcl 01 step 4 i in i' iui I ii( u,-1 to control w imhcr of t he si 0t-

ii,.n -rt,: ii r ,,. .-- sin ilatc- in tIw ,olition The tI-i' spare

* I cti i 1_..i :1,0 , ufr It d' .1 :.I , fti . inin t;.t, u r na! I,, r retn- ipr(-ioaurc halt of the 1.1,101 at

_I I, , tiiii sV~cii; oou n tiire lids occurred ~~trvi
I.! It i,-v liiti ur.t !,o atn., in aiil ilit% %.ilum. ot 1,(A oulii appear to be a pro%, Id&t
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Figure 2. Spares Provisioning Program, Flow Diagram
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Figure 5. Example Problem Output Listing - Unit Input Data
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Figure 6. Example Problem Output Listing - Section I Input Data
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AN OPTIMUM ALLOWANCE LIST MODEL'

Mins Haskind Gourary*
The George Washington University

Logistics Research Project

The author discusses a simplified mathematical model of the -
allowance list, and draws some general conclusions.1

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the more difficult problems of naval logistics is the preparation of adequate

allowance lists for naval vessels.Z On the one hand, one must have reasonable assurance that -

the requirements for consumables and technical spares will be met under most circumstances.

On the other hand, one is confronted with the severe limitations of available space aboard ship,

with budgetary considerations, as well as with a host of other less important constraints.
This problem is normally solved by the application of judgment based on past experi-

ence. The question arises whether or not it is possible to construct a simple mathemat-
ical theory of the allowance list problem which will make better use of the available usage data
related to some definite program elements (activities upon which consumption of commodities

depend).

The problem we shall consider can be stated as follows: How does one properly stock
a vessel with the necessary commodities, subject to the limitations of available space? This

entails a decision on the number of commodities to be carried, the quantity of each commodity
to be stocked, and the relative weight (i.e., "military worth", etc.) to to given each commodity,

all subject to the overriding considerations of space. In this paper we shall attempt to treat a

somewhat idealized version of this problem by a method which might be extended to more com-

plicated situations.

Manuscript received 5 January 1956
lResearch performed under contract with the Office of Naval Research. The authorwishes

to express her appreciation to Dr. C. B. Tompkins and Dr. M. A. Woodbury for stimulating and
informative discussions. She is also indebted to Dr. I. Heller and Dr. W. H. Marlow for reading
the manuscript and for their valuable criticisms.

ZBy an allowance list we mean a listing of distinct commodities (including all classes of
naval material, regardless of cognizance) which should be aboard ship for the maintenance of
the ship for a specified time period. This listing contains also the quantity of each of these
commodities to be stocked. Each commodity is uniquely identified by a specific Standard Navy
Stock Number. *i '

1 7 7 -- , .... . .r

L . . .,
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We must now define an objective which we shall attempt to achieve by our construction
of the allowance list. If we knew exactly what the demand for each commodity would be, we
would have no problem. We would simply stock the required amounts aboard ship, if space
permitted, or partially aboard ship and partially aboard supply ships or shore facilities and
deliver to the ship as its supplies diminished.

The fact of the matter is that we cannot predict the demand with certainty. We can,
however, estimate the probability distyibution of the demand for each commodity for a given (i.e., t1
type of ship, under certain known operating conditions, from a statistical analysis of usage data. maxim
We can use this information to construct our allowance list in such a way as to minimize the

probability of depletion of any one item in a given period. This might be a reasonable criterion

for commodities of critical importance. Alternatively, we can choose another criterion to
guide us in the construction of our allowance lists. In this paper we shall attempt to construct
our allowance list in such a manner as to maximize the average number of demands fulfilled. which

This is an arbitrary criterion at best. It is a reasonable choice, however, for those items of corn
whose usage varies fairly widely and which are not to be replenished by a supply ship at fre- genera

quent intervals, import

2. STATEMENT OF METHOD 1(YI

Let us outline our method. Consider a given commodity, say a. Let the amount stocked
be y. and the amount demanded be x.. Let 0c, (x,) be the probability that an amount x. will

be demanded during the period under consideration. For the sake of simplicity, we shall con-

sider the case where x. is a continuous variable and #,(xe) has the analytic properties
required-for the existence of derivatives and integrals of the function 0ic, (xa). Then the average and mr

amount demanded will be:e So
Elx&) " Xa 0 , (x,) dxa.

0 We sh

the "C
If the demand xQ is less than y., this demand will be met. But if the demand x, exceeds the
amount stocked (ya), then only an amount y. can be met; a demand of (xa - ya) is then left indivi,
unfulfilled. On the average, the amount supplied (when y. is stocked) is: each

; Wdemar -

(2.1) ua (yO)r x# a (Xa) dx&+ y& - 0 (x,) dx., we sh.
((x YJy a is a ft

the m.
Sectio

and the demand left unfulfilled is, on the average,

3. R1

(2.2) v (ya) f (x , - ya) *c (x ) dx , -E(x ) - u (y 0 ) •r th

We assume the demand for commodity a to be independent of the demand for commod-

ity . Thus, the average amount supplied of Commodity a is dependent only on y o , not on (3.1)
anything pertaining to commodity I. in practice, this assumption may not always be correct,
but it will greatly simplify our analysis.

I
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ct-struction
)u, e, we Our problem now is to choose the set yI' Y2, ... yn so as to satisfy the condition

p, if space n .

cilties and 1 ca Ya = C
oz I

We can,
for a given (i.e., the total cube of items stocked must equal the available space), and simultaneously to

s of usage data. maximize

:inimize the
nable criterion (n

iterion to U_(Y_... I Y

t to construct
nds fulfilled, which is the total quantity supplied on the average. Here, c. is the cube occupied by one unit
ose items of commodity a; and C is the total cube available forthe storage of all the n commodities. In
ship at fre- general, we may wish to attach a different weight, w., to each commodity, depending on its

importance (i.e., "military worth," etc.) and its unit of issue. We do this by defining

W(y, y,n) as follows:

amount stocked n
mount xa will W(Y 1 9 ... 0 Y) =  wO ul(ya )

se shall con- a

opertiesp e and maximizing W, subject to the condition
ien the average

n
ca Ya  -C .

We shall refer to W(y 1 , ... , y) as the "total utility function;" and we shall call woua (y,)
the "a - th utility function."

. exceeds the Once we have maximized W(yI, ... ,yn) subject to the space constraint, we know the
is then left individual ya's. Given these yo's, we can compute the average number of the demands for

each a that we can fulfill, namely u. (y,)'s, as well as the average number of the unfulfilled
demands, the va (yo). From the ua (y.) we obtain the optimum value of W (yl, .... Yd , which
we shall denote by WO, and call it the "maximum utility function." It should be clear that W 0

is a function of C only, since for a given C the yo's, and therefore the ua (y,)'s, are fixed by
the maximization procedure. The significance of W0 will be elucidated in the discussion (see

Section 5).

3. RESULTING FORMULAE
The details of the calculation will be relegated to Appendix I. The resulting formulae

for the yo's are:

a c,
for commod- j a(x,) dxw 1- -; a 1,2, n

-&, not on 
(3.1)

be correct, wc .where m

a C , e

!c
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These are (n + 1) equations in the (n + 1) variables yl' Y2, ... I Yn and X (where x is a

Lagrange multiplier). They determine the amounts, y,'s, which are to be stocked. Using

these values of yo's, we can compute ua (ya) and v, (y,), for each a, from equations (2.1)

and (2.2).
For some simple distributions, liLe the exponential, these equations can be solved

explicitly for the ya's and ;L. For the more interesting distributions, however, the explicit

solution of the equations is not feasible, and an iterative procedure is indicated. We shall

illustrate the meaning of these equations and the method of their solution by working out sev-

eral examples.

In the first example we shall assume all the 0a (x,)'s to be normal. This is a fairly

important case, since the normal distribution is the limiting continuous form of a wide class

of distributions which occur in practice (e.g., the Poisson distribution).

The second example will illustrate the properties of this model when all the Oa (x 0 )'s
are logarithmic normal distributions. The reason for this choice is that most of the tests of

modern statistics are based on the assumption that some function g(x) of the variable x Is

normally distributed. In this case we take g(x) = In x. This distribution is easy to handle

analytically, and the numerical results provide an enlightening illustration of the principles

involved.

Finally, we shall consider a case where some of the 0, (x,)'s are normal while others

are logarithmic normal. This will show how the allowance list is to be constructed when com-

modities are distributed according to several different distributions.

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Example 1 - The Normal Distribution

Let #a (xa), for reasons statel ab-ve, be the normal probability density functions.

Then equations (3.1) become:

_. . (Y'a-ma)MOO et 2/2 dt

(4.1)
n
Ecaya --C,
a--1

where m a and o 2 are the mean and the variance, respectively.

In order to solve equations (4.1), we choose a value of X in the pernmisisble range,

compute the y,'s, and from their values determine the corresponding C. In practice, how-
ever, we are given C, not A. We therefore repeat this calculation for several values of I until

we find a X which corresponds to the given C. We are then ready to determine u,(y 0 )'s,

namely the average amounts supplied. These can be written as:

u Q(y )--m , +x y - w

(4.2)

S, ... , n.

II
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is a We shall be able to gain further insight into the meaning of these equations for Ya and

-ed. Using ua(ya) for the normal case if we assign definite numerical values to the parameters of these

uations (2.1) distributions and compute the resulting ya and u, (y,). Such a numerical model is presented

in Table 1. 1. It should be noted that the mean is taken to be rather large, since we are con-

be solved sidering the normal distribution as the asymptotic form of some other distribution. It is only

the explicit in this case (Le., when m./a,, >4) that equations (4.1) and (4.2) are sufficiently accurate for

We shall our purposes.

king out sev-

TABLE 1.1

is is a fairly Z E (x,) c. - 2400

a wide class a

the # (x,)'s a w 0  ca E (x,)* m. 4V&r(xa 0

f the tests of I I

-iable x Is 1 I 1 100 3

'to handle 2 1 1 100 10

* principles 3 1 5 100 3

4 1 5 100 10

al while others 5 2 1 100 3

ted when com- 6 2 1 100 10

7 2 5 100 3

8 2 5 100 10

These numbers were picked so as to represent quantities with a wide range of com-
: fuctions, binations of cube, "weight," and variance. In order to acquire a feeling for the order of magni.-

tude of a given C, one should compare it with Z E (xa ) c.. This sum would be the C if one
a

were to take ya equal to the mean usage of commodity a, for all a. In Table 1.2 we list the

results.

TABLE 1.2

X 0.01; X -0.02; = 0.05; x 0.10; X : 0.15;

C 2698.3 C - 2647.5 C - 2565.4 C - 2481.5 C = 2409.7

le range, ya iua (ya) Ya u a(yo) Ya Ua (Y) Y0 u) (Y) 0  u0

ctlce, how- • -

lues of ) until 1 107.0 99.99 106.2 99.98 104.9 99.94 103.8 99.86 103.1 99.77
2 123.3 99.97 120.5 99.93 116.5 99.79 112.8 99.53 110.4 99.22

3 104.9 99.94 103.9 99.86 102.0 99.55 100.0 98.80 98.0 97.53

4 116.5 99.79 112.8 99.53 106.7 98.51 100.0 96.01 93.3 91.76

2a 5 107.7 99.99 107.0 99.99 105.9 99.97 104.9 99.94 104.3 99.90
6 125.8 99.98 123.3 99.97 119.6 99.91 116.5 99.79 114.4 99.67

7 105.9 99.97 104.9 99.94 103.5 99.81 102.0 99.55 101.0 99.22

8 .119.6 99.91 116.5 99.79 111.5 99.38 106.7 96.51 103.2 97.40

-----------
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Because the E(xa) 100 for all a in this example, u, (yc) also is numerically equal
to the percentage of demands met. This also holds for examples 2 and 3, with the exception of be n

the first six cases of example 2. In that case, E(xa) 1 10, and therelore 10u, (Y.) is numer- with
ically equal to the percentage of demands met. We shall postpone the detailed interpretation

of these numerical results to Section 5.

TABLE 1.3

AWW°  C

0 -

2409.7 11180.7
0.127

2481.5 1189.8
0.07271

2565.4 1195.9
0.0341

2647.5 1198.7

0.0138

2698.3 1199.4

Example 2 - The Logarithmic Normal Distribution

Let us consider the case where In xa is normally distributed.3 Then

I - (In x. - ma) 2/2oa 
2

xX e where ma and "2 are E(ln x and%r(x -27,e a , a

Var(ln x,), respectively; and equations (3.1) become:
I- f(Inye- ma)'oa -02/2 C a

e /2 r 1

- ca Ya C. 2
a 3'

4,
Also, ua (y,), the total quantity of commodity a suppliea on the average, is given by:

6
(nya"ma oa 2 )ica dt 22/2 7

1 t 2
ece d, y9

2 12

where Exa)  a + a 2

3See, for example, A. Hald: Statistical Theory with Engineering Application, p. 160.
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lly equal In Table 2.1 we shall illustrate this model by means of a numerical example. It should
:eption of be noted that this numerical model differs from the one given in Table 1. 1 in including cases
s numer- with a much smaller mean. The results appear in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
retation

TABLE 2.1

Z E (xa ) c c = 1980i a

alwac E (x )rV a r(. In ca

I I 1 10 3 2.25949 .29359
2 1 1 10 10 1.95600 .83256
3 1 1 10 30 1.15129 1.51742
4 1 5 10 3 2.25949 .29359

5 1 5 10 10 1.95600 .83256
6 1 5 10 30 1.15129 1.51742

7 1 1 100 30 4.56208 .29359
8 1 1 100 100 4.25860 .83256
9 1 1 100 300 3.45388 1.51742

10 1 5 100 30 4.56208 .29359
11 1 5 100 100 4.25860 .83256
12 1 5 100 300 3.45388 1.51742

TABLE 2.2 5

X 0.01; X 0.02; X 0.05; 0.10; 0. 15;
C 6 6261.18 C = 4522.98 C 2706.96 C 1712.63 C 1318.47

Y, u (Ya) Ya Ua (Ya,) Ya ua (Ya) Ya Ua (Y) Ya ua (Ya)

1 18.97 9.98 17.51 9.91 15.53 9.89 13.96 9.78 12.98 9.66
2 49.08 9.81 39.10 9.67 27.82 9.31 20.56 8.79 16.75 8.32
3 92.57 8.84 71.38 8.47 38.38 7.43 22.12 6.28 15.23 5.43
4 15.53 9.89 13.96 9.78 11.68 9.40 9.58 8.63 7.861 7.52

by: 5 27.82 9.31 20.56 8.79 12.40 7.47 7.07 5.56 4.03 3.68
6 38.38 7.43 22.12 6.28 8.80 4.20 3.16 2.23 1.14 0.99
7 189.67 99.79 175.06 99.10 155.25 98.93 139,56 97.80 129.83 96.60

e-t 2 /2 dt 8 490.76 98.14 390.99 96.71 278.15 93.08 205.60 87.89 167.52 83.20
9 925.70 88.44 713.80 84.69 383.77 74.26 221.23 62.80 152.31 54.37

110 155.25 98.93 139.56 97.80 116.76 94.03 95.78 86.34 78.57 75.25
Ill 278.15 93.08 205.60 87.89 123.98 74.71 70.71 55.61 40.33 36.84
12 383.77 74.26 221.23 62.80 88.00 41.96 31.62 22.27 11.36 9.93

.. 160.
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TABLE 2.3

AWC

1318.5 391.79

0.19
1712.6 453.98 1 i -

0.071 2

2707.0 524.67 
3 

0.032 4 '

4523.0 581.89 0.032 4

6261.2 607.90 0.015i

Example 3 - The Case of Several Distributions

In this model some of the 4, (X) are normally distributed, while others have the 1
logarithmic normal distribution. In Table 3.1, the first 6 cases have the logarithmic normal
distribution and the last 4 the normal. y., and u. (y.) are computed as in Example 1 for
a = 1, ... , 6 and as in Example 2 for a a7,... , 10. The results are tabulated in Tables 3.2
and 3.3.

TABLE 3.1

Z E (x,) c. - 3000
a

a Wa ca E (x,) 4,Voarx mo ad

1 1 1 100 3 4.60472 0.03000
2 1 1 100 10 4.60020 0.09994
3 1 1 100 30 4.56208 0.29359

K4 1 5 100 3 4.60472 0.03000
5 1 5 100 10 4.60020 0.09994
6 1 5 100 3D 4.56208 0.29359
7 1 1 100 3 100 3
8 1 1 100 10 100 10 5. DUI

9 1 5 100 3 100 3
10 1 5 100 10 100 10 clear !

Idegree

In fact.

equal t

Appenc
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TABLE 3.2

X, 0.01; x= 0.02; = 0.05; )i 0.10; X =0.15;
C 3647.30 C = 3496.25 C 3268.53 C = 3049.40 C = 2860.67

YO u 0 (Ya) Ya U0 (ya) ya ua (yo) ya Ua (Y,) Ya ua (Yo)

1 107.1, '9.99 106.31 99.98 105.01 99.93 103.87 99.85 103.11 99.76
2 125.56 99.96 122.18 99.91 117.28 99.75 113.11 99.44 110.36 99.13
3 189.66 99.79 175.06 99.58 155.25 98.93 139.55 98.04 129.83 96.59
4 105.01 99.93 103.87 99.85 102.00 99.54 99.96 98.78 97.95 99.41
5 117.28 99.75 113.11 99.44 106.39 98.32 99.50 95.82 93.02 91.70
6 155.25 98.93 139.55 98.04 116.76 94.02 95.78 86.34 78.57 75.58
7 106.98 99.99 106.16 99.98 104.94 99.94 103.85 99.86 103.11 99.77
8 123.27 99.97 120.54 99.93 116.45 99.79 112.82 99.53 110.36 99.22
9 104.94 99.94 103.85 99.86 102.02 99.55 100.00 98.80 97.98 97.53

-s have the 10 116.45 99.79 112.82 99.53 106.75 98.51 100.00 96.01 93.26 91.76
ithmic normal
mple 1 for TABLE 3.3
ed in Tables 3.2

AW 0
C W 0  0"

/,C

2860.67 950.5
.117

3049.40 972. 5
.0721

3268.53 988.3
.0343

3496.25 996.1
.0192

3647.30 999.0

5. DISCUSSION
Some fairly general rules can be gleaned from a scrutiny of these tables. It becomes

clear for the normal case that commodities with a large variance are stocked to a considerable
degree in a large vessel, but only very sparingly when the available space is rather limited.
In fact, when the space becomes very hard to get, one stocks considerably less than the amount

equal to the mean usage for those commodities which have wide fluctuations of demand. In
Appendix I we show that a modified version of this rule has a rather wide range of applicability.
We show also that for many distributions, when the mean is multiplied by k and the variance by

k2 , then ya and u. (y.) also are multiplied by k. This also is noticeable in the numerical
model (see Table 2.2). It also can be seen that commodities with large cube must be stocked
sparingly in a small vessel. These results are true for a wide class of distributions. The

specific numerical values of the yo's and the u0 (y)'s are, of course, more sensitive to the
particular distribution and may have to be computed for each individual case.
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The very fact that the general rules which come out of our model are eminently plau- ref
sible serves as an a posteriori justification of the basic assumptions we have made in the sib,

Introduction.

We come now to the discussion of the behavior of the maximum utility function, A

We note that as C (total available cube) is increased, W 0 at first rises sharply, but then :ts

rate of increase diminishes. This becomes especially clear when one examines the benavior

of the ratio AW 0 iAC. The behavior of ,' can be used as a guide in deciding on the amount of

space C to be set aside on a given ship for storage of commodities.

From the above discussion it appears that the present model leads to reasonable results

for commodities of a noncritical nature. It might, therefore, be used as a basis for some pre-

liminary allowance list computations.

It is clear, of course, that our criterion of maximizing the average number of fulfilled

demands may not be the only useful criterion. For example, one might use the criterion that

the sum of the mean square deviations of the demands from the amounts stocked shall be a

minimum, subject to the space constraint. In other words, we could minimize

E FZ a ,~' z ( 0Ix - yo' 6 (xo) d x,
La I2  f wh,

Z 1var Y IE (x y 0]
a Eder

dez

sub)ecttto c y Y C ti

str.

This would yield the relations

I co E (xs)
yC- E(xa)+ c a  1for a 1, .... n

n 2 It .

Because this model minimizes the mean square deviation of the demand from the amount
stocked, it could be expected to lead to overemphasis on meeting the demands of commodities wh,

with very large variance at te expense of those commodities whose demand is reasonably
uniform. Our model, on the other hand, does not minimize this mean squared dev iation, but

concentrates instead on meeting the greatest possible number of demands on the average.
Thus, it appears that the criterion that we have chosen, while not unique, does lead to desirable

consequences.

The model that we have considered in this paper is a purely probabilistic one. We have
assumed that the probability density functions were known. In practice, the probability distri- wht

bution is not known, and only some of its properties can be obtained from the analysis of he 0 1

available data. One can use this statistical Information in order to determine the parameters

in an appropriately chosen distribution function. This, in fact, is the way in which one must use

the present model for detailed computations. On the other hand, one could conceivably
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n. plau- reformulate the problem so as to take more direct advantage of the available information, pos-
in the sibly bypassing some of the intermediate steps inherent in the present formulation.

ton, W O.

it then its

behavior

APPENDIX I
able results

: some pre- The General Theory

of fulfilled Let us define the following set of functions
erion that

all bea wa xa when x y a

f0  (x , Yo) =. , a -- 1. . .n
awa yo when x. zya

where x. is the amount of commodity a demanded, and Ya is the amount of commodity a
stocked, and where wa are the relative weights assigned the commodities according to their
importance. This function, fa (xa, ya), represents the "gain" that we achieve if we meet a
demand x. when we stock an amount y,. Of course, when xa is larger than y., we meet the
demand as best we can, namely, by supplying what we have in stock y,.

Our objective is to maximize our total gain. We approach this by maximizing the total
utility function, W (defined as the expected value of the total gain), subject to the space con-

straint. In other words, we maximize

W (YI... , 'Yn E fcf(xal Y,)] subject to Z c.Yo=C.

It should be noted that we have assumed the gain to be additive. Now,

mount E[ f f
mmoditles where O(Xi, ... , xn) is the joint probability density function of xV . x n •sonably 11 1 Xnn
ionbuy We have made the assumption that the demand for commodity a is independent of com-

ition, but
erage. modity ,, so that their joint probability density function can be written as:

to desirable
0.( 1....... Xn) = (xl)4>2 (x2 ) "" t n (Xn)

le. We have

'lity distri- where 0a(xa) is the probability density function of xa . The range of each x. clearly is from

-its of the 0 to c. Whenever no limits of integration are indicated, they are to be taken as from 0 to c.

,arameters

one must use

Lbly
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Since fon (x,) dx = I

we get: E [1: f (x1 , y1 )* 1 (xl) dxl + + f (X )d) ( edE a faX ' a  nf ( 'Y) I(X d l " +f nXn Yn) n (n d n'

ar

Now let us define le

la;

w. u. (ya) = E f. (x, , ya) ff. (x, , ya)*,2 (xa) dx, su

and therefore maximize

W (YI... Yn) = Z wa ua(ya) subject to Z cy,, C.
a

TI.

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, we form the function

D= E wa u" (Ya) " X [ Cc Ya - C

We get n equations of the form: C1.

(Li) 0 dD d wt
0  dy0 -1,ua(,] c

The set of equations (L 1), together with the equation of constraint, determines the n 1 vari-

ables y. and X. Equations (Li) can be written as:

ca  d C
w o  d Yc ua (Ya)

d X a 0 a (x,) dxa + ya 41a (xe) dxa

da ]
a it I

OD of

fy sh

ML

Remembering the normalization of the 4. (x,,), we have the final form of our equations: F
PO

ya ca
(1.2) () dx = 1 - X -(12jo0 a aa

and a Ca Ya C,

an,

These equations determine a unique set of y,'s, provided that, for all a, ¢a (x 0 ) 0 for all

values of x. (except possibly on a set of measure zero).
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That this stationary point is really a maximum of W (y Yn) can be easily shown

by the methods outlined in Courant-Hilbert, "Methoden der Mathematischen Physik," 1931
edition, p. 200.

dxn We are now ready to compute the mean quantity of commodity a supplied when an

amount y. is stocked. This is obtained as follows: If an amount of x. is demanded which is

less than y,, then that amount is supplied. If, on the other hand, the amount demanded, x., is

larger than the amount stocked, only an amount y, can be supplied. Thus the average amount

supplied is:

aaua (Y) j.a 0 .~ (x,) dx0 . ya 0a (x,) dx,

The mean quantity of commodity a not supplied when an amount Ya is stocked is:

V (y') = / xa - yo) Oa (xa) dxa

Clearly,
w U, (Ya) +va (y,) z E(Xa)

where
E (xa ) -  xa a (x,) dx, .

n.+I vani-
In order to solve equations (1.2), we shall assume a value of X.; compute Ya by using

a table of the appropriate cumulative distribution function; and then determine the corresponding

01 C from the subsidiary condition. Since,

Ya
f0 oo that (x) dx, < ,

wa /W4\it follows that - > > 0 for all a, and therefore rain I> X > 0. This defines the range
ca - - \cale in

of permissible values of X.
We shall now turn to the discussion of several useful properties of our model. We shall

show that if the mean is multiplied by k and the variance by k , then y. and ua (ya) also are
multiplied by k. This is usually true for distributions which have more than.one parameter,

tations: For example, it holds for the normal and the logarithmic normal but does not hold for the

Poisson. The proof proceeds as follows (for simplicity we delete the subscript a):
Given a distribution function * (x), such that

(I) f0 (x) dx= I

(2) E(x)- =fxo(x)dx-- M
and (

0 fral(3) Var (x) -- x2 O(x) dx - [E(x)) 2 ; 2
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then the distribution function
of

k k0

has the properties:

(1) fk = f(.(x)dx: f,(z)d5  1I

(2) E (x)= fx i(x) dx = fx i*(') dxf f k kW(

= k 20(2) dz= kM

~and
and (3) Var W = fx2 , (x) dx - [E(x)12  = fx2 1 (0 )dx - [E()2

= k2 fz2o (z) dz - [kM]12 z k2 22. Cl,

If the distribution function ;P(x) has the same analytical form as 4' (x), differing from

it only in the values of its parameters, then we can use it to find the scaling laws for y and the

u (y). Thus, if y is defined by the equation
ha,

j 4 (x) dx - . ,a

then

- y'/k an,
1- dx f . (z) dz, iti(

and therefore
y' ky.

This defines the new amounts to be stocked. Also, if originally

y
u (Y)f xOx) dx +y *(x) dx .

* Now,
u't')f xip(x)dx~y' flJ(x)dx,

yy

0 I  fy

1 y 0(!) dx y+ Y 1) dx ,

)-'/k

U, y' f fk zo(z)dz+y # (z) dz: ku(y).u'y f *z z y '/k :,

t ,i

. . . . . . ... . . ... .
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It also is easy to show another fairly general property of the model. If a function g (x)
of the variable x is normally distributed, with mean m and variance o 2, then

g(x) - m
0

is N(0, 1). Then,

1 e-(g(x)-m) 2/2a 2 dg(x)*(x) e- d
dx

We shall consider the case where g(x) is a monotonically increasing function of x such that

-W <cg(x)<i n, while 0<x <cc. Then

f (x) dx : 1 i-(g(y)-m)/a e-f 2 /2 dc=AX

d'j.(x) .w"

ci1 c 1
Clearly, whenever 1 - A w = we have g(y) =m, which can be solved for y. If I - ww 2-

fferingfrom then g-- = " > 0, and therefore g(y) = m * 'o. Clearly T is the same for two commodities
for y and

having equal even though their means and variances may differ. But if T 1f= 7 2' m1 = m2'

and u I >02, then clearly gl(yl) >g 2 (y 2 ), and therefore also Y1 >y 2 " Similarly, if

-g(y)-mandy 7y, - -< 0; and if T,z T2 , 001 1 M2, and a g 1 (y)<9g2 (y 2 )

and Y < Y2" .This shows that for small C (large positive X) one stocks less of the commod-
ities with large o. On the other hand, when C is large, one stocks more of the commodities

with large o than of those with small a.

I

13 Voa. 3
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A POLARIS LOGISTICS MODEL

MARVIN DENICOFF
JOSEPH FENNELL

SHELDON E. HABER

. W. H. MARLOW
HENRY SOLOMON

* This paper presents a basic loss minimization model which has

been applied in varying contexts for Polaris logistics problems.

Definitive results are obtained in a general framework which extends

the classic newsboy problem in two principal directions. First,

probability distributions for demand are unrestricted. Second. a

general framework for "penalties" or "premiums" is introduced to 0

permit formulation of possibly non-convex loss functions. The main

result is a constructive cx.istence theorem for minimum values o.

these general expected loss functions.
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0. Introduction.

The aim of this paper is to present the foundation for a family of

logistics models which can be used to formulate and solve a variety of

problems. Each member of the family results as a special case of a

single basic loss minimi-zation model. It is to this basic underlying

model that the present paper mainly applies. Subsequent papers in

the Polaris Logistics Studies~ series will discuss applicaticns9 in

detail. particularly in the areas of allowance lists and load lists.

Terminology and notation are consistent with earlier studies in the

present series [1, 2] wherein will be found considerable

1 The preparation of this paper was sponsored by the Office of

Naval Research and the Special -Projects Office. Reproduction in whole

or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government.

2Navy Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
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additional background material affecting applications. 0

1. Basic expectations.

Our loss minimization model is a generalization of the formulation

for the classic "newsboy problem" which dates back at least to World

War II [3, pages 31 - 32] . This is the problem of the boy who is re- 0

quired to buy his papers at 2 cents and sell them at 3 cents, and

is not allowed to return his unsold papers. Under conditions permitting

the assumption that his customers appear according to a Poisson distri-

bution with known mean, say 10, it turns out that expected profit will

be maximum (i. e., loss will be minimum) if he buys 9 papers rather

than the obvious quantity 10 . So far as we know, earliest publication

of a generalized version of such a model was [4]; Whitin and Youngs

also seem to have been the first to state that the assumption of Poisson

distribution of demand is inessential. Our present deve!pment is dis- 0

tinguished principally by two features.

a. A generalized loss function is employed which

4 includes the formulation of [4] as a non- 0

trivial special case.

b. No special conditions are imposed on the dis-

tribution of demand which may be any

probability distribution with a finite mean. 0

It will be convenient to phrase our exposition in terms of a sub-

marine allowance list problem. Afterwards, we will consider wider

application for our results but for now we limit our attention for

illustration. We consider a specific allowance list candidate which is a 0

particular repair part competitor for placement on-board for use by

ships force in direct support of installed components. (See [2. page 301.)

It is correct to regard such a part as one which may possibly be required

-2-
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for use during patrol. i.e. , at a time when the vessel will be operating I

in isolation with no-possibility whatsoever of obtaining repair parts from

sources other than its own allowance list stocks. For the specific item

we are considering we require that two real numbers be specified rela-

tive to a single patrol period.

A = penalty per unit stocked in excess of number

demanded during the entire patrol-.
(1.1)

B = penalty per unit demanded in excess of

number stocked for the entire patrol. S

Different repair parts candidates may have different (A. B) pairs

assigned subject to the following requirements of which the first serves

only to eliminate complete triviality.

(1.2) Not both of A and B are zero.

Both A and B are expressed as

(1.3) values on a common numerical scale

which is furthermore common to all

allowance list candidates.

The common numerical scale in (1. 3) is the measuring scale for

utility which will underlie our work. Our objective will be to minimize •

total expected penalties associated with values accrued on this scale.

We may as well imagine that the scale in (I. 3) is as large as the

entire real number system: positive numbers represent penalties

while negative numbers denote premiums. As noted above, we aim to

minimize loss or, what is the very same thing, to maximize gain.

It is clear that the most advantageous allowance quantity. n

would equal exactly d , the quantity to be demanded for use during

:-3-
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patrol. If such were possible. i.e.. if n = d, a minimum loss of zero

would accrue. If n > d a loss would be incurred due to there being a

surplus; specifically, we would lose (n- d)A . On the other hand,

with n < d there would be a shortage of (d - n) units with associated

penalty (d - n) B . In the absence of advance knowledge as to the value

to be assumed by d we turn to a probability distribution to be able to 0

t:eat future uncertain demands. That is, for the specific candidate we

are considering, there must be defined

Pi Probability of exactly i units being

(1.4) demanded for use during patrol:

i =0. 1, 2.....

This requireG

P>Oforeach i and i: P 1 1

It will be a notational convenience to write

5
(1.6) Cs= iFO Pi P

to denote a cumulative probability. In the present context C. repre-

sents the probability that demand during a patrol will not exceed s

units of the i-,em we are considering as an allowance list candidate. We
1/ S

will write m to denote the mean of the distribution (1.4), i.e.,

the expected number of units demanded,

(1.7) m = Z i P.
i=O 1

0

/In the following we suppose that the mean m exists as a

finite quantity in order to avoid unrewarding complications.

-4 -
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Given the distribution (1 .4) we define the surplus function, a ,

whose value a(s) , s 0. 1, 2 ... equals the expected number of

units overstocked during a patrol in case the allowance quantity equale

s . We readily compute

s
(1.8) a(si = .i(s - i) Pi •

We proceed in analogous fashion to define a shortage function, b,

whose value b(s) , s = 0, 1, 2, ... equals the expected number of

units understocked during a patrol in case the allowance quantity equals

s . We find

(1.9) b(s) (i- 8) Pi

This completes the set of functions we need in order to formulate loss

functions for minimization.

It will be convenient to have available some standard mathematical

terminology applicable to a function a defined on integers.

DEFINITION. A function a defined on 0

s = 0, 1, 2, .... is said to be nondecreasing

if s I < s 2 implies a(s1 )  <C(s 2 ) . In case

the strict inequality always holds then a is

an increasing function. The terms non- 0

increasing and decreasing have corresponding

definitions.

Functions falling into one of the above categories are termed monotonic

functions. Next, we require the definition of a convex function. For 0

the case of a curve a. convexity means that if a chord is drawn

between two points on the curve then no point on the chord can lie below

the curve.

-5-
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DEFINITION. A function a defined on

s O 12..... is said to be convexin x if S

(1.10) Z(s)<e (s -1) + Q(s + 1)

holds for s = 1, 2.... In case the strict

inequality always holds then a* is strictIy

convex. The function a is called concave in

case -L is convex, there is the corresponding

definition for strictly concave.

Condition (1. 10) simply requires that the second differences be non-

negative. A convenient equivalent rearrangement of (1.10) requires

that the first differences be nondecreasing:

0 (1.11) t(s) - a(s -1I) < a(s + 1) - o(s) - S

This exhibits convexity as a property of diminishing returns. Indeed.

if

a(s) = CL(s + 1) - C(s) 5

represents the difference in return going from "state" s to s + 1

then if a is convex,

Aa(s - I) <An(s) <Aa(s + 1)< ... etc. S

One of the most important properties of a convex function is

that it possesses at most one local minimum. i.e. . any minima are

"gl obal". Specifically, if

- ) > a(s') < n(s' + 1)

then there can be no integer s for which a(s) <a(sv) . This

conclusion is a consequence of the fact that (I.11) in this case

-6-
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causes a(s) > a(s') for s < s and also for s > S. Of course a

convex function need not have any minimum at all. e.g.. a(s) = -s for

s = 0. 1. 2..... or more generally. in case Aa is negative for

all s . However, if Ac(s*) > 0 for at least one s*, then there is

a unique smallest s. 0 < s < s* . at which ha(s) > 0 . For this

first (perhaps the only) s.. Aa(s) changes sign assuring that u(s)

is a global minimum. In what follows we shall make considerable use

of this last mentioned property Specifically. we shall find the smallest

integer *s by successively testing the sign of Aa(s) in the order

s = 0. l. 2 ... to find the first s for -which Aa(s) 0=

We now return to consideration of the particular functions a and

b. the surplus function (1. 8) and the shortage function (l. 9)

respectively.

LEMMA 1. The functions a and b are

non-negative and convex in s . Further-

more, a is nondecreasing while b is

nonincreasing.

PROOF. Non-negativity is an immediate consequence of the

fact that a(s) and b(s) are both sums of non-negative numbers.

Actually. the entire lemma follows readily with the aid of easily established

expressions. •

(1.12) a(O) = 0

a(s + 1) = a(s) + Cs

I =

(1.13) b(O)=m
b(s + 1) = b(s) -(1 - C')

-7-
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For exatuple, convexity of a(s) is established by two applications of 0

(1.12) whereby (1.10) is verified with

Za(s)= a(s-) + a(s + 1) -P B

Proof that a(s) is nondecreasing is direct with (1.12) . Corres- •

ponding applications of (1.13) for b(s) complete the proof. Notice

that we cannot establish strict properties for all 9 (positivity.

convexity or. e.g., that a(s) be increasing) on account of possibly

vanishing terms P. . As an additional remark in passing we note

that the following useful alternative expressions may readily he derived

for the functions a and b

(1.14) a(s) - b(s) = a - m

(1.15) a(s). = Z O O Cj
j= it. i

s-I 'C s-I

(1.16) b(s) m - E E P= m- (I -C.)
j=0 i=j+l 1

A graphical illustration of the lemma is contained in Figure 1.

Observe that b(s) tends to zero as consistent with the expectation

that average numbers of units "short" will diminish toward zero as

s grows larger. On the other hand, a(s) eventually climbs at an

angle of 450 reflecting the expectation that from some point onward each

additional unit stocked is likely to be a surplus item. It is important

to notice that these expectations are in direct ccnflict: with loss ex-

pressed purely in terms Df expected numbers of inventory units.

moving so as to decrease loss a(s) tends to increase loss b(s) ,

and conversely.

. .... . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . - m n , , . . . . . . ,a m . . . . . , m . .
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Expected
Number
of Units

a(s)
4

30

2-S

rn b(s)
---- ------- - Units

-1 1 iStocked
0 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 1. Graphs of a(s) and b~s)
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2. Loss functions.

In the present paper we devote attention to a single general loss

function. However. on account of the generality we are able to specialize

in several interesting directions which explains our use of the plural form

in the present section title. Let us consider a single allowance list candi-

date for which the demand distribution (1 .4) and the penalties A and

B of (1. 1) are fixed. Then one possibility is to follow the lead of the

classic newsboy and, as was done in [4], specify that the expected loss

in case the allowance quantity is s will equal

(2.1) a(s) A +b(s) B

Such a procedure is entirely consistent with strict interpretation of

(1) in which each and every surplus unit leads to a penalty of A and

each and every unit short leads to a penalty of B . We could generalize

this approach many ways: A and B could themselves be functions of

s to reflect. say economic, consideration-;; we could employ quadratic

functions of a(s) and b(s) rather than the linear (Z. 1) ; etc.

Rather than pursuing such possibilit~es in the abstract. our present

attention will be given to modifying (2. 1) so as to reflect certain dif-

ferences between the newsboy problem and others, notably submarine

allowance l1st problems.

At the focal point of our concern is the number B in (1. 1).

In particular, we wish to be able to limit the number of times we could

incur a unit penalty B . This is different than for the case of the

newsboy for whom B equals one cent so that each and every unfilled

demand gives rise to a penny loss. For the submarine, B by defini-

tion represents the penalty associated with each unit short of the repair

part. Each such shortage will be considered to have a definite effect

on its parent "component" . Thus, for the submarine allowance

list problem we let B measure the effect on the parent component

-10-
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due to the shortage of a single repair part unit. This effect may be total

loss of the function provided by the component or it could simply be

"mild degradation". Whatever the effect on the component. B must

represent it through providing a unit penalty measure. It is wortb

noting again at this point that B may vary in value from one repair

part to another. In addition, we will now allow for variation of a dif-

ferent sort from candidate to candidate.

DEFINITION. Associated with each candidate

for stocking is a quantity a called its span

which is either a positive integer or else w = co

In case a is finite then the largest possible penalty due to parts

shortages will equal aB We will associate the probability

P. with accruing the maximum penalty orB when s units
i=s+- I

are stocked. This then means that we have an identical penalty rB

* ' associated with shortages equal to any one of a, a + I. w + Z....

In the contrary case, or = wo causes iB to be associated with i - -

44 units short no matter how large i .may be. This latter procedure

seems not unreasonable for the newsboy who sees, as we noted above.

a penny loss for each and every unfilled demand. On the other hand.

consider say Sonar Alfi which is installed in total number 4r on

board a submarine. If the submariner uses B for unit loss of one S

of these sonars then he could reason that irB is his maximum loss.

Somewhat differently., Transistor Bravo might be installed a times

within the sonar while B represents a unit shortage of one transis -

tor for this one sonar: again there is a rationale for span w .

Possibilities such as the above for the newsboy, for the submariner,

and for others, are covered in the following loss function.

-4S
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DEFINITION. The expected loss corresponding

to stocking a quantity -s for a candidate with

span Ir is as follows for s = 0. 1. Z.

5 s4v1
(2.2Z) L( s, 4) = .Z0 {(s -i)A} P + E {i-))P. + +l {B P

We observe first that L(s, 00) is the limiting case of (2.2) with

value as shown in (2. 1) . Mcorc jnerally, (2. 2) may be

replaced by

(2.3) L(s, ir) = a(s) A + {b(s) - b(s + a-)) B

as may readily be verified with (1. 9)

LEMMA 2. Let A >0 and B >0 for

definiteness. Irhiei L is non-negative and,

for any cr , is convex in s if and only

if for an s

(2.4) (A +B)Ps - BP >0
S+CS

For any s , L is concave and non-

decreasing in ir

PROOF. The present lemnma can be established along

direct lines from Lemnma 1. First, we may employ (1. 12Z) and

(1. 13) together with (2. 3) to write down several relations.

(2.5) L(O, cr) = (m - b(o'}) B

(2.6) L(s +1,o() .:L(s,w) + (A +B) C - B CB

(2.7) L(s, (r + 1) =L(s, a-) + B (I C C)

-12-
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Two applications of (2. 6) directed toward (1. 10) yield condition

(2. 4) while the final sentence in Lemma 2 of course results from (2. 7).

COROLLARY. Let A > 0 and B > 0 for

definiteness. Then if a co, L is convex

in s.

PROOF. Condition (2.4) in this case is always satisfied

in the form (A + B) P > 0 which obtains since P =0 in the limit.

As we indicated in the paragraph following (1. 10). convex

functions are noteworthy for the relative ease by which their minima

may be found. In particular. if L is not convex we must proceed

with care to avoid mistaking a local minimum for a desired minimum

for all s . Since we are permitting the probability distribution0

({ %) to be completely arbitrary. (2. 4) may easily fail for finite
V:e.g.. Ps = 0 and P > 0 is clearly sufficient and there is

s s+W
nothing to prevent this occurring for an infinite number of integers s

However. it will turn out that despite possible non-convexity of L

we will be able to minimize L(s. u) as a function of s without

restrictive assumptions on {P-). A. B. or c . All of this

will come about through exploitation of Lemma 2 and its corollary.

3. Minimizing expected losses.

In this section we solve the problem of determining the most

advantageous allowance quantity for our submarine allowance list

example. In fact, we establish quite a bit more than this due to the

generality of our formulation. The general problem to be solved con-

sists of minimizing L(s, a) from (2.2) as a function of s for

arbitrary [P i). A iB. and a . It will be convenient to

start with a = co which, as we have noted. corresponds to the

classic newsboy problem.

-13-
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LEMMA 3. (Whitin and Youngs) Let A > 0

and B > 0 . Then for the case of infinite

span, a- = h L .as a global minimum

which first occurs at

(3.1) n= min {C > B/(A + B)) .
5 5=

PROOF. The loss function L is in this case convex in

s according to the Corollary to Lemma 2. This means that we may

search for its minimum by the procedure discussed in the paragraph

below (I. 11) . In detail, we first show that AL(s, -n) > 0 for at

least one s . This is immediate from (Z. 6) whereby. since

C = in the limit for a= c

ALs,)= (A + B) C -B
5

and we see that L(s. -c) has the same algebraic sign as does

(3.2) C -B/(A + B)

Then AL(s. wc) > 0 for at least one s since otherwise from (3.2)

we would contradict either C = 1 or BI(A + B) < I. Proof is

thus complete and we denote the smallest such s by n as shown

in (3. 1).

In the context of our allowance list example there are two cases

to be distinguished in practice as illustrated in Figure Z. On the left.

the minimum occurs at n = 0 which would mean that the repair part

1/ Since we permit arbitrary probability distributions (Pi ) it

may happen that the minimum may occur for severil successive values

of s rather than for at most two as in [4] where one of the res-

trictions was P. > 0 for all i .

1
-14-
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0 s

0 1 z 4 5 0 1 2 3 4

Figure 2. Two examples of minima for L(s. ao)
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should not be carried on board the submarine. In case n > 0 as on the

right, the item should be carried on board and in quantity n units.

The following corollary is of considerable importance in practice

since it exhibits the ratio B/A as the critical determinart indepen-

dent otherwise of scaling for the penalties A and B as defined in

(.1).

COROLLARY I. (Whitin and Youngs) If A > 0

B > 0 and a = w, the minimum of L(s, -) is

determined by the value of the ratio B/A

PROOF. If B/A = a then the quantity of B/(A + B) in

(3. 1) equals a /(l + a) . It is similarly convenient to note that if

S B/(A +B) = p then B/A = P/(1 -P)

Careful examination of the proof for Lemma 3 taken together with

our earlier lemmas reveals that A and B may represent "penaltics"

of any kind whatsoever, even negative penalties which we equate to@S
"premiums". The problem of minimizing expected total loss, i.e..

L(s, o) , is then in certain cases trivial. However, as we show below

following (3. 3), we cannot apply (3. 1) in all cases for A and

B.

COROLLARY 2. If A and B in (1.1) are

arbitrary real numbers there is at most one

optimum value n for which L(s, co) is mini-

mum as shown in the following table.

-16-
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Shortage Penalty

Minimum B<0 B=0 B>O
at s =

<A<0 o a

A 0 0 o

A>0 Unique S
A > 0 0 0 finite

n

PROOF. We use "optimum" to denote the smallest integer

at which a global minimum is assumed. Consider A < 0 Then if

B < 0 we have a concave loss function which is the negative of L in

Lemma 3. There could be a 1)cal minimum at n = 0 in a case cor-

responding to reflection of the right-hand sketch in Figure 2. 'ut there

can be no global minimum except n = oo . If B = 0, L(s, w) = a(s) A 0

is in this case by Lemma 1 decreasing for s sufficiently large and

the same holds true if B > 0 . Thus, in each case for the first row of

the table, n = - consistent with the condition of premiums for sur-

plus. In the second row. L(s, -) = b(s) B and with Lemma 1 we see

that L is nondecreasing. zero, or nonincreasing when B < 0

B = 0 , or B > 0 so that n = 0. 0, or 10, respectively. Next.

n = 0 in case A > 0 and B = 0 wherein L(s, oo) = a(s) A is

nondecreasing. The only remaining case in the table is A > 0, B < 0

But always when a = ce

(3.3) AL(s, o) A C s -B1 -C

by virtue of (2.6) so that A > 0 for all s when A > 0 and

B < 0 , whereupon n = 0 . This completes the proof.

-17-
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It is worthy of note that (3.1) cannot be applied in all cases to

produce results agreeing with the table. For example. if B a 0 and

A<0 then in (3.1) we would seek min (C > 0) and would find

n = 0 in disagreement with n a in the table. Rather than charac-

terizing the exact applicability of (3.1) for general A and B it

seems preferable to suppose that the table given above will be consulted 0

and (3.1) is to be applied only for the case A > 0. B> 0

The fundamental result toward which we have been working wi-l

now be stated a'nd proved as a constructive procedure for determining

the existence and location of integers n for which L(s. r" is

rminimum.

THEOREM. Let A >0 and B>0 . Then

L(s. 0) has a global minimum which first

occurs at say s a n . A necessary condition

on n is

(3.4) C > {BI(A+B))C

If n' satisfies (3.1) then a necessary and

sufficient condition is that the present n

minirrzes L(s, a) over s = 0. I. .... ul .

PROOF. In order that n minimize L(s. v) we must

of course have L(n, w)<L(n+I, 1) . With the aid of (2.6). this

last inequality establishes condition (3.4) . By Lemma 2. for any

, L(s. r) is non-negative, concave and nondecreasing in r

We need more than this to establish the final sentence in the theorem.

In fact. writing A to denote differencing on s. we need to show

that although it need not be convex in • A L(s. a) is itself
5

nonincreasing in r This results from (2.6) whereby

-18-
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(3.5) ALUs. w+l1) A L(sw) a-B P 1 ,

a non-positive quantity. so that for each s

(3.6) a L(s, . <. <A L(s.a4 +l1)< & L(s. 40 <..a a a Z a

Let us consider n' satisfying (3. 1) which means that for v s

*the minimum of L(s. a*). first occurs for a u n: n' is the

initial value of s for which 0 < A L(s. s).But then by virtue of

(3.6) , 0<,A L(n'. a). for every r .Since L(s, co) is convex.
a s

A aL(s. so) is nondecreasing in s so that A L Us. so>0 for

s > n' . Hence, we also have A L(s. a) >0 for s > n' for any

finite a .We conclude that L(s. v-) is nondecreasing for s > a'

and n' must be the largest value of s at which a minimum of

L(s. ia) can occur for any a 1. This completesthe proof. Notice

that we have reduced the problem of minimizing L(s. a) over all

the integers a = 0. 1. 2. ... to the trivial problem of minimization

over afinite set = 0. 1. 2. .. n'

Several observations are in order at this point. First. (3. 1) -

is clearly the limiting case of (3.4) since in the latter C w

tends to unity as w becomes infinite. Second. (3.4) is not a

sufficient condition unless L(s. a) is convex in a; from Lemma Z

we see that for general (P. w; cannot guarantee convexity In a

Perhaps the simplest example of possible difficulty from non-convexity

would be A L(s, c) =0 yet L(s +1. a) >L(s +2, c) so that

L(s. w) = L(s +41. a) is not a minimum. We overcome such diffi-

culties, and others, by exhaustive search over the finite range

0. 1. ... , n' . We will now show that exhaustive search over the

finite set for a cannot be avoided in the -general case for finite span.

In order to demonstrate this we first exhibit a case where min Us. a)
8

occurs neither at the first nor at the last s for which

-19-
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AsL(s, w) > 0.. Such a case is given in Figure 3 where L4s. 1)

possesses both local minima and localmaxima. Notice that "

mV L(s, 1) occurs at s = 4 while znin L(s, m) is achieved
5 5

for s a 16. A sketch for L(s. 1) and L(s. c) is contained

in Figure 4. We complete the demonstration that our theorem cannot

be improved unless restrictions are placed on A. B. (P 1 ) , by S

exhibiting an example in Figure 5 where local minima of L(s. 1)

are locally concave. Here, L(s. Qo) is minimum for a = 5

while L(s, 1) is minimum at s a 4 . Local minima at s = 0. 2

and 4 form a concave set in Figure 5 whereas local minima in

Figure 4 form a convex set. The conclusion is that for practical pur-

poses our theorem and its exhaustive search cannot be improved.

Finally, it may be instructive to note that (3.4) is equivalent to

(3.7) C>B/A (P + + ..

whose right-hand member again fixes attention on the critical ratio

(B/A) , this time taken together with probability of demand over the

range n + 1, n + 21 ... ,# n4 r

It is clear that we may state an exact analogue to Corollary 1,

Lemma 3.

COROLLARY 1. If A >0 and B > 0

the minimum of L(s. c) is determined

by the value of the ratio B/A .

PROOF. The proof for Corollary I to Lemma 3

applies. 0

-20- 
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* PS a(s) b(s) LUs, 1) Us. ~

0 0.1 0 9.0 45 450
1 0 0.1 8.1 46 406
2 0.1 0.2 7.2 42 362
3 0 0.4 6.4 44 324
4 0.1 0.6 5.6 41 286
5 0 0.9 4.9 44 254
6 0.1 1.2 4.2 42 222'.
7 0 1.6 3.6 46 196
8 0.1 2.0 3.0 45 170
9 0 2.5 2.5 50 150

10 0.1 3.0 2.0 50 130
ii1 0 3.6 1.6 56 116

*IZ 0.1 4.2 1.2 57 102
13 0 4.9 0.9 64 94
14 0.1 5.6 0.6 66 86
15 0 6.4 0.4 74 84
16 0.1 7.2 0.2 77 82
17 0 8.1 0.1 86 86
18 0.1 9.0 0 90 90
19 0 10.0 0 100 100
20 0 11.0 0 110 110

Figure 3. A numerical exaMple: A 10. B =50.
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zoo

100

Mini L(s. -

70

60

40

Mi!iL(i. 1)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Figure 4. A sketch of two loss functions.
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a F I a!$) Ib(s) L(e,l) i(s .. .)

o 0.03 0 4.56 0.9? 4.568
1 0.01 0.03 3.61 *.99 3.64
2 0.05 0.07 2.65 0.96 2.72
3 0.08 0.16 1.74 0.99 1.90
4 0.20 0.33 0.91 0.96 1.24
5 0.35 0.70 0.26 0.96 0.95
6 0.28 1.42 0 1.42 1.42

7 .2 0 24 .42-

8 0 3.42 0 3.4 3.42

Fiimre 5. Aim example with A a B a -I.
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COROLI ARY 2. If A and B in (.1)

are arbitrary real numbers there is at most 0

ope optimum value n for which 14s. r)

is minimum. The table in Corollary 2 of

Lemma 3 applies to the present case for a .

Shortage Penalty

Minimum
at a zn B....

I_
3f AO < 0 do M

' A=0 0 0 o

A. Unique S
-A >0 fnite

PROOF. If A< 0 then for s sufficiently large.

AeL(s, w)<O and naso. If A0. L(s.a) = (b(s)-b(s + a)) B

where the quantity within ( ) is nonincze.ming in s as may be

verified with (1. 13) . This means that just as in the earlier

Corollary 2 for a a so . the present L is nondecreasing, zero. or

nonincreasing according as B < 0. B = 0. or B > 0. respectively.

Continuing to row 3. if B = 0 then L is independent of r and

na 0. Finally. as was done above. if A >0 and B<0 we

verify n = 0 with (Z.5) by proving AL(s. w) < 0 for all a

This completes the proof. g 5

4. Inventory models.

The theorem of the preceding section and its corollaries may

-24-
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be used to handle a variety of situations represented by the process of

minimizing L(s. r) as a function of s for given (P.) A. B
and v . With Corollary 2 we can immediately determine whether or

not a unique finite minimum is achieved. Either n = m or else there

is an integer n at which L(s, a) first achieves its minimum. Then . .

either n = 0 from the table or else n is determined by the finite

process of the theorem.

In the present paper we limit ourselves to a simple illustration

for application to inventory models. We return to our example of a

submarine allowance list problem and we suppose that (P.) , A.

B and r have been specified for each allowance list candidate. Of

these four we will consider that (P.) and w are fixed for each

candidate: (PJ will have to be accepted as given and a similarly

is a general constraint which we will not be able to change. We require S
next that a "unit cube" which is a uhit stowage volume in cubic feet,

c , be specified for each candidate. Then our problem will be to

deternine an allowance list which utilizes a total volume of C cubic

feet. Our procedure could be the following.~0 0

a. We arrange the allowance list candidates

in a "priority" sequence of nonincreasing

essentiality, e.g.. by techniques in [].

b. Using a given set of A's and B's (or

equivalently the ratios B/A ) we proceed

in "priority" order to minimize expected

loss L(s. a) for each individual allowance

List candidate.

c. An entire allowance list is determined

through specification of exact procedures

for starting, continuing and finally ter-

minating the steps b.

-25-
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While we wish to avoid detailed consideration of possibilities for step c. .--

the following remarks should serve to illustrate general techniques.

First, we could proceed through the entire list of candidates and then

compare C' our total accumulated stowage ripace requirement upon

completion with our limit C . We would then ordinarily compute

measures of expected performance (e.g..* the per cent of candidates for

which n = 0 ' and take these together with C' vs C in order

systematically to revise individual A's and B's preliminary to

another pass. Of course any pass could be terminated at a point in the

priority list prior to the actual end point. In such manner our entire-

allowance list would be determined by an iterative process approximating

a total stowage space requirement for C cubic f eet through individual

minimizations of loss functions for individual repair part candidates.

We have had experience with such processes and we plan to present

them in subsequent papers of the present series.

-26-
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The object of this paper is to provide a careful description of data

which are presently available for Fleet Ballistic Missile submarine allow-

ance list determinations. Such a description has turned out to be necessary

for several reasons. First, it is required in order to achieve sufficient L
precision to permit adequate problem formulation. Second, the needs for

data processing have been substantial: one has to be able to write instruc-

tions which will lead to submittal of correct data, one has to be able to

communicate with computers, etc. Finally, the present paper has been

written for use in evaluating various proposed allowance list methodologies

where one has to be able to specify precisely the range for the measure-

ments comprising the evaluation. Precise definitions of data entries are

* given and layouts are prescribed for autamati': data processing records so L 0

that it is possible to define an allowance list candidate. This is a part

* application which leads to acceptable aritht-netical input for an allowance

0L
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list optimization model. Various properties are developed for allowance

list candidates and standard terminology is adopted accompanied by

appropriate notation. There is also included a precise description of the

format for a published "Optimum COSAL" allowance list. The paper

concludes with summaries of certain data for the case of USS GEORGE .

WASHINGTON (SSBN) 598). The pr,.--nt paper is judged to be of

significance for Navy line-item inventory problems generally'rather

than for Polaris alone since the basic input data for military inventory

problems are much tht- same i;'vwav. One distinguishing feature of the

subject data is that they are nUow in sucessful operational use.

- •
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PRE FA CE
i0

The present study is the second of several papers to be issued by this

Project as Polaris Logistics Studies. Subsequent papers will consider

allowance list determinations, FBM load lists for deployed tenders, ashore

supply point problems, provisioning and procurement policies, and finally

the general problem of providing logistics information and control systems

to pqrmit overall satisfactory logistics.

* It will become apparent that the present series will represent a some-

what diverse range of interests. In addition to the fact that a somewhat

. eterogenous set of research techniques will appear there is one feature

which deserves special comment. This refers to the fact that careful

attention is given to the underlying situations to which the methodology is

to apply. It turns out that this introduces the need for considerable pre-

cision of terminology in engineering and logistics areas which unfortunately

include areas notorious for their lack of standards, e.g., the problem of

definition of a "component" as opposed to an "equipment". Nevertheless, a

substantial part of the contributiot of the present series is judged to consist

of its relevance for practical problems; this has required that unswerving

attention be paie to the exigencies of the background situations and their

definitions.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the support of the Logistics and

Mathematical Statistics Branch of the Office of Naval Resedrch under

whose contracts this work has been performed. in just the same way.

appreciation is due the Technical Director, Special Projects Office, and

his Assistant for Material Support who are co-sponsors of this research

-iii-
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by means of transfer of necessary funds to the Office of Naval Research.

Mention should also be made of the fact that the Bureau of Supplies and

Accounts and its field activities have been collaborators in the present

studies. Finally, it is most appropriate to cite the essential assistance

and support provided by the Logistics Research Project administrative

and clerical staff and by the members of the Project Computation

Laboratory who were essential for this work.
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0. Introduction and summary.

The object of this paper is to provide a careful description of data

which are presently available for Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM) submarine

allowance list determinations. As it is herein defined, the allowance list

for a vessel is the specification of the range and depth for wearable installed

parts to be carried on board the ship for use by the ships force in direct

support of installed components. A considerable portion of the present

paper actually consists of definitions which are required in order to be t

able to express exactly what we mean by the technical terminology employed

in the preceding sentence: range. iepth. wearable installed parts, use by

ships force, direct support, auid iinstalled components. Certainly the general

I/The preparation of this paper was sponsored by the Office of

Naval Research and the Special Projects Office. Reproduction in whole

or in part is p'rmitted for any purpose of the United States Government.

Navy Bureali of Supplies and Accounts
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meaning of each of these is clear, at least in broad terms, to anyone who 0

has had any contact with shipboard inventory problems. Nevertheless,

the provision of suitable definitions turns out to be an onerous and non-

trivial task.

There is considerable difficulty of communication on account of con- 0

flicting terminology in various quarters; e. g., the problems of distinguish-

ing between "parts", "components", "equipments", "assemblies", "modules",

etc.. etc. are well known for their difficulty. These difficulties naturally

increase when these terms must themselves be modified as in the above. S

case of "installed part". Our intent in the ,nresent paper will be to formu-

late definitions which are adequate a', convenient for allowance list purposes

without any attempt at providing a ,-%iversally acceptable language for engi-

neering documentation. A seconu Pi-int o difficulty in providing suitable

definitions is that many of the con.,. ji- are somewhat elusive to the p.int of

causing adequately precise dtecriptions to be rather cumbersome of expres-

sion. A simple and perhaps not c--erly elusive example of this would be the
distinction between a "part" and a "part application". The former refers to 0

a specific engineering entity satih as a 1/2 watt carbon 220 ohm 10% resistor.

On the other hand. a "part application" denotes an ordered pair, i.e.. a part

tied to a specific next higher parent assembly. For example, a given resistor

may appear in several different parent assemblies. There are approximately G

31, 000 parts and 56, 000 part applications making up the set of allowance list

$candidates" for an FlM submarine, so that in any discussion of "range" we

must be careful to specify exactly which group we mean. There is a more

fundamental difficulty in this particular example; this concerns the manner

in which the admissible "candidates" are defined. For example, shouldonly

parts which are stocked in the supply system be admitted or should the maxi-

mal range be permitted to include any part from the bill of materials? In the

Optimum COSAL Program our goal has been the latter approach. While there

-2.
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are difficulties associated with obtaining the requisite data, these do not

turn out to be insurmountable. Certain of the difficulties are associated

with what may be noted as a third general type of problem connected with

the provision of adequate definitions: the existence of discrepancies

between various procedures of different organizations. Just as in the case

of our first general topic above concerning differing terminologies, proce-

dural differences often are completely valid consequences of different

organizational missions, responsibilities. or in brief, the nature of the

problems being attacked. In the present report, we intend to place major

stress on the conceptual development. In cases where there exist irmpor-

tant procedural differences between organizations, we shall set as our first

goal an adequate problem formulation and we will then relate the different

existing procedures to the basic problem. Principal examples here include

the different. "component" population structures utilized by the Special

Projects Office and the various Bureaus and also the different techniques

(Allowance Parts Lists) employed by different Inventory Control Points

* for the representation of "parts" populations. in summary, we shall

endeavor to hold a middle ground between completely idealistic definitions

on the one hand and exhaustive journalistic representations of Navy termi-

nology and usage on the other.

Sections I and 2 contain mainly definitions of terms accompanied by

a thrcad of commentary having to do with general significance, a few ele-

mentary relationships and certain features which are important for auto-

matic data processing. With these definitions in hand, it is easy to describe

the format of a puiblished allowance list. This is done in Section, 3 for the

case of the Optimum Coordinated Shipboard Allowvance Lists or "Optimum

COSAL's" which are the allowance lists of concern for the present series

of papers.

Section 4 is devoted to a definition of an allowance list candidate: a

part application which leads to admissible input for an allowvance list

-3-
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optimization model. In order that a part be a candidate for an FEM sub-

marine allowance list, it is necessary that it satisfy quite a few conditions:

e.g., candidates must be parts which the ships force is capable of installing

while on patrol and hence, for example, they may not include parts which

are only accessible during dry-docking. Similarly, they do not include parts

for which maintenance policy forbid.s replacement by ships force. As another

example of a necessary criterion for an allowance list candidate as we define

one, we require that the part have a quan~titative population: if the "number

installed" for the part is really not a number but instead is designated as "AR"

for "as required" we conclude that it should not be considered to be installed

at all and we eliminate it. In this way it will be removed from the parts for

which in-line calculation will subsequently be made. After accomplishing the

definition of allowance list candidates in Section 4. the remainder of the section

is devoted to further development of their properties. Additional data are 0

*derived for use as input for subsequent allowance list determinatiunb: som-e

*of these data are simply numerical suich as "population". sorre are statistical

in nature relating to probabilities of future demands for the parts, and others

amount to scaling of data for use as numerical input to later calculation~s.-

Section 5 is devoted to summaries of distributions of various input data

for the USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598) allowance List candidates.

These serve to sharpen appreciation for the nature of the allowance list problem.

Indeed, Secticon Samounts to a summiary numerical description of the vessel for

allowance list purposes.

Despite the fact that the present paper is limited to Polaris allowance

lists, the reader may be assured that more widespread application is perfectly
possible. In fact, a great many of the data are available for other vessels. It

has turned out that FBM submarines have been used as the occasion to introduce

more advanced inventory control systems than heretofore have ever been

employed on a large scale by the Navy. This has resulted in the first place

-4-
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from the availability of new types of data such as military essentiality data

K [3] which were developed initially for conventional submarines [2] and then

were refined to apply specifically-to the Polaris weapons system. In the

second place, the more advanced techniques. were made possible by the

existence of data which, while rnot new in nature, were nevertheless not -

previously generally available for ust. Examples here would be 'popula-

tion" data, packaged stowage space required, i.e., "ui cube", usage

estimates, and others. Finally, the Polaris weapons system led directly

to the development (and implementation) of new allowance list methodology-

for determining actual lists under the 'Optimum COSAL Program". This

came about as a result of the decision to carry out the research using actual

data and to perfect the techniques meanwhile producing the best practicable

allowance lists. The resulting theoretical models wvill be described in sub-

sequent papers in the present series at which time it will become apparent

as to the nature of their relevance for logistics problems in addition to the

original Polaris problems. In much the same way the contribution of the

present paper is judged to be wider than to Polaris allowance lists alone: -

for one thing, it will be seen to assist problem formulations at higher

echelons than the submarine itself such as that of the deployed FBM sub-

marine tenders. In addition, the present paper is believed to be of signifi-

cance for Navy line -item inventory problems generally -- the basic input

data for military inventory problemns are much the same anyway. One -0

distinguishing feature of the subject data is that they are now in suceessfu.

operational use.

In Conclusion, the present paper has tuirned out to be necessary for

several reasons. First, it is required in order to achieve sufficient pre-

cision to permit adequate problem formulation. Second, the reeds for data

processing have been substantial: one has to be aible to write instructions

which will lead to submittal of correct data, one has to be able to communi-

cate with computers, ctc. Finally. the present paper hias been written for-
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use in evaluating various proposed allowance list methodologies where one 0

has to be able to specify precisely the range for the measurements com-

prising the evaluation.

1. Component-equipment data.

This section defines what are often termed Index Data by virtue of the

fact that they are the data used to generate the Index of a vessels allowance

list. The Index is made up of listings designating the component-equipment

configurations installed on the subject vessel. Use of the hyphenated expres-

sion "component-equipment" An the preceding sentence and in the heading of

the present section corresponds to the fact that we have to deal with entities

which typically are designated by either or both ,f these appellations. That

is, while they may even be given different labels, we recognize three princi-

pal cases: component-equipment pairs, components, and equipments. What-

ever they may be called, the idea is that they c nsLitute "parent next-higher

assemblies" for installed parts. (One approach to what they may as well be

called is defined beldw in 12) Component-Equipment MEC code.)

The designation actually used by the Navy for the records under dis-

cussion is Component Data Master Records. The exact layout of the subject

data record is displayed in Figure I. Taken together with the definitions and

explanations included below for the individual record fields. Figure I specifies

the complete range of data required at the component-equipment level in the

Optimum COSAL Program. This will become clear as the individual record

fields are discussed below in order.

I) Hull type is the alphabctic hull designation which is "SSBN" for

FBM submarines.

2) Hull number makes up a numeric field containing the actual hull

or bow number to whith the record applies. The union of Fields I and 2

is denoted by VESSEL NUMBER.

-6-
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r
COMPONENT DATA

MASTER RECORD

LAYOUT

Fiild Notation Length Record
No. for Contents of Positions

Field Field

1. Hull type 5 j- 5

2. Hull number 4 6- 9

3. CID Application code I 1 10- 20

4. Program Support code 2 2; - 22

5. SA Service Application code 6 Z3- 28

6. Equipment and/or Component nomenclature 48 29- 76

7. Service Application nomenclature 55 77-1 3

8. MEC MEC class code1/ 4 i32-i 35

9. QC Quant..y of Component installed 4 136-i 39

10. ECN-APL column number 1 i40

11. Notes 2 14i-i42

12. MEC-CE Component-Equipment MEC tode 6 143-148

13. Sub-system code 2 149-i5O

14. Blank 3 i5i i53

15. Security classification I i54

16. End of record 1 155

Figure 1
1/See the text for a discussion of this field. Eventually, this field will con-

tain the ordinal locitor for the CID based on p = 1: 0116, 0115 .... 0088 where
S "116" denotvs highest worth. At presnt this field contains 0001, 0002. 0029
where "1" denotes highest worth.

-7-
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31 Application code, CID, is contained in an alpha-numeric field.

left justified with blanks following. The notation for the field is "CID"

but, as will now be explained, this is a field with somewhat varying

content sometimes containing codes which, strictly speaking, are not

what the Navy terms Cumponent Identification codes. The purpose of 0

thia field for the case of allowance lists is to identify the engineering

entity which is a possible "parent next-higher assembly" for installed

parts. (That is, there may or may not actually be parts installed since

it is possible to have "No repair parts applicable".) The actual content •

of this field is the Allowance Parts List or APL code which identifies

the technical docunent providing detailed information on this particular

entity. (See Figure 8 below.)

DEFINITION. An admissible CID is a component-equipment to

which there is assigned a CID code which satisfies exactly one

of the following conditions.

a) Position II in the Component Data Master Record does

not contain " + ".

b) Positions 10, 11 contain " P", " +", respectively.

Category b) defines "preliminary CID's" which for our present purposes

need not be distinguished from those satisfying a). The CID's which art. •

excluded by the above, i.e., those with inadmissible CID codes, turn out

to corre,pond generally to lists of items of equipage, or certain material

requirements for particular systems. These lists, called Equipage

Category Number-APL's, ECN-APL's, may consist o" "repair parts" such

as for peri..copes wherein a single list may apply to :,everal ships by means

of its having several different columnar entries. On the other hand, the

ECN-APL's may consist of lists of tools, instruments, messing equipment,

or may even be prepared solely for information purposes to supply reference

material required to be able to manufacture certain gear. On the basis of

the facts, it is proper to state the following.

-8-
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DEFINITION. An entity is defined to be an admissible parent CID

if and only if it is an admissible CID to which there corresponds at

least one part which is an allowance list candidate as defined below

in Section 4.

For purposes of allowance list determinations as understood in the present

paper, there are no problems associated with the inadmissible CID's. This

is a result of the fact that the associated allowance list quantities, if any,

are established by decree. In other words, the range of inputs to a mathe-

matical allowance list model may be restricted to data arising from admissible

parent CID's only. It would be expected, and it is indeed accomplished, that

"all" CID's are covered in an allowance list determination. But our interest

in the present paper will be directed mainly toward those items for which

there exist problems of how to determine the allowance list quantities fr0

wearable installed parts, namely the ddmissjbie parent CID's.

4) Program Support code is contained in an alpha-numeric field, left

justified, identifying the Inventory Control Point which has program support, -

0
i. e., weapons management, responsibility for the given CID. For example,

"H" "Z. 'IN" denote SPCC, OSO. ESO, respectively.

S) Service Application code, SA, is an alpha-nurreric code denoting

the service or end use of the equipment. There exist two varieties at present.

a) Service Application code CSiA): a fiv'e position alpha -numeric

code in Positions 23-Z7 with an asterisk (*) in Position 28.

b) Component Usage Designator (CUD): a six position alpha-

numeric code.

The CUD's wterc assigned at one time by the Special Projects Office in order

to identify each of their components and e'quipments with its actual location

or "address"; CUD's are no longer being assigned so that eventually this field

will be limited to codes a). As indicated in Figure 1. we will use 'SA' to

-9-
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denote the contents of this f-eld whether they be CUD's or "true" SA's. -

DEFINITION. An admissible parent SA is defined to be an

SA to which there is assigned at least one admissible parent

CID.

In general, several CID's may be assigned the same SA code which indi-

cates that together they accomplish the specified service or end use de-

noted by the SA code. On the other hand, a given CID may of course be

assigned to different SA's. There is a separate Component Data Master

Record prepared for each distinct CID, SA pair. 0

For example, CID 882100002 identifies a particular valve. This

one valve has two services. A total quantity of eight of this valve is

installed: one is assigned to SA code OACMF*, "Air conditioning-piping",

and seven appear with OAHMB* which denotes "Refrigeration-piping".

6) Equipment and/or component nomenclature is normally the

Federal name of the item, possibly followed by modifiers. The noun

name is usually not abbreviated, a " +" generally separates the noun

name from its modifiers, but the actual contents of the field may be

expected to vary in practice.

7) Service Application nomenclatire is a brlef description of the

service or end-use of the compor:ent such as "oxygen system-piping", or 0

'periscop---star tracker".

8) MEC class code, MEC, corresponds to the ordinal locator or

MEC code (31 for the component-equipment. Originally, this field was

numeric containing one of 0001, 0002, ... , 0029 where "11 " denoted the

highest military essentiality and " 29 " the lowest. Eventually, it is hoped

that this field will contain numbers 0116, 0115, ... , 0088 consistent with

13] where " 116 " denotes highest worth. See the related material contained

in Field No. 12 described below in 12). 0

-10-
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9) Quantity of Component installed, QC, is a numeric field repre-

senting the actual number installed on-board for this particular CID for

the given SA. For the case of ECN-APL's, the present field is blank.

(See Field 10) below.)

10) ECN-APL column number denotes the applicable column number

I, Z. 8 for the given vessel. Note that this does not apply to admissible

CID's but only to those inadmissible (to the model), for which allowance

quantities are found by table look-up in which case this field specifies the

appropriate column.

11) Notes consists of an apha-numeric field containing special indicators

assigned by Inventory Control Points and defined in the Table of Notes in the

Appendix to the allowance list. For the purposes of the present paper, these

notes haveno significance: the currently applicable notes apply mainly to

inadmissible CID's with the exception that there is a symbol " , used in

order to call attention to certain choices which are possible between inter-

changeable items, usualy consequent to some design change.

12) Component-Equipment MEC'code, MC-CE, represents the raw

MEC sextuplet code of 13] . On the basis of this field, it is conveniently

possible to classify the "nature" of the CID as follows.

a) In case there are nio blanks, the CID represents a Specia

Projects component-equipment pair with MEC-CE code

uvw xyz where each of u,v,w, Xy,z is one of 0, 1 or 2.

b) In case Positions 146-148 contain blanks while 143-i45 do

not, then the CID represents sirnply a component which is •

not assigned to a parent equipment. Here the MEC-CE

code is uv w bl bl bl . (This is the normal case for Bureau

of Ships material comprising the ship sub-system.) Again,

each of u,v and w is one of 0, 1 or 2.

S V -ll - 0
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c) In case Positions 143-145 contain blanks while 146-148 do not,

then the CID represents simply an equipment to which no

components are assigned. Here the MEC-CE code is blblbl

xyz. (This is a relatively rare case found for certain Special

Projects equipments.) Here x, y, z assume values 0. 1 or 2.

d) In case the entire field, 143-148. contains blanks there is the

discrepancy of missing data.

13) Sub-system code is contained in an alpha-numeric field, left

*justified, identifying the parent sub-system for the given CID-SA pair as

follows.

Sub-system Code

Launcher L 0
I Fire Control F and FXI'

Navigation N
Missile M Z/

Missile Test and Readiness R and D
Ship SS

14) Blank is an unassigned field.

1 5) Security classification field is used for the subject purpose utilizing

"C" for Confidential and blank otherwise.

16) End of record is contained in Position 155.

/The code "FX" actually denotes training devices atsociated with

the Fire control sub-system.

2 1The code "D" will eventually disappear since it denotes certain equip-

ment which has been superseded.

-12-
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:In conclusion, the present section has described the Component Data

Master Recnrds which exist in a separate file for Pach FBM submarine bow

number~t-ne record per distinct CID, SA pair.

Z. Parts data.

This section defines what are stmetimes termed Optimum COSAL •

SNSL, or "Stock Nurmber Sequence List". data by virtue of the fact that they

are the data used to generate the SNSL of a vessels Optimum COSAL.

The SNSL consists of a listing wherein there is ore entry per part to print

the stock number, nomenclature and certain other data including a list of

all Application codes cr CID's in which the part appears. It will be seen
that the data described below include many data fields not printed in the

SNSL; in fact there are certain data entries defined which are not even

required for allowance list determinations. What this means is that the S
'parts data" of the present secti,,i actually form a complete set of basic

parts input data sufficient for general logistics calculations rather than

those sufficient for allowance lists alone. Consistent with these considera-

t2ons is the file designation actually usd by the Navy for these records, 0
Itnamely the Optimum COSAL Repair Part Data Master Records. (This too

/These records are to be distinguished from the Regular COSAL

Repair Part Data Master Records which are 175-position records which do

not vary by Vessel Number. These latter records do not contain 'Hull type"

and "Hull number" as shown in Figure 2 below; instead, there is one record

per Component. Stock Number combination. Positions 1-162 of the Regular

COSAL record are identical with Positions 11 -172, respectively, of the

Optimum COSAL record as shown below in Figure 2. Positions 163-i7i. i72,

173, 174 contain respectively "blanks", "Number of Requests", "Internal

Rejection Indicator", and "Internal Action Indicator". Position i75 contains

"End of Record". No further reference svill be made in the present paper to

these records so that "parts data' or "parts record" will hereafter be under-

stood to refer to the Optimum COSAL record of Figure 2.

-13-
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is somewhat misleading since these records include parts which are not S
"repair parts" at the shipboard level [see Item Code, Field 15, below]

but this should cause no difficulty.)

The exact layout of the parts records is displayed in Figure 2.

Taken together with the definitions and explanations included below for

the individual record fields, Figure 2 specifies the complete range of

parts input data. In the Optimum COSAL Program there is one distinct

"parts record" per distinct part application per vessel.

1
2) Hull type is the same as in Component Data Field I.
2) Hull number is the same as in Component Data Field 2. Again,

the union of Fields I and 2 is denoted by VESSEL NUMBER.

3) Blank is self-explanatory.

4) Application code, CID, is the same as in Component Data Field 3,

i.e., this field identifies the parent CID for the part to which the record

applies.

5) Program Support code is the same as in Component Data Field 4.
(-9 6) Supply Support code is contained in an alpha-numeric field, left

justified, identifying the cognizance symbol associated with the Supply

Support ICP, e.g., H for SPCC, N for ESO, etc. This code identifies the

inventory control responsibility for specific commodities of material and

so is associated with the part, i.e., the SN. On the other hand, Program 0

Support, Field 5), is related to weapons system management and therefore

relates to the CID.

7) Stock Number, SN, is contained in an alpha-numeric field, left

justified, to identify the part. This may be the Federal Stock Number(FSN), 0

Manufacturers Drawing/Plan and Piece Number, Manufacturers Fart Number

or a Reference Symbol Number. The most common entry is the FSN which

is entered in 1 3 positions as follows.

W W

-14-
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r I

OPTIMUM COSAL REPAIR PART DATA

MASTER RECORD Page 1 of 2

LAYOUT

Field Notation Length Record
No. for Contents of Positions

Field Field

I. Hu; type 5 1- 5 S
2. Hull number 4 6- 9
3. Blank 1 i0
4. CID Application code 11 ii- 21
5. Program Support code 2 22- 23
6. SSppNy Support code 2 24- 25
7. SN Stoclk Number 20 26- 45
8. CUBE-UA Cube per UA 6 46- 51
9. WT-UA Weight per UA 6 %2- 57

10. PRICE-UA Price per UA 8 58- 65

11. Price code 1 66
-12. Shelf Life 2 67- 68

13. Lead Time 2 69- 70
14. UE-S Usage Estimate-Ship, in RU 7 7i- 77
15. Item code 1 78
16. UA Unit of Allowance 2 79- 80
17. Environmental code 1 81
18. Notes 2 8Z- 83
i9. UI Unit of Issue 2 84- 85
20. Part nomenclature 25 86-iO

21. )kLC-P Part MEC code i ill
22. 1 Source code 2 112-i!3

_3,_ Maintenance code 2 114-115
24. Recoverability code 1 ii6

Figure 2

-15-
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OPTIMUM COSAL REPAIR PART DATA

MASTER RECORD Page 2 of 2

LAYOUT

Field Notatior. Length Record
No. for C'm)nte,.ts of Potit-"ons

F.eld F-eld

25. QPC Quani-ty .yi.iaillec' per Componei 1 4 1 17-120 
26. RU Rep!aceme, t ur,.i 4 121 -124
27. Manufacturers c-ode f 5 125-129
28. _ Repara~jle Return Rate 3 1 i0-i3Z
Z9. Wearoul Ra'e 3 i 33-:35
30. Tvpe of R.pj,. A(.AI. _ 136
31. Set, , ec L:%e 4 37-i140
32. UE-T Us._ge Est.mate Te,.der .. RU 7 141 -147
33. _ ECN Table Co-,ents Co)umr. j 3 i48-150
34. CD6M1.2 " i51 -153
35. - Coiumr. 1 3 154-156

36.[ -Column 4 1 57-159
37. lun 53 6 - 2

-I"39. C ol , n 6 3 163- i65

39. -_Couamn 7 3 i66- 1b8

40. - jCoumn 8 4 169- 1724 1 . Q C Q u'a',' 1 '. A ,! pore ,  s .salled 4 173- 076

42. -MEC Data 4 177-i80
4 3. AQ-RU Aloanc e Qua't.ty :r. RU,- 4 181-184
44. MEC -CE pCorlp,:e.tEqu.nmen MEC cc-.de 6 185-190
45. MEC P Part MEC (ode 1 191
46 ,EC Ord-, a, Lcatr " ME' code 4 092-195
47. NEC-NV Iv ME~cde .0 000 MEG 5 196.200

48 f. "'_np.v'.tt'n ol F-e ds ___84 28 - 384
-__ .Ed of Recrd 385

F.gure 2 ;Cont'd.)

Posdi.o-s 52- 28 coua n AQ-LA the Allowa,;c- Quantity .nUnits

of Allowar.ce Th.s :i the q%,a, i.iy , p.ek es .cluaily pr-:.ted Al th callow-
ance list Bas-c a cu.a..s for trn-sa he C D s are made r, terms of
sets' for AQ- RU. A part .s ae al..- se at card dare ^ f and only if S

followirg an Optimum COSAL (a!don F.eid 4 $ _s ncot blank. (See the
text for equivalent dcf_'.j..ws a, d expa? at:on.

Ccunput, wo,,al F~elds are d.spldyed below in F.gure 14.

.16-
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Positions Contents 0

26-27 FSG: Federal Supply Group code
26-29 FSC: Federal Supply Class code

30 "+"1 character
31-38 FIIN: Federal Item Identification Number

written with a " +" in Position 34.

(In case Field 7 contains an FSN the Item Number, IN, is defined to be the

FuIN, otherwise the IN is the contents of the entire field. See Section 4

below.)

8) Cube per UA, CUBE-UA, is measured in cubic feet to4D, i.e.,

as xx.xxxx but the decimal point is not written in the record. This quantity

is the volume or cube of the packaged item for one unit of allowance as

stowed on-board the vessel. Instructions call for the volume to be com-

puted to 5 D with round -off to 4 D. 0

9) Weight per UA, WT-UA. is measured in pounds to 2D, i.e., as

xxxx.xx but the decimal point is not written in the record. This weight

represents the packaged item for one unit of allowance as stowed on-board

j 0 the vessel.

10) Price per UA, PRICE-UA, is measured in dollars to 2D, i. e.. as

xxxxxx.xx but the decimal point is not written in the record. This pr.ce is the

actual or best estimated price for one unit of allowance. Estimated prces are

designated by an asterisk (") in Field 11) Price code.

11) Prit.e code contains an asterisk (*) in case unit price is an estimated

price and is blank otherwise.

12) Shelf life is recorded in months to indicate that the item has certain

physical and material characteristics which limit its storage or shelf life. 0

This quaititly represents minimum shelf life in months ant! itemns ha% ng a

shelf life rating of more than 3 y,-ars are supposed to have this field blank.

1 3) Lead time represents average procurement lead time, as defined

in [7]. expressed in months. In case lead ti-me is less than 3 morths this

field is supposed to be blank.

-17-
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14) Usage Estimate-Ship, UE-S, consists of one of two possible

types of entry defined as follows.

a) A non-zero estnmite to 4 D ixe., xxx.xxxx but the decimal

point is not wi tten in the record. This quar.tity is an esti-

mate of the average number of replacement units of the part

w'h:ch w:ll be requ.red by sh.ps force ann.ual] per part appli-

cation on account of one un-t of the gs. en component.

bt A two charatter entry ' NU' . left. justified, with blanks follow-

ing for "No Usage' which serves to remove the part from con- S

s-deratxor fo stot k.r.g a t the sh-p level on account of the given

component.

As is indicated ir the above de-cr:pt.ons, this field relates the part identi-

fied by the SN in F-eld 7 to the spe fic c ompo,ent ident.f.ed by the CID in

Field 4. This means that f:)r d g.ver. SN the conteris of the present field

may vary over different CMDs in view o! the fundamental :mportance of

the UE-S _eid a demaited treatmert wil be .?cluded here to indicate the

manrer in wh.ch the.e data are ge,erted.

TI-e UE-S is baesed on the av rage :.umber -f uyt s of the part which

will be required for rcplac tmet.t per vear. Th.s replacement refers solely

to work expe ted or i,,,-ly to be done by sh.ps forte o)n act ount of one unit of
the given tonpoient o I y. Useofthe nodifiers * expetled or iikely to be U'vtle"

in the pre( ed.ng ser.tq. .cr , esj nds tu the int.rp eaton requirtd so that

an "average' it a pr._,hah:l.Iy sense may retsuit. Hyo.ever notice that UE-S

The reader .;th exper.er.t e in prohaib,;ity ar.d bh,pboard logistics may

find the defnistiuns ni. pl-t it in a, ard b, to be sult:1 .ent Hokev'er t has

been tound that the UE S data Ave g,.-neraly tnsut,mtsrrstood si that the rather

lengthy exposAt.on itar h ided rntned.atly beulow rmvav .eb st even the experienced

reader who does not %vi:sh to aI:,l y,. the i etlcneit s a. at.d b w,h the care S

genera!I , r equ 'red to ,bs'rl , a arelul m ath,tns t.k al dt-fin:tion
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may be greater than unity so that it is itself not a probability. The actual

meaning in numerical terms may be illustrated as follows. Assuming

there were 10, 000 units of this part installea in the given component, if

it were then the case that on the average one of these units would be
r-placed per year, then the appropriate UE-S would be 0.0001. In order

to obtain this estimate it is of course not required that there actually be

10, 000 units installed. In fact, there may be only one unit installed of the

part, i.e., QPC = I and nevertheless UE-S = 0.0001. This can be

illustrated by any one of the first three examples in Figure 3 where S

QPC = 1. Continuing to cases where QPC > 1 , the common feature of
all the examples in Figure 3 is that a determnimstic assumption is made,

namely

, (QPC) x (QC) x (Time) x (UE-S) = Units Required S

so that the present approach may itself be labeled dcterin:nistic. It will

be noticed that the product of the first three terms, QPC x QC x Time,

equals 10,000 (part application-years) for each of Examples i-5 while it

* changes to 50,000 for Examples 6 and 7 since in these last two the reqi.re-

ments increase five-fold. The point to be made is that the techniciar. who

supplied the UE-S = 0.0001 could have thought in terms of any one of the

first seven situations depicted in Figure 3 in order to decide

"1 out of 10,000 opportunities"

as his estimate of the 'average" number to be used.

Examples 8 and 9 in Figure 3 illustrate UE-S = 0.0')00 or 5 out of

100 possibilities'. These estimales could of course represent precision to

41D, i.e., to the nearest ten-thousandth; however, they might instead repre- S

sent etimates to the nearest 0.01. The fact is that UE-S is recorded with

s,-ven positions xxx.xxxx in order to cover all cone eivable cases: th.s does

nut require tht prec ision extend in every case to 4 D. If the tet hnic.an could

only estimate to tenths then the three low order positions would be non-

signific ,ut and UE-S ,night le regarded as say 2.0. This would be one

in.terpretation of Example 10 in Figure 3.

-19-
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FS

DETERMINISTIC REALIZATIONS OF UE-S

Example QPC QC Time Units UE-S •

in Required
Years for

Replacement

1. 1 10,000 1 1 0.0001

2. 1 5,000 2 1 0.0001

3. 1 2,000 5 1 0.0001

4. 2,000 5 1 1 0.0001

5. 21
5. 200 10 5 5 0.0001

6. 1,000 10 5 5 o.0001

7. 125 100 4 5 0.0001

8. 1 10 0 1 5 0.0500

9. 2 100 1/2 5 0.0500

10. 1 50 1 100 2.0000

Figure 3

-20-
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Example 10 also serves to illustrate the fact that UE-S is not a probability, 0

i.e., UE-S may be greater than 1.0. In fact, it may be as large as

999.9999 according to the format of the field.

Thereis a more general path that the technician might have followed

in order to estimate UE-S, namely, a probabilistic approach. If this were

the case, he would have had to recognize a range of different possibilities

and then assign probabilities of occurrence to each. After having done such,

he would find UE-S by a calculation for which the first step consists of adding

up the weighted expressions producing the average as a calculated ' expectation' S

i.e., by taking the total sum over all possibilities of the individual terms

(Probability of Requirement) x (Required Number).

The second and final step consists of computing UE-S by dividing the above

average by the base quantity of "part applicatior years". This procedure

qualifies as "more general' than the deterministic approach of the preceding

paragraph for the reason that the former approach recognized but one possi

bility to which was assigned probability 1.0 so that all other possibilhties were

' 6 ruled out with assignment of zero probability. Fa-rmples a and b ir Figure 0

4 depict two possible ways in which UE-S = 0.0001 might arise under a

probabilistic approach where for simplicity the QPC , QC and Time

parameters are fixed. Each of Examples a and b has the feature that the

"average" number required per year is 1/2 and hence (UE-S) = (i /2) - (S - 000

0. 0001. In either example the 2/2 could be interpreted as ' one every other

year" but, in the case of Example b, 1/2 purports to represent the average

expected from requirements of less than 4 per year, in any year, wherein

the probabilities for distinct requirements of 3, 2, i, 0 are 1 /20. 2120 3/20.

14/20 respectively, producing an average

1/2 = (3)(I /20) + (2)(2/20) + (i)(3/20) + (0)(14/20) = 10/20.

Example : illustrates a differcnt phenomenon which probably is rare so far

as actual praLtice in estimating UE-S is concerned. Nevertheless, it would

be a possibility that the technician could see 75 units as his "average" number

-21 -
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PROBABILISTIC REALIZATIONS OF UE-S

QPC = 10 0

QC = 500

Time = 1 year

Example Number of Units Required

for Replacement

a. I unit with probability I/2

UE-S 0. 0001 0 unit with probability 1/Z

3 units with probability 1/20
b.

02 units with probability 2/z0 0
UE-S = 0. 0001

I unit with probability 3/20

0 units with probability 14/20

1 00 units with probability 1/4 0
c.

75 units with probability l/z
UE-S = 0.0138

25 units with probability 1/4

Figure 4

-L S
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of replacements bixt that he would also admit possibilities for Y5and say

25 (rather than the more symmetric 50) as is the case in Example c. If

he were to adopt this approach then his calculated average would be

68.75 = (100)(1 /4) + (75)(l /2) + (Z5)(1 /4)

to produce UE-S as

(68. 75) - (50, 000) = 0. 01 375

which could then be recorded as 0. 01 , as 0. 014, or as 0. 01 38 is showr. in

Figure 4. Indeed, 0. 02 would be a possibility since it might be judged

appropriate to round "up" to the next highest hundredth.

In the above examples whenever QPC is greater than 1, e.g. , in

Figure 4 where the part is installed ten times in the component, UE-S has

in the discussion up to this point represented the average number of units

6 ,which would be used to replace one of the ten units, i.e., one of the ten

applications. Special care should be taken to note that this amounts to a

tacit assumption that each of the ten units would be independently replaced.

If, however, the part is of such a nature that if one of its applications in

the component is replaced, some additional number of its applications (in

this example up to nine) wvould also be replaced at the same time, then a

* different interpretation of UE-S is required. This refers to part applica-

tions for which the replacement unit is greater than unity, in which case

UE-S denotes the average number of times the replacement unit or "set" 0

is replaced. If, for example, the replacement unit equalled five in Figure

4 then each of the lines in Examples a and b should have the word "unit"

replaced by "set of 5 units".

'If the reader re-examines a) above, he will see that the actual

definition of a numerical UE-S there contained does cover all of the cases

which have been introduced into the discussion up to this point The discussion

of a) may therefore be terminated with the following two remarks. First,

if tIE-S is to be an average it must be no smaller than 0.0001 since it is

-23-
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required to be non-zero. Otherwise, b) prevails and the part is removed

from consideration for shipboard stocking on account of the given component.

Secord, a more compact discussion of UE-S will be found below in Section 4

in company with precise definitions of "population" and "mean expected usage".

The entry "No Usage' for UE-S corresponds to one of the following

conditions.

i) The part cannot be removed or replaced by ships force.

ii) There is an official written maintenance policy stating 41

that the kind of maintenance necessary to remove or

replace the item should not be performed by ships force.

iii) The item has for some other reason been excluded from

consideration for shipboard stocking. For example, the

item may itself be an 'assembly" which is not to be

stocked by the ship: the ship would be able to stock

certair, of its parts but not the "assembly" itself.

0. As is explained below undei 32) there is an analogous field for the tender S

or repair ship level, namely UE-T which is designed to apply only tc the

cases where LE-S contains 'NU".

15) Item code is a numeric code utilized to describe the general degree

of on-board responsibility or control to be exercised over a given part. There •

are three basic codes: 1, 2, 3 -which furthermore specify the Sections: A, B,

C respectively, for the SNSL of the allowance list in which the part may be

found. The three categories are defined by the Navy [6,p. 1-3] as follows.

a) Repair Part (Code 1). A repair part is an integral, manu-

factured and replaceable part (or assembly) of a piece of

equipment or a component.

-
- S
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b) Operating Space Item (Code 2). An operating space
item is a repair part, consumable item, or other

item of supply, either a standard or a non-standard

stock item, which is intended for immediate and

direct end -use issue to an operating department of the 0

ship for retention and use rather than an item

* intended for storage and inventory control by the

* a Supply Officer.

c) Consumable Supplies (Code 3). Consumable supplies

are those items which are cons~umed in use such as

provisions (dry, chilled and frozen), ships store stock,

clothing and small stores, medical and dental supplies,

housekeeping supplies, ammunition (other than missiles

and torpedoes), and repair materials such as gasket

material, sheet metal, lumber or other bulk material

from which items arc fabricated.

In case a part satisfies more than one of the above definitions then there

are separate records for the same part, one per Item code, each with an

appropriate quantity (QPC) and CID included.

16) Unit of Allowance, UA, is contained in an alpha-numeric field

designating the unit pack normally carried on board the vessel. The UA

may not be the same as the Unit of Issue (UI) Field 19 as, for example, in

cases of widely applicable manufactured or prefabricated items: the UA

for nuts, bolts and screws is generally EA for "each" while the Ul is

comrnnnly BX for "box". For items fabricated from bulk material such 0

as gaskets or packing the UA is similarly often a "smaller" unit than the

UL. The actual coding is given in Figure 5 which has been taken from

16, Appenidix].
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UNIT OF ALLOWANCE CODING

AY .... Assembly HK .... Har.k I QR .... Quire

BA .... Ball HP .. la,. Pound QT .... Quart
BC .... Batch N . .n h RA .... Ration
BE .... Bale JR ... Jar RD .... Rod 0
BF .... Board Foot KE .... Keg RE .... Reel
BH .... Bun h KG . .. K.ogxam R: .... Ribbon
BK .... Book KM . Kometer RL ... Roll
BL .... Barrel LKT .... Kit RM ... Ream
BN ... Bundle LB ... Pound RN .... Round
BO .... Bolt LF , Linear Foot SA ... Sack
BR .... Bar LG .... !,ergih SC Section

* BT .... Bottie LN .. . Long Tot, SE .... Set
* BU .... Bushel LO .. Lot SF ., . Square Foot
* BX ... Box LR .... .'er SG .... Syringe

C .... Hu7.dred LT .... Light SH .... Sheet
* CA .... Crate LY ... L.near Yard S! .... Square Inch

* CD .... Card M T... Thousand SK .... Skein
CE .... Cone MB .. Board Feet SN .... Skin
CF .... Cubic Foot MC .... Cub.c Feet SO .... Shot
CG .... Cask MF .... Feet SP .... Spool
CI .... Coil MG ... Grams SQ .... Square
CK .... Cake ML .... Barrels SR ... Strip
CL .... Cyli'.der MM .... Meters ST .... Stick •
CN ... Ca. or Cv,, ister ?%P .., Pouids SU .... Suit
CO .. Co.ta.ner MR ... Meter SY . Square Yard
CP .... 1icdred Rands MS . Th-usand S, ' Fee TB . Ten Barrels
CR .... Cord MT . Measurerne, Ton T: ..' T.n
CS .... Case MY . Thou .ird Yards TN .... Ton
CT .... Carton NT . Net Tot. TO . Troy Ounce S
CW .. I-dred ,ght O1 .. Out 1;.t TU .... Tube
CY ... Cub-It Yard OZ .... Out.e US ... U.S.P. Unit
DK .... Deck PA . P3per -VL .... V al
DM .... Dram PC ... P.-et e WG WineGallon
DR .... Drum PD .... Rad YD . Yard
DZ .... Dozer PG Pa ( , age
EA .... Fach PH ... Pou(h Source: U.S. Navy
FO .... Font P . P.t h FIi ett Ma'.erial Support
FT .... Foot PK Pas( 'Office Word Ahbrevi-
GI .... G jl PL Pa'l a::o'.s Ianuary 1962,
GL .... Gallon PN .. Panel p.18.
GM .... Gram PR .. Par

GN .. GrainJPT .. . P-im

GR .... Gross
GS .... Glas s

F .gure 5
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17) Environmental code field contains "E" to indicate special storage

requirements. Examples of items coded "E" include parts requiring care-

fully controlled atmospheric environments or special protection from shock.

18) Notes is an alpha -numeric field similar to Field 11 of the Component

Data Master Record with the only difference being that the present field per- •

tains to parts. The special designators are defined in the Table of Notes in

the Appendix to the allowance list. In addition to their use for citing design

changes, this field is employed to indicate certain operating space items

(Cf. Field 15 Code 2) of different types including high cost items related to

components having dual installations. For medical items the notes are used

to represent certain precautions which are required as, for example, in

storage or issue.

19) Unit of Issue, (UI), is employed for items having a UI different

from UA: if the UI field is blank then Ul = UA. [See Field 16] Figure 5

also serves to display the applicable codes for UI since these are the same

as those employed for UA.

4-O 20) Part nomenclature is normally the Federal name of the item.

possibly followed by modifiers. The noun name is usually not abbreviated,

a "+" generally separates the noun name from its modifiers, but the actual

contents of the field may be expected to vary in practice.

21) Part MEC code, MEG-P, is the part worth digit ip" of [31.

INSTALLABLE? CRITICAL? MEC-P
YES YES _

YES NO 3

NO YES 2
NO NO 4

This field duplicates Field 45 of the present record.

-27-
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22) Source code is contained in an alpha-numeric field, left justified

with blanks following. It is used to indicate consumer source information,

i.e., the manner of supply. Actual codes are assigned in accordance with

[8). Brief descriptions of the different series are as follows.

P Series: parts which are procured and are available in 0

the supply system.

Code P: parts which are procured in view of

relatively high usage and which are relatively

simple to manufacture within the Naval estab- 6

lishment.

Code PI: parts which are procured in view of

relatively high usage but which are very difficult,

impractical or uneconomical to manufacture.

Code P2: parts for which little usage is antici-

pated but which are procured in limited quantity

for insurance purposes. Such parts are difficult

to manufacture, require special tooling not nor-

mally available within the Naval establishment.

or require long production lead times.

Code P3: parts which are procured in accordance

with the life expectancy of the part. Such parts are

deteriorative in nature and may require special

storage conditions.

M Series - Code M: parts capable of being manufactured

within the Naval establishment and which are not procured.

Such parts have no antit ipated usage or relatively low usage. ,

or possess restrictive installation or storage factors.

Code " M" should not be applied to any item coded " P" for

any of its applications nor to any items appearing in any Navy

stock list. An item would be coded "M" only by the inventory

manager having supply support for the item.

-28-
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A Series -Code A: assemblies which are not procured but 0

which are to be assembled within the Naval establishment

prior to installation. At least one part within the assembly

must be a stock numbered part coded " P".

N Series - Code N: parts which do not meet established 0

criteria for stocking and which are normally readily

available from corrmmercial sources. Such parts are

procured on demand in accordance with applicable pro-

cedures. S

X Series: parts which are not procured on account of

being normally impracticable for stocking, maintenance,

or manufacture.

Code X: main structural membcrs or similar parts

which, if required, would suggest extensive repair.

The need for a part, or parts, coded " X" normally

results in a recommendation for complete overhaul

0 or retirement of the component from service.

Code Xl: parts for which procurement of the next

larger assembly coded "P" is justified, e.g., an

internal detail part, such as a welded segment in-

separable from its assembly, a part which must be

rr.achined and installed with other parts in a matched

set, or a part of an assembly which, if required,

would suggest extensive reconditioning of the asser.bly.

Code X2: parts which are not procured for stock but

which may be acquired for use through salvage.

Activities requiring such parts are to attempt to

obtain them from salvage. If they are not obtainable

from salvage, then such parts are to be requisitioned

through normal supply channels with supporting justi-

fication. Repeated requests may justify changing the

source code to a '1 P series code.

.9 -29-
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U Series - Code U: parts which are not of supply ojr 0

maintenance significance fuch as installation draw-

ings, diagrams, instruction sheets, field service

drawing numbers, and parts which should not or

cannot be procured or manufactured. This is an S

optional code,

23) Maintenance code is a two-part code used to designate

appropriate maintenance echelons.

a) Position 114: the lowest maintenance echelon capable 0

of installing the part in the component where the lowest

of all is the vessel itself.

b) Position 115: the lowest maintenance echelon capable

of manufacturing, assembling or testing the part prior 0

to installation.

Maintenance codes are assigned in accordance with [8] as follows.

CODE MAINTENANCE ECHELON 0

for
NAVY MATERIAL

F Activity to which equipment is assigned, e.g. , the vessel.

T Tender or repair ship.

0 Overhaul activity.

E Specialized repair facility.

B Specific maintenance requirements not applicable (Optional).

The significance of "optional" above related to Code " B" is that a blank 0

may be found in place of "B to indicate that no one of "F", "T", "O",

or "E" applies.

-30-
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24) Recoverability code is used to designate supply system recovera-

bility. Specifically, this code reflects the recoverability characteristics of

items removed from components at the time of maintenance, repair or over-

haul. Actual codes are assigned in accordance with [8] as follows.

Code R: parts which are economical and practical to repair.

Replacements are obtained from the supply system or on an

exchange basis, if and when practi able i.e., a part may be

lost or damaged beyond recognit:on, or the inventory manager

may not require surh exchange.

Code S: parts which are economical and practical to salvage

and which may be placed in "ready for issue" condition by

cleaning, replating, adjusting, replacement of bearing or

bushing, etc. Parts coded "S" may contain parts or materials •

which are usable, valuable, or critical, and which may be

placed in the supply system for issue.

Code C: parts which are consumable (expendable), i.e., parts

-* .which are neither reparable nor salvageable. This is an optional G

code so that a blank may appear instead of " C " to indicate that

neither of " R " or "S" applies.

25) Quantity installed per Component, QPC, is a field which overall

may be quite variable with the following range of possibilities for representing

the quantity or amount installed in one component.

a) An integer quan.tty of u!iits of allowance in whichcase the

field is numeric.

b) A decimal quantity of units of allowance in which case

Position 119 contains a decimal point (.) so that QPC

is given to I D as xx.x.

c) The code "AR " righ justified with two initial blanks

to designate "as required". (In this case Field 43,

-31.
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AQ-RU. will be blank following an Optimum COSAL S

calculation and Field 55, AQ-UA, will have "AR'

as does the present Field 25.)

26) Replacement Unit, RU, is defincd as an integer multiple of the

UA which is required as a minimum replacement to rep.Lir, maintain or

overhaul the component. As such, it is a function of both the SN and the

CID; in other -. ords, the RU for a specific SN may vary over different

CID's. If RU = 4 for a part having UA equal to "Each", then a "set" of

four would be required as the smallest quantity of the SN sufficient for use 5

on account of the CID. In such a case a single UA of the part would not be

replaced independently, instead there would always be concurrent installa-

tion of four.

There are three possibilities fur the RU field.

a) The field represents an integer qudritity greater than unity.

This is the case where there is a non-trivial RU > 1

J @b) Position 121 does not contain X and the field does not rep-

resent an integer quantity greater than unity. For this case

it will be Lonvenient to define RU = I . This means that in

case the field contains zeros, blanks, or whatever providing

only that 189 does not contain X, then RU = 1

c) Position 12i contains ' X" in whi(h case RU is not applicable

and the field is being employed to record a numeric X-factor

in Positions 122-124. Here. AQ-RU is blank and AQ-UA is the

numeric porLion of the present field which equals the mandatory

value. 5

On account of the convention expressed in b) it will be convenient to employ

RU with the understanding that RU > I

-32-
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Z7) Manufacturers code is the Federal numerical manufacturers

5 digit code.

28) Reparable Return Rate is a quantity expressed to 2 D, i.e. , as

x.xx but the decimal point is not written into the record. This rate is

defined as the fraction of the total failures of an item which require that

the item be returned to a higher maintenance echelon in lieu of repair at

point of failure. These estimates are made only for the shipboard level.

A reparable return rate is normally assigned only if the Recoverability

Code, Field '4, equals "R ". Furthermore, it is usually true that the 6

UE -S field has to be different from "NU " ir, order that there be a reparable

returr. rate assigned. The following examples will illustrate the meaning

of this datum.

a) Items which have a Recoverability Code of "C" and

have no reparable rpturn rate have this field blank.

b) If for three out of every five failures of the item it

is returned to the tender or to a higher echelon for

repair, then the reparable return rate equals 0.60.

c) When the vessel cannot repair the part on boardand

must ser,,. all such fadled units to the tender, the

repa rable return rate is I .00 indiccting 100 percent

must be returned. 0

d) Vhv - the part (an i-)%ariab1y be rtpaircd at the ship

lcv,l, the reparable rcturn rte entry is O.OU indicating

that ic units .re rcturned to the tender.

c) A so'.tled cor,.ponent ^hit h is only to be repaired by the S

.'ui.tratr h.. rcj..rahle return rate of 1.00 again

ird 1 t ting tct.,! re:ir'. Lf , afll)C u7nts from the

,pt~ re tiit'ril WIC T; TU th -tender.

33.-
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29) Wearout Rate is a quantity expressed to ZD, i.e., as x.xx

but the decimal point is not written into the record. This rate is defined

as the fraction of times the part cannot be economically repaired. It is

thus equivalent to the "condemnation rate" or "strike rate". Wearout

Rates are normally given only for itornc with Recoverability Code, Field

24, equal to "R ". Furthermore. it is usually true that UE-S, Field 14,

is different from ' NU" in order that a Wearout Rate be assigned. The

following examples will illustr~ze the meaning of this datum.

a) Items which have a Recoverability Code of " C" and

whose wearout is 100% ordinarily have Wearout Rate

blank. However, as an optional feature the rate may

in this case be expressed as 1.00.

b) When there are 3 wearouts per 4 failures of the item

the wearout rate equals 0.75.

c) When invariably the part can economically be repaired,

then the wearout rate is 0. 00. In the contrary case, a

* rate of 1. 00 means that the part cannot economically be 0

repaired.

30) Type of Repair Activity is used to reflect the maintenance

policy for each reparable item. 'I he actual code indicates the first

echelon at which it is possible to accomplish the actual repair of the

item. Specific codes are as follows.

CODE FIRST REPAIR ECHELON

F Activity to which equipment is assigned, e.g. , the vessel.

T T,'nder or repair ship.

0 Overhaul activity.

E Specialized repair facility.

C Contractor and certain designated Navy facilities. 0

-34-
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Note that except for "C", this field duplicates the first entry in the

maintenance code, Position 114 of Field 23. The present code is

normally assigned to each part having a Recoverability Code "R".

Furthermore, such an item would usually .-ave one of UE-S or UE-T

different from "NU".

31) Service Life, if applicable, is used to express the recommenda-

tion as to when the item should undergo repair, recalibration, overhaul,

or other scheduled preventive maintenance requiring removal and replace-

ment of the installed part. Service lite is expressed in terms of opera- 6

tional hours.

32) Usage Estimate-Tender, UE-T. denotes a field completely

analogous to Field 14) wherein one moves from the former cases of

'shipboard level" and "ships force" to "tender or repair ship level" 0

and "tender or repair ship force", re.ectively.

The original instructions called for this field to be significant only

for those parts for which Field 14) contained "NU"; i.e., UE-T's should

be supplied only for these parts for which UE-S = NU. Therefore, there

would be only two possibilities for the UE-T field.

a) A non-zero estimate of dverage usage at the tender

or repair ship level.

b) An entry "NU" to denote "No Usage".

33) ECN Table Contents - Column I is used to record entries in

Equipage Category Number - Allowance Parts Lists: ECN-APL's. This

means that this field is of relatively limited interest for the present paper -0-

it is blank for admissible CID's. In effect, the use of this field is limited to

items for which the allo'vance quantity is established by decree. In case

the present field is applicable, it contains the entry to be found in the first

column uf the row for the SN in the ECN-APL table designated by the CID.

-35-
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There are three possibilities.

a) An integer quantity of units of allowance in which case

the field is numeric.

b) A decimal quantity of units of allowance in which case

the central position contains a decimal point so that the 0

quantity is given to 1 D as x.x.

c) The code " AR " right justified with one initial blank to

designate "requisition As Required".

In case Column 1 is indeed the applicable column for this vessel-CID

combination, this will be designated by 1 " in Position 176, the OC

field. See 411 below.

34) ECN Table Contents - Column 2 These fields are

35) - Column 3 entirely analogous

36) -Column 4 to Field 33.

37) - Column 5 However, note that

38) - Column 6 Field 40 below

39) - Column 7 has four positions.

40) ECN Table Contents - Column 8 is similar to each of Fields 33-39

inclusive except that the present case has four positions with three possible

types of entry (cf. QPC. Field Z5).

a) An integer quantity of UA.

b) A decimal quantity of UA xx.x with the decimal point

(.) written in Position 171.

c) The code " AR" right justified with two initial blanks to

designate "requisition As Required".

41) Quantity of Component installed, QC. is the same as in Component

Data Field 9 except for the case of ECN-APL's. For this latter case, Posi-

tion 176 contains the ECN-APL Column number from Component Data Field 10.

-36:
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42) MEC Data is a field which has been made available for use in

printing MEC information. At present this field is not being utilized for

this purpose. Prior to an Optimum COSAL calculation the field contains

the MEC class code for the CID taken from Component Data Field 8.

43) Allowance Quantity in Replacement Units, AQ-RU, is the quantity 0

determined and written during the Optimum COSAL calculation. As is

mentioned in Footnote I for Figure 2, the present AQ-RU is to be carefully

distinguished from AQ-UA, the "piece" quantity actually printed in the

allowance list. The present field, AQ-RU, is the more basic for our pur- 0

poses. Allowance list calculations by the Optimum COSAL model are per-

formed only for admissible CID's and then in terms of AQ-RU. As is

explained below, a part is an allowance list candidate if and only if follow-

ing an Optimum COSAL calculation. AQ-RU is not blank. That is, if

AQ-RU = 0 then the field contains 0000 . If AQ-RU is blank as distinct

from 0000 then the part was never considered competitively for stocking

by the procedures of the Optimum COSAL model. If in this latter case

AQ-UA is non-zero, then this quantity was determined by decree (table look-

up) and not by the optimization model.

For the case of parts with Field 15, Item code, containing 1 1" the

aggregate AQ-UA (which is printed in Section A, Part III, SNSL) represents

[6,p.4-2] S

"the recommended high limit (... the mandatory

quantity ... the total of on hand and on order

quantities...) for that particular item, unless

unanticipated usage or other factors necessitate 9

the ship exceeding that quantity."

For the case of parts listed in Sectiors B and C. Part III, SNSL (Item

codesof " 2" and " 3" respectively) the AQ-UA is "not a mandatory maximum

on-board cruantity" [6 ,p.4-2].

-37-
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44) Component-Equipment MEC code, MEC-CE, is the same as in

Component Data Field 12.

45) Part MEC code, MEC-P, duplicates Field 21 of the present

record described above.

46) Ordinal Locator = MEC code, MEG, is the code associated

with the pCE - septuplet defined in [3]. (Cf. also Component Data Field 8.)

The actual contents of the field are numeric: one of 0116, 0115 ... , 0088

if p = I ; one of 0087, 0086 ... , 0059 if p = 3; one of 0058, 0057 ... , 0030

if p = 2; and one of 0029, 0028,... 0001 if p = 4.

47) Inverse MEC code = 10,000 - MEC, MEC-INV, is an arithmetic 1

inverting of MEC for use in sorting operations where it is convenient (internal

to the computer) to have the higher military worth represented by the lower

arithmetic quantities.

48 ff) Computational Fields are displayed below in Figure 13. 0

3. Allowance list format.

The present section describes the format of a published "Optimum

COSAL", i.e., an Optimum Cuordinated Shipboard Allowance List. These -

'• are the allowance lists of concern for the present series of papers. It will

be found that by utilizing definitions contained in the preceding sections plus

those given below it --ill bc easy to define exactly what makes up an allowance

list. The discussion will proceed in terms of the USS GEORGE WASHINGTON

(SSB(N) 598) Optimum COSAL [6] for which the general format is depicted in

Figure 6. The entire allowance list for this single vessel is contained in 21

rather large bir.dcrs (I 1l/2" x 12" x 2 1/2", up to 800 pages, and up to 9

pounds each), each binder cc.ntaining one volume. Another way of expressing

the magnitude of the data represented by Figure 6 for a single ship is to state

that it fills about 17, 000 pages. Similarly, it may be noted that one Optimum

COSAL will itself completely fill a five-foot shelf, which shelf should be a

sturdy one since it would be loaded with 21 books, each a foot high, with

total weight just under 200 pounds.

-38-
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OPTIMUM COSAL FORMAT

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)

I Volume

Introduction

Appendix 0

Summary of Effective APL's

Part I:

Index Section A

Index S'.5r i mu, B •

12 Volumes

Part II: Allowance Parts Lists - APL's

4 Volumes

Part III: Stock Number Sequence Lists - SNSL's

Section A: Repair Parts

Section B: Operating Space Items 0

Section C: Consumable Supplies

4 Volumes

MEC SNSL's

Figure 6
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The first volume contains general as well as specific explanatory

and reference material. The Introduction consists of four chapters.

Chapter 1. Organization and Functions

2. (Explanation of) Index

3. (Explanation of) APL's

4. (Explanation of) SNSL's

The Appendix consists of four parts.

I. General Index of Material on ECN-APL's is a table designed

to permit one to determine the general series of ECN-APL's containing

an individual equipage item. The table is sorted on part nomenclature;

for each part nomenclature thcre is recorded a sufficient number of

significant positions (seven: 10-16 of Figure 1) of the applicable CID's.

For example, entering with "soldering iron-electric" yields 2-67003 and S

2-92001. Corresponding to the first of these is one applicable ECN-APL,

2-670034001 representing "Tools-hand electronic repair". On the other

hand, to the second, namely 2-92001 there turn out to correspond 36

applicable ECN-APL's s.nce this is the series listing tools stowed in the 0

tool room. Since the material on any ECN-APL is listed alphabetically,

it is easy to scan one ECN-APL or even an entire series in order to

determine the quantity authorized for a given vessel.

2. List of Abbreviations contains two parts. •

Part I. Abbreviation to w;'ord(s)/phrases

Part If. Word to abbreviation

3. Table of Notes defines the symbols employed in Component Data 0

Field II and Part Data Field 18, Figures I and 2, respectively, of the

present paper.
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4. Table of Military Essentiality Codes consists of a brief descrip- 0

tion of the Polaris MEC system of [3).

The Summary of Effective APL's, SOEAPL, is a listing of all applicable

CID's for the vessel.. There are three entries per CID.
0

a) CID "number", i.e. , Component Field 3.

b) Date of publication.

c) Number of pages in the printed APL.

The sequence of entries in the SOEAPL is as follows.

I. Admissible CID's

a. Preliminary CID's wherein the initial two

positions of the code contained P + P .

b. Numeric CID's. 0

2. Inadmissible CID's: ECN-APL's in normal collating sequence.

Notice that the above is different from normal collating sequence on CID which

would inter-mix 2 within 1; e.g., the ECN-APL's I+... in 2 would precede .....

CID's 10... in 1.

Part I of the allowance list, the Index consists of two listings for the

same data sorted into two diiierent sequences. The data contained in the

printed Part I consists of certain fields from the Component Data Master

Records (Figure 1) as shown in Figure 7. As is also shown in Figure 7, the

two sequences are formed by interchanging major/minor sorting fields and

then printing the same data.

a) Index Section A: Primary sort on CID nomenclature.

Secondary sort on SA nomenclature.

b) Index Section B: Primary sort on SA nomenclature.

Secondary sort on CID nomenclature.

-41-
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OPTIMUM COSAL FORMAT

PART I - INDEX

PRINTED ENTRIES

Component Data Contents
Master Record
Field Number

I Hull type

2 Hull number
3 CID
4 Proaram Support code
5 SAI/
6 CID nomenclature
7 SA nomenclature S
8 MEC
9 QC

10 ECN-APL column number
I I Notes
15 Security Classification

SEQUENCE FOR PRTNTING

INDEX SECTION A: Primary sort on Field 6
Secondary sort on Field 7

INDEX SECTION B: Primary sort on Field 7
Secondary sort on Field 6

I/True SA codes are not printed. In case Field 5

contains a CUD then this cude is printed immediately
below the CID code.

Figure7 
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The only remaining observation to be made is that the printed Index always 0

shows a date of generation as consistent with the fact that the basic records

change with time.

The 12 volumes which make up Part II of the allowance list consist

of Allowance Parts Lists. APL's, bound together into binders. The

sequence in which the APL's appear in Part II is the same as for the

SOEAPL. Fig,re 8 summarizes the data contained in Part II and also

the sequence for binding. It is to be noted that there is one APL per CID

code so that they do not vary with SA. Furthermore, the APL lists the

installed parts by stock number and part nomenclature and lists consider-

able additional technical information as well. The actual APL's making

up Part II are the same individual documents used to make up Part II of a

* .i-eg.lar COSAL. 0

The 4 volumes which make up Part III of the allowance list consist of

Stock Number Sequence Lists, SNSL's, in three parts according to Repair

Part Master Record (Figure 2) Field 15: Item Code.

Section A: Repair Parts ............ .Item Code 1

Section B: Operating Spare Items ....... Item Code 2

Section C: Consumable Supplies ........ Item Code 3

The exact contents are displayed in Figure 9. Section A is contained in three 0

volumes while Sections B and C together make up a relatively thin fourth

volume. Entries for SN's are printed in each section in sequencc by SN and

lines within SN in order by CID. It is particularly worthy of note that the

zero AQ-UA'S are printed in the SNSL. That is, the SNSL displays the 0

full range of possible demand rather than simply the range of items stocked

with non-zero AQ-UA. On the very last page for Section A, there are

printed the following grand totals.
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OPTIMUM COSAL FORMAT

PARTLI - APL's

CONTENTS

I. Part II is a collection of APL's.

2. Each APL is a technical document falling into one of two classes. 0

a) It contains detailed information on a particular component
or equipment in which case it is identified by an admissible
CID code.

b) It consists of a list of items of equipage (e.g., binoculars, 0
tools, etc.), or certain material requirements for particular
systems (e.g., steering and diving systems), or general
requirements (e.g., hose and hose fittings), or other tech-
nical information (e.g., reference material). In all such
cases the APL is identified by an inadmissible CID code.

SEQUENCE OF APL's

The sequence in Part I! is according to CID code in agreement with the

order within the "Summary of Effective APLIs". 0

1. Admissible CID's in normal collating sequence.

a. Preliminary CID's: P + ...

b. Numeric CID'-

2. Inadmissible CID's in normal collating sequence.

Figure 8
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OPTIMUM COSAL FORMAT

PART III - SNSL's

PRINTED ENTRIES

SNSL Contents

Entry (Repair Part Master Record Field)

.1 Hull Tylc Field 1 : Hull type

2 Hull Number Field 2: Hull number

3. Stock Number Field 6: Supply Support e-de -

Field 7: SN

4. Nomenclature Field 20: Part nomenclature

. Application Code Field 4: CID
6. UnitofAllowance Field 16: UA
7. AllowanceQuantity Section A: SumofAQ-UA over all CiD's. A single enTry.

Section B: Multiple entries, one line per CID.
Section C: A single entry per vessel.

.8. Notes Field ]8: Notes

9. Code Si! Field 22: Source code

0 Code M ,/ Field 23: Maintenance code

I. Code R I/ Field 24: Recoverability code

1 2. MEC Code I/ Section A: Field 46: MEG -

-0 t'' ] Section B:Field 42: MEC Data (class code)

Field 4 5 =Field 21: MEC-P
13 Remarks Protection Level: most significant five digits of

(Section A only) achieved Protection level.

Override: an asterisk (*) to indicate AQ-RU = I on

account of MEC greater than 100.

SECTIONS

Section A: item Code, Part Data Field I5: Code I

Section B: Code 2

Section C: Code 3

SEQUENCE WITHIN SECTIONS

Primary Sort: SN (not including Supply Support code.)

Secondiry Sort: CID

Not applicable to Section C. Multiple entries are printed, one line per CD.

Figure 9
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a) Price: total extended price in dollars over all AQ-UA 0

in Section A.

b) Range: at present this is generated from the grand

total for range through MEC 59 as shown below in

Figure IC his means that the count actually tallies 0

the distinct MEC. SN pairs for which there is at least

one CID with non-zero AQ-UA. (Cf. Figure 10 below.)

c) Cube: total extendcd cube in cubic feet over all AQ-UA

in Section A.

d) Price Override is the total extended price in dollars

over all AQ-RU in MEG 115-101 inclusive which were

stocked in quantity of one RU per CID on account of the

MEG override. (These are the items which otherwise

would not have been stocked on the allowance list due to

low expected usage, large cube, or high price. etc.)

e) Range Override is actually a sub-total within b) above

to count the number of times the override was invoked.

f) Cube Override is the total extended cube which resulted

on account of the MEC override.

The last 4 volumes are unique to the Optimum COSAL; these are the

Military Essentiality Class or MEC SNSL's summarized in Figure 10.

Three sub-totals and three corresponding cumulative (over MEC) totals

are printed at the end of each MEC group. As implied by their name,

these volumes rcpresent SNSL's compiled for each MEG. The major

innovation is that these volumes display the individual ailocations ofAQ-UA

by CID; in Part III.Section A there is only a single AQ-UA per SN represent-

ing the total for all CID's.
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OPTIM.UM COSAL FORMAT

MEC - SNSL's

PRINTED ENTRIES

1. Same data as contained in Section A of SNSL except that each
AQ-UA is printed separately as computed, one li-" per CID.

2. At end of each MEC group there are sub-totals and cumulative
totals as follows.

SUB TOTAL PRICE = Total of extended price in dollars over
allowance quantities for the MEC code.

1/
SUB TOTAL RANGE = Number of distinct SN's stocked with

non-zero AQ-UA for the MEC codp.

* SUB TOTAL CUBE = Total extended cube in cubic feet over
allowance quantities for the MEC code.

SEQUENCE

Primary sort is on MEC in inverse order: 116,115,....59.

SEQUENCE WITHIN MEC

Primary sort on SN

Secondary sort on CID

In case an SN appears with non-zero AQ-UA on more than
one CID fcr a giver MEC, it is (ounted only once in this range count.
In case an SN appears with non-zero AQ-UA on more than one CID
for differe:it MEC. it is cotinted more than once in the cumulative
range; this latter is range accumulated over MEC.

Figurt 10
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4. Allowar , e list candidates.

An allowance list candidate is a part which leads to admissible'

arithmetical input to an allowance list model. Such a part actually

bccomes a candidate or competitor for the stowage space and budget

available for allowance list items. A part listed on an ECN-APL is

not a candidate in this sense; its allowance quantity, AQ, has been

determined in advance and can be found by table lc.ok-up. Thus, instead

of being a competitor, an ECN-APL part has the role of a pre-emptor

which reduces the total amount of stowage space available for the allow-

ance list candidates. The remaining requirements are perhaps more

obvious. It is required that an allowancc list candidate be wearable,

that it be possible for the ships force to replace it, and that it actually

be an installed part. Straightforward as all this may seem, the actual

definition given below may appear complex at first meeting but this is

mainly on account of vagaries of parts data. One additional equivalent

definition is given and then the remaining portion of this section is

devoted to development of various properties of allowance list candidates.

a. Definition of an allowance list candidate.

DEFINITION. An allowance list candidate for a particular

vessel is a part for which there exists an admissible (SN, S

CID) record. Dy definition this means that in the Repair

Part Data Master Record File (Figure 2) for this vessel

there exists a record corresponding to this (SN, CID)pair

satisfying the following conditions.

a) Field 4 of the Part Record, CID, represents an admis-

sible ClD, i.e. , by definition it satisfies exactly one

of the following conditions:
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r i) Position 12 does not contain "+",

ii) Positions 11, 12 contain "P', "+, respectively.

b) Field 15, Item code, contains "1 "

c) Field 46, MEC, contains one of "0116", "0115" ...

" 0059". 0

d) Field 21. MEC-P, or the equivalent Field 45 contains

1 I , or , 311

e) At least one of the following conditions is satisfied:

i) Field 30, Type of Repair Activity, contains "F",

ii) Field 23, Maintenance code, contains "'F" in

Position 114.

f) Field 25, QPC, does not contain "Al", "R" in Posi-

tions 119, 120, r,-pecrtively. S

g) Field 26, RU, does not contain "X" in Position 121.

h) Field 14, UE-S, does not contain "N", "U" in Posi-

tions 71, 72, respectively.

Condition a) has the effect of requiring that the part be a "technical 0

part" installed in an admissible parent component-equipment. Condition b)

requires that the part be designated a "repair part". Conditions c), d) and

e) are purposefully redundant: the idea here is not only to check that the

part be installable by ships force but to verify that the MEC codes are 0

consistent. Condition f) eliminates parts with non-numeric populations:

if their QPC is "as required", we view them as actually not being installed

and so omit them from subsequent arithmetical processing. Condition g)

eliminates parts whose AQ's are deternminedl by "X-factors". The final S

condition h) is imposed in order to restrict attention to wearable parts,

i.e., those which have soine positive probability of being used by ships

force, i.e., it eliminates parts having "no usage".

QB
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There is a convenient way to determine "after the fact" whether or

not a part is an allowance list candidate. This is based on the following

result whose "proof" follows from the nature of the Optimum COSAL com-

puter program [5].

THEOREM. A part application is an allowance list candidate if and

only if Field 43, AQ-RU, is not blank after completion of the Optimum

COSAL calculation for the Repair Part Data Master Record File.

This result is of particular significance for "post-audit" calculations where

various analyses are to be performed in order to evaluate a particular allow-

ance list model. In such a case it would of course make little sense to con-

sider all records; instead, we would ordinarily restrict our attention to the

admissible (SN, CID) pairs which are the only records to which the optimi- 0

zation model was actually applied.

Looking ahead to post-audit analyses for allowance list calculations

and indeed, even considering prior analysis of input data, it is convenient ...

to have the following conventions.

TERMINOLOGY. To each admissible (SN, CID) record there corre-

sponds an admissible SN, namely, the contents of Field 7. Conversely, to

a given admissible SN there may correspond several adrnissib:e (SN, CID) 0

records.

To each admissible SN there corresponds an admissible Item Number,

adinissible IN, defined as follows.

a) If Field 7 contains an FSN, then the corresponding IN is 0

the FIIN, i.e., the contents of Positions 31-38.

h) Otherwise, if Field 7 does not contain an FSN, the corre-

sponding IN is the SN, i.e., the entire contents of Field 7.
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Conversely, in case a) to any one admissible IN there may correspond ,

several admissible SN's. (This requires that one FIIN be associated

with different FSC's.)

The above terminology re-states the association of "admissible

(SN, CID)" with "a-dmissible part application" inherent in the definition '

of an allowance list candidate. One zdditional step is taken, namely,

to associate "admissible part" with "admissible IN". While "part

application" links the part to a specific parent component, the "IN" is

independent of any particular CID and therefore relates to a distinct S

physical entity.

b. General numerical data.

It will be convenient at this point to ir-troduce terminology and fix

notation for additional data which are developed for allowance list candi-

dates. These are data required as input for numerical calculations within

the general framework of the Optimum COSAL models and hence they are

not generated for part applications other than allowance list candidates.

Figure 11 displays terminology and notation for the range of general

data wherein the order of arrangement is alphabetical on data processing

notation within each of I, El -: d III. These data are "general" in the sense

that certain of them (e.g., Nos. 7 and 9) are specialized for particular 0

cases as will be described in the following Sub-section c. The general

data will now be discussed in a logical order of develoFrnent slightly out

of sequenc,. with the manner in which they are arranged in Figure 11 for

ready reference.

1) Population data, POP-RU or N. represents the frequency of

installation of the part-application for the vessel in units of the RU. It is

to be recalied that RU is taken to be unity for an allowance list candidate

unless it is specifically written as greater than unity, i.e. , even though

-51 -
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GENERAL TERMINOLOGY AND FDCED NOTATION 0
ALLOWANCE LIST CANDIDATES

DATA PROCESSING ALGEBRAIC _TERMINOLOGY -DEFINITION
NOTATION NOTATION

FOR LISTINGS
1. AQ - RU n Allowance quantity in replacement 0

units (RU).
2. CUBE - RU c Cube in cubic feet per RU.

3. MEAN - 0Z rn Mean usage for ship: RU per 02
-__months.

4. MEC w MEC code: "w" for "worth".

5. POP - RU N Population in RU: number of
_opportunities for usage.

6. PRICE - RU p Price in dollars per RU.

* 7. COST -HOLDING A Holding Cost: penalty per RU stocked in
excess of number demanded. 5

8. COST - SHORTAGE B Shortage Cost: penalty per RU demanded
in excess of number stocked.

9. FN - CUBE g(c) Scaled CUBE - RU value.

10. FN- HOLDING a(s) Expected number RU overstocked
44, s

a(s)=.2 (s-i)P. if s-AQ-RU.
1=0 -

11. FN-LOSS L(s) L(s)=A-a(s)+B.b(s) if s=AQ-RU.

12. FN - MEC f(w) Scaled MEC value.

1 3. FN - PRICE h(p) Scaled PRICE - RU value. S

14. FN-PROB P. P. = Prob. usage i RU where
I I i= 0,1I,2 ... n......

15. FN -SHORTAGE b(s) Expected nurnber RU understocked

b(s) = i=s-'1 (i-s)Pi if s=AQ-RU

16. PROT -ACH C Achieved Protection Level
n n

C =-.L P. where n=AQ-RU.
Ti 10O 1

17. PROT - DEV t Developed Protection Level(threshold)
lt=Max 10, B/(A+B) I

Figure I I
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Field Z6 may contain 0000, blanks, etc. Then we may write

N POP-RU = I(QPC) (QC)] / (RU).

By its definition, N should be an intel.er. In case it were to turn out

otherwise, we would conclude that there were errors in input and as an 0

expedient we would use the next highest integer as N. In other words,

if f(QPC)(QC)j / (RU) is not an integer there is an error in one or more

of QPC, QC, RU but we "round up" to force the computed value of N

to be a positive integer. I

2) Mean expected usage, MEAN-02 or m, represents a population

weighted average usage by the vessel during 02 months in units of the part-

application RU. In terms of the data processing notation the time period is

specified in months. Whenever "im 1 is used, it is used alone with the •

understanding that the time period is as has been specified in context. For

example

MEAN-02 = (POP-RU) (UE-S) • (_Z/1Z), 2
MEAN-03 = (POP-RU) (UE-S) • (_3/12), 0

MEAN-12 = (POP-RU) (UE.S) • (121/2).

3) MEC, Cube and Price data are handled both in their raw or "actual

value" forms and in their corresponding "scaled" forms as desired for calcu-

lation. Actual procedure consists simply of employing the usual notion of a

mathematical function as should be evident from the follcwing layout.

Table Argument Table Entry

MEC w f(w) S

CUBE-RU c g(c)

PRICE-RU p h(p)
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Another way of expressing the above for the case of cube data is to say that

g(c) is the value of the scaling function for cube per replacement unit at the

place c.

4') Cost data are required in order to be able to formulate a "loss

function" for which a minimum is sought in an allowance list model. As

*indicated in Figure 1.1 two numbers are used: A and B . These may be

considered to be determined for each allowance list candidate; there may be

common values for all candidates or one could determine the pair A, B

differently for different candidates, 0

a) Unit Holding Cost

A = penalty per RU stocked in excess of rumber demanded.

b) Unit Shortage Cost

13 =penalty per RU demanded in excess of number stocked. 0

We require that not both A and B are zero. It is 'of course required that

both of A and B are measured in the same units.

5) Demand prediction data are based on a probability distribution

1P.) i i 0, 1, 2,... with mean equal to m . As explained just above in
2

Z), there is a specific time period understood, e.g., two months in .Vhich

case m represents MEAN-02. The definition of the term P. is as follows.

P. Probability of exactly i replacement units (RU) S2
being demanded for ships force use during 02 months.

We must have P. > 0 for each i and furthermore .Z Pi I . By definition,
I= 2=0

m is the mean of the distribution {P. , i.e.,

m X . i -P..
1=0 I

Given (P. it is a simple matter to compute a holding function whose value

a(s) equals the expected numnber of RU overstocked in case the allowance
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quantity, AQ-RU, equals s In this way, there is defined a function on

s = 0, 1, z.... having ,alues
S

a(s) = .E (s - i) P.

Proceedir-g in the same fashion, it is easy towrite down the expecteo num- 0 0

ber of 1U understocked in case AO-RU equals s . This is the sh.ortage

function b defined for s = 0, 1, 2 .... having values
0

b(s) = Es(i - s) P..

6) A loss function, L(s), is defined in terms of the data just above

in 4) and 5). It is more accurate to describe L as an expected loss function

since its values equal mathematical expectations. i.e.,

L(s)= A a(s) + B • b(s)

=A•.Z (s -i) P + B (i -s) P..
1=0 i=s+l i

7) Protection levels are defined relative to a specific allowance quan-

m :tity AQ-RU = n . The first of these is called the achie'ved protection level,

PROT-ACH,

n
C = . P..
n 1=0 I

This is simply the cumulative probability through n for {P.) and in context
1

it rpresents the probability that demand will not exceed supply. Specifically,

if .Q-RU = n then C represents the probability that the number of RUn

demanded for ships force use during the specified time period (e.g., two months

will not exceed n

A second protection quantity, the developed protection level will be

defined here for convenience of reference. Its interpretation and use along

with justification for its nomenclature will be given elsewhere. It can be

established as a theorem that an "optimum" AQ-UA = n results from the

calculation L S
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nm:in{C >B/(A+B)). 0

(This result will be discussed in a subsequent paper of the present series.)

The above result establishes B/(A + B) as a threshold to be surmounted by

the cumulative probability C Since this latter is non-negative, an equiva-

lent threshold results from replacing any negative B/(A + B) by zero. In

this way we define

t = Max[O, B/(A + ]

so that 0 < t < I on account of A + B > 0 . We label t as a developed pro- •

tection level since by association it may itself be regarded as a cumulative

probability.

c. Special Optimum COSAL numerical data.

The implementation to date by the Navy in the Optimum COSAL S

Program has been based on certain special cases for some of the data dis-

played above in Figure 11. Actual cases are summarized below in Figure 12.

1) Negative binomial probability distributions have been selected as the
{P.) for use i. calculations. This choice was made on the basis of Project

studies to be reported elsewhere. General properties for this family of

distributions ar- given in Feller [(] and, for example, in the review article

by Bartko [I]. In our notation, JPi) can be generated formally via

{q - q - M) 
k

where k > 0 and q > I in which case P. is the coefficient of the (i + l)-st
1

term. The mean is

m = k(q -1) 1

and the variance is q • m . The pair, m and qm , suffice to provide a com-

plete description of the distribution. There exist various ways of computing

the terms P.. Starting with (k,q) one has
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SPECIAL CASES - OPTIMUM COSAL PROGRAM 1
TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION
ALLOWANCE LIST CANDIDATES

DATA PROCESSING ALGEBRAIC TERMINOLOGY -DEFINITION
NOTATION NOTATION

FOR LISTINGS _

I. FN - QUE q =q(m) q = variance -to-mean ratio. q > I

0 .0 Z. FN-KAY k k = m/(q-1).

.- 3. FN-PROB 1/ P.= P.(m,q)' P. = i-th term of neg. bin. prob. dist.
L, 2 1 with mean m and variance q" m. p

go .0 R1 T A 1/ Achieved Protection Level

z Cn = Z P. where n =AQ-RU.

n1=0

5. ALPHA - MEC a MEC multiplier, a > 0

6. -AM3DA-CUBE CUBE- RU multiplier. X > 0 •w c C

* .- 7. LAMBDA - PRICE PRICE - R.r..Itip.i.
1/ PP-

8. FN-MEC f(w) f(w) = exp{-a(]16-w)), a > 0

9. FN-CUBE g(c) g(c) = X" c ," > 0.
c C

10. FN-PRICE h(p) h(p) = X- p X X > 0.
rHolding Cost

11. COST - HOLDING A Hd Cost
c p

I/ Shortage Cost
;Z 12. COST - SHORTAGE B B

B = exp{a(w-l) -116) c p

S 1 3. PROT - DEV/ De-veloped Protection Level (threshold)t=Mix[O, I -(Xc+k-)" exp{a(l 6-,v)}].

1PO FXFixed Protection Level (See text)
May replace PROT - DEV.

Min Protection Level (See, text)
1 A lower bound for PROT - DEV.

Figure lZ

I/A sipecial case of a quantity defined more generally. Cf. Figure 11.

Z/Writing f(w) as shown simply provides 0, 1,,Z.... as the range for (116-w)
'.hile w = 116, 11 S, 113 ... . It would of course be equally correct to write

.(w) exp{a(w- 116)) . Cf., however, the expression for "t" in I I.
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iA
P =q-

o

p = ((k + i)(q - l)/(i + l)(q)) P. . i 0, 1,2.

The following is an equivalent form utilizing (mq) wherein P is also
0

displayed in form for actual computation.

P = expfm(- log q)/(q - 1))

Pi+! = [fm + i (q - l))/(i + 1) q)] • P. , i = 0, 2 z.

Current practice in the Optimum COSAL Program calls for q to be a func-

tion of m by tabl. look-up. While actual values can be changed as parame-

ters for calculation, the current table is as follows.

Mean m Variance-to -mean
ratio q

0 < m < 0.75 1.01

0.75 < m < 1.20 2.0

1.20 < < Z.00 3.0

2.00 < m < 3.00 4.0

3.00 < m < 5.00 5.0

5.00 < m < 7.00 6.0

7.00 < rm < 8.00 7.0

8.00 < m 8.0

It can be shown that the above approximates the Poisson probability distribu- 0

tion for m < 0. 75 since this latter is a limiting case of the negative binomial

for q approaching unity in the limit.

2) Scaling parameters have been used as follows in order to obtain

actual scaling functions for use in Optimum COSAL calculations. -
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Scaling Scaling Function

',Parameter Value

MEC ' a> 0 6 -

CUBE RU g(c)t 0

PR!CE-RU xp> 0 1h(p) = xp
_ - P

TRecelt (:;Ala.d:otis have been ba sed oii the fullowirig numerical values:

a 0.15,

X =3. 16 x 10-
c : !.0 x lo- "5

Various matters concerning problems of scaling will be discussed elsewhere. S

However, the actual values listed above may he described as a set resulting

from experimont tion %%here:l the criterion employed for seloction was that

of predt'ling certaln desirabie properties for the resulting allowance lists.

* -O: 3) Cost data are computed as shown in Figure I Z. These result •

from the c hoices for f, g arid h listed just above plus

A g(c) - hip)

B f (w - A.

In words, the unit Holdii g Cst, A. is taken to be tht suim of "scal ed stowage

sp~ice- arnd sca ltd dollar val ue' °
. Then the tinit Sh,)rtagt. Cost, B3. equals

"scaled MEC" dimit.ished by A . 'Ti s latter may he txpres astd a lte rneltt ly

by staling that tht tuwit :,th k, at petalty 13 equals t(%.) except that ( redit

is taken ft~r g() h(p) ; his h stter a:m is ot course associated %%ith stowage

spac-e atd budget alt no ut uti!iz.d un accmu nt of the itein.

I) Protec ti, l b,, .,f st.veral kinds ;re utilizt-d in , ,rre.'t alcula

tions. Wt- again use t tied C to dtiotv r,.spect1:%vtl PROT-DEV and
II

N
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PROT-ACH in the special cases for {P.J . A and B as shown in1

Figure 12. 0

As presently used the Fixed Protection, PROT-FIXED denoted by

u(w) . is employed solely for MEG 116 in which case it replaces PROT-DEV:

u(w) replaces t for w = 116. 1 0

This means that the actual threshold t which is set for the cumulative

probabilities C for the highest MEC class does not vary ,ith price or5

cube.

I S
A Minimum Protection, PROT-MIN denoted by v(w) is currently

used for w = 115,114 .... 101 . In fact, whenever the PROT-FIXED is

specified for a given MEG w then it is required that v(w) = 0 , i.e.. a

PROT-MIN is not assigned. Current practice is as follows:
* S

Maxft, v(w)] replaces t for w= 115, 114. 101

This use of v(w) amounts to an "override" since it forces a lower bound

for use as the threshold t against which the cumulative probabilities C
S

are tested.

Exact conditions under which PROT-FIXED and PROT-MIN are

applied are more in the province of [51 than of the present paper. Fnr this

reason, our present attention will be restricted to defining the range of

possibilities for output data from Optimum COSAL calculations. This is S

done below for the "OVERRIDE" character written as a computational entry

as shown in Figure 14. As will be seen below, one complicating factor in

the "override" area is that for MEC 115, 114. 1 01 current practice calls

for an "MEC OVERRIDE" as follows: *
AQ-RU = Max[l, n] for MEC 115, 114. 101.

There is some additional terminology. By the Group Protection for

a particular MEC value w we mean the product of the C for all allowance
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list candidates having this particular MEC value. This means that the

Group Protection is associated with a joint probability. i.e., the proba-

* bility that demand will not exceed supply for any allowance list candidate

in the given MEC class. The File Protection for MEC w represents the S
pioduct of the Group Protections for MEC classes 116, 115..... w + I

w . As such, it represents a joint. probability for MEC class w and all

higher classes. Finally, there is the concept of a Required Protection

which is associated with the MEC override and which is defined below in

connection with Field 53.

d) Computational entries.

Arithmetical operations are mainly performed on Z0 p-sition float-

* ,ing point words arranged according to the layout of Figure 13. Such a word •

is a 20 character alpha-numeric word composed of a 3 digit signed exponent

* . juxtaposed to the left of a 17 digit signed mantissa. The exponent represents

a power of 10 ranging from -999 to +999 . A decimal point is understood
* to lie between digits 3 and 4, i.e., immediately to the left of the high order

position of the mantissa so that the mantissa lies between -1 and +1

Each of the two positions of the word, the exponent and the mantissa is

signed by its lowest order digit, Positions 3 and 20, respectively. Thus,

OOA 33 ... 3C represents (10). (+1/3) + 10/3 1 I S

OA 33 ... 3L represents (10) (-1/3) - 10/3

OOJ 33 ... 3L represents (10) I(-1/3) - 1/30

OOJ 33 ... 3C represents (10) 1(+1/3) = + 1/30

- 6
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20 POSITION FLOATING POINT WORD

Contents Exponent 17 Digit Mantissa S

Position IlI± 3I4] 5T 6 7 118 19 20

Signed Signed
Digit Digit •

Exponent: Power of 10.
Signed by Digit 3.

Mantissa: Decimal Point understood to be immediately to left
of Digit 4. Signed by Digit 20.

Positive Ne ative

Signed Printed Signed Printed
__ D _it Character Digit Character

+ I/

+0 o -0 00 0
+I A -i J
+2 B -2 K
+3 C -3 L
+ 4 D - 4 M
+5 E -5 N

+6 F -6 0
+7 G -7 P
_ 8 H -8 0
+9 I -9 R

Figure 1 3

+
The character 0 may appear in print as a plus sign f+), ampersand (&),

or heavy bar H.

Thecharacter 0 appe.irs in print as light bar or minus sign --.
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999
The largest number which may be represented is (10) x (+ 0.99 ... 9) 0 0

999
and the smallest (in an order sense) is (10)9(- 0.99 ... 9) rhese two num-

bers possess the representations

99 1 99 ... 91

90 1 99... 9R.

respectively.

The smallest positive number which may be represented in this system
-999

is (1 x (+ 0.00 ... 01) while the largest negative number which may be S

so represented is (10) 999(- 0.00 ... 01) . These numbers possess the

representations

99 R 00 ... OA

99 R 00 ... 03.

respectively.

Zero is represented by any one of the words

xyz 00 ... Ow

where x and y are each one of the characters 0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
+

where z is a signed digit, and where w is one cf the characters 0 or 0

Computational fields within the part records occupy Positions 200-385

as shown in Figure 14. Each of these fields will now be discussed in order.

Fields 48-52 are each 20 position fields in which floating point words

are stored. Contents as shown correspond to status at the completion of an

allowance list calculation. This accounts for the "initial" values for i =0

in 48, 51 and 52which are therein recorded for use in subsequent calculations.

Field 53 contains PROT-REQ, the Required ProteLtion Level, which

can most conveniently be defincd in terms at tho Ov"rride code from Field 62.

-63-
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II

OPTIMUM COSAL REPAIR PART DATA MASTER RECORD

ALLOWANCE LIST CANDIDATES

COMPUTATIONAL FIELDS LAYOUT

Field Notation C eLength Record
No. for Contents 01 ot ositions

Field Field

43. p. = p 20 200-2201 0
49. FN-KAY k 20 221-240

50. (q-l)/q 20 241-260
51 i= 0 20 261-280
5.P. = P 20 281-300SiP E 1 0o_ __

53. PROT-REQ "Required Protection". See text. 20 301-320
54. = Unassigned 4 321-324

55. AQ-UA Allowance Quantity in Units of Allowance 4 325-328
56. AQ-RU Allowance Quantity in Replacement Units 4 329-332 G
57. POP-RU Population in Replacement Units 6 333-338

58. Unassigned 2 339-340
59. PROT-ACH Achieved Protection Level 20 341-360
60. NIEAN-02 Mean in RU per 22 months 10 361-370

61. Uiiassigned 1 10 371-380
0 62. OVERRIDE See text. I 1 381

63. TRIP "I " if record updated. See text. I 382
64. Unassigned 2 ] 383-384
65. End of record 1 385

Notes I. Contents shown as of completion of Optimum COSAL calculation.

2. For part applications which are not allowance list candidates, the 0
only computational field employed is Field 55 which may be filled
by table look-up.

Figure 14

-64-
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OVERRIDE REQUIRED
CODE PROTECTION

B, F. K or 0 PROT-FIXED
A,E,J or N PROT-MIN
C,G, L or P B/(A.+ B)

Notice that if B/(A + B) < 0 then PROT-DEV is zero but Field 53 con-

tains the negative quantity B/(A + B)

Field 54 is unassigned.

Field 55 contains AQ-UA. the allowance quantity in units of allowance. S

For allowance list candidates, AQ-UA is the product of AQ-RU times RU and

Field 56 is not blank. If it is non-zero it contains an integer quantity. In

case the part is not an allowance list candidate, Field 56 is blank and Field

55 contains the result in 0. 1 UA of the appropriate table lonk-ip (.. g. . ECN- S

APL) specified for the allowance list calculation, however, the decimal point

is not written in Field 55. In all cases, the "allowance quantity" printed in

the allowance list is the quantity expressed in whole units of UA.

Field 56, AQ-RU. duplicates Field 43.

Field 57, POP-RU, contains the installed population in units of the RU.

It is to be noted that this is a six digit positive integer.

Field 58 is unassigned.

Field 59 contains PROT-ACH.

Field 60 contains rn , e.g., MEAN-02, expressed to 4 D but the decimal

point is not written in the record. The time perioct represented, e.g., 02 months,

equals whatever time period had been specified for the Optimum COSAL calcula-

tioni. In the absence of explicit documentation elsewhere, one could of course

recover the time period in months from the record as (12 m)/(POP-RU)(UE-S).

Field 61 is unassigned.

Field 62, OVERRIDE, contains a one digit alpha-numeric code which

indicates various facts concerning the processing of the allowance list candidate.
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First, it indicates an input control code (F, W, M, 4, Blank, or +) which 0

had been specified to define override rules for the item. Second, the

OVERRIDE code indicates whether or not the PROT-ACH probability thres-

hold was sufficient to produce a non-zero AQ-RU. For example, as shown

below. Code K indicates a positive AQ-RU while the companion 0 indicates 0

tl,at one would have AQ-RU = 0 on the basis of the PROT-ACH calculation

alone, i.e., without an MEC Override to set AQ-RU = Max[l,n].

Current practice calls for specifying an input code of F for MEC

16andan M for every candidate in I15,114. 101. The use of the M g

can provide the effect of guarantccing not only a minimum PROT-ACH but

also on the basis of MEG OVERRIDE it can provide for at least one RU being

stocked for each allowance list candidate. This second feature can be adopted

for such -high MEG" candidates for which

P > Max[PROT -MIN, PROT-DEV]

since for these the AQ-RU -- 0 as explained above under b.7) in connection

with the definition uf PROT-DEV.

The actual table of codes is as follows.

INPUT CONTROL OVERRIDE CODE

DOES DOES DOES Field 62 U
PROT-FIXED PROT-MIN MEC OVERRIDE INPUT was > 0?
APPLY? APPLY? APPLY CODE YES NO 5

YES NO YES F K 0
YES NO NO W B F
NO YES YES M J N

o YES NO 4 A E
NO NO YES Blank L P
NO NO NO + C G S
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Field 63. TRIP. contains "1'" in case the initial term for the negative S

binomial. P , has been computed and recorded in Fields 48 and 52. In case
0

there is a " 1 " it means that the record has undergone an Optimum COSAL

computation and the terminology "updated" is then used to describe the status

of the record. Cf. [5]. 0

Field 64 is unassigned.

Field 65 designates "End of Record".

5. Distributions for allowance list candidates.

The set of allowance list candidates for a vessel forms the drimain for

calculation of an allowance list model. This is true for the reason that these

are the part applications for which it makes sense to try to optimize the on-

board stocking quantity. In the first place, these parts constitute reasonable

individual subjects because of their nature as members of a very large set of

technical repair parts with uncertainly known future usages. For the FBM

weapons system including not only the nuclear submarine but the missile

system as well, there are more than 55,000 part applications. both the avail-

able stowage space and the budget make it impossible to stock "one or more
1/

of each" so that selection is required. The second fundamental attribute of

1/The following facts may be of interest. If one were to attempt to

load "one each", i.e., a single RU for each allowance list cand.date, the

available stowage space of 2, 500 cubic feet would be exceeded by more than

50%. In fact, the sum of CUBE-RU over all 55,918 allowance list candidates

exceeds 3,800 'ubic feet. The corresponding total for PRICE-RU is

$3, 500, 000. 00. Of further significance is the fact that the sum of CUBE-RU

and PRICE-RU over the 31. 200 distinct admissible Item Numbers equal nearly

3, 300 cubic feet and $2, 750, 000. 00, respectively. In other words, the entire

range will not fit aboard the vessel and if one tried to load progressively start-

ing with the highest MEG.,the threshold of 2,500 cubic feet would be reached

at the beginning of MEC 88.
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an allowance list candidate is that adequate data exist so thtt an optimization S

model may be applied. Proceeding on to consider particular properties of the

allowance list candidates, we find that we have to give attention to various

combinations of elements of data as well as to the individual items of data

defined above. Exactly this sort of scrutiny will be carried out in the present •

section wherein various tabular data will be displayed for the case of USS

GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598). As another way of describing this

section. it would be correct to state that it amounts to a summary numerical

description of the USS GEORGE WASHINGTON from the point of view of the p

allowance list input data represented by [6]. I/

a. Admissible parent SA's.

The highest level that we will examine is that of the Service Applications

or SA's which consist of collections of CID's. For the input data represented

by [6] there are 2187 distinct SA's. Of these, a total of 30 have no admissible

CID's assigned. i.e., the only associated CID's are ECN-APL's. An additional

119 SA's are made up of admissible CID's which however have no installed

allowance list candidates. There remain 2,038 SA's which are admissible

parent SA's in that they involve allowance list candidates, i.e., each of these

SA's has assigned to it at least one admissible parent CID. The make-up of

these 2. 0flR SA's is given in Figure 15 which shows that roughly 75% have

aigned to them only a single admissible parent CID. •

/The tabular data dibplayed below represent a small portion of that

made available through several general tabulation programs prepared by

Mcssrs. Edward Boback and Irwin L. Kwate, of the Project. It is further- •

more appropriate to acknowledge the e.xtensive use of these programs for

checking various prupertie. (ited ibove for the files upon which the present

paper is based.

-6 8
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DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF CiD's PER SA

ADMISSIBLE PARENT SA'$

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)

CID per SA Number Frequency Cumulative •

of of Frequency

SA's Occurrence
1 1, 537 0.754 0.754
2 144 .071 .825
3 103 .051. .876
4 72 .035 .911 S

5 42 .021 .932
6 36 .018 .9,0

7-8 34 .017 .967
9-10 18 .009 .976

11-14 20 .010 .986
* 15-19 17 .008 .994 6

Z0-30 7 .003 .997
31-40 6 .003 1.000
41-237 2 .001 1.001

2, 038 1.001

Figure 15

b. Admissible parent CID's.

Allowance List [6] was prepared from parts data corresponding to

3,541 different APL's. Of these 3, '41 CID's. a total of 188 were ECN-APL's

while 360 had no designated .,llowa,,ce list candidates. There rernain Z,987 0

admissible parent CID's which were distributed over the 2, 038 SA's of Figure

15 in the manner shown in Figure 16. According to Figure 16, 86.3% of these

CID's were assigned to a single SA, 221 were assigned to two different SA's,

etc. S

The quantity 2.987 represents the range of the admissible parent CID's

in that there are this many distinct entities Their total depth is 17,808 (Cf.

[3, Figure 29]) which is the total piece count in QC for the CID's. Figurc 17

displays the distribution of QC for these CID's. While the number t7,808 -

-69-
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DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF SA's PER CID

ADMISSIBLE PARENT CID's

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)

SA per CID Number Frequency Cumulative
of of Frequency

CID's Occurrence
1 2, 579 0.863 0.863
2 221 .074 .937
3 49 .016 .953
4 25 .008 .961
5 14 •005 .966
6 18 .006 .972
7 6 -00. .1)74

8 32 .Oil_ .985
9-16" 24 .008 .993
17-42 19 .006 .999 

2,987 0.999

Figure 16

cannot be generated from Figure 17 due to the aggregation therein, it can be

seen that the CID's with QC 1, 2, 3, or 4 account for only (1)(1, 571) +

(2)(599) + (3)(141) + (4)(141) 3,756 or roughly 21% of the total 17,808.

Figure 18 summarizes the distribution of MEC codes for the 2,987

CID's. (This particular table slmmarizcs data presented earlier in [3, Figure

29]). A total of 5.9% are shown to have the highest rank, namely 116 which

corresponds to a running mate [3] of 222 222.

As must be clear by this puint, an actual allowance list determination

is primarily based on calculations at the part level, i.e. , for allowance list

candidates. It is theref:,rc appropri,,te to inquire into the make-up of the CID's

under discusFon in terms of nu-nbcrs of installed wearable parts. This is

lone in Figure 19 which is the final skinimary for the CID's. The first column

"SN per CID" actually denotes "the ,unuber of allowance list candidates

-70-
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I

DISTRIBUTION OF QC

ADMISSIBLE PAYF'MT CID's

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)

QC Number Frequency Cumnulative
of of Frequency

CID's Occ:rrence
1 1,571 0.726 0.526
2 "99 200 .726
3 141 .047 .773 S
4 14l .047 .820

5-6 11z .038 I .858
7-8 96 .032 .890
9-12 82 .28 .918

IL,13-16 70 .o' .- 3

17-30 7 .024 .9(7
31-50 41 .014 .981
51-100 30 .0:0 99i

101 -200 17 Mf) .997
20.1-184 8 .003 t.000

_,_87__ .uOOO

Figure 17

corresponding to specific admuissible CID" so that "ie entries made,

e.g., for 6 denote a total of J63 CID's with i st-lWed '%t.airablv parts in 5.5%

of the t.tal 2, 987.

c. Allowance list candidates.

The , ,987 admissible parent CID's .e.e a LCtli uf %,,9 i8 part-

aplications which are all u..vancc list "m_,dic.,ts. " , l..tr are distributed

.71-
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DISTRIBUTION OF MEC

ADMISSIBLE PARENT CID's

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)

MEC Number Frequency Cumulative 0
of of Frequency

CID's Occurre.nce
116 177 0.059 0.059

113-115 54 .018 .077
, 110112 163 .055 .132

107-109 113 .038 .170 0
104-106 41 .014 .184
101-103 45 .015 .199
94-100 10 .003 .202

93 736 .246 .448
89-92 61 .020 .468

88 1,587 .531 .999
Z.987 0.999

Figure 18

over CID's according to the tabulation of "SN per CID" shown above in Figure

19. *!*!,-y are distributed over MiEC as shown in Figure 20. (These data and 0

companion data showing "depth" as well, i.e., summations of POP-RU, were

displayed in more detail earlier in [3, Figure 30].

A summary of the associated Usage Estimates -Ship or UE-S's is con-

tained in Figure ZI while Figure 22 presents MEAN-02's which are the popu-

lation weighted average isages for 02 mo.ths. Cube and price data are given

in Figures 23 and 24, respectively.

Figures 25 and 26 describe th- 5; ,918 allowance list candidates from

the infurmation contained in their individual stock numbers. It should be S

pointed out that the detailed dat.d of Figure 26. the breakdown into Federal

Supply Classes have tu he itterpreted within the context of this particular

cataloging system. While this latter system will not be described here, it

-T S
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DISTRIBUTKON OF SN's PER CID

ADMISSIBLE PARENT CID's 0

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)

SN per CID Number Frequewncy fCumrnu1lzive
of of Fre-quenCy

CID's . Occurrence 0
- 1- 0 0.Y84 0.184

2 325 .109 .93
3 ,14 .078 .371
4 213 .071 .44Z
5 .13 .71 .513

0~~ oi___ 05 .568
7 I1i" .037 .605
s Teo .033 .638
9 _______ _ _ .231

10-11 153 .051 .71212 . ] -1 3v 1 .) s 3. Qo
v_ -I 4t 15 S .027 .777

16 -17 ;6 .kl9 .796
18-19 9!8 .314
20 Z 1C7 .00, '350

20 067 .917

,-00 . 9his8f 20 - 0 I .05 .n3 0

7B ,-,.o8 .998

. - ,0.993

Fig;re 19
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DISTRIBUTION OF MEC

ALLOWANCE L1ST CANDIDATES

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)

MEC Nurnber Frequency Cumulative 0
of of Frequency

Part Appl. Occurrence

116 i,957 0.0350 * 0.0350
113-115 2.320 .0415 .0765
S110-112 2,072 .0371 .1i36

I07-109 Z,735 .0489 .i 25
104-106 1.016 .018Z .i807
101-103 Z95 .0053 .i860
94-100 132 .00Z4 .1884

93 13.774 .2463 .4347
89-92 748 .0134 .4481

88 24. 170 ..1322 .8803

65-87 ,428 .0255 .9058
64 1,689 .0302 .9360

60-63 34 .0006 - 9366
59 3,548 .0034 1 0000

, 55,!918 i.0000 I

Figure 20

may be of help to observe that ac. ording to the "Fede ral Cataloging Hand-

book H 2-1", the ESC's ,re designed "tocovera relatively homiogeneous

area uf commodities, ii respe t to their physial or performance tharac- 0

teristics, or in the re-i.,ct thai the itemns iicluded :herein are such as

are usually reqiiitioed ot issued togcther. or constittte a related group-

ing for supply managenient pirposes".

d. Admissibe Itemt Niinibers.

The 55,918 allowance list caudidates are m.,de up of 51 . 200 distinct

entities, I.e.. adnniss2bic Item Nul,e.rs. Of these. ts shown in Figurto Z7.

r,-ighly 7V7, 1,tv- l.,.t a ii;.gle . policat n. These .aC-. ,,nt for ' 3, 407 allow-

a-ce list (aIidjlat..s . rI'l t rt c ii -iU . )jS - (23 ,407) or 32. 5i 1

-74
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DISTRIBUTION OF UE - S

ALLOWANCE LIST CANDIDATES

UJSS GEORGE WASHINGTON IS.UMN) 598)

Greater Less iain I1 Number Frequency Cumul.tive

than or - of of Frequency

Equal to Part Appl. Occurrence 0
0.0000 .0U , 36 I " 0.0579 0.0579

.0001 "'00 11 K 164 1 .1!0 1 _ .1681 d

.o100 .0200 4. 7 1 .nR7 * .249

.0200 o.n , 6.i'3 I .1 3 1 .3631

.0300 .01O,0 11 i0,817 1 .1942 T .5'73

.0500 1O00 i n. C9O " .1804 ._ 7377

.i000 2000 " 3.67 1 .o654 A31

.2000 . 30 3. 3151 .0593 -

.3000 R000 5,440 .0973

L1000 1.0000 . 1,687 1 -" .0302 A q899

1.^000 i&0.0000 569 .0 ni I .0000

F:gtre21•

p.,rt-applic. .ti,,i !c vol ye nl y 7,793 o, 200) - ',, 407) , t ,n 3t i's.

"'hese 7. 79 5 IN"s are distributd over from 2 to I 38 difterent CID's in the

nraxer displayed in Figure .27.

A !inal su!nmary s irt.luY. .. Fiurc 8 -Sn order to shw the distri-

bution of MAN ,IEC \vhiLh is 4n pt,,' .,ixinuam MEG for a., IN over all

( .D s ';I %l. ch it s i;.it,'!.I. 1i.,,au -i,~rit;.tio, ,f 'ourse cxist for

CU1E-RU, PRICig- , ' P., U', il,. "i, 200 !N's but :'ze will )t be

given ir tine prv'ttnt or mr.

.75-
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DISTRIBUTION OF MEAN - 02

ALLOWANCE LIST CANDIDATES

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598) S

Greater Less than Number Frequency Cumulative

than or of of Frequency

Equal to Part Appl. Occurrence
0.0000 0.0001 2,923 0.0523 0.0523
.0001 .0002 439 .0078 .0601

1 00. .000 t 75 .0013 .0614

.0003 .0005 403 .0072 .0686

.0005 .0010 926 .0166 .0852

.0010 .000 1,704 .0305 .1157

.0020 .0030 257 .0046 .1203

6 .0030 .0050 5,002 .0895 .2098 •

.0050 .0100 9,044 .1617 .3715
.0100 .0200 8,365 .1496 .5211

.0200 .0300 2.134 .0382 .5593

.0300 .0500 6,264 .1120 .6713

.0500 .1000 6, 379 .1141 .7854
0 .1000 .2000 4,661 .0834 .8688 S

.2000 .3000 1,591 .0285 .8973

.3000 .5000 2, 302 .0412 .9385

.5000 1.0000 1,642 .0294 .9679

1 .0000 2.0000 947 .0169 .9848

2.0000 3.0000 279 .0050 .9898

3.0000 5.0000 2 32 .0041 •.9939

5.0000 10.0000 184 .0033 .9972
10.0000 20.0000 88 .0016 .9988

20.0000 30.0000 6 .0005 .9993

30.0000 50.0000 23 .0004 .9997

50.0000 -28 .0005 1.0002

_ c_,918 1.0002

Figure 22
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DISTRIBUTION OF CUBE - RU

ALLOWANCE LIST CANDIDATES

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598) 0

Greater Less than i Number Frequency Cumulative

than or o of Frequency
Equal to Part Appl. Occurrence

.0000 .0001 2,902 0.0519 0.0519

.0001 .0002 5,821 .1041 .1560 0 S

.0002 .0003 2,170 .0388 .19'18
.0003 .0005 1,864 .0333 .2281

.0005 .0010 8,043 .1438 .3719

.0010 .0020 6,983 .1249 .4968

.0020 .0030 4,252 .0760 .5728

.0030 .0050 4,492 .0803 .6531

.UV_ .0100 6,914 .1236 .7767

.0100 .0200 4,027 .0720 .8487

.0200 .0300 1,593 .0285 .8772"

.0300 .0500 1,597 .0286 .9058

.0500 .1000 1,722 .0308 .9366

.1000 .2000 1,384 .0248 .9614

.2000 .3000 684 .0122 .9736
3000 .5000 476 .0085 .9821

.5000 1.0000 463 .0083 .9904
1.0000 2.0000 256 .0046 .9950

2.0000 3.0000 72 .0013 .9963

3.0000 5.0000 97 .0017 .9980
5.0000 10.0000 46 .0008 .9988

10.0000 60 .0011 .9999

55,918[ 0.9999

Figure 23

Note. The imits of measuremnt are cubic feet.

- 7
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DISTRIBUTION OF PRICE - RU

ALLOWANCE LIST CANDIDATES

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)
I 0

Greater Less than Number Frequency Cumulative
than or of of Frequency

Equal to Part Appl. Occurrence -•
0.00 0.01 561 0.0100 0.0100

.01 .02 285 .0051 .01.51 ...

.0Z .03 1,673 .0299 .0450

.03 .05 1, 665 .0298 .0748

.05 - .0 5,793 .1036 .1784
__0 _._.0 _ 3,_60 .0583 .2367

._20 .30 2,44Z .0437 .2804

_.30 .50 4,263 .0762 .3566 " -

_ _.50 1.00 6,6$6 .1190 .4756 L 0
1•00 2.00 6,176 .1104 .5860
2.0O0 3.0O0 3,.21 5 .0575 .6435
3.00 5.00 3,681 .0658 .7093
5.00 10.00 4,300 .0769 .7862

1.0I.00 20.00 3,451 .0617 1 .8479 -

20.00 30.00 1,601 .0286 .8765 •
30.00 50.00 1.811 .0324 .9089
50.00 100.00 1,613 .0288 .9377

100.00 200.00 1,157 1 .0207 .9584

200.00 300.00 612 .0109 .9693
300.00 500.00 684 .0122 9815
500.00 1,000.00 533 0095 .9910

1,000.00 2,000.00 200 .0036 .9946
2,000.00 3,000.00 96 .0017 -99b3

3,000.00 5,000.00 82 .0015 .9978
5,000.00 10,000.00 68 .0012 .9990
10,000.00 40 .0007 .9997

55,918 .9997 _

Figure 24
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MAJOR FEDERAL SUPPLY GROUPS

ALLOWANCE LIST CANDIDATES

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598) I S

Federal Supply Group Number of
Part Applications

No Federal Stock Number 1.308 ....
10 Weapons 1.13 _ _

12 Fire Control Equipment 575 1.0%
13 Ammunition and Explosives 29
14 Guided Missiles 569 (.0%
16 Aircraft Comporents and Accessories 14 _

S20 Ship and Marine Equipment 170_"
28 Engines. Turbines, and Components 572 1.0%

29 Engine accessories 164 -_

30 Mechanical Power Transmission Equipment 479
31 Bearings 837 1.5%
34 Metalworking Machinery 35 _ _

35 Service and Trade Equipment 41
36 Special Industry Machinery 96
40 Rope, Cable. Chain, and Fittings 20 1
41 Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Equipment 209 1
43 Pumps and Compressors 559 1.0%
44 Furnace, Steam Plant. Reactors 157
45 Plumbing. Heating, and Sanitation Equipment 67

47 Pipe, Tubing., Hose, and Fittings 396 " _

48 Valves 1.623 2.9%
49 Maintenance and Repair ShoE Eq uipment "84 1.5%,
51 Hand TouIs 87
5Z Measuring Tools 19
53 Hardware and Abrasives 7,514 13.4%
58 Communication Equipment 3,731 6.7%
59 Electrical and Electronic Equipment Components 31, 244 55.9% 
61 Electric Wire, and Posver and Distribution Equipment 1,033 1.8%
62 Lighting Fixtures and Lamps 1,Z81 2.3%
63 Alarm and Signal Systems 74
68 Instrumients and Laboratory Equipment 1,798 3.2%
67 Photographic Equipment 104

08 Chemicals and Chemical Products 13 __•

73 Food Preparation and Serving Equipment 18
93 Nonmetallic Fabric-ated Materials 67
Miqcellaneo__s* 54

Total: 100% = 55,918 93.2%

A total of 18 additional groups appear each with not more than 10 part L

applications: 11, 15, 25, 39, 42, 46, 54, 55, 65, 69, 72, 74, 79, 80,
81. 91, 92. 95.

Figure 25
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I S

KLAkOft FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSES

AL-LOWANCE LIST CANDIDATES

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)

Federa: Supply Class Number of

Fart Applications

No Federal Stock Numiser 1. 308

1220 F. C. Comp..tizi S-ehts and Devices 566 1.0 o0
1440 "Launchers, G .ided Missiles 314 0.6
3!10 Bearings, A.".ifri:tion, Unmounted 619 1.1

4320 Power and Iland P'Rnps 309 U. b
4730 Fittings and Specia-'iex: Hose, Pipe and Tube 361 0.6
4820 Valves, nor.n0wered 1,402 2.5 .-...

4935 Guided Missile ... Equipment 823 1.5 t S
5305 Screws 672 1.2
5310 Noits and Washers 896 1.6
5330 Packing and Gasket Materials 3,802 6.8
5340 Miqcellaneous Hardware 1.338 2.4
5815 Teletype and Facsimile Equipment 2.991 5.3
5905 Resistors 11.481 20.5 0
5910 Capacitors 5, 130 9.2
5920. Fuses and Li..r.nz Arresters 982 1.8 .
5925 Circuit Breakers 448 0.8
5930 Switches 2,047 3.7
5935 Ccnnectors. Electrical 2,960 5.3
5940 Lug .. Terminals. and Terminal Strips 704 1.3
5945 Relays, Coa:.tac.rs. and Solenoids 1,190 2.1

5950 Coils and Transfo:'rners 2,419 4.3

5960 Electron Tubes. Tran.sistors, Rectifyir.g Crystals 2,687 4.8
6110 Ele,.trical Co.ro! Eqipment 364j 0.7
6210 IndoorandO M' -lectric Lighting Fixt';res 563 1.0
6240 Electric L.. timps ,155 0.8
6605 Navigation-,l instrunents 670 1.2 S

6625 Electrical ... Ele.ronic ... Instrumrents 431 0.8

6f85 Pre-a'iee, Tec:: :erature, .. Instrurments 344 0.6

Miscellan,'o-ts 7,642

T.ttl: 100% 55,913 84.1%

A total Af 166 additir..al classes appear, each with not more than 300

part applid itionr.

Fig,tre 26
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I
DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS

ADMISSIBLE ITEM NUMBZRS

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)

Number Number Frequency Cumulative -

of of of Frequency
Applications Item Nos.- Occurrence ...

1 23,407 0.7502 0.7502
2 4,769 .1529 .9031
3 1,107 .0315 .9386
4 "53_ .0171 .9557

5-6 513 .0164 .9721 t
7-8 252 .0081 .9802I - 0 156 .0 o852

11i_12 92 .ooz9 .9881
.13-14 65 .0o1 .9902

S-16 - 48 .0015 .9917
17-18 43 .0014 .9931 L
19-20 25 .0008 .9939

I . .ZI-30 93 .0030 .9969
31-50 54 .0017 .9986
51-100 36 .0012 .9998
101-138 7 .00002 1.0000

____ 31.20o0 1. ooo _ .

Figure 27
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DISTRIBUTION OF MAX MEC

ADMISSIBLE ITEM NUMBERS 0

USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N) 598)

MAX MEC Number Frequency Cumulative
of J of Frequency --- : -

Item Nun. Occurrence
116 1,439 0.0461 0. 0461

113-115 1.136 .0364 .0825
110-112 908 .0"'91 .1116
107-109 1,99Z .0638 .1754
104-106 259 .0083 .1837
101-103 212 .0068 .1905
94-'100 61 .0020 .1925
93 8,239 .2641 .4566

89-92 231 .0074 .4640
88 13.332 .4Z73 .8913

65-87 584 .0187 .9100
64 845 .0271 .9371 , S

60-63 15 .0005 .9376
59 1,947 .0624 1.0000

.31,200 1.0000 o"

Figure 28
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HERYSOLOMON

One of the major requirements for military systems has been

the need for a mea sure of the relative importance of stockting one item

rather than another. The present study develops one such system

which hasa been implemented for the Polaris weapons system. Consid -

erable emphasis Is placed on systematic development of underlying

principles. It is concluded that the present approach could readily be

adapted to other weapons systems.
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PREFACE

The present study is the first of several papers to be issued by
this Project as Polaris Logistics Stu-Jies. Subsequent papers will con-

sider allowance list determinations, FY load lists for deployed
tenders, ashore supply point problems. provisioning and procurement
policies, and finally the general problem of providing logistics infor-
mation and control systems to permit overall satisfactory logistics.

It will become apparent that the present series will represent a
somewhat diverse range of interests. In addition to the fact that a
somewhat heterogeneous set of research techniques will appear there
is one feature whach deserves special comment. This refers to the
fact that careful attention is given to the umderlyiug situations to which
the methodology is to apply. It turns out that this introduces the need
for considerable precision of terminology in engineering and logistics

6 4JJQ  areas which unfortunately include areas notorious for thei !ack of stand-
ards. e.g.. the problem of definition of a "component" as opposed to an
"equipment". Nevertheless, a substantial part of the contribution of the

present series is judged to consist of its relevance for practical
problems; this has required that unswervirg atte-tion be paid to the
exigencies of the background situations and their definitio-s.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the support f the Logistics and
Mathematical Statistics Branch of the Office of Naval Research under
whose contracts this work has been performed. In just the same way,

" appreciation is due the Technical Director, Special Projects Office, and-
his Assistant for Material Support who are co-sponsors of this research
by means of transfer of necessary funds to the Offire of Naval Research.
Mention should also be made of the fact that the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts and its field activities have been collaborators in the present
studies. Finally, it is most appropriate to cite the essential assistance
and support provided by the Logistics Research Project administrative
and clerical staff and by the rembers of the Project Computation
L aboratory who were essentiil for this work.

W. P. Marlow
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rNTRODUCrION

The PoLaris militztry essentiality system measures various

effects of failures on the weapons system. Three different levels are

considered: equipment. component and wearable installed part. A

failure at one level is studied for its effect at higher levels; ultimately,

the failed item is related to the Polaris mission. For example, the

most important type of failure is one whose occurrence would force the

submarine to terminate patrol and return to its base.

1 1The preparation of this paper was sponsored by the Office of
Naval Research and the Special Projects Office. Reproduction in whole
or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government.

2 ,Office of Naval Research
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The above indicates our approach. We obtain relative measures

of importance for all the items which go together to make up the Polaris

weapons system. It turns out that if two items belong to the same - -

military essentiality class (MEC) , then by definition they are equally

important. Otherwise, one of the items is more essential than the

other for tae weapons system capability. We develop 29 MEC's for

componert-equipment pairs; a repair part is classified as being one of

4 types so that parts fall into (4)(29) = 116 MEC's depending upon

the MEC of their parent component-equipment.

IL, the present paper we are mainly concerned with shipboard

repair parts inventory problems. Our actual vehicle for exposition is

the allowarce list problem which we will now define. An allowance list

specifies the repair parts which must be carried on board ship. It is

precise: all of the repair parts are identified and a quantity to be

stocked is given for each part. Furthermore, only those parts are

listed which are necessary for use by the ship's force for replacement

ir. direct support. of installed components. Without becoming overly

technical, we may say that "direct support" means carrying out the sbip's

maintenance and repair policies so as to secure required military

readiness.

We first describe the questionnaire approach which is basic to

our work. This approach will be found to be similar to aspects of ear-

Her studies by sorve of us on conventional submarines [1] . (See

[2] and [3] for additional background.) Our major present contri-

bution is judged to be the methodology leading to the final ranking

system. Successively more extensive ranking sche-nes are developed

until we reach the lowest level, that of repair parts. Throughout the

development we aim at systematic procedures based on relatively few

principles. At the end, we discuss practical applications.

I .. .. . . . . ....-.-
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QUESTIONNAIRE APPROACH

Three sets of questionnaires are used to determine effects of

failures on the capability of the Polaris weapons system. There is a

different questionnaire for use at each of the three levels: equipment.

component and part.

How does one determine whether an item is an equipment, a

component or a part? The answer is that it is a matter of definition by

responsible technical authority. However, an equipment is generally

directly related to some basic function in the weapons system. Very

commonly there are components installed within an equipment and

parts are installed in components. It can furthermore happen that a

part is reparable.- An example of an equipment is a "missile motion

unit" in a fire control computer. Examples of components are: "alarm

display panel". "ship velocity servo". and "power supply". E"ampler

of parts are: "wire-woucnd 150 ohm resistor", "alarm qw:tch plate*.

"6 volt indicator light", and "servo motor".

Basic Assumptions

We assume initially that the entire weapons system is composed

of sub-systems which in turn are composed of equipments, component.

and parts as described above. Subsequently we will show how to treat

exceptions such as an equipment with vno component installed, a com-

ponent without parent equipment, etc.

It will be convenient to employ the term appliLation to denote a

special type of functional assignment. By equipment application we

mean a pair: a design entity called an equipment and a function

performed. We require that each installed unit of -.n equipment be

assigned to one and only one equipment application. in other words,

more than one application for a given equipment means that several

-3-
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units must be installed; if there are several units installed, there may

or may not be more than one application. On the other hand, more

than or~e equipment tyrpe may be assigned to a giver. applicat.o-.. Similar

usage applies to the terms component application and part applicaticr.

Participating persotanel were guided by the follow .-.g

assumptions in. completiz~g the military essentiality quest' oT.,..a.res.

A. The submarine is on a normal patrol cycle.

2. During the patrol cycle no supply or maintet~aice support is

available from ainy external source.

3. A givez. failure could occur 3n the first day of patrol az.d the

subzsarizie would have to suffer the loss of the performed fuz.ctioz. f; r

the eT.tire patrol period.

4. The Polaris weapons system is composed of six ir.dependeitz

sub-systems of equal military essentiality; laun..er. f..re cc'r.rol,

rnavigat:on, missile, missile test and readiness, aT.d ship.

The last. sub-system, ship, consists of the nuclear submar:.i.e I

itself.

Equipmeu.t Que stiorxaire

The quest.O.Ttaire shown in Figure I is to be completed for

each equipment application.

in~ Sectio-.. 1, Mission Effect, the participant cornsiders ihe loss

of the equipmeu~t application. He assumes simultan~eous complete i
failure of all ii.stalled units of the given equipment assigy~ed to this

equipment applicatlor.. There ii no question of repair; ii.stead he

simply coinsiders total loss. Perhaps there are additicrnal equipmeo~s

of differei~t des.gii assign~ed to this application so that loss of the g.&vez.

equipmenT may or may not lead to loss of the entire applicaticn. -0.

-4-
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POLARIS WLITARY ESSENTIALITY SYSTEM

ECUIPMENT 0 UES1rIONNAIRE

Equipment Identification Number

Application Identification Number

Number Installed

MISSION Total Degradation . . . x z 2
Section

EFFECT Partial Degradation . . . x = 1 I-

(IF ALL FAIL) Minimal Degradation . . . x = 0

No Redundancy. . . . . y
Seletion REDUNDANCY

Reduced Effectiveness . . y I
2 (IF ONE FAILS)

Equi.-%lent Effectiveness . y 0

No Alternatives . . . . 2
Section ALTERNATIVES

Reduced Efiectiveness . . 02 1
3 (IF ONE FA IL ) g3 (I OE .. ) Eq',ivalent Effectiveness z a 0

Figure I - Equipment questionnaire

p. -5-
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any event, the participant must select the appropriate box in Section 1.

Choosing z a 2 for total degr-adation means that there would be

complete lose of the sub-system so as to require termination of patrol:

the ship would return to its base for repairs. Choosing x a I for

partial degrada.tion means reduced efectiveness of some significance

but no termination of patrol. For example. depending on the type of

failure there might be problems In selection of targets* speed of firiv.g.

defense capability. etc. The ship. however. would remair. on patrol.

Choosing x a 0 for m.nimal degradation means that there would be

no effect on the mission capability for the length of the patrol.

In Section 2. Redundancy. the participant considers the Ines of a

single unit of the equipment. The response y a 2 . "no redur.dancy- '

is correct for two situations. First. there may be only one unit installed

in the given equipment application. Second, loss of a single unit may be

the same as if all units had failed simultaneously. If neither of these

two situations prevail, then the equipment application is not completely

lost and one asks: what is the contribution of the surviving unr.its ? The

choice y a I corresponds to multiple installations of ider.tical equip-

ments where the surviving units operate at some reduction in overall

effectiveness. The choice y a 0 co.:responds to no loss it. overall

effectiveness. It is to be stressed that Section 2 deals solely with

tffects of single equipment Lailures on immediate operation durt.g a

;trol: long range effects are to be disregarded. Finally. for use it.

that follows, we note that we are using the following definition. of redu.,-

I.ancy. Two or more equipments are redundant in case two coinditio.9s

,re satisfied. First. they are identical equipments assigr.ed to a

ommon sub-system equipment application. Second. loss of a sit.gle L.

.nit does not result in loss of the entire application.

-6- Li* ',
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In Section 3. Alternatives, the participant again considers the

lost of a single unit of the equipment. But now he looks for substitute

equipments which no longer must be identical but which must be

an sign.ed to different applications In the given sub-seyesterr. In partic -

Wlar. his first question concerns existence of an admissible alternative

squipm~erst. By definition, this is an equipmnent satisfying three

conditions. First. it belongs to the same sub-sysgem but it is assigned

to a different application. Second. It could be substituted to permit

continuous operation of the given equipment application in the event of

figure of a single unit of the given equipment. Thi-J, its primary

application has z = 0 .The response z 2 is correct if there

is no admissible alternative. Choosing z I means that use of the

most favorable existing &dmissible alternative would lead to reduced

effectiveness in performance of the equipment application being rated.

The choice x a 0 means that equivalent effeciiveress would be

possible.

Component Questionnaire

The questionnaire shown in Figure 2 is to be completed for each

component application. By this we mean that one question~naire is to

be completed for each combination of component and parent eq-,.ipment.

There are three sections, each similar to the corresponding sectiot. ill

Figure 1. The major difference is that the questions here relate to

effects on the parent equipment rather than ou the mission of the

weapons system.

In Section 1. xquipment Effect.~ the participan~t considers the

loss of tbe component application. He assumes simultaneous complete

failure of all installed units of the given component assigned to the giver.

equipment. Choosing u a2means that there would be total
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POLARIS MILITARY ESSENTIALITY SYSTEM

COMPONENT Q UESTIONNAIRE

Component Identification Number_________________

Application Identification Number_________________

Number Installed_____________

EQUIPMENT Total Degradation .. . U =2

Section
EFFECT Partial Degradation u I . L

(IF ALL FAIL) Minimal Degradation .. u= 0

No Reduzdancy. . .... v Z
Section REDUNDANCY

Reduced Effectiveness v I

2 (IFuOEaFAILS Effectiveness .v 0

Section ALTERNATIVES NoAtr1ie.......2 7.
3 (IFONE AILI Reduced Effectiveness. w = IL

Equivalent Effectiveness .w = 0

Figure 2 -Component questionnaire [
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degradation of the given parent c4uipment. This would signify that the

function of the given equipment would be completely lost to the sub-

system. Choices u u I and u a 0 are counterparts to the

earlier x a 1. and z a 0 . respectively.

Section Z, Redundancy. where one of v = 2. 1 or 0 is to be

chosen. is entirely analogous to the earlier case for y . Sectiozi 3.

Alternatives, i. slightly different in that an admissible alternative

component is one whose primary application has either u = 0 or

x a 0 . For example. if there is no admissible alternative, then

w 2 is the correct response.

lbrtsQuestiounaire

The questicn-naire shown in Figure 3 is to be completed for

each Zart application. That is. ine questionnaire is to be completed

fcr each combination of part and parent component. There are OTly

two questions.

First, the respondent determines component depender.ce: can

the parent component operate satisfactorily for the entire patrol period

lacking one unit of the part? If the answer is "no" , then the depeud-

once is "major" . On the other hand, the answer "yes" means

"minor" component dependence on the part. Examples of this latter

type of part are certai knobs, covers. washers, packing, etc.

The second question concerns inst-.lability: can the ship's

force install the part during patrol ? A "yes" answer means that

replacement iq permitted by established maintenance policy and it

furthermore can be accomplished on patrol under no;. =&a operatirg

conditions. A "no" answer could result from lack of required tools,

inaccessibility, maintenance policy limitations, etc.

-9-
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POLARIS MILITARY ESSENTIALITY SYSTEM

QUESTIONNAIRE

WEARA BLE INSTALLED PARTS

*Part Identification Number__________________

Application Identification Number_______________

Number Installed____________

INSTALLABLE

DURING PATROL?

YES NO

COMPONENT MAJOR p=l p= 2]

DEPENDENCE

IFONE UNIT FAILS)j MINOR p 3 I

]Figure 3 -Parts questionniaire

-10-
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Based on the answers to the two questions, a value

p 1 ., Z. 3 or 4 results as shown in Figure 3. Our main attention

will be directed at p = I and p n 3 which represett iustallable

candidates for placement on the allowance list.

Quc, .A€rnaire Data Coding

Filling out the MEC questionnaires produces sets of values

for the variables shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The individual values

will be called EC digits: x, yo r and u. v. w range over

0, 1 and 2 while p = 1. 2. 3 or,4. Suppose now that a complete

set of questionnaires has been filled out. To each equipment applica-

tion there will correspond an equipment triplet E = x y z which we

write asa three digit number: e.g.. E = 222, E = IZI , etc.

Similarly, to each component application there corresponds a componert

trilplet C = uvw . It will also be convenieat for us to denote the

doublets y z and vw as redundancy-alternative doublets.

To each component application there corresponds a parer.t

equipment application. Therefore, to each questionnaire producing a

triplet C there is an associated equipment questionnaire assigning a

triplet E . It will be convenient to consider the juxtaposition: to each

component application thert- oorresponds a CE - sextuplet uvw xy z

For reasons to be explai--ed, we will always write the digits in this

order (and not as xyr. uvw ) so we drop the prefix CE - and

simply write sextuplet .

To each part application there corresponds a parent component-

equipment with an associated sextuplet. This means that a total of

seven digits are assigned to each part application, e. g., a

pCE - septuplet. For brevity. septuplet will always be understood to

mean this particular ordered arrangement: p u v w x y z

L-11-
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DERIVATION OF MILITARY ESSENTIALITY CLASSES

We turn now to the problem of ranking the qutationnaire data

according to relative degrees of military worth. The most direct

approach starts as follows. Among all equipments, E = 222

denotes the highest worth. This is true since the failure of such an

equipment would totally degrade the mssion capability of the weapons

system and there is no redundant or alternative equipment available.

On the other hand. E = 000 represents the least essential equip-

ment: failure has a negligible effect, and furthermore, redundant and

alternative equipments exist with comparable capability to the equip-

ment itself. Similar analysis for component applicaticns reveals the

extreme cases C = 222 and C = 000 By pairing the highest

worth component with the highest worth equipment we see that

S-j 222 222 is the highest possible ranking sextuplet. In other words.

the component applications which are most essential for the mission

are those which are most essential for the most essential equipments.

In entirely analogous fashion. 000 000 is seen to be the lowest

ranking sextuplet.

Among all part applications, those with p = I are clearly

of highest essentiality. Those with p = 3 rank second for allowance

list purposes. Non-installablc parts with p = 2 or 4 are excluded 4

from consideration. It is thus easy to find the two extreme cases for

septuplets. The most essential pa-t applications are those with p = I

installed within component applications classified 222 222 . In our

standard notation, the aeptuplet 1 222 222 ranks highest. We

similarly find that the combination of lowest part worth and lowest

sextuplet forms the lowest worth septuplet. For allowance list

:andidates, this is 3 000 000
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As we have just shown. it is easy to find the extreme points for

* military essentiality. It is more difficult to rattk intermediate degrees.

There are 27 different E's ,(27) (27) = 729 different sextuplets

and 4 (729) =2. 916 different septuaplets'. We will find that the 729

cases for component-oequipment combinations are the hardest to handle.

However. '%' se 729 will be subdivided into 29 different classes

through sy"' amatic urgument based on relatively few principles. Once

we have disposed of sextuplets, the problem of ranking septuplets

* . yields immediately.

We will employ the familiar symbols for numerical ivequalities:

* ", , c" "." *etc. It will also be convenient to interpret these

symbols as comparisons of military esaen'iiality for coded questionnaire

data. For example, the symbol " > 1 will denote "greater or equal

44- military essential-ty" .Just as we have bee .n doing in our verbal text,

we will employ the terminclogy "higher rank" to mean "greater

essentiality" .Similarly. "more worth"i , "more essentiality" au-d

!"more impnrtant" mean the same. We offer a final caution in connec -

tion with the reversal of order between "higher essentiality" and

"1more satisfactory" .T~ic less satisfactory the situation in terms. for

example-. of mission effect or redundancy.. thien the higher the worth.

Turning it around. the higher military essentialities correspond to the

higher degrees of unsatis factoriness with respect to the effects of

failures on the entire weapons system.

The above no.stion and associated terminology are most natural.

Not only is' 0 < 1 <~ 2 true for integers but it now becomes true in a

mailitary essentiality context as well: 0 < 1 < Z applies within each

questionnaire section shown in Figures I and 2.

-13-
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A most fundamental requirement which concerns consistency of

ordering is transitivity. By definition this meana that if a > b and

b > c , then a > c . Of course this holds for numbers, we require

that it also be true for military essentiality. We will C.nd this to be

non-trivial in that certain ranking scheme- must be rejected or, account

of their containing examples of intransitivity.

A second general requirement for an admissible military essen-

tiality system deals with completeness. We will require that there be

no unresolved orderings. Given two comparable elements, for example

two triplets E 1 and E , we require the following: EI and E 2

represent equal essentiality or else one of them represents greater

essentiality.

A third fundamental principle we apply concerns requirements

for consistency in other things being equal situations. In g-.,eral: sup-

pose that two sets of questionnaire data agi ee in certain digit positions.

Then an 'other things being equal" requirement forces these daza to

be rarked according to their unequal digit positions. We will gain the r
effect of a two-digit requirement for equipment triplets. Then, for

example, 211 < 221 on the basis of the y's aloTe, but 212 arid

221 cannot be related by this rule since they fail to agree in two

positions. This last example has further interest. We will impose an

x-digit other things being equal"t requirement so that 212 vs. 221

will be resolved in the same manner as the redundancy-alternative

doublet situation 12 vs. 21 .

Ranking Redundancy-Aiternative Doublets

In order to r:.nk the 27 different equipment triplets we first

have to rank the 9 cases for redundancy-alterTative doublets. We

-14-
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choose equipment triplets E = xy z for exposition but component

triplets C would do as well. Furthermore, our arguments apply

equally to doublets yz intriplets 2yz lyz or 0yz .

Let us first impose a one-digit "other things being equal'

requirement: y0 < yl < y2 and 0z < Iz < 2 z . Actually we

have no choice since otherwise the ordering 0 < 1 < 2 would not be

preserved within z or within y . If we take this requirement

together with transitivity %e obtain some rinimal conditions. These

are shown by the following diagram.

22 .. 2 --. 20

12,,- 11 ,-!P-10

C2. c 0 -- 1 --_V00

Here, one doublet represeats higher worth than a second if it is

possible to move from the first to the second via directed segments.

Notice that this ordering is not complete since, for example,

12 vs. 21 is unresolved. However, whatever we do from this point

onward in argument toward a conplete ordering, we cannot violIte any

of the relations shown in the diagram. For instance, we must always

have 21 > 10.

Our second assumption is that "other things being equal:

redundancy is preferable to alternatives in order to compensate for

failures. Although there may be situations where this would be in-

appropriate, we take it as axiomatic that redundancy provides the

better protection. Applying this principle we obtain the following rela-

tions: 02 < 20, 01 < 10 and 12 < 21. This last cas' is

-15-
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expressible in words as follows: redundancy ;.lone with reduced effec-

tiveness is more satisfactory than having only an alternative with reduced

effectiveness.

As the third step we further strengthen our preference for

redundancy over alternatives. We decide that having y 0 is pref-

erable to y = I or 2 whatever may be the value of z An

equivalent choice is to specify "02 < 10" Thus we determine at

this stage three new orderings: 02 < 10, 02 < 11 and 02 < 21.

The unresolved cases concern I I , 12 and 20 . Of course

11 < 12 so if there are no equalities, then there are three posiii-

ties: 11 12<20 ,.I < 20 < 12 or 20 < il < 12. Our

lecision is to employ the fi'rst ordering; historically, this decision was

!ndorsed by the USN Special Projects Office. In words, some redundancy

0 - vith reduced effectiveness and no alternatives is prefcrable to having no

•edundancy but equivalent effectiveness via alternativc 12 < 20.

)ur final result is the following ordering for redundancy-alternative r
oublets: 22 > 21. > 20 > 12 > 11 > 10 > 02 > 01 > 00

In summary, our development has established an ordering for

oublets y z which agrees with their natural order as ternary or

ase -three numbers. This is displayed in Figure 4. Our conclusion is

iat one doublet has higher worth than a second if and only if its -value

s a ternary number is greater. Of course we are not saying that 20

I six times more important than 01 . We assert only 20 > 01

ince 6 > 1

-16-
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Ternary Decimal

Zz8

21 7

20 6

12 5

11 4

10 3

02 2

01 1

00 0

* eFigure 4 - Numerical representations of redundancy-
a'ternati-e doublets

Ranking Equipment cor Component Triplets

The cent,'al problem in the present section deals with

200 v". 122 does the "lowest" 2xy precede the "highest"

Ixy ? If the answer is "yes" . then reasonably 100 > 022 as

well and all triplets are ordered, actually by ternary order. This il,-

deed turns out to be the ordering chosen for triplets. Our development

is phrased in terms oa equipment triplets E = xyz but the argu-

ments apply equally to component triplets C = uvw

We observe that x is more significant for military essen-

tiality than is either y or z After all. x is derived from the

assumption that "all ' nits fail" and its exact effect on the mission

capability. We decide that x has compictely overriding importance;

in particular, ZOO > IZ and 100 > 022 . As a matter of

-17-
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orical interest. the Special Projects Office endorsed this decision:

issien effect x a. 2 *even when it can be completely compen-

* id for by redundancy and when at the same time equivalently effective

rnatives exist (ZOO) is more unsatisfactory than a mission effect

modified by no redundancy and no alternatives (1Z2) . As men-

*ed in the preceding paragraph, this is the first path to ternary order W.

ihown in Figure 5.

ernary, Decimal Ternary Decimal Ternary DecimalT

222 26 122 . .17 022 8

221 25 121 16 .021 7

4.220 24 120 15 020 6

*212 .23 11201

211 22 Il 14 011 5

Z10 21 110 12Z 010 3.

202 20 102 11 002 2

201 19 101 001) 00 1.

200 18 100 .9. 000 0

* Figure S Numerical representations of equipment or
component triplets

*There is a second rationale whereby one can derive ranking

tines for triplets, ramely the dominant relation approach. The idea

Sderive triplet order from doublet order. Given two tripl--tst we I

itruct doublets and then make pairwise comparisons by the ranking
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sy.tm for doublets. The ordering for the two triplets then equals the

dominant, e. g., most prevalent, doublet relation; >, < or =

Very often the dominant relation is simply determined by majority rule.

however, there may have to be "tie breaker" rules to ha.dle certain

otherwise unresolved cases.

in the present context a reasonable dominant relation scheme is

the following. Given xI Yl zI VS. x2 Y2 z2 we consider three

doublet comparisons: xl y1 Vs. xI Yz , x1 z1 vs. x2 Z2 , and

Yl Zl vs. Y2 'Z " If each doublet comparison is made according to

ternary order then we are recognizing decreasing significance from

x to y to z . This is true since x appears as the more sigrnifi-

cant digit twice, y appears once and z not at all. We note further

that these joint considerations seem naturally iTaspired: xy and x z

combine results of failures with possible compensationit while y z

deals oolely with means for compensation. It turns out that always one

of ">" or " <" dominates, i.e., there are no ties, and ternary

order for triplets again results, this time from using a dominant rela-

tion approach.

It would be possible to use any acceptable ordering for doublets

with the scheme of the preceding paragraph. There might have to be

additional rules in order to obtain a complete ordering for triplets:

obtaining >. . < in some order or one of >. =, = or

<, = , = could bt considered to be a "tie" . Recall that there

were two unexplored possibilities for doublet ordering: 12 > 20 > 11

and 12 > 11 > 20 . If we use the first and complete the ordering for

doublets we obtain 22 > 21 > IZ > 20 > 11 > 10 > 02 > 01 > 00

But this doublet ordering yields an intransitive triplet ordering:

202 > 112 > 220 from which Z02 > 220 by transitivity yet direct



calculation also produces 220 202 On the other hand,

12 > 11 > 20 produces the following perfectly well behaved triplet

ordering.

222 > Z21 > 212 > 211 > 122 > 121 > 112 > III > ZZO >

Z10 > 120 > 110 > 202 > 201 > 102 > 101 > 200 > 100 >

OZZ > 021 > 012 > 011 > 020 > 010 > 002 > 001 > 000

The triplets in the first line with x = I are increased in worth over

that in the ternary system of Figure 5 while those in the second line

with x = 2 have of course been downgraded. Other changes may be

noted as well.

We conclude our treatment for triplets by agreeing upon ternary ,. -

4A order. This means that we accept the relative order 0 , I 2

26 as shown in Figure 5. Once again we stress that

110 > 002 since 12 > 2 but 110 does not necessarily represent

six times more essentiality than 002 .-.

Ra.king Component -Equipment S.oxtuplets

Two components installed in the same equipment can be ranked

by the triplet ordering system of the preceding section. This is a

matter of 'other.things being equal" . However, two different com-

ponent applications will in general have different equipment triplets. [ i

Fo: this reason we need an ordering system for sextuplets to rank all

component applications. Looking ahead, the higher ranked componert

application will be the one which will be given more repair parts

support.

We attach more significance to C than to E ; this is

reflected in our writing the component digits to the left. uvw xyz

_.2 0-
-20 - ''
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The basic reason is that we would rather stock repair parts for an

absolutely critical component in a sero-worth equipment than kr a 000

componient iu a 222 equipment: in symbols. 222 000 > 000 222

Repair parts are installed in components so that for allowance list pur-

poses components are somewhat more basic than equipments. A second

reason for attaching more significance to C than to E is that often

an equipment has less tangible meaning than does a component. At

times, for example, an equipment is merely a cabinet in which.com-

ponents are installed.

. A simple example will show wh) we reject ternary order for

sextuplets: Z21 22Z vs. ZZZ 000 . The respective decimal equiva-

lents are 701 and 702 yet we believe that ZZl ZZZ > 222 000

Our reasons are straightforward. The first sextuplet. 221 ZZZ

represents a highly unsatisfactory situation: the component is the

second most critical type .nd it is installed in the most critical type

equipment. On the other hand. Z22 000 represents a critical com-

ponent installed in the very lowest worth equipment. Loss of the

function of this equipment would cause minimal degradation of the

mission; moreover, the equipment can be. compensated for either by

* redundancy or by alternatives with either providing equivalent effective-

ness. In conclusion, we note that rejection of ternary order-is not a

consequence of our writing C.E rather than E C This fact car. be

seen by verifying that if we interchange and write E C , then the

situations are differeitt but again ZZI 222 > 222 000

There is a straightforward method for ranking the 729 sextu-

plets which avoidsthe pitfalls oi intransitivity and incompleteness of

order. The method consists of making up P precedence list which

directly assigns the. sextuplets into rank I , 2 , .... 729 . No -

formal "system" is required. But this approach suffers from the fact

-21-
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that 729 sextuplets are too many for convenient manual juggling. This

inconvenience is particularly significant if one insists, as we do. that

the ordering satisfy minimal "other things being equal" properties;

for example. C I E > C I E if and only if E > E and

C 1 EI > C E ifand onlyif C 1 > C .

The alternative to initial ordering by means of a sextuplet prece-

dence list is utte of a b-,-ry rule which applies to pairs of sextuplets.

Such a rule establishes a procedure for determining which of two

sextuplets has the higher worth. Given such a rule, we can use the

followin~g procedure to try to develop a precedence list for verifyiig

transitivity and completeness of order. We first compare each pair of

sextuplets. Then. for each sextuplet s , we count the number of

sextuplets which do not have worth higher than s and call this uum-

ber the tally t(s) Suppose next that the values of t s) are tabu-

lated for all s . The first case to be distinguished is Case 1: there

are no duplirste vilues of t (s) Here there are no difficulties aTd

the sextuplets are consistently orderedby their tallies: s > sI if

and only if t(s) > t(s') , We also note that in Case I no two sextu-

plets are assigned equal %,orth. Case 2 occurs when there are duplicate

valu'.s of t(s) . Then certain sextuplets are assigned equal worth aiid

there are two possibilities: Za or 2b . In Case Za s > s'

occurs if and only if t (s) > t (s'. This means the se-rtuplet order -

ing based on the binary rule agrees with the precedence list based oi.

tallies. This common ordering is furthermore transitive and of ccurse _

there are no unresolved orderings. Caae Zb occurs when there exists

L pair of sextuplets s ani s'9 such that s > s' by the binary

rule but t(s) < t(s') . In this case we reject the original biiary

rule as unsatisfactory since. as we will now show, Case 2b has the

Eatal defect of intransitivity. Since s > a', all sextuplets t -riking

-22-
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below s would also rank below s by transitivity. But this cor.tra-

dicts t(s) t(s') which states that there are more sextuplets which

do not rank higher than 0' than those for s • In summary. given a

binary rule fo.r ranking se.tuplets. we would test it as follows. First.

it must lead to Case I or Case Za. Second. it must satisfy tie 'other

things being equal" properties listed at the end of the preceding para-

graph. Third. it must rank "correctly" those cases which can be

resolved by other methods, e.g.. 221 2ZZ > 222 000 as wedec-ded

in rejecting ternary order. The rule would also have to attach more

significance to C than to E and this in turn would lead to other

"test cases".

Our attempts at binary rules for sextuplets based on the dorar.ar

relation approach were generally unsuccessful. These rules would

•* commonly fail one or more of the tests mentioned just above. Never -

theless, it seems worthwhile to give one example to illustrate the

approach. We could use digits, doublets, or triplets alone or in. com-

bination since we have ranking systems for each. However, for a

typical illustration we simply extend jointly to C and E the method

of comparing three sets of doublets per triplet: uv, uw, v w;

x y. z z and y z . Then the dominating relation in tle sense of

majority rule over the six doublet comparisons will be designated as

the relation holding between the sextuplets. In case of no majority thei.

the sextuplet -with the higher ranking C will be the higher ranked.

For example, in this way. 200 000 > 000 020 . This same pair

also illustrates failure' of transitivity: 000 020 > 000 011 >

200 000 by two comparisons. But this implies COO oZo > 200 000

a contradiction. We therefore reject this particular example of a

binary rule for ordering sextuplets.

p-23-
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Our chosen approach uses numerical valued funcetions defined OT.

the sextuplets. Two sextuplets are then related in the same order as

their respective functional values. Instead of considering furictions of

six variables, u. v, w. x.* y and z, it will be sufficiem~ for

our purposes to consider the two variables C aud E .Actually, it

will be more convenient to use their decimal representatives which will

be denoted by ()

C* 9 u , 3v. + w

E* =9x + 3y + z

*Ther. if Z is a numerical function or, the Cib EM- plar~e

C E I C,2E iar.d ot.ly if Z iC1 M, Els Z. Z*CZ= E,2-

Attentioz. will now be trausferred to possibilities for Z which will

j *@ yield acceptable orderings.

Our -other things beiT.g equal" requiren.er.ts trarsiate as

fcliows:

if C1 k<C*. then Z(C. L*) Z Z c- Ea)

If E * EA,~ then ZiC%, E 1 < ZiC, E.

These two properties plus transitivity divide the CI E, - plar.e it.to

(our reclarngles as shown IT. Figure 6. All poin-ts withir. the two shaded

portions can be ranked as shown relative to iC I * E . We have

Irawn lineC O + E * = constant

Ouich could cor~ce.vably represent a symmetric separafoi. :)f the piar.e;

tii points to the right of this line could be ranked higher thar,

cis EL* while points to the left would represetnt lower military

S24 -
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(0, 6) ( 26)(26. 26)

(0.E ( E(26, E ~

(Cf 0) (6

9 Figure 6 -The comnponent -equipnment plane
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seentiality. It will turn out that we will use this type of separatioT. for

ar final sextuplet ranking system. In general, we wish to separate the

Lane by means of a line a C *+ b E *=constant The slope of

As line must be -I or less in order that not less significar.ce be

ttached to C than to E For this last equation then. a > b > 0

o that in. terms of the slope. -(a /b) <5 - I

Grantirig that the C* E* - plane should be separated by a lifie

*discussed above. what should be done on the line itself ar.d how

bould different lines compare? It turns out that there are only three

cceptable possibilities as exemplified by Figure 7 where, for sim-

Licity. we consider a slope of -I

Option I corresponds to attaching cverwhelming significai.ce to

rather than to E .On a given line the points are ranked so that

Sicy strictly decrease with decreasing C* With regard to two dif-

!rent lines. "ote things being equal" imposes obvious restrictions

r. relative order for points with common coordinates. There are,

owever, two different possibilities under Option IL First, the lir.es

say be strictly ranked by C* so that the minimum rank poirnt or. oue

ne exceeds the maximum on the next "lower" line. Second, the

bove order may not hold in that some points on a "higher" line May

arrespornd to "lower" functional values.

S~tion II is clearly represented in Figure 7. As is there show,,

very point or. one line can rank higher than every point or. the imme-

iately following line. There is a second possibility under Optioi. M:

UI elements on two adjacent lines could represent ider.tical worth.

Option III r,-taks in^.ermediate points highest as would be coisist-

Mt with the following point of view. Having both C* an~d E*

omewbat low but neither extremely low nor extremely high represezits

-26 -
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E* E

I1Oth 6th 26 222

OPTION I 9th Sth 25

DECREASING WORTH 8th 4th 24

AS 7th _.Z

C* DECREASEST7 1231 24 25Z 26]---JC

212" 270 221 222

E* E

5th 4th 26

OprION 1I 5th 4th _5 221

EQUAL WORTH 5th i4th 24 220

ALONG 5th 23 212

C* + E* CONSTANT . Z4 5 26w

212 2720 1221 22 C

8th or 9th Ei E

26 222

0 NTION III 7th 25

HIGHEST WORTH 7th 24

INTERMEDIATE C*, E* 8th 3 12

23 24 25 1 .U bC

ZlZ 2 2  22 22  -- ) C

Figure 7 - Possibilities for relative essentiality along the lines

C* + E* a constant
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a worse situation than a higher C* coupled with a lower E*

Finally, this latter combination might be judged to be not bettzr that. a

low C* coupled with a high E* . These are in fact our reasons for

permitting Option I.

Options I, II and MI represent all acceptable possibilities.

Our requirement for attaching more significance to C than to E

would rule out increasing worth for decreasing C* . It would also

rule out reversal of relative order for end points in Option III. Finally,

a true minimum will not be allowed at an intermediate point for the very

reas-ins which led us to permit Option III. Any true minima must be

assumed at a set of points which may ir clude only one end point in waich

case it is the left (Options I or III) or else this set includes both e?.d

points (Option III) Any true maxima must occur on a set including at

f , most one end point in which case it is the right (Option 1) or else it

occurs only at interior points (Option III) . We will find it appropriatc

to invoke each of Options L II and IJI at some stage of our subsequent

derivatior. of a final rankin~g system for sextuplets.

Before completing our chosen system for ordering sextuplets

let us e3.hibit a few examples. Acceptable numerical functions art. -u.te

easy to find since we are limiting our attention to ordiral properti,-s. - --

rhat is, our ultimate objective is a precedence list for sextuplets, we

ire not attempting to assign absolute numer'cal measures of military
-ssentiality. It turns out that linear functions are often sufficiezit, i,,:
:he present Polaris context we are led to

Z (C*, Ex) a aCk + bE*

vhere a > b > 0 by virtue of the argument given above in COT.,nec"

ion with Figure 6. Actual values for a and b are determined by
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fixing the relative magnitudes of Z (26, 0) a 26a and Z (0. 26) 2 26b

For examdz. Z a C* + E* ranks sextuplets according to

Option 11. Option I is illustrated by Z a. Z C* + E* and

Z 27 C* + 26 E* . This latter example has the feature that no two

sextuplets are given 'qual rank; furthermore, lines C* 4- E* = con-

stant 'are strictly ranked. Option IMI is illustrated by the non-linear

Z z C* E* + C* whose values tend to peak at intermediate points

(C .e . E*) on any line C* + E* a constant . The interested

reader may readily verify that the examples of the present paragraph

lead to interesting sextuplet precedence lists.

It will now be easy to explain the sextuplet ranking scheme

chosen for the Polaris military essentiality syst:rn. We recall that

the "equipment effect" digit u and the "mission effect' digit x

were judged to be the mort significant digits in the triplets C and E ,

respectively. This decision was made on the basis of their defining

properties- for each of u and x we had assumed that "all units

failed'. and then we determined the exact consequences. In order to

rank sextuplets we now start with joint consideration of u and x as

shown in Figure 8. By virtue of their meaning as questionnaire re-

sponses. we define a sextuplet to be "high worth" in case it falls into

one of Blocks 22. ZI or 1Z as shown in Figure 8. This of course

means that in such a sextuplet at leabt one of u and x is "Z" and

neither equals "0" . Turning around this same argument, Blocks 00,

10 and 01 represent "low worth" since here at least one of u and

x is "0" and neither equals "Z" . There remain Blocks 11, Z0

and 0Z which represent "intermediate worth". We shall consider the

major iubdivisions separately, starting with the "high worth" category.

The six highest of the "high worth" sextuplets will be ranked

by Option 1. Certainly 222 222 ranks highest while ZZZ Z21 aTd
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u 0 uz I u Z

Block 02 Block 12 Block 22 x Z

7 *

Block 01 Block I1I Block 21 X = 1I -

8[<

Block 00 Block 10 Block 20 x =0 I

0 8 17 26

Figure 8 -Partition of C* Em plan~e into u x -blocks
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ZZ ZZZ contend fo, second and third rank. According to Option 1,

which we recall is based mainly on attaching more sigriicance to C

than to E we rauk the first six sextuplets as follows.

Ist: ZZZ ZZZ
2nd: Z22 221
3rd: ZZl 22Z
4 th: 222 2ZO
5 th: Z21 221
6 th: 220 Z22

Notice that 4th, 5th and 6th rauks are assigned exactly as shown for

Option I in the uppermost paisel of Figure 7. Notice also that these

three aextuplets lie on the line C* + E* = k for k = 50. We

continue with Option I line by line for k = 49, 48, .... , 35 so that

each point on any given one of these lines follows all poxnts on Ir.es with

- higher k's and pr,cedes all points on lines with lower k's .low-

ever, we apply Option II within each line so that two points lyi:.g on the

same line are given equal rank. Combining all points on a s..ngle l-:.e

into a single MEC is consistent first of all with the less and less

sharp distinctions between different points on a single line as " k

decreases. Secondly, such lumping together reduces the nrmber of

MEC' and so affords simplicity. We stop at k - 35 ta avoid

running into Block 11. All points on C* + E* = 35 from 2Z2 100

to 100 22Z are ranked Zlst. With this assignment, rankl-ng is corn-

plete for the entire Block 22 and for one-half of each of Blocks 21 ard

12. To finish ranking all high worth sextuplets we assign rark 22nd tz

the lower triangular half of Block 21 and 23rd rank to each point or, the

lower triangular half of Block 12. This choice is another instance of

Option I. A pictorial representation of the final ordering is given in

Figure II below, where, for reasons to appear, the quantity "117-rankk"
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is entered as a code: 1st rank becomes code 116, Zlst becomej 96,

23rd becomes 94" etc.

The "intermediate worth" Blocks 11. 20 and 02 will be ra.ked

by Optior M applied to entire blocks. Our reasons coicide w-.th th;%se

advanced above in our hypothetical discussion of Option Mf1. All sextu-

plets in Block 11 are assigned 24th rank, Block 20 becomes 25th ra:,c

and Block 02 becomes 26th rank. We consistentlyrank Block Z0 h;.gher

than 0Z but, by Option II!. we give Block I I drt rak. In Figure I I

bolow. the present blocks are coded 93. 92 and 91.

Among the "low'worth" blocks, Block 00 raT.ks lowest,

Block 01 ranks second lowest and Block 10 ranks highest. This is

Option I. In Figure I1 below, Blocks 10, 01 and 00 are coded 90.

89 and 88, respectively.

In conclusion, the 729 sextuplets corresponding to questi,-

T.aire responses for component-equipment pairs have been subdivided

into 29 classes as lMEC's of relative worth. Two sextuplets-

belonging to the same MEC are regarded as represerting equal mili-

tary essentiality. In case we wished to rank the elements of or.e MEC

we would apply the strict Option I within each MEC . In this way we

could obtain up to 729 categories of sextuplet worth which would be •

consistent with our present ordering into 29 classes.

Ranking Para Application Septuplets, "-! --

Two principles have been particularly fundamental for our - ., -

development thus far. First, we agreed- that redundancy is preferable

to alternatives in order to compensate for failures. This led to cu'r

ordering system for triplets. Second, we attached more significa-,ce.

to C than to E and in this way arrived at our sextuplet ranki.g
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system. We will now add a third principle: for allowance list purposes

we attach more significance to the part worth digit .p than to the sex-

tuplet C E . In fact, the nature of the part application - installable

or not and critical or not -- will be given overriding significance.

We recall from Figure 3 that if p = 2 or 4 the part cannot be

installed by ship's force. Such a part is excluded from shipboard

stocking. Thus, other things being equal, part worth digits are rarked

for allowance lists in order I > 3 > 2 > 4 . As we have noted, a

part application with p = I will be ranked higher than any ot .er with

p - 3 whatever may be the nature of the parent compor.ent-equipmeT.tso

We would rather stock a critical (p = 1) part for a low worth pare.t

(000 000) than a non-critical (p = 3) part for a high worth

(222 222) parent. In symbols for septuplets,

lCE > 3CE > ZCE >4CE

so that in all there are (4) (29) w 116 MEC's for wearable installed

prrts. Thetop 29 classes. MEC c.,des 116, 115, , 88 for

p = I are shown below in Figure 11. We display the full set of 116

codes in Figure 9. These codes serve as "ordinal locators" in the

sense that one part application represents higher worth than another ii.

case it has the higher MEC code.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

At this point we have completed the development of an ideal

Polaris MEC system. Our chief idealization has concered formator.

of sextuplet data. In practice there exist exceptions to our rule that

the entire weapons system consists of equipments constructed from

components. We also anticipate that different persons may give dif-

ferent answers to the same questionnaire and that their responses mu st
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SEXTUPLET CE PART WORTH D:G:T

C= E= Additional p- p- -
Requirements

52 2ZZ 222 only 116 87 S8 29

51 ZZZ 21 only 115 - 86 57 28

51 221 222 only 114 85 56 27

50 222 220 only 113 84 55 26

50 221 221 only 112 83 54 25

50 220 22?. only 111 82 5 3 24

49 None: 4 cases 110 81 52 23

48 None: 5 cases 109 80 51 22

47 None: 6 c.tses 108 79 50 21
46 None: 7 cases 107 78 49 20
45 None: 8 cases 106 77 48 19

44 None: 9 cases £05 76 47 18
43 None: 10 cases 104 75 46 17
42 None: II cases 103 74 45 16

41 None: 1l cases 102 73 44 1 15
40 None: 13 cases 101 72 43 14

39 None: 14 cases 100 71 42 13
38 None: 15 cases 99 70 41 12
37 None: 16 cases 98 69 40 4 11
36 None: 17 cases 97 68 39 1 10

35 None: 18 cases 96 67 38 9
<35 u = Z and x = 1, 36 cases 95 66 37 8
<35 u = I and x= 2. 36 cases 94 65 36 7

<35 u = I and x = 1, 81 cases 93 64 35 6
< 35 u = Z and x = 0, 81 cases 92 63 34 5
<35 u= 0 and x= 2. 81 cases 9! 62 33 4

.35 u = I and x = 0, 81 cases 90 61 32 3

<35 u = 0 and x,= 1. 81 cases 89 60 31
<35 u- 0 and x = 0, 81 cases 88 59 30 ____

_ _ _ _ _ _-_ _'__ _ _ - -"

Figure 9 - Definitions of MEC codes
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be reconciled or consolidated. In the present section we consider these

problems and others which may arise in practical application of our

system.

Exceptional Cases for Questionnaire Data

The chief exceptions to our ideal hierarchy are components

lacking parent equipments and equipments with no installed compoT.ents.

We solve these problems by assigning to each possibility a standard

type septuplet called a running mate. That is, to each possible combi-

nation of questionnaire data describing a part application we assign a

septuplet running.mate. Our ?EEC codes 116, 115, ... , I apply

to the running mate and then by association they apply to the original

data.

Our bystem for assigning running mates is given in Figure 10

where "b" denotes no entry and " - " denotes any entry. The

first entry, Special Projects, represents the standard data we have

assumed to be available up to this time. This is the only case where

the questionnaire data form their own running mate.

The second entry in Figure 10, Bureau of Ships, represents

components lacking parent equipments. Historically, this has bee.

the case for the components which make up the ship sub-system. The

running mate is formed by copying the triplet C for use agair as E.

In the first place, this procedure corresponds to the fact that in the

original data. "u" was actually determined as "x" the first

digit represented "mission effect" and not "equipment effect':

No other procedure would make sense for this type of componer.t

questionnaire. Secondly, forming pC C means that a form of

averaging is being used since the generated "E" stands betweer.

extremes 000 and 222 exactly as does the actual C

-35-
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QUESTIONNAIRE RUN.NING MATE
DATA

Special Projects

p uVw xyz P uavw xyz

Bureau of Ships

p uvw bbb UW

Exceptional Types

1. p bbb xyz p X2xyz

2. p bbb bbb p ZZZZZZ

3. b ---- 4 000000

Figure 10 - Septuplet running mate assignmernts

Rurming mates for Exception~al Type I questionz.aire data are

assigned from a more conservative point of view. That is, they are

ranked somewhat higher thar. the corresponding "components oly'

cases descrioed in the preceding paragraph. These latter data were

formed by rating erngineering entities which are well defimed as possible

consumers of repair parts. Type I data on the other han~d are t# so

well defined: we therefore conservatively treat the equipment as a

maximally critical compon~ent with x as gven. We copy x for u

a-rd write 22 for v w .The. reascz we do not write u =2 is that

unless x =2 there :.r.. e,%r-ence to support the belief that loss of

the furction provided by the equipmer~t would require termnrating patrol.

Exceptional Types 2 and 3 are included in Figure 10 for com-

pleteness. In reality, they would mainly occur as errors in data.
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Type 2 is a " non-installed" part to be treated as though it were of

mazdal importnce. Type 3 goes to the lowest rank.

For p -. 1 the procedures for assigning running mates pro-

duce assignments as shown in Figure 11. The initial entries "blank"

are of course worthy of special notice: the first E row at the

bottom of the figure displays the codes for "Bureau of Ships" data as

defined by Figure 10; the first C column at the left represents

"Exceptional Type 1" data.

Different Answers from Different Respondents

It is.conceivable that different persons might make different

Component or Equipment Questionnaire responses. In our experience

such differences have been minimal over sets of similarly highly

* qualified people. Our original work was based on three sets of com-

pleted questionnaires. one each from manufacturer. Navy technical

bureau and fleet. The answers were so consistent that we concluded

that it would be advisable in the future to obtain single sets of answers.

Nevertheless, different judgments will occur and it is important to be

able to reconcile them.

The process of reconciling different answers is a problem that

properly belongs to the responsibla part of the organization which will

uso the MEC P-qttrm. Our own approach which was accepted for the

Polaris system was as follows. We proceeded digit by digit within

Component and Equipment Questionnaires. If three answers were ob-

tained and there was a majority, we adopted the common value, other -

wise, we selected the average value "I" . When only two answers

were available, the lzrger digit was used for "u" or 11x11 ; the

smaller digit was used wherever there were two different answers for

"redundancy" or "alternatives".
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Following any consolidation of multiple sets of questionhaire

responses into a single set it is clearly advisable to have a review by

competent authority. Such reviews have been most helpful in our

experience both for direct product evaluation and for testing the rules

for consolidation.

Different Answers for Different Applications

There will be a single triplet produced for each application of at,

equipment or component For each component in which a given part is

installed there is required a separate part questionnaire. For some

purposes there should be only a single triplet or a single septuplet

associated with a sigle engineering entity. In other cases, multple

acsociations are suitable. Let us consider some possibilities for

consolidation.

In the Navy the supply engineering documentation for a ccmpo-

nent or equipmer,t does not vary by application. A ringle documei. Ls

prepared to list the wearable installed parts and to furnish assoc;ated

technical information. Thus, to compute an allowance list there riay

as well be a single determination covering all applicatioT.s of a given

component or equipment. This requires that we select a single M.EC

code. Our procedure is as follows. We obtain a single triplet by means

of ar-chrnetic averaging with normal rounding, digit by digit. for each

of "effect". "redundancy" and "alternatives". The effect of normal

round-off rather than "rounding up" is to avoid beirg overly co-serv-

ative in borderline cases: for example, rouT.ding up would cause each

of the following to be judged as a "2': : 2. 1. 1. 1 or 2 with any

number of I's but no 0's . An additional reason for .tvoidirg

conservatism here is that the digit "p" is the dcmninant factor for
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allowance list purposes anyway so that use of averages seems generally

reasonable for component and equipment triplets.

If a repair part is installed in different parent components we

generally retain separately its different MJEC codes. Whenever it

becomes advisable to consolidate, we recommend selecting the highest '
MEC code which ever appears for the given pa-t. For example, our

experience has shown that this procedure is preferable to using arith-

metically weighted average MEC's based on frequencies of occurrence.

The reason is simple. On board ship the repair parts are commonly

kept in single bins and issued wh..never needed. Thus, parts stocked for

high worth applications can conceivably be consumed for low worth

applications. We therefore recommend selecting the highest MEC code

for a part whenever only a single code can be retained; in our experience
this procedure does not lead to unwarranted over-stocking.

Results for Actual Data

The Polaris MEC system was developed in the manner _

described above in advance of any extensive application to non-

hypothetical data. Subsequent experience with actual data has rein-

forced our convictions that the system is reasonable. For example. as

shown for USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (SSB(N)598) in Figure 12, a

good "spread" is obtained over the allowance list range. Similar dis-

tributions have been obtained for the other Polaris submarines; it is

also interesting to compare (I] where only 15% of components and

28% of parts were "high worth" . It has furthermore been true that

MEC data have bcen easily obtained. Competent personnel at the

manufacturing plants, at Navy technical bureaus or in the fleets can

Suickly and consistently fill out equipment and component questionnaires.
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RELATIVE MEC COMPONENT- PART
ESENTIALITY CODES EQUIPMENTS APPLICATIONS

Highest 116 6% 4%

115
High 14% 15%

94

93
Intermediate 92 26% Z5%

91

90

Low 89 54 V01,
88

87
Lowest Does Not 12%7

Apply
(p 3) 59

Total Z.987 55,918

Range component- par.
equipments applications

Figure 12 - MEC code distribution for USS GEORGE WASHIINGTON
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Technicians at the Navy Inventory Control Points can routinely provide

part-worth digits p In fact, our system is now in use by the

Navy [4] . There is every reason to believe that the general approach

and methodology of present Polaris MEC system could readily be

acdaped to other weapons systems.

r
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A2A (Independent Offices) (OPA and NAVCOMPT, only)
27C (Sea Frontier Commanders)
28J (SERVROAS, only)
FF1 (Naval District Commandants)
FM :.1 3 (Ships Parts Control Center)
FKMIM5 (Aviation Supply Office)
FLxl7 (Fleet M1aterial Support Office)

Op's 02, 03, 04, 05, 92, and 97
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, 22 (Fleet Commanders)

23A (Naval Force Commanders)
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42RRI (Commander, Naval Air Reserve Force)
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FKA1 (Systems Commands)
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SNDL Al (Immediate Office of the Secretary)
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27C (Sea Frontier Commanders)
28J (SERVRONS, only)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF T64C CHIEF Or NAVAL OPERATIONS

WASHINGTON. O C. 20350 mIN amTRlgyO -O

OPNAVINST 4441. 12A
Op -412C

OPNAV INSTRUCTION 4441.12A

From: Chief of Naval Operations

Subj: Supply support of the Operating Forces

Ref: (a) OPNAVINST 4000.57C of 4 Aug 1972
(b) OPNAVINST C4080.1A of 4 Oct 1971 / 7'i1 "
(c) BUMEDINST 6700.13D of 9 Feb 1968

Encl: (1) Shipboard Stock Levels
(2) Criteria for Shipboard Allowances
(3) Criteria for Mobile Logistic Support Force

(MLSF) Loads
(4) Criteria for Overseas Base Stocks
(5) Aeronautical Supply Support
(6) Identification of Acronyms

1. Purpose. To state basic Navy policy governing the
determination of fleet materiel requirements in support of
installed equipments and systems, and the distribution of fleet
materiel assets, and to prescribe the sLipboard stock levels
necessary to achieve the required standards of logistics
readiness of the Operating Forces.

2. Cancellation. OPNAVINST 4440.21 of 17 Nov 1968 and
OPNAVINST 444.2 of 27 Aug 1964 are hereby canceled.

3. Scope. This instruction applies to all materiel other
than ammunition and bulk petroleum carried in, or specifically
positioned for, the use of the Operating Force , except Fleet
Ballistic Missile (FBM) submarines and tenders which are
governed by reference (a). It encompasses materiel carried
by forces afloat, including Marine Aircraft Groups (MAGs), and
ashore (CONUS and overseas). The guidance contained in
this instruction applies as well to those commands and
activities participating in, or responsible for, the development
and maintenance of allowance lists and load lists and specifying
stock levels.

4. Objective. To provide a level of supply aboard ships,
in the Fleet Marine Forces (FMFs), and at sites supporting
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operating forces which is compatible with approved maintenance
concepts, projected replenishment capabilities, readiness
objectives, and availablc funding for naval operations in
support of national policy, for the period specificd by
the Navy Support an Mcbilization Plan (NS.IP). Maintenance
of a balanced, ready force, capable of performing the Navy's
mission of strategic deterrence, sea control, projection
of power, and overseas presence in the face of steadily
increasing costs of sophisticated weapons systems continues
to make it imperative that effective management techniques
be enploycd governing the utilization of materiel assets.
The concept for attaining these support objectives is as
follows:

a. Orpanic Level of Supply. This includes allowances
or levels of materiel authorized for stock to sustain
cpera'ions under specified maintenance concepts for a stated
period. Such materiel, when not in excess of authorized
levels,is normally not subject to redistribution by a central
invento:ry manager, except in emergencies and subject to
approval of the applicable Fleet Commanders in Chief (CINCs).

L. First Lchelon of Resuppy. This includes the materiel
positioned in shi.s I the NtLFF. ALSF load lists include
,.e materiel requirements and support the readiness
object-vea of the Fleet Support Element of CNO Special
Project ifURR1C.'2E/TYPiIOON,prescribed by reference (b). There
is no first echelon of iesupply for aviation pcculiar materiel.

c. Second F-hclon of Resupply. The second echelon of
resupply, or thc wh oesale system. is that materiel held
at supply centers, supply depots, air stations, weapon
st,'tion-, and ship\,ards for resupplying the Operating Forces.
It i-cludes materiel located at, but excess to, that authorized
for the organic Ieyv, and first echelon of resupply when such
materiel is fli1arciaily reportable in two digit store:
accounts and/or considered in the budget submission of central

rwuVtry managers.

5. i A. following basic policies apply to the
dieve.r-6ip:e" of authuri:ed allowances, load lists, stock
i,::,el.;, .. r, ',L( uaoiI,,ement of inventories positioned in

,.:~ . ;.. OpeTating Forces.

i i,.ar" rvliai.c? fr.r ;upply support uf sclf-deployahbe
,.r,,al uni ts uj 11 I)e placed an th" crgaiic level of supply,
",a d ,,por ,.- .ritei-ia .;p.cified in the attached enclosures.
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h. First echelon resupply stocks afloat will consist
of repetitiv.'lv demanded (demand based) itens ,hicl- are
required to suppzrL lnstalld equip:nen:s ind systems arad
.-mbarked personncl, Low-d,,mird items may also he include
to reduce reaction time for equipmerts experiencing unusuil
readiness problems. CNO (01,- iill revie'. ai.d approve
those equipments nominated for augriented support. DeployLd
units will uti]i:c the afloat support capability of MLSF
units to the fullest CxtCnt practicable.

c. Individual items of a low-demand nature a- defined
in enclosure (2), paragraph 4h, may be stocked in either
the organic or first echelon but, insofar as practical, not
at both.

d. Stockage objectives will he applied to demand based
items and will be specified in days of supply for safety
and operating levels. The average endurance level is normally
considered to be the safety level plus half the operating
level. In assessing thc readiness of individual ships for
a particular operation, a ship's average endurance level and
its past and future resupply opportunities should be among
the areas critically reviewed.

e. Management of repairable items kill he given special
emphasis in accordance with the policy guidanc-, contained
in separate directives.

f. Low-demand itcms will be included in authori:ed
allowances at the organic level, based upon effectiveness
objectives and criteria specified in thuc :ittached enclosures.

g. Stocks which are financially reportable in two
digit stores accounts and/or considered in the budget
submissions of central inventory managers are subject to
shipment directives of the Inventory Manager (INI) when
excess to authorized levels and necessary to fill firm
requirements, but not available elseuhere ir the wholesale
system.

h. New or unstable equipments will be supported in
accordance with noral stocking criteria and resupply
techniques, except where the need for special support proce-
dures are indicated and agreed to by applicable Fleet CINCs.

i. Al.pli-atior ;I\. the slhip 01, acti'itv . ,f v'.1rialble safe ,
rind ape'raItin *, Icvel technique: . h c, reco.'i "e -'cnni ic
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considerations and risk of stoclo'uts ar: :.uirtd .J:eri.
financial support and manapei ent systems nLrIT1JI p:efple iltati,,ll.

j. The depth of allowance and retail stock levels fo-
new items identified through the provisioning process
will be constrained by the guidance contained herein.
It is recognized that temporary degradation of support may,
result pending development of local demand patterns.

k. Establishment of new first or second echelon resupply
capability at overseas activities will be reviewed and
approved by CNC (Op-04) in advance of the establishment of
such capability. Fleet CINCs will provide justification
for such proposed actions,based upon economic cons. -rations
and/or readiness objectives. When approved, the re.supply
responsibilities will be prescribed in the approved missions
of the applicable overseas activities and units.

I. Responsible commands will obtain CNI (Op-041)
approval for deviations from polici.s and guidance contained
in this instruction.

m. CNO will approve Pre-positioned 1har Reserve
Requirements (PWRR). Fleet Issue Load List (FILL) materiel
ideritified as Pre-positioned 'ar Reserve Stock (PIWRS) and
positioned by the Fleet CINCs may be issued to meet peacetime
requirements, but should be replaced at the earliest
practical date after issue.

6. Action

a. The Chief of Naval Material will:

(1) Coordinate and administer the development,
maintenance and revision of shipboard, aviation and MAC allwanci.
lists and load lists to include the

(a) establishment of procedures for collection
of fleet demand data;

(b) establishment of procedures for recommending
changes in shipboard, aviation and RAG allowances;

(c) establishment of procedures for control and L
justification of the addition and deletion of items of a
technical override (TOR) nature to authorized allowanc, and
load lists within the framework of muidz..nce contained in
this instruction;
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I(d) determination of the degree to which MLSF
loads will be augmcnted to provide equipment support, based
upon requirements of the Fleet CINCs and in accordance
with the criteria prescribed in enclosure (3)i

(e) assignment of military essentiality codes
based upon guidance provided by CNIO;

(f) coding of allowance lists to identify
items as equipage, repair parts or consumables and to

I reflect military essentiality wherever practicable.

r (2) Provide program management and support of the
Supply Operations Assistance Program (SOAP), both ship

| Iand aviation.

I (3) Establish and promulgate criteria for the

, I .identification of high unit value, high unit cube or items
I in critical supply position which require modified or

restricted asset distribution for resupply support of the
Operating Forces, including the identification and designation
of air-worthy items based upon economic analysis.

(4) Monitor MLSF and advance base inventories
through the media of financial, inventory and effectivenesz
reports submitted by the Fleets and recommend needed action
to CNO and appropriate Fleet CINCs.

(S) Establish procedures for naintainine visibi;i:.
I of stocks afloat and ashore, and mtonitoring and it i i -at it'l, k,

excesses as directed hy CNO. -In this regard, it is intended
that the separate identity of operating forces requirements
(allowances) and assets (materiei on hand/on order), and

: I those of the wholesale system be maintained, and that

procedures applicable to afloat assets be coordinated with
Fleet CINCs.

I (6) Establish,. in coordination with the Fleet
ClNCs, stocking criteria for demand based items in base
operating stocks positioned overseas to ensure compatibility

[, with funding constrai'ts.

(7) Develop procedures to utilize overseas stocks
ato fill urgent reauirements, and monitcr periodic purges of

Appropriation Purchase , Nccotnt (APAI and Navy Stock
Account (NSA) excesse:, le i: and ashore.

0-.
,, S
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(8) Evaluate the effective,,ss of *,'cr;, l supply

support to the Operating Forrc5, ict, luuing an nnlysis cf
Coordinated Shipboard All znce sr COSAi.: i Aviation
Consolidated Allowance List A.1CAL) "erfor~mance, rbased on
the actual experiencc of designe:ed ships and MA s and
recommend or initiate action jo correct defi.:iiences and
implement improvemcnts, as apprcpriate.

b. The Chief of Navi_ Training and the -"hief, Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery

(1) Develop and review allowance and load lists for
materiel under their technical and management control in
accordance with procedures established by the Chief of
Naval Material. Since the autiorized medical and dental
allowance list is based on combat support requirements
rather than generated demand, reference (c) will control
these listings.

c. The Fleet Comman.ers in Chief will:

(1) Provide for the collection and reporting of
fleet demand data to be used in the develenm ent and revision
of shipboard, aviation and NtAG allowance 11sts and lcad
lists, in accordance with procedures established by the%; Chief of Naval Material.

(2) Utilize allowance lists as the basic stocking
authority at the shipboard and ,AG levcl.

(3) Enforce allowance list and load list discipline
to ensure that stocks are maintained at prescribed levels.

(4) Provide for the submission of logistic
intelligence and support requirements to -he Chief of
Naval Material, SYSCO.11{Q and IMs, as appropriate, for tire
in the development, maintenance and revision of allowance
lists and load lists, including:

(a) requirements for the distribution of high
unit value, high unit cube and items determined to be in a
critical supply position required for support of the Fleet;

(b) the planned distribution of the FILLs;

(c) requirements for support augmentation to
the FILL;

_-ro
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(di) requic~rcnt: or Gu;.rt, ad dc nda to the
FILL;

(c) th specific hulil. ar-.'o - nf shi s
to b e.suppored h specIfc. :c dc a-_: r -.r., r ships;

((f) load list requirement- nccess-ated by
special situations or Missions; Z-hi

(g) the 5 year aircraft dep.oyment schedule
updated semi- annuallv or as major changes occur.

(5) Conduct the Supply Operations Assistance Prograr
(SOAP).

(6) Provide for the submission of transaction,
financial, inventory and effect.veness reports en dcsign,,ted
ships and cvcrseas base inventories to the Chief of Naval
Material.

(7) Establish the levels of base operating stocls
required at overseas bases to support approved missicns 'n
accordance with Chief of Naval :aterial criteria.

(8) Recomnend PWRR to CNO MOp-04), in accordance
with reference (b).

(9) rstaliish and approve I'leet Pro-crar, Support
Materiel ,FPSIM) requirements in acccrdance with the criteria
prescribed in cnclostrc (4). Proposed FPS. reqc,,rements
not meeting specified criteria, but which are full%- supported
by the Fleet CINC, shall be forwarded to CNO (Op-04 ) for
approval.

(10) Submit recommended changes to policies and
guidance contained herein to CNO (Op-04 ).

7. Implementation. Two copies of ali instructions and
notices Impienicnting this instruction will be provided to
CNO (Op-04).

Z,.

Vt. D. Gh. fS . -. '--
DISTRIBUTION: .

SNDL A4A (Chief of Naval Materlai .
AS (Bureaus) lc!!:elon

(continued on page 8)
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.14 SHIPBOARD STOCK LEVELS

1. Purpose. This enclosure prescribes gencral policy for
the range and depth of materiel to he carried by individuai

*" ships to insure compatibility with readiness objectives,
resupply concepts, and a safety factor for independent
operations in an environment of isolation ard limited
resupply capability.

2 Scope. This enclosure applies to the following categories
oi materiel: spares, repair parts, consumables, provisions
and ship's store stock related to installed equipment and
embarked personnel for forces afloat.

3. Policy

a. For the allowed range of materiel (see enclosure (2)),

the depth of designated categories of materiel will be
* computed to achieve the stock levels shown helo%;. Develop-

ment of stock levels of materiel for new classes of ships
shall be coordinated with CNO ((V-41).

INVENTORY OBJECTIVES

Spares, Repair Parts and Equipment Related Consumables
ROL/

r FILL NCN- AIR S

SHIP ITEMS FILL_/ WORTlY
TYPE SLI_/ L.' S03/ AFLL /  6/ ITEMS I -- '%IS

ALL, EXCEPT NON-
SELF SUSTAINING9/ 60 30 90 75 120 180 120

.NON-SELF
SUSTAINING9/ AS REQ111JED TO ACCOMPLISH ASSIGNED MISSI ON

Non-Equipment Related Consumables, Shps Store Stock,
Clothing & Small Stores and Provisions

CARRIERS 45 30 75 60 10S lbS J05

CRUISER/DLGN/DLG 30 30 60 45 90 ISO 90

SDGI I.(;/DD/DE 10/ 10, 45 10/ 75 13S 7S

AD/All/AS 60 30 90 75 120 lao 1 2

SUBMARINES 60 30 90 75 120 ISO 120

Enclosure (1)
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FILL NUN- AIR!/
SHIP ITEMS FILLY WORTHI
TYPE SLYf OL 2/ SOV/ AELY 6/ ITEMS ITEmq

AMPHIBIOUS
Ship Complement 45 30 75 60 105 165 105
Embarked Troops 30 30 60 45 90 150 90

SERVICE FORCE 45 30 7S 60 105 165 105

NON- SELF
SUSTAINING2! AS REQUIRED TO ACCOMPLISH ASSTGNED MISSION

I/ SAFETY LEVEL (SL). This is the quartity'of materiel
in additTon to the operating level, required to be on hand to
permit continuous operations in the event ol, interruption of
normal replenishment, or unpredictable fluctuations, in issue
demand.

2/ OPERATING LEVEL (OL). This is the anntity of
materiel-(exclusive of SL) required to sustain operations
during the interval between successive requisitions.

3/ STOCKAGE OBJECTIVE (SO). This Ts the maximum
%V quantity of materiel to be maintained on hand to sustain

current operations; it includes the sum of stocks represented
by the SL and the OL. It equates to the days' endurance for
a given ship type.

4/ AVERAGE ENDURANCE LLVEL (AEL). This is the
average quantity of materiel normally required to be on
hand to sustain operations for a stated period without
augmentation; it includes the sum of stocks represented
by the SL and one-half the OL. AEL in terms of days of
supply is used for the purpose of operational planning,.

S/ REQUISITIONING OBJECTIVE (RO). This is the
maximum quantity of materiel to he maintained on hand and
on order to sustain -urrent operations; it includes the
sum of stocks represented by SL, 01 and order and shipping
time (OST).

6 Includes resupply items from AS load.

7/ The OST for non-Fr.L items will be set at 90
days or actual experience,whichover is less.

E'ncl osure (1) Q
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~S/ Air worthy items are those items designated for

outbound rn'-ement by air, based on economic considerations.
(h/ile individual coding of airworthy items has not been

implementcd as of the publication date of this instruction,
future directives will provide guidance and require such

an identification in appropriate publications, catalogs,
files, etc.).

9/ Landing craft, patrol gunboats, itc., of less than

1,000 tons displacement.

10/ As may be designated by Fleet CINCs.

b. The inventory objectives outlined above are designed
to provide necessary endurance capability for ships and units
operating in an environment of little or no replenishment
opportunity, for which the Fleet must be prepared. Replenish-

•ment/reordering actions must be initiated on at least a
biweekly basis to maintain an acceptable readiness level
for those items not routinely scHeduled for an underway
replenishment. Recognition must be given to the fact that
more than 40' of repair parts requirements are not available
at the organic level and must be provided by frequent and

- expedited ::ethods.

c. The requisitioning objectives described above will
apply to deployable forces, unless a lesser OST is authorized
by Fleet CINCs when operating from CONIS ports or adjacent
to overseas deDots. Fleet CIhCs have authority to modify
the above objectives to correlaLe with operating environment
and storage space.

d. The stockage objectives described above are applicable,
in a practical sense, only to demand based items and
endurance projections must be judged accordingly.

e. The stockage objectives described for provisions
represent a composite objective for individual categories,
i.e., freeze, chill and dry. Space permitting, stockage
levels for dry provisions may be increased to equal, but
not exceed, those specified for repair parts.

f. It is desirabie for ships to deploy fully topped-off
to meet the stockage objectives prescribed in paragraph 3a
of this enclosure, even though topping-off is neither
normal procedure, i.e., replenishment should be generated
only when triggered by reaching the item reorder point,
nor is it provided for in lundinp and staffing considerations.
H1owever, the necessity for avoiding depletion of MLSF and
advance base stocks by newly arriving ship)s makes topping-off
desirable to the degree that resources will allow.

3 Enclosure (1)
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CRITERIA FOR SHIIPB~OARD ALL0eA:ANCES

I. Purpose. This enclosure prescribes policy for the
deve-lopment and maintenance of shipboard allowances of
materiel (less FBM submarines and tcndcr ) necessary to
achieve the required standards of logis ti c readiness and
endurance of the Operating Forces.

2.,Soe This enclosure a'pplies to all items listed in
the UUA'_ for individual ships.

3. Policy

*a. The COSAL is an authoritative document which lists
the equipments, components, repair parts, consumables, and
operating space items required for an individual ship to
perform its operational mission. The COSAL indicates the
items (and quantity of each item) which an individual ship

N should have onboard to achieve a self-supporting capability
* for an extended period of time. 'Ihe materielI allowances

prescribed in the COSAL constitute the organic level of
supply.

V b. In normal circumstances, shi~board allo-.:inces are
mandatory as to range and depth of materic! carried. llowevcr.
the following general exceptions to this policy are authorized:

(1) Fleet C.'Xs ray authori:e, for an interim
period, shtiphoar-' loading of materiel in excess of allowance
to meet unusuial situations, such as:

(a) Extended ship deployments of *a non-routine
nature to areas where support from the MLSF or other
replenishment sources ib impracticable;

b) Non-rotine ship operations; employing
w~eapons systems for wh~ch support from tlie MLSF or other
replenishment scuircc, is not'planned; and

(c) Other' cxtraordinary circumstances.2

(2) The range and depth of allowance materiel may
be changed at the shipboard leve l in accordance with
stockage criteria prescribed by approved shipboard procedures

* and as authorized by Fleet CINGs for utilization of variable

Enclostire (2)
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operating and safety levels and for intensive inventory
management of special items (e.g., Selected Item Nianagement-
(SIM) and non-SIN procedures, etc.).

(3) Replacement of repair parts 7or ships officially
designated for inactivation or to be striclken from the
Naval Register should be reduced or terminated in consonance
with the period of remaining employment anticipated.
Modified materiel support will be accomplished .., adjustments
to shipboard stockage objectives and/or mass requisition
cancellations.

(4) Mandatory range and depth may be reduced as
necessitated by funding constraints.

c. Proposed changes in allowance will be submitted by
the originating ship in accordance with procedures establis t-d
by the Chief of Naval Material. 4

d. COSALs and actual stock levels will be responsive to
changes in demand, as reflected in approved programs for
collection of data. As a minimum, COSALs will be reviewed
and revised incident to the ship's regular maintenance
overhaul. The Supply Operations Assistance Program (SOAP)
nor-mally will be conducted concurrent with the regular
maintenance overhaul, during which time the best demand
history available will be used to refine inventories.
update inventory records, and identify and procuss materiel (deficiencies and excesses. Between SOAPs, an allowance
document, such as an Allowance Parts List (APL) should be
provided to support newly installed equipments.

e. When an item is not included in the allowance because
of high unit cost, total cost, weight, size, or other
considerations, the allowance list preparation activityshall initiate action to position assets with the MLSF or
at selected ashore locations in order to provide rapi.' fresponse to expected fleet demands.

4. ,Criteria. The following criteria will be used in the
development of a shipboard allowance list for those items
within the installation capability of the organic unit.

a. waliW .(, items having an historical or
predicted d,,3,nd oWoT_ units ir for all
shipboard equipment applications):

(A) Thr range of denand based items will consist of
all . ,s meeting this qualifica:ion criteria. a
In~i-osizrc r2.

;n~lo Jr, 2
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(2 Th Am hwol wbJw4 tems will
* be sufficient to satisfyz

-.. by the ship in a .90 day period. (The 900. availabilitv
Criterion established for demand hzos-ed items is higher than

* the overall 85 , availahility goal cited in paragraph c,
below, in recognition of the ihortfall between the theoretical
effectiveness which thc COS.AL computation model provides
using system-wide demand factors, and the actual demand
experience which the ship will encounter.) Depth cornputations

* will be predicated on combat consumnption ratcs wherever
such rates can be accurately 3sccrtair:ed.

b M (i.e., items 1having an historical or

shipboard equipment applications):

(1) The range of low-demand items will consist rn4

those which qualify undcr the following restrictions:

(a) oWO ____

b~

t4 pep rl--

-~T--- OR to the low-demand item
selection criteria prescribed above will be added to
shipboard allowance lists only in exceptional circumstances,
to insure safety and preservation of life of personnel, or

*where lack of the item will cause total degradation of a
capability essential to a primary mission of the ship.
These exceptions will be documented and supported in
accordance with procedures establi-shed by the Chief of
Naval M'aterial.

(2).

C. The objective for overall COSA.. performance is to
fill from onboard stocks 65% (gross effectiveness) of all

E-nclosure()
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demands and to provide an overall availability for items C
allowed of 85% (net effectiveness).

d. Shipboard allowance listb will reflect the
military essentiality of each item, wherever practicable.

e. Shipboard allowance lists will be coded to identify
items as equipage, repair parts, or consumables, and also
to indicate, where applicable, the degree of management
control required aboard ship (e.g., custody signature
required).

f. Repair parts included in shipboard allowance lists
will be assigned allowance derivation codes to identify the
basis for shipboard stockage (e.g., demand based, technical
override, planned maintenance requirement, etc.).

N

(

Enclosure (2) 0
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*CRITERIA FOR MOBILE LOGISTIC SUPPORT FORCE (MLSF) LOADS

1. Purpose. This enclosure prescribes policy for the
developRent and maintenance of inventory levels for the
MLSF.

2. Scope. This enclosure applies to the positioning,
maintenance and management of materiel (except ammunition
and bulk petroleum) carried in MLSF ships (less FBM tenders)
for the support of other Fleet units.

3. Policy.

a. Materiel requirements for resupply support of
deployed forces and augmented forces to be deployed will
be determined through the development of Fleet Issue
Requirements Lists (FIRLs), as described in reference (b),
Tender and Repair Ship Load Lists (TARSLLs), AO deck loads,
subsistence load lists, tailored loads (HULL), ships store
load lists and authorized afloat and ashore supplements as
described in reference (b). TARSLLs, materiel positioned
afloat as AD/AR/AS load lists, are designated as PWRS in

,-accordance with reference (b).

b. Fleet Issue Load Lists (FILLs) will be developed
to reflect that portion of the total FIRL that is to be
positioned afloat as PWRS, as prescribed in reference (b).
AO deck load PWRS is stocked ashore at strategic locations,
as determined and designated by the Fleet CINCs, in accordance
with reference (b). AO deck loads afloat are peacetime
operating stock (POS).

c. In addition to the PWRS PILL and TARSLL quantities,
a POS level will be established for peacetime support to
provide a reasonable assurance that PWRS materiel will be
available to meet contingency requirements. POS levels will
be computed by the load carrying ship and reviewed as directed
by the Fleet CINCs, but no less frequently than once per
quarter.

d. T!-e inventory level of stores account material,
specified in FILLs and TARSLLs positioned in load carrying
ships, will be closely monitored by Fleet CINCs in order
to achieve and :naintain a high state of logistic readinesr

Enclosure (3)
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of the Fleet within the framework of the guidance in this
instruction. To this end, a management information system
capable of providing accurate, current and comparable inven-
tory and financial data will be developed and maintained.
The Stores Account Material 'lanagement Afloat/Ships Authorize
Level (SvM.A/SAL) concepts and procedures provide the
visibility to monitor the inventory and financial management
of MLSF ships. Semiannually, by 15 January and 30 June,
Fleet CINCs will submit S;MMA/SAL reports to CNO (OP-04),
with copies to COM'AVSJPSYSCOM, FMSO and SPCC. The SA.M4A/SAL
report will stratify the authorized investment levels for
both on hand and on order categories, current on hand and
on order assets, and authorized and unauthorized long supply
in both on hand and on order status. The afloat inventories
will be stratified separately by category of investment,
i.e., FILL/PWRS, COSAL, and POS. Further, the report will
reflect the above stratifications by budget project for
NSF materiel and by cognizance symbol for APA materiel.
The format of the semiannual report will be as follows:
(1) A total Fleet summary report; (2) an individual report
for each load carrying ship; and (3) appropriate explana-
tions for the causes of unauthorized long supply or on
order for any NSF budget project or APA cognizance symbol
materiel so effected. The explanation will also include the )
ships responsible for the unauthorized assets and corrective
actions planned or taken. COMNAVSUPSYSCON will subsequently
provide an anal',sis of the SAMM./SAL and Financial Inventory
Reports (FIr.) to C:NO (OP-04) relating the impact of any
excess investments on stock fund or APA budgets.

e. Routine resupply of ships of the M;LSF from shore
activities will be provided only by activities rendering
transaction item reports to Navy Inventory Managers.

f. Where high unit cost, high unit cube, or a critical
supply situation prevent materiel distribution to applicable
MLSF ships, the stocking cf such items may be limited to a
designated ship or overseas activity at the discretion of
the appropriate Fleet CINC, and in coordination with the
Inventory Manager.

g. Fleet CINCs, in conjunction with the Chief of Naval
Material, are authorized to position other stores account
materiel in ships of the MLSF. Designation of AO deck loads,
subsistence load lists, tailored loads and ships store stock
load lists are contained within the scope of this authority.
Such materiel will be considered peacetime stocks.

2
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h. In conjunction with the industrial overhaul of load
carrying ships, the load list inventory will be refined,the inventory records up-dated, and materiel deficiencies

and excesses identified and processed.

4. Criteria for MLSF Load Lists.

a. Combat Stores Ship (AFS). An AFS load will be
constructed to provide resupply support for items in demand
by the Fleet, less items peculiar to submarines and Navy
managed aviation cognizance materiel, and will consist of a
FILL and POS level. The FILL range and depth are the minimum
levels to be stocked and are mandatory.

(1) Afloat FILLs will be developed to reflect that
portion of the FI.L that is to be positioned in a combat
stores ship (AFS), as prescribed in reference (b).

(2) A POS level consisting of a combined 60 day
Operating and Safety Level for demand based items and actual
Order and Shipping Time is authorized. Increases in these
levels will be approved by CNO (OP-04), based upon Fleet
recommendations. Item selection criteria and variable level
techniques may be applied to peacetime levels to constrain
workload and to increase total load effectiveness at Fleet
Commander discretion. A maximum retention level of six
months is authorized for items where changing demand patterns
generate long supply.

(3) Actual O&ST will include (1) requisition trans-
mission time, (2) recuisition processing time, and (3) shipping
time. It will exclude (1) other than usual requisition
priorities, (2) other than usual transportation modes, and
(3) a stockout at supply sources. It is recommended that
Fleet CINCs review and control the O&ST values applied.

b. TARSLL. TARSLLs will be constructed to support the
industrial mission (and, :' the case of non-F314 submarine
tenders (AS), the resupp]y mission) of each tender or repair
ship. Based upon the :c of maintenance support to be
provided by each tender or repair ship, as reflected in
support requirements provided to the Chief of Naval Material
by the Fleet CINCs, TARSLLs will be classified as either
"hull tailored" or "ocean tailored". Hull tailored TARSLLs
will be constructed to support specific hulls assigned for
support to a specific tender or repair ship (e.g., AS-16
TARSLL for support c_ assigned submarines). Ocean tailored
TARSLLs will be constructed to support specific hull types) and positioned in al> .Lo-.dcrs or repair ships of one of the

3
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Fleets (e.g., AD TARSLL for the Pacific Fleet for support
of designated ship types). The range and depth of TARSLLS
are mandatory except for local, demand based range additions,
and permissive stocking of industrial related items as covered
in paragraph 4b(31, below. Detailed criteria for TARSLL
development are as follows:

(1) TARSLLs will be developed on the basis of
shipboard equipment configuration of the ships being tended,
technical failure rates and peacetime demand of the active
fleet tenders and repair ships, using demand data collection
procedures established by the Chief of Naval Material.
Peacetime demand will be adjusted to reflect combat consump-
tion rates for appropriate items, wherever such rates can
be accurately ascertained.

(2) TARSLLs will be composed of the following
general categories of items:

(a) Equipment related items - Items required by
the tender or repair ship to perform the maintenance support
function for equipments/components installed in the ships
being tended;

(b) Industrial related items - General use
items required to support the maintenance shops in a tender
or repair ship; and

(c) Resupply materiel - In the case of submarine
tenders (AS), materiel required to support the resupply of
assigned submarines.

(3) CNO (OP-04), in coordination with the Fleet
CINCs, will prescribe specific parameters for simulating
alternate TARSLLs based on the variable factors of component
cutoff (see (a) below) and quarterly average demand (see (b)
below) for review by the cognizant Type Commanders. Final
determination of TARSLL range rests with CNO (OP-04).

(a) Component Cutoff - In analyzing equipment
related items as candidates for inclusion in the range of
materiel in ocean tailored TARSLLs, consideration will be
given to the degree of commonality of equipment configuration
in the mix of ships to be tended. In order to be included
in the authorized range of materiel, range candidates of
equipment related items will have equipment application in
a minimum number of tender ships, as well as prescribed by
CNO in coordination with the Fleet CINCs.

4
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(b) Quarterly Average Demand (QAD) - In order
to be included in the authorized range of materiel, range
candiaates of equipment related items will meet specific
demand frequency in time criteria oetermineo by CNO (OP-04).

(c) Equipment related items which cannot be
installed by tender or repair ship maintenance personnel
will be excluoed from the TAhSLL.

(d) Range candidates of industrial related
items in a generic class of materiel (e.g., lumber, bar
stock, etc.) may be tailored, by means of discretionary
stockage, to reflect the maintenance philosophy and shop
practices of specific tenders or repair ships.

(e) Reouirements for support of special missions
or situations will De submitted to the Chief of Naval Material
by the Fleet CINCs.

(4) The depth of materiel in each TARSLL will be
sufficient to satisfy, for those items included in the
TARSLL range, 85% of the requisitions reflected in the
demand/oata base for a 90 day period. The depth of equip-
ment related items will not be less than the minimum
replacepient unit.

(5) Peacetime Operating Stock levels for demand (R
based items, consisting of a combined 60-day Operating
and Safety Level for TARSLL Load List items and a combined
90-day Operating and Safety Level for locally determined
rangc additions, are authorized. Increases in these levels
will be approved by CNO (Up-04), based upon Fleet recommenda-
tions. Item selection criteria -nd variable level techniques
may be applied to peacetime levels to constrain workload and
to increase total load effectiveness at fleet commander
discretion. A .aximum retention level of six months is
authorized for items where changing demand patterns generate
long supply.

(6) Actual Order and Shipping Time will be utilized (R
in establisning requisitioning objectives. Requisition
transmission, processing, and snippina time will be included.
The compilation of actual O&ST factors will exclude data
involving other than usual requisition priorities and trans-
portation modes ano the extenced leadtime involved where the
supply source is out of stock. It is recommended that Fleet
CINCs review and control the O&ST values applied.

Enclosure (3)
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(7) TARSLLs will normally be updated on a 3 year
cycle unless otherwise requested by Fleet CINCs on the
basis of significant change in hull mix or equipment
configuration. At the time of updating, the best demand
history available will be used to refine the load list
inventory, update inventory reccrds, and identify adaitions
and deletions to the range and depth of the load.

(8) Items new to the system and considered as
caididates for interim changes to existing TARSLLs for ADs
and ARs must be those items coded for intermeciate level
maintenance. To qualify, the item must meet the current
component cut criteria. Items that Qualify will be stocked
in the deployed tender and repair ships, only.

c. Other Load Lists. Included in this category are
AO deck loads, provision load lists, tailored loads and
ships store stock load lists. Range and depth will be a
Fleet CINC determination made in coordination with the
Chief of Naval Material and will be considered mandatory.

6
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CRITERIA FOR OVERS:AS BASE STOC IS

1. Purpose. This enclosure prescribes policy for the
stockage, management and control of supply inventories
positioned at overseas bases.

2. Scope. This enclosure applies to overseas base stocks.
Specitically excluded are stocks procured by the Navy
Industrial Fund.

3. Policy

a. Overseas base stocks will consist of the materiel
required to support the approved mission(s) of an individual
base under the concept and constraints outlined. This
includes Base Operating Stock, P1WRS and :'ZM.

b. Overseas base stocks (all categories) will be
* ' reported in normal financial accounting and budget submissions.

Asset visibility and control will be as prescribed by the
Chief of Naval Material, in coordination with the Fleet
CINCs, based upon CNO guidance.

c. The Chief of Naval Material will prescribe techniques
and methodology for displaying requirements and assets to
separately identify the various categories of materiel
described herein for budget and analysis purposes.

d. Budget submissions will include known future lay
ins of initial stocks to support mission essential equipments
to be installed at overseas bases.

e. Overseas base stocks are subject to Transaction Item
Reporting (TIR) to Navy IMs when prescribed by Chief of
Naval Material in coordination with the Fleet CINCs.
Such stocks will be considered to be a part of I?.'s
authorized levels.

f. Items carried in base operating stocks will not

be duplicated with FPSM and additional depth will not be
(' provided for the items.

4. Criteria. The following criteria will be used in the
identification and designation of overseas base stocks.

a. Base Operating Stocks will consist of the materiel
required to support snipboard, aeronautical and shore based

, )
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equipment a{id systems, rolling stocks, industrial ,,ims:;ion ano
assigned personnel. Base operating stocks arc authorized
as follows:

(1) Demand based items with a frequency of demand
criteria as specified by Chief of Naval Material.

(2) Stock levels for demand based items will be
constrained to not more than an average inventory level
(SL plus one-half of the OL) of 90 days and a-maximum of
90 days or actual OST, whichever is less. When supporting
rationale is documented and authorized by applicable Flect
CINCs, higher levels may be maintained. A copy of authorized
exceptions will be provided to CNO, CHNAVMAT and applicable
IMs.

(3) Low-demand items are not authorized for base
operating stocks. If low demand items are required for
mission essential equipments and systems, they will be dcsignatec
FPSM.

b. PWRS,as recommended by the Fleet CINCs and approved

by CNO,is authorized in accordance with reference (b).

c. FPSM is authorized as follows:

(1) Materiel required to support the installation
and operation of, a new mission essential equipment or system
in advance of actual installation and operation.

(2) Materiel required to support a resupply mission
for newly installed shipboard and aviation equipment or systvms
in advance of anticipated demand. This will not duplicate
FILL materiel positioned in ships of the MLSF or ashore.

(3) Materiel designation and categorization will be
confined to new items not presently carried in base
operating stocks. Initial Dositioning action will be
based upon quantity recormendation of the. allowance preparing
activity with the approval of the Fleet CINC, based upon
criteria contained herein. The range and depth of FPSM
items will normally be determined from an allowance list.

(4) Identification and approval of mission essential
equipment support qualifying for FPSM and advanced positioning
of materiel must be approved by the applicable Fleet CINC.

Enclosure (4) 2
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(S) The demand development period authorizcd for
FPSM will be one year from installation or operational
date, but may be extended in writing by the Fleet CINC
to two years if the operating environment or essentiality

* so dictates. The FPSNI designation will be discon=inued
for those items which have become demand based during the
one-year demand development period,regardless of the new
demand based quantity.

(6) FPSM requirements will be limited to standard
I -stock materiel, i.e., the item must have an assigned

A& Federal Stock Number or Activity Control Number.

N d. Excess(Long Supply. Those stocks which are excess
r to prescribed base operating stock levels and initial FPSM

stocks which no longer qualify as required by Fleet CINCs
for support of mission essential equipment will become

*excess/long supply stocks, excluding economical retention
Yevels authorized by Fleet CINCs.

3I -
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AERONAUTICAL SUPPLY SUPPORT

1. Pupose, This enclosure prescribes policy for the
development and maintenance of allowances of aeronautical

4- materiel necessary to achieve the required standards of
logistic readiness of the operating forces predicted on
the maintenance plan and repair capability for the sitef under consideration.
2. Scope. This enclosure applies to all items listed in

- - the AVC:,E and other related allowances for individual
ships, Marine Aircraft Groups (MAGs) and shore activities
(CONUS and overseas) supporting aircraft.

, 3. Policy

, a. The basic concept for identification and categorization
of stocks required to support fleet aircraft is as follows:

(1) Requirements and/or materiel procured and/or
positioned in accordance'with the guidance contained herein
will be separately identified by IM in budget and stratification
submissions.

(2) Assets in excess of the quantities prescribed
herein will be considered as wholesale stocks, unless the
materiel is positioned afloat.

(3) Materiel procured in accordance with reference (b)
will be designated as PWRS.

b. The AVCAL is an authoritative document which lists
the components, repair parts and consumable items required
for a ship, MAG or shore activity to perform its operational
mission in support of assigned aircraft, with consideration
for available organic repair capability. The AVCAL includes
the items (and quantity of each item) which should be on
board to achieve a self-supporting capability for a prescribed
period of time. The materiel allowances prescribed in the
AVCA, and other related allowance documents constitute the
organic levels of supply applicable to aeronautical materiel
for support of aircraft afloat and ashore.

c. AVCALs will be constructed from Initial Outfitting
Lists (IOLs) and inputs of API. or Allowance Equipage List
(AEL) items from IMs that 1iply tc the aircraft and equipments
to be supported. Items atl, icable to the Maintenance Support
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Package (MSP) concept will be included in the official
AVCAL. Unique AVCALs may be designed to support special
programs on non-aviation ships, such as the Light Airborne
Multi-Purpose System (LAMPS) or airborne mine counter-
measures detachments.

d. In normal circumstances, the AVCAL is mandatory
as to range and depth of materiel carried, except as may
be adjusted upward for consummables based on local demand
rates. However, the range and depth of allowance materiel
may be modified by Fleet CINCs in order to meet unusual
situations and to compensate for local maintenance
conditions or application of variable operating and safety
level concept. The decision to modify range and depth
levels must be coordinated with the IM to assure that
Weapons System Planning Data (WSPD) revisions are sequenced
with budgeting adjustments to assure adequate follow-on
support.

e. Basic factors upon which allowance lists a.'e
developed will be responsive to changes in maintenance
capability and usage resulting from approved data collection
programs. The inclusion of an item in an allowance list
will be based on rates representing planned maintenance
actioni.e.,intermediate or organizational level repair. G4
Factors assigned to newly introduced items will be'based
on average failure rates for items in analogous nomenclature,
group and class categories; those for established items
will be based on historic usage. Items not qualifying
for inclusion on the basis of rates cited above will be
excluded from allowance lists, except in instances where
documented and approved in accordance with procedures
established by the Chief of Naval Material. Basic data
collection systems will include an historical demand file
for carrier and MAG deployments to facilitate purging of
candidate files for non-moving items. As a minimum, AVCAI.s
will be reviewed and revised incident to Regular Oveinaul/
Restricted Availability (ROH/RAV) schedules or prior to
each carrier deployment. MAG AVCALs will be reviewed and
revised periodically as determined by the air type or FMF
commander, but not less often than every 18 months or
prior to deployment. The Supply Operations Assistance
Program - Aviation (SOAP-A) normally will be conducted
concurrent with the ROH schedule for carriers. Air type
commanders, in conjunction with FMF commanders,will develop
procedures for conducting SOAP-A for MAGs concurrent with
the periodic AVCAL review. Revised AVCALs will be provided
to shore activities supporting aircraft at least every two

Enclosure ()2
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years, or more frequently if required by changes in
* supported aircraft, installed equipment, or ground support

equipment. Excesses will be determined based uponprescribed allowances and retention levels. Materiel so

identified will be returned to the supply system at every
available opportunity in accordance with existing instructions.

f. AVCAL scheduling for afloat units including HAGs,
about to deploy must be planned to allow for constructing
the AVCAL and for the IM to introduce requisitions into
the supply system in time to have materiel in place 30 days
ahead of date aircraft are due to operate frcm the assigned
ship or new site. The objective is to allow¢ 90 days for
shipping, receiving, staging, storage and recording
materiel receipts.*

g. The capability to provide effective'and responsive
resupply is essential to aircraft readiness. Carrier Onboard
Delivery (COD) support will be utilized to the fullest
extent practicable. The use of the MLSF to position technical
aviation stocks is not normally considered to be an economical,
effective or efficient use of assets.

h. Issues from rotatable pools will be included in
financial inventory reports to provide budget support for
the pool investment..

#,. The Chief of Naval Material will prescribe techniques
and methodology for displaying requirements and assets to
separately identify the various categories of materiel
described herein for budget stratification and analysis
purposes.

•4. Criteria. The following criteria will be used in the
development of range and depth of individual allowance
lists for ships, MAGs and other activities supporting
aircraft. The range and depth of stock will be ascertained
by reference to applicable IOLs/APLs/AELs for the purpose
of establishing the quantities to be carried.

a. Demand based items. (i.e., items having an historical or
predicted demand ot one or more units in 90 days for
aircraft and equipments supported):

(1) The range of demand based items will consist
of all items meeting this qualification criteria.

(
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(2) The depth of qualifying demand based items
will be sufficient to satisfy 85% of the units requested
in a 90 day period (filling of demands from onboard/on
hand stocks).

(3) Allowance lists quantities will be predicted
on combat flying hour utilization, rounds fired or other
type rates as promulgated by CNO.

(4) Rotatable pool items are th.ose repairable items
required to be available for immediate installation in an
aircraft or its associated equipment while the failed
units are being repaired locally by the AIMD (Aircraft
Intermediate Maintenance Department) or IMA (Intermediate
Maintenance Activity) based upon individual site capability.
Items will qualify as rotatable pool items when there is a
predicted demand of one or more in 30 days. Rotatable pool
quantities,as well as appropriate attrition stocks,will
be included in the AVCAL.

b. Low-demand items. Items having an historical or
predictea demand of less than one unit in 90 days for
aircraft and equipments supported.

(I) The range of low-demand items will consist of
those which qualify under the following restrictions:

(a) Items with a unit cost of $5,000 or more
will be stocked if the predicted demand is equal to,or
greater than,one'in a six-month period.

(b) Items with a unit cost of less than $5,000
will be stocked if the predicted demand is equal to,or
greater than,one in a nine-month period.

(2) Low-demand items qualifying for stockage under
paragraph 4b(l) above will be included in the AVCAL ii
minimum depth (i.e., quantities of one or minimum replace-
ment unit).

c. Ground Support Equipment (GSE)

(1) Repair part support of GSE does not necessarily
relate directly to flying hours of aircraft support with
G& usually installed singly or in low populations. With
the advent of more ccmnlex and versatile avionics and
electronic GSE, these equipments w;ill service multiple
weapons systems and arc esser-tinl in maintaining the readiness

Enrlosure (';l
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of assigned aircraft. Therefore, it is necessary to
prescribe a support policy which varies to some degree
from that prescribed for airborne equipment. At the
same time, the support of these equipments is incorporated
into an integrated allowance document which can be
logically developed and understood by fleet units and
MAGs receiving the allowance lists. To meet these objectives,
the following guidance for the determination of initial
requirements is furnished:

(a) Because of the low population (equipment
operating months), many times only one equipment per site,
the allowance support policy for GSE will sustain a mainten-

, ance plan developed by NAVAIR or program managers which
emphasizes minimum downtime. This normally will mean
immediate removal and replacement of major repairable
components (equivalent to airborne Weapon Replaceable
Assemblies (WR.As)),and then repair of W'I'As through the use
of Shop Replaceable Assemblies (SRAs' and consumables at
depot or intermediate level as capabilities are certified.

(b) WRAs, SRAs, and consumables will be assigned
.* Source, Maintenance and Recoverability (S.'.) codes and

Military Essentiality Codes (.!ECs) by .AVAIR or Program
- - Managers, at the time of provisioning, consistent with the

maintenance capabilities of IMKAs and depots. IOLs are
developed to provide repair par! support for an initial
90 day period. In selecting the range of candidates from
assigned maintenance codes applicable at the organization
and IMA level, the IOL will include items .4ich have a
forecast usage of one or more in 90 days. This usage will
be determined utilizing population of item and maintenance
replacement factor. Replacement factors will utilize
3M data if available.

* (c There will be a number of :.tems which
do ,iot qualify for inclusion in IOLs undci the criteria inthe above paragraph. NAVAIR or Program Maiiagers will assign

M ,,.. to items selected for maintenance support,along with
*RMI codes. All items not qualifying for support under

* paragraiph 5:i(2), above, but which ar cuodee as esseirtial and
ha\; proper maintenance codes,will be candidates for

I allowance lists. These low demand items will be included
-A in the JOLs in minimum quantities if ..iey" Dass the following

inclusioa criteria. Population tLines maintenance replacement
factor (utilizing 3M, data as available) epuals an annuai
forecasted u:,age of .2S or greater (predicted r reported
usa.ge nf onr, in 4 years).
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(d) Any items, other than those qualifying
under paragraphs 4c(l)(b) and 4c(l)(c), to be included in
the allowance lists must satisfy the criteria and rules
of TORs as set forth by Chief of Naval Material.

(e) Items considered essential to the operation
of the equipment which are excluded from IOLs by the
criteria above may be supported as supply system insurance
items in a minimum quantity to satisfy emergency require-
ments.

d. Materiel Availability (effectiveness) goals:

(1) For aviation ships and MAGs, the objective for
overall AVCAL performance is to fill 75% of all demands
and to provide overall availability of 85% for items
stocked. Issues from rotatable pools will be included in
effectiveness computations. For non-aviation ships without
intermediate maintenance capability, the objective is to
fill 65% of all demands and to provide overall availability
of 8S% for items stocked.

(2) For shore activities supporting aircraft the

objective for overall AVCAL performance is to fill 65% of
all demands and to provide overall availability of 85% for c
items stocked. Issues from rotatable pools will be

included in effectiveness computations.

e. Identification of overrides. Items which are
included in allowance lists wnich qualified on other than
rules cited above will be coded and identified in IM files
for periodic review of original decision.

f. Depth of Stocks

(1) Rotatable pool stock levels will be based upon
frequency of repair and actual turn around time, whir in
the majority of cases should not exceed 3 days. In any event
individual item levels will be constrained to a quantity
representing a maximum of 20 days turn around time.

(2) Authorized stock levels for repairable items
at operating sites will be 90 days for afloat units, and
MAGs, 30 days for CONIIS activities and 60 days for overseas
activities. Afloat and overseas computations will be based
on combat rlying hours. Replenishment will be on a one
for one basis with no additional depth authorized for order
and ship time. CiINAVMAT will publish procedures for
changing allowances. When promulgated, allowances will be
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regarded as maximum levels to be maintained. No retention
levels will be permitted above authorized levels. Changes
to authorized stock levels will be subject to inventory

S•manager approval except where modified by subsequently
approved intensive inventory management programs.

(3) Stockage objectives for expense/consumable
type items will not exceed 90 days for afloat units and
MAGs (based on combat rates), or ashore (based on peacetime
rates), unless the Fleet CINC authorizes endurance loading
for a specified ship deployment. OST will be restricted
to actual or UM-1IPS timeframes, whichever is lower.

(4) When interim changes are made to site loads,
additional stocking will be restricted to those items not
previously carried that provide increased range. Depth
of currently carried items will not be increased automatically,
but should be increased only when actual demand experience
justifies an increase.

.l e
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IDENTIFICATION OF ACRONYMS

1. Acronyms that appear throughout the basic instruction
and enclosures are identified as follows:

AEL - Allowance Equipage List or Average Endurance Level
AIMD - Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance Department
APA - Appropriation Purchases Account
APL - Allowance Parts List
AVCAL - Aviation Consolidated Allowance List

CINC - Commander In Chief
COD - Carrier Onboard Delivery
COSAL - Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List

FBM - Fleet Ballistic Missile
FILL - Fleet Issue Load List
FMF - Fleet Marine For-e
FPSM - Fleet Program Support Materiel

GSE Ground Support Equipment

IM Inventory Manager
1MJA Intermediate Maintenance Activity
IOL Initial Outfitting L.ist

LAMPS - Light Airborne Multi-purpose System
LANTFILL - Atlantic Fleet Issue Load List

MAC - Marine Aircraft Group
MEC - Milita-v Essentiality Code
MLSF - Mobile Logistic Support Force
MSP Maintenance Support Package

NSA Navy Stock Account
NSMP - Navy Support Mobilization Plan

OL - Operating Level
OST - Order and Shipping Time

PACFII.I. 'aific.L Fltet Issue .lad List
POS ?"acet.;nte Operating Stock
PWRS Pre-positioned "VAr Reserve Stock
PWRR Pre-positioned War Rcserve Requirement

QAI Qu arterly Average Demand

RAV Rlestricted Availali Iyv
Ito Requi ;itioniing (Hj 'ctiVe
ROll- Regular Overhaul
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SAMMA/SAL - Stores Account Materiel Management Afloat/'s.hip
Authorized Levels

SIm - Selected Item Management
SL - Safety Level
SM&R - Source, Maintenance and Recoverability
SO - Stockage Objective
SOAP - Supply Operations Assistance Program
SOAP-A - Supply Operations Assistance Program - Aviation
SRA - Shop Replaceable Assembly

TARSLL - Tender and Repair Ship Load List
TIR - Transaction Item Reporting
TOR - Technical Override Requirement

UMMIPS - Uniform Materiel Movement and Issue Priority
System

WRA - Weapon Replaceable Assembly
WSPD - Weapons System Planning Data
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ABSTRACT

- Research Performed by Ronald D. Oglesby

Under the Supervision of Dr. R.J. McNichols

H.E. Lyr.ch, R.S. Morris, Dr. R.J. McNichols, and Dr. D.

R. Shreve have Jeveloped a prediction technique for the num-

ber of spares for a system, utilizing a prechosen probability

level that sufficient spares would be available. The pur-

pose of this paper is to test their technique.

The testing of the prediction technique was done by

using computer simulations. Basic systems were used with

different probability density functions of time to fai)ure

used for the distribution of the processes in the systems.

The same basic systems were used with the prediction tech-

nique to give results that could e -compared.

The results of this work showed that the prediction

technique could be used in several cases to give estimates

of the number of spares. In other caaes the paper shows

-the variation between the prediction technique and the simu-

lation. The use of the prediction technique depends upon

the system and the probability density functions of time

to failure.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In a system's lifetime the support elements perform a

vital function toward the effectiveness of the system. The

support elements affect the developmental time, operational

readiness, and user's cost. These support elements must be

taken into account at the very beginninC of the system's

lifetime, during the conceptual stage of the project (10)*.

If they are not and the support elements are designed after

the system has bcen developed, then this could alter all of

the system parameters such as reliability, maintainability,

and availability.

Importance of Spares

One of the major elements of the support concept is

that of spares. The questions that need to be answered are

how many spares will have to be stocked in order to meet a

desired probability level that enough spares are available,

and how many spares need to be stocked to assure that a mini-

mum of system downtime will occur?

*Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references inthe List of References,

4 1
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The importance of the correct number of spares cannot be

j overestimated. The number of spares on hand-is critic.al in

determining whether system specifications are met. In the

conceptual, definition, and developmental stages of a pro-

duct's lifetime, tradeoffs are performed among the various

parameters, and the number of spares affects these tradeoffs

and is affected by them.

An effective and economical logistic system carrnot be

prepared without a good prediction of the number -of spares#

The logistician is working under a hardship in the beginning

so -because no forecast can be perfect, but the degree to which

predictions can be made to approximate the real situation

determines how close he can come to making his~ part of the

system function better. If too many spares are produced and

they are never used then system cost rises. If, on the other

hand, not enough spares are produced, then excessive down-

time could cost mfore than the savings on the spares and, in

D some cases, the cost could be in the form of human lives.

Present Methods Of Predicting Spares

The prediction of the number of spares to meet a de-

*sired availability level has been developed in a variety of

methods, but these methods can be broken down into two cate-

goriesta

1) Methods which make assumptions which limit
the range and applicability of the technique.
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2) Computer simulations, which can be simple or
complex depending on the model.

In the first category many intricate methods have been

developed to predict the number of spares. These involve

using everything related to a system from the cost of spares

to the number of systems used. This category can best be

thought of in a simple manner, If a system is assumed to

fail and is immediately repaired, then the number of spares

needed would be equal to the number of failures. Thus if a

certain number of parts, M, in a system were under considera-

tion and each part could or could not have been required to

operate the entire length of tivue that the system was under

consideration, then the ith part could fail Ni(ti ) times

during time ti. Then the minimum number of spares, SP, or

parts that would be required to operate the system at a cer-

tain probability level, P(SP), would bea

P(Ni(ti) * . . . . + NM(tM):SP) = P(SP). 1.1

G.H. Ebel and A.J. Lang developed a technique using.

this expression but they assumed a

1) a constant failure rate for their system,

2) all the parts in operati.n ran for the same
length of time, and

3) those parts used were stochastically indepen-

dent ().

Thus their model requires that the failure rate is that of

an exponential distribution. The standard deviation of the
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process is then Juct. the mean. This limits the type of sys-

tem for which the model can prelict the number of spares.

A.E. Holmes and W.S. MwcQuay have worked out a predic-

tion technique for small numbers of parts to be spared (6).

They have used the binomial distribution, but this still re-

quyres a constant failure rate for the system to be predic-

ted. This technique also requires that all of the parts

for which spares are provided must operate for the same length

of tire.

These two prediction techn~iques have been used and the

results for systems that satisfy the assumptions have shown

very Food results.

Another procedure is tc spare for the average number of

failures expected to occur. This can be done by taking the

mean life of the part and dividing it into the time that is

desired fer the part to operate. This number could then be

rounded down to the nearest -Integer value. The value would

then be the number of spares needed. This i.-ethod will then

stand an approximate fifty per cent chance of having the

correct number of spares (8).

The second category is that of computer simulations.

The computer simulation is just what it seems - z simula-

tion using input variables, a computer program, and results

from these inputs. Thus the computer must be programmed for

the simulation. If the designer is not a programmer, he

must convey to the programmer his ideas of how the system

will work and try to get a simulatio~n. With the complexity
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of variables tit go into a program this can easily be seen

not to be a simple approach to the problem. The basic need

for this approach is computer time. Computer time costs

money which can be a vajor drawback if a simulation is re-

quired each time the system is changed.

Thus there has never been a simple, convenient model

that covered a wide range of systems for the designer and

others to work with in the prediction of the number of spares

required for the system.

New Method Of Predicting Spares

H.E. Lynch, R.S. Morris, Dr. R.J. Mclichols* and Dr. Do

R. Shreve have developed a simple and straightforward pre-

diction technique(S). The technique has been written in a

step by step pattern so that a person without any statisti-

cal background could use it by simply following the proce-

dure.

* The technique was derived using as its basis the cen-

tral limit thenrem, This was done by assuming that the den-

' sity function of a sum of independent random variables would

approximate the normal density function as the number of

random variables and time increases. This approximation

should hold regardless of the type of probability density

function of time to failure from which the random variables

came.

During the preliminary work in the development of the



*technique, comparisons were made with predicted values ofI s pares and with computer simulations using the normal dis-
* tribution of time to failure. - These results were found to

agree. The technique b'as not been tested against other

probability density functio~ns of time to failure to see if

I the technique will give desirable results* If the technique

4 can be proven valid for different probability density func-

J tions of time to failure, then the designer will have aIpowerful tool to work with due to the simplicity of the
- technique and the wide range of systems it will cover.

* - k The sparing technique under study is developed in -

- Chapter Ile The assumptions that are required for theI * sparing technique and the step by step procedure associated

*with it are stated, and an example of the calculations is

also given. The test procedure and the different types

of systems that were tested are stated in Chapter IMI

Chapter IV describes the computer programs used in the theo-

retical calculation and the simulations. The simulation

and sparing technique results are compared in Chapter V.

Conclusions are drawn in Chapter V1.



CHAPTER II

SPARING TECHNIQUE

Procedure For Using the Technique

The sparing technique must not be taken for a universal

solution to all sparing problems. In order to use the tech-

nique the following conditions must be met(8)s

1) The system must follow the process
sequence in Figure 2.1 and one of the
sparing configurations of Table 2.1.

e~ROCESS SPARE
NUMBER REQUIRED

1 2 J J+1 I-i I I J J+1
4-9I----- - , : ---- l I ' I '4---- -----

PROCESS PROCESS CYCLE
2 TIME (SPARE TO SPARE)

FIGURE 2.1 PROCESS SEQUENCE

2) Only one spare set can be required in
any process cycle# where a process cy-
cle is defined as the repeati ig sequence
in a system, and it must be required at
the point in time shown in the process
sequence.

.) All processes are independent.

4) The mean and variance of the density
function of each process must remain
constant over time.

To use the technique certain variables must be known.

The number of systems, S, and the time, Ti, that each of

?1
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I. SINGLE SYSTEM S=l

SPARING CYCLE =T1

I. MULTIPLE S-.STEMS - EACH SEQUENCE IS IDENTICAL.

NUMBER OF SYSTEMS = S
SPARING CYCLES OF ALL SYSTEMS ARE EQUAL TO Tic

III. MULTIPLE SYSTEM - EACH SYSTEM SEQUENCE IS IDENTICAL.

NUMBER OF STfSTEE = S
SPkRING CYCLE OF EACH SYSTF" = TR AND MAY BE DIFFERENT.

NOTEs THE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION IDENTIFIES HOW MANY SYSTES.
S. WILL RECEIVE SPARES FROM THE SPARE POOL AND ThE
LENGTH OF TIME, TR, EACH SYSTEM WILL BE IN THE PROCESS

SEQUENCE DURING THE SPARING CYCLE.

I

TABLE 2.1 SPARING CONFIGURATION TYPE
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systems is to be required to operate must be known. The

sequence of processes that a system undergoes must be deter-

mined. The number, I, of these processes can be related to

Figure 2.1 to correctly identify the proper sequence of

events. Tbo, position or process, J, where the spare will

be required in the process cycle must be correctly identified.
2

The different process means, ui, variancescri and th3 third

moment, MC3i, of the precess cycle time density function

about its mean must be known. The desired probability level,

P, that sufficient spares will be available should be deter-

mined.

The technique then follows a set of steps to calculate

the desired number of spares. Several basic functions must

first be calculated:

S I
! T=- Ti.+S ui , .

i=1 1 =~

I

.Uo Ui. 2.2

0

2 2u2 2.4
c c c

and

+ 4b 4 3I
K2-- 1/12 +5Cr/(4uc ) - 2 MC3/(3uc). 2.5

i=l
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The predic+ed mean and variz:,c.- of the sparing configu-

ration can now be determined. The mean value can be calcu-

lated byl

us= Tfuc - SKI, 2.6

and the variance byl

V5  Tc /u3 +SK2. 2.7

Now the probability level that was given is used vo de-

termine a value, Z, from standardized normal tables. The

value is used with the values u8 and vs to give the first

estimate of the number of spares,

?N =u + V V-
s S 2.8

This gives a starting point in the iteration to find the

predicted number of spares. This value Is rjunded upward

to the nearest integer value, N'. This value is then used

to calculates

* up = (Nl+l)u c - US t 2.9
i=J+l

I 2
2 I 2
P=N S Y_ (XO , 2.10i=J+1

and
S = up + (S-1)!c K.. ,.11
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A normalized value, Zt, can then be found as

S
Z'= (u;- 2. Ti)/p. 2.12

This value can then be looked up in the standardized

normal tables and a probability level that sufficient spares

will be available can be found. This value can then be com-

pared against the desired probability level. If the value

is too high then a new value can be found by decreasing the

number of spares, N', by one and repeating the process

starting with Equation 2.9. This can be repeated until the

least number of spares that will give either the desired

probability or one slightly higher than the desired proba-

bility can be found. If, on the other hand, a probability

is found less than the desired probability, add one to the

number, N', and repeat the sequence starting with Equation

2.9.

-Example

Ar. example of the technique will now be presented to

illustrate the calculations. The number of systems used will

be hree processes .er system. Since all of the systems are

identical only one of the sy3tems is illustrated in Figure

2.2. From this it is seen that the spare is required at the

end of the first process. Each of the three systems will

be required to be in use 310 time unit. The desired proba-

bility level that sufficient spares will be available is .92.
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The thre- processes will be taken as exponentials with u.=
4o,0 =21600, u2 =lO, =O0 u 12, = 4. The third

moment of the exponential about the mean is defined as two

times the cubed value nf the mern.

OPERATION REPAIR TEST OPERATION

I .I I I

L-SPARE REQUIRED TERMINATION 7
P:U.J 2.2 EXAMPLE PROCESS SEQUENCE

With this it is now a simple task to start with Equa-

tion 2.1 and calculate the desired values. The basic parame-

ters are T=996, u =62,C-2=1844, K1-.26014, and K2=.00232.C C

The desired probability level is .92 and this value can

be found in a standardized normal table to give Z=1.41. Now

by using Equation 2.8 the first estimate of the number of

spares can be calculated as N=19.19. The first estimate of

the number of spares would be N'=20.

The basic parameters have now been calculated. The

probability that sufficient spares will be vailable can

now be calculated by using an estimate of 20 spares. Start-

ing with Equation 2.9 the parameters are u p=123.6,(T=37992.09

r nd uo-t268 .2 6 . Equation 2.12 gives a Z' value of 1.453.
p

This value can be found in a standardized normal table to

give a probability level of .958 for 20 spares.

The desired level was .921 thus 20 spares could be too
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many. The next step would be to decrease the spares to

19 and :o back to Equation 2.9. This gives new values of

uullL. .O",(2 36148.o, u;-1206.25, and Z=1.453. This value

then gives a desired probability level of .926 for 19 spares.

The desired level is still .92. As can be seen there

could still be too many spares to give the desired results.

The next step would be to reduce ;he number of spares to 18

and start with Equation 2.9 again. A probability level of

.876 would be found* This is less than the desired level

of .92. Thus the correct solution would be to use 19 spares

and have a probability level of .926 that enough spares would

be available.

The technique has been derived and the approximations

used have theoretical background as to their validity. Com-

puter simulations have been run using the normal density

function of time to failure in an attempt to justify the

method. These simulations were not run for a large number

of casest thus there was not adequate information to support

the theory. The technique has not been tested using various

other probability density functions of time to failure and

the range of the variatiun of the process parameters has not

been studied.

Thus it is the purpose of this paper to find the region

of feainibility for the prediction technique by using different

probability density functions of time to failure through com-

puter simulations and theoretical comparisons.
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Chapter III will describe the areas that are to be

studied. The method of examining thee) separate areas will

als3 be presented.



CHAPTER III

TEST PROCEDURE

It was decided to use as general a configuration as

possible during the initial development of the test proce-

dure. This configuration would be three systems, with each

system being composed of three processes. These processes

of operation, repair, and test were described in the pre-

vious example. This configurat!.on would be used. in the com-

puter simulation to give a simulated number of spares and

the corresponding proportion of the total number of spares.

A corresponding tine would be associated with the simulation.

The prediction technique would also be used with this con-

figuration to gite sparing levels and corresponding proba-

bility levels for the same operating time. The processes

in the aimulation and the prediction technique will have the

same mean values and variances.

Ths testing will consist of running a simulation for

one point in time or a desired time period for the systems

to operate. The means of the p,-"esses are required know-

ledge. Therefore the time increments that will be run will

be multiples of the mean of one sparing cycle. These tests

will be run from one and up to at least eight multiples of

the sparing cycle mean. This should cover a wide range of

situations.

15
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Several areas of further research of the prediction

technique were presented in the paper prepared by H.E. Lynch,

R.S. Morris, Dr. R.J. McNichols, and Dr, D.R. Shreve(S). One

of these areas was to study different coefficients of varia-

tion (standard deviation/mean) of the process density func-

tion.

There are three areas that should be considered in or-

der to study the coefficient of variation. The first area

is when the coefficient is greater than one and the process

density function of time to fail'.re is skewed left. This

can be accomplished by using the Weibull density function

for the probability density function of time to failure.

The skewness can be caused by having a decreasing failure

rate. Since the Weibull distribution is defined by three

parameters, the mean value, standard deviation, and the .

location parameter can be set, and thus define the system,

The coefficient of variation can be set equal to one.

This would mean that the mean value and standard deviation

of each process would be the same value. Therefore the

process density function would be that of the exponential

distribution. This system will be created in two different

methods. One method will be to cet the first process den-

sity function equal to the exponential. The mean will be

equal to the sum of the meaPs urtd in the process making

up the system in the sparing te~rtnique. The remaining pro-

cesses in the simulation will have zero means and variances.



In other words, the system will be composed of one process ....

with the exponential distribution of time to failure. The

second method will be to use exponentials for each of the

separace processes iy, the simulation and use the correspon-

ding values In the sparing technique.

The third method will be to have the coefficient of

variation less then one, a.d the process density function

skewed right. This methol will also utilize the Weibull

density function of time 'o failure. This can be done by

making the process d4sity Tunction have an increasing failure

rates

These simulations will be run for a point in time to get

the number of spares until a point is reached where a running

mean of the number of spares will be found not to change

significantly. In order to achieve a random simulation a

minimum number of simulations will have to be "in so that

enough variations will be entered-into the calculations. A

maximum number of simulations must be found in case the pro-

cess mean and variance do not reach a constant value. This

must be done so that the computer will not continue to run

and possibly go into an endless loop,

The mean and variance of the number of spares for the

prediction technique and simulation process will be found

for each point in time. Before they can be compared, the

distribution of the spares for the simulation will be checked

to see if it approximates a norital distribution by a test
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such Pzthe Chi-Squared test for goodness of fit. If the

hypothesis that the distribution of spares is normal is

accepted at a certain significant level, the means and vari-

ances can be compared at that point in time. The number of

spares cani also be compared for a certain confidenc-e level

and the confideneb -evels for a certain number of apares

can also be compared. If the hypothesis is rejected, then

the sparing level can be found from the total number of

spares by using the confidence level for the prediction

technique and these levels can be compared to the predicted

number of spares. The predicted number of spares can also

be taken and the corresponding confidence level for that

number of spares could be found from the sparing density

function,

The sparing technique is based upon the normal distriba-

tion. To test the sparing technique, simulations will be

run using the normal density function of time to failure for

each process density function. This testing would be done

by using two separate methods* The values of the process

means and variances for the case ',,here the coefficient of

variation was greater than one would give a comparison of

the simulated value and the theoretical value. These values--

could then be compared against those that were used with the

Welbull density function. Meo same results can then be found

using the case where the coefficient of variation is less

than one.

J~
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Another area of interest is where the process densities

are skewed left and right. This can be accomplished by ma-

king the first process density function a Weibull with a de-

creasing failure rate. the middle process density function

is normal, and the last process density function a Weibull

with an increasing failure rate. This configuration would

be run at different points in time checking the number of

spares at each point in time to see if the sparing function

is approximating a normal distribution. The number of spares

for the desired confidence level will be compared with the

predicted number of spares for the same confidence level.

Conclusions should be drawn from the number of spares and

those simulated for a confidence level and the variation of

confidence levels for a specific.number of spares.

The sparing technique has a special feature that will

be tested. Table 2.1 shows a third case which is unique.

This case shows that for multiple systems the desired time

of operation does not have to be equal. In Chapter I the

technique by A.E. Holmes and W.S. McQuay (6) and the tech.

nique by G.H. Ebel and A.J. Lang (4) were both based upon

the principle that the desired time of operation of the

cystems were all the same. Thus the sparing technique has

a useful application that must be tested. This will be accom-

plished by having one of the three basic systems run for a

longer time increment than the other systems.
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The following chapter will describe the development of

the computer program for the simulation and the computer

program of the sparing technique.

K

I

I

I

III - i



CHAPTER IV

COMPUTER PROGRAAS

Computer Program Development of Sparing Technique

A computer program was developed utilizing the theore-

tical calculations in Chapter II. This program was written

to be as general as possible. It was developed in this man-

ner so that different process density functions of time to

failure could just be inserted ir. the program at the proper

polnts. The body of the program is shown in Appendix I.

The initial conditions or variables must first be chosen,

* - These include the number of systems, number of processes,

process where the spare is required,' the time each system

* is required to operate, and the desired probability that

sufficient cpares will be available. The different process

means and variances must be known. The density functions

of the processes must be selected so that calculations of

the third moment about the mean of each process can be found.

* These moments are then summed to give the third moment about

the mean for the process cycles These Initial conditions

make no restrictions as lorqe; as they meet those imposed in

the conditions in Chapter II. In other words, as long as the

conditions are met, the theo~retical calculations are the

same.

The program was develo..)d that it could be compared

21
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against the results of a computer simulation. Equations

2.1 through 2.7 show that during the initial calculations

- the desired probability level of sufficient spares is not

required. This is unique in the sense that for a desired

time period the theoretical mean and variance of the sparing

distribution are easily obtairnable without using the proba-

bility level.

The first estimate of the number of spares for a desired

availability level is now ready. It was desired not to have

just one estimate of the number of spares for a desired

availability level but to have the desired availability

level run from 50 pe- cent probability of sufficient spares

to approximately 100 per cent. This was desired so that

the results could be compared with those of the cor-esponding

simulation. Therefore for tne first estimate of spares a

desired probability level of 99.99 per cent was chosen.

Figure 1.1 shows the routine of using Equations 2.9 through

2.12. This would proceed to give a predicted number of

spares and the corresponding predicted probability level.

After ' . s done the nur*:er of spares would be decreased

by one and the process would be repeated.

This procedur would continue until the value Z' in

Equation 2.12 reaches a negative value. This was done for

two reasons. The first reason is Z' decreases to zero and

the corresponding probability level associated with the

value of zero is 50 per cent. There are very few systems
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that will be desired with a probability of less than this

amount. Also, if a level less than this amount is desired,

then it would be just as easy to spare for the mean life.

The second reason is that the calculations were stopped at

this point due to the theoretical equations themselves.

Equation 2.9 calculates a value u p which is made up of two

parts.

1) (N ,1)u c

I
2) S Lui.

These two parts are capable of becoming negative value

when part 2 is subtracted from part 1, if the value N' is

small. This value affects Equation 2.11 when this negative

value is larger than (S-1)u K1. Equation 2.10 is also capa-
C

ble of becoming a negative value. This term is defined as

a squared term. If it proceeds to a negative value then

the square root of the term would be an imaginary term.

'"--.s t h.s Drogram is capable of performing the theore-

tical ca.cUiations and gtving results for a sparing level

and the correspo.ding probability level. This probability

level is in the range from 50 per cent to 100 per cent and

these results can be -ompared against the computer simula-

tion.
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Computer Simulation of Sparing Problem

The computer program for the simulation routine was

also written co be as general as possible. This was done

so that to change the probibility density functions of the

various pro-cesses *-il]d or,'. :-2u:- changing the Input

variable:. "1he computer prcgrn is shown in Appendix II.

In the simulation the first item performed was that an

array of integer values was read into the program. The rea-

son for t1is w:as due to an IBM system supplied routine to

give a uniform randon variable which was used in the pro-

gram. Its use will be explained further in this section.

The type of system that was designed to be simulated would

have to be selected. This i',volveu putting in the number

of systems, the number of processes, the process in which

a spare would be required, and the means and variances of

each process. The process density function of time to fal-

lure "- uld have to be selected. The equations for each pro-

cess *..nslty functicn would be reazranged so that when a

protCi'.Iity of failure is given the corresponding time to

th-v* ',,Iri can be cal.u!.d. Then the initial time period

that each of the systems 'as required to operate is set.

This is done so that after the simulation is run for that

period, the time could be incremented and the simulation

could then be run for a new time period.

The computer system that the simulation was to utilize
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was an IBM 1130. This computer was very adequate for the

simulation except that it was slow and had a limited core

size. Due to this limited core size it was decided that the

program would run for a maximum of six hundred simulations

for one time period.

A scientific subroutine supplied by IBM was used in the

system to give a uniform distributed random vpriablee This

random variable is supplied as a percentage point between

zero and one. In order to use this subroutine an integer

seed value has to be suprlied. This seed value gives better

results as if it is a prime value. It was desired to keep

the simulation as random as possible. These seed values

were found to repeat themsclves after the subroutine was

repeatedly called several tVmes.

It was then possible tiat a simulation could be run

with an initial seed value 2nd then this value could come

up again. This did not affect the results unless this seed

value turned up again at the beginning of a new iteration.

Thus the'values that would follow would just be repeated

values. Therefore the simulation would not be random. A

method was devised to get around this. All of the initial

seed values were put in an array. Then when a new iteration

was started the new seed vdlue was compared against all of

th- previous seed values that were used to start-simulations

for that time period. If ti value was different from all

I ... ........, m . ...... . , , , I i a l -_ _ i ... ... . .. ... ....
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of the others a new iteration was started. If the value had

been used previously then one of the values that hal been

read in was used and then it was checked to see if it had

been used. This continued so that all of the iterations

within a simulation would be different.

The initial seed values that were read into the coin-

puter program were found by the author. These values were.

found by using a computer program to find all of the prime

numbers from 13597 to 32749. These prime numbers were set-

up in an array of six pages, six columns, and six rows of

ten numbers. In order to get a random array of 50 value%

out of these numbcts the author used three dice to determine

the Dage, the col'rmn, andA the row, Then a random number

table was used tc ob. Lr 7 esfrom zero to nine. This method

was employed until the fiftV values had been determined.

Each of the systems defined in the input variables were

imulated independently. The program does this by simula-

ting spares for one system at a time. At this point the

program used the random number generating subroutine. Then,

depending upon the initial system configuration as to whether

the different processes were nor,-nl, Weibull, or exponential,

the random probability was ,. " calculate a corresponding

time increment for that process. This time increment was

added to the time that the syst;,, had already accumulated.

The total time would then to checked against the desired

time period of operation for that system.
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If this time was less than the desired time of use then

the process was checked. If the process was where a spare

was required, then a spare was added to the total number of

spares for that simulation. The program would then simulate

a time for the next process. If the process did not require

a spare, then-the progra: would go on and simulate a time

for the next process.

This process was continued until the simulation time

of the system was larger than the desired time of system

use. The program was then repeated for the next system

until all of the systems had been accounted for. One sizu- "

lation had been done after enough spares were found to keep

all of the systems in operation for their desired time periods.

As had been previously scated the program was supposed

to run for six hundred simulations to get a representative

simulation. As the simulations were performed a running

mean and standard deviation of th. spares was calculated.

As the number of simulations increased the variation of the

sample mean vaLue became less and less. This trend was ex-

pected, so after 100 simulations, the program began to check

the .-:r.gc in t- mean val-'e f.: : one simulation to the next.

If the variatinn in the mear wav less than .0005 for ten

simulations then the procedure stopped simulating new values.

The value .0005 was chosen because it represented a small

change in the mean "a.us. The rcE.-cn that the change must
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hold for ten occurences was to eliminate the possibility

that the change was not due to chance occurences.

After the program had been run and the difference in

means was within the limits the required number of times, it

left th sivrlation loop. The numbers of spares in the array

were the results of a -andom simulation but they were all

whole numbers since a fraction of a spare was not practical.

These spares were divided up into a frequency array so that

the number of times each spare was used could be tabulated.

This array was printed in a histogram to give a pictorial

represencation of the spares distribution.

Once the frequency distribution had been set up, a Chi-

Squared goodness of fit test was run on the spare set. This

test was run to compare the frequency distribution of the

spare set with a theoretical normal distribution having the

same total rumber of simulations, the same mean, and the

sae rtz'a.:d ' ni e V :ocedure used in this test

was taken-from Quality Cnntrol and Industrial Statistics (3).

The degrees of freedom for the test corresponded to the

number of cells that were used in the calculations. This

value had to be altered. This was due to the fact that three

degrees of freedom were lost due to the fitting process.

These three degrees of freedom corresponded to the fact that

the total number of simula-dons, the mean, and standard

deviation of the sparc set were used. Thus the actual degrees

of freedom for the Chi-Squared value were the number of cells

inus trn.e .
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This simulation program was used for che different

types of systems configurations that were described in

Chapter IIi. The theoretical program was used with the

same configuration. The results of these are presented in

Chapter V.



CHAPTER V

RESULTS

This chapter deals with the esults obtained from the

computer simulations and the sparing technique. Chapter

III described the different types of systems that were tested.

The results of the test sequence will. be given in this chap-

ter.

With the exception of one test, all of the test systems

were composed of three processes each. The mean value of

the processes, u, was set at initial values and remained the

same for the different types of probability density functions

that were used. The variance,0T2, of each process was changed

to meet the requirements that were imposed by the test.

There will be two tables of results included in this

chapter for each case. The first table will give the pro-

cess parameters used in the test. These will be the mean,

variance, and coefficient of variation. If other parameters

such as those that were used in the process utilizing the

Weibull density function were required, then they are given.

This table will have the dejired time of operation and the

corresponding values of the mean and standard deviation from

the simulation and predictio. tichnique.

The number of iterations of The simulation for the cor-

responding time period is given. The degrees of freedom

30
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that were found from the Chi-Squared goodness of fit test

are given. The Chi-Squared value from each simulation is

also gifen, The degrees of freedom and the Chi-Squared

values found in the test were used in conjunction with a

Chi-Squared table to obtain the QC level(3).

This table also shows the relationship of the predicted

mean value, up, with the simulated mean value, us. This was

done by dividing the predicted mean value by the simulated

mean valui. This same procedure was also used for the stan-

dard deviations of the sparing technique, and the simu-

lation, O-

The second table occupies more than one page. This is

due to the large niarber of values that were tabulated. The

actual results of the simulation and the prediction tech-

nique are presented in this table for each time period. The

time periods listed in this table are set up in multiples

%of the sparing cycle mean life. Since the mean life is 50,

the time periods are 50, 100, and so forth. These time

periods consist of all the time from zero to the va.L listed.

For one time period a spare level is shown and the co s-

pcnding probability level that sufficient spares are ail -

ble from both the prediction tecnnique and the simulation.

In the simulation previously mentioned a Chi-Squared

goodness of fit test was used. In order to perform this

test the upper and lower cells of the spare array had to be

added. The spare level is marked for each time period at
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the point where the remainder of the spare levels had to be

added.

Coefficient of Variation Greater Than Onc

The first area of Interest was concerned with the coeffl-

cient of variation of the process being greater than one and

the process density function skewed left. The probability

density function of time to failure was the Weibull,

f(tABG)=(B/A) (t-G)Be-( t G )  51

The Welbull is defined by three parameters. The loca-

tion parameter, G. for this system was set equal to zero.

The value of time, t, could then be varied from zero. The

value could be varied to any value desired. The values of

the shape parameters, B, and the scale parameters, A# were

then left. These two parameters cou)4 then be made depen-

dent upon the mean and variance.

The mean values of each process were chosen. The ccn-

ditions that were defined for this test limited the range

of the shape parameter. In order for the process density

functions to be skewed left the shape parameter must be less

than cne. The shape parameter was then used with the mean

value to givr the scale parameter (7). The variance of each

process was then a function of that process shape and scale

parameter.

Two distinct cases were considered for this test. Case
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A and Case B were set up to have identical-parameters in

the second and third processes. These parameters are pre-

sented in Tables 5.1 and 5.3. The first process had the

same mean value but the shape parameter was changed so that

Case A had a variance of 6124.99 and Case B had a variance

of 224 2.02. This :reated two systems where the coefficient

of variation for each process was greater than one while

for Case B the coefficient of variation of the sparing cycle

was less than one, This can easily be seen. Case A ir Table

5.1 has a sparing cycle mean of 50 and a sparing cycle vari-

ance of 6331.81. This gives a coefficient of variation of

1.59 for the sparing cycle. Case B in Table 5.3 has a

sparing cycle mean of 50 and a sparing cycle variance of

21448.83. This gives Case B a coefficient of variation of

,99 for its sparing cycle.

The results from Case A are presented in Tables 5.1 and

5.2. The results of the Chi-Squared goodness of fit test

are shown in Table 5.1. The level varies from a value -if

.95 to .005. Only two time periods show levels less than

.05.

Table 5.2 shows the probability levels for Case A. These

results show that as the time periods became larger, the

values of the sparing technique between 50 percent and

approximately 75 per cent had a marked improvement in their

correlation. That is, at the time period of 50 for a 74

per cent probability of sufficient spares, the prediction

P
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technique would require eight spares while the simulation

would require only six spares. At the time period of 250

the simulation would require- 21 spares while the prediction

technique would require 22 spares. At 400 both the simula-

tion and prediction techniques would require 32 spares.

For the probability levels between 75 per cent and 100

per ce-,t a trend started to develop. The greater the proba-

bility desired the greater discrepancy between the predicted

-and i-imlation values. This can be seen by assuming a proba-

bility level of 80 per cent, at the time period 50, the simu-

lation would require six spares while the prediction tech-

nique would require nine spares, or a difference of three

spares. At the time period of 400 the simulation would re-

quire one less spare than th? prediction technique. If 90

per cent were used at a time of 50, a difference of five

spares would be found while at time 400 a difference of three

spares would ba found.

The results of Case B are presented in Table 5.3. The

coefficient of variation of each process should be noted.

The coefficients for the three processes are identical.

The CL levels are all greater than the .05 level except

for the initial time perio: of 50. Comparison of the ratio

of the means and ratio of the standard deviation can be seen.

For each time period the ratios of the means for Case B were

less than the correspondnt- -'..es for Case A. The same
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situation held for the ratios of the standard deviations.

The probability levels and corresponding sparing levels

are in Table 5.4I. These results shcwa a larger degree of

correlation than do those of Uase A. For probability levels

- from 50 per cent to 90 per cent the simulated and predicted

values correspond for all of the time periods. Usin~g a

probability level of 90 per cent there was a trend difference

of spares between the prediction technique and the simula-

tion. The prediction technique was constantly giving proba-

bility levels below those of the simulation for corresponding

-sparing levels.
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Coefficient of Variation Equal One

The first part of this test was designated Case C. This

part used a single process for each of the three systems.

The process used the exponential probability density func-

tion of time to failure. Since the other tests were using

a sparing cycle mean life of 50 time units, the mean life of

this process was also set at 50.

These results are given in Table 5.5. The CL level for

this test varied but the least it became was .05. This

occured at the time period of 50 which was equal to one mean

life,

The probability levels and sparing levels are given in

Table 5.6. This table shows that for time periods of 50 up-

ward to 400 that for probability levels below 80 per cent

the prediction technique probability was larger than the

corresponding simulated probability for a spare level.

Probability levels larger than 80 per cent tended to have a

smaller predicted probability than the corresponding simu-

lation.

The second part of the test was Case D. This Dart u3ed

three proccsses for each of the three systems. Each of the

process density functions of time to failure was exponential

These results are given in Table 5.7.

In this test, the CL level reached its lowest value at the

time period 150. This value was .025 while for other time

P
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periods the lowest CL level was. .1,

Table 5.8 gives the probability levels for this test.

These results show that for lower probability levels the

prediction probability level was larger than the simulation

for the range from 50 per cent to 80 psr cent. In the 80

per cent to 90 per cent range this trend reve~rsed and the

predicted values became smaller than the corresponding sim-

ulation values.
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Coefficient of Variation Less Than One

The third area of interest was concerned with the coef-

ficient of variation of the process being less than one and

the process tensity functions shewed right. The Weibull
probability density function of time to failure was used for

each of the-three processes.

The mean values of each process were the same as they had

been in all of the previous cases. The Weibull probability

! - density function has been defined in Equation 5.1. For the

process probability density function to bc skewed right the

shape parameter, B, was made greater than one. Then by using

the mean value for a process and picking a shape parameter

value the scale parameter was found. Then the variance was

determined.

This area of interest was also studied in two separate

cases. The two cases had the same parameters for ti.e second

and third processes. The difference in the two was that the

first process, Case E, had a variance of 426.64 while Case F

had a variance of 96.4. The two cases had the same mean

for the first process.

Case E is presented in Table p.9. These results show

the lowest C level was .05. The probability levels and the

corresponding spare levels of Case E are in Table 5.10.

These results show varying pattern3. The probability levcls

do not show a direct correspondence between the predictionI
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technique aid the simulation for a sparing level. The re-

sults in Table 5.10 do show a slight trend. From 50 per

cent to approximately 93 per cent if a prooability level is

picked then the discrepancy between the sparing levtls will

not be mere than one spare.

Case F decreased the variance of the first process and

these results are in Table 5.11. The degrees of freedom

should be noted in this case. At the time period of 50 the

simulation gave no degrees of freedom so the Chi-Squared

test could not be performed. As the time increment increased,

the degrees of freedom did not become increasingly larger

for the time periods presented. The range of the CL level was

between .025 and .3.

The probability levels and corresponding spare levels of

this case are presented in Table 5.12. These probability

levels show a marked pattern. Irregardless of the time

period, the predicted probability for a spare level is equal

to or larger than the corresponding simulation probability.

The exception to this fact occurs in the lower probability

levels for the time periods of 500 and 550. Throughout this

table there is never a difference of more than one spare for

a desired probability level between the simulation and pre-

dicted results.
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Process Skewed Left and Skewed Right

The next case concerns the initial process being

skewed left, the second procesR with no skewness, and the

third process skewed right. Tais was accomplished by making

the first process parameter those that were used in Case B

for the first process, Thus this process had a Weibull.

probability density function. The second process was set

up as a normal density function with the mean that had been

previously used for that process, The variance for the

second process was chosen so the coefficient of variation

would be less than one. The third process -was set up with

the parameters of the third process of Case E.

These three processes make up one system. There were

three systems used to create Case G and the results are in

Tables 5.13 and 5,14i. In Table 5.13 the C. level can be seen

to never vary below .1. Each time period has at least five

degrees of freedom for these CL level tabulations.

Table 5.141 presents the probability levels and sparing

levels. These results show a trend that as the time periods

increase the difference in spari- between the prediction

technique Arnd the simulation' decreases. That is, for a

desired probability level as the time periods increase the

spare level associated with the prediction will become closer

to that of the simulation.
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Process Density Function Normal

The next area of interest was to set up the processes

of the system with normal probability density functions.

Ts was also accomplished in two cases. Case H was to use

the mean values and variances of the processes in Case B.

The results are presented in Table 5.15.

The CL levels show a wide contrast. The first three

time periods have low CL levels. For the fourth time period

the CL level could not be obtained. The time periods 300,

550, and 600 also showed lowCL levels.

The corresponding probability levels and spare levelo

are presented in Table 5.16. These values show a small trend.

From 50 per cent to approximately 90 per cent the difference

in spares for a desired probability was one. This trend held

for all of the time perlods. For a probability level above

90 per cent the difference in spares started to increase.

That is, for a predicted sparing probabilit, for a certain

sparing level, the simulated value would be larger.

This can be illustrated by observing the time period of

250. For the first part if a probability of 85 per cent of

sufficient spares was desired, the prediction technique would

require 20 spares. The simulation would require 19 spares.

If a probability of 95 per cent of sufficient spares was

required the prediction technique would require 23 spares

while the simulation would require only 20 spares.
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The simulation for Case H was run under the assumption

that negative time values would be allowed to occur. This

neans tha* if a low enough probability was obtained from the

random number generator then a negative time could be asso-

ciated with it.

In order to explain '"ic consider that the time to fail-

ure for the first process occured in zero time. This would

give a normalized Z value of -.74. Using normalized tables,I
22.96 per cent of the time a Z value of less than this could

occur. The Z values for the second and third processes are

both -.74.

Thus it would be quite probable that a negative time

could be found for any of the processes. This would mean

that the spare could have failed before it was put into the

system. Instead of being added to the total time the system

was being used, this time would bi taken away.

Case I was set up using the rime parameters as Case H.

This case would allow any process to have the negative time

increment but these values would be set to zero. Thus all

of the times to failure would be zero or po-itive. This

case would have the same prediction values as the unbounded

normals.

Case I ia in Tables 5.17 and 5.18. The C level for this

case is .1 at its lowest value. The predicted values of the

mean and standard deviation present a trend when compared to

the simulated values. The simulated values are consistently

J _ . -- ... . _ - - --.. .o-
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less than the predicted values.

The corresponding probability levels are presented in

Table 5.18. The results of this table show that the pre-

dicted probability level is always less than the simulated

probability. The results show a marked contrast to those of

Case H. That is, the diiferer.ce between the predicted spare

level and the simulated spare level becomes more than one or

two spares.

The second part of the test used the means and variances

of the processes from Case E. These values were used with

normal probability density functions. These results are pre-

sented in Tables 5.19 and 5.20.

Table 5.19 shows the first set of results. The Q level

has a wide range; the CL level exceeds the .05 level only in

three cases. These are the time periods of 50, 350, and 450.

The corresponding probability levels and sparing levels

are in Table 5.20. Thea. levels in these results did not

show promising results. But the probability levels showed

a very gocd correspondence. At the lower time periods from

50 to 250 the predicted probability level for a spare was gen-

erally larger than the simulat-on. This is shown by the fact

that the prediction probabLlity in closer in value to the

corresponding probability level than it is to the next simu-

lation probability level.

The coefficienbcf vartE.tion >,r the siTulations were

less than one. If a nozma..ized Z value was found at time
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zero for the first process it would be -1.7. This would give

a probability of 4.46 per cent of obtaining a negative time.

Case K was set up using the values of Case J. The only

difference in the two tests was that negative times were not

allowed to ho tabulau-d. Tv.-e "alues were set to zero. All

of the times for the processe were either zero or positive.

Table 5.21 shows ho resulLU of the Chi-Squared goodness

of fit test. The lowest CL level in this test was .025 at

the time period 600. Comparing the simulated values with

those of Case J in Table 5.19, the mean values of Case K

have a tendency to be less than those of Case J. The stan-

dard deviations are variable, without a pattern developing.

The probability levels for Case K are presented in Table

5.22. These values show that for the first two time periods

the prediction probability for a tpare level is higher than

the simulated value. As the time periods increased, the pre-

dicted probability levels fell below the simulated values.

L
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Unequal Time Periods

This test was performed by using the three basic sysiems

composed of three processes each. The three processes were

set up with the exponential probability density function of

time to failure. These exponentials were set up with the

same parameters as were in Case D, Table 5.7.

The difference between this test and the test in Case'D

*was that for Case L the third system was required to opera te

*for a larger time period. This was accomplished by requiring

the third system to operate for 100 more time units than the

first two systems were to operate. The results are shown

in Table 5.23 and Table 5.24.

The CL level in Table 5.23 shows that the lowest CQ level

reached is .05. This was found at tht, time period of 103 or

two multiples of the systems' mean life. It should be noted

that this time period was listed as 100, but only two of the

systems were required to operate for this length of time.

The third system was required to last for 200 time units.

The probability levels and corresponding spare levels

for time periods between 50 and 350. This pattern takes

the form that for probability levels in the 80 per cent ranee

for the same spare level the prcdicted value will be larger

than the simulated value. From the rest of the 80 per cent

ranee the predicted value will be less than the simulated
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Starting at time period 400 and above another pattern

emerges. In this pattern all of the predicted values of

probabilities are less than the corresponding simulated

values for a spare level.

The conclusions that were drawn from these -esults are

presented in Chapter VI. A summary of the results and further

areas of interest arp Also given.

0

0..
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this chapter will be to draw conclusions

from the results. These conclusions will be presented in

the sane order as the results were presented.

The first area studied was the case where the coeffi-

cient of variation of the process was greater than one and

the process density functions were skewed left. These two

results were presented in Case A and Case B in Tables 5$1
through 5.4. The coefficient of variation was larger for

Case A than for Case B.

The Chi-Squared goodness of fit test is a test of rejec-

tion. This means that if a 0L l;!vel Is chosen and a test is

run where the CL level is less than that desired then there

is enough information available to reject the hypothesis

that the density function under test is normal at that

level.

If a Cj level of .05 is assumed for Case A in Table 5.1

then there would be two time periods where there would be

enough information to reject the hypothesis that the sparesl

configuration was normally distributed. These two time

periods where the hypothesis was rejected are at multiples

of three and eight times the mean process cycle length. Case

B in Table 5.3 shows one time period where the hypothesis of

normality was rejected. This was at one multiple of the

83I
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process cycle length.

Thus for Case A only two out of eight time periods show

enough information to reject the hypothesis that the simula-

ted spares configuration was not normal. Case B has only

one out of eleven time periods where there would be enough

information to reject the hypothesis of normality. It would

then be feasible that the spares configuration obtained using

the Weibull probability density function would be normally

distributed.

Case A and Case B can be compared by the ratio of their

predicted mean values to the simulated mean value for a time
period. These results are found in Tables 5.1 and 5.3. These

results show , that for corr-sponding time periods the ratios

of mean fo° ':.se B ,tr- cloer to a value of unity. The same

result:; hod .'or the coripa-isons of the standard deviations.

_t .hozl.d .c nited th.,t th-, r:.tios of both the means and

_taidad i, -. cens v-err b,'th t, rd:ng toward a value of unity

for Case A n,.1 Case F. Phus the prediction technique obtains

better results as the time peric.ds become larger multiples

of the sparing cycle mean life,

For the general case of the coefficient of variation for

each process being greater than one, and the process skewed

left, the results from the prediction technique for a sparing

level will be less than the actual or simulated probability.

Depending upon the probability level of sufficient spares de-

sired, the prediction technique will require at least enough
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spares and usually more spare. than are necessary. The

more multiples of the mean life of the sparing cycle in-

volved in a system the better the results will be.

The prediction technique tends to give better results

if the coefficient of variation of each proceas-is close to

unity, and if the coefficient of variation of the sparing

cycle is less than one. That is, the difference between

the number of spares required by the prediction technique

and the simulation will be smaller. By doing this, the pre-

diction technique would have a smaller overshoot of the true

spare level. This was shown as a direct result of the com-

parison of Case A and Case B.

The second area of interest was where the coefficient of

variation was equal to one. This was accomplished in Case

C and Case D in Tables 5.5 through 5.8. Assuming a CL level

of rejezti-n of .05 then none of the tested time increments

:'or Ca:; C in Table 5,5 sh'w enough information to reject

-;he hyp:thesis of normality. Using a CL level of .05, Case

D in Tatle 5.7 shows that only at one time increment would

there be enough information to reJct the hypothesis of

normality. The time period where there was enough informa-

tion in Table 5.7 occurred at the time period 150. The time

periods on either side of this period were %ell within the

.05 CZ level. Thus it would be safe to assume that the spares

configuration obtained using the exponential probabi'±ty

density function of time to failure would be normally distr5 buted.
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Case D does show a more definite pattern than does Case

C. Comparing the ratios of means in Case D to those in Case

C, Case D appears to be more stable and it approaches a value

of unity at a faster rate as the time period increases. The

same comparisons can be made of the two separate ratios of

standard deviations.

Therefore when the coefficient of variation for the pro-

cesses of a system is one, the prediction technique gives

better results as the number of processes per system is -in-

creased. The prediction technique shows closer values to

the simulation as the number of time increments are increased.

When a probability level of sufficient spares is desired

less than j'3 per cent, the prediction technique shows a low

estimate of the number of spares. This occurs when the de-

sired time of use is less than eight multiples of the sparing

cycle mean life. To correct this it would be possible to

add an extra spare. This would cause a situation where the

actu-.t probability level was met or at the most exceeded by

one se)aree

' .1;t n a probability level alote tije 80 per cent level is

desitac the prediction technique will always give safe rerults.

That i, fcr a sparing level, the s mulated probability will

be greater than the predicted probaoility.

The third area of interest was where the coefficient of

variation for each process was less than one and the process

was skewed right. These results were those in Case E and
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Case P in Tables 5.9 through 5.12. Using the a level of

.05 there were no time periods where the sparing configura-

tion could be iejected as not being normal for Case E in

Table 5.9. With this the ratio of the mean values showed a

tendency to go to unity a3 the time periods increased. The

ratio of standard deviations sho~wed no such tendency though.

This ratio varied but the amount of variation was small; from

.8832 to 1.0812.

Case F in Table 5.11 showed three time periods where

there was enough information to reject the hypothesis of

normality for the sparing configuration. Two of these occur-

-red at low time increments where the degrees of freedom were

zero and one respectively. Since the coefficient of varia-

tion is less than one at the low multiples of the mean sparing

cycle there was not enough information to run the test. Assum-

ing that normality is not rejected at time period 150 and

larger then the ratio of means starts to approach unity, 'The

variation in the ratio of standard deviations Is consistently

less than unity but as the time increments increase they

approach unity.

When the coefficient of variation is less than one# the

range of spare levels is not large for the probability levels

from 50 per cent and upward. This range does increase as

the time periods increase. For low multiples of the sparing

cycle mean the prediction technique will give larger proba-

bility levels than the simulated level. Since the difference
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in probability is small compared to the difference of the

next probability level, the prediction technique would give

compatible results.-

The fou.-th area of interest was where the process den-

sity functions were skewed left and right. These results

were those of Case G In Tables 5.13 and 5.14. Using the .05

a. level none of the sparing configurations for the different
time periods can be rejected as not being normal. The ratio

of means and standard deviations show a tendency toward ,,nity.

The prediction technique as pressntnd would always give

safe results for this type of configuration. This means

that for a sparing level the predicted probability level

would always be less than the simulated. As the time periods

increased the predicted values will correspond more closely

to the simulated valuea. This can be seen from Table 5.14.

The fifth area of interest was where all of the process

density functions were normal. Case H in Table 5.15 shows

the normals when the coefficient of variation- is greater

than one. AssUming a C. level of .05 this case has seven

time periods where there is enough information to reject

the hypothesis that the sparing configuration is normal.

It is known that there was a possibility of obtaining

a negative value of time in this case. It was possible

that this type of situation could cause more spares to be

used than were necessary. .his was proven by Case I in

Tables 5.17 and 5.18 which showed that for a'l time periods

,,p.-.. .
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that the simulation sparing levels were reduced. This re-

ductio:n did not bring the simulation and prediction tech-

nique into closer agreements in fact, it did exactly the

opposite. The reasoning behind this Is quite obvious. If -

a procesc was allowed to have a negacive .;e period then

that system would require more spares than if the time period

was made zero. By being a negative time period it would

take away from the total time the system had been in opera-

tion.

The CL levels for Case I in Table 5.17 show that none

of the time priods would provide sufficient information to

reject the hypothesis if a q- level of .05 was used. From

this it would be possibla to conclude that 3ven thcugh the

process density function truncated normal the sparing con-

figuration could not be rejectel as not being a normal -len-

sity function. --

This case was based upor? the coefficient of varlation

being greater than one for each process. Thus it can be

seen that the prediction technique will give safe valuea

of sparing levels. This safe level will end up providing

more spares than are necessary fora sparing level.

The other case was where normal prucesses were used but

the coeffic .ent of variation was less than one. These re-

sults were Case J and Case K. Case J in Table 5.19 had

three time periods where there was enough information to

reject the hypothesis of normal sparing confi&uration* This
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rejection of normality can be traced to the fact that the

time periods were allowed to go negative.

Considering the fact that some of the sparig configu-

rations were not normal, the individual time periods show

very good correlation between the simulated and predicted

probability levels. There was a better correlation than in

Case H because there were less negative time periods entered

into the simulation.

Case K in Table 5.21 was run so that no negative time

periods could enter into the simulation. By comparing the.

means for the corresponding time period, it is found that

those for Case K tend to be smaller than those for Case J.

This difference is not as significant as that involved in

Case H and Case I. There was no corresponding pattern devel-

oping between the standard deviations. The probability levels

do not correspond as well as in Case K as in Case J.

The prediction technique can give excellent results for

processes that have a normal probability density function.

These results are improved by making the coefficient of vari-

ation less than one for each process. This would make the

probability of obtaining negative time periods smaller and

thus give better results.

The sixth area of interest was concerned with the case

where the time periods were required to operate at different

lengths. These results were in Case L, Table 5.23. Assuming

a a. level ol. .05 there would not be enough information to
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reject the hypothesis of normality for any of the sparing

configuration.

The ratios of the mean and standard deviation show a

small amount of variation. The ratios tend toward a value

of unity.

From thp :esults it can be concluded that for probability

* levels less than 80 per cent the predicted value will be

larger thanx the simulated value. For a probability level.

* the predicted spare level will be correct or at most it will

* be short one spare to give the actual probability level.

This tendency holds for low multiples of the mean of the

sparing cycle. The predicted value will consistently give

* safe results above eight multiples of the mean of the sparing

cycle. In other words, using the prediction technique guaran-

tees that there will be enough spares and the actual proba-

bility will be higher than the desir-d.

The results for this case were drawn from systems cow'-

posed of the save process parameters as Case D. The same

* general tendency was seen to "ieveic-p in both cases. Using

this as a basis it would be plausible to expect the other

cases to develop in the same manner if unequal time periods

were used.

Summary

The prediction technique that was used throughout this

study showed promising results. In all of the cases above

approximately 80 per cent, the prediction technique was
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pessimistic. In a sense, the prediction technique ,eould

require enough spares and generally more than would be de-

sired.

The prediction technique glves better results as the

nus'ber of processes per system is increased. If the time

that the system is desired to be used is increased, the re-

suits are improved. The coefficient of variation and the

* skewness of the process density functions affect the results.

If the coefficient of variation is one or less the results

of the prediction technique will correspond with better

accuracy*

For the tine that would be put into early predictions

of spares this technique would be excellent. it is short,

and the computations are easy to perform. The most diffi-

cult part of using the prediction technique would be the

calculations of the third moment about the mean.

The value of the prediction technique depends upon the

factors that are being ubed, As has been stated previously

better result8 are obtained with different combirations of

processer and with certain probability density functions.

All of these factors must be taken into account when the

prediction technique is used.

Through the author's experiences encountered in the

development of this paper, the prediction technique would be

better for preliminary work than would simulations. This ex-

perience is based upon time and cost. Time and cost are
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directly related and they increase rapidly with the com-

plexity of the simulation. In the early work on a project

the simulat-on cost would 've-entirely prohibitive if the

system parameter was changed quite often. The prediction

.chnique gives results that show good comparison with the

simulation so it should be the first choice of the designer

if he is working under a tight budget,

Major areas were developed in this paper and the rela-

tionship between the sparing technique and the simulations

have been observed. Further areas of study should be per-

formed upon the sparing technique. The areas of interest

that were presented should be studied in greater depth.

The coefficient of variation should be set at many dif-

ferent values and the effect upon the sparing leve2 could

be observed. The process probability density function of

time to failure could then be changed to probability den-

sity functions other than those that were used in this presen-

tation. This procedure would provide further conclusions

than those that were presented in this paper.
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•APPENDIX I

PREDICTION TECHNIQUE COMPUTER PROGRAM

The prediction technique computer program-was written

utilizing the equations of Chapter II and the logic of

Chapter IV. The program was set up to handle any combination

of systems and the corresponding processes. This is illu-

strated in Figure 1#1 and the sample program.

The probabiity density function of time to failure for

each process would have to be decided. This affects the

type of parameters that have to be initialized. The initial

values of NOSYS, JPROC, IPROC, MEAN(I), VAR(I), PKNOW, T(I),

and B(I), if required, would have to be decided. The values

used were th-bse found in the odd numbered tables in Chapter

V. Thus these values would orly have to be keypunched and

placed in the program deck in the manner as that of the

sample -program.

The other major factor for the calculation is that of

the third moment about the mean. This value is totally de-

pendent upon the probability density function for each of

the processes. The normal probability density function has

a MC3 value of zero. The exponential has a KC3 valge that

can be calculated bya

MC3 " 00

DO 777 I1, JPROC

777 MC3 - MC3 + 2eMEkN(I)**3.
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The Veibull probability density function has 4L MC3 value

calculated by the following techniques

MC3 x 0.0
DO 777 I1,oJPROC

XX - 1.0 + i.0/B(I)

CALL GAMAD (XX, GX, XE)

A(I) - (MEAN(I)/GX) ** B(I)

XY -1.0 + 2.0/ECI)

CALL GLA (XY, 01. XE)

VAR(I) - (GY - GX**2) *A(I)t*(2.,O/B(I))

XZ -1.0 + 3.0/B(I)

CALL GAMA (XZg GZ, IE)

MC3 =M03 + (Gz - 3*GY*GX + 2*GX**3) *A(I)**(3/B(I))

777 CONTINUE

I he e techniques can then be inserted into the program
dokwith the initial values to calculate the 14C3 values.I The remaining part of the program deck requires no modifi-

D cation.[The significant variables for the program are listed

below.

VARIABLES

NOSYS --------------------- number of systems

JPROC--------------- ----- -- number of processes per
system

*IPROC --------------- procae before spare re
quired
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NEAN(I) I=1,JPROC ------ mean -of each process

VAR(I I=19 JPROC-------------variance of each process

MC3(I) I=1,JPROC------------- third moment-about mean
of ea-:th process

PKNOW ------------------------ probability of sufficient
spares

T(I) Iin1NS-------------- time period required of
each system

TIbVR ------------------ Equation 2#1-

*UC -------------- --------- Equation 2o2

VARC -------------------------- Equation 2.3

KI----------- ----------- Equation 2*4I

K2-------------- ---------- Equation 2,5

*ISZALPA ------------------------ standardized normal- value
using KO

*UONE---;----------------------- Equation 2.6

SONE ------------------- Equation 2.7.

S PARE ------------------------- Equation 2.8

NSPARE - ------------- SPARE rounded upward to
nearest integer valueI.UP---------------------------- Equation 2.9 --

VARP------------------------ Equation 2W1

UPRIM ----- m-------------------- Equation 2.12.

ZPRIM ----------------- Equation 2.12

PTST ------------------------- mnormal probability cal-
culated using ZPRIJ4.
Corresponding to NSPARE
used in its calculation.

PROBI -------------------- -----scientific subroutine
supplied by IBM



CSTART
INITIAL VALUES]
110613, JPROC,
IPROC NEN(I),
ARMd. 1C3I),j
PKNOW (I

WRITE
INITIAL CRUD1 (Z P)

IJK-1;iI4 VALUES '4D(P

1-1 PNOSYS,

I CALCULATE TIrES

CALL- CRUM (ZAPAPOW CALL PRO1BI(Z.PP)

ISONS. SPARE. NFARI >-pp

I WRITE-
I ~UOI4E,__

ICALCULATE UP,
VARP. UPRIM, ZPRIM'

- PRIXb>O
ES NO

CALL PROBI(ZPRjgtM BT)j

WRT

1 ?SPAR-NSPAR-1

FIGURE 1.1 FLOW CHART PREDICTION TECHNIQUI
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APPENDIX II

Simulation Computer Program

The simulation computer program was written utilizing

the logic of Chapter IV, The program was written s0 that

the parameters for the systems under consideration would

only have to be placed at the beginning of the program in

order to change the simulatione

-The flow chart of the sample program is presented in

Figure 1I.1. This flow chart shows the first step is the

reading of the random array IX. These values are formated

and read into the program as in Figure 11.2. As in the com-

puter program for the prediction technique the initial sys-

tems and processes must first be decided, The probability

density function for each process must also be defined,

The ini4* ' narameters are those that were presented

In Chapter V. These parameters are NS, JP. IP, 14(I V(I)

and T(I), These values can be keypunched and put in the

program deck as Is illustrated in the samnple program given

* in this apperalix.

The probability density function of the processes must

now be accounted for. If the processes are normal or expo-

t nential then enough parameters have been specified. If the

processes are Weibuil then other valuee must be established.

As an example of this consider the ca30 of three Weibulls

where the coefficient of variation is greater than one.

104



JP=3
JP-3

M(1 )=3 5. 0
M(2)=7.0

M(3)=8.o

B(2)=. 75
• B(3)=.75

DO 777 I=1,3
XX=1.0 + 1.,,/B(I)

CALL GAMWA(XX,GX,IE)
A(I)=(M(I)/GX)**B(I)

xY=1.o + 2.O/B(I)

CALL GAMMA (XYGY,IE)
777 V(I)=(GY - GX**2)*A(I)**(2.0/B(I))

This will give the desired initial values of A(I) and Y(I)

for the simulation. To simulate for the values given in this

paper, it would only be necessary to keypunch the values

presented in the tables in Chapter V using the correct vari-

able name. These values would be NS, JP, IP, M(I). V(I),

T(I), B(I), and A(I). This would be done even if the pro-

cess had different probability density functions. It would

* only be necessary to p.-t tfe correct parameters in the pro-

* g-'m deck.

The second change in the program is also dependent upon

the process probability density functions. This change is

made in the program deck following the 0105 CONTINUE" state-,

ment. This can be seen in the sample program. The sample
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program illustrates the card deck if all of the processes

are normal. Also, this program does not uL'.ow negative

time which is shown by the statement follow ng CALL GAUSS.

To correct this program in order to handle three normal pro-

cesses without truncation it would only be necessary to re-

move the *IF" statement and statements 3000 and 3001.

The exponential case is created by rtmoving the CALL

GAUSS statement and the "IF", if it is present. The expo-

nential uses the sequences

DO 100 I=l,Jp

CALL RANDU (IXIY,FG)

IX=IY

TI=-M(I)*ALOG(1. 0-FG)

KT-KT + 1

Those cards used with the exponential parameters placed in

the beginning of the deck will give the desired simulation.

To run a simulation using mixed process probability den-

sity functions another technique was used. The case where

the three processes were in the order Weibull, normal, and

Weibull will now be presented.

DO 100 1=1,JP

CALL RANDU(IX,TV,FG).

IX=IY
GO TO (10,20,30),1

i I0 TI= (-A (I)*ALOG(l. O-FG) ) *(1. O/B(I)

GO TO 101

20 CALL GAUSS (IX,VV(I),M(I),TI)

GO TO 101
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30 TI=(-A(I)*ALOG(1.0 .-C ) **(I.O/B(I))

101 CONTINUE

As can be seen from tha alc-a example once the process

probability density function i. known the equation o! the

probability density function of time to failure can be re-

arranged so that given a probability of failure the corres-

ponding time to failure can be found,

The significant variables for the program are listed

belows

VARIABLES

IX ------------------------- initial seed values for
scientific subroutines-

IT(I) 1=1,50 ----------------- array-of random IX values

NS ------------------------- number of systems

JP ------------------------- number of processes per
sparing cycle

IP ------------------------- process before a spare is

added to system

M(I) I=I.JP ------------------ mean array for processes

V(I) I=1,JP ------------------ vriance array for pro-
cssses

T(I) I=1,NS ------------------ time period array for
systems

IS -------------------------- spares array for simula-
tion

IJ ------------------------- array of seed values that
start simulations for one
time period

TC ------------------------- time check which is being
incremented by time of
each process TI

..................................................
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TI --------------------- time increment of each
process

FREQ -------------------- frequency array of spares
showing how many lines a
spare level was used

U ------------------- running mean -of number of
spares array

SD --------------------- running standard devia-
tion of spares arz.y

NT --------------------- total number of simula-
tions run

CHECK ------------------- vaript.en between two
conse(--itive me ans of
spares array

CRUD6 ----------- -------- subroutine .to take spares
array and create frequency
array

IA ------------------- number of frequency inter-
vals plus two

PC ---------------- percentage value fnr each
frequency interval

RI -------------------- l ower sparing level cu-t
off point

R ---------- theoretical frequency

PT ------------------- per cent total

F --------------------- sample frequency

( TS --------------------- x 2 test value

ID, ------------------ degrees of freedom x2

test value

- - 4 . . . . _. . . . . .. .. . . _. . .. . .
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STAR TC

READ CACUATEj~
IT

ARRAY >1

INITIAL VALUES
NS Jp, IP, -CALCULATX CHECK

\NUT/

1-1,Imes T(I)=T(I)+5,

[IU1,NT

& N- - flCALL WE D I I

I-. i-

NN

I~ Ip E N D

'I 

NI~~

L+
FIGUR 7.1FLW IT&T IMlAIO
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CRUD9(USD.IA.IR.NT)

CALCULATE RI
I-1,IA SET R TO ZERO

YES IA -<I

N

I I CALCULATE
RI.,y

I CALCULATE-
L I YR(I.PT

R(I).l& NO -

YESI CALULATE

R() F(1+1)N

YES

CALCULATE

CALCULATET

WRITE
TS
ID

RETURN

FIGURE '.1o (continuedl) FLOW CHART SIMULATION

-----
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COLUMN 1-5
5 DIGIT INTEGER

I FIGURE I1.2 INPUT DATA SIMIATION
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LOGIC CHART
COMPUTATION OF FLSIP COSALS

COMPONJENT CONFIGURATION RECORD +-ENTER WITH HULL NO.
1. List of installed components and

quantity per hull
2. Vital/Non-Vital Military Essentiality

Code (MEC) component to hull level
~1

PART CONFIGURATION RECORD
1. Maintenance Code
2. Part to Component MEC .
3. Minimum Replacement Unit (MRU) OBTAIN FOR EACH ITEM
4. Planned Maintenance Requirement (PMR) J
5. Technical Override Requirement (TOR) _
6. Part Population

ALLOWANCE CANDIDATES (SELECTED ON MAINTENANCE CODE)

/EMAND>
~UALIFIE
\ROGRA5

COMPONENT POP x PART POP PER COMP x BEST REPLACEENT FACTOR (Annual) > 1 (90 DAYS)
4

EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN 1 LESS THAN 1

V. (A) DEMAND QUALIFYING ITEM INSURANCE ITEM PROGRAM
Provide sufficient Qty to Is component vital or non-vital
protect to 90% for 90 days

YES NO

Is part vital or non- Reject item unless PMR
vital to component or TOR designated

YES NO

DEEP INSURANCE CRITERIA Reject item unless PMR
Total Part > or TOR designated
POP/HULL x BRF (Annual) Z

.25/ANNUM

EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN .25
GREATER TH) .251--5

/ Reject item unless PMR
./ or TOR designated

(B) INSURANCE ITEM
rovidt: q,-intity equal

to PN:-,P.P or TOR
whiclh.-'cr is greater

-" i m m ' l i . . m m m m . . . . b~ l ' . . . - -" - - - ' - " - - . . . ,, , ,, - - , . . . . . .



COMPUTATION OF FLSIP COSAL

This logic chart illustrates how the various inputs being collected
incident to the FLSIP tie together and are used to compute the final
allowance quantity.

We first enter our ICP automated component configuration record with
the hull number for which we want to compute our requirement. We
abstract from this configuration record a list of all components
Installed, their on-board installed population, theirservice appli-
cation and the military essentiality of each component to the ship's
mission.

Next, we enter our ICP automated component to part record with our
list of components, and extract the list of individual parts together
with the various technical and maintenance decisions which relate to
them.

Using the maintenance code, we select the potential list of on-board
candidates. Only those items authorized to be replaced on-board ship
are selected as potential candidates.

These candidates then go through the demand qualifier program. Taking
the total installed part population on that hull (obtained by multi-
plying the component population per hull times the part population
per component), multiplying this quantity by the Best Replacement
Factor (BRF) divided by 4 (to obtain a 90 day replacement rate), we
determine whether the resultant quantity is equal to, less than or
greater than 1.

If equal to or greater than 1, our item is classified as a demand based
item in accordance with the definitions prescribed by OPNAVINST 4441.12A.
An allowed quantity (depth) is computed for each demand based item which
provides a 90% protection level for a 90 day period as required by CNO.
This quantity is computed using the Poisson Oistribution Formula. If
the computed quantity is less than either the minimum replacement unit
(MRU), planned maintenance requirement (PMR) or other technical override
requirement (TOR), should these be applicable, the highest quantity among
these three elements is selected as the authorized allowance.

If less than 1, the item is designated as an insurance item. The military
essentiality of the component to which the item applies is screened to
determine if the component is vital or non-vital to the mission of the
ship. If the component is non-vital, the insurance items are rejected
unless there is a designated PNR or TOR. If affirmative, the higher of
these two elements is selected as the authorized allowance. If an item
has multiple component applications both vital and non-vital, its
military essentiality is always considered to be vital.

-,



After screening for military essentiality at the component to mission
level, a second screening is performed to determine whether the item
itself, is vital or non-vital to the component. Non-vital items for vital
components are also rejected unless there is a designated PMR or TOR. If
affirmative, the higher of these two elements is selected as the authorized
allowance.

A third and final screening is performed on each vital/vital item to
determine if its probability of usage aboard ship is so low that it,
also, should be rejected from allowance lists. A deep insurance criteria
has been established which defines a deep insurance item as one with an
expected usage aboard ship of less than .25 per annum based on its ship-
board population and BRF. Based on this criteria, deep insurance items
are rejected unless there is a designated PMR or TOR. If affirmative,
the higher of these two elements is selected as the authorized allowance.
If the forecast ship usage is equal or greater than .25, the highest of
the MRU, PMR, or TOR is selected as the authorized allowance. The
summtation of the demand based and insurance items remaining after the
above screenings become the authorized on-board allowance of repair parts
for a particular hull.



FLSIP ALLO1ANCE QUAi TITY TABLE
(BASED ON 90 DAY SUPPORT)

BRF X POP ALLO. BRF X POP ALLOW
4 ATY 4 .9_

-'.0625 0 24.7 - 25.5 32
.0625 - .999* 25.6 - 26.4 33

1.0 - 1.1 2, 26.5 - 27.3 34
1.2 - 1.7 3 27.4 - 28.1 35
1.8 - 2.4 4 28.2 - 29.0 36
2.5 - 3.1 5 29.1 - 29.9 37
3.2 - 3.8 6 30.0 - 30.8 38
3.9 - 4.6 7 30.9 - 31.7 39
4.7 - 5.4 8 31.8 - 32.6 40
5.5 - 6.2 9 32.7 - 33.5 41
6.3 - 7.0 10 33.6 - 34.4 42
7.1 - 7.8 11 34.5 - 35.3 43
7.9 -8.6 12 35.4 - 36.2 44
8.7 9.4 13 36.3 - 37.1 45
9.5 - 9.9 14 37.2 - 38.0 46
10.0- 10.7 15 38.1 - 39.0 47
10.8 - 11.6 16 39.1 - 39.9 48
11.7 - 12.A 17 40.0 - 40.S 49
12.5 - 13.? 18 40.9 - 41.7 50 ..
13.4 - Y, .7. 19 45.0 54
1,.2 - !5. ?0 5.0 60
15.1 - 15.8 21 55.0 65
15.9 - 16.7 22 60.0 70
16.8 - 17.6 23 65.0 76
17.7 - 18.4 24 70.0 81
18.5- 19.3 25 75.0 87 -

19.4 - 20.2 26 80.0 92
20.3 - 21.1 27 85.0 97
21.2 - 21.9 28 90.0 103
22.0 - 22.8 29 95.0 108
22.9 - 23.7 30 100.0 113
23.8 - 24.6 31 > 100.0 **

*These items are insurance items and are allowed
only if the part to component 157C and component
to Ship 1Cs are both vittl. If the ICs are
vital, the item is allowed in a quantity of one
minium replacement unit.

If the mean X 0 is greater than 100.0\1 4the allowance quautity can be corputed as

Allowance - Mean + 1.28 r e,nn

Prepared by: Navy Fleet Material Support Office (Code 97)
iechnicsiburg, ii. Autovan 277 - 364i/2509

Authority: NSSC Itr SUP 04312/159 of 25 July 73 to 1:W04,O copy to SPCC, ESO.

FNCLOSURE (2) ---
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OPNAVINST 4441.12A
I AUG W3 6:

d Any items, other than those qualifying
under paragraphs 4c.(l)(b) and 4c(l)(c), to be included in
the allowance lists must satisfy the criteria and rules
of TORs as set forth by Chief of Naval Material.

(e) Items considered essential to the operation

r of the equipment which are excluded from IOLs by the
criteria above may be supported as supply system insurance
items in a minimum quantity to satisfy emergency require-
ments.

d. Materiel Availability (effectiveness) goals:

(1) For aviation ships and MAGs, the objective for
overall AVCAL performance is to fill 7S% of all demands
and to provide overall availability of 85% for items
stocked. Issues from rotatable pools will be included in
effectiveness computations. For non-aviation ships without
intermediate maintenance capability, the objective is to
fill 651 of all demands and to provide overall availability
of 8S for items stocked. L
* (2) For shore activities supporting aircraft the

objective for overall AVCAL performance is to fill 6S% of
all demands and to provide overall availability of 85% for
items stocked. Issues from rotatable pools will be
included in effectiveness computations. --

e. Identification of overrides. Items which are
included in allowance lists which qualified on other than
rules cited above will be coded and identified in IM files
for periodic review of original decision.

f. Depth of Stocks - _

(1) Rotatable pool stock levels will be based upon
frequency of repair and actual turn around time, whirh in
the majority of cases should not exceed 3 days. In any event
individual item levels will be constrained to a quantity
representing a maximum of 20 days turn around time.

at (2) Authorized stock levels for repairable items
at operating sites will be 90 days for afloat units. and
KAGs, 30 days for CONUS activities and 60 days for overseas

*" activities. Afloat and overseas computations will be based
on combat rlying hours. Replenishment will be on a one
for one basis with no additional depth authorized for order
and ship time. CHINAVMAT will publish procedures for
changing allowances. When promulgated, allowances will be

Enclosure (S) 6
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